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INTRODUCTION
Mark is ﬁrst mentioned in Acts 12:12, where he is
named only incidentally to distinguish his mother Mary
from the other Marys mentioned in the New Testament. Peter, released from prison by anangel, went to
the house of this woman, which seems to have been
near by. This was in the spring of the year 44, at the
time of the Passover. The fact that this is called her
house indicates that she was a widow at this time, but
how long her husband had been dead, or what name he
bore, is not known. Mark was very likely present
among the many who prayed for Peter. It is worth
noting that here, where we ﬁrst hear of Mark, it is in
connection with Peter; the last we hear of him, when
he wrote the Gospel in Rome, shows him again in
closest association with Peter.
Much has been made of this house of Mary’s. It is
made the house in which Jesus ate the last Passover
and instituted the Holy Supper; likewise, the house to
which the eleven returned after the ascension of Jesus,
and where ten days later the Spirit descended upon the
assembled disciples (Acts 2:1, 2). The thread on which

this assertion is hung is the word dvu'tyeov in Mark 14:15
and the corresponding word imcpéiov in Acts 1:13. Both
words mean “an upper room,” and in the latter passage the article refers to this room as one that was
well known. The man bearing the pitcher of water is
supposed to be Mark’s father. Mark is said to have
been present at the Lord’s last Passover and at the
institution of the Supper. He is also supposed to have
followed to Gethsemane, with only a linen cloth cast
about him (Mark 14:51). All this is ingenious enough
but hardly convincing. We cannot believe that, if Mark
had been present fully dressed in the upper room with
Jesus, he would have left the house and gone through

(5)
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the streets out to Gethsemane clad only in a linen
sheet. Every detail in the story of the last Passover

leaves the impression that no one was present in the
upper room except Jesus and the disciples. Mark was
not there to wash the feet of the guests, Jesus himself
had to wash the feet of the Twelve.
Upper rooms were usual in buildings, compare
Acts 3:37; 2028, and this last-mentioned room was
quite large. The likelihood is that in Mark 14:15, Acts
1:13, and Acts 12:12 we have a reference to three
diﬁ'erent houses. If in the latter two passages we have
a reference to the same house, it would be strange,
indeed, to have its ownership mentioned so late in the
narrative of Acts, in connection with an incident that
occurred all of ﬁfteen years after the ﬁrst mention,
where no ownership is indicated. To {mepqiov is fully

explained by the relative clause “where they were
abiding.” This was all that Luke could say, as neither
the ownership of the building nor any notable previous
use of its upper room distinguished it. All that Luke
found worth noting was that the disciples gathered
here while they yet remained in Jerusalem, and here
the Lord had very likely appeared to them.
In the summer of this same year (44) Barnabas
and Paul, after bringing alms from Antioch to the
famine-sufferers in Jerusalem (Acts 11:29, 30)‘, took
Mark with them on their return. Their purpose must
have been to use Mark in the work at Antioch; yet he
did not come to be ranked as one of the notable teachers of Antioch, for he is not listed in Acts 13:1.
Throughout his career his standing is that of an assistant to others above him. Mark, it seems, spent about
six years in Antioch. Then, in the year 60, Barnabas
and Paul took him along as their twain: or assistant
(Acts 13 :5) on their ﬁrst missionary tour. This seems
due in part to the fact that Mark was the nephew of
Barnabas, Col. 4:10. Since Barnabas had been a
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Levite (Acts 4:36), it was assumed that this was true
of Mark also, and it certainly was if Barnabas’ and
Mark’s fathers were brothers. Hippolytus (about 230)
calls Mark 6 onoﬁosdxa-uxoe, the stump-ﬁngered, because
he was said to have cut off his thumb in order to render himself unﬁt for the Levitical service (Lev. 21 :17,
etc.). One may doubt this late report since nothing of
this nature is stated concerning Barnabas. Mark may,
indeed, have lost a thumb in some entirely natural
manner, from which circumstance this legend grew.
The arrangement between Mark and his uncle and
Paul came to an end at Pamphylia. Mark left them
and went back to Jerusalem, Acts 13:13.
Two years later, when Paul proposed the second
missionary tour to Barnabas, the latter determined
again to take Mark along, but Paul positively refused
to do so. The two contended sharply and even separated from each other. Barnabas took his nephew and
returned to Cyprus, and Paul found an assistant in
Silas and went through Syria and Cilicia. What set
Paul against taking along Mark was the fact that he
had “departed from them from Pamphylia and went
not with them to the work.” He lacked the necessary
courage and enthusiasm to hold out. Paul felt certain
that he would do no better this time. With this notice
in Acts 15:36, etc., Barnabas disappears from View
entirely, and Mark also disappears for about ten years.
We next hear of Mark during Paul’s ﬁrst imprisonment in Rome, when he writes to the Colossians (4 :10)
and to Philemon (v. 24) and sends greetings from
Mark. The Colossians are told ‘to expect a visit from
Mark on matters concerning which they had already

been instructed by Paul. Colossians and Philemon
(including also Ephesians) were written by Paul in
Rome at the same time, and all three were sent out
together for delivery by Tychicus. Thus it appears
that in the year 62 Paul and Mark were again in most
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happy accord; Mark assists Paul by travelling for him
to Colossaa and elsewhere. This relation continued
until Paul’s death. For in II Tim. 4:11, written during
Paul’s second imprisonment in Rome about the year
66, Paul asks Timothy, whom he begs to come to him
from Ephesus, to bring Mark along with him to Rome,
“for he is proﬁtable to me for the ministry.” At the
end of the same year or the next year Paul was beheaded outside of Rome on the Ostian Way.

These connections of Mark with Paul, centering, as
they do, in Rome, cast their light on Mark’s connection
with Peter. In I Pet. 5 :13 Peter sends greetings to the
churches of Asia Minor from the church “at Babylon,"
to which he adds greetings from “Marcus, my son.”
Babylon is symbolical and means Rome. No evidence
whatever exists that Peter ever went to Babylon on
the Euphrates or to the tower called Babylon in the
Nile Delta. Not until the Middle Ages was the effort
made by some scholars to prove that Babylon on the
Euphrates was referred to in I Pet. 5:13. But, according to deﬁnite testimony from the second century,
Peter resided for about a year in Rome and there
suifered martyrdom in the summer or the autumn of
the year 64. Paul had left Rome after his ﬁrst imprisonment and had gone to Spain. Peter came to
Rome shortly before that time and was martyred before. Paul returned from his visit to Spain. Thus Mark
was with Peter in Rome and witnessed his death.

When he ﬁrst joined Peter is problematical. It must
have been shortly after Mark’s journey to Colossae.
indicated in Col. 4 :10; but whether he met Peter while
visiting his home in Jerusalem after discharging his
commission in 00105523, or whether he joined Peter
elsewhere, is not known.
With Paul far away in Spain, it is easy to see how
readily Mark renewed his association with Peter.
When in his ﬁrst letter, written from Rome, Peter calls
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Mark “my son,” this can mean only that Mark owed
his conversion to Peter. Mark thus joined Peter as his
own spiritual father. Compare I Tim. 1:2 and Titus
1 :4. What induced Peter to come to Rome at this time
is a matter of conjecture. Perhaps he intended to take
the place of the absent Paul. The fact that Peter's stay

in Rome was brief and occurred during the interval of
Paul’s absence is indicated by the letters of Paul and
of Peter. The letters written by Paul during his ﬁrst
imprisonment in Rome contain no greetings from
Peter—Peter was not yet in Rome. Peter’s letter from
Rome contains no greetings from Paul—Paul was no
longer in Rome.
Summing up these New Testament references to
Mark, we see how he came to be prepared for the work
of writing his Gospel. He had gained some direct
knowledge of Jesus in his youth; later on he was in
association with the Christian leaders who even fret
quented his home; he labored at Antioch and with
Barnabas in Cyprus; then ﬁnally he was ﬁrst with
Paul and after that with Peter. But the New Testament writings themselves say nothing about Mark’s
authorship of the second Gospel. For this we are
dependent on tradition.
Tradition is unanimous in making Mark the author
of the Gospel which bears his name. Likewise, theancient testimony declares that Mark wrote his Gospel
as a record of the teaching of Peter. Yet a difference
appears among the witnesses regarding some details,
and we are left somewhat in doubt.
0f utmost value as testimonies to the authorship of
the four Gospels, and thus also to Mark's, are the
ancient captions: mu}. Matador; Kurd. Ma'pxov, etc., “Ac-

cording to Matthew"; “According to Mark,” etc. In
these captions Km: retains its ordinary meaning “according to," in Latin secundum, and thus does not
express authorship directly as imd does; so we cannot
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translate “By Matthew,” etc. Yet in these captions the
wider preposition Kurd includes authorship. The sense
is never that these records are compilations made by
unknown writers who merely drew on Matthew, Mark,
etc. This appears with especial clearness in the case of
Mark and of Luke. Mark drew his material from
Peter, yet his book is never called: “The Gospel according to Peter," but always: “The Gospel according to
Mark,” or more brieﬂy: “According to Mark,” meaning, of course, the Gospel. The reason is that this
historical version of the “glad news” was written by
Mark, never that the sources of the book are merely
the teachings of Mark. The same is true with regard
to Luke and the sources which he himself names in
111-4. We have in his book the “glad news” as it was
written by Luke himself. These facts are, of course,
decisive also for Matthew and for John. It is imposSible to read, either “critically” or otherwise, these
fouridentical captions originally afﬁxed by the church

to the four Gospels in any but the identical sense: the
version of each writer as written by himself. Whatever men are pleased to maintain today, the church
from the very beginning never regarded one or two
of these Kurd phrases as meaning one thing and the
others something different.

This most ancient proof is decisive also for the
second Gospel. It reaches farther back than the traditional patristic testimonies, and is thus of even greater
value. Only in one way could the testimony of the
captions be invalidated: by documentary evidence that
the four «mi. were not understood by the ﬁrst church
in the sense indicated; but who would attempt to furnish such evidence? The critics who disregard all four
Kurd phrases and deny that any one of the four Gospels
was written by the men to whom they have been
attributed by the ancient church are free to choose
what authors they please for these books.
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0f the very greatest weight is the testimony of the
apostle John. He wrote toward the end of the ﬁrst
century and composed his Gospel so as to presuppose
on the part of his readers a knowledge of the other
three Gospels, and so as to supplement the accounts of
those Gospels. Parts of John's Gospel cannot be fully
understood without reference to the preceding Gospels.
Thus John’s Gospel is nothing less than a multifarious
attestation to the other three Gospels, including that
of Mark. Moreover, this testimony proves not only the
existence of Mark’s Gospel but also the plenary author-ity of this and the other two Gospels in the churches at
the end of the ﬁrst century, together with a complete
knowledge of their very words on the part of the
members of the churches. Even in Ephesus itself,
where John wrote, the other Gospels must have been
used for years, both in the public «worship and in
constant instruction.
What makes this testimony of John’s Gospel soweighty is the fact that it is backed up by inspiration.
The other three Gospels really have a double attestation: that embodied in their own inspired composition
and that derived from the ﬁnal Gospel. John’s attests-o
tion remains, at least in part, even when critics have:

him contradict or correct the other Gospel writers.
This superlative witness from John’s Gospel is too
often overlooked when the authenticity, the authorship, etc., of the other Gospels are examined. Only by'
denying John's authorship of the Fourth Gospel is his
inspired attestation to the other Gospels undermined;
but only the inspired part of it, for the supposed
unknown writer who is substituted for John would.
still in his uninspired way continue the attestation.

The next testimony to Mark’s Gospel is furnished
by Papias (about the year 130), quoted by Eusebius,
Church History, III, 39, 15. Irenaus calls Papias “a.
bearer of John (meaning the apostle) and a friend of
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Polycarp.” Papias writes: “This, too, the presbyter
(meaning the apostle John) was saying: ‘Mark, who
was an interpreter of Peter, wrote with exactness
whatever he remembered, not, however, in order, the
things spoken or done; for he neither heard the Lord,
nor followed along with him, but afterwards, as I said,
along with Peter, who made his teachings according to
the needs, but not as one making an arrangement of
the sayings of the Lord; so that Mark made no mistake, in that he wrote some things so as he remembered; for he showed care only for one thing, not to
leave out anything of what he heard, or to falsify
anything therein.’ ” In this quotation “the elder” is not
some unknown person but the apostle John who calls
himself “the elder” in his last two epistles. The'value

of this testimony is thus very important: John is
pronouncing directly on Mark and doing that in Asia
Minor where Mark’s Gospel was in use.

When Mark is called Peter’s éppqmims, we have no
reason to think that Peter did his preaching in Aramaic, and that Mark then translated this into Greek
for the Greek hearers. Peter was bilingual as well as
Mark. The idea that “interpreter” refers only to
Mark’s ability to reproduce the narrations of Peter is

insuﬁicient, for the ability is proved by Mark’s actual
reproduction of Peter’s words, which the quotation also
attests in so many words. The sense of the term, then,
is that Mark became the interpreter of Peter to the
church at large by putting Peter’s words into writing
in his Gospel. John, through Papias, attests that Mark
has given us what the discourses of Peter contained.
The apostolic authority behind Mark is Peter.
The faultlessness with which Mark wrote is also
attested. Mark, of course, had not heard and followed

the Lord and was thus not in a position to write with
the ﬁrsthand knowledge of an eyewitness; he had to
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depend on Peter. This apostle, however, whose assistant Mark became, and from whom he heard the Gospel
story again and again, spoke on each occasion only
according to the needs of his audience and thus did not
narrate the words and the deeds of Jesus in their
consecutive and chronological order. This affected also
to some degree the reign- or order in which Mark wrote
dOWn the narratives that compose his Gospel. We
cannot always depend on him for the exact chronology
of the recorded events.

Justin (born about the year 100) in his Dialogue
with Trypho, chapter 106, speaks of the “memorabilia”
(dmpvqpovcﬁpura) of Peter, meaning Mark’s Gospel, in
which the sons of Zebedee are called “Boanerges”
(Mark 3:17). Here we have the same reference to
Peter as furnishing the material for Mark’s Gospel,

and the authority of that Gospel is attested. Clement
of Alexandria (toward the end of the second century,
in Eusebius, Church History, V. 8, 3; VI, 14, 6, etc.;
and elsewhere) reports that the hearers of Peter were
so impressed by the oral discourses they heard from
him that they earnestly begged the companion of Peter
to put their contents in writing for them so that they
could always recall them. This may well have been the
impulse which set Mark to writing. In connection
with I Pet. 5:13 Clement calls some of these hearers
Caesarian Knights.

Regarding the further details there is a lack of
agreement. At one time Clement reports (Eusebius,
VI, 14) that when Peter heard of this desire for a
written Gospel by Mark, he neither publicly opposed
nor favored the idea. Again Eusebius (II, 15) reports
Clement as writing thatPeter learned of the matter by
a revelation of the Spirit, that he rejoiced at the desire
for knowledge on the part of the people, and that he

authorized Mark’s Gospel for use in the churches.
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Origen- even states that Mark wrote “as Peter guided
him.” Yet Irenaeus, a pupil of Polycarp, in the second
half of the second century writes (Eusebius, V, 8)
that Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, wrote
what Peter preached “after the death (Esob‘oe) " of
Peter and of Paul. If we accept the view of Irenaus,
the date of Mark’s writing would be the year 67; according to Clement it would be 63 to 64, Peter being
executed in the latter year. The statement of Papias
is regarded as favoring the later date, Irenaeus apparently having the words of Papias in mind.
While Peter is the chief source of Mark’s Gospel,
we must remember that Mark knew the gospel facts
from the time of his stay in Jerusalem. He had not
only heard these sacred narratives from more than one
apostle, he himself had used them in his missionary
work. Before his close association with Peter and

their ﬁnal stay in Rome, Mark had been in similar
association with Paul, also in Rome. He thus had
heard also Paul, and students of Mark generally ﬁnd
some traces of Paul’s teaching in the second Gospel.
All the ancient testimony agrees that Mark wrote after
Matthew and prior to Luke, who, however, may have
written about the same time as Mark. The many
hypotheses that have been advanced regarding the
so—called synoptic problem need not concern us here.
Each generally overthrows its predecessors. Zahn
writes (Introduction, II, §50, last paragraph) : “Up to
the present time no one of the investigations of the
synoptic problem can be said to have produced results
which have been generally accepted, or that can lay
well-grounded claims to such acceptance."
Everywhere Mark gives evidence that in following
Peter he is following an eyewitness. This appears in
all the little details which Mark introduces into his
narratives and which the other two synoptists lack.

This feature lends an especial attractiveness to Mark’s
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writing. It also shows how the gospel tradition of the
original witnesses was handed down. Instead of being
incorporated in an Urmarlcus or some fragmentary
documents, the narratives of Christ’s words and deeds
were handed down orally in something like a ﬁxed
form, were repeated in almost the same way, and were
always substantially identical yet with individual
touches and features, all of them true in. every detail.
In his reproduction Mark adhered to the details as
Peter regularly gave them.

Matthew wrote before Mark, and it is possible that
Mark had Matthew’s Gospel before him when he wrote
his own. The evidence that seems to point in this
direction is the fact that both Gospels record certain
narratives in the same order. As far as similarity or
identity in the wording is concerned, this does not
seem to argue for‘the dependence of Mark upon Matthew, for this appears to be due to the ﬁxed way in
which from the beginning these narratives were told
by all who spread them in teaching and preaching.
The eyewitnesses were always at hand to keep these
narrations entirely true.

These witnesses also had the promise of the Spirit,
John 14:26; 16:14. In our explanations of just how

the Gospels were written we dare not omit this divine
guidance and control. All purely naturalistic explanations fail from the start. Without the Spirit’s control
all the Gospels, and each by itself, stand as inexplicable
phenomena. They simply could not have been produced.
But they were produced and stand before us majestically in eloquent silence. The Spirit is back of them.
He used each of these writers, taking each as he was,
with all the ability and the means each commanded,
and enabled them to write, each in his own way, so
that the writing was what the Spirit wanted for the
church in all the coming ages. No wonder that all in-
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spired writing thus stands in a class by itself, supreme
over all other writing and stamped forever as divine.

The fact that Mark wrote for the Gentile readers to
whom Peter had preached is indicated by the tenor of
the entire Gospel. In marked instances Jewish matters are disregarded, and points that have an especial
appeal to Gentiles are carefully inserted. Mark’s is also
the simplest of the Gospels. Peter preached, it seems,
to many beginners in the faith, and Mark reported
accordingly. That, too, seems to be the reason why in
what he himself says Mark seldom refers to the Old
Testament. It may also explain why Mark’s is the
shortest of the four Gospels. For his Gentile readers
Mark explains things Jewish and translates Aramaic
words. We may say more: the number of Latinisms
employed ﬁts especially Roman and Italian readers and
supports the ancient tradition that Mark wrote in

Rome. Mark writes as a Palestinian Jew and betrays
his Semitic form of thought, in which, of course, he is
also quite in accord with Peter. His Greek is less
excellent than Matthew’s and naturally inferior to
Luke’s. On Mark’s language compare R. 118, etc., who
states that Mark’s semitisms are not really bad Greek
“though,” as Moulton states, “Mark's extremely vernacular language often makes us think so, until we
read the less educated papyri.”
Eusebius 2, 16 has Mark eventually going to Egypt
to preach the Gospel he had himself composed and
founding congregations in Alexandria with great success. In 2, 24 Mark is regarded as the ﬁrst bishop of
Alexandria, Annianus succeeding him in the eighth
year of Nero’s reign.
It is something of a problem to outline Mark’s
Gospel in a way that would agree with Mark’s own
plan. The introduction is clear, 1 :1-13, but not so the
parts of the body of the work. There is no conclusion;
(see the discussion ‘where this section is treated).
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Needless diﬂiculty is introduced when the opening
words 'Apx}, 1'05 cﬁayydiov ’Inaoii Xpurroﬁ vim": (foil) @coﬁ are

read as a title. It is true, cﬁayye’hwv means, not a book,
but the glad news of our salvation. But this does not
mean that Mark intends to present only the preaching
of Jesus by which he presented this glad news—he

making the beginning (dpxﬁ) with this preaching, and
we proceeding with the continuation of it. Thus understood, the title would not match the Gospel at all,
for most of it records deeds and not preaching, especially the section on the sulfering, death, and resurrection of Jesus. We have no reason for such a miscon-

ception of Mark’s title and of his Gospel. Eﬁayye’mv is
the glad news of salvation as Mark publishes it in
what he writes. Peter preached it orally, and though it
is now written it remains the same. This glad news
most certainly includes, not only the words of Jesus,
but even more, all his deeds, decidedly also the death
and the resurrection.
This “beginning of the gospel” is Mark’s theme;
and he certainly carries it out well. A continuation
followed in the miracle of Pentecost and in all the

work of the Spirit—all this is etayye’xlov too; but this
continuation Mark did not intend to include in his
account. The supposition to the contrary is hypothesis,
namely that Mark never ﬁnished his Gospel (on which
see 16:9). Most recently misconceptions in regard to
Mark’s theme have led to the conclusion that as Mark
writes on he loses sight of his theme and concludes in
a way he did not intend. This is so unlikely that one
wonders how such a statement could be made, especially at so late a date.
Let us say, then, that the plan of Mark’s Gospel is
perfectly clear and ﬁnely carried out. The trouble lies
with the commentators who fail to see the points of
division Mark himself so clearly indicates. Although
he strings his narratives together, mostly with mt, he
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has his whole book clearly mapped out and indicates
every division and every subdivision. The division into
chapters, except from chapter thirteen on, is anything
but helpful because it does not at all agree with the
structure of the Gospel. When some have six grand
parts for the body of the Gospel, and others a different
number beyond two, they divide arbitrarily and lose
the effectiveness of Mark’s own division. To miss the
main division is, of course, to spoil also practically all
of the minor divisions. The entire Gospel is built up in

two parts and divides at 8:27. Examination will show
that Mark intends to make this major division at this
point because from 8 :27 onward all the narratives

turn on the Passion until the Passion itself is recorded,
which is followed by the resurrection. Hence we have
this structure:
The Beginning of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ, God’s Son
1. Jesus proves himself to be the Christ, God’s Son,
by his mighty teaching and deeds (1 :14 to 8:26),
II. Jesus proves himself to be the Christ, God's Son,
by teachmy and enduring the Possum which is.
followed by the Resurrectwn (8:27 to 16 :.20)
The subdivisions are marked so clearly that one
wonders why they have not been seen. In the ﬁrst half
each subdivision except the last ends with a summary
statement of the activity of Jesus. Note these summaries in 1 :39; next in 3:7-12; again in 6:6b; no such
mark is necessary after 8:26. We thus have these
subdivisions of the ﬁrst half of the Gospel: 1:14—
1:39; 1:40—3:12; 3 :13—6 :6; and 6 :7—8 :26. We have
indicated no headings for these four subparts nor for

those in the second half but permit the readers to do
this for themselves.
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The second half of the Gospel is clearly divided at
chapter fourteen where the actual Passion begins.

Each of the two sections of this half of the Gospel is
again divided in half. Thus the portion that deals with
the approach of the Passion (8:27—13 :37) is clearly
halved at 10 :32, where Jesus actually starts for Jerusalem. But Mark divides still farther. Each of the
subparts indicated, namely, 8:27—10:31 and again
10 :32—13 :37, is split into small parts, each headed by
the name of a locality. 'Note these progressive names
of places: Caesarea Philippi in 8:27; Capernaum in
9:33; Judea and beyond Jordan in 10:1; these form a.
unit. Then Jesus starts for Jerusalem in 10 :32; drawing nigh to Jerusalem from Bethany and Bethphage
on the Mount of Olives in 11:1; ﬁnally leaving the
Temple for good in 13:1. Note that these marks make
two groups of three each. As for the rest, 14:1—
16 :20, the division is obvious: the Passion takes up
two chapters, fourteen and ﬁfteen, the former record—
ing the Jewish part, the latter the Gentile part in the
Passion. Note in 14 :1 the name for the Sanhedrin and
in 15:1 the name of Pilate (yet coupled with the
Sanhedrin). Chapter 16 records the Resurrection and
at the same time forms the conclusion.
II. Jesus proves himself to be the Christ, God’s
Son, by teaching and enduring the Passion which
is followed by the Resurrection, 8:27—16:20.
A. The Approach to the Passion and the Resurrection,
8 :27—13 :37.
1) Teaching the Passion, etc., 8:27—10:31.
a) At Cesarea Philippi, 8 :27—9 :32.
b) At Capernaum, 9 :33—-—9 :50.
c) On the way to Judea, beyond Jordan,
10 :1-31.
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2) Entering the Passion, 10 :32--13 :37.
8.) Starting for Jerusalem, 10 :32-52.

h) Entering Jerusalem. 11 :1—12 :44.
c) Leaving the Temple for good, 13 :1-37.
B. The Actual Passion and the Resurrection, 14-16.
1)

The Passion, 14-15.

a) The Jewish inﬂiction, 14.
b) The added Gentile inﬂiction, 15.
2) The Resurrection, 16.

CHAPTER I
THE BEGINNING OF THE GOSPEL OF
JESUS CHRIST, GOD’S SON
The Introduction

1) Beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ,
God’s Son. These words must be considered the

title of the entire Gospel of Mark. That is why am; is
without the article (R. 793 and 795), and why no verb
appears. Etayye’wm is used in its original sense, not as
meaning a book, but as the glad news of salvation, the
substance of the saving truth. The genitive “of Jesus
Christ” is objective: the glad news which tells about
Jesus Christ. This is exactly what Mark’s Gospel presents, telling about Jesus' person, teachings, works,
death, and resurrection. Eﬁayye’mv may, of course, have
a subjective genitive such as 191‘: 9:05 or [Lou or ﬁpav: the
gospel which God offers or I or we.
Some regard “of Jesus Christ" as subjective: the
gospel preached and taught by Jesus Christ. But when
this is regarded as a subjective genitive, the title does
not ﬁt the book, for this presents far more than merely
what Jesus taught; in fact, the words and teachings of
Jesus are not presented with any fulness in this Gospel. There is little teaching until toward the end so
that those who misread the title charge Mark with
drifting away from the theme with which he started.
To make such a charge against a man like Mark is
evidence that Mark’s title has been misunderstood.
Once the title is properly understood, we shall not
attempt to restrict it only to the introduction to the
Gospel or to the ﬁrst chapter alone; we shall readily
see that it covers no less than the entire Gospel of
(21)
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Mark. The dpxyi is “the beginning” of the glad news
concerning Jesus, etc. Other meanings of amp; such as
“origin” do not ﬁt. Mark considers this beginning of
the gospel to start with the work of the Baptist and
the baptism of Jesus and to extend to his resurrection

and gloriﬁcation.
“Beginning” connotes continuation, and this would
be the glad news concerning the sending of the Holy
Spirit at Pentecost and concerning all his blessed work
in the world, ending with the consummation of the
gospel at the last day. Mark uses “beginning" in the
stricter sense, as starting with Jesus’ assumption of his
Messianic ofﬁce. Hence he leaves out the birth and the
childhood of Jesus, which Matthew and Luke include.
Not that Mark considers the early history of Jesus as
being of no special value to the Gentile readers for
whom he writes; he merely does what the other evangelists also do, who also leave out of their accounts
much that is certainly of great value. Each settled on a
plan and used the material that accorded with that plan.
“Jesus” is the Savior’s personal name (Matt. 1 :21) ,
Yehochu’a or Yeslm’a, “Yahweh is help or salvation,"
meaning “the one through whom Jehovah brings

salvation.” The addition Xpwnic, a verbal from the
ceremonial verb xpt'w, the Hebrew “Messiah,” “the

Anointed,” is here not an appellative: “the Christ,"
but a second personal name (R. 795) denoting oﬂice,
thus simply “Christ." He was Jesus from his birth
(Matt. 1:25) and became Christ at the time of his
anointing with the Spirit (1 :9, etc.). The textual evidence for the apposition uzoi egos is entirely too strong
to discard these important words; the mi before emf- is
quite doubtful though its omission does not affect the
sense in any way.

A modernistic view makes “God’s Son” only a
synonym of “Jewish Messiah,” each term being only a
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variant of a Jewish category of thought, and both no
longer commonly understood or used today. Mark is,
however,‘writing, not for Jews, but for Gentiles, and

for them he uses both Xpw'ros' and vibe (9:05. The effort
is vain to reduce the true sense of either term, in
particular also that of the latter. Son of God means
here what it does throughout ’the Scriptures: the
eternal, co-equal, essential Son, the second person of

the Godhead. The glad news which Mark proposes to
put into writing deals with a Savior who is no less
great and adequate than this Son of God.
Mark’s title cannot be extended to include v. 1-3. A
statement so long and of such a kind would certainly
not be a title; nor would it at all ﬁt this Gospel. Some
have no title at all but construe v. 1 with éyémo in v. 4,
making v. 2, 3 a parenthesis. They read: “As a beginning of the gospel . . . there came John," etc. But
Mark nowhere else writes a sentence that is so involved. If it was his intention to say that the gospel
began with John, and that this occurred according to
prophecy, a much simpler form of words would have
been in place. The remark that man’s is never used to
begin a sentence is refuted by Luke' 6:31. All that can
be said is that meat: is not often used thus, which is due
to the nature of the word and its meaning.
2)

Even as it has been written in Isaiah, the
prophet,

Lo, 1 commission my messenger before thy face,
Who shall prepare thy way;

A voice of one shouting in the desert,
Make ready the way of the Lord,
Make straight his paths!
there came John, the one haptizing in the wilderness
and heralding a baptism of repentance for remission
of sins.
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Mark begins his Gospel with a short account of the
Baptist. With his work the gospel itself began. And
this is the only place in the entire Gospel in which
Mark on his own account introduces an Old Testament
quotation. He introduces it with the standard formula

ye'ypamai, “it has been written,” the perfect tense connoting that what was once written still stands to this
day. Mark mentions only the prophet Isaiah as the
source of his quotation, yet its ﬁrst part (v. 2) is
quoted from Malachi 3 :1, and only the second part (v.
3) from Isaiah 40:3. This is used by opponents as
ammunition for attack. Some commentators say that
Mark's memory was at fault, and that, failing to look
up his Old Testament, he thought that all the quoted
lines were from Isaiah; perhaps, having Matthew’s
Gospel, he merely copied 11:10 and 3:3 but failed to
note that 11 :10 is not in Isaiah. But no difﬁculty is
solved by casting reﬂections on the holy writers.
Certain texts substitute “in the prophe ” for “in
Isaiah, the prophe ,” and thus remove the difﬁculty,
but the latter reading has the weight of evidence in its
favor. We feel constrained to admit that Mark knew
what he was writing when he named only the one
prophet. By this means he indicated that he laid the
greater stress on the words quoted from Isaiah; and,
indeed, the form of this prophet’s words makes them
most valuable. The words cited "from Malachi are
added because they are of a like nature. If Mark had
actually made a mistake as claimed, any number of his
ﬁrst readers would at once have pointed it out to him,
and he would have made a correction. The point of the
whole quotation is that God sent John as the forerunner of Christ, and that thus the gospel of Jesus Christ
really had its beginning in John as had been promised
already in the Old Testament. The prophecy of Isaiah
is especially clear, describing John so that no one could
fail to recognize him when he appeared.
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The quotation from Malachi is based on the original
Hebrew, not on the LXX. The translation is usually
called “free,” but it is not at all free; it does vastly
more than to give the general sense of the original.
The translation is interpretative, and the interpretation is most exact and is preserved, therefore, also in
Matt. 11:10 and in Luke 7:27. Jehovah is speaking to ‘
the people of Israel who are expecting “the Lord"
(Ha’adon), “the Messenger of the Covenant” (Maldach Habva-ith), i.e., the Messiah. Jehovah promises
that he himself will come to his people, but in the
person of the Messiah, this “Lord” and “Messenger
of the Covenant.” A clear distinction is thus made
between the two divine persons: Jehovah and the
Messiah through whom he will come. God was in
Christ (II Cor. 5:19), yet they were two persons.
Now the promise was that Jehovah would send a
messenger before the face of the Messiah, who should

prepare the way for him. This awe»; was the Baptist,
the immediate forerunner of Christ. His mission was
to prepare the way for Christ. And Luther rightly
says that this preparation was spiritual, consisting in
repentance and the remission of sins. The relative 5;
with the future of the verb denotes purpose, R. 960.

What Jehovah originally addressed to the people
of Israel is in the quotation addressed to the Messiah
himself. This is the interpretative feature. “Before
thy face” refers to the face of Jesus Christ, God’s Son
in v. 1. It is plain, indeed, that what was told Israel
concerning the forerunner of the Messiah applied most
directly to that Messiah himself and is thus most properly also represented as being spoken to him. The
compound preposition 1rpl‘) 7rpoa’u'nrou is translation Greek,
reproducing the Hebrew. We should get rid of the
idea that quotations must always repeat the words of
the original in mechanical fashion. The Scriptures
always quote with exactness as to sense, and the sense,
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even when the words are repeated unchanged, is the
real purpose of any quotation.
3) Without a break Mark continues with the
highly dramatic words of Isaiah. No interpretative
translation is needed here, so here the Hebrew and the
LXX are reproduced, except that in the former the
parallelism of the poetic lines requires that we combine
“in the wilderness prepare” while the translation combines “one shouting in the wilderness.” Since both the

preparation and the voice are in the wilderness, this
difference is immaterial. The Words are like a tableau:
“Voice of a crier!" qol qore (status constructus), the
two words, both in the Hebrew and in the Greek, are
like an exclamation. Delitzsch writes: “The person
disappears in the glory of his calling, receding before
the contents of his cry. The cry sounds like the longdrawn-out trumpet blast of a herald.” In the same
dramatic way we are placed out “in the wilderness.” It

is useless to claim that the “voice” of 'Isaiah 40 :3-5 is
only a type of the Baptist. Mark applies it to the
Baptist himself; so do Matt. 3:3 and 11:10; likewise
the Baptist in John 1:19-24: “I am the voice of one
crying in the wilderness,” etc.
The restoration of their homeland to the Jews after
the Babylonian captivity was only a minor part of
God’s grace to them. The fullest measure of that grace
did not appear until the Messiah came; and with that
full measure Isaiah comforted his people long in
advance of that blessed day. That day dawned with
the arrival of the Baptist.

Since a great stretch of desert lay between Babylon, where Israel was held in exile, and their homeland
Palestine, it is useless for commentators to think of
the desert between Egypt and Palestine and of the
Lord’s coming through this desert to deliver his people
from Pharaoh's bondage. But this wilderness or desert
in which the voice resounds is really used ﬁguratively
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by Isaiah; it pictures the hindrances and the obstacles
which separate Israel from Jehovah. Hence, ﬁguratively, a road must be prepared through them, on
which Jehovah may come to his people to deliver them.
Though Babylon is a grand inhabited city it is pagan
and is thus pictured as a wilderness in which Jehovah's
people are lost. All this was symbolized in the Baptist
when the Messianic deliverance began; he was ordered
to shout in the literal wilderness near the Jordan.
Once the moral and spiritual import of the prophet’s imagery is noted, the shouting of the voice, namely
the Baptist's call to prepare the Lord’s way, will also
be understood. The wilderness and its obstructions are
in the hearts of the people; there the Lord’s way is to
be prepared. In Isa. 40 :3, 4 mountains and hills are to
be leveled, etc. To make a way through them is a task
that is utterly beyond human power. That is exactly
the impression intended.
Strictly speaking, only the Lord himself can construct a way through such obstacles. When, nevertheless, he orders men to build this way, the obvious sense
is that they can do this only by the power and the
grace which the Lord himself bestows. That is why
the Baptist cried, “Repentl” Impenitence raises the
mountains of obstruction; repentance opens the way
for the Lord. True repentance is wrought by the
Lord’s own law and gospel, in which his power and his
grace are active. “Make ready the way of the Lord l”
Luther writes: “Such preparation is spiritual; it consists in the deep conviction and confession that you are

unﬁt, a sinner, poor, damned and miserable with all
the works you are able to do. Where this conviction is
wrought the heart will be open for the Lord’s entrance
with his forgiveness and gifts.”
4) The man thus pictured by divine prophecy
came.in due time just as God had said. ’E‘yc’vero, trat
auf, “came,” reports the historical fact. The articu-
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.lated present participle é paw-rim is descriptive (R.
891) , and the tense describes John as being engaged in
baptizing. Matt. 3:1 has the noun Bamwrés‘, “the Bap~
tist.” While baptizing was distinctive of John and thus
gave him an additional name, his work in general was
that of a prophet, more speciﬁcally of a herald, sent of

God to the nation. That is why Mark adds mpﬁawv,
“acting as a xﬁpus or herald,” as one who with a loud
voice announces what his superior has ordered him to
announce. When we translate this word “preaching,”

the original meaning of the participl‘e must be held
fast. Preaching in the Biblical sense is merely to
announce clearly and distinctly exactly what God in
his Word orders us to announce. We dare not change
the message by alteration, by omission, or by addition.
The preacher isinot to utter his own eloquent wisdom
.but is to conﬁne himself to the foolishness and the
skandalon of the gospel.
“In the wilderness” (Matthew adds “of Judea”)
indicates the locality of the Baptist’s activity in a
general way. The Fourth Gospel speciﬁes more closely
regarding the ﬁrst period of the Baptist’s work that
it was carried on “in Bethany beyond Jordan” (“Bethabara” is a wrong reading.) The most probable site is
the northern ford near Succoth, the same by which
Jacob crossed from Mahanaim. This region is called
desert because it was never inhabited except later on
by ascetics like the Essenes and the hermits who
sought seclusion. With the feminine adjective 17} 2pm;
supply xépq, “the desert place.”
John worked under an immediate call from God
like the old prophets; Luke 3:2 states that “the word
of God came” to him. His preaching and his work
were directed by immediate revelation. Moreover,
John was born as a member of the Jewish tribe to

which, priestly functions belonged, and thus no Jew
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questioned his authority to perform such functions,
i.e., to teach and to administer religious rites. He
chose the desert country, not voluntarily, but as directed by God.
The Ghor or ravine through which the Jordan
ﬂows is dense with wild growth and unﬁt, because of
the excessive heat, for ordinary habitation; and the
adjacent upland, whether level or rugged, is also undesirable wilderness. This wild region was chosen by
God for the Baptist’s work in order to take the people
away from their ordinary occupations and interests in
order the more to ﬁx their minds and hearts on their
spiritual condition and the saving message of his great
herald. This wild region called to mind the desert
wanderings of Israel for forty years, when their
unbelief had shut them out of the promised land for
so long a time.
Mark summarizes the Baptist’s message: he
preached ﬂair-ream pew-avoids (is (Meow imp-”43v. Note the
absence of the articles, which certainly stresses the
meaning of the nouns (R..782). The genitive mimics
is descriptive and characterizes the baptism which
John preached. It was a baptism that was connected
with repentance. In his preaching he set that feature

forth with all due clearness. That meant that repentance alone ﬁtted a person for this baptism; hence we
also see John refusing to baptize the impenitent.
In per-(ivory. and the verb peraweiv we have one Of the

most important concepts of the New Testament, the
Hebrew micham, “repent by changing the mind,” and
shub, “to turn,” or to be converted. Mcravodv means
originally “to perceive or see afterward” (mat), i.e.,
when it is too late; “to change one’s mind” and thus

“to regret" and “to repent." But the Scriptural use of
the term added a spiritual depth that was far beyond
the thought of secular writers. The word referred to
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that religious change of the heart which turns from
sin and guilt to cleansing and forgiveness by God's
grace.
A synonym of mramdy is ézmpé¢¢zv, with this difference that the former looks both backward toward the
regretted sin and forward toward the accepted pardon
while the latter looks more to the grace received. The
assertion that the word repentance meant less in the
Baptist’s mouth than it meant afterward in the mouth
of the apostles, in particular that it did not include
faith in the Messiah, is answered by John 1:8: “The
same came for a witness to the Light, that all men
through him might believe"; by Luke 3:18, where the
Baptist’s preaching is called el'yayyeMCwOaz, “to preach
the gospel”; and by the fruits of this repentance which
are such as only faith in the Redeemer and forgiveness
of sins are able to produce.
The Baptist is often ranked with the 01d Testament prophets, but in v. 1, etc., we see that Mark
regards him as belonging to the dpxt, roﬁ etayym’ov, “the
beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ.” In the Smal-

cald Articles Luther calls the Baptist “the ﬁery angel
St. John, the true preacher of repentance," Concordia

Tn'glotta, 487, 30. “Repentance" and “to repent” are
at times used for contrition alone, generally when
faith is also mentioned; and again for contritigm plus
faith, i.e., for conversion in its entirety. For the former compare 1:15; Acts 20 :21; Luke 24:46, 47, where
the narrower sense is indicated; for theilatter, our

present passage and Luke 13 :5; 15 :7, where the wider
sense is apparent. This latter is well desaribed in
Concordia Triglotta, 259, 29 and 35.
The expression “baptism of repentance for remission of sins” must be read as a whole. This baptism
which John proclaimed and administered was connected with repentance and resulted in remission of
sins. Luke 3 :3 reads in the same way. "Adam: is one of
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the most blessed words in the Bible; it is derived from
satin“ and means “sending away.” The sins are taken
from the sinner and are sent away so far and in such
a way that even God will not ﬁnd them on the day of
judgment: as far as the east is from the west (Ps.
103:12), like a Writing blotted out (Isa. 43:25), cast
into the depths of the sea (Micah 7:19). Can there be
sweeter words than these for any poor sinner? What
is sent away are the sins, épapﬂfat. The plural spreads
them out in their number, heaps them up in their
mountainous mass. When we meet the singular to
indicate sin in general we have a collective, the vast
content of which must be unfolded in order to have it
properly understood.
‘Apaprta means “a missing of the mark,” namely the
mark set by the divine law, a mark which God must
hold us to meet fully and perfectly. Sin thus entails
guilt; and while we may speak of the two separately,
they are actually never separated. The instant we sin
we have guilt, and guilt cannot exist where sin is
absent. Sin and guilt entail punishment, and this
follows the guilt as surely as the guilt follows the sin.
When the sins are sent away, all their guilt and
punishment leave us likewise.

The force of the phrase (is 54mm Wnav which modiﬁes ﬁdmwpa peruvot'as is to make remission of sins the
result of the baptism of repentance. Every such baptism bestowed remission upon the person baptized.
Note that Bdm’w’pa is the objective sacrament administered upon the person, and pmivom the subjective condition necessary in the person to receive the gift (remission) in the sacrament. Speaking Scripturally, it is
impossible to conceive of any repentant sinner being
baptized by John without release from his sins. But
many take the words in a different sense: John
preached and practiced a baptism which “obligated to
repentance” and by this obligation promised remission
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when the Messiah would appear. The contention is
that this baptism did not itself bestow remission. Dogmatic and not linguistic considerations produce interpretations of this kind. The simple descriptive genitive [Lu-avoids cannot be made to convey obligation, and
an interval of time cannot be inserted before the
phrase with de. Suppose a person received John’s baptism of repentance and then died before the Messiah
came, would he die without remission and be forever
lost? John baptized only those who repented and confessed their sins and turned all others away, and all
who were thus baptized received remission in their
baptism. Hypocrites, who did not repent, only increased their guilt.
Robertson 595 is reluctant to make (is in our passage denote aim and purpose. He turns the matter
over to the interpreter without himself stating what
he thinks sis means linguistically. We may very well
regard this phrase as expressing aim and purpose, but
it must be a purpose that is realized in the baptism of
repentance itself, not one to be realized at some later
time and by some other means or by no means at all.

What is back of these refusals to accept Mark's
words as they read is, in most cases, the idea that
baptism is only a symbol and thus bestows nothing,
being only an act of obedience on our part (law) and
not an act of God bestowing grace (gospel). In addition, not a few consider John’s baptism to be different
from Christ’s, John’s conveying no grace and remission while that of Jesus does. On this point Acts 2 :38
is decisive, where sis ddacmv 16v dyapnu'iv {1va is used

regarding Christ’s baptism exactly as the cis phrase is
used regarding John’s. Jesus himself continued John’s,
baptism (John 4:1, 2) and eventually instituted this
baptism for all nations. In essentials John’s and
Christ's baptisms are the same. The Baptist’s wasadministered on the basis of the revelation made at
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that time; that of Jesus on the level of his completed
work. The Baptist’s made followers of the Christ to
come; that of Jesus followers of the Christ already
come. Thus the baptism of John was preparatory for
Israel alone, Christ’s permanent for all nations. Only
in this way was the one merged into the other. The
remission bestowed by them was identical.
5) And there was going out to him all the country Judea and all the Jerusalemites and were being
baptized in the river Jordan by him, confessing their
sins.
This is briefer than Matthew’s statement (3:5),
and Judea and Jerusalem are reversed. This is a ﬁne
example of how the oral tradition was transmitted,
which was not by any means always verbatim; many
other examples appear in the following pages. Matthew adds the country around Jordan (Transjordania) .
Galilee might have been added. In Matthew 11 :7, etc.,
Jesus speaks to the Galileans about John, and the ﬁrst
disciples of John were from Galilee. Mark proceeds
from the country to the capital, but the latter he designates according to its inhabitants. The excitement
spread even to the proud Jerusalemites. The two imperfect tenses €££wop¢15ero and spamtzom are in descriptive narrative which is compared by R. 883 to a “moving-picture show.” Streams of people were constantly
going out to John, and large numbers of them were
being baptized.
The verb éﬁam-tgom indicates nothing whatever regarding the mode which John employed in baptizing.
Nothing regarding the mode can be obtained from the

phrase iv w; ’Iopsdm aroma/5, “in the river Jordan,” for
which v. 9 has dc, with no difference in meaning, R.
525. This év is merely locative (R. 524), stating where
the baptism took place; it denotes place (R. 586) and
nothing more.
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The readiness with which the multitudes submitted

to John’s baptism is explained by the fact that puriﬁcatory rites by the application of water were not new
or strange to the Jews; and these rites were not performed by immersion, Lev. 14:7 and 27; Num. 8:7;
19:13; Heb. 9:13; also Exod. 19:10; Lev. 15, entire
chapter; 16:26 and 28; 17:15; 22:6; Deut. 23:10.
These were washings, rinsings, and bathings, but
never an immersion. The Jews expected that when the

Messiah came he would use some puriﬁcatory rite such
as this; see the question on this point put to the Baptist by the Pharisees in John 1:25. Instead, then, of

seeking to explain “were being baptized” by reference
to some mode that is supposed to have been used in the
church at the time when Mark (or Matthew) wrote,
we must explain the Baptist’s mode by comparison
with the rites with which the Jews were conversant
since the days of Moses. Since none of these were
immersions, immersion was not the mode used in
either the Baptist’s or Jesus’ baptism.

All leidcons agree that Bum-(cm denotes any mode of
applying water. It is hopeless linguistically to restrict
it to one mode to the exclusion of all other modes, and
that a mode for which Jewish practice furnishes no
evidence. How could immersions be made on the desert journey; and how in a city like Jerusalem, where
the water supply was always a problem? But did the

Baptist not have the river Jordan? If his baptisms
were immersions, then, since the number he baptized
was estimated as being between 200,000 and 500,000
in the brief period of a little over a year in which he
labored, he must have lived an almost constant aquatic
life. We have not the slightest evidence that he used
his disciples as his assistants when he was baptizing.
When this was done by Jesus (John 4:2), it is stated.
Moreover, the Baptist later on baptized at ZEnon
(John 3:23), the very name of which was “Springs.”
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The mm 58am, literally “many waters,” rivulets ﬂowing from these springs, made the place suitable for his

work, not by furnishing water that was deep enough
for immersions but by providing water for drinking
purposes, a great necessity when many people are
gathered together. Of course, from these “waters” he
could pour or sprinkle when he was baptizing.

Yet down to the most recent commentary the view
persists that the Baptist immersed. This is plainly a
case of uncritical exegetical traditionalism. It is well
illustrated by Zahn who admits the absence of any
indication of mode in the words and yet, when he tries
to imagine how the Baptist baptized, speaks of Vollbad.
Some connect John’s rite with the baptism of Jewish
proselytes, but they fail in two points. There is no
evidence that the baptism of Jewish proselytes was
more than a washing like the other well-known Jewish
rites; moreover, this rite regarding proselytes is not
mentioned anywhere until the second century, and no

man can show that it was practiced at the time of the
Baptist. We may add also that nowhere does it appear
that the Baptist thought he was making proselytes of
the Jews whom he baptized; they remained the Jews
they had always been. Even R. 592 dissents from Blass
in ﬁnding motion in Ban-rite» and in thus reading iv and
d: with this motion. The grammarian allows his
Baptist dogmatics to mislead him.
Those who translate épamZom as the middle voice

“got themselves baptized" on the basis of the Aramaic
verb which is active speak as if they have actually seen
this Aramaic verb in Matthew and in Mark. Since in";
regularly names the agent after a passive, Mark’s (and
Matthew’s) Greek verb is undoubtedly passive. The
eifort to put an active meaning into it (by way of the
middle voice) has a purpose back of it, namely that
“the rite was not intended to have any deﬁnite eﬂ’ect
on the new recruits” (note this designation). “Baptism
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was not something that was done to them, it was
something that they did; they professed themselves to

be ﬁt and proper members of the new order.” This
makes Mark (and Matthew, too.) say the opposite of
what he actually says. It changes the gospel of baptism into a law of baptism—we do something in baptism, not God. It is at most a symbol that we receive,
nothing actual and real. But all the Scripture passages
regarding baptism are to the contrary. When Jesus
speaks to Nicodemus regarding John’s baptism he tells
him that this works regeneration, the new spiritual
birth, John 3:5. No man works his own birth, it is
wrought in him by the Spirit. Peter, like the other
apostles who had been baptized by the Baptist, states
that baptism “saves,” I Pet. 3:21. Paul does the same
in Titus 3 :5 by calling baptism “the washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost.”

The Baptist demanded true repentance for his
baptism. This is inward, unseen, in the heart; yet it
always manifests its presence by an honest confession
of sin. So Mark describes those who were accepted for
baptism as “confessing their sins.” The present participle states that this open and penitent acknowledgment of sin accompanied every baptism that was performed. This makes the claim specious that, if the
confession was a requisite for baptism, the participle
should be an aorist. Since the main verb is durative,
the added participle must also be durative; for both
the verb and the participle describe customary actions.
The Baptist ﬁrst preached repentance, and then all

who were moved to repentance confessed and were
baptized, and this went on from day to day. We thus

recognize the subjective preparation consisting of
repentance with its accompanying confession, both
wrought by the Baptist’s preaching; and the objective
sacrament, administered at God’s command by his
authorized agent, bestowing God’s gift of grace and
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pardon. Thus the subjective need, realized in repentance and confession, was met by the objective satisfaction of that need—the distressing sins were removed.
6) Now John was clothed with camel’s hair and
a leather girdle around his loins and was eating
locusts and wild honey.
Mark reports exactly what Matt. 3:4 does, but the
wording is Mark’s own. Aé continues the account about
John. Living and working in the wilderness, John
dressed and ate accordingly. Mark uses two participles
with 5v. With ﬁv he puts the Baptist before us, telling
us how he “was” at that time, and the participles
describe him. We sacriﬁce the difference in tense in
our translation. The ﬁrst is a perfect: e'vscb‘u/u'vos, “having been clothed,” with a present connotation, still so
clothed. From the start he wore “came ’s hair.” Artists
often present this as being the actual hide of a camel;
but it was a long, loose robe (51’8upa, Matt.) woven from

camel’s hair, a garment of coarse texture like the
coverings of the very poor.
With this rough robe there naturally went a leather
girdle to hold it at the Waist, 60%;, singular: “loin,”
for which we always use the plural “loins.” The girdle

kept the robe from ﬂapping apart and made it possible
to tuck it up for rapid walking. Made of common
leather, the girdle, too, was cheap. We may take it that
this camel's hair robe was John’s only garment. No
sandals are mentioned.
From Zech. 13 :4 we'know that “a rough garment"
or “a garment of hair” was the usual dress of a
prophet and was used even by false prophets in order
to deceive. In II Kings 1:8 King Ahaziah recognizes
Elijah when this prophet is described to him as “an
hairy man, and girt with a girdle of leather about his
loins.” Since Elijah preﬁgured the Baptist in the stern
preaching of repentance (Mal. 4:5; Matt.,11 :4; Mark
9:11, 12; Luke 1:17), this similarity of dress cannot
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have been accidental. In this very wilderness Elijah
made his last appearance. The very appearance of
John was thus a stern sermon. It was a call to all
those who made food and drink, house and raiment
their chief concern in life to turn from such vanity and
to provide far more essential things. John was a living illustration of how little man really needs here
below—something we are prone to forget. In drawing
people out into the wilderness after him John made
them share a bit of his own austere life. Men left their
mansions, oﬂices, shops, their common round of life and
for a time at least gave their thoughts to higher things.
Four varieties of locusts were allowed as food, Lev.
11 :22. They are still eaten by the poor and in times of
famine, being abundant in the spring and often coming in great swarms. The wings and the legs were torn
off, and the bodies were dried or roasted or ground up

and baked, seasoned with salt, and could be kept for a
long time. Palestine was famed for its wild bees and
honey, especially in the wilder regions. 'Aypwv with
Mu prevents us from thinking of any sweet prepared
by men or of sweet exudations from leaves. The
abundant natural wild honey is referred to.
The Baptist’s mode of life marks him as a Nazarite
(Luke 1 :15), and up to the time of his preaching he
must have lived like a hermit (Luke 1:80). In this
respect he was the antithesis of Jesus (Matt. 11:18).

7)

And he heralded, saying: There is coming

one stronger than 1 after me, the latchet of whose
sandals I am not ﬁt, having stooped, to unloose. I on
my part baptized you with water, but he shall haptize you with the Holy Spirit.

Mark reports the heart of the Baptist’s preaching,
his great proclamation concerning the coming Messiah.
We have already been told (in v. 4) about his preach-

ing “a baptism of repentance for remission of sins.”
This was in preparation for the great Coming One,
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whose early arrival he now announces. John’s chief
work was to make the Savior’s coming known. It is

noteworthy that in this proclamation the Baptist, like
Jesus afterward, avoids mention of the title “Messiah,”
evidently because of the political ideas the Jews had
connected with this term. Against all such unspiritual

and worldly expectations already the Baptist contended.
Mark uses the signiﬁcant verb szem even as Matthew has the participle 6 épxéms. “He comes” and “the
One Coming” are standard expressions for the Jewish
expectation of the Messiah; they are based on Old

Testament statements such as Gen. 49 :10, “until Shiloh
come.” Mark makes the verb emphatic by giving it the
ﬁrst place in the sentence.
The Baptist announces the divine greatness of the
Coming One and thus arouses the expectation of his
hearers to the highest pitch'. He calls him “one strong-

er than I,” 6 toxupérepéc you, from the noun 141705;, which
refers to the personal possession of power. John thus
implies that he, too, is iaxupés, “strong,” the divine
strength of the Word having been given to him. The

force of this comparison of the Messiah with himself
is clear from Luke 3 :15, etc., “all men mused in their
hearts of John, whether he were the Christ, or no ,”
they thought that he was perhaps great and strong
enough for that. But by his comparison John denies all
such thoughts. He denies it a second time in John 1:26,
27. The people must elevate their expectation to a
power and a strength that are far above anything they

saw in John. However highly they thought of John, he
was only the herald and forerunner of the Coming
One, who was to appear “after me,” 51:wa [1013, really
“behind me,” but here referring to time, “after me.”
How much greater this Stronger One will be is
brought out by the relative clause: “the latchet of
whose sandals I am not ﬁt, having stooped, to unloose”;
au'mn': after 01': is pleonastic, R. 722. It was the humblest
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slave’s or servant’s task to unfasten the straps that
held the master’s or the honored guest’s sandals to the
feet, to take them away, and to clean them of dust.
Matthew refers only to carrying the sandals away,
Luke and Mark to untying them, but Mark adds the
touch of the servant’s stooping down to do this. This
is a concrete expression for the greatness of the Coming One—John is as nothing compared with him. How
great, then, must he be? The answer is: the Coming
One is God’s own Son. John’s words are no self-abasement, no Oriental extravagance; as a prophet, ﬁlled
with the Spirit, he speaks absolute truth.
8) With this difference between the persons corresponds the diiference in their work. John makes this
plain by another comparison. Since he is appointed to
baptize he places his baptizing over against that act of
the Coming One which can also be called a baptizing.
John baptizes with an ordinary sacrament, in connection with common water; God's Son will ﬁnally crown
his great redemptive work by baptizing in connection
with the Holy Spirit. We usually translate e'v in these
two statements by “with” as if means were intended.
But the Spirit is not a means for baptizing like water;
hence, since both Ev must have the same force, the sense
must be “in connection with” water, “in connection
with" the Holy Spirit. Matthew adds “and ﬁre” and
thus points more clearly to the ﬁery ﬂames at Pentecost. A divinely appointed man may apply water in a
sacrament; only the Son of God can pour out the Holy
Spirit, and even he only after completing his redemptive work and then ascending to heaven.
John describes his own strength by saying: “I on
my part (emphatic eyes to contrast with Christ) baptized you with water.” This was the power that God
had put into his hands. It marked him as the forerunner of Christ. It is unwarranted to stress a 68m to
mean “with nothing but water” so that John’s baptism
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becomes nothing but a symbolical sprinkling with
water or, as some assert, immersion in water. To claim
that because Jesus baptized with the Holy Spirit,
John’s baptism was devoid of the Spirit is to draw a
false conclusion. As the Spirit wrought all spiritual
effects throughout the Old Testament, so he wrought
in both John’s preaching and his baptism, and in all
gospel preaching till the day of Pentecost, from which
day on his presence, power, and gifts ﬂow out in wholly
unrestrained measure and over all the earth.

The distinction is not: before Pentecost no Spirit;
after Pentecost the Spirit. If this were true, no soul
could have been saved before Pentecost. The true distinction is: before the actually completed work of
redemption the limited preparatory work of the Spirit;
after that the superabounding fulness of the Spirit.
The idea that even our present baptism is nothing but
water, a mere sign and symbol without the Spirit, only
a confessional act and work of obedience on our part;
and that the only baptism that gives us the Spirit is
the so-called “baptism of the Spirit,” by which the
Spirit is supposed to seize a man suddenly, without the
use of divine means (suddenly converting him by this
seizure and later on by another sudden seizure totally
sanctifying him), is a fanatical conception which casts.
aspersions upon the very means of grace by which the

Spirit does come to us and substitutes for these means,
(Word and sacraments) human emotions, imaginings,.
and dreams by which the Spirit never comes.
The Coming One, John says, “shall baptize you
with the Holy Spirit.” Note the aorist éﬂdmmu to de-scribe John’s past work and the future Bosnian. to indicate Jesus’ work to come. On these two works we haveJesus’ own commentary: “John truly baptized with
water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost,
and not many days hence,” Acts 1:5. Also v. 8: “Ye
shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come
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upon you,” etc. Peter also reportshow the Holy Spirit
fell upon Cornelius and the Gentiles with him, “as on
us at the beginning,” i.e., Pentecost. He adds: “Then
remembered I the word of the Lord, how that he said,
John indeed baptized with water, but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost,” Acts 11:16. The miraculous outpouring of the Holy Ghost at Pentecost is the
supreme work and thus the ﬁnal great mark of the
Messiah. None but the Son, who had gone to the
Father (John 16 :7) after completing redemption,
could thus send down the Spirit. This Stronger One,
who was to show his might by thus sending the Spirit
miraculously, was also miraculously pointed out to the
Baptist and by no less a sign than the descent of the
Spirit upon him “as a dove” (v. 10), John 1:32-34.
Mark abbreviates the testimony of the Baptist. He
is content to describe the greatness of the Coming One
by pointing to his work of grace in sending the Spirit

and saying nothing about his work of judgment
(Matt. 3:12).
9) And it came to pass in those days, Jesus
came from Nazareth of Galilee and was baptized by
John in the Jordan. And immediately while going
out of the water he saw the heavens being rent
asunder, and the Spirit as a. dove coming down on
him; and a voice came out of the heavens, Thou art
my Son the beloved; in thee I was well pleased.
From the Baptist’s general work Mark proceeds to
the inauguration of Jesus into his oﬁ‘ice as our Savior.
Here Mark is again very brief, Matthew’s account is
much fuller and more detailed in every way. Other
instances of this kind occur so that we must not let
Mark have all the praise for adding details; some of it
evidently also belongs to Matthew. Kai éyémo followed
by a ﬁnite verb is due to the LXX and Hebraic inﬂuence, R. 1042. Here it draWs attention to the time
when the great event occurred, namely “in those days"
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when the Baptist was at the height of his activity.
Then Jesus “came from Nazareth of Galilee,” where,
until he reached the age of thirty, he had lived in
complete retirement with his mother and the other
members of his household.
We know nothing very deﬁnite about Jesus (on the
name see v. 1) during this long period. He probably

worked at his father's trade, which was that of a
carpenter. Since in Palestine the houses are built of
stone, carpenters made only the wooden ﬁttings and all
kinds of wooden utensils. Jesus quietly dropped these
manual labors; we is enough, “he came,” namely to
John in the wilderness. Many from Nazareth had
already preceded him and returned with their reports
of John’s work. Jesus did not go at once, he waited
until the time was ready for his purpose, until his hour
came. For his Gentile readers Mark adds “of Galilee”
so they may know where Nazareth lies.
Mark merely reports the fact: “and was baptized
(historical aorist) by John in the Jordan.” Only the
weighty Kai éye’mo and the connection with what follows
the baptism show that, while this baptism of Jesus
resembled all the other baptisms, it was something far
greater and more signiﬁcant. The view that, by being
baptized by John, Jesus only showed his willing obedience (God having ordered John to baptize), and that

Jesus (though not needing baptism) submitted to it,
makes the baptism nothing but a formality and mis-apprehends what John’s baptism really was. It was
not law but gospel, not a demand to obey but a gift of
grace to accept and to retain as such. Jesus in no sense
accepted John’s baptism as obedience to a law, and a
law that was useless in his case; and in no sense as
receiving grace and pardon since he is, indeed, sinless.
Jesus was baptized by John because be regarded this
as the right way in which to enter upon his great oﬂice.
He, the Sinless One, the very Son of God, chose to put
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himself by the side of all the sinful ones, for whom this
sacrament of John’s was ordained. He thus connects
himself with all of John’s baptisms, for it is his mediation that makes these baptisms truly efﬁcacious for
sinners. I‘n thus by his own baptism joining himself to
all these baptisms of John he signiﬁes that he is now
ready to take upon himself the load of all these sinners, i.e., to assume his redemptive ofﬁce.

It was thus also proper and right that Jesus should
come of his own volition and oﬁ‘er himself voluntarily
for this great ofﬁce and not wait until he would be
called or until it would be laid upon him. This ofﬁce,

especially insofar as it involved. the sacriﬁce upon the
cross, had to be assumed voluntarily. Note me, he

came of his own accord. Shortly after his baptism
Jesus is called the Lamb of God, which refers directly
to the sacriﬁce. Jesus himself calls his suffering a baptism in Luke 12:50 and elsewhere. These are rays
which illuminate the character of the act that occurred
when John baptized Jesus.

We must not put too much into Jesus’ baptism.
Luther presents the view (Erlangen edition 19, 2, 482,
etc.; 20, 457; and elsewhere) that in his baptism Jesus
acted as our substitute. Loaded with the world’s sin,
he buried it in the waters of Jordan. Following Luther, some go so far as to say that what Christ obtained
for us by his baptism is now conveyed to us by the
means of grace (Word and sacraments)—as though
salvation was already fully secured for us by Christ’s
baptism. Luther’s View strains the evangelists’ words
by attempting to give to Christ’s baptism the same
signiﬁcance that is attached to the baptism of the sinners who ﬂocked to the Jordan: Christ came with the
sins of others and had them washed away, the others
had their own sins removed. This results in a double
removal of the same sins.
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The claim that the law required of priests and of
teachers that they be thirty years old and be consecrated by a. religious washing and anointing can be
substantiated only in the case of the Levites (Num.
4:3) and would make the whole transaction regarding
Jesus, including the anointing with the Spirit, nothing
but a legal ceremonial observance. It was something
vastly higher. The modernistic view has Jesus come to
John just as others did, to enroll himself among the
servants of the new kingdom and to submit to “the
same ritual” as the rest. This changes the king himself into one of his servants.
Many other views had best be forgotten. We select
two minor thoughts that should be preserved. One is
that Jesus honored John’s baptism, which he certainly
did, but only incidentally, by using John’s ministration
for a far higher purpose. The other is that Jesus
intended to sanctify the water for the sacrament which
he himself would afterward ordain for all the world.
Concordia Tﬁglotta, 736, 21.

Mark writes only ism-rid”, and Luke only the participle ﬂammoéme, and Matthew has even less: “Then
be permitted him.” The mode used for the act of baptism is not indicated. The Holy Spirit seems purposely
to withhold a mention of the mode. If the mode were
such a vital thing, then we may certainly conclude that
the Holy Spirit would, at least in this most vital case,
have indicated it to us with sufﬁcient clearness; but he

does nothing of the kind. Yet a number of writers
think that John always immersed and most certainly
immersed Jesus. Compare the discussion on épamz’cowo
in v. 5. Wohlenberg, in Zahn’s commentary, ﬁnds immersion in the preposition sis, dens £3: dautet wuf irgendwelchen Untertauchungsakt. But the grammars indicate that no preposition denotes motion, that where
motion exists it is always indicated in the verb.
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This :2; is static and has the same meaning as éu. In
_V.-5 we have éﬂmmftowo c'v 112' ’Iovan «any?» and in exactly the same sense we now have éﬂam'ia-aq ale 7"»
’Iop8équ. Note the confusion in B.-P., 207, both regarding (is and regarding 31mm. To make at: “goal or means”
is unwarranted; and to try to conceive of carrying a
person into the 5mm or name is impossible, even with
the explanation that the power of the name passes over
to the person baptized. It is astonishing how the old
immersion idea persists in spite of all the new light
that the ostraca and the papyri have furnished on the
meaning of iv and at: in the Koine. Equally astonishing
are the explanations which these prepositions, especially the latter, have received to justify the traditional
view of immersion.
We add some recent illuminating ﬁndings. All the
ancient pictorial representations of the baptism of
Jesus as well as of other baptisms—with not a single
exception—show other modes, never immersion; see
Clement F. Rogers, Baptism and Christian Archwolp
093/, Oxford, Clarendon Press. This layman, starting
with the prevalent assumption that he would ﬁnd evidence for immersion, collected all the ancient pictorial
representations of baptism. When he found no immersion anywhere he changed his view and published
his book with the pertinent drawings. Even the ruins
of ancient baptisteries showed that these were too
shallow to have made immersion possible. Even when
he was lying ﬂat a person could not have been im-

mersed. We are nowhere told of witnesses to Jesus’
baptism, but it would be unsafe to conclude that none
were present.

10) E1106»; is a favorite word of Mark’s; it states
what “immediately” followed the baptism. Hence also
the use of the present participle livaBat'vwv, “while going
up.” The descent of the Spirit occurred after the baptism had been completed, while Jesus was walking up
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onto the bank of the river. We should not picture it as
the artists do, as though it occurred while Jesus was
being baptized or while he was standing knee-deep in
the water. Matthew 3:16 has aw, Jesus went away
from the water; Mark has c’x, Jesus went up out of the
water, and R. 597, 577, 561 state that this means that
Jesus had been in the water. But this is far from say—
ing that Jesus had been under the water. Matthew’s
dud must be taken together with Mark’s in; neither
refers to the baptismal act as such; neither puts Jesus
under the water; both speak of what followed the
baptismal act. Jesus stepped out of (6x) the water onto
the bank and walked away from («i-mi) the water up the
bank. This is all that the prepositions say. Immersion
as the mode of Jesus’ baptism cannot be proved by
either of them. The most that in implies is that Jesus
had stood in the water at the edge of the river.
Mark reports only the fact that Jesus saw the
heavens as they were being rent asunder and the Spirit
as he was in the act of coming down upon him. Matthew says more and adds the exclamation “10” to emphasize the miracle. By his baptism Jesus gave himself
to the work of sin-bearing; by the anointing and by
the voice from heaven the Father accepted him for this

. work. The two acts thus constitute a complete whole.
We should not separate them although they are distinct
and not to be mixed or confounded. Some are inclined
to do this when they speak of the Spirit’s descent upon
Jesus as though this were a feature of his baptism,
which it was not. The application of this feature to
our baptism, namely that in the same way through our
baptism and in it the Spirit comes to us with his regenerating grace, is wrong. He, indeed, does come to us,
but upon Jesus he came, .not in and through the
baptism, but after it.
Matthew states only the fact: “the heavens were
opened,” he uses the historical aorist; Mark puts it
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more vividly as if he were repeating the narration of
Peter who, unlike Matthew, was most likely present at
this baptism: Jesus “saw the heavens in the act of
being rent asunder and the Spirit as a dove in the act
of coming down upon him.” The two present participles picture the actions as they occur. What Mark
describes is certainly not a mere vision that Jesus had,
something that was viewed only by his mind. El'o‘e
refers to the sight of the eyes, not to an impression
(Eindmck) in the inner consciousness with no objective reality outside of it.
The plain facts of what occurred here should not be
weakened by talking only about a. new relation that
was established between Jesus and the Father. The
truth is: no new relation was established; what happened was an act of God, that great act by which he
inaugurated Jesus into his mighty ofﬁce of Prophet,
High Priest, and King. The speculatiOn about something occurring in the heart of Jesus, die innere Ewegung seines Geisteslebem, of which the text says
nothing, even when this is coupled with the outward
phenomena, like all other human speculations only
darkens the facts that occurred.
The ideas that the heavens just happened to brighten above Jesus, or that a thunderstorm caused ﬂashes.
of lightning are rationalistic speculations. Ezekiel
(1:1) saw the heavens opened; Stephen likewise (Acts
7 :56) ; compare also Rev. 4:1 ; Isa. 64:1. “Heaven
opens itself which hitherto was closed and becomes
now at Christ’s baptism a door and window so that
one can see into it; and henceforth there is no difference any more between him and us ; for God the Father
himself is present and says: ‘This is my beloved Son.’ ”

Luther. The heavens did not remain open, and it is an
insertion into the text to say that a new mysterious
intercourse now began between Jesus and the heavenly
world. The idea back of this is that Jesus received a
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heavenly intimation for every act that he performed

just as the old prophets did. We are not told what
became visible when the heavens Were suddenly opened
as we are told in the cases of Ezekiel and of Stephen.
We may say that the heavenly glory became visible,
and that Jesus, John, and any others who were present
beheld its radiance. Mark, however, focuses everything upon Jesus; but compare John 1:32-34.
Out of the open heavens the Spirit came down
upon Jesus. Mark writes only 1-3 IIwipa without adding
(9:017, the sense being the same. When we see from
John 1:29-34 with what clarity the Baptist spoke of
what his eyes, too, saw here beside the Jordan, the
mistaken view of those is apparent who deny that the
Old Testament revealed the Trinity to the Jews or
claim that it revealed the Trinity only dimly and imperfectly. All the Baptist’s hearers understood him.
Later on the Jews object only to the claim that the
man Jesus should call himself God’s Son; they never
raise the issue that God is only one person and cannot
have a Son. It is specious to raise the question as to
how fully the Baptist and the JeWs themselves grasped
the reality of the three divine persons and then to rate
their knowledge as low as possible.
Because of his very nature the Spirit, like the

Father and the Son duapxoc, is invisible, but God never
had any difﬁculty when he wished to appear to the
fathers. The question as to why the Spirit chose the
form of a dove has often been asked. Luther thinks of
its friendliness, being without wrath and bitterness,
the Spirit desiring to show that he has no anger toward
us but is ready to help us to become godly and to be
saved. Others point to purity, innocence, and meekness
as being symbolized by the dove. It is easy to go oﬁ
into all kinds of fancies by picking up cues here and

there regarding the word “dove.” Gen. 1:3 is the only
place in which an expression that i8" somewhat analo-
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gous occurs concerning the Spirit. We may content
ourselves by saying that the dovelike form intended to
convey the graciousness of the Spirit.

Note the wording as arepmepév, “as a dove,” and
Luke 3:22, “in a bodily form, as a dove.” The ér’ m’név
is elucidated by the fuller statement in John 1:32, 33:
the Spirit “remained upon him,” did not return whence
he came. The Spirit was a permanent gift to Jesus.
As his conception “of the Spirit,” so was this coming
of the Spirit as a gift; it pertained to the human nature of Jesus, it equipped and empowered that nature
with all that it needed to carry out the work of redemption. In his deity the Son was of identical essence with
both the Father and the Spirit, nor could the Spirit be
given to him. But in his human nature, which he had
assumed in order by it to work out our redemption, he
could and did receive the Spirit.
The coming down of the Spirit upon Jesus is the
anointing prophesied in Ps. 45 :7: “God, thy God, hath
anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows,” i.e., the prophets. Isa. 61:1: “The Spirit of the
Lord God is upon me; because the Lord hath anointed
me to preac ,” etc. (Luke 4:18). Acts 10:38: “God
anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and
with power.” The prophets received some of the gifts
of the Spirit; Jesus, lifted far above them for an inﬁn—
itely greater task, received the Spirit as such. What
power thus ﬁlled him we see when he is now led up of
the Spirit to be tempted, and when he returns in the
power of the Spirit into Galilee to teach there in his
wonderful way and to work miracles. Luther writes:
“Here he begins rightly to be Christ,” namely the
Anointed One, and was thus inaugurated into his entire
Messianic oﬂice as our Prophet, High Priest, and King.
Rationalism thinks that an ordinary dove happened
to ﬂutter over Jesus as he left the water’s edge. Many
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prefer ﬁgurative interpretations or assume a double
vision, namely that what Jesus and the Baptist beheld
in their spirits was also symbolized for their eyes and
their ears so that they actually saw and heard. When
this is put into elegant language it may sound psychological, but it is a denial of the facts described. As the
shepherds actually saw and heard the angels, so Jesus
and John and others saw and heard what occurred when
the Spirit came down and the Father spoke from above.
11) The evangelists let us recognize the voice by
what it says. Out of the open heavens the voice
sounded just as the form of the dove descended. The
one was as real to the ears as the other was real to the
eyes. The fact that the Baptist heard it he indicates in
John 1:34 when he declares: “This is the Son of God.”
Mark and Luke record the Father’s words as being
directly addressed to Jesus: “Thou art,” etc.; Matthew
has the third person: “This is my Son,” etc. By using
the third person Matthew indicates that the words
spoken to Jesus are meant also for all others just as
this is indicated in John 1:34. Some distinguish between “my beloved Son” as referring to the eternal
Godhead of the Son before the incarnation and “in
thee I was well pleased” as referring to Christ in the
ﬂesh. But the reason for such a distinction is too
obscure. “Thou,” as well as Matthew’s 0510:, refer to
the God-man as he stood on the riverbank.
In what sense the Father meant 6 m3: you cannot be
in doubt. This Son is the second person of the Godhead. Note the article with the predicate: 6 mass, which
makes the subject and the predicate identical and
interchangeable, R. 768. Unless we see the God-man in
Jesus, it would be beyond comprehension why the
Father should call from heaven that this is his Son, the
Beloved. Throughout the Scriptures this Sonship of
Jesus is in a class absolutely by itself and inﬁnitely
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above all other sonships. They who deny the deity of
Jesus may settle accounts with the Father and with
the declaratiOn he here makes.

The verbal adjective 6 éya-rmvk is added by a second
article. This makes the verbal a kind of apposition
and, in fact, a climax to a 1,169, R. 776. The weight of

the statement rests on this verbal, on Jesus, the Son,
being the Beloved. Like most verbals, éyawmds is passive with the Father as the agent. The verb dyaariv,

from which this verbal is derived, denotes the highest
type of love, that which is coupled with full compre-

hension and understanding and is accompanied by
corresponding purpose. When it is used, as here, with
reference to one who is worthy of that love, ayamiv

includes the completest and highest manifestation of
this love; such manifestation is often impossible when
the sinful world, enemies, and unworthy persons are

the objects. The verb ¢Mv indicates the love of affection, and while it is also proper as expressing the love
that exists between the Father and the Son, it expresses far less than dyamiv. It cannot be used at all
when the object is unworthy. God can love the foul
and stinking world in the sense of dymiv, understanding all its foulness and purposing to remove it; but he
cannot love it in the sense of gaudy, like it, press it to
his bosom. The Father loved Jesus by comprehending
all that Jesus was doing and with the purpose of
seconding his every act.
“Thou art my Son,” etc., is a declaration concerning the work on which Jesus is entering. It predicates

far more than that the Son aoapxo: is the Son and as
such the Beloved from all eternity. That would need
no announcement, nor would it be connected with the
baptism through such an announcement. This declara-

tion deals with the Son Empltos, with the Son as incarnate in Jesus, and with him as now entering upon his
omce and work. It thus proclaims who this humble
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person Jesus really is: “my Son,” and voices the
Father’s love for him for now proceeding to do the
Father’s will in this great work.

Some regard dya-mlrds' as being equivalent to puma/75s,
“the Only-begotten,” and assert that this is the ﬁxed
meaning of this term. The evidence adduced, however,
amounts only to this that an only son was at times also
called “the beloved” (son) ; thus in Gen. 22:2, 12, 16,

which is the chief proof offered. The main objection to
this interpretation lies in the sense attributed to powymis, namely that in John 1:14, 18 ; 3:16, 18; I John
4 :9 this term refers only to the human birth of Jesus,
that thus only he was “the Only-begotten.” This interpretation thus denies that “Only-begotten” states the
generatio atema of the Son in his divine nature as the
church has always held. From all eternity the Son was
the Only-begotten ; and when that Son, now incarnate,
came to carry out of his own free will the Father's
redemptive plan, the Father called him the “Beloved.”
To this the Father added “in whom I was well
pleased.” This clause is not an exposition of “the Beloved” by saying only about the same thing. Our versions suggest this idea, but they disregard the aorist
tense «586an by translating “in whom I am well
pleased.” R. 768 labors to justify this translation by
making this verb a gnomic aorist or at least a timeless
aorist used in the present. But such grammatical constructions are due to the idea that the verb must refer
to the present. The fact is that here we have only a
simple historical aorist. The tense “I was pleased”
becomes clear when we understand that the verb a380xezv, when it is employed with reference to persons,
often has an intensive sense and is aqual to exaéywoal
and aiperizew, “to select or choose for oneself.” The good
pleasure expresses itself in the choice. See C.-K., 253.
Thus “in whom I was well pleased” really says: “I was
well pleased in choosing him.” The clause goes back to
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the moment when God selected his Son for the redemptive work, and when that Son accepted that work. The
aorist is plainly historical. The mighty fact of the
heavenly selection of the Son who now stands incarnate at the Jordan, ready of his own will to begin the
work, is thus announced with the Father’s supreme
pleasure in having made the choice. That is why the
Father now sends his Spirit upon Jesus. How much
all this meant to Jesus is readily understood.
The eternal Son is the Father’s Elect for the great
task. This Son, now incarnate and presenting himself
for thetask, is thus “the Beloved.” Upon the human
nature of this Elect and Beloved One the Spirit himself
is bestowed for the great task. All this might have
transpired between the Father and the Son without

other witnesses. But it took place so that the Baptist
and all of us might know. Thus, in what took place
beside the Jordan We have one of the clearest and

completest revelations of the Trinity: the Father
speaking from heaven—the Son standing incarnate at
the Jordan—the Spirit as a dove descending out of
heaven. Yet here, too, we have this revelation only in
a limited degree, only insofar as these three divine
persons are engaged in our redemption and salvation.

.The deeper mysteries of the Holy Trinity remain hidden from us. God is, as it were, compelled to reveal
this much in order that we may know how our salvation is wrought. Even this much of the Trinity is
beyond mortal comprehension. Its revelation has only
the one purpose indicated and was never intended to
answer the curious questions which rationalistic intellects (not hearts) may raise. The church has called
this the economic Trinity, the revelation that is concerned with the economy of our salvation.
12) We have three accounts of the temptation in
the wilderness. Mark’s is only a brief summary. It is
impossible for Matthew to draw on Luke, or Luke to
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draw on Matthew, judging from the way in which each
writes his narrative. The idea that Mark presents the
original tradition out of which the longer accounts of
Matthew and of Luke were elaborated is cancelled by
the other idea of the critics that Mark is the one who
brings the detailed touches which Matthew especially
is thought to lack. In the case of this narrative the
reverse holds true. The fact is that even while he
abbreviates Mark adds touches that neither Matthew
nor Luke has. What he wrote so brieﬂy is plainly an
independent product.
And immediately the Spirit drives him forth into
the wilderness. And he was in the wilderness for
forty days, being tempted by Satan, and was with
the wild animals, and the angels were ministering to
him.
The temptation of Jesus followed at once upon his
baptism. All three synoptists agree that it was brought
about by the Spirit. Matthew and Luke have a milder
verb: Jesus “was led” into the wilderness by the
Spirit; Mark uses a more drastic verb, Expa’Ma, the
Spirit “drives him out” into the wilderness. The tense
is the historical present which pictures the action with
vividness. The idea is not that Jesus was forced against
his will, or that he was reluctant to go and thus had to
be driven. The intention is rather the opposite. The
strong urge of the Spirit met the consent of Jesus. He
did not go into this temptation against his will.
But more is brought out by the verbs which the
evangelists use: Jesus did not throw himself into this
temptation of his OWn accord when, according to human judgment, at the beginning of his ministry he
might have been wise to avoid such a decisive conﬂict.
We often rashly put ourselves into temptation. Jesus
was brought into his by his Father’s Spirit. This
means that his temptation had to occur, and occur at
this very time. It was God’s will to have his Son’s
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ministry begin with this mighty battle against Satan
in person and with the resultant victory. Jesus’ baptism took place in the wilderness; when the Spirit
drives Jesus “into the wilderness,” this wilderness
must be some distance from the Jordan. If the obser-

vation is correct that f; Epypos is used in the LXX to
designate the wilderness beyond the Jordan in distinction from 2‘; 3mm): rﬁs ’Ioub‘aias, we may assume that the
temptation occurred in the Transj ordanian wilderness.
But none of the traditional sites deserves to be taken
seriously.
13) Mark, too, reports that the stay of Jesus in
the wilderness extended over forty days, but he says
nothing about the fasting during these days, he only
hints at it by mentioning the ﬁnal angelic ministrations. Mark informs us that Jesus was tempted by
Satan throughout these forty days. The present participle mzpazo’pcvos after ﬁv does not denote purpose: “in
order to be tempted,” and thus does not restrict the
temptation to the three attacks at the end of the forty

days. Also Luke has this present participle: mpazcimm
{m6 701': Sta/36AM. Since Luke has it after when, if he had
intended to express purpose and thus refer only to the
three fully recorded temptations, he would have had to
have either the inﬁnitive or still better a purpose clause.
So Mark and Luke agree that Jesus endured the temptation of Satan during the entire forty days. This caused
him to forget all about food. He gained no breathing
spell whatever to allow his mind to return to the wants
of his body. It is not necessary to assume that Jesus
also did not sleep during the forty nights; that would
surely have been mentioned if it had been the case.
We have no revelation regarding this continuous
temptation prior to the ﬁnal three attacks. The supposition that it was so severe and of such a nature that
human language is unable to convey what it was is
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certainly wrong, for we should then have a full description of only the minor assaults of Satan, which is
certainly not the case. When thinking about the long
days of temptation the {mi phrase used by the three
evangelists must be kept in mind. This is the preposition used with the personal agent with passive verb
forms. Satan alone caused this continuous temptation.
None of it arose from the thoughts and the desires in

Jesus’ heart about either his Sonship or his Messiahship. Deductions from temptations that arise in our own
sinful thoughts and desires are utterly fallacious in
giving us the inwardness of the temptation experienced
by the sinless Son of God. The fact that the hunger was
not felt for just forty days, no more and no less, cannot
be considered accidental. We meet other periods of
precisely forty days in the Scriptures so that it seems
as if some mysterious law underlies this number.
The verb 7647de is really a new media, “to try,” “to
test,” “to put to the proof.” It obtains its sinister sense
from the context, and because this is evil in so many
cases, mpdgw has its dark connotation “to tempt,” and
I. «@6ng means “the tempter.” “By Satan” Jesus was
put to a mortal test. Eara’y is from the Hebrew Satan,
and Earavas from the Aramaic Satam’, meaning “adversary," literally, “one lying in ambush for” (M.-M.) .
Satan is the personal name of the mighty angel who is
the head of the hellish kingdom; he is also called 6
Suiﬂvos, “the slanderer,” transliterated “the devil.”
Here Satan struck in person; when he was going

against Jesus he did not entrust the issue to any lesser
agent. As regards the existence of the devil we need
not waste time in bringing in the volume of Biblical
evidence which reveals the devil as the fallen angel
Satan, the author of sin, the head of the hellish kingdom, forever opposed to God and devoted to man’s
eternal ruin because of this opposition. Consult the
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details in C.-K., 187, etc. If no devil exists as he is
described in the Bible, then the entire Bible is false,
and man himself is turned into his own devil.

Mark alone states that Jesus was “together with
the wild beasts,” and he even makes a separate statement of the fact. Two directly opposite views are
taken regarding this statement of Mark’s. Stressing
pm: to mean “in company with,” Jesus is thought to be
happily surrounded by all these beasts, many of them
ferocious in their nature. Paradise is reproduced
around Jesus, a small counterpart to Adam. The other
view is that these wild animals prowled around Jesus
and more or less endangered him. And Mark sets these
dangerous animals in contrast with the blessed angels
who ﬁnally ministered unto him. Nothing whatever in
Mark’s account suggests Paradise and Adam; the
wilderness and the wild animals recall Moses and the
desert wanderings. It is inconceivable how paradisical
conditions could surround Jesus while he was subjected to Satan’s temptation. Hence we take the latter
view regarding these wild animals. Jesus was utterly
alone for forty days. Instead of friendly company or
any face or voice to cheer him he had only the devil
near him and ferocious beasts to threaten him.
Mark implies the victory of Jesus in all the temptations of Satan when he states at the end that “the
angels were ministering unto him,” Sulxdvovv, the descriptive imperfect; Matthew has the same word.

Satan had left, completely defeated. The verb swam/6'»
denotes service freely and voluntarily rendered for the
beneﬁt of the person concerned. We maybe quite sure
that this angelic service included food and drink for
the hungry body of Jesus. In Ps. 78:25 manna is
called “angels’ food.” We have no reason to think that
the angels were sent to protect Jesus from Satan,
whom Jesus himself had ordered to be gone; or to
shield him from the wild animals, which had left Jesus
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untouched for forty days. The contrast is, however,
plain: ﬁrst nothing but the company of wild beasts,
now the blessed company of ministering angels. In
their ministry some include sobtium, augmenting the
victory of Jesus, and helping him celebrate the triumph.
The accounts of Jesus’ temptation are no parable,
no myth, no legend. To accept either of the latter two

would make this portion of Scripture a human invention. Then other portions may be of the same empty
nature, and we should be at sea about any and all por-

tions. Some think that the three ﬁnal temptations recorded by Matthew and by Luke are only embellishments that are attached to Mark’s account, which is
regarded as the original. The three ﬁnal temptations,
therefore, never occurred. But Matthew wrote before
Mark did, which fact already answers the embellishment idea. Some postulate a dream or a vision. No
dreams and visions are reported in the case of Jesus,
and where such means are used in the case of others,
the Scriptures plainly say so. A dream or a vision
victory over Satan would be no actual victory. Communicatio'ns are received by men in dreams, though
not from Satan, but battles are not fought by means
only of dreams or visions.
A late idea is that the entire occurrence was mental.
Jesus fought out the battle with the spurious and perVerted Messianic ideal of the Judaism of his day in a
long, inner, mental struggle. The radical version of
this view makes everything mental, even the wilderness, and, of course, the devil, the wing of the Temple,
the high mountain, the beasts, angels, etc. Instead of
dreaming it all or having it come in a vision Jesus just
thought it all. But if this is true, then the entire
temptation rose out of the mind and the heart of Jesus
himself and had such a. hold on him that he wrestled
with it for forty days. Ethically this is monstrous.
The pure and holy heart of Jesus is incapable of pro-
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'ducing satanic thoughts, incapable, too, of dallying
with them for an instant, to say nothing of forty days
—or were these also merely mental? If the entire
temptation was only mental, the evangelists certainly
did not present it thus.

A less radical view compromises. The devil and the
wilderness are real but not the Temple wing or the
high mountain. The stones are real, and Jesus is to
make them real bread, but he is not really to leap from
the Temple wing to any real rocks below—he is to do
this only mentally. He is given to see no real kingdoms, no actual glory, although he is to snatch at these
unreal gifts by a real act of worship. This mixture is
made because men want the story in such a form that
they can imagine it. The evangelists describe realities
throughout. They also seem to have a proper conception of what the devil is able to do. Even their psychology is sane and sensible. Satan is able to present
thoughts to the mind of Jesus and suggest acts to his
will, both only by means of words, Jesus instantly
rejecting both the suggested thoughts and the acts.
Satan is not able to invade the mind of Jesus without

words, making Jesus think things by mere volitions of
Satan’s will. The latter assumption lays Jesus’ mind
open to Satan so that the most horrible results are

evaded only by the commentator’s dicta to the contrary.
Probably the worst tangle of all results from the
assumption that the temptation of Jesus must have
been like ours also in this respect that Jesus might
have been brought to a fall. It is usually presented in
this form: if Jesus could not have fallen, his temptation was not a real temptation (meaning like ours) ;

yet it is presented in the Scriptures as being real,

hence Jesus might have fallen. These conclusions
would be sound if Jesus could be placed on a level with
us believers in our present state or with Adam and
Eve in Eden or with the angels prior to Satan’s fall.
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But all the Scriptures attest that Jesus was not merely
“a son of God” but the Son of God, the incarnate second person of the Godhead. God cannot fall into sin.
This is absolutely true of all three persons. Only by
means of the kenosis, which empties Jesus of the Godhead and leaves him nothing but man, could a fall into
sin be possible for him.

Neither the Father nor the Spirit could be tempted
by Satan because both are only God. The Son could be
tempted because he became man. He alone of the three
persons, by assuming our human nature, could suffer
human hunger and could thus be asked to still that
hunger in a sinful way. He alone, by his human
nature, was made dependent on his Father and could
thus be asked to abuse his dependence by a false trust

in his Father. He alone, in his human nature, faced
the cross and could thus be asked to evade it and to
follow an easier course. Temptation was possible for

Jesus only from the side of his human nature.
The verb mpdzav means to try or test. The greatness of the strength tested changes nothing about the
reality of the test to which it is subjected. The strain
applied is just as real when the strength endures it as
when the strength is too weak to endure it. Jesus as
the Stronger stood unmoved under all the force that
Satan, the strong one, could bring to bear against him.
Was it possible that the Stronger should go down
before the strong in a test of strength? Thus the test
or temptation was real in every way and no illusion.
We see this more readily when we think of the test
made, not by immoral solicitation, but by suifering.
Jesus alone could endure the penalty in suffering and
death for the world’s sin. When the test was made, the
outcome was not in doubt for a single moment. Yet

the agony and the death were real though Jesus bore
them triumphantly.
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Part One

Jesus Proves Himself to Be the Christ, God’s Son, by
His Mighty Teaching and Deeds, 1:14-8:26
The body of Mark’s Gospel begins with Jesus’
approaching the height of his ministry, which occurred
in Galilee. Mark thus omits what occurred between
the temptation of Jesus and the arrest of the Baptist.
The time between these two acts comprises about a
year and a half. John’s Gospel, in chapters two to ﬁve
inclusive, gives us an account of this ﬁrst half of
Christ’s ministry. Mark begins with a comprehensive
statement concerning the preaching of Jesus throughout the land of Galilee, where the great “beginning of
the gospel,” which Mark intends to set forth in his
book (v. 1, the title), took its start to be completed in
Jerusalem in the redemptive death and resurrection of
Jesus. When the title of Mark’s book is properly understood and thus the purpose of his writing, we shall
see why he begins when Jesus was near the height of
his blessed work in Galilee.
14) Now after John was delivered up Jesus
came to Qalilee, continuing to herald the gospel of
God and saying, The season has been fulﬁlled, and
the kingdom of God has come near. Be repenting
and he believing in connection with the gospel.
Matthew (3:12, etc.) has the same date as Mark
for the great activity of Jesus in Galilee: the imprisonment of John. He adds the ancient prophecy which
foretold this work of Jesus and gives us practically the
same summary of the Lord’s preaching. The details
about John’s arrest are not introduced at this point;
Mark reserves them for the full account of John’s
death in 6:17, etc. Only the general date is indicated
here, when Jesus made Galilee the chief scene of his
work. In both Mark and Matthew the gap between the
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temptation and the great work in Galilee is left unﬁlled, which is due to the plans of these writers. This
gap in their accounts is, of course, no contradiction of

the Fourth Gospel which reports some of the incidents
omitted by Matthew and by Mark. The verb wapaﬁoﬁmt,
“was delivered up,” hardly justiﬁes the conclusion that
as in the case of Jesus so in that of John some traitor
betrayed him into the hands of Herod Antipas.
Mark states only that Jesus went to Galilee, way,
being satisﬁed with the mere fact of his going there.

Matthew has dvexépqa'e, “he withdrew,” which, however,
does not mean withdrawal from danger. Jesus did not
ﬂee to Galilee to escape a fate similar to that of the
Baptist. Herod Antipas, who had imprisoned John,
was the ruler of Galilee and Perea, and thus Jesus was
no safer from him in Galilee than John had been near
the Jordan. What both Mark and Matthew intend to
convey is that Jesus retired to Galilee. Instead of
courting the fullest publicity in Jerusalem, the great
center of the Jewish world, Jesus transferred his main
activity to Galilee, the Jewish province that was farthest removed from the capital and in many respects
looked down upon by the proud inhabitants of the

center. It was not fear but Wisdom and prudence that
dictated this decision of Jesus; it best conserved the
interests of the work he had come to do.

The two present participles mpziaawy and Ae'yow are
durative and tell us what Jesus did all along in Galilee:
he proclaimed as a herald (see on v. 4) the gospel of

God. We have met dmyyémv in v. 1 as referring to the
glad news regarding our salvation. What this meant
for Galilee Matthew describes for us when he pictures
the spiritual condition of Galilee in the words of the
prophet (Matt. 3:14, etc). Here was light at last for
this land of darkness and the hope of life for those
sitting in the shadow of death. The genitive “of God”
is subjective: the good newsthat God sends. We may
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also make it the genitive of origin: the good news that
comes from God. Mark adds a summary statement of
this glad news, and we see at once that it is a repetition

of what the Baptist announced when he still preached,
compare Matt. 3:2. John and Jesus preached the same
thing. When the voice of John was hushed in prison
and soon afterward in death, his message went on, and

that more eﬁectively even, through Jesus.
15) KaLptis' is a season, a brief period of time that
is marked in some special way, while xpévos is merely
time running along day after day irrespective of what
takes place in it. Jesus says: “Fulﬁlled has been the
season,” with the emphasis on the verb, the perfect
tense implying that the season is now ﬁlled full and
remains so. The ﬁgure is that of a vessel into which
the days are poured until the vessel is full to the top.
The thought is that the time has now fully arrived for
the spread of the Messianic gospel. Joh‘n said the same

thing in v. 7 when he proclaimed that the Stronger
One was about to come. He was now here. For him
the season of waiting was now at an end.
The next clause deﬁnes and explains the foregoing:
“Near has come the kingdom of God,” again with the
emphasis on the verb which is placed forward for this
reason. The perfect again has the present connotation:
this kingdom is now near. The idea is not that it is

still a little way off, still has to be waited for for a
while; but it is so close to the hearers of Jesus that
they may enter it at this very moment. How they may

enter is, therefore, told them in the very next words:
- by repentance and faith.
“The kingdom of God” is the supreme concept of
the New Testament. Matthew uses it a few times,
otherwise he employs the expression “the kingdom of
the heavens.” Both expressions mean the same thing,
the distinction being merely formal. The two genitives
“of God” and “of the heavens” may be considered
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genitives of possession: the kingdom which belongs to
God and to the heavens. But it is hard to keep out of
the former the subjective idea: the kingdom which
God rules; and out of the lattef the qualitative idea:
the kingdom whose very nature is that of heaven. The
plural “of the heavens" is a translation of the Hebrew
shamayim; this is natural to Matthew who wrote for
Jewish readers, but in Greek and in English both are
used: “the heavens” and “heaven.” It is idle to bring
' in the seven heavens in explaining the plural. No one
can decree that we should not think of Dan. 2:44 and
7:14 in conceiving of this heavenly kingdom of God.
This grand Biblical concept cannot be deﬁned by
generalizing from the kingdoms of the earth. These
are only imperfect shadows of God’s kingdom. God
makes his own kingdom, and only where he is with his
power and his grace is his kingdom; earthly kingdoms,
which are many and various, make their kings, often
also unmake them, and their kings are nothing apart
from what their kingdoms make them. So also we are
not really subjects in God’s kingdom but partakers of
it, i.e., of God’s rule and kingship; earthly kingdoms
have only subjects. In God’s kingdom we already bear
the title “kings unto God,” and eventually the kingdom, raised to its 11*” degree, shall consist of nothing
but kings in glorious array, each with his crown, and
Christ thus being “the King of kings,” a kingdom of
kings, with no subjects at all.
This divine kingdom goes back to the beginning of
time and rules the world and shall so rule it till the
consummation at the end of time. All that is in the
world, even every hostile force, is subservient to the

plans of God. The children and sons of God, as heirs
of the kingdom in whom God’s nge is displayed, constitute the kingdom in its speciﬁc sense. The kingdom
is in them. This kingdom is divided by the coming of
Christ, the King, in the ﬂesh to eﬁ‘ect the redemption
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of grace, by which this speciﬁc kingdom is really established among men. Hence we have the kingdom before

Christ, looking toward his coming, and the kingdom
after Christ, looking back to his coming—the promise
and the fulﬁllment to be followed by the consummation
—the kingdom as it was from Adam and in Israel, as
it is now in the Christian Church, the UM Sonata in
all the world, and as it will be at the end forever.
With this understanding of the kingdom, that where
the King is and rules with his power and his grace
there the kingdom is, we see what Jesus means when
he says that the kingdom “has come near." Jesus has
come, and by the revelation of himself with power and

with grace as the Messiah and by the completion of his
redemptive work he will stand forth as the King of
salvation from heaven and will enter by faith into the
hearts of men, making them partakers of his kingdom.
Since the kingdom is present in Christ, the King, all
men should long to receive this kingdom. The way to
this Jesus now states.
It is repentance and faith. Jesus repeats the Bap-

tist’s call pmvoezre, Matt. 3:2; compare Mark 1:4. As
regards baptism note John 4:1, 2; besides, many of
Jesus’ hearers had been baptized by the Baptist. The
concepts wavoeiv and peril/curate explained above in v. 4;
here, however, we take “repentance” in the narrow
sense as contrition and sorrow of the heart for sin,
qrmeéew follows as being distinct from mamiv and thus

names faith as the addition to repentance. While we
distinguish between contrition and faith and deﬁne
each separately, both are always wrought in the same
instant and are always found together. The idea is
never that contrition appears only at the start, and
that faith then continues on and on. Luther, already in
the ﬁrst of his famous 95 Theses, has taught us that
contrition is something that is renewed daily. So here
both imperatives are durative presents, the one to
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continue as long as the other. Basing on Rom. 6:4,
Luther writes: “The old Adam in us, by daily contrition and repentance, should be drowned and die with
all sins and evil lusts.”
The concept armafew is commonly analyzed to consist of knowledge, assent, and conﬁdence, with special
emphasis on conﬁdence. This description of believing

is fully satisfactory for ordinary purposes. But the
verb is used with some differences by the sacred
writers. C.-K., 908 ﬁnd that it contains acknowledgment, from conviction of the saving revelation, taking
and accepting the facts just as they are; next attachment, giving of self for communion ; ﬁnally conﬁdence,
full of trust and certainty, complete reliance, coupled
with sure hope in the God of salvation and in Christ.
In no instance of the use of meﬁew is any one of these
three wholly omitted.

Our passage is the only one in the New Testament
in which this verb is used with iv and a neuter object
79'! cﬁawalp; with a personal object it is used only
rarely as in John 3:15, 16. This little preposition has
caused much discussion and has received various interpretations. The common one is: believe in the gospel;
others are: in the domain of the gospel, i.e., wherever
and whenever you meet the gospel; or on the basis of
the gospel. None of these meets the case adequately.
Deissmann insists on a closer interpretation of iv (Die

mtestamentliche Formal “in Christa Jean,” 46) as
denoting sphere, i.e., believe under the inﬂuence and
in the power of the gospel, which we seek to convey by
translating “in connection with the gospel.” This is the
original force of év as C.-K., 907, R. 540, and Moulton
agree. Jesus came preaching the gospel; his preaching, as it were, placed men in the gospel so that, surrounded by it and touChed in their hearts by its constraining power, they should believe it, give it the acknowledgment, attachment, and conﬁdence it deserves.
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16) Jesus goes about in Galilee, preaching the
gospel; but he does not go alone. Mark tells us how he
called certain ones to follow him as disciples and future apostles. So Jesus has a company with him as he
moves from place to place. More than this, Jesus is
training these men so that the heralding of the gospel
may be multiplied and spread far and wide. The
preaching that Jesus is doing these others are to take
up in due time; for this purpose Jesus begins to give
them the special and necessary training. The narratives of Matthew and of Mark are in closest agreement,
yet we must also note the differences in the wording.
The one did not copy from the other. Since Matthew
wrote before Mark he had received the account, just as
Mark had it when he wrote, from the four witnesses
'who were concerned in the narrative. Mark heard
Peter tell the story over and over again.
And passing along by the sea of Galilee he saw
Simon and Andrew, the brother of Simon, engaged
in throwing their net around in the sea, for they
were ﬁshermen. And Jesus said to them, This way,
after me! and I will make you to become ﬁshers of
men! And immediately, having left the nets, they
followed him.
Although it is only a lake of moderate size, one of
its regular names is Sea of Galilee. Jesus is pictured
as passing along the shore, apparently alone. Simon and
Andrew are introduced in the simplest manner. They
are brothers, and in stating the relationship the name
Simon is repeated whereas the pronoun “his" brother
would suﬂice. But Mark repeats the name Simon, having in mind the latter’s narration of the incident. These
brothers are ﬁshermen, and we see them in the midst
of their work. This would not be the place where they
kept their boats and prepared their nets as it was in
Luke 5 :2, but somewhere along the shore where ﬁshing
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could be successfully done. In v. 19 Jesus walks on to
the place where Zebedee kept his boats.
In narrating this incident Matthew states that
Simon was also called Peter. In the narrative which
Mark heard from Simon this added name of his would
naturally be left out. Luke 5:1, etc., records a different incident although some identify these two instances. Luke speaks of a multitude on the shore, but
Mark has Jesus alone. Jesus is walking, not standing.
Luke has the brothers disembarked and washing their
nets, Mark has them busy casting their net. These
diﬂ’erences already show that Mark and Luke are
narrating different incidents, to say nothing of what
follows in each case.
The attachment ﬁrst formed at the Jordan (John
1 :35) had associated these brothers together with four
others with Jesus as his disciples who followed him as
the Messiah, who had been pointed out as such to them
by the Baptist, of whom Moses and the prophets had
written, the Son of God and the King of Israel. They
had followed Jesus at that time only because of their
personal interest, and this did not preclude a return to
their old occupation as ﬁshermen, especially when Jesus
remained at Capernaum and in the immediate neighborhood. What happens now is an advance upon this
personal attachment; it is a call 'to apostleship to be
followed presently by a formal installing as apostles,
3:13, etc.; Matt. 10:1, etc. It is thus that we ﬁnd these
brothers dMLBaMJWas‘, “engaged in throwing their

dMLBA-rfo‘mpov or casting net about, now on this, now on
that side of the boa ," as professional ﬁshermen. A
cur-MW, is a dragnet, and a 81mm a net of any kind.

17)

Thus Jesus saw them and issued his call to

them. The adverb sci-n, used as the plural of 826,», has
the force of an imperative, R. 1023: “Hither I” or
“This way i" and “after me” states that Jesus is going

‘on and that Andrew and Simon are to follow him. The
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volitive future «onion really states the purpose for
which this call was issued, and this purpose is the chief
thing. Hence we should not think of a command to
follow Jesus and then a promise as to what Jesus will
do. Also, the verb scan is not the equivalent of a conditional clause with adv as R. 940 (on Matt. 4 :19) would
have it: “If you come after me, I will make,” etc. No
“if” of any kind appears in the call. This call is a
gracious expression of Jesus’ will and purpose, and
the adverb “hither” is merely incidental.
The call is couched in' transparent, ﬁgurative language that is adapted to these ﬁshermen who were
even now busy with their task. “I will make you
ﬁshers of men” means that Jesus will train them for a
far greater work than the one they have been doing
thus far, namely the work of winning men for the
gospel and salvation. This call is not issued for the
purpose of having them join Jesus for their own sakes
as was the call which John 1:35, etc., reports. This

call assumes that these two had already followed that
other personal call, were already disciples and believers, already knew the gospel and the work of spreading
its salvation. This call is for the sake of others, avopam,
“men" who were in sore need of salvation. Note that
the term is universal and not restricted to the Jews.

A grand prospect is opened for these two brothers.
Their previous attachment to Jesus had prepared them
so that they were ready when this call came. But not
yet were they ready to go and to catch men. Their call
was to enter upon an intensive course of training and
to be made ready for this work. This training Jesus
will nowbegin with them. Because of the wording this
call has often been identiﬁed with Luke 5:10: “from
henceforth thou shalt catch men.” But only the imagery of the two calls is similar. The call recorded by
Luke comes later, follows a miracle after preaching to
a multitude from Peter’s boat, and is addressed to

Mark1:18,19
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Peter alone. The call recorded by Mark (and Matthew)
is preliminary and without addition, that to Peter in
Luke’s Gospel has the addition that by the miracle of
the great catch of ﬁsh tremendous success is promised
to the ﬁshers of men.
18) Andrew and Simon obeyed the call at once.
They stopped work, left boat, net, and ﬁsh on the
shore, most likely in the hands of helpers, and followed Jesus for the schooling they were now to receive
for a far greater calling.
Those who identify Luke’s account with that of
Matthew and of Mark object to regarding these as two
incidents and state that the disciples could not twice
have left all; we are told that if after the ﬁrst call the
disciples went back to their ordinary former work
they would not have been apostles. But neither Matthew nor Mark says that the disciples left all or even
left their old work for good and all. What they did
was to leave their nets and to follow Jesus, thus signifying their prompt acceptance of his great call. We
may be quite sure that Jesus did not intend that they
should give up their property by abandoning it. And
while Jesus remained in Capernaum they could certainly, without prejudice to the call they had accepted

at the ﬁrst invitation, occasionally earn a little by
engaging in their old work. Even after the resurrection of Jesus seven of the disciples worked a night
long at ﬁshing, John 21 :1, etc.
I 19) And having walked forward a little'he‘ s'a‘w
James, the son of Zehedee, and John, his brother,
and them in the boat, repairing the nets. And immediately he 'called them; and having left their
father Zehedee in the boat, together with the hired
men, they followed after him.

The two pairs of brothers were some distance
apart. Jesus =“saw” the second two as he had; seen the
other two. 'The ﬁrst two are called from actual ﬁshing,
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the second two from repairing their nets. Kai 0.157015:
brings out the similarity, “them too” Jesus saw “in the
boat.” But there is a difference: the ﬁrst two were
engaged in casting their nets, the other two were
engaged in repairing their nets. The two durative
participles miﬁmowa: and xa-rapra’zowas are intended to
match. What we know of Andrew and of Simon in their
relation to Jesus applies to James and to John. James
is distinguished from others who also bore this name
by the mention of his father Zebedee. But the name
James is not repeated as is the name Simon in v. 16.
20) The call to James and to John is identical
with that issued to the other two. They respond with
the same alacrity. Matthew states that Zebedee was in
the boat with his sons. We infer this from Mark’s
account when he says that the sons left their father in
the boat. We have every reason to assume that Zebedee
consented to the action of his sons and thus, like his
wife Salome, displayed a ﬁne character. This is the
only place where we meet him personally. It seems
that he did not live very long after this incident. Mark
alone adds the phrase “together with the hired men.”
It is a fair conclusion that the family possessed means,
and that Zebedee’s business was of some proportions.
We have other hints to this eﬂ’ect. While Zebedee was
thus not left alone in his work, the fact that his sons
left their father’s prosperous business shows how devoted they were to Jesus. So Matthew, too, left his
publican’s ofﬁce and well-paid position. Compare Matt.
19 :27-30.
21) And they go to Capernaum; and immediately on the Sabbath, having gone into the synagogue, he went on teaching. And they were dumbfounded at his teaching, for he was teaching as
having authority and not as the scribes.

The plural ampwowm includes the four disciples
who had just been called. Capernaum adjoined the

Mark 1 :21, 22
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lake, and the call of the disciples must have occurred
along the share, some distance from the city. Peter

had a home in Capernaum, and Jesus had transferred
his home from Nazareth to Capernaum early in his
ministry. To a large extent he made this city the
center of his Galilean activity. We should construe
“immediately on the Sabbath” and not connect “immediately” with the entry into Capernaum. The four
disciples were perhaps called on a Friday and went to
the city with Jesus that day. Then on Saturday Jesus
promptly went to the synagogue. This may have happened on Friday evening, at the worship that was held

when the Sabbath began at dusk. The plural w‘: aéBBa-ra
means “Sabbath” just as does the singular; the plural
matches the designation of the festivals which also
had names in the plural. Capernaum was large enough
to have several synagogues; “into the synagogue” does
not necessarily imply that it had only the one.

Jesus “went on teaching,” the imperfect mm:
describing this activity. It goes without saying that.
the rulers of the synagogue requested Jesus to instruct.
the people just as they invited the sopheﬁm, the pro-fessional scribes learned in the law, to teach when they
were present at a service. The imperfect tense is open
and leads us to expect an aorist to tell us how the
matter ended.

22)

This aorist follows and is made quite em»

phatic by its forward position: “and dumbfounded
were they at his teaching." The verb is very strong;
the people were struck as by a blow, éxwkéa'o’cw, mser‘
sick bringen, betaeuben. They were actually dumbwith amazement. Matthew has the same expression in
7 :28, at‘the end of the Sermon on the Mount. Note thepsychology—as long as Jesus spoke, every eye and
every car were ﬁxed on him in rapt attention, dread»
ing to miss a single word. But when the voice that

held them spellbound became silent, the tension was
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relaxed, and amazement swept over the hearers. What
produced this effect was the 8:890; of Jesus. This word
may mean the act of teaching (active) or the doctrine
taught (passive) ; C.-K., 293, here think of the latter
although the manner of Jesus’ teaching cannot well be
dissociated from the substance of what he taught.
Mark does not mention what Jesus taught; he has
already summarized. this in v. 15.
What impressed the hearers about the teaching of

Jesus was the fact that “he was teaching them. as
having authority and not as the scribes.” The ééworia is
the authoritative power that ﬁlled this wonderful
teacher. The deity of Jesus revealed itself in all that
he said, whether he spoke directly concerning himself
or ’not. It shone forth with overwhelming force in this
instance; and the periphrastic imperfect 15v 8:35.0wa
conveys the thought that the present instance was by
no means an exception—this was the way in which he
kept teaching right along.
‘ The contrast with the teaching of “their scribes”
was pronounced: “at once erudite and foolish, at once
contemptuous and mean; never passing a hair’s breadth
beyond the carefully watched boundary line of commentary and precedent; full of balanced inference,
and orthodox hesitancy, and impossible literalism; intricate with legal pettiness and labyrinthine system;
elevating mere memory above genius, and repetitions
above originality; concerned only about priests and
Pharisees, in Temple and synagogue, or school, or
Sanhedrin, and mostly occupied with things inﬁnitely
little. It was not indeed wholly devoid of moral signiﬁcance, nor is it impossible to ﬁnd here and there
among the debris of it a noble thought; but it was
occupied a thousandfold more with Levitical minutiae
about mint, and anise, and cummin, and the length of
fringes, and the breadth of phylacteries, and the washing of cups, and platters, and the particular quarter of

Mark 1 :22, 23,
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a second when the new moons and Sabbaths began.”
Farrar. To this day it is hard to conceive the arid
dreariness of theteaching of the scribes. Some of the
“talks" in the pulpits of today on anything save the

8L8axﬁ and the Myot. of Jesus, without a bit of meat for
the soul, are the continuation of the deliverances of the
old Jewish scribes. How Jesus pitied the people who
were getting nothing for their souls we, see in Matt.

9:36-38.
Mark’s statement regarding the power of the
Lord’s teaching is identical with that of Matthew, but
Matthew places his statement at the end of the Sermon
on the Mount, and Mark has it at the end of the teaching in the synagogue in Capernaum. Critics conclude
that one must have copied this statement from the
other, or both from some other document, each evan-

gelist inserting it where he thought best. But ﬁv 3.3mm
in both Matthew and Mark point to the Lord’s teaching as always being full of such power and authority
and thus always in sharp contrast to the scribes. This
fact the oral tradition expressed in the ﬁxed statement
we meet in Matthew and in Mark, which, therefore,
they could append to any teaching of Jesus they report.
23) And immediately-there was in their synagogue a man with an unclean spirit, and he yelled
out, saying, What have we to do with thee, Jesus
Nazarene? Thou didst come to destroy us! I know
thee, who thou art, the Holy One of God.
After Jesus was through teaching, and while astonishment still held the people, 6206;, “all at once,” a
demoniac burst into the synagogue. Mark calls him “a
man with an unclean spirit,” but Luke “a man, which
had a spirit of an unclean devil.” ’Ev «veriﬁer: in Mark
is explained by zxaw awed/w. in Luke 4:33, but iv itself

means that the man was “in connection wi ” the
demon.
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The tendency is strong among=modern commentators, even of the better sort, to deny the reality of
demoniacal possession as it is recorded in the Scriptures. The demoniacs are supposed to have been people who were afﬂicted with some mania, an unbalanced
condition of mind, were perhaps lunatics or epileptics.
But what is gained by such an assumption? As regards
the great miracles wrought upon these perSOns, they
remain, whatever the afﬂiction under which these un-

fortunates suffered. These explanations, however, run
foul of something that is far more serious. Either
Jesus knew or did not know that these were not demoniacs. If he did not know their real condition, we have
a Savior who was as ignorant as the people of his day.
If he did know that these were not devil-possessed then

he acted as if they were, and we have a Savior who
could act a lie. To say that Jesus only “accommodated

himself” to the popular opinion leaves his case under a
fatal moral stigma. The fact is that he never lowered
himself to any falsehood, however widely and strongly
it was held.
The Scriptures distinguish clearly between all ordinary forms of disease and the peculiar aﬂiiction of
demoniacal possession. Jesus, for instance, addressed
the demons, and these spoke to him, and that often in
statements which the human suﬁ‘erers could not themselves have made. “It is vain to clear away from the
Gospel narratives the devil and his demons. Such an
exegesis is opposed to the Whole faith of the world at
that time. If we are to make these statements now
mean just what we please, why did no single man in
the ancient world understand them so? Have we become wiser? Then let us congratulate ourselves on our
good fortune; but we cannot, on that account, compel
these venerable writers to say what in their own time
they neither could nor would say.” Horst, ZauberBibliothek.

Marla 1 :23
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Matson, The Adversary, 177, etc., settles the question as to present-day cases, some of which are still
occurring in heathen lands. “A certain abnormal state
of mind exists, which is not insanity according to the
legal deﬁnition of the term. It is a state unaffected, so
far as science can prove, by any physical condition of
the body; on which medicine appears to have no eﬂect,
and on which religion alone seems to exercise a beneﬁcial control.” Christ gave his apostles power to drive
out possessing spirits. The contention that Jesus accommodated himself to the views of the people in order
to help these sufferers denies his omnipotent power as

the Son of God and thus brings him down to the level
of modern “healers.” Nor can anyone show why Jesus
would not enlighten with his better knowledge, if such
he had, at least his chosen disciples but left them, as is
supposed, under the old delusion. What Jesus said to
the seventy when they returned to him after driving
out devils also more than establishes the reality of
such terrible possession, Luke 10 :18, etc. Compare
Trench, Miracles, 160, etc.

All that Mark says is that the man was 3:: mafmm
ﬁxaadprq), joined to such a spirit. The speech of this
“spirit” shows that he is a personal being just as the
Scriptures teach regarding all Wyn-1'11. His demon
nature is brought out by the adjective “unclean,”
which predicates that every trace of moral purity was
gone, and utter foulness had become this spirit’s nature. Rushing into the solemn assembly in the synagogue on the Sabbath, this man is forced by the evil
spirit to violate both the sacred time and place, for he
yells out his objection to Jesus. Something of the
devilishness appears in the strong verb dvupdtw; Luke

even adds dmvﬁ payday, “with a great voice.” We may
imagine the excitement this caused among the assembled people. Something strange and uncanny, beyond
our ordinary comprehension, makes this spirit seek
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out Jesus in public and spill out what in an uncanny
and supernatural way he knows about Jesus.

We

should think that the spirit would drive the man away
from Jesus in order the longer to keep his hold on him.
It is beyond us why the spirit makes the man rush into
the presence of Jesus and at once single him out.
24) The question 11' 1&sz ml «at; is idiomatic,
literally: “What is there for us and for thee?” Here it
has the sense: “Do thou leave us alone i” The plural
identiﬁes this spirit with others of his kind; he speaks
for them all. In John 2:4 this idiom is used by Jesus
for putting off an implied request while it is here used
to ward off hostile action from Jesus, B.-P., 335 under
e‘yu'». The astounding thing is that the demoniacs always
recognize Jesus in his deity, in Matt. 8:29 as the Son
of God, in Mark 5 :7 as the Son of the Most High-God,
and here as the Holy One of God. And with this he
joined the further supernatural knowledge that Jesus
has come to oust them from their unholy dominion.
Those who deny that evil spirits actually took possession of human beings reSort to rather arbitrary and
radical means to remove these facts. Mental defectives
and epileptics never exhibit such phenomena. It is
always plain, too, that the evil spirit is the speaker. He
uses the man’s lips and voice and not the man himself.
The evil spirit ﬁrst calls Jesus by his ordinary
name “Jesus'Nazarene.” We cannot see how this ad-

dress makes 1’]va refer to the evil spirit plus the people
in the synagogue as though Jesus had come to destroy
also these people. “Jesus Nazarene” is only the common name by which Jesus was generally known since
he had lived so long in Nazareth. The spirit can hardly be asking a question with we: «at, either a question
for information or merely a rhetorical question. He is
stating a fact: “Thou didst come to destroy us”; and
this is said to reproach Jesus, with intent to blame him.
We see the same thing in Matt. 8:29. - ’AmM'aIu, of

Mark 1 :24
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course, does not mean “to annihilate” but “to ruin” by
driving the demons out of their control of human
beings, by destroying their damnable works; and the
aorist speaks of complete and ﬁnal ruin.

In a malicious way the evil spirit yells out that he
knows who Jesus is: “I know thee, who thou art, the

Holy One of God.” Some prefer the reading alsapa, “we
know thee,” we demons, instead of the singular, either
018a. or also. pe’v. The demon makes this revelation by a
direct and open declaration because he knows that
Jesus does not want it made thus, but that the people
should discover who he really is by his words and his
works. Jesus never proclaimed that he was the Messiah or the Son of God but let men draw this as a
conclusion, and when they drew it, either in hostile or
in believing fashion, he substantiated it. This is the
case even in John 4:25, 26, when all that Jesus had
said made the woma'n think of the Messiah, Jesus then
telling her that this was he himself. So Jesus, indeed,
revealed his person as God’s Son and the promised
Messiah.

In the New Testament the believers are called 37m,
“holy ones” or saints, and in P8. 106:16 Aaron is called

57m Kupiou, “the Lord’s saint"; but in neither Testament is a mere man called 6 57w: 1’06 05°17. This is not
even a common title for the Messiah since it occurs
only in the parallel passage in Luke and in John 6 :69;
in Acts 4:27 there occurs 5.7m: wa'is 1-013 @eoﬁ, “the holy
servant of God.” “The Holy One of God” is the Son
of God whom God sanctiﬁed and sent into the
world (John 10:36), who was conceived by the Holy
Spirit and then anointed by the Spirit for his holy
oﬁice, sanctiﬁed and separated unto God for his
great work. Thus he was “holy," sinless in all his life
and work, lifted above sin and death, possessing power
over both to destroy them, and thus a terror to the

demon world. See Keil on this passage.
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25) And Jesus rebuked him, saying, Be silenced
and come out of him! And the unclean spirit, having convulsed him, and having cried with a loud
voice, came out of him.

Not for one instant does Jesus accept the testimony
of the demon; see v. 34. He instantly silences the evil
spirit. The aorist imperative (#WL is peremptory,
commanding silence on the instant. We may translate:

“Be silenced !” preserving the passive, or: “Be silent !"
The next imperative is likewise an aorist, equally peremptory, ordering the demon to leave his victim.

26)

Jesus is at once obeyed. But in a ﬁnal burst

of rage the demon convulses his victim, wrenches his
poor body so that its members writhe. At the same
time he makes the man’s voice utter a loud, horrid cry.

The aorist participle qurﬁm (neuter, modifying mﬁpa)
and the dative 4mm; many form a paronomasia: “he
yelled with a great yell”; some texts have xpééav like

dvékpaét in v. 25. The miracle was wrought, the man
was free. Jesus had shown his omnipotent power in
Satan’s own domain. This expulsion of demons by a
single command of his exhibits the power of Jesus in
the highest degree. Mark selects this as the ﬁrst miracle of the many recorded in his Gospel. It ﬁts most
perfectly the theme of this ﬁrst half of his Gospel,
Jesus proving himself to be the Christ, God’s Son, by
his mighty teaching and deeds.
27) And all were amazed so as to question with
each other, saying, What is this? A new teaching
with authority! Even the unclean spirits he commands, and they obey him. Now there went out the
report of him immediately everywhere into the en-

tire surrounding region of Galilee.
Graphically Mark describes the complete eﬁec't
upon those present in the synagogue. He uses another
strong verb to express the emotion aroused: “all were
amazed,” Eaapﬂ'lw'qoav, one of the passives with an active

Mark 1 :27—29
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sense, R. 334. The emotion released itself in questioning with one another, and Mark reports what was said.
“What is this ?” refers to all that had taken place in
the synagogue, the teaching and the demon-expulsion.
This appears in the two answers that follow. First the
exclamation: “A new teaching with authority!” This

refers back to v. 22, where the teaching and the esom’u
are combined. Luke has Myos instead of Sisaxﬁ. In Mark
the phrase Ka-r’ egoum’av ought to be construed with 8180.in
mm}; Luke draws e'v isoum’g to the expulsion of demons.
Secondly the power over demons: “Even the unclean spiri ,” etc. Kat is ascensive: “even,” R. 1181;
and rais- wcﬁyam «1);. is placed forward for the sake of
emphasis. Even these vicious spirits, to say nothing
of ordinary diseases, Jesus commands, and they obey
him. The point lies in this that Jesus needs only to
utter a word, and helplessly these demons yield. These
people rightly combine the power in the preaching with

that in the expulsions. The plural “spirits” generalizes from the one case; if Jesus can expel one he can
expel any number. Yet no one seems to have inquired
about who Jesus really was. They ask only what this
is. The deed exhibits and proves the doer. So these
people, after all, fell short in apprehending what stood
forth in their synagogue that Sabbath Day.
28) The eﬁ'ect went beyond Capernaum. Mark
states that the report went out immediately—everywhere—deﬁning this as all over the surrounding
region of Galilee. Jesus is at the height of his ministry—all the land is ﬁlled with his fame.

29)

Matt. 8:14, 16 places the healing of Peter’s

mother-in-law immediately after the Sermon on the
Mount while Mark and Luke place it after the teaching in the synagogue in Capernaum. Both are correct.
The succession of events was as follows: the Sermon
on the Mount on the morning of the Sabbath; the leper
healed on the way from the mount (Matt. 8:1, etc.) ;
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the centurion’s servant healed on entering Capernaum
(Matt. 8:5, etc.) ; Jesus preaches in the synagogue
with the same ('Eowia as on the mount and again not as
the scribes, he delivers the demoniac in the synagogue.
Then toward the close of the Sabbath Jesus goes to
Peter’s house and heals his mother-in-law. When the
Sabbath is over at dusk, all the additional miracles
reported in Matt. 8 :16; Mark 1:32-34; and Luke 4:40,

41 were performed.

‘

And immediately, having come out of the synagogue, they went to the house of Simon and Andrew
in company with James and John. Now the motherin-law of Simon was prostrate, suffering from fever.
And immediately they tell him about her; and having gone to her, he raised her up, having grasped

hold of her hand, and the fever left her, and she
went on serving them.
From the synagogue Jesus and four of the disciples
went to the home of Andrew and Simon. The impression made by the narrative is not that Jesus was asked
to come to the home of Simon to heal his mother-inlaw. It is most likely that, since Jesus himself had a
home in Capernaum, he was asked to dine at the home
of Simon and Andrew “in company with James and
John,” pad. Since only these two are mentioned as
going along, we take it that they were also invited
but not the other disciples.
30) Mark states only the fact that Simon’s
mother-in-law was prostrate, suffering from fever,
Luke adds that the fever was severe (“great”). Matthew states that Jesus saw the patient; Mark brings
out the fact that they told Jesus about her, and that he
then went to her (arpooeAOév) ; Luke adds that they besought him for her. Piecing these statements together,
we may say that when Jesus did not see the woman
he asked where she was and then heard of her ailment
with the added request.

Mark 1 :30-82
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We learn here that Peter was married and that his
mother-in-law lived at his home. Her husband was
very likely dead, and she had no other children and no
home of her own. The father of Peter is mentioned in
Matt. 16:17 and in John 21 :15, etc., but in a way that
leads us to conclude that he was dead; we never hear
of Peter’s mother. 0n the basis of I Cor. 9 :5 it is
certain that Peter’s wife was living at that time and
accompanied him on his missionary travels. All this is
rather inconvenient for Catholicism which makes
Peter the ﬁrst pope and demands celibacy of its priests.
Clement of Alexandria states that Philip and Peter
begat children (érralasomvriouwo) . He states that when
Peter’s wife was led to her death, her husband encouraged her by telling her to remember the Lord. Elsewhere a paralytic daughter of Peter’s is mentioned.
31) Luke tells the story most graphically: “he
stood over her and rebuked the fever.” Mark adds the
detail that Jesus went to her and then raised her up,
having grasped her hand. Both Matthew and Mark
state that the fever left the woman. Thus the miracle
was wrought. No weakness or lassitude was left as is
always the case when a fever subsides, for she not only
arose but with her daughter “went on ministering to
them,” quém, the durative imperfect. This verb sug-

gests that the woman helped with the teal-m, the evening meal, the chief one of the day, to which Jesus and
the other two guests had been invited.
32) Now evening having come, when the sun
did set, they kept bringing him all that were ill and
those possessed with demons. And the whole city
was gathered together at the door. And he healed
many that were ill with many kinds of diseases and
cast out many demons; and he was not letting the
demons talk because they knew him.
The Jews had two evenings, one extending. from
three o'clock to six, and the other after that. That is
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why Mark adds to the coming of the evening the

further remark that “the sun did set,” 381:, second
aorist from 817m (811m). This was necessary because he
had mentioned the Sabbath. Since the Sabbath had
passed, the work of bringing all these sufferers to
Jesus could be performed without violating the law
of Sabbath rest.
Two classes are markedly distinguished: those
suffering from ordinary diseases and those possessed
with demons. The distinction shows that the latter
cannot be classed with the former in spite of modern
attempts in this direction. Note that Exew with an

adverb is used idiomatically; we translate: “those being ill.” The participles Exams and Wepévovs describe conditions. On the reality of possession see v.
23. “All” these suﬁ‘erers were brought, a great number
from all over the city of Capernaum.

33)

Mark is graphic when he state's that the

whole city was assembled before the door of Peter’s
house. Matthew and Luke refer only to the great
number of the sick.

34)

Jesus healed them all. When Mark writes

“many aﬂlicted with all kinds of diseases” he does not
mean to indicate that some were left unhealed. Those
who understand aroMoufs in this sense contradict Matthew who writes miwas, “all,” and Luke who says that
Jesus laid his hand on each one. With «anemic, “many,”
Mark deﬁnes his own min-as in v. 32 and tells us that by
“all” he means “many"—they were a large number.
It would have been unlike Jesus to pass any by, and we
have no reason to imagine that there were causes that
would have led Jesus to refuse to heal some. So he also
expelled “many demons,” all those that came into his
presence. The remarkable thing is that there were so
many, all in this one city. This afﬂiction did not appear
only in rare and isolated cases; it was prevalent and
well known as beingdistinct from any form of disease.

Mark 1 :34, 85
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Mark states that Jesus did not let the demons
speak. Note that the demons are distinguished as
personalities from the persons they possessed. Mark
does not say that the demoniacs were not allowed to

speak but the demons. They tried to speak, for Luke
says that they yelled: “Thou art the Son of God I”
compare the utterance of the demon in v. 24. As Jesus
hushed him, so he silenced these others; 174m is the
imperfect from Mimic and is descriptive of the course
Jesus pursued. We cannot translate the an after My
“that,” as introducing what the demons said, namely
that they knew Jesus; this verb is not construed with
511 because it means only “to utter” (the opposite of
being silent), “to talk.” "on states the reason why
Jesus silenced the demons: “because they knew him.”
The fact of this correct knowledge appears in every
case where a demon spoke. So, if Jesus had not
silenced these evil spirits, they would have shouted out
their knowledge of his deity and his Messiahship. The
reason Why Jesus silenced the demons has been stated
under v. 24. The past perfect ﬁSaaav is always used as

an imperfect and thus matches ﬁduz.
Beginning with the Sermon on the Mount and ending with this wholesale healing far into the night, we
see Jesus on one of his most strenuous days. He had
many like this.
35) And in the morning, still very much in the
night, having risen, he went out and went away to a
lonely place, and there he continued to pray. And
Simon and those with him chased after him and
found him; and they say to him, All are seeking
thee. And he says to them, Let us go elsewhere, into
the adjacent countrytowns, in order that there too I
may preach; and for this I did come forth. And he
went preaching in their synagogues into entire Galilee and driving out the demons.
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It seems that Jesus spent the night after the strenuous Sabbath Day in the home of Peter although he had

his own home in Capernaum. 'vaxa means in the
night, and May intensiﬁes the adverb. It was toward
morning and yet still far from dawn when Jesus left
the house and made his Way out of the city to a lonely
place where he could be undisturbed. And there he
engaged in prayer as the imperfect tense upoamixm
indicates.
The praying of Jesus, as far as we are able to
judge from the recorded instances (Luke 3:21; 5:16;
6:12; 9:18, 28; 11:1; Matt. 11:25, etc.; John 11:41;
17:1, etc.), is always concerned with something important in his ministry. In the present instance, as the
context indicates, it was his resolve to preach the gospel of the kingdom throughout Galilee. Jesus prayed
because he was a man. His prayers were communions
with his Father. Dealing with his work and uttered
by him whom the Father had sent for that work, they
moved on the highest spiritual plane. It is too much
to say that these prayers were “the roots of his
power.” The power lay in his divine person and in the
Spirit poured out upon him. But the Son had become
man and as such he was dependent on his Father in

all things. It was thus that he prayed and voiCed his
obedient love and his perfect accord with his Father.
36) When Simon and his household arose at daylight they were surprised to ﬁnd the room where Jesus
had slept empty, and they at once set out in search of

him. The verb Stu'mm has the perfective Kurd (R. 606) :
“they pursued strenuously.” Simon alone is named and

not Andrew, which is very likely an indication that
Mark had heard this story from Simon’s own lips.
“And those with him" includes Andrew and James and
John, these at least but probably also the other disciples
who were already attached to Jesus. While they had
not passed the night at Simon’s house—Mark, in fact,
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has not as yet mentioned any of them—they certainly
were on hand early to see what Jesus intended to do.
37)

How long Simon and his companions searched,

and how they came to ﬁnd the place where Jesus was,
is not stated; Mark records only the fact that “they

found him." From what they say to him, namely: “All
are seeking thee l” we judge that the crowds of the evening before were already again gathering at Simon’s
house. Simon and his companions intimate that Jesus
should hurry back in order to satisfy these crowds.
38) But Jesus has other plans. Capernaum has
enjoyed his teaching and his divine help in great
abundance while so many other places in Galilee had
not experienced his presence. So he proposes to visit
these places: “Let us go (hortative subjunctive) elsewhere into the nearby countrytowns in order that there
too I may preach” (xnpﬁém, see v. 4, the aorist implying
the proclamation of the complete message). To act as
a herald in the towns of Galilee is the chief work of
Jesus, the miracles are only appended signs and seals
of his gospel proclamation. “That I may preach” is
therefore sufﬁcient.
The reason for this decision of Jesus is not something accidental, against which other reasons could be
marshalled to make Jesus change his mind. This
preaching far and wide is the very object for which
Jesus came forth from God. El: 10510 expresses pur-

pose; and éﬁﬁAOOV should not be referred back to ééﬁme
in v. 35, Jesus’ leaving the house of Simon. While the
statement is very brief it must furnish the adequate

reason for the move that Jesus now makes; and this
reason is the great purpose for which he left heaven
and came to earth as man. Luke renders it: “because
for this was I commissioned.” Jesus went forth
(seamov) as the one whom the Father commissioned
(duo-ram, second passive with the Father being the
agent). Since the Son was commissioned in heaven and
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thus went forth on his mission, we decline to regard
these verbs as referring to the departure from Nazareth for the assumption of the oﬂice through the baptism. Jesus means more than that he “came fort ” out
of the quiet life in Nazareth. From Luke we learn that
the multitudes also went out to Jesus and asked him to
stay, but he told them that he had to preach to the
other cities also and gave as the reason the commission
on which he was sent.

39)

Thus Jesus went on his tour of the other

cities in Galilee. He preached in their synagogues (d:
is static and is used like éu, R. 593) . Mark says nothing
about his healing the sick, but this must be included
since Mark adds, as the most notable of the miracles,
“driving out the demons.” Here again the plural
arrests attention by letting us know that the number
of the possessed was considerable over all the land.
We may make a subdivision at this point since this
episode rounds out the ﬁrst picture which Mark gives
us of the mighty work of Jesus in Galilee. It centers
in Capernaum and then extends over the entire country into the neighboring cities.
40) And there comes to him a leper, beseeching him and falling on his knees to him and saying,
If thou dost will thou canst cleanse me. And moved
with compassion, having stretched out the hand, he
touched him and says to him, I will, he thou clean!
And immediately the leprosy went away from him,
and he was cleansed.
This is a plain case where Mark disregards the
15.66 or natural order of events, of which, according to
Papias, the elder (apostle) John took note. Matthew
(8:1, etc.) records this miracle as occurring right
after Jesus came down from preaching the Sermon on
the Mount. This was on the very Sabbath from which
Mark took the events narrated‘in v. 21-34. Luke states
in 7:1 that from the mount Jesus proceeded to Caper-
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mum, and from 5:12 we learn that the leper was
healed “in a certain ci .” From Matthew We learn
that crowds were accompanying Jesus on his way from
the mount. This healing is the ﬁrst miracle which Matthew reports, and its publicity is a point in his narrative. Mark omits mention of the presence of the multitudes. The facts, then, are these: on the Sabbath, after.
preaching his Sermon on the Mount, Jesus proceeds to
Capernaum and on the way passes through a town
where the leper came to him in the midst of the great
crowd that went along with Jesus.

Mark states only the fact that the leper came to
Jesus; the present prmu, like other present tenses
among aorists in narrative, is historical and aoristic in
force. We do not mix our tenses in this fashion. The
fact that a leper made his way to Jesus through all
these crowds was so astonishing that Matthew uses the
exclamation “10.” The man “comes beseeching him and
falling on his knees to him” as a most humble suppliant. Luke says that he fell on his face while kneeling, bowing his head to the ground; Matthew that he
prostrated himself, and that he addressed Jesus as Klimt.
The question is raised whether this prostration and
this address denote more than reverence before a great
and mighty human helper. Orientals are very free
with prostrations, and mfpu is often little more. than
our respectful “sir.” Here, however, the leper’s petition reveals what his attitude toward Jesus really was.
It is less what he asks that reveals his thought; it is
more the way in which he asks. He fully believes in
the power of Jesus to heal his leprosy with a single
word: “thou canst cleanse me”; but he adds: “if thou
dost will” (or “shalt will”). In this he is not voicing
doubt in regard to the will of Jesus but his own humble
submission to Jesus. He leaves his healing to the will
of Jesus, if in his superior counsel it be, indeed, best
to grant him healing. The idea that in all his healings
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Jesus had touched the sufferers, and that he would
perhaps not touch a leper whose touch deﬁled, is in no
way indicated as the explanation for the wori!I “if thou
wilt.” The man’s humble submission, placing his own
sad case completely in the hands of Jesus just as a true
child of God must always place himself in God’s hands,
marks his faith in Jesus as being of the highest type.
A petition like this can be addressed only to a divine
helper, one whose will is the very will of the all-loving
and all-wise God.
This leper is willing, if Jesus so wills, to remain in
his living death. Submissive faith can go no farther.
This leper distinguishes divine temporal from divine
spiritual and eternal gifts. He knOWs that he is asking
only the former, which God‘s wisdom and love may
withhold from us and often does; gifts like pardon,
peace, spiritual consolation, and strength are always
freely granted since it is without question God’s will

that we have them. Who is able to say how this leper
came to such a faith? But his case is one that shows
clearly how the teaching of Jesus produced the most
blessed spiritual effects.
0n leprosy see the Bible Dictionaries, also Trench,
Miracles. Luke states that the man was “full of leprosy”; his terrible disease was in an advanced stage.
The leper was accounted as one dead and thus as unclean. We marvel the more at this leper’s boldness in
making his way so publicly to the presence of Jesus.
Since leprosy was incurable in those days, and in its
advanced stages is still beyond cure in our days, we see
why Mark chooses this miracle as one that exhibits
the power of Jesus in the highest degree, to introduce

the secondsubpart of his Gospel.
41) It is Mark who so often notes the feelings
which moved Jesus. Here he writes “moved with com-.
passion.” The verb ”Mmltopm means to have the viscera moved, lungs, heart, and liver, which were consid-
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ered to be the seat of the feelings such as love, pity,
etc. We may say “his heart was stirred.” This is the
strongest of the three words that' are translated “being
compassionate,” for it implies not only a pained feeling at the sight of suffering but in addition a strong
desire to relieve or to remove the suffering; wpméaxew
stops with the sympathy which feels the other’s suffering, and may means to show mildness or kindness. 0n
the compassion of Jesus compare 6:34; Matt. 9:36;
14:14; 15:32; Luke 7 :13. “These instances in which
the compassion of Jesus is expressly recorded are so
much evidence, proving that his heart was ever ﬁlled
with merciful kindness and feelings of pity for the
distressed of every description. Whenever and whereever suﬂ’ering and sorrow of body or soul met his eyes,
he was moved With the will to help. The compassion of
Jesus is one of the deepest, richest, most comforting of
all his Savior qualities.” The author, His Footsteps, 245.
The feeling in Jesus’ heart at once turns to action.
The middle of am, means “to take hold of” and hence
“to touch” and is followed by the genitive. Often,
though by no means always, (see 2 :11 for an instance)
did Jesus touch those whom he healed. The act, when
it was used, and the omnipotent word accompanying it
form a unit, both being expressions of Jesus’ will. The
miracle is always wrought by the volition of his will.
The view that the touch was intended to strengthen
the leper’s faith, combined with the further view that
his healing depended on his faith, is mistaken. All the
miracles depended on the will of Jesus alone. They all,
of course, intend to help create and then to encourage
faith as well in the witness as in the beneﬁciary. But
in quite a number of cases no faith preceded the miracle. Did the centurion’s servant in Matt. 8:5, etc.,
believe? Did the possessed believe? Did Jairus’ daughter believe or the widow’s son at Nain?
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For the leper two words, majestic and ahnighty,
sufﬁce: @s'M, Kwapiaaw, “I will, be thou cleansed 1” This
is the only case in which Jesus speaks the word ﬂaw,
thereby revealing that his own will and power do the
deed and not a power that is merely delegated to him.
Others work miracles in the name and by the power of
Jesus; Jesus, God’s own Son, has this power in himself. His deity shines out through the veil of his ﬂesh
in all his miracles, John 1:14. (saw is properly the

present tense, and KaOapzoavrn the decisive aorist imperative to express the one act of cleansing.

42)

The leprosy left the man instantly.

One

moment he lies prostrate before Jesus full of leprosy,
the next moment he is as sound and healthy as any
man present. The remarkable feature is the brevity
with which the tremendous fact is recorded; throughout the Gospels the mighty miracles are related in this

fashion. That is one of the plain evidences of inspiration. No ordinary writer of any age, if left to himself,
would be satisﬁed with such brevity. God guided the
minds and the hands of the Gospel writers. The ﬂesh
that was eaten away, the ﬁngers and the toe joints that
had dropped off, the raw sores that were spreading
over the body were instantly restored sound and whole.
All modern “healing” fades into nothing beside this
omnipotent deed of Jesus. “The leprosy went away
from him” expresses the negative side, “and he was

cleansed” the positive. ’EKaOapiaoq intends to match
xa9apl’001rn even as to the tense.
43, 44) And having sternly charged him, he
immediately rushed him 6E and says to him, See to it
that than say nothing to any man! But he going,
show thyself to the priest, and bring as an oﬁering
for thy cleansing the things Moses commanded, as
a testimony for them.

It is Mark who again records the emotion with
which Jesus addressed the healed leper. ’Epp‘ndnm is 'a
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strong word which literally means “to snort at one,”
mum-mam, here “to address in the sternest way.”
There is a marked change: ﬁrst the tenderest compas-

sion, then the sternest tone of voice. Why this change?
It cannot be that Jesus wanted the man to be silent in
order that the miracle should not become known. This
view overlooks Matthew who informs us that the healing took place whﬂe crowds of people were surround-

ing Jesus. It is unwarranted to say that Jesus did not
want to be known as a worker of miracles, compare

v. 28. The moral condition of the man cannot be the
reason Jesus sealed his lips and rushed him off. The
haste and the stern orders with which Jesus sends the
man away have only one explanation: the news of how
this man got rid of his leprosy was not to reach the
priests in Jerusalem until they have in all due legal
form pronounced him clean of leprosy. The priest to
whom he will present himself is not to know the man’s
story until afterward.
It is a mistake to say that the leper might present
himself for examination to a priest anywhere, in this
case at Nazareth where a number of priests are said to
have resided at this time. The procedure described in

Lev. 14:1, etc., required that the examining priest
receive the man’s oﬁerings, which consumed a week’s
time. What a priest at Nazareth might determine as
to the man’s physical condition could not be valid with
the priest who was ofﬁciating in the Temple at Jeru-

salem. “Show thyself to the priest !” means in Jerusalem. The ﬁrst act on the part of the priest on the
day the man presents himself consists of the physical
examination plus the oifering of two live birds, etc.,
and the ceremonies connected with them, Lev. 14 :2-8.

The second act follows on the seventh and eighth days
and concerns two lambs, etc., or in case of poverty one,

plus the ceremonies, v. 9-20 and 21-32. The ﬁrst act

restored the healed leper to the people, the second to
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his religious prerogatives in the Temple Worship. The
offerings should not be regarded as thankoﬁeﬁngs;
they were, ﬁrst of all, symbolical of physical cleansing
(the birds, etc.) and, secondly, sacriﬁcial for spiritual
cleansing (the lambs, etc.) as a trespass and sin oifering..
Jesus thus orders this man to carry out in due form
the ceremonial requirements, “the things Moses commanded,” and thus to have himself ofﬁcially reinstated
as being clean of leprosy. Jesus has not come to destroy but‘to fulﬁll the law and the prophets (Matt.
5:17), and by his orders to the leper whom he had
healed he fulﬁlls the law of Moses in the present case.
This helps to explain the ﬁnal phrase: “for a testimony
for them.” The ﬁnal 11151-on is to be construed ad semm,
R. 683. It cannot refer to the multitudes who witnessed
the miracle, for Mark makes no mention of them. The

antecedent cannot be derived from mast, for this is
negative and means 'nobody at all. It must be drawn
from rs zepez, “the priest,” who represents the class that
was hostile to Jesus. To them Jesus sends this man as
a living testimony. Jesus, who is far away from Jerusalem, sends them this man who for eight days is to be
a silent preacher to them, a living witness of his gracious will and power and also of his reverence for the

law of Moses while it is still in force. When they
ﬁnally learn this man’s story after they themselves
have oﬂ‘icially pronounced him clean they will have a
new testimony regarding the Messiah whom they re-

ject, a testimony that is supported by their own ﬁnd-

ing. ”Opa, “see to it,” emphasizes the command and is
added without a connective, “almost like a particle,”
R. 845. The Greek doubles the negatives: Say “to no
man nothing,” which makes the prohibition stronger.
45) But he, having gone out, began to herald
greatly and to spread the matter abroad so that he
could no longer enter openly into a city but was out-
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side in lonely places; and they kept coming to him
from everywhere.

Despite all the severity with which Jesus had
charged the man he did not obey. This seems, strange
when we recall the humility with which he came seeking help from Jesus. And yet it is natural enough
psychologically. His sudden return from the living
death of leprosy to new life and perfect health stirred
him deeply. He imagined that he could thank and serve
Jesus best by going out and heralding the miracle, by
spreading the story abroad.
new is adverbial, “much” or “greatly,” and 73V
Myov is not the word of healing Jesus had spoken, or
the Word in the sense of the gospel, but the whole
matter or account of his having been healed. In fact,
he made so much noise about it that Jesus could not
enter openly into a city because of the excitement this
man had caused. Men’s minds were so full of the
miracle that the message Jesus brought found too little
attention. So Jesus for a time avoided the cities,
remained outside in. lonely places, and allowed the
excitement to die down.
Kat is not adversative in sense but adds only that
the work of Jesus went on in these retired places. The
verb leaves the subject indeﬁnite: “they kept coming
to him from everywhere,” the imperfect tense indicat-

ing repeated action. Luke adds that “great multitudes”
came “to hear and to be healed of their diseases.” Since
Mark’s interest lies in Jesus he says nothing more
about the healed leper, whether he went on to Jerusalem, fulﬁlled the law, and thus gave to the hostile
priests the testimony Jesus desired them to have or
not. We take it that the man eventually performed
this important duty. This miracle stands out with
prominence in diiferent ways, which accounts for the
place Mark assigns it in his record of the mighty
words and deeds of Jesus.

CHAPTER I!
All the pericopes from 2:1 to 3:6 emphasize the
Jewish opposition to Jesus. This feature has led some
commentators to make 2 :1-3 :6 a subdivision of Mark’s
Gospel. But Mark himself furnishes us a better clue to
the division he intended to make. He closes the ﬁrst
subdivision in a rather unmistakable way by a summary view of Jesus’ activity, 1:35-39; he does the
same in 3:7-12 in closing the second subdivision; the
appointment of the Twelve as apostles, 3:18, etc., undoubtedly begins the third subdivision. We deem it
best to follow these marks which are introduced with
such plainness by the evangelist himself. The hostility
of the Jews that runs through most of the pericopes
in the second subdivision lends its own characterization to these paragraphs while Mark still abides by his
great theme to exhibit Jesus as the Son of God by
means of his mighty words and works.
1) And having gone again to Capernaurn after
some days, it was heard that he was at home. And
many were gathered together so that there was no
longer room, not even toward the door. And he was
telling them the Word.
We infer from Matt. 9 :1 that Jesus came to Capernaum by boat from Gadaritis where he had healed two
demoniacs (Matt. 8:28) and was then asked by the
inhabitants to leave. He left promptly. Mark says
that he came “to Capernaum," Matthew writes “into
his own ci .” On the chronology compare the remarks on 4 :35. Jesus had transferred his family from
Nazareth to Capernaum early in his ministry, John
2:12.

m: away indicates an interval of days, i. e., days
between, so that we may translate "after some days."
(96)
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Since dumb precedes the main verb, ﬁxodcraq, it ought
to be personal: “he having come into

.

.

.

was

heard,” but the following 6” makes this doubtful (B.-D.
405, 2) although R. 1120 does not think so. The best
solution is perhaps to make the main v‘erb impersonal
with the ﬁn clause as its subject and to construe the
participle ad sensum, referring to the clause “that he
is at h0me,” i.e., he on coming to Capernaum, etc. The
Greek retains the original verb in indirect discourse:
“he is at home,” whereas we change to a past form

after a past tense: “he was at home.”
In dc olxov the preposition is static and identical in
force with év (R. 559) as so often in the Koine. This
reverses all the older forced explanations which put
motion into (is. Prepositions never express motion.
E2: olxov, without the article, means “at home.” Jesus
was in his own house in Capernaum, where his mother
and other relatives dwelt, and not in Peter’s house as
some suppose. How long Jesus remained undisturbed
in his home is not indicated; it could not have been
longer than a short time. He was certainly not inactive during even this brief time; his disciples were at
hand, and he had much instruction to give them.
2) But when his presence became noised about,
many congregated in his home. The place was soon
packed with people so that there was no longer any
room, “not even toward the door,” a «pa: Maw, 16 with
the phrase being construed as the subject of xmchv.
Mark is so speciﬁc about the door’s being blocked because this fact made it impossible to bring in the paralytic. Inside the house Jesus was engaged in telling
them the Word, EMA“, durative imperfect. We hear of
no sufferers to be healed as was the case in 1:32-34;
the people were captivated by the preaching of Jesus.
‘0 Adyo; is used in an eminent sense, to designate the

gospel which Jesus had come to proclaim. This was his
chief work, and be delighted to do it. In Luke 5:17
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the statement about the power of the Lord being with
Jesus to do healing refers, not to other healings
wrought at this time, but to the healing of the paralytic
which is now to be narrated.

3)

And they come, bringing to him a paralytic

home by four. And being unable to get near to him
on account of the crowd, they uncovered the roof
where he was; and having dug it up, they lowered
the pallet on which the paralytic was lying.
The subject is left indeﬁnite; we learn only that the
men who carried the paralytic were four in number.
Paralysis and palsy should, of course, not be confused. One side of this man’s body had been rendered
useless; hence he could not walk or use his arm and
probably had great difﬁculty in talking. Four willing
friends undertake to bring him to Jesus.

4)

But the way was completely blocked by the

crowd. In the open the crowd could have made a passageway to Jesus, but those packed in the house and
the doorway could not make room. What now? Wait
until after the crowd is gone? Not these men. Luke
says that they dragged the sick man to the 85m or
housetop. The Oriental houses were built of stone
with a ﬂat roof on which the so-called upper room was
situated, a stairway often led up from the outside. If
this house had no outside stairway, one near it had;
and since the houses adjoined, it was easy to pass from
one roof to the next. So the paralytic Was carried'to a
place on the roof which was directly above the spot
where Jesus was in the room below. Here they “unroofed the roof,” areas-hwy rip! o‘re’wv (a paronomasia) ;
Luke mentions the tiles, and Mark the digging or
breaking up of the roof, which refers to the removal of
the tiles and their support.
The view that the roof was reached by means of a
ladder is unwarranted since no sick man on a pallet
Could be hoisted up on a ladder. The idea that'the
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roof- had an opening that was covered with a lid, and
that only this .lid was taken up, is shut out by Luke’s

mention of the tiles that were removed. These could
easily be lifted and afterward put into place again. The
real difﬁculty lies in the removal of the support of the
tiles. All we have to express this is the participle
ifopdéams.

Objection is voiced to what is here described as
.being altogether impossible, a mere piece of imagination on the part of the evangelists. But Mark has re-

ceived the account from Peter who was present when
the thing was dOne.

Some object on account of the

danger to those in the room below, but no one was
hurt, nothing was dropped. The entire proceeding is
so unique in every way that invention of the facts. or
embellishment of lesser facts are most certainly excluded. So the man was lowered on his Kpdﬂﬂarov (more
common than mum], Matthew and Luke, or MSW,
Luke) right down in the middle of the room in front
of Jesus (Luke).
5) And Jesus, having seen their faith, says to
the paralytic, Child, dismissed are thy sins!
The faith that Jesus saw manifested itself plainly
enough. It was more than the ordinary faith which
sought help of Jesus; it was a faith that was strong,
persistent, inventive enough to discover the most unusual way of placing the sick man before Jesus.
Why “their faith” should exclude faith on the part
of the paralytic, as some assert, is hard to see. Surely,
his friends did not bring him against his will, and,
surely, he must have consented to be lowered through
the' roof. his true, Jesus healed some who had no

faith at the moment and waited for faith to follow the
healing. But it is strange to ﬁnd that commentators
deny: this man faith and yet let Jesus remit his’sin's.
Where in all the Scriptures is remission ever obtained
without faith? Moreover, some commentators voice
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the claim that faith must precede healing. But they
contradict themselves in this instance: this man is
healed without ﬁrst having faith. Instead of ruling
out the faith of the paralytic we must really place his
faith ahead of that of his friends. They may have had
faith only in the power of Jesus to heal miraculously
because they had seen him do this. But this paralytic
felt that he suffered from a greater ailment than paralysis and thus came to Jesus with the burden of
his sins.
Not a word is uttered by the paralytic or by his
friends. More eloquent than words is the prostrate
form lowered through the ceiling to the feet of Jesus
and interrupting his teaching in the packed house. As
a true Kap8to'yw’w‘n]: Jesus sees all that is involved in this
sufferer’s case and also all that it will mean for the
present assembly and for all future time. First the
soul, then the body. With the greatest tenderness
Jesus absolves this sufferer’s soul. Men saw only the
bodily afﬂiction, Jesus saw the guilt and the repentance
in the man’s heart. According to Matthew, Jesus prefaced the absolution with the word Oépm, “cheer up,"
which encouraged the sufferer, took away the gloom,
and put high and happy expectation in its stead. The
address re'xvov, “child,” is far more tender and gentle
than mass, “son.” The latter has a legal connotation, the
former a connotation of most tender love like a mother’s warm embrace. Jesus actually enters into this
man's heart and condition with the master touch of
his love.
Now the mighty word of release: “dismissed are
thy sins!” The readings vary between the passive
present dot’mau (or ddu'omz) and the Doric yet common
passive perfect Walnut. (R. 315), the latter with a
strong present implication: “have been and so now are
dismissed." This matter is one for the text critics to
settle. In Luke the perfect has almost universal attes-
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tation, in Matthew, Zahn prefers the present, in Mark
the evidence is undecided. Both forms mean that the
sins are dismissed the instant that Jesus speaks this
word.
This is the great d¢¢ms, “dismissal” or “remission,"
of which the Scriptures speak so constantly. In the

entire Bible no sweeter word meets the sinner’s eye.
The sins are sent away from the sinner so completely
that they shall never be found again, to the depth of the
sea (Micah 7 :10), are blotted out so as to be removed
from the record (Isa. 43:25); are removed from the
sinner as far as the east is from the west (Ps. 103).

This is what we usually call “forgiveness,” and
stronger descriptions of it cannot be found. Only God

is able to send our sins away in this manner. The
claim that the agent back of this verb is God to the exclusion of Jesus is so manifestly wrong that one won-

ders how it can be advanced. The entire narrative
rests on the fact that Jesus forgives the paralytic’s
sins. The healing that follows furnishes the clearest

evidence for the deity of Jesus: as God he forgives sins
and proves it by the miracle.
The conclusion is hasty that this man’s ailment was

the direct result of his sinful life. Paralysis is so common in those who live the most careful lives that even
from this angle the conclusion is unwarranted. In
John 5 :14 we have a notable case ;_in John 9 :3 one that

is entirely different. As regards the paralytic we can
assume only that his paralysis brought all his ordinary
sinfulness to mind just as every sickness and misfortune tell us that we are indeed nothing but sinners. To

assume more in this case calls for a plain intimation in
the text. The Christian rule of charity holds good also
in exegesis, namely that we should not make any man

worse than the facts demand.
6)

Now there were some of the scribes sitting

there and reasoning in their hearts, Why does this
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fellow speak thus?

He is hlasphemingl-

Who is

able to dismiss sins except one, God?
Matthew reports only the charge of blasphemy. He
and Mark mention only some of the scribes as sitting
there among the other listeners. Luke tells us that
these were Pharisees and men learned in the law, and
that they had come from every village in Galilee and
in Judea and from Jerusalem. Even in the capital note
had been taken of the activity of Jesus in Galilee, and
spies had been sent out to watch what Jesus was doing
and to report at headquarters. Mark introduces these
enemies of Jesus at this point. How this enmity arose
and spread he omits from his record; John has enlightened us on that point. We here see the hostility
fully developed and in action against Jesus. These
scribes remain silent, but they reason in their hearts,
they have their own perverted thoughts about Jesus.
7) Mark records these thoughts. First the hostile question: “Why does this fellow speak thus?” with
oz'rros beinghighly derogatory. Then the direct accusation: “He is blaspheming!” They thought that they
had a clear case against him. Finally the irrefutable
proof for their indictment: “Who is able to dismiss
sins except one, God '1” The self-evident answer is true
beyond question. This they had learned well from
their Old Testament. Their blind mistake was that
they considered Jesus a mere man in spite of all the
evidence they had received to the contrary. To be
sure, for a mere man to pretend to remit sins would be
one of the worst forms of blasphemy.

8)

And immediately Jesus, having realized in

his spirit that they were thus reasoning within‘themselves, says to them; Why are you reasoning these

things in your hearts?’ Which is the easier? To say
to the paralytic, Dismissed are "thy sins? or to say,
Arise, and take up thy pallet and be walking?" But
in order that you-may see that the Son-oi= man has
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authority on the earth to dismiss sins, (he says to
the paralytic), To thee I say, arise, take up thy pallet, and leave for thy house! And he arose, and,
immediately having taken up his pallet, he went out
before them all; so that they were all amazed and
went on glorifying God, saying, Never did we see
the like!
Mark says that Jesus “realized in his spirit” what
the hostile Jews thought in their hearts; Matthew says
that Jesus “saw" their thoughts, and each explains the
other. He did not merely read them in the expression
of their faces but perceived in his own spirit what
went on in their secret minds. In other words, Jesus
used his omniscience in this case; see John 2:24, 25.
As hisofﬁce and work required Jesus used his divine
attributes; but not beyond that. Thus with stunning
directness Jesus confronts these Jews with their own
thoughts. He thus gave them evidence that he was not
a mere man who was arrogating divine prerogatives

to himself in a blasphemous manner. Mark uses “these
things” to indicate their reasonings, but Matthew
writes “wicked things,” which characterizes their
moral character. “These things” were the blind product of their hatred and the desire to destroy Jesus in
any way that might prove feasible. We must look well

to our inner motives, for these are the vicious factors
and not merely what they produce.
9) Jesus sets the right thoughts over against
their vicious ones. This is what they should ask themselves: “Which is the easier? To say to the paralytic
(ciard'v, aorist, for a single eﬂ’ective statement), Dis-

missed are thy sins! or to say (again the same aorist) ,
Arise, and take up thy pallet, and be walking?” No
mere ineffective saying is meant, the aorists shut this
out. Both Words evidently require the identical power
of God. No other answer is possible. As God alone
can remit sins, so he alone. can restore a paralytic on
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the instant. Note the effective aorists Eyupal. and épov
to denote the momentary acts of rising up and picking

up the couch and the durative present mpurdm to indi—
cate the continuous act of walking away. In this way
these Pharisees and scribes should reason in their
hearts; then they would ﬁnd the right answer to the
question concerning the real nature of Jesus.
10) Jesus waits for no reply, for the correct reply
is one that is quite self~evident. He continues in the
same breath: “But in order that you may see,” etc.;
he heals the paralytic before their very eyes. The In
clause is construed ad sensum with what Jesus says to
the paralytic. The parenthesis: “he says to the par-

alytic,” is inserted to show that Jesus turns from these
Jews to the sick man. Because all three evangelists
have this parenthesis R. 1203 thinks that they must
have drawn this entire narrative from a common document. But why base this deduction only on the parenthesis and not also on the other verbal agreements
between the evangelists in this narrative? That, how-

ever, leaves unexplained the great verbal differences
in the three narratives. The story of the paralytic is
reproduced by the three writers in independent ways

from the oral account of it that was handed dowu by
the original witnesses. As far as the parenthesis is

concerned, it is almost necessary that it be retained so
as to introduce the words addressed to the paralytic.
Jesus has done the one act, forgiven the paralytic’s
sins. The eifect of this act is invisible—no one saw
the sins piled up on the man's soul, and no man saw
that mass of sin vanish into nothingness from his soul.
Jesus now follows with the second act, he heals the
paralytic. The effect is instantly visible to all—they
see the man rise, take up his pallet, and walkaway, not

only free of paralysis but restored to perfect health
and strength, all this in an instant. The act which the
eyes are able to see veriﬁes the other act which no eyes
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can see. As the one is wrought by the éfoum’a, “the authority,” “the right and might” of him who is God, so
is the other. For both are done by Jesus, not in and
by the name of another, but in his own person, by the
divine ééomn’a that resides in himself. “In order that
you may see” in an actual ocular demonstration is thus

fulﬁlled to the very letter.
We have for the ﬁrst time in Mark’s Gospel the
title which Jesus gave himself: “the Son of man.”
Though monographs have been written on it, and every

commentator has sought to explain it, no unanimity
has been reached as to its meaning and as to its derivation. It is used only by Jesus himself save in John
12 :34 and in Acts 7 :56 which reﬂects Matt. 26 :64. So
much is beyond question: the title was coined by Jesus
himself, was unknown before that time, was not used

in the church until quite late, and is even now used
only in a limited way. Jesus always used it as a subject or as an object, always in the third person, never
as a predicate. He is fully conscious that he is the Son
of man, yet he never says: “I am the Son of man.” The
title always reads 6 as: mi til/Opa'mov with the two Greek.
articles and is quite distinct from “a. son of man,” i.e.,

a human being. There is a mystery in the title which
is still felt as we read the record of its use by Jesus in
the Gospels, which is clearly evident also in the questions asked by Jesus in Matt. 16:13. etc.
“Of man,” never the plural “of men,” is generic;
not descended from some man but having the nature
of men, a son of mankind. That the human nature of
Christ is thus expressed is beyond question. But “the:
Son of man” lifts this one man out from among all
men as being one who bears this human nature in a
way in which no other man hears it, who, while he is
indeed true man, is more than man, is also a nib: 1'05 @em'r
1'05 came, “the Son of the living God.” This, too, is
very clear from the mighty acts attributed to “the Son
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of man,” actsthat are inﬁnitely greater than any that
are possible to men. Hence “the Son of man” is not
merely “the ideal man,” homo 1cm" éﬁoxrfv, the ﬂower of
our race toward whom all creation tended, but “the
Word made ﬂesh,” the Son daapxos, who joined our human nature to his divine nature, the Son of God who
assumed our human ﬂesh and blood. In the use which
Jesus makes of this title two lines of thought converge;
the one is lowliness, suffering, etc.; the other, greatness, power, exaltation beyond men. We see at once
how eminently the title ﬁts Jesus during his earthly
sojourn (ﬁrst used in an address to Nathanael, John
1:51). To give it an exclusively eschatological sense
because it is used also in connection with the consummation is to generalize from a fraction of the facts instead of from all of them.

Whence does Jesus derive this title? The answer
is: from Dan. 7 :13, 14 (which read). Efforts are made
by von Hofmann, C.-K., Zahn, etc., to reduce “one
like the Son of Man” in Daniel to a symbolical ﬁgure
(like the “beasts” in the previous verses) which pictures Israel. But the words of Daniel will not permit
such an interpretation. The Hebrew lei, (3:, “like,” is
said to mean that this image only resembled a man but
was not a. man, which overlooks Rev. 1:13; 14:14,
where this “like” is retained when the Daniel passage
is used, and where the reference is to Christ. Again in
Matt. 24:30 and 26:64 the Son of man comes in the
clouds — exactly as in Daniel’s description. God alone
uses the clouds as his vehicle, hence “one like the Son
of man” is divine. Yet when Daniel sees him “like the
Son of man,” this, without saying in so many words
that “he is man,” clearly intimates that the grand person described is also a man. See the thorough exegesis
of Keil in Biblischer Commuter ueber den Propheten Daniel, 197, etc., 228, etc.
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Unconvincing is the explanation, that Jesus drew
the title from the general reference of the Old .Testament to the bane ’adam or the ban ’adam, Aramaic bar
emsch, “children of men,” “child of man,” and that
only in this general sense are Dan. 7:13 and Pa. 8 :5 a.
source of information. It is not clear how from such
terms, which denote only men as men, a title could be
derived which denotes the one unique man who is the
very Son of God. Some scientiﬁc eﬂ’orts go back to
Iran and to Persian sources, where they ﬁnd the eschatological view that the ﬁrst man, deiﬁed, will return
at the end and bring the divine kingdom. But a pagan

legend could'not place “the Son of man” upon the lips
of Jesus.

Dan. 7:13, 14 pictures the Messiah. Yet the Jews
had drawn no title for the Messiah from this passage.
Jesus himself did this. Hence, when he kept using this
title, it seemed strange, and he was asked: “Who is
this Son of man 1?” John 12 :34. Hence also no political
ideas could attach themselves to this title. That was
the trouble with the title “Messiah” which Jesus avoided for this very reason and used only in John 4:26.
The universality stands out in Daniel’s description: he
who, is like the Son of man rules all people, nations,
etc., in an everlasting kingdom and judges all the»
world. By this new title Jesus denationalized his Mes-~
siahship and his Kingship and lifted these above all
narrow Jewish conceptions — he was the Redeemer of'
all men.
In Daniel the term is eschatological; Jesus uses it
in the same way in Matt. 24:30 and 26:64, and this is.
done also in the Revelation passages. But this Judge
at the great consummation cannot be the judge only
then, his work must reach back through the entire pro-cess of redemption, the consummation of which is the
ﬁnal judgment. Jesus very properly expands the title
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and uses it with reference to his person in the days of
his humiliation.
What Aramaic expression Jesus used for “the Son

of man” no man is able to determine, and the search in
Jewish literature is hopeless. The references in the
book of Enoch, even if the sections concerned are genuine, are barren. The surmise that, since Jesus also
spoke Greek, as for instance to Pilate, he may have

himself employed the Greek 6 vibe rm“: livapu'mov, may be
correct although the Gospels, Revelation, and Acts are
suﬁicient as far as we are concerned.
The title “the Son of man” is especially in place in
the present connection over against the Pharisees and
scribes who refused to see anything but a mere man in
Jesus. Authority to remit sins “on the earth,” during
the era of grace, is exactly what comports with “the
Son of man.” To bring to us and to make our own this
remission Jesus had come on his great mission as “the

Son of man.”
11) Turning to the paralytic, Jesus says: “To
thee I say, arise,” etc. The emphasis is on col over

against the Pharisees and scribes whom Jesus had just
addressed. Aéym is merely “I say” without £703 or emphasis on the pronoun. The ﬁrst two imperatives,

Eyeipm and Epov, are aorists to indicate the momentary
actions of rising and of taking up the couch, but the
third, ﬂaw/e, is present to present the longer action of
leaving for the man’s house.

This is a case where

Jesus did not touch the sick man but uttered only the
word as the expression of his almighty will. As was
the case in all the miracles, so in this one the proceed-

ing is astounding and overwhelming. Three short,
sharp commands, and a terrible disease like paralysis
is literally blown away, and the man’s body made sound
and whole.
12)

The three commands are matched by the

three instantaneous effects. The paralytic arises and,
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having lifted up his pallet, goes out before them all.
Three aorists record the actions. The ﬁrst is passive
but is used intransitively: “he arose.” The second is
a participle to indicate that this action is of a second-

ary nature. The third is an aorist because it intends
to state only the man’s departure from the house, the

act which the hostile Jews saw, and not his walking
away to his home. Four men had to carry and bring
him to Jesus while he was lying on his pallet; he walks
away himself and even carries the pallet. Mark adds
signiﬁcantly “before them all,” Luke “before them.”
Jesus told them they should see, and they saw indeed.
What effect this miracle had on the Pharisees and
the learned scribes none of the evangelists records.
This silence is signiﬁcant. They had come to spy upon
Jesus, to ﬁnd something fatal against him, and at ﬁrst
they thought that they had caught him in nothing less
than blasphemy. Jesus gave them something to see
and to hear, something on which they could base no
charge against him, something that should have turned
their hearts from hatred to faith in Jesus and to praise
of God. But their obduracy continued in spite of all
that Jesus did to break it. It even grew intenser because they had been frustrated in their evil intention.
With «Zia-re Mark indicates the effect produced on the
common people. He writes that “all" were amazed
and gloriﬁed God, but by mivras he refers only to the
people as we see from Matthew who writes “the multitudes.” Mark notes only the amazement, to which
Matthew and Luke add the fear. This does not mean
that some were amazed while others feared. Both
amazement and fear are attributed to the same people.

The fear was the reaction in their hearts because of
the consciousness of their own sinfulness. This consciousness of sin was produced not only by the act of
Jesus in forgiving the paralytic’s sins but even more

by the realization that Jesus appeared as God in thus
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remitting sins. They felt the divine presence in him.”
The miracle of healing, by which the remission was,
sealed as being actual, only deepened this feeling. They

had something of the experience Peter had in Luke 6 :8.
The amazement came as something sudden and is
thus recorded by the- aorist e‘a’aoairom. But when the
peeple thought of the double benefactions received by
the paralytic “they went on glorifying God,” and since
this was continuous, we have the present inﬁnitive
Sogdgew. Luke adds that the healed man also gloriﬁed
God. All three synoptists report that the people
praised God, and all three report diiferent expressions.
Matthew writes that they gloriﬁed God who gave such
authority to men, namely through Jesus, they also borrowed e'eomza from the lips of Jesus; Luke quotes: “We
saw strange things today 1" and Mark somewhat to the
same eﬁect: “Never at any time did we see the like,”
otrm, literally: “did we see thus.” These are three of
the expressions used by different persons in the multitude; other words of praise were very likely also ut—
tered. This is a plain indication that the writers did
not follow some document, for they would then have
reported the expressions of praise in similar form or.
at least with similar meaning. But they differ, which
can mean only one thing, namely that the oral repetition of this miracle had transmitted these various expressions of praise, and that each sacred writer selected the one expression he preferred for his record.
Mark wants us to know that the people declared
that they had never seen the like. These things went
absolutely beyond their experience. Note that they
say-ﬁabm which recalls «win in v. 10. Through the miracle they had seen the power that forgives sins. They
acknowledge that this was the work of God by glorifying God with their statements. We may easily imagine how these songs of praise, which acknowledged
God in Jesus, must-have affected the Pharisees and the
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scribes. The common people saw the truth to which
their prominent leaders were blind. It has often been
thus, and not merely in religious matters. It is an encouragement for ordinary people to follow their own
honest impressions and not to yield to the perverse
conclusions of false leadership.
13) And he went out again along the sea, and
all the multitude kept coming to him, and he was
engaged in teaching them.

Chronologically this account follows the healing of
the paralytic quite closely. Jesus went out from his
own home and proceeded some distance away from
Capernaum along the seashore. “Again” refers back
to 1:16. Jesus must have halted at some convenient
place on the shore, for large numbers of people kept
coming to him, and he engaged in teaching them. The

two imperfect tenses ﬁpxm and eatsaam describe what
went on for some time. We see Jesus busy with his
main work, that of teaching. Since this precedes the
record of the call of Matthew and the account of the
feast with many publicans, it is quite likely that not a
few of these publicans were among the crowd that listened to Jesus’ preaching.
14) And in passing by he saw Levi, the son of
Alphaeus, sitting at his tax oﬂice, and he says to
him, Be following me! And having risen up, he
followed him.

In this way Matthew became ﬁrst a disciple and
then an apostle. The teaching on the seashore was
ended, and when he was returning to the city Jesus
passed by Matthew’s «Mm, “tax oﬂice” or "publican’s
oﬂice.” His Aramaic name was Levi, and after a common fashion he is identiﬁed by the addition of his
father’s name: “the son of Alpheus,” who is not, however, the Alphaeus, the father of James the less. When
Matthew himself tells the story (9:9) he introduces
himself as “a man called "Matthew.” When he came to
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use this name by which we know him best, we cannot
say. That Jesus changed his name from Levi to Matthew is a supposition‘that is without evidence. That
“Matthew” was an added name we see from the way
in which he introduces it in his own Gospel.
We cannot agree that Mark and Luke veil Levi’s
profession by omitting to state that he was a publican
whereas he does that very thing in his own Gospel.
Both Mark and Luke present him as sitting £1»: 75 mtmv, which certainly makes Matthew a publican. Nor
do any of the holy writers veil or hide what they once
were. The less they were to begin with, the greater is
the glory of Jesus for what he made of them in the end.
A hundred and ﬁfty years later Celsus reviled the
Christians because their Master made “infamous men,
publicans and sailors most wicked,” his pupils. Levi’s
ofﬁce must. have been located at the entrance to Capernaum, along the great caravan route that came in from
Damascus and the east.
The Roman taxes were bought up by the publicam',
men of wealth and credit, in later times Roman knights,
who paid a ﬁxed sum into the state treasury (in publicum). This shows the derivation of the name “publican.” Under the publicani there were “chiefs of publicans” like Zacchaeus who were in charge of an entire
taxing district, and under these again common collectors of the taxes. Matthew was very likely one of
the latter, but he collected the duty on goods that
moved into and through Capernaum. He was a custom’s ofﬁcer, and to hold that position he had to know

Greek and to be well educated. All publicans were
hated and despised by the Jews, both because they
were serving the Roman oppressors and thus lacked all
patriotism and because of their exactions, for they
usually demanded all they could get in order to enrich
themselves. Naturally, as a rule, only men of lower

“types took positions of this kind.
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Jesus saw Levi sitting in his ofﬁce and, turning to
him, said only these words: “Be following me !” He
rose at once, left his ofﬁce, and followed Jesus. The
present imperative bids Lew to follow constantly. The
following aorist indicates that this is what he‘did. He
left his ofﬁce and business to the others who worked
there and adopted an entirely new profession.
We all feel that a good deal lies back of the three
brief accounts of Levi’s calling. He must have had
decisive personal contact with Jesus prior to his call,
but nothing is said about it anywhere. The call to
attach himself permanently to Jesus involved no small
ﬁnancial loss, yet it made good that loss with inﬁnite
spiritual gain. Levi was perhaps the last of the Twelve
to be called. The fact that one of them should be selected from the despised class of the publicans is highly
signiﬁcant.
15) And it came to pass that he was reclining
at table in his house, and many publicans and sinners were reclining with Jesus and his disciples, for
there were many, and they kept following him.
The introductory formula m2 e'yémo is Hebraistic
and comes into the New Testament through the LXX.
Mark uses it only twice. It ushers in an important occurrence. On the grammar compare R. 1042, etc. It
is here construed with the accusative and the inﬁnitive.
The dispute about the antecedents of aﬁrév and az‘rraﬁ has
produced the strange idea that Jesus made a feast in

his own house for all these guests—which would, of
course, contradict Luke. The latter states positively
that Levi made a great feast for Jesus in his house.
That is our commentary on the two pronouns used in
Mark.
Without further ado we are taken into the midst of
the feast. We are told that Levi is reclining at table in
his own house, and this means that he is the host and
has prepared this great feast for all theSe guests. The
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Jews: followed the Oriental custom of reclining at
meals. Broad couches were provided, each large
enough to accommodate several persons; each person
lay on his left side, resting on his elbow, taking the
food with his right hand.
There is now stated what is so important: “and
many publicans and sinners were reclining with Jesus
and his disciples." This is what made the feast so
notable. 215v in the verb points to the intimate association of all these disreputable men with no less a person
than Jesus himself, including also his disciples. If
Mark had referred atmiv and m‘noﬁ to Jesus he could not
have placed the name “Jesus” toward the end of the
sentence. Levi had invited this strange company to
dine at his house. He must have had some measure of
wealth to provide this feast and a house with a room
ample enough to aiford a dining-hall for so many. The
fact that the publicans were also apaPonL’ in the popular estimation, i. e., disreputable persons, does not need
to be stated. These “sinners” are other men' (no women would be present) of this general type who were
classed as being outsideof the pale of Judaism (John
9:24, etc.), who were, indeed, living lives contrary to
the divine law.
But we dare not draw the conclusion from what we
see in Levi’s house that Christians in general and
Christian pastors in particular are warranted in associating freely with men of the type here indicated.
These publicans and sinners knew why they had been
invited to this feast, namely that Jesus might free them
from their sins and induce them to lead different lives.

It was he who had complete control of the situation and
kept control by doing his necessary and blessed work
upon them. This was no mere social gathering with
Jesus trying to win the favor of theSe men by associating with them. This is something quite the opposite
of our being drawn into questionable company in
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which we may stoop to the low level of those present
and allow them to use us for their purpose.
Levi’s dinner is sometimes called f‘a farewell feast
to his associates," but without good reason. Levi’s in—
tention is rather- the opposite, He does not wantto
bid farewell to these publicansand sinners but wants
them to join. him in the new life to which Jesus had

brought him. The double clause with ydp is appended
to explain how- so many publicans and sinners came to
be present at Levi’s feast. For one‘thing, Capernaum
had many of these two classes of people, and they were
the ones who especially kept following Jesus (ﬁmaoﬁom,
imperfect, to express customary action), being always
found among his auditors when he appeared in Caper-

na’um. Compare Matt. 21 :32.
A textual question needs attention. Tischendorf

places a period after mMoi and then starts a new sen—
tence: “And there were following him also the scribes
and Pharisees, and (mu’ insertedhere) when they saw,”
etc. The trouble with this reading is that the verb
ﬁKoMﬁoovv (some have the aorist) is always used. with
reference to faithful following (compare for instance
v. 14), not hostile to spy upon Jesus. In addition, the.
ydp clause would be rather meaningless if it stated only
that there were many publicans and sinners present,
for the fact that they were numerous has already been
stated. The presence of so many at Levi’s feast is due
to the fact that so many kept following Jesus and were
thus glad to be invited to dine with him.
16) And the scribes of the Pharisees, when
they saw that he was eating in company with sinners
and publicans, went on to say to his disciples, In
company with publicans and sinners he eats!
Pharisaic scribes are meant; they are the same as.
those mentioned in v. 6. But the reading may also be:
“the scribes and the Pharisees." The decision as to

which'is the proper reading belongs to the text critics.
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We need not ask how these men saw what took place.
They were out to spy upon Jesus, having come to Capernaum from far and near for that very purpose.
Some were from Judea and Jerusalem, Luke 5:17. So
they saw the company gathering at Levi’s house. They
themselves, of course, did not enter the place, for that
would have contaminated them. They waited outside
until the guests came out and then assailed the disciples, for despite all their hostility to Jesus they never
show any real courage in facing him on the issues they
feel constrained to raise.
Matthew and Luke record an accusing question:
“Why does your teacher eat in company with publicans
and sinners?" The grammarians debate about the {in
before and and have it introduce a question, see R. 730
and B.-D. 300. It seems best to make this the an recitativum which is like our quotation marks and calls for
no translation into English. These scribes thus raise
an accusation; the tone of their voice and the expression of their faces imply that what they charge is a
dreadful thing: “In company with publicans and sinners he ea ” (some texts add “and drinks”)! The
sense is: “Can you imagine anything worse?” The
Pharisees shunned such people as outcasts and demanded that Jesus do the same. When he acted quite
otherwise, they held this against him, Luke 15:1, 2.
How could the disciples follow a seam»: whose prac-

tice was so outrageous?
17)

And when Jesus heard it he says to them,

No need have the healthy of a physician, but they
that are ill. I did not come to call righteous men
but sinners.
Perhaps Jesus saw the scribes questioning his dis-

ciples and thus heard about their objection to his conduct. Whether the disciples attempted a reply or not

we do not know. Jesus himself promptly answers these
men. His reply is axiomatic and as such unanswer-
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able. In form it is an argumentum ad hominem, answering them on the basis of their own premises. They
imagined that they were at zaxﬁoms, “those that are
strong,” sound, healthy; and they certainly looked
upon the publicans and sinners as being oi xaxas éxov-m,
“those that are ill," the verb Exm with an adverb is always used in the sense of “to be.”
On this their own ﬁnding the course of Jesus is
fully justiﬁed. A physician is for the sick, not for the
healthy. It would be ridiculous and wrong for a doctor
to remain away from his patients. His very business
is to deal with the sick in order to cure them though
without contaminating himself. Jesus does not asso-

ciate with men of questionable lives in the ordinary
way as “birds of a feather ﬂock together.” It is his

great mission to seek and to save the lost. He is the

divine lla‘l'pés‘ or physician: “I. am the Lord that healeth
thee,” Exod. 15:26. We know his power and his remedies. These scribes, however, refuse his. healing ministrations and delude themselves that all is well with
them. And in their heartlessness they would let those
whom they themselves call sick perish. Their guilt is
double, their own disease twofold.
Mark and Luke omit the admonition: “But go and
learn what this means, Mercy I want and not sacriﬁce.” But all three evangelists have recorded: “I did
not come to call righteous men but sinners.” For the
ﬁgurative language about the sick and the physician
Jesus now substitutes the literal. He thus continues the
argumentum ad hominem. He takes these scribes at
their own estimate that they are indeed “righteous
men”—then they, of course, do not need him. His
business is only wit “sinners,” the unrighteous, to
give them the true righteousness. But the very way in

which the argument is put shatters the supposition
that these Pharisaic scribes are really Sham, able to
stand before God’s judgment bar. In Luke 16 :15 Jesus
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tells the Pharisees: “Ye are they which justify yourselves before men.”
Alma, as always, is forensic. Those who are truly
righteous have God’s verdict in their favor; they are
acquitted and pronounced just. In this sense these
scribes are‘not righteous but only in the sense that
they usurped the j udge’s throne and pronounced themselves just as criminals ever love to declare themselves quite innocent. Jesus makes them feel that
their claim to righteousness shuts their own mouths
when theyscomplain about the help Jesus is offering to
unrighteous sinners whom they only despised. Itis
thus that the hollowness of their own claim becomes
apparent. Could they really be righteous, i.e., before
God’s judgment bar, when they had no mercy for sinners and railed at the merciful physician who labored
among those who, according to these Pharisees themselves, so sorely needed his help? We thus see how the
reply of Jesus to these scribes was a masterful effort to
reach their hearts, for they were even worse sinners
than those whom they despised.
In the Gospels the verb xaAeZv has the sense of “to
invite,” namely with the power of grace which kindles
faith and attaches to Jesus. Thus used, many are
called but few chosen. In the epistles xaAeiv and the
cognate terms have a narrower sense: “to invite effectively” so that acceptance is included. In the word of
Jesus the aorist “Man is the proper form: Jesus makes
his invitation to these sinners complete in every way
and leaves nothing undone on his part.

18)

And the disciples of John and the Phari-

sees were engaged in fasting; and they come and
say to him, Why are the disciples of John and the
disciples of the Pharisees fasting, but thy disciples
do not fast?

Jesus and his disciples had just come from the feast
in Levi's house, and this seems to have been a day
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when the disciples of John thought that they had to
fast, and the scribes likewise. The latter are called
Pharisees (v. 16, “scribes of the Pharisees”) because
they fasted according to the Pharisaic rule. They were
fasting, and Jesus allowed his disciples to feast! The
question is raised only regarding the disciples of
Jesus, and nothing is said about Jesus himself. We
again meet the reluctance to attack Jesus in person
although the matter involves him also. From Matthew
we learn that only the disciples of John came to Jesus
with this question, but it seems that the Pharisees
were also present. The Baptist himself lay in prison
(1:14). Such of his disciples as followed him were
. left to themselves. We see them in touch with Jesus,
and two of them are again mentioned in Matt. 11:2.

With 'o‘mt they ask the reason for this diﬂ’erence;
in other words, who is right in this matter of fasting?
Their question is prompted not by hostility but by perplexity. They ask only for the reason for this great
diiference in regard to fasting. They include in their
question the practice of the Pharisees. The only fasting demanded by the law was that prescribed for the
Day of Atonement (Lev. 23:27, etc.). The Pharisees,
of their own accord, fasted twice in the week in order
to bolster up their pretense of holiness; Matt. 6:16;
Luke 18:12. They are mentioned here only in a general way as being people who were given to regular
fasting.
The Baptist’s stern call to repentance would naturally include fasting although none of the evangelists
has preserved the exact teaching of the Baptist on this
point. All that we can infer isthat he had allowed his
disciples to continue the practice of fasting. By not
‘ asking his disciples to fast, Jesus, of course, in no way
contradicts the law. We see from Matt. 6:17 that he
was by no means opposed to fasting as such when this
was done-for the proper purpose and. in the proper
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way. Note that John’s disciples take their perplexity
to Jesus himself in a frank way and do not go to the
disciples with their accusations as the Pharisees did.
They ask for enlightenment; the Pharisees want to
discredit Jesus.
19) And Jesus said to them, Certainly, the sons
of the bridal hall, while the bridegroom is in their
company, cannot fast? As long as they have the
bridegroom in their own company they are not able
to fast. But there shall come days when the bridegroom shall be taken from them, and then they shall
fast in that day.
The interrogative particle #7 assumes a negative
answer as self-evident: “Would anybody think, etc.?
Certainly not!" In a very simple and even kindly way
Jesus describes the present condition of his disciples to
the followers of John. They are like men at a wedding, yea, like “the sons of the bridal hall,” die Hoch—
zeitsgeselle'n, the bridegroom’s friends who have charge
of all the wedding arrangements, Edersheim, The Life
and Times of Jesus the Messiah, 1, 354, etc., 663, etc..
How could they possibly be in sorrow when the bridegroom is in their midst? We stop with the relation
sketched and do not bring in the bride or other essentials of a wedding. Jesus is this bridegroom. The
entire imagery of a wedding, the groom surrounded by
his chosen friends, is so happy and joyful that fasting
is entirely out of the question. No one fasts at a wedding, to say nothing of the main participants.
Jesus does not regard fasting as a mechanical arrangement that is to be practiced merely on ﬁxed days.
As such it is valueless. To fast or not to fast is determined by the conditions in which we ﬁnd ourselves.
“As long as they have the bridegroom in their own
company they cannot fast.” While iv «33, like Em, is to be
taken in the sense of “while" (R. 978), the accusative
30w xpém, to express extent of time, draws the antece-
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dent into the relative clause (R. 718, 733). The disciples of John thus have their answer as to why Jesus
does not expect his disciples to fast as long as he is
in pleasant association with them (pm-ti.) .
20) But he prophesies that all this, so enjoyable
now, shall change. “There shall come days when the
bridegroom shall be taken from them,” when he shall
by his enemies be haled into his passion and his death.
Then, indeed, “in that day they shall fast,” and no one
will need to tell them to do so.
21) But more must be said. The question in regard to fasting is only a small part of a far greater

subject. In order to understand fully why the disciples of Jesus are not fasting at present and also how

they will come to fast in a way that is totally different
from that of the Pharisees, Jesus explains that What
he brings cannot, like a mere patch, be fastened to an
outworn garment nor, like new wine, be conﬁned in

old, dried wineskins.
No one sews a patch of new goods on an old gar-

ment; otherwise the ﬁlling tears something away
from it, the new from the old, and a worse rent is
made.

Jesus is not like a foolish woman who tries to mend
an old, worn-out robe with a patch (éwlmqpa) from a
piece of goods (ﬁdxoc) that is fresh from the loom
(&m¢os). The reason is that the piece used to ﬁll in
(75 #Aﬁpwpa) tears or carries away something from the
old garment (alps: dar’ at’rroﬁ), the new from the old (1'05
names, the genitive of separation), and a worse rent is

made. A little of the new is worse than useless to me
serve the old. Discard the old entirely and accept not
merely a bit of the new but all the new in its completeness. Not a new patch but a new robe.
Jesus is uttering a great principle, the one on which
he acts and is training his disciples to act. John’s disciples were perplexed when they saw Jesus and his
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disciples acting on this principle, for they did not understand what the principle was, or how true and genuine it was. The old robe is the Judaism of. that period,
namely what the scribes and Pharisees had made of it
with their doctrine and their practice, all the old formalism, outward Observances, and false righteousness
(Matt. 5:20). It was useless to try to patch this up
with a bit of the teaching or the practice of Jesus. The
new would only tear the old worse than ever. The doctrine of grace and faith and the life that springs from
it cannot possibly be combined, even in small part,
with Pharisaic Judaism, in either its ancient or its
present modernistic form. Discard the old robe of
works, take in its place the new robe of Christ’s right-

eousness! On at 83 mi: “otherwise,” see It. 1025.
22) And no one puts new wine into old wineskins; otherwise the wine will burst the wineskins,
and the wine is lost and the wineskins.

This second illustration completes the thought. The
old cannot be kept by adding a little of the new, still
less by combining all of the new with it. In this respect the thought is parallel. Both illustrations speak
of conserving: in the ﬁrst, the old robe, in the second,
the new wine. The old robe cannot be conserved by
adding the new patch; the new wine cannot be conserved by, pouring it into old wineskins. In this respect the illustrations are opposites. The second, however, ends in a climax — both the new wine and the
old wineskins are lost.

A wineskin was a goatskin that Was removed without slitting it; the openings at the feet and the tail
were closed, leaving the neck as well as the mouth. In
Palestine and in Damascus we saw these skins still
being used by water-carriers. When -'it‘is fresh the
skin stretches considerably, but when it is' old it becomes stiff and bursts under pressure; People, there-
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fore, never put new wine, which still ferments and
causes pressure, into old and dried-out skins. The re-

sult would be disastrous, for the skins would burst, and
both skins and wine would be lost.

Et 8% mi is really a protasis that has shrunk to a
mere formula: weds is “ne ’ as not having existed before (wine) while mmic is “new” over against “old” or

«was. Jesus is not a foolish person who tries to combine the old Pharisaic ways with the glorious new doc-

trine of grace and faith and by this folly ruins both
with a result that is even worse than if he had combined the old ways with a scrap of the new doctrine.~
Nor does Jesus want others to attempt this folly. Cast
aside all the old Pharisaism with all its ways; take
only the new ways of life that ﬁt the new doctrine.
These illustrations have often been misapplied. Because Christ’s teaching is now old, modernistic thinkers have compared it to old, dried-out wineskins and
have stated that it is no longer to be combined with the
new religious views they advocate. So they call for
new moral codes and standards, new “categories of
thought,” new conceptions of sin and righteousness,
new visions of God, etc. But they are mistaken in two
directions: their new ideas are ancient and the teaching of Christ is still as new, true, and glorious as it
was in the days when he walked on earth. The ancient
.Pharisaism has changed only its name and its trimmings; the verities which Jesus taught are still veri‘ties and will be nothing less till the end of time. Away
with the former; let us keep only the latter even as
Jesus still tells us to do!
23) Matthew Writes that, while Jesus was still
speaking these things in front of his (Matthew’s)
house, Jairus came to him regarding his daughter.
Mark thus once-more breaks the m’ﬁe or order of events
as was stated by the evangelist John according to the
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report of his pupil Papias. The plucking of the ears
of grain occurred some time after the commissioning
of the Twelve as apostles.
And it came to pass that on the Sabbath he was
going through the grain. And his disciples began to
make their way plucking the ears.
On mi éyémo see v. 15; it is construed with the accusative and the inﬁnitive only here and in Luke’s
writings. This expression marks the following account
as being important. Judging from the ripeness of the
grain, the time must have been April, near the Passover season, a year before Jesus’ death. Mark does not
mention the hunger of the disciples as Matthew does,
for instance where he is less circumstantial than his
predecessor, which should be noted. The hunger explains the action of the disciples in plucking ears and
eating the grain. The narrative itself, however, turns
on the accusation of the Pharisees and the answer
which Jesus gave. This suffices for Mark. “Sabbath”
may be expressed by either the plural or the singular;
both forms occur in Matt. 12:1, 2. 'Hpeam does not
mean that the Pharisees objected at once when the disciples “began” to pluck grain but merely helps to paint
the scene by telling us how, when the disciples reached
the path through the grain, they started to pluck grain.
The classics distinguish between 6st wawiv and 682w

wouiaﬂm, “to make a way” through something and “to
proceed on a way,” to travel. But this distinction is

lost in the Koine. Hence it is fruitless to urge that the
heavy grain leaned across the path, and that the disciples “made a way” through it by plucking off the
ears. Did Jesus not walk in front, and did he tread
down the grain? Does plucking a few ears make a.

path? Matthew and Mark are also said to disagree;
the one makes eating the purpose of plucking the ears,
the other the opening of a way through the grain. Yet
all that follows in Mark deals with the eating exactly
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as it does in Matthew. Beat. 23 :25 permitted plucking
a few ears in a neighbor’s ﬁeld.
24) And the Pharisees were saying to him, See,
why are they doing on the Sabbath what is not lawful?
Luke adds that the Pharisees assailed also the disciples, both they and Jesus were blamed. Some of the
Pharisees were again at hand to spy upon Jesus, and
they once more thought that they had a strong case
against him. The exclamation “see" indicates how
horriﬁed these Pharisees acted whereas they were only
too happy to have found a clear case against Jesus.
Matthew reports that the Pharisees made the direct
charge of unlawfulness. That was undoubtedly the
force of what they said. Mark and Luke have ques-

tions with “why.” And this was most likely the form
of the charge. “Why are they doing on the Sabbath
what is not lawful?” means: “Why dost thou allow
this unlawfulness?” It is not that the disciples were,
perhaps, thoughtless and thus excusable; it is that
Jesus is to blame for the conduct of these disciples.
The Pharisees cared little for the disciples, they were
after Jesus.
“It is not lawful,” m’m Eéw-n, charges a breach of the
law, namely of Exod. 20:10 as illustrated by Exod.
16 :22 but as this was interpreted by the Patres Traditionum: He who reaps the very least on the Sabbath is
chargeable; and to pluck ears is a species of reaping.
And whoever breaks off anything from its stalk is
chargeable under the speciﬁcation of reaping. The
works which make a man chargeable with stoning and
with a sacriﬁce if he sins ignorantly are either generic

or derivative. Thirty-nine kinds of the generic are
enumerated: to plow, to sow, to reap, to bind sheaves,
to thresh, to winnow, to grind, to pound to powder,
etc., to shear sheep, to dye wool, etc.; and the derivatives are of the same class and likeness: furrowing =
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plowing, aputting up vegetables = grinding, plucking
ears = reaping. The issue was thus not regarding
theeating of the grain, which is the reason Mark omits
it while Matthew is more explanatory in this case by
mentioning both the hunger and the eating.
Jesus assumes full responsibility for what his disciples are doing, but he himself plucked no ears. In
the other charges about the Sabbath it was always the
same: Jesus did nothing with his own hands on which
the Jews could pounce. This gave Jesus the tactical
advantage -of defending others, not himself, and of
compelling the Pharisees to raise the question about
the real principle at issue: “Is it, or is it not, lawful?”
instead of passionately assailing his person. The law
itself was the issue, and the things that men did were
only illustrations for or against it. This was wisdom
and mastery.
25) And he went onto say to them, Did you
never read what David did when he had need and
was hungry, he himself and those with him? How
he went into the house of God in the time of Abiathat the high priest and ate the showhread, which is
not lawful to eat except for the priests, and gave to
those that were with him?
A writer may use the aorist elm or elm, namely,
when he is noting only the fact of Speaking; but he
may want to picture the act of speaking (Schihiemng
miner gehaltenen Rede), and he then uses am or, as in
v. 24, Esp/ow. Jesus lays his ﬁnger on the real trouble
with these Pharisees: too“ much reading of rabbinical
law and not enough of divine'law. Again, they take
only a fractional view of what the Scriptures say by
stressing ‘one or two passages-only and fail to combine

all thepassages one subject —- a fault that is frequently found to this ‘day. The Pharisees had, of
course, read I Sam. 21 but had failed to note howthis
chapter interprets Exod. :20 :10. 'We ‘need not think
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that David’s need was so great that he and his companions were starving; they were very hungry, that is
enough.

26)

What did David do in his need?

He went

into “the House of God,” which, however, does not
mean into the Holy Place or' Sanctuary of the Tabernacle but into the courts, where he might freely go;
compare Ps. 122. The apm r5: wpoﬁe'msws, “the breads of
the setting forth” or the showbread, were twelve
loaves, each made of about 6} pounds of ﬂour and set
forth in two rows on a gold-covered table in the Holy
Place every Sabbath Day; and when they were removed they were to be eaten only by the priests, Lev.
24:5-9. The bread that David received was not that
which was at the time lying in the Holy Place but some
that had been removed after having served its sacred
purpose. The force of ém’ when it is used with persons
is quite often, as here, “in the days of Abiathar,” R.
603.

Mark writes Abiathar, and I Sam. 21 Ahimelech.
Some conclude that Mark had a lapse of memory and
made a mistake. These solutions, that the holy writers
had faulty memories, are hasty; they relieve the commentator of making further investigation. We may
not always be able to clear up the difﬁculty because of
our ignorance, but one thing is certain, the writer him-

self made no mistake, the Scriptures are inerrant in
every case. One solution is" that the two names Ahimelech and Abiathar were borne by the father as well as

by the son.

This is established by II Sam. 8:17; I

Chron. 18:16; 24:3, 6, 31, where Ahimelech is called
the son of Abiathar whereas in I Sam. 21 and 22 Abiathar is called the son of Ahimelech. This may seem
strange, but the passages. are. very clear. Another
solution18 that the father and the son were both present when David came to Nob, and both gave the bread
to David. Ahimelech, the father, soon died, and Abia-
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thar, the son, became high priest and made a record of
the facts, which are thus rightly said to have taken
place in his day.
David ate this sacred bread and gave it to those
with him, rots can, the substantivized present participle: “to those being with him.” Jesus assumes that
the Pharisees agree with him that David, whom they
esteemed so highly, did right by receiving and eating
this showbread. Yet the law reserved this sacred
bread only for the priests. The Pharisees had used
ot’m Escort, and Jesus repeats this with reference to the
bread: 035' 015K 3456011. ¢ay¢2v KTA. It was God’s own law
that made it “unlawful” for any persons but priests to
eat this bread; it was not merely a rabbinical 'dictum
such as the Pharisees brought against Jesus to condemn the plucking of a few ears of grain.
Jesus overtops the charge of the Pharisees. He
proves by David’s own example that even the divine
ceremonial law was not intended to be absolute in its
application. The rabbinical reﬁnements are disregarded as being unworthy of notice. God cares more
for the right spiritual condition of the heart than for
the outward observance of his own ceremonial regulations. The argument is overwhelming. David’s hunger
sets aside even a divine regulation -- shall not the hunger of the disciples set aside mere rabbinical notions?
27) Matthew’s account is again more detailed
than Mark's and Luke’s. He reports the second argument of Jesus: the priests in the very Temple of God
violate the ceremonial law of Sabbath rest by the hard

work they do in butchering the sacriﬁcial animals,
and this work is prescribed even by God himself. But
while Mark and Luke abbreviate, Mark reports a saying of Jesus on this occasion that neither Matthew nor
Luke has preserved, that about the Sabbath being
made for man and not the reverse. The claim that this
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saying was spoken in another connection lacks plaus-

ibility. Why should it not have been spoken here?
And he went on to say to them, The Sabbath came
to be on account of man, and not man on account of
the Sabbath, so that the Son of man is lord even of
the Sabbath.

Both Mark and Luke write m2 Ema; atrozs in introducing the ﬁnal highly important statement of Jesus.
Both evangelists intend to note that what they now
report is the conclusion of what Jesus told the Pharisees in defense of his disciples. Jesus concludes by announcing the fundamental principle on which all Sabbath observance turned. In examining the divine Sabbath regulations in the Scriptures, in studying all the
pertinent Scripture illustrations, and ﬁnally in judging
the empty rabbinical rules and traditions, the ﬁrst
truth to hold fast is that the Sabbath came to be 8d:
n‘w dv9pmrov and not man 814‘; 15v chBa-rov. Jesus is not
speaking of Sabbath observance prior to the giving of
the law on Sinai, for the entire altercation deals with
the regulations that were delivered through Moses.
The principle back of all that God ordered in his
law regarding the Sabbath was that it might be a
blessing for man. This day afforded man physical rest
and, still more important, time to attend to his spiritual needs. But the Jews had inverted this. They
treated man as if he had been created for the purpose
of keeping the Sabbath laws. The Sabbath had to be
kept, no matter how man fared, whereas God intended
that man should be blessed—by the Sabbath, of course,
but, if necessary, even at the expense of the Sabbath.
'Eye'wro means “came to be,” and the article with

avopwms is generic, der Mensch.
28) From this great principle, which exhibits the
true relation of the Sabbath to man, the deduction follows (chm) that “the Son of man is Lord also of the
Sabbath.” The entire ceremonial law, all the forms of
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Jewish worship, in particular also the Sabbath with
its divine regulations, were given to Israel by God, not
as Elohim, but as Yahweh, as part of the great plan
of salvation to be wrought out by the Messiah. The
Sabbath was part of the preparation to ﬁt Israel for its.
coming Savior. Hence not as the essential Son but as

the God-man was Jesus Kllpm also of the Sabbath as
well as of all other ceremonial laws.
The emphasis is on the predicate which is, therefore,
also placed ﬁrst. He who as “lord” thus stood at the
top of all these laws and institutions was now here to
fulﬁll all that they meant (Matt. 5:17). That is why
he calls himself “the Son of man” (see v. 10), he who
is man and yet more than man, the incarnate Son, the
Messiah. He who with the Father as the Son of Yahweh himself had instituted the Sabbath with its religious Observances for man’s beneﬁt was now here to
honor the Sabbath and to do this by fulﬁlling the divine Sabbath law. He would be the very last to let his
disciples become guilty of any violation of the Sabbath.
The idea that “lord of the Sabbath” means so superior to the Sabbath that he can do what he pleases on
the Sabbath, or let his disciples do what is contrary to
the divine Sabbath law, is the very opposite of what
Jesus means. Jesus was under the law, Gal. 4:4, which
included the ceremonial law and thus “also” mt) the
Sabbath law. Throughout his life he faithquy ob-

served all of this law. The Sabbath desecrations with
which the Jews charged him were violations only of
the man-made Pharasaical regulations which were

contrary to the divine law. But in the Son of man and
in his fulﬁllment of the law the whole ceremonial law
would attain its divinely intended purpose and would
thus eventually drop away as being no longer needed.
This would come about through the death and the
resurrection of the Son of man. The new covenant
without ceremonies would supersede the old with its
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ceremonies. Thus the Jewish Sabbath and all the
sacriﬁces, plus even the Temple, would disappear.

It is, however, unwarranted to think that Jesus was
already abrogating the Jewish Sabbath, Temple, etc.
The Christian Sunday lay in the future. After Pentecost, led by the Spirit, the apostles and the church
would in perfect Christian liberty choose a day for the
divine public worship, but not as another law and Sab-

bath but only as a free expression of their desire to use
the Word in public as the Lord bade them and unitedly
and in proper order to worship the Lord. Col. 2:16.
17; Concorde}; Triglotta, 91, §§ 57-60. To call the
Christian Sunday “the Sabbath” is to give it a wrong
and a misleading name, to mix Judaism and Christianity, and to introduce a false and a dangerous legalism
into the observance of Sunday.

CHAPTER III
1) The ﬁrst clash regarding Sabbath observance
(2 :23-28) is at once followed by another. All the synoptists narrate these clashes in succession.
And he again went into the synagogue. And
there was there a man having his hand withered.
And they kept covertly watching him whether he
would heal him on the Sabbath in order that they
might accuse him.
This was not the Sabbath that is mentioned in the
preceding paragraphs, for Matthew states that Jesus
departed thence, i. e., from the neighborhood where the
disciples had plucked the ears of grain. He again
entered a synagogue as in 1:21, and as his custom was
generally, 1:39. The name of the town is not mentioned. Luke adds that Jesus engaged in teaching.
Sitting somewhere among the auditors was a man who
had a withered hand; Luke speciﬁes that it was his
right hand. The participle is placed forward for the
sake of emphasis, it is predicative (R. 656) and equal
to a relative clause: “which had been withered." The
perfect tense indicates that something had happened to
the hand, and that it was now in this pitiful condition.
2) Mark and Luke say only that they kept watching him whether he would heal on the Sabbath, Luke
naming the scribes and the Pharisees. The tense of
the direct is retained in the indirect question: “Will
he heal him?” Their purpose was “in order to accuse
him,” the genitive ainoﬁ after a verb of accusing. Luke
states that Jesus knew the thoughts of these opponents

of his. From Matthew, however, we learn that Jesus
did not allow these thoughts to remain unspoken. In
some way Jesus made these men speak out. They, of
course, hide their evil intention to secure a legal charge

(132)
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against Jesus. All they say is that they would like to
know whether it is lawful (cl zéem) to heal on the
Sabbath. Note that this is all they think of: “Is it
lawful?” never for a moment: “Is it merciful?”

3)

And he says to the man having the hand

withered, Stand up in the midst!

The man had been sitting quietly among the other
auditors, but when these scribes and Pharisees make
an issue of healing on the Sabbath, Jesus orders the
man to stand up in the midst of the assembly, right
where he had been sitting. Luke uses two verbs: “Rise
and stand forth in the midst!” but the sense is the

same. Mark now writes the adjective {mad for “withered.” The man is not told to come to the place where
Jesus stood; the healing will be performed by a word
and not by a touch. The man appears passive throughout the account; in the issue with the scribes and Pharisees he is only an example of what they thought wrong,
and Jesus thought right. Jesus wants him to stand
up so that all can .see him and his pitiful hand. The
scene thus becomes dramatic. The aorist imperative
:yapm denotes the single act of standing up, and d9 73
pc’a’ov is an idiomatic phrase which is but awkwardly
reproduced in English.
4)‘ ”And he says to them, Is it lawful to do good
on the Sabbath or to do harm; to save life or to kill?
But they were silent.

According to Matthew, Jesus said more; he ﬁrst
used the illustration of a sheep that had fallen into a
pit on the Sabbath, which the owner would certainly
lift out though it was the Sabbath; yet how much better than a sheep is a man? '-Then Matthew restates the
substance of the questions asked in Mark and in Luke
in declarative form: that it 'is'certainly lawful to do
good on the Sabbath. The Greek uses either the plural

(Matthew and Mark) or‘ the singular (Luke) for the
word Sabbath.
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The questions asked by Jesus intend to correct that

asked by the scribes and Pharisees. In many instances
the real issue is twisted or entirely perverted by putting the question in a wrong way. In a number of
instances Jesus answered, not what is asked, but what
should be asked. He does so here. These Jews made
the alternative either “to do” or “not to do on the Sabba ” and then decided that lawfulness required the
latter and disregarded everything else and entirely
misconceived the purpose of the Sabbath. They made
it a law that was strictly imposed on man instead of a
blessing bestowed on man. They thus allowed no work
of mercy for suﬁ‘ering man on the Sabbath although
they would inconsistently work to save a sheep on the
Sabbath, for they would not want to lose the sheep. But
some man they would treat heartlessly — his suffering

meant no loss to them. So Jesus restates the question
in the way in which it ought to be put: “Is it lawful to
do good, namely what is morally excellent, on the Sabbath or to do harm, what is morally base?” Thus put,
the question answers itself. Deeds that are morally
excellent would only grace and honor the old Jewish
legal Sabbath.
The second alternative: “to save life or to kill, i. e.,
destroy life,” carries the question to its ultimate extreme. The highest moral excellence would be actu-

ally to save life, and the basest deed would be to destroy
life, either by killing outright or by killing indirectly,
refusing to rescue from mortal danger. The ultimate
always includes all that is less but of the same nature.
Thus in Matt. 5:21, etc., murder includes the lesser
sins that Jesus names; and in v. 27, etc., adultery
includes all the less gross sins that violate the chastity
of the heart. Jesus covers the whole question at issue,
of which the healing of a withered hand on the Sabbath
is only a part. A blessing like this certainly went well
with the Sabbath, which was intended as a blessing for

Mark 3 :5
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man. To leave the man unhealed would be morally
base — the greatest desecration of the Sabbath. But
could Jesus not wait and do his healing on a weekday?
To have waited would have left a totally wrong impression on the people — as if it were really unlawful
to heal on the Sabbath. This was the very error Jesus
wanted to eradicate. The simple primer question of
Jesus, which any child should have answered on the
instant, these Jews answer with silence. Signiﬁcant
silence — so shall they be dumb in the judgment when

they are confronted with their sins.
5)

And having looked around upon them with

anger, being grieved over the hardness of their
hearts, he says to the man, Stretch out thy hand!
And he stretched it out, and his hand was completely restored.

Matthew says nothing about the emotions of Jesus
on this occasion, Luke mentions only that he looked
around. Mark states that he did this [1.61" spyﬁe. The
middle wrapLBWa'pzvos accents the movement of the eyes
or the concern expressed in the look, R. 813. Jesus let
his eyes pass over the scribes and Pharisees (0.151069) to
see whether at least one man among them would make
a response. They all remained silent, and "this explains
his anger.
That God or that Jesus should ever become angry
has been passionately denied. This denial is, however,
based on the common conception of human anger, a
passionate ﬂaring up which is always sinful. The divine anger is far different; it is the holy reaction in the
heart of God or of Jesus against man’s hardness of
heart. God and Jesus are not impassive; man’s sin
and wicked resistance stir them most deeply. Anger,
in this sense, is ascribed to God throughout the Scriptures. Only wrong conceptions of both God as a person and of what holy anger really is can lead to the
denial of the divine anger. The fact that even in the
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case of Christians anger may be a holy indignation,
Without sin, we see in Eph. 4:26 (rightly interpreted,
the grammars are misleading).
Back of the holy indignation of Jesus lies another
feeling: his grieving over the hardness of their hearts.

Jesus was distressed to see this «épmm. This word is
used in Rom. 11:25 regarding Israel and really means
the process by which something becomes more and
more like stone; according to Armitage Robinson, in
M.-M., the ancient translators and commentators de-

scribed it as “obtuseness or intellectual blinding.” It
is the obdurate and wilful resistance of the heart to
the divine truth. To see it in the hearts of these
scribes and Pharisees saddened Jesus. We catch a
glimpse of the emotional life of Jesus. With indignation and sadness in his heart he wrought this miracle,
not with joy. He labored to make these men understand; he made the truth about the Sabbath so plain
that a child could see it. But it was all in vain.
But Jesus, ever true to the Sabbath, heals the man.
He orders him to stretch out his hand so that all in the
synagogue may see it. He did so. It was shriveled
and dried up. While the people looked on, that hand
was completely restored in an instant. All three evangelists write aaromreo-rdaq, “brought back to its former
condition," and the passive points to Jesus as the
agent. It was a resplendent deed of omnipotence. Let
modern healing cults equal it. The notable thing is
that Jesus did nothing; he did not even say that the
hand should be healed; all he asked the man to do was
to stretch out his hand. It was healed by the almighty
volition of Jesus. This made the case difﬁcult for the
enemies of Jesus. What could they fasten on to accuse
Jesus. of doing a “wor ” on the Sabbath? Even their
crooked mindswould have a hard time to establish the
charge that Jesus had worked on the Sabbath. It was
surely not wrong, even according to their legalism, to

Marlo 3:6
form volitions on the Sabbath.
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had done, and that had healed the blasted hand.
6) And having gone out, the Pharisees immediately began taking counsel with the Herodiana
against him that they might destroy him.
The enormity of this reaction speaks for itself.
Luke adds that the Pharisees were ﬁlled with madness.
We need not assume that they got up and left the synagogue the moment the man was healed; the service
was at an end, and everybody left the building. But
in their rage the Pharisees proceeded at once to take
measures against Jesus. They met with the Herodians, some of the Jews who supported the rulership of
Herod Antipas under the dominion of the Roman em-peror. This faction was comparatively small and was.
considered unpatriotic by the other Jews, who desired
complete independence and no imperial dominance. Yet
this political difference did not deter the Pharisees.
from enlisting the Herodians in their plan to destroy
Jesus. In Galilee the Pharisees could do nothing by
themselves; in Jerusalem they had their Sanhedrin.
So the Pharisees stir up the following of Herod whoruled Galilee, hoping that he would take sides with
them at the solicitation of his followers. Mark alone
reports this coalition with the Herodians.
We regard éwoiow as conative (R. 885) : “they be-gan to take counsel.” Mark has a'upBothov notch! whereas.
Matthew has Mnﬁdvuv, but the sense is quite the same,
both state that an actual resolution was passed. The
5m.- clause is like an inﬁnitive (B.—P. on the word) and
states what the conspirators actually began to resolve,
namely to destroy Jesus. R. 994 makes the clause an
indirect deliberative question, but only, it seems, because he regards the verb as denoting the discussion
or counselling between the two parties. To heal on the
Sabbath—a mortal crime; to plot to kill—a perfectly
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lawful act! Matthew adds that when Jesus realized
what was going on he withdrew to other places.
7) And Jesus in company with his disciples
withdrew to the sea; and a great crowd from Galilee
followed him ; and from Judea, and from Jerusalem,
and from Idumea, and beyond the Jordan, and
around Tyre and Sidon, a great crowd, hearing what
great things he was doing, came to him.

The withdrawal of Jesus from the plotting of the
Pharisees and Herodians was not due to fear but to the
prudence which Jesus used in this as well as in other
instances. To what locality Jesus withdrew is not re-

corded, it is stated only that it was near the sea (wpéc) .
The Twelve were with him.
8) In 1:39 Jesus went out to preach in Galilee,
but now a great crowd from Galilee followed him. He
did not need to go to them, they came and followed
him. In fact, a great crowd came to him from all the
other localities that Mark names. These were attracted by the great deeds they kept hearing (durative
present participle) that Jesus was doing (the imperfect for continuous doing). The phrases wept‘w ‘roﬁ
'Iodem and wept 'Npov ml man are names of countries,
Perea and Phoenicia; because each begins with a prep-

osition, ﬁnd is not repeated. Some make a diﬂerence
between the crowd that “followed” Jesus and the other
that “came” to him; we see no reason for stressing the
verbs in such a way. The greater the distance that
men had to come to reach Jesus, the more they would
desire to follow him for a time. Note that Mark uses

«A5009, “crowd,” and not the more usual 6x»: or 6'ng
“multitude or multitudes.”

9)

And he said to his disciples that a small boat

should be constantly attending him on account of the
multitude lest they should he pressing upon him, for
he healed many so that they fell upon him in order
to touch him, as many as had scourges.

"Mark 3:9-11
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The ﬁrst Eva clause is subﬁnal, the object of demand
states what Jesus said. The ﬁshermen among his dis-

ciples could attend to the boat. Hpoaxapnpﬁ is the durative present, “to attend upon him constantly,” so that
at any time he might escape from the crowd by entering the boat and having it rowed out from the shore.
Mark does not say that this was to be done for the purpose of preaching to the crowd on the shore although
we may assume that this was what Jesus did frequently; but to escape the pressure of the crowd.

10)

This is explained by the clause with ‘ya'.p. Jesus

healed many so that the result («mm with the inﬁnitive)
was that they literally fell upon him in order to touch
him (the genitive new? after a verb of touching) and
thus to receive healing like the woman mentioned in
5:26, 27. The subject clause is placed emphatically at
the end: “as many as had scourges.” This implies that

woMoﬁs, “many,” includes all of the number, which was
great. Like a magnet, Jesus drew the sufferers from
all these countries, and none reached him in vain. The
word pate-.174: is strong, “scourges,” metaphorical for
divine inﬂictions, compare Heb. 12 :6. Thus it was
that “they pressed upon him” (durative present) and
“fell on him” (again durative to express repeated ac.
tion). Jesus was willing to heal them all, but he desired to do this in an orderly fashion.
The question is raised regarding the language in
which Jesus spoke to all these people since some came
from Idumea and from the country of Tyre and Sidon.
It is a fair conclusion that not all understood Aramaic,
and that Jesus must thus have spoken in Greek, R. 28.
The evidence that Jesus used either language as occa-w
sion required is quite sufﬁcient.
11)

And the unclean spirits, whenever they

would see him, fell down before him and yelled, saying, Thou art the Son of God! And he kept rebuking
them severely that they should not make him known.
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Among the suﬂ’erers were those who were possessed with demons. 0n the subject of possession and
on “unclean” see. 1:23. In the Koine 5m appears fre~
quently with the imperfect, which is iterative (R.
884), or with the aorist; with the imperfect we have
indeﬁnite repetition (R. 973) . The action of these demoniacs is always the same: they fall down before
Jesus, conscious of his power over them, and, as if
driven to do so, yell out: “Thou art the Son of God i”
We have a sample in 1 :24.
12) Jesus invariably rebuked and silenced these
demons; the imperfect éweripa indicates repetition, and

the adverbial woMu'. the severity of the rebuke. Why
Jesus did not want to be made 4>avep69 by these evil
spirits is shown in 1 :25.
As Mark closed the ﬁrst subsection with a general
survey of Jesus’ activity, so he closes also the second
(3 :7-12). Yet some begin the third subsection with
v. 7 by making it introductory to the appointment of
the apostles. We prefer to make the incision at v. 12.
13) And he goes up into the mountain and calls
to him whom he himself would. And they came
away to him. And he made twelve to he in company
with him and to commission them to act as heralds
and to have authority to cast out demons.
The time had come for the appointment of the
Twelve as apostles. A little less than a year remained
for their training. The two present tenses are histor-

ical but more vivid than matter-of-fact aorists. Ta ape:
is, of course, a deﬁnite mountain although we do not
know its name and its location. Some think “the mountain” was near the place where Jesus was at this time;
others think of the mountain on which Jesus preached
the Sermon on the Mount, which is correct.

“Whom he himself (atrés) would” emphasizes the
point that it was the will of Jesus himself to call to

Mark 3:18, 1!;
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him only certain men; it was not their will that brought
them to Jesus on this occasion. But from Luke 6:13
we learn that the men thus called were those who had
become disciples of his. There was, no doubt, a goodly
number, and from these Jesus appointed twelve as his
apostles, Matt. 10 :2 using this term. These twelve had
already been attached to Jesus, Matthew apparently
having been the last to join them (2:14). The appointing of the Twelve. was so important for Jesus
that, according to Luke, he spent the preceding night
on the mountain in prayer. All the disciples whom
Jesus called to him “came away” from their other
interests and attended to what Jesus was now about
to do.
14) The appointment of the Twelve as apostles
was thus a public act, done in the presence of all these
other disciples, but in the presence of these alone, the
multitudes being absent. Jesus was in the midst of his
church, and the world was far away, and he now gave
to his church these apostles (Eph. 4:11). Since Jesus
called the Twelve in his own person, we usually say
that their call was immediate, not mediate through the

church, which was as yet unorganized and not able to
function. It seems best to take amt,“ in its ordinary
sense: “he made,” and to regard the two Eva. clauses as

the equivalents of inﬁnitives that state what Jesus
made the Twelve to be.
“Twelve” has no article, which means that up to
this time no one knew how many were to become apostles; but Jesus now selected twelve. The number recalls the twelve patriarchs of Israel and the tweIVe
tribes. In Rev. 7 :4 the'two twelves (the twelve patriarchs and the twelve apostles) are multiplied and
raised to 1,000 (ten times ten times ten indicating the
greatest completeness), which makes the symbolical

number 144,000 (compare Rev. 14:1 and 3) to designate the sum. total of all believers of all time and indi-
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cates the two sources from which the church has come

in the two covenants. The Eisemh Epistles, 1141.
Jesus made twelve “to be in company with-him”
(Md) . Others might come and go again, but not these
tWelve. They‘were not as yet ready to be sent out;
their present place was with Jesus so that they might
complete their training under him. “And to commission them to act as heralds” reaches farther. They
were to receive a preliminary commission (6 :7-13;
Matt. 10:7-15) as part of their training; and we learn
of their return (6:30, etc.; Luke 9:10) and of their
quiet conference with Jesus. But Jesus would eventually commission them to act as heralds in all the
world; on mpﬁcaav see 1:4.
15) It is a mere variation when we have the inﬁnitive instead of lva. for the third clause: “and to have
authority to cast out demons." Mark mentions only
the supreme part of the authority which Jesus gave to

the Twelve and takes it for granted that his readers
would understand that this meant that they had also
the lesser power to heal diseases. Matthew 10 :8 gives
us all the speciﬁcations in this regard. The fact is
that Jesus empowered the Twelve to work all the dif—
ferent kinds of miracles which he himself wrought.
He omitted only those that were performed in the
world of nature like stilling the tempest, walking on
the sea, and blasting the ﬁg tree.

The c'Eova’t'a refers to

both the power and the right to do a thing,
maniacal possession see 1:23.

On de-~

16)
(And he bestowed on Simon 9. name)
Peter; and James, the son of Zebedee; and John,
the brother of James (and he bestowed on them as
names Boanerges, which is Sons of Thunder); and.
Andrew; and Philip; and Bartholomew; and Mat-~
thew; and Thomas; and James, the son of ALphaeus; and Thaddeus; and Simon, the Cananean;
and Judas Iscariot', who also betrayed him.

M(Wk 3 :1 6'
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Mark joins the names rather loosely by adding each
with m’ and making no divisions in the list. Matthew
divides them into pairs, Luke does the same as Mark,
but in Acts he has 4, plus 2, plus 2, plus 3 (Judas being
omitted). In all the lists Peter is named ﬁrst, Judas
Iscariot last. If we make three groups of four, the
lists show the same four names in each group but not
always in the same order; yet the same name heads
each of the three groups.

Since Mark is evidently making a list of the apostles, the names are in the accusative, in apposition with
M89“: in v. 14. Because this is a list which has all the
names in the same case, “Peter” must be the ﬁrst name
in this list and cannot be in apposition to 51mph. That
means that the words “and he bestowed on Simon 3.
name” constitute a parenthesis, and this is the more
likely the case since the statement in v. 17, which is
worded in the same way, is undoubtedly parenthetical.
It may seem peculiar that Mark should start with a
parenthesis, but" any other reading (our versions)
spoils the list. Only the fact is stated that Jesus bestowed “a name” on Simon, 5mm without the article,
which makes this statement complete in itself. The
occasion when Jesus renamed Peter is recorded in John
1:42.

There now follows the list with the new name be—
stowed on Simon at the head of it. The fact that Peter
is always ﬁrst in the four lists, Matthew even calling
him «9610:, does not place the others under Peter as the
pope but names him as Mmus inter pares; he was not
even the ﬁrst to come to Jesus (John 1:41, 42). His
brother Andrew is not associated with him in Mark’s
list, James and John are described as brothers but not
Peter and Andrew. In the narration which Mark heard
from Peter this apostle would naturally name himself
:ﬁrst because it was customary to place “I” or “me”
ﬁrst in. the Greek.~ Beyond saying that Jesus gave him
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another name, Peter said nothing about himself or his
brother.
But Peter named the father of James and John,
stated even that they were brothers, and then added
the name Jesus gave to both of them, even translating
it for his Greek hearers, all of which Mark faithfully
preserved by repeating these features as he had heard
them from Peter. The plural “as names” refers to
these two disciples. The Aramaic root of “Boanerges” has not as yet been cleared up; linguists hold
various opinions. But Peter and Mark understood the
name to mean “Sons of Thunder,” and they knew both
Aramaic and Greek. It is not reported on what occasion Jesus bestowed this name. Thunder cannot refer
to the eloquence of these two brothers as has been supposed and would hardly ﬁt the idea of powerful faith,
the supposition of others. It is best to make the name
designate the ﬁery zeal which they manifested for their
Lord as this is exempliﬁed in Luke 9:54; Mark 9:38;

and elsewhere. John is often pictured as being sweet
and mild, but his symbol is the eagle, and his entire
character is marked by power.
18) Bartholomew is a patronymic: son of Tolmai
(Ptolomy), the Nathanael of John 1:45, etc. Also
Philip bears a Greek name. The second apostle who
has the name James is identiﬁed, like the ﬁrst, by the
name of his parent. Thaddeus seems to have had two
other names: Lebbeus and Judas (John 14:22). This
last name would naturally be dropped after the betrayal of Judas Iscariot. The second Simon is distinguished as the Cananaean, which has nothing to do with
Canaan but is a transcription of the Aramaic term

which means 6 ZqM‘nis; Simon was a former adherent
of the Jewish party of “the zealots" (Acts 5 :37; Josephus, Ant. 18, 1, 1 and 6; Wars 2, 8, 1).
19) Judas is identiﬁed by the second noun that is
added to his name: “Iscariot,” which most likely

Mark 3 :20
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means “the man of Kerioth” and names him from his
home town in Judea, he being the only one from that
country. In John 6:70 his father Simon bears that
appellation. In the Gospels he is always designated by
some modiﬁer that marks him as the traitor who betrayed Jesus, the aorist to express the fact as such.
20) Mark again breaks the ra’ELs‘ or order of events.
That he does this repeatedly is the statement of the
evangelist John as reported by his pupil Papias. Some
time elapsed between the appointment of the Twelve
and what is now told. Jesus empowers the Twelve to
cast out demons, and here he himself is accused of being
in league with the chief of the demons.
And he comes home. And the multitude comes
together again so that they were not able even to eat
bread. And when his kinsmen heard it they went
out to lay hold of him, for they went on to say, He

lost his mind!
Mark alone reports these details. But Matthew
and Luke inform us that a demoniac was brought to
Jesus, and that Jesus freed the man. This makes clear
how the scribes could charge Jesus with working
through Beelzebul. Jesus was back in Capernaum,
back even in his own home, for at; oixoy without the article does not mean to some house, Peter’s for instance
as is supposed, but is like our “home.” It must have
been almost immediately that the crowd “gathered to—
gether again” just as it did when Jesus was at home
on a previous occasion (2:1, 2). At that time the
crowd was so dense that no one could get through the
door, now it interfered so badly that Jesus and his discipl‘es (an’rroﬁc, plural) could not even eat bread. This
hints at the fact that Jesus and his disciples had come
some distance, were hungry from their travels, and
would like to have eaten something. The crowd rendered this impossible.
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21) Whether the demoniac was healed at once,
before the kinsmen of Jesus tried to lay hold of him, or
after that, is not indicated; he was perhaps healed at
once, and the bringing him to Jesus may have helped
to cause the crowd. oz ‘vrap' al’rroii means “one’s family
or kinsmen,” R. 614, those who constituted the household of Jesus. One opinion is that they were sons born
to Joseph and Mary, the so-called “brothers” of Jesus
(v. 31) ; another view is that they were sons of Joseph
by a former marriage; and a third that they were
cousins of Jesus, Mary’s sister’s sons, and that she and
they lived together with Mary in the home of Jesus.
The question of the relationship cannot be convincingly
decided from the records we possess. These relatives
of Jesus “went out to lay hold of him” From the
aorists we might suppose that they succeeded, but
what follows shows that they failed. The aorists
thus express what the intention of these kinsmen was:
they actually went out literally to get him into their
power. From John 7 :5 we learn that they did not as
yet believe in him.
They were greatly concerned about this their kinsman. They knew how he was spending himself in his
labors and his privations. Here he was now after an
arduous trip, weary from his work, not having eaten for
some time, and the multitude was again upon him. Not
believing in him as the Messiah, they had only one ex-

planation for his actions, namely: ’Eééa-m, “He lost his
mind l” he is beside himself. The Greek uses the aorist
whereas the English would have the perfect tense.
Compare Acts 26:24; II Cor. 5:13. We picture. the
scene as taking place at the entrance to the house and
not as taking place inside as has been supposed by
making tawny refer to a room which had a door that
led into the courtyard.22) And the scribes that were come down from
Jerusalem were saying, He has Beelzebul! and, In

Mark 3:22
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connection with the ruler of the demons does he cast
out the demons.

These are the scribes who were mentioned in 2:6,
of whom Luke 5 :17 says that some came from Jerusalem, a fact that Mark reports in the present connection. These Pharisaic scribes had probably been sent
from the capital by their party; they were to spy upon
Jesus and to secure ﬁrsthand evidence against him on
some infraction of the law. They had not succeeded
thus far.
One always “goes up” to Jerusalem and on leaving
the city always “comes down.” This elevation is eth-

ical because of the Temple and Sanctuary of God. In
the present case the coming down was also literal, the
Sea of Galilee lying 600 feet below sea level. These
Pharisaic scribes were not present at the home of
Jesus when the crowd assembled there and Jesus
healed the blind and dumb demoniac, they heard about
it afterward, Matt. 12:24.
Mark does not record the reaction of the multitude
to this miracle even as he makes no mention of the
miracle itself; but from Matthew (12:23) we learn

that the people began to ask whether, after all, this
was not “the Son of David,” namely the Messiah. Their
unbelief was breaking before this exhibition of Jesus'
power. This, too, the scribes heard, and this drove
them to counteract the conviction that was growing
among the people. They felt that they must furnish
an adequate contrary explanation for these expulsions
of demons by Jesus. So they come with the blasphemous assertion: “He has Beelzebull” to which they
then add: “In connection with the ruler of the demons
does he cast out the demons.” They intend to say that
Jesus is so far from being the Messiah that he is in

league with Satan himself. 'EAqov indicates that they
spread this report.
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'Ev is usually called “instrumental”: “by” (our versions) or “through,” which, however, changes the
thought. R. 590 makes e'v locative which is hard to visualize. The preposition has its usual meaning: “in
connection or in union with Beelzebul,” meaning that
Jesus and “the ruler of demons” work together. This
slander had been used by the Pharisees at an earlier
time (Matt. 9 :34) but is now spoken with great boldness. It is now, therefore, that Jesus crushes this
blasphemy in the most eﬂective way.
The derivation of “Beelzebul” is as yet not clear;
the term is not found in the old Jewish literature. It
is supposed to mean “Lord of the dwelling” and was
used as a designation for Satan. It was originally the
name for the Philistine god Baal, to whom Ahaziah applied to have his disease healed. In some manner at
which linguists thus far only guess the Jews picked it
up as a vile term for Satan. Some think that they
corrupted it to “Beelzebub,” meaning “Baal of ﬂies”
and thus “Baal of dung” in which ﬂies are hatched;
but this is not certain, being due, perhaps, only to a
variation in pronunciation.
23) And having called them to him, he proceeded to say to them in parables, How can Satan
cast out Satan? And if a. kingdom is divided against
itself that kingdom cannot stand; and if a house is
divided against itself that house will not be able to
stand; and if Satan did rise up against himself and

was divided he cannot stand but has an end.
An interval ensued which was long enough for the
scribes'to hear about the healing of the demoniac and
to utter their blasphemous slander against Jesus. Matthew and Luke state that Jesus knew their thoughts;
he thus did not need to be told what they were saying.
Jesus does not wait until they come to him but formally summons them into his presence, «poaxueadpms.
It was an unusual proceeding on Jesus’ part.

Mark 3:23, 24
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'EAqe is used regularly as a descriptive introduction to an address; elm would state only the fact of
speaking. B.-D. 329. Mark draws attention to the
parabolic form of the address which Jesus now makes.
The situation was dramatic, the scribes wondered for
what purpose they had been summoned, the crowd of
people was attracted by what was about to happen,
and Jesus faced these scribes and answered them to
their very faces in the most crushing way.
Mark alone has the opening statement: “How can
Satan cast out Satan?” This is what the scribes had
asserted with their claim that Jesus'was casting out
demons in conjunction with Beelzebul. Jesus raises
the pertinent question as to how he could do this. By
making it a question he asks them calmly to think about
what they had'been saying. Was such a thing possible,
that Satan would cast out Satan? Jesus does not say,
cast out demons; he identiﬁes the demons with their
ruler Satan. They and he are one. Without them he
would not be a ruler. Already this question exposes
the ridiculousness of the assertion of the scribes. No
sensible man would say that Satan casts out Satan. '
The thing is contradictory in itself. And these scribes
claimed to be learned men. Even common people who
have no learning could see that the scribes were talking without good sense.
24) Jesus begins to illustrate by using two examples which clearly show how impossible it is for Satan
to cast out Satan. “If a kingdom is divided against
itself that kingdom cannot stand.’_’ Jesus speaks of a
kingdom because the scribes had referred to Beelzebul
as “the ruler of the demons.” What Jesus asserts is
the universal experience of men, which no man would
think of contradicting. With édv (also in v. 25) Jesus
assumes a case in which a kingdom becomes divided
against itself, the aorist pointing to actual division,
one part ﬁghting against another _ (the same in v. 25).
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The result is devastation, ruin: “that kingdom cannot
stand.” This illustration, like the next, is really an
understatement of the case in hand but, as so many

understatements of this kind, the stronger for saying
less than really could be said. When a kingdom (or
house, v. 25) is split in two, one half destroys the
other, and both end in ruin. But the assertion of the
Jews expects people to believe something that is more
impossible, namely that the ruler of a kingdom is himself divided from his kingdom, Satan helping to drive

out his own demon subjects from their possessions. If
Satan keeps that up, his kingdom will certainly go to
ruin. In this illustration Jesus generalizes; what he
says is true of all kingdoms, and Satan’s is no exception.
25) The generalization must, however, go much
farther. That is the force of the second illustration
about a divided house, which means those who form a
family and live together. The point in adding this
second illustration is not so much to apply house to

Satan’s household but to open the vista to all the other
illustrations that might be used, for any organization
or organism that wars with itself destroys itself. “Cannot stand” is thus a litotes, a putting into negative
form the positive idea of self-destruction.
26) The two illustrations used in v. 24, 25 form
the major premise of an ordinary syllogism. The minor premise now follows: “and if Satan did rise up
against himself and was divide .” Because this is the
minor premise in the reasoning of Jesus, the condition
is one of reality. The tenses are aorists because they
state what, according to the scribes, must have al‘ ready occurred while in the illustrations we have c'dv
with the subjunctive, B.-D. 372, 1b. For the sake of
the argument and to convince his opponents Jesus for

the moment admits what they really claim, namely that
Satan (we should use perfects) has risen up against

Mark 3:26, 27
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himself, has been divided. Two verbs are used in order
to give greater force to the idea of division in Satan’s
realm. Now there follows the inescapable conclusion
of the syllogistic reasoning: “he cannot stand, on the
contrary, he has an end.” Here, too, the statement is
doubled by adding the positive to the negative to lend
it full weight.
Opposition to Jesus upsets men’s logic. Proud of
their superiority, they put forth as being convincingly
sound what is absolutely unsound and advances to the
point of being even ridiculous. The view that as a ruse
and to gain other evil purposes Satan might tell his
demons to leave on the orders of Jesus is an unwarranted assertion. What would the ruse gain, and what
purpose would Satan attain beyond the terrible one
that he has already attained in demoniacal possession?
27) Matthew has recorded a reference of Jesus to
the Jewish exorcists, whom the scribes would certainly
not denounce as being allied with the devil; they will
judge these slanderers. In Matthew this threat is followed by the gospel assurance that by expelling demons by the Spirit of God Jesus is bringing the kingdom of God to these scribes. Luke agrees with Matthew and calls the Spirit the ﬁnger of God. From this
point onward the synoptists’ report is the same save
that Luke’s account is fuller than the accounts of the
other two.
On the contrary, no one is able to go into the
house of the strong to plunder his goods unless he
ﬁrst bind the strong, and then shall he plunder his
house.
This is again parabolic language (v. 23). The illustration seems to have been suggested by Isa. 49 :25.
The tertium commrationis is the thought that complete victory must precede the act of plundering. God’s
kingdom must ﬁrst have come in its fulness before demoniacs could be liberated as Jesus was liberating
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them. “The strong” is Satan although the statement is
general and the article is generic (R. 757 on Matt.
12:29). Satan is like any powerful brigand or robber.
His out: or “house” is his lair or dwelling where he
stores his plunderings. The kingdom of Satan is referred to in which he is (ipxalw or ruler (v. 22). Luke
adds the detail about his being armed and guarding his
{mdpxowa or “possessions,” Matthew and Mark have
01:05:), “goods.” These are the demoniacs whom Satan
has in his power. Now, no one can do what Jesus is
doing right along: go in and “plunder” the goods of the
strong, take them away from him, snatch demoniacs
out of Satan’s power, without ﬁrst actually “binding"
(May) this strong bandit. This binding was the victory recorded in 1:12, 13. The objection that this was
moral while the power over the demoniacs was physical is unwarranted since Satan gained his physical
power to hurt by means of his moral victory in tempting man into sin. Satan’s victory was reversed when
Jesus vanquished him in another temptation.
General statements use the present tense, R. 1019
(Murat) ; the doubling of negatives strengthens the

negation in the Greek (at — obsets) ; the aorist 8150-” denotes the one act of binding. “And then shall he plunder his house,” i. e., at pleasure, just as Jesus is taking
the demoniacs from Satan at will. All that Jesus says
would be farcical and senseless if Satan were not the
personal being he is represented to be throughout the

Scriptures from Gen. 3 onward, and if demoniacal pos-

session were ordinary mental ailments.
28, 29) At this point Matthew and Luke add the
word about being against Jesus and about scattering,
and Luke adds the account of the demon who returns
with seven others who are worse than himself. Thus
far the reply to the scribes has been strictly objective
in correcting their wrong thoughts about Jesus and

about Satan. While Mark continues in the third per-

Mark 3:28
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son, what he reports of the rest of the discourse takes
on a more subjective tone, a direct threat to these blasphemous Jews.

Amen, I say to you, that all sinful acts shall be
remitted for the sons of men and the blasphemies, as

many as they may blaspheme; but whosoever shall
blaspheme against the Holy Spirit has no remission
for the can but is guilty of an eternal sinful act;
Because they were saying, He has an unclean spirit.
What Jesus says in solemn warning he seals in advance with the formula: “Amen, I say to you.”
“Amen” is the seal of verity, and “I say to you” the
.seal of authority. “Amen” is the transliterated Hebrew word for “truth” or “verity,” an adverbial accus-

ative in the Greek which is equal to Quack, “verily.” In
Hebrew it appears only at the end of a statement or of
an obligation much like our liturgical Amen. “All
search in Jewish literature has not brought to light a
real analogy for the idiomatic use of the single or the

double amiv on the part of Jesus.” Zahn. This refers
to its use at the head of a statement. The best one can
say is that Jesus used the double “amen” when he
spoke Aramaic as John reports, and that the synoptists, when converting this into Greek, deemed the single épniv sufﬁcient for their readers. The supposition
that John’s double amen is intended to reproduce the
.sound of the Aramaic words for “I say” is unlikely

and leaves unexplained why John adds to the double
.amen the words: “I say to you.” The entire formula
is always solemn and introduces only statements of
.great weight.
The blasphemous slander of the scribes makes it
necessary for Jesus to tell them about the limitations
.in regard to ﬁnding remission. The range for pardon
is indeed great since it extends over every sin, no mat‘ter what it may be, and includes even blasphemy,
mocking, and vicious utterances that are directly
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against God or holy things that are connected with God.
But the scribes must be warned that one exception
exists, namely the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit
— in that case even the possibility of remission is excluded. On .iqsinm, “to send away” sins so that they
shall never be found again, also on «wears, “remission,"
see 2:5. The future tense “shall be remitted” is predictive, R. 873 on Matt. 12:31. Mark writes swim; TC".
ipapnipam, “all sinful acts”; Matthew . writes «5.0a

apaprta, “every sin.”
"Ova. a is the indeﬁnite relative, R. 733; and the
neuter is used, the antecedents being dpapniluﬂa and
BMW. R. 732. The Greek negates the verb: aim
Exec whereas we negate the noun: “no remission.” Note
1-?» chﬁpa r6 "Away, the adjective added by a second article, thus emphasizing both the noun and the adjective
equally and making the latter a kind of climax in apposition to the former: “the Spirit, the Holy One,” R.
776, last paragraph. The aZuSv is a vast period of time
that is marked by the form and condition of things
that ﬁll it. Here the “eon” is the one in which we live,
and not to have remission for this con is “never" (our
versions) to have it; “neither in this eon nor in the
one to come” (the one in heaven), Matt. 12:32. To
express the impossibility of remission in the eon tocome Mark writes: “He is guilty of an eternal sinful
act,” of one that lasts forever and cannot be removed.
The adjective ahﬁvws, literally “lasting for an eon,” is

the Greek equivalent of eternal.
Jesus is speaking to the Pharisaic scribes whonever believed in him. Hence the unpardonable sin or
the sin against the Holy Ghost may be committed, not
only by former believers (Heb. 6 :4-6; 10:26-31; I John
5:16), but also by men who have never believed. Zahn’s
eﬂort to make all sins in which men persist impeni-tently to the end the sin against the Holy Ghost is contradicted by the entire Scripture teaching on sin. The:

Mark 3:29, 30
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distinctive mark of this one is blasphemy, and that
blasphemy directed against the Holy Spirit. The fact
that any number of other sins fail of pardon and bring
damnation, and that in varying degrees, is shown, for
instance, in Matt. 11:21, 24.
Itis rationalizing to assert that “for this eon”
leaves the way open for remission after this world-age.
Efforts to have 430':va mean only “a very long time” end
.in proving that the Greek has no word for “eternal.”
The sense of what Jesus says is that any man who blasphemes the Spirit thereby and at that moment places
himself where God’s pardon cannot reach him. After
that he is in the same absolutely hopeless position in
“which the devils are. Jesus already now pronounces
‘upon him the verdict of damnation. Jesus knows of
no purgatory when, in Matthew, he mentions “the
world to come” as though some sins which are less
fatal could ﬁnd remission in the hereafter. The only
judgment that is valid in the other world is the one
that is spoken at the last day, and this pronounces in
public what God judges regarding every man at the
hour of his death.
30) Jesus does not state in so many words what
lends such an exceptional quality to blasphemy against
the Spirit. Jesus was expelling the demons, as Matthew states, “in connection with God’s Spirit,” and the
scribes attributed this work to Beelzebul, “they were
.saying, He has an unclean spirit.” Where the Holy
Spirit was active these Jews saw the devil. So close
were these people to committing the unpardonable sin.
The pardon of all other sins is due to repentance, i. e.,
-contrition and faith. But when the Holy Spirit is pronounced a devil, “an unclean spirit,” repentance is no
longer possible. The Spirit alone works repentance,
.and when he is made a demon, his work ceases, Heb.
'6:4-6, “impossible to renew them again unto repentance”; there is no sacriﬁce for sins but only a frightful
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looking for judgment and ﬁery indignation. This explains why other blasphemies may be pardoned: they
do not render repentance “impossible.”
Because of his divine powers Jesus was able to see
how close the scribes were to this state. With our
powers we are never able to judge thus. Hence we can
never declare of any man, however blasphemous hemay be, that he has committed the unpardonable sin ;.
that verdict belongs to God alone. The words of Jesus.
and of Hebrews we are able to use only in warning,
which is enough. Yet we may say that whoever fears
that he has committed the unpardonable sin thereby
furnishes evidence that he has not done so. Nor can
any man commit it inadvertently or unconsciously. Its.
commission is possible only when the Spirit, through
the Word, has come to a man and has been clearly rec-u
ognized as God’s Spirit with his divine power and
grace to save. When a man deliberately answers him
with blasphemy he forever nulliﬁes even the Spirit’s.
power to change him. His condition is then unalterable like that of the devils and the damned ,in hell. Itconstitutes his character indelebz‘lis.
31) And there come his mother and his brothm
era and, standing on the outside, send to him, call-ing him. And a multitude was sitting around him.
And they say to him, Lo, thy mother and thy broth-ersonthe outside are seeking thee.
Mark joins his narratives with mi irrespective of'
their chronology. Matthew tells us that shortly after
the warning against the unpardonable sin the scribes
and Pharisees asked for a sign, and Jesus promised
them the sign of Jonah and then characterized this evil
generation. While he was speaking the incident with.
regard to his mother and his brothers occurred.

It is certainly strange to ﬁnd the mother of Jesus.
participating in this aﬁ‘air.

Though she is mentioned

ﬁrst as being the nearest relative of Jesus, we cannot

Mark 8:31
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think that she was the instigator but prefer to believe
that she permitted herself to be draWn into it by the
fears and the urgings of the others. Even so, this is a
picture of Mary that is far different from the legendary image of “the Mother of God” in medieval and
Romish tradition. She is carried along by a mistaken
movement. 0n the other hand, we decline to charge
Mary with unbelief (John 7 :5) and opposition to her
son; she grew in faith like others.
“His brothers” have been discussed in connection
with at «ap' afn-oi in v. 21. It is the writer’s opinion that
the problem in regard to these brothers has not been
solved and will probably never be solved. The prevail—
ing opinion is that these brothers of Jesus — and sisters, 6:3; Matt. 13:56 — were children of Joseph and
Mary who were born after Jesus and were younger
than he. But here they act as though they were decidedly older than he; the same attitude appears in
John 7 :3, etc. In 6 :3 Jesus is called “the son of Mary”
in amarked way (compare John 19:26) and is kept
distinct from the brothers and the sisters. If Mary
had other sons and daughters, why did Jesus set aside
their ﬁlial obligations and place his mother in charge
of John? These objections are not answered by stressing at dsquoi at'n'ot'l as is generally done.
The Latin church since the time of Jerome, the older
Protestants,-and some students today think of the sons
of Clopas, a brother or certainly a brother-in-law of
Joseph, and thus ﬁrst cousins of Jesus. The wife of
Clopas is also the sister of the Virgin. Both have the
same name Mary, which seems strange but means only
that the two were children of diiferent marriages. The
fact that they have the same name is quite assured
apart from the problem of the brothers of Jesus. Note

that Luke always calls the Virgin Mapm'p, 1 :27, etc. The
difﬁculty with regard to this view is to prove that
We may properly include the relationship of cous—
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ins. This is the case with regard to each explanation,
each runs foul of objections, and none can be conclusively established. The interest of Romanism to the
effect that Mary had no other children and lived a
celibate life with Joseph, semper virgo as the older
Protestants say, for instance in the Formula of Concord, no longer aifects Protestant theologians, which,
however, in no way proves that Mary did have other
children.

The little company of relatives “were standing on
the outside,” the perfect participle 20-16ch is always
used as a present. Since no house is mentioned in any
of the accounts, we take 35m to mean “on the outside of
the crowd.” Jesus was out-of-doors, sitting on a raised
place where all could see and hear him, and the crowd
sat cross-legged all around him so densely packed that
no one could get through. So the relatives send word
to Jesus and call him to come to them.
32) The crowd was sitting around him. Mark
says that “they say to him” while Matthew reports
that “someone” spoke to Jesus. This would mean that
while Jesus was speaking word was passed on through
the crowd until someone close to Jesus ﬁnally told him.
The exclamation “lo" draws attention to the strangeness of the circumstance. Mark says only that the
mother and the brothers on the outside “are seeking
thee”; Matthew, “are seeking to speak with thee”;
Luke, “are standing on the outside, desiring to see
thee.”

Note the variations in expression, each writes

in his own way, and yet all say the same thing. The
fact that they had the same document before them,
from which they copied, or that one copied from the
other seems improbable. They merely restated the
oral tradition which had been passed down with some
variety in phraseology.
What these relatives wanted of Jesus has been indicated already in v. 21. They thought that Jesus was

Mark 3:32, 83
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losing his mind, i. e., was using himself up in his excessive labors like one who is no longer acting rationally. While they had failed to make him stop (of. v.
21) they hope to succeed with this their second effort.
Their object was to bring him away to a place where
he could be undisturbed and rest. Their intentions
were of the best and were dictated by solicitous affec—
tion. It is difﬁcult to decide whether the charge of the
Pharisees that Jesus was possessed precipitated this
effort of his relatives in that they assumed that the
charge had so much truth back of it that Jesus was
acting unnaturally by consuming himself with his
labors as he did. This created a delicate and trying
situation for Jesus, but he meets it with perfect mastery. He shows no impatience with his relatives —

his mother should have known better. He is absolutely
truthful and resorts to no equivocation before either
the people or his relatives. He utilizes the untimely
and ill-advised interruption for deﬁning and impressing a most momentous truth.
33) And answering he says to them, Who is my
mother and my brothers? And having looked around
on those sitting about him in a circle, he says, See,
my mother and my brothers! For whoever does the
will of God, he is my brother and sister and mother.
Mark omits a dramatic feature that Matthew has
preserved. The question as to who are Jesus’ mother
and brothers is directed to the man who told Jesus that
his relatives were seeking him; then, looking around
on all those seated in a circle about him, he tells them
all who his relatives really are, and Matthew adds the
dramatic feature that Jesus said this with outstretched
hand. The aorist participle dmpreec's agrees in time
with the historical vivid present Ae'ya and is added to
mark the reply as being important. But it is rather
exaggerated to put too much into this participle as if
it intended to convey the fact that Jesus was lifted
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above family and human life as the Son of God and was
no longer a son of Nazareth, of Mary, of Israel, and
that his Messianic feeling was wrestling with his ﬁlial
feeling. The question Jesus asks intends to ﬁx the
attention of the man and of the others present on the
thing that Jesus asks. All are to pause and to think
who is really his mother and his brothers, who is really
closest to him. The dramatic question, thus put, automatically lends a deeper signiﬁcance to “my mother”
and “my brothers.” While men’s minds are still
searching, and before they can give a wrong answer,
Jesus himself gives the terse, striking, perfect answer,
which, because of the way in which it is introduced,
will remain ﬁxed in the memory the more certainly.
34) After he had asked the question Jesus looked
around on those sitting about him in a circle (mm? an
adverb, R. 521, 524). This refers to the narrower circle which was composed of the disciples of Jesus, Matt.
12:49. And after this signiﬁcant 1001-: Jesus announces: “See, my mother and my brothers !” and
with the outstretched hand he points to his disciples,
who included more than just the Twelve. '18: with the
regular verb accent is not the interjection but the regular aorist imperative. Jesus distinguishes the disciples from the rest of the 6’st or crowd. His gesture
is like his action on the last day when that same hand
shall separate the disciples (believers) from all others,
whoever they may be.
But does Jesus exclude his own mother from his
spiritual family? Nothing in his action or his words
says so. The dramatic gesture matches the dramatic
word, which reduces the answer to the fewest words:
“See, my mother and my brothers!” The disciples who
were sitting around Jesus were chieﬂy men. When
Jesus calls them f‘my mother and my brothers" he
indicates that he. is speaking of something that is
higher than ties of blood.

Mark 3:35

35)
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With the ydp clause he explains his meaning.

Jesus confesses his disciples before men as he will confess them at that day before his Father and the holy
angels. But he does it in a way that opens the blessed
relationship to all who may desire to enter it. “Whoever—he”; 5: av (Edy) ——o{5-roe; universal—yet particular; open to all and excluding none (“whoever”)
—— yet embracing only those who become truly his
(“he,” i. e., “he alone”). What really makes us one
with Jesus is stated most exactly: our doing the will of

God.

The futuristic subjunctive «onion is constative

and sums up into one point the person’s entire life of
doing God’s will.
The will of God (06mm) is what God wills. This
will Jesus reveals, and he invites, draws, and enables
us to perform it. This is the good and gracious gospel
will of God, the will which itself, unlike the will that
is revealed in the law, furnishes us the power whereby
we may truly do it. The Scriptures are full of statements declaring this will. Read John 6:29, 40, 47;
II Pet. 3:9; I Tim. 2:4. The Baptist proclaimed it,
1:4 and 7 :8; Matt. 3:2; Jesus repeated the proclamation, 1 :15; Matt. 4 :17; the Twelve were to do the same,
Matt. 10 :7, and did it in Acts 2:38, etc. God’s will is
that by his grace we repent and believe, turn from our
sins, and by faith receive his pardon in Christ Jesus.
His will is our regeneration, James 1:18; John 8:8, 5;
Eph. 2:1-5; our restoration to childhood and heirship,
Gal. 3:26-29. We do this will of God when we let
Jesus work all this in us and bestow all this upon us.

The grossest perversion of this 961e,,” and «mica;
(God’s will and our doing it) is that of Pelagianism
and synergism together with all Pharisaism and workrighteousness which call on us and our natural powers

to do the works of the law and thus ourselves to earn
heaven, or of our own natural powers to believe in
Christ and to obey him or at least to aid in our repent-
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ance'and conversion. “To do” is, indeed, an activity
but one that is wrought in us wholly by grace, Phil.
2:13;
05m: is emphatic and picks up all that has just been
said about this person: “ e” and he alone. “He is my
brother and sister and mother” welds all three into one
concept, that of the most intimate spiritual relationship. As Jesus came to do his Father’s will, the will
that meant our salvation, so his disciples do the F2.ther’s (Matthew uses Father) will, that same will regarding their salvation, and are thus one with Jesus.
Yet we are not to do over again what Jesus did; we are
to let him bestow on us all that he did for us. Whereas
in v. 34 “mother” is properly put ﬁrst it is now placed
emphatically last; and Jesus adds in the middle “my
sister” and thus the more wipes out any distinction and
brings out the thought that the one true relationship
of spiritual connection is referred to. “Sister” and

“mother” no more refer to women disciples than
“brother” refers only to men, Gal. 3:28. All believers
are of the household of God (Eph. 2:19), of the house-

hold of faith (Gal. 6:10).

To them all others are

“strangers and foreigners,” who, indeed, now have the
opportunity of becoming disciples and relatives, but
who,- if they remain as they are, are sundered forever
from the divine family of believers.
To Jesus this tie is supreme. Alas, the earthly tie
has often been placed above the heavenly, men have
loved wife, child, father, mother more than Christ,
Matt. 10:37. Did Mary and the brothers get to speak
with Jesus as they desired? The evangelists have no
interest in telling us. In his Messianic work Jesus

allowed no dictation or interference even from his
mother (John 2:4) . Yet from Matt. 13:1 we conclude
that Jesus ﬁnally went home with them, soon, however,

to leave and to preach once more.

'

CHAPTER IV
1) And again he began to teach by the sea.
And. there is gathered unto him a multitude very
great. so that he, having stepped into a boat, was
sitting in the sea, and all the multitude was facing
the sea on the land.
Mark tells us only that this teaching by the sea was
therepetition of a former act (mow, referring to 2:13
and 3:7). From Matthew 13:1 we gather that this
occurred on the same day on which Jesus spoke about
his mother and his brothers. After he was through
speaking to the people he went to his house with his
relatives and after that proceeded to the seaside. The
exceptional size of the multitude that congregated is
indicated by the superlative «Adm-as; it was hitherto
described as “Me. The result (dare) was that Jesus
stepped into a boat and sat down “in the sea,” the'boat
being rowed out a little from the land. Hpés has its
original meaning, the multitude on the land was “facing the sea.” The boat was a pulpit for Jesus, and the
shore and the sea the auditorium. In this setting Jesus
spoke a series of parables.
2, 3)

And he went on to teach them in many

parables, and he was saying to them in his teaching,

Give heed!

Lo, there went out the sewer to sow!

This time the teaching (twang the imperfect picturing the teaching) was done in parables, some of

which Mark proceeds to relate. The way in which Mark
records them shows that they were not spoken in rapid
succession, but that after each parable Jesus made a
pause in order to allow it to be absorbed by the hearers. On my: see v. '11. The best deﬁnition and allaround discussion of the parable is found in the intro(163)
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ductory sections of Trench, Notes on the Parables of
our Lord. As far as we know, the ﬁrst typical parable
uttered by our Lord is the one about the Sower. With
ﬁxoﬁere, “be giving heed,” Jesus calls for close attention

to what he is about to say. The article 6 with wele
lends the participle a generic or representative Sense,
R. 764 on Matt. 13 :3: “the man whose business is sowing." “He went out to sow” at once places him into
the ﬁeld. Mark writes the aorist inﬁnitive, which includes the whole work of sowing up to its end.
4) And it came to pass in the sowing one part
fell along the path, and the birds came and ate it up.
And another part fell upon the rock-soil, where it
had not much earth; and immediately it sprang up
on account of not having depth of earth, and when
the sun was risen, it was scorched, and on account of
not having root it was dried up. And another part
fell into the thorns; and the thorns came up and
choked it, and it did not give fruit.
The entire description is typically Palestinian. The
grain is sown by hand. The patch to be seeded is not
extensive and is unfenced. Along its side runs a path
which perhaps divides it from a similar patch, and in
sowing some of the seed may fall along (mpd) this
path, fail to be covered up, and thus be eagerly eaten
up by the birds. Kai éyévm is circumstantial and marks
the importance of what follows, compare 3:23. The
phrase Eu 1:; mlpew is not temporal: “while or during
the sowing,” but refers simply to the action of sowing,
in connection with that some fell along the path, R.
1073. Markhasapc’v . . . at Mo . . . mi mo, neuter
singulars, each referring to a part.

5, 6)

So much of Palestine is rocky elevation so

that any tilled space may contain spots where the un—
derlying rock comes close to the surface and has only a

thin covering of soil. Such a spot is 1-8 ore-11168“ which
lacks earth. The seed, indeed, sprouts quickly because

Mark 4:7, 8
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the warmth of the underlying rock comes through the
ﬁlm of soil (86; «r6 [13) Exew pawn: yﬁs), but the hot sun
burns the young growth and withers it before it has

sufﬁcient root (Sui rt pt; Exew ﬁicav) . The aorist passives
éxavparlaarl and £57,;th state simply the ﬁnal facts. Luke
8 :6: “it had no moisture,” could not root properly.
7) Other spots in the patch are infested with
thorns, «haven. Their roots escape the plow and soon
shoot up new growth, amid which the grain is soon
choked (wmtyw) because it is unable to maintain itself. “And it gave no fruit” states the sad result.
8) And other parts fell into excellent earth and
went on to yield fruit, going up and increasing, and
went on to bring up to thirty, and up to sixty, and up
to a hundred. And he went on to say, Who has ears
to hear, let him be hearing.
Mark now writes the plural (Wu: because he must
divide this seed into three groups, to indicate which
another a'Mo would hardly do; we may translate “other
parts,” in harmony with the previous singulars. This
plural quietly indicates that the proportion of seed that
brings fruit is by no means merely a fourth of the seed
sown; much seed shall, indeed, bring a harvest. Ti,»

new; means earth that is ”excellent for its purpose,”
and the repetition of the article with the adjective
makes the adjective an emphatic apposition of the‘
noun (R. 776.)
The imperfects 38180» and §¢¢pw are intentional after
the aorist zen-cow; starting from the time of the sowing,

they picture the development of the fruit. ’E8Z8ou is
aided by the durative participles “going up and in«
creasing” and thus coming to fruit. Three groups appear, and the at: used with each states its maximum
yield. Thus the ﬁrst group includes all the stalks that
bear up to thirty grains from the one grain that was
sown; the other groups are to be regarded in the same
way. T-hirty and under form one group; sixty and
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above thirty, another group; and-.a hundred and above
sixty, the third. Mark arranges the groups from 30 to
100; Matthew does the reverse.
9) The parable closes with a call to the hearers to
use their ears. The implication is that this simple narrative about the fate of the seed has a hidden meaning,
and that if one applies his ears aright he will ﬁnd that
meaning, whereas if one has no ears, i. e., his ears
refuse to function aright, he will only be mystiﬁed.
This call to hear corresponds to the briefer call a'ucmim
occurring in v. 3.
10) And when he was alone, those around him
with the Twelve went on to inquire of him the panables.
Mark interrupts the recital of the parables which
Jesus spoke from the boat to bring in the interpretation of the ﬁrst parable and the word about the use of
parables in general. Mark makes this plain by the

temporal clause “when he was alone,” Karapdvas = xa-ra
po'va: (supply xaﬁpae) , after the multitude had gone. The
imperfect 'r'lpéfwv describes the respectful inquiry: “they
went on to inquire of him.” This verb may have two
accusative objects, one of the person and another of

the thing as is the case here. Ta: mpa'poaais condenses
the substance of the inquiry which really comprised
two points: as to why Jesus now used nothing but parables in preaching, and what the meaning of. the ﬁrst
parable was. We gather this from the reply which
Jesus made. 0: amp: aimiv is the wider circle of disciples
that steadily followed him; they as well as the Twelve
were greatly interested in the inquiry.
11, 12) And he went on to say to them, To you
has been given the mystery of the kingdom of God,
but to those outside all things come in parables, in
order that looking they may be looking and not see",
and hearing may be hearing and not understand lest
ever they turn, and it be remitted unto them.

Mark 4:11
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The imperfect away matches ﬁpu'n'wv; it is regularly
used in connection with speeches when the writer wants.
the reader to visualize the address as it was made.
B.-D. 329, zwr Schildenmg einer gehaltenen Redo.
“The mystery of the kingdom of God” is the sum of the
blessed realities of the divine rule of grace and of
glory. This is a “mystery” because by their own nature and ability men are wholly unable to discover and

to know any part of it. If a man is to be enlightened
in regard to this mystery, it must be done by means of
a divine gift, which means divine revelation plus the
faith which receives that revelation. 0n the kingdom
of God see 1:15. Matthew uses the kingdom of the
heavens on which see Matt. 3 :2 in the Commentary on
Matthew.
Jesus tells his disciples, both the Twelve and the
others, that to them the mystery “has been given” and
implies that it has not been given “to those. outside.”
the unbelieving Pharisees and the multitudes. Due to
something in the past the disciples have this myste‘w,
the others have it not. “Has been given” implies divine
grace; the agent in this passive form is God. The perfect tense points to an act of giving in the past which
has resulted in the present possession of the gift. What
occurred in the past that caused the present difference
between the disciples and those outside? All the Scriptures answer: no unwillingness on the part of God to
bestow the gift (I Tim. 2:4; II Pet. 3:9; John 3:16;
Matt. 28 :19, 20) but only the unwillingness of so many
to receive God’s grace and gift (Matt. 23 :37; Acts
7 :51; Hos. 13 :9). Persistently declining the grace

and gift whenever it came to them, these people are
now without it. Thus all the realities of the kingdom
are still a mystery to them. They nulliﬁed every effort
of God and of Christ to bestow the heavenly gift upon
them; this nullifying is the work of persistent unbelief.
,.
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The only thing that it left to Jesus is to speak “in
parables” to those outside, who are still unbelieving
after all his efforts. The believers will understand
these parables because they possess the key to them by
knowing the mystery of grace; the rest will not understand them because they lack that key. The sense of

yin-rat. is zu tez‘l warden, B.-P., 248, “all things come to
them.”
In this connection Matthew quotes Isa. 6:9, 10 as
being spoken by Jesus, who declares that this prophecy
is now fulﬁlled. Mark reports no quotation but states
only the substance of what the quotation conveys. Since
he is writing for readers of Gentile origin, this was
preferable to a formal quotation, for many of these
readers were not versed in the Old Testament prophecies. Why parables for those outside? “That looking
they might look and not see; and hearing they might
hear and not understand.” Both statements have the
same sense. This double purpose clause expresses the
divine intention. When unbelief has advanced far
enough, all its seeing and its hearing will not only produce nothing, it is even God’s own will that it
should be so.

This is the so-called voluntas consequens, the will
that acts after grace has operated on a man; not the
volumes antecedens, the will that ﬁrst comes to man
and brings him the grace. God must ﬁnally will judgment for all persistent unbelievers, 16 :16; Matt. 23 :38.

God is compelled to cast such people off, and in his
judgment he lets the very Word become to them a
savor of death unto death. See the discussion on John
12:39, 40 in the Commentary on John. Note the difference in meaning between ﬂmeL and 38mm, “may be
looking” and “may see.” Also the difference in the
tenses: “may go on looking” (durative present) and,
“may actually see” (punctiliar aorist) ; the same dif-
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ference obtains between the present duoﬁam and the
aorist 011144501.

The double clause with pyjama-e depends on the preceding double Eva clause. God's original purpose (voluntas antecedens) is that we should actually see and
understand, and that by this means we should be converted and obtain the remission of our sins in justiﬁcation. But when all his grace is in vain, his judicial
purpose (voluntas consequens) is to block actual seeing and understanding (the work of the means of
grace and salvation) minors, “lest” conversion and remission result. Thus the Eva and minor: clauses cover the
entire judicial purpose of God, and yet the ﬁnal purpose (no conversion) is made to depend on the mediate
purpose (no understanding). The wicked purpose of
the obdurate not to believe and be saved God is eventually compelled to make also his purpose, that they

shall not believe and be saved. The verb e’wmpe’dzew, a
synonym of paras/adv, is the Biblical term for “to convert” (intransitive), for which we usually say “to be
converted,” A. V. The aorist denotes the actual turning made in conversion (Jer. 31 :18, shub) . The aorist
“:65 has the same meaning: lest “it actually be remitted” unto them, namely by God. The form is the
passive aorist subjunctive, R. 1216 cam.) 0n the
sending away or remission of sins see 2 :5.

13)

A break in the discourse is indicated; Jesus

now turns to the exposition of the parable. And he.
says to them, You do not know this parable, and how
shall you know all parables?

This double question is merely introductory and.
does nothing more than to repeat what the disciples
had said about the parables in v. 10, namely that they
did not know this parable, and how should they know
all parables, i. e., parables in general. We may regard.
this as asking just one question (as we have trans-
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lated), or we may divide it into two. ‘ The sense would
be the same. Jesus repeats the wordsof thedisciples
who said: “We do not know this parable; and how shall
we understand all parables ?" Jesus changes only the
person from “we” to “you.”
The common view is that Jesus faults the disciples
for not lmowing this ﬁrst parable. Some tone this
down to surprise at not knowing at least this lucid
parable. This view makes the second question a conclusion that is drawn from the ﬁrst: if the disciples do
not know this parable, how will they know them all?
If this were the sense, we should have an emphatic
ﬁnds in the ﬁrst question. Even so, the second question
would be trivial, for it would be rather obvious that if
this simple parable is not grasped, the disciples would
have difﬁculty with all parables.
14) The opening question (or questions) is intended to remove the timidity of the disciples regarding parables. It is thus that Jesus himself unfolds the interpretation of the ﬁrst parable. The
sower sows the Word. Now these are they along the
path: where the Word is sown, and when they hear,
immediately Satan comes and takes away the Word
that has been sown into them.
The keyword of the exposition is offered ﬁrst, namely that the sower sows the Word. This expression
combines the ﬁgure of the parable (“sower sows”)
with the reality (“the Word”). To weave the two together, ﬁgure and reality, in a self-interpreting way is

Biblical allegory, a ﬁne example of which appears in
John 15:1, etc., The Vine and the Branches. On this
type of allegory consult Trench in his introduction to
his Notes on the Parables. We at once feel that n‘w
Myov is used as an eminent concept. sLuke writes
(8:11): “The seed is the Word.” Matthew (13:19)
calls it “the Word of the kingdom,” the genitive most
likely being subjective: the Word spoken by the king-
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dom, by which the kingdom comes to man’s heart. This
Myoe is the gospel of salvation. It is “sown” by the
preaching and the teaching of the sower.
All the evangelists leave “the sower” uninterpreted,
for the parable does not really deal with him but with
the different hearers of the Word and with what becomes of the Word when it issown into their hearts.
Yet Matthew’s “kingdom" suggests Jesus as “the
sower”; ééﬁMev in v. 3 ﬁts his act exactly. All the sowing is his, all that, too, which he does through others.
This sowing brings the gospel to men’s hearts.
15) When they record the exposition of this parable the three evangelists vary greatly although they
agree perfectly in the substance of what they say. One
could not have copied from the other, nor could all have
had the same document before them. This variation
is due to the oral repetitions of the exposition which
must have varied considerably. Mark begins with
0510‘ claw three times and the fourth time With éKeZvof

eiaw and thus lays the stress on the persons and on the
differences between them. The ﬁrst group are “they
along the path,” the shortest way of designating them,
the phrase ampa rip 686v being substantivized by the ar—
ticle oi.
' The interpretation as to who is meant by' this group
is added without a connective, which has been called
hard but is only virile, since this is often done in living
speech; we may, therefore, place a colon or a dash
there. “Where” the Word is sown refers to place, for
seed is sown in a place, and the Word is carried into
the ears and the heart; “where” also corresponds with.
686v, the path. To complete the idea we have the 311w
clause: “and when they hear it,” namely those of whom
Jesus is speaking. This is the main, point, that the
Word is actually heard, wherefore also the aorist
hoﬁamal, “actually hear,” is used. Until this takes
place the devil is at ease.
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Now there comes the reality that corresponds to the
ﬁgure of the seed that falls on the hard-trodden path
and to the birds that promptly eat up this exposed seed.
“Immediately comes Satan and carries away the Word
that has been sown into them." Through the ears the
Word “has been sown into them,” and, as the perfect
participle implies, is now lying in the minds of these
hearers but does not stay there to do its blessed work.
Satan, moved by his inordinate wickedness and opposition to God, snatches the sown Word away from these
hearers.
We need not regard the birds as devils (plural),
they represent Satan in his different ways of snatching
the Word away from men’s minds and hearts. At one
time he tells a man that the Word which disturbs his
conscience is a mere exaggeration, sin is not so deadly,
God cannot have wrath, we must not allow our enlightened minds to be moved by such outworn notions;
again he tells him that the Word is so uncertain that
there is no uncontested fact in it, and no up-to-date
man believes such things; then, that the preachers
themselves do not really believe what they say, that
they preach only in order to make an easy living and
are really hypocrites as their own actions often show.
Numberless are these birds by which Satan operates.
This, then, is the ﬁrst group: hearers of the Word who
have, indeed, heard it but promptly lose it again. That
this is due to Satan’s work Jesus declares to be a fact,
and it should serve as a mighty warning to every
heater.
16) And these likewise are they that are being
sewn on the rock-soil, who, when they hear the
Word, immediately receive it with joy and have not
root in themselves but are only transient; then,
aﬂiction or persecution having come on account of

the Word, immediately they are caught.

Mark 4:16, 17
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‘Opozug means that the second comparison is made
in a way that is similar to the ﬁrst. Note that this
second group is described by the present participle,
they that are “being sown” on the rock-soil; the tense

matches the verb mtpmr. which was used in v. 15.
Both presents leave the action open and intimate that
eventually something went wrong; the aorist would
say that the sowing was really accomplished, i. e., with
proper results and nothing going wrong. As in the
‘ﬁrst group so in the second one the point is stressed
that “they hear the Word,” the aorist once more bringing out the actuality of the hearing. This parable does
not deal with people who do not hear, who stay away
from the Word, or who sleep or prove inattentive while
the Word is preached.
’
These second hearers make a great show of promise, “they at once receive the Word with joy.” But the
tense is again the present, which intimates that more
is to follow, and what follows is not good. These do
receive the Word, the seed enters the shallow soil that
covers the rock. “With joy” describes the enthusiastic
reception of the Word. The moment they hear it they
are delighted — this is what they have been waiting
for, they sing the praises of the Word. The seed on the
rock-soil springs up more quickly than that on the good
soil, but beyond that fact this soil proves disappointing.
17) Something is wrong from the start: “they do
not have root in themselves,” meaning depth of ground
in which the root could form. They get the seed or
Word but no root by which the Word could remain and

bear fruit. Hence they are ﬁpt‘O‘Katpm, “for a short season only,” i. e., “transient” or temporary. How transient is at once stated. After grain is sown, the sun
presently becomes hot, which, however, only helps the
seed that has proper roots. This pictures the ow‘: or

Smypéc that always comes in this wicked world “on ac-
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count of the Wor .” The former word means “pressure” and in that sense “aiﬁiction” and “or" describes
this as being “persecution.” Then the trouble begins
for all who lack good, healthy roots in the soil of their
hearts. The remarkable thing is that the shining sun
is here used to picture tribulation and persecution. The
seed in the good soil must have the sun to grow as it
should. That is what makes it bear fruit. Just as
little as grain grows properly without sunshine, so.
little the Word thrives in us without'our suffering “on
account of the Word.”
But where the soil is shallow with ugly rock, hidden
hardness down in men’s hearts, they “are caugh .”
The ﬁgure in oxav8aM£¢o9u is that of a trap which is
sprung by a crooked stick to which the bait is aﬂixed.

But the literal sense is often modiﬁed by the metaphorical. Here the present tense shows this. This
tense is durative, and hence not the instantaneous act
of being caught by the springing of the trap is referred
to but the condition of lying caught thus in the trap.
These hearers are scandalized, offended by what is
happening to them in their tribulation, etc. The translation “they stumble” (R. V.) changes the ﬁgure in the
verb; “they are offended" (A. V.) is far better. Rs
880 makes the present tense inchoative: “begin to be
oﬁendedﬁ’ but his reason is not apparent.
18) And others are they sown into the thorns.
These are the ones having heard the Word; and the
wonder; of this eon and the deceit of wealth and the
lusts concerning the remaining things entering in
choke the Word, and it becomes unfruitful.
The third group is characterized by a preamble:
“they sown into the thorns." Then oﬁ-rot tin-w follows.
as it did before. Once more we learn that these, too,actually heard the Word, the aorist of the participle:
stating this actuality. This point is always essential:

the Word must actually be heard and grasped in its
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true Sense. “Into” the thorns is correct. The seed is
received into hearts in which the sprouting runners of
tho‘rn'y growths are hidden. These always shoot. up
thick and strong, far faster and higher than the grasslike wheat or barley, and thus smother the good grain.

19)

The thorny growths are interpreted in full.

Atty is a peculiar Greek term and always denotes an
era or eon that is marked and distinguished by what
transpires in it. Tm": «ism is deﬁnite: “of the con,” or
world age in which we live. B.-P. 42 renders the expression: die Sarge der Gegenwart, the worry connectedwith the present time into which our lives are
cast. The idea expressed is that every age has its own
type of worries, and whoever lets these ﬁll his heart
will surely smother the Word he has heard, for this

deals with higher interests. The next thorny growth
is “the deceit or deceitfulness of wealth” (abstract
nouns may have the article in the Greek), I Tim. 6:610. Wealth as such, whether one has it or not, always
tends to deceive by promising a satisfaction which it
can not and does not bring and thus deceives him who
has it or who longs for it (10:24). The two genitives
may be subjective: the times worry men, wealth deceives them; or simply possessive: worry belongs to
the times, deceit to riches.

Luke adds the pleasures of life, but Mark states
more comprehensively, “the lusts concerning the re-

maining things,” these “entering in,” namely in the
heart, and ﬁlling it up and crowding out all the spir-

itual interests. The émaupa’u are the desires as these are
directed by the will or control the will. In this passage
they concern themselves with “the remaining things,”
with all those that are not included in our worries and
our wealth. These desires enter into the heart like
thorny sprouts and shoot up and ﬁll all the available
space. The seed of the Word starts to grow, but it
“is choked” or smothered in the deadly competition
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with some or the others of these thorny growths. The
result is that the seed of the Word becomes “unfruitful" in the sense of being unable to produce fruit. The
fault is again not with the good seed but with the soil.
20) And those are they that were sown on the
excellent earth, such as go on hearing the Word and
receiving it and go on bearing fruit, one thirty, and
one sixty, and one a hundred.

As a designation of the fourth group and to distinguish it Mark writes c'xeivot, “those.” These are “they
that were sown on the excellent earth.” We now have
an aorist, mpe’mc, “were actually sown,” Whereas in
connection with the three preceding groups we have
only present tenses. The present tenses are open tenses
and thus intimate that an adverse sequel is to follow

even as it does in each case. But the aorist awape'wec is
a closed tense and means that the sowing was accomplished as it ought to be so as to attain the desire of
the sower. They who were thus effectively sown received the seed on “the excellent earth,” the second
article gives the adjective special emphasis like that of
an appositional climax, R. 776. Luke interprets “in a
heart excellent and good.” Their difference from the
other hearers is again not in the Word but in the quality of the hearts.
Ohms, as so often, has a causal force: “they being
such,” i. e., because they are such. They are described
by three present tenses: “they go on hearing the
Word,” etc. The three other groups soon ceased to
hear the Word, but not so this last group. ’Axoﬁoum does
not, however, conﬂict with awape’me as far as the tenses
are concerned. The hearing, however, goes on throughout life, but every bit of this hearing is an effective
being sown with the Word. For these constant hearers “go on receiving" the Word, and to indicate this
we have mpaSe'xowaI. (the preposition lending eﬁective
force to the verb) and not merely Mpﬂdvoum as in v. 16.

Mark #:20
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Matthew says of the good heater that he understands,
Mark (plural) that they receive or accept, Luke that

they hold fast, and all three mean the same thing.
The result is that these hearers “bring fruit,” go
on bringing it throughout their future lives. The question is raised as to whether to regard iv in the three

phrases as a variant for cis- which is used in v. 8, or to
read Ev, “one,” like 3 pc’v and 3 86 in Matthew. To regard
e'v as a preposition seems too difﬁcult. Some have e‘v
mean “consisting in thirty,” etc., but av has no verbal

meaning of any kind, and if it had it would cease to be
a variant of the at: in v. 8. The breathings and the accents are later additions to the text and thus may be
faulty as they are in this case where, according to
B.-D., 248, 3, 2v is the correct reading. This neuter, like
those used in Matthew, means that one seed of the
Word produces 30, one 60, one 100 others. It is not
the man but the Word that multiplies. The Word is a
ﬁxed entity and as such neither to be increased or decreased. Its multiplication consists in its spread in
one heart and from one heart to other hearts. It is
thus that the hearers bear fruit. When the Word remains and ﬂourishes in a heart, repentance, faith,
Christian virtues and works result, whereby the Word
spreads.
The question regarding the diﬂ’erence in yield so
that the good heart makes one seed of the Word bear

thirty, another sixty, another a hundred, is part of
the greater question as to why the Word fares so differently in different hearers. In some it does not get
beyond the surface, in others it gets only just beneath
the surface, in still others its top is smothered, and
only in a fourth class does it ﬂourish, some of it pro-

ducing an increase of thirty, some of it sixty, some of it
a hundred.

The usual view —- one that relieves the commentator of further thought — is that neither the parable
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nor -its"interpretation by 'Jesus offer an explanation 'of
the diiference described. Those who, nevertheless, give
an explanation restrict the parable to the very ﬁrst
contact of the Word with the human heart. Then even
a man like Trench, who intends to hold most ﬁrmly to
the unquestioned doctrine that all hearts are by nature
wholly depraved, and none are made better save by the
Word alone, allows himself to be caught in a plain contradiction of this doctrine by calling some hearts f‘ﬁt—
ter” for receiving the seed of everlasting life, “latent
sons of peace” who contain tinder which the Word may
set aﬁre while others have no tinder; or contain “par.ticles of true metal” which the magnet of the Word
draws to itself while other hearts have no such particles. But this explanation is synergistic if not Pelagian.
What the parable and its exposition describe is the
ﬁnal fate of the Word in the hearts of men. When life
is done, some show a harvest, grains running to thirty,
to sixty, even to a hundred; all the rest show no harvest at all. Some never let the Word in, some never
let it root, some never let it grow up. This ﬁnal fate
of the Word is shown us now so that we may examine
ourselves as to how we are treating the Word now,
before life is done. This is done because, thOugh no
man can change himself, God has means to change us
z all, trodden path, rocky places, briar patches, into good
soil for his Word. This means of God is the Word
itself as this is exhibited in this very parable. Like all
the Scripture revelations of man’s sinful state, this
one, too, aims at the conscience and repentance, thus
opening the soul for the gospel. The more it is opened,

the more fruit will there be in the end.
21) And he went on to say to them: Certainly
‘ the lamp does not come in order to be placed under
the peck measure or under the bed. Is it not in
order to he placed on the lampstand? For nothing
is hidden except in order to be made manifest; nor
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did something happen hidden away but in order to
cometo light. If one has ears to hear, let him be

hearing!

'

After the interruption (v. 10-20) Mark proceeds
with a record of the parables which Jesus spoke from
the boat (v. 1) ; Luke 8:16-18 is a parallel. “To them”
appears only here and in v. 24 and not in v. 26 or v. 30.
The antecedent would be the disciples and the Welve
who are mentioned in v. 10, and, in fact, these brief
parabolic statements apply especially to this narrower
circle of hearers. Jesus has just pictured the hearers
who receive his Word; they are like lamps that have
been lighted. ‘Now lamps are to give light for maple,
and in the same way the disciples are to spread the
light of the Word.
Jesus uses the illustration of the lamp in various
connections, compare Matt. 5 :15 and Luke 11 :33. The
articles used with lamp, peck measure, bed, and lamp-

stand present these objects as those that are naturally
to be found in a house. Jesus uses two questions and
by means of the two interrogative particles pa; and or?
indicates the answers which he expects, “no” to the
ﬁrst and “yes” to the second. A bit of humor plays
into the ﬁrst question, for it is rather ridiculous to
bring a burning lamp into the room and then to hide
it from sight.

The )uixvoc was a receptacle for oil which on one and
had a snout through which the wick passed and on the
opposite end a curved handle. A slender stand was
regularly provided for this lamp, and when the‘lighted
lamp “comes,” home by a servant, it is placed on this
stand so that people in the room may see. Some old
references have been hunted up which say that a prism,
a vessel that was a little smaller than our peck measure, was at times placed over a lighted lamp; but no one

has ever found that it was placed under a bed or (touch.
The reference to the bed doubles and thus intensiﬁes
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the thought. Who would bring a lighted lamp just
in order (rm) to set it where its light could do no good?
If its light is not wanted, the lamp is not lighted in
the ﬁrst place or is blown out after having been lighted.
When the lamp comes in, this is done in order that it
be placed upon the lampstand to light those in the

room.
The interpretation is obvious. For what do you
suppose Jesus lighted us? To have our light, the Word

which illumines us, hidden away where no one can see
it? No; we are to be lamps that are set out prominently on lampstands. The Word we possess is to enlighten also others.

22)

The statement that all hidden things are to

be exposed is used also in other connections in Matt.
10 :26 and Luke 12 :2. Here it helps to elucidate what
is said about the real purpose of a lighted lamp. Note
the parallelism and the rhythmic repetition in the two
synonymous statements. Note likewise the paradoxical form of the thought: a thing is not hidden except
in order to be made manifest — a thing never happened hidden away but in order to come to manifestation, i. e., to light.
R. 999 would regard the two In as being about
equal to am»: with the inﬁnitive : “except so as to be made
manifest,” etc.; but we see no reason for altering the
ﬁnal force of In: “in order to,” etc. Now one would
think that a thing is hidden for the very purpose that
it shall not be made manifest and generally known, but
Jesus says the purpose is the very opposite; men likewise generally think that, when something occurs
(e'yémo), when they do something so that it is hidden
away completely (dwdxpv¢ov, which is stronger than the
preceding xpu'rniv), this is done in order that it may not
come to light (eie ¢av¢p6v, a standard phrase), but Jesus
says the very opposite. To understand this we should
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know that the two In state, not the purpose of men who
do the hiding, but the divine purpose which frustrates
this secretive purpose of men. God will see to it that
all secret things are revealed; in fact, he will cause
men to hide things for the very purpose of having
them exposed.
The two propositions are entirely general and thus
apply in all directions. They constitute a principle
which works itself out in all cases. In thousands of
instances we ourselves see how secret things come to
light sooner or later in spite of men’s eiforts to keep
them in darkness. In some instances the principle does
not seem to work out, for example, some crimes are not

cleared up, the criminal is not discovered. But read I
Cor. 4 :5 and Rom. 2 :16. If not in time then at the end
God will bring to light even the secrets of men’s hearts.
In the present connection Jesus is thinking of the
blessed secrets of the gospel. His disciples are the lamp
that is to be placed on the lampstand and not to be hidden away in an unnatural manner. The mystery of
the gospel is to shine forth in the world. Thus the
principle works out in what pertains to God himself,
namely in his plan of salvation (Eph. 3:3-6). He
makes his children the light of the world. This very
light of the gospel will expose the dark and hidden
things of the world and will thus show what they really
are (Eph. 5:13) and thus begin the work that God
himself will ﬁnish at the great judgment.
23) Compare what is said on v. 9. We see no
difference between 6: and us, both words apply to all
the hearers of Jesus, to others as well as to the disciples. While the at’rrois that occurs in v. 21 and 24
seems to refer especially to the disciples, others, too,
are to ponder on what Jesus says, i.e., to discover the
application of his striking ﬁgurative language. All
will claim to have good ears for hearing—then let them
use their ears and “be hearing.”
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24') Jesus most likely paused at this point and
then presently continued. In what measure you go
on measuring it shall be measured to you, and more
shall he added for good measure to you. For he
who has, to him shall be given; and he who has not,
even what he has shall be taken away from him.

See v. 21 on «161039. Jesus calls on all his disciples
especially but also on the multitude to give heed censtantly (puma, durative present imperative) to whatthey are hearing (dxotie‘re, also durative) from Jesus
now and at other times; 1! dxmﬁm is an indirect question
and refers to the substance of what Jesus is saying and
the people are hearing. Unless they look well to it,
their hearing will bring them nothing. Superﬁcial
hearing is always bad, especially in regard to spiritual
matters.

Jesus used the next saying or mashal also in other
connections (Matt. 7 :2; Luke 6:38). In this connection
it evidently refers to the way in which men treat the
instruction of Jesus. The dictum has a moral basis:
the measure we use in measuring out to others is the
measure we ask to ,be used when it is measured out to
us; we have no right to ask that a diﬁerent measure be
used for us. It would be a piece of grave injustice to
allow us to use one measure for others and then use
a diﬁerent measure when something is to be measured
out to us. God will see to it that such a thing is not permitted. The dictum is really neutral. The same measure
we use is to be used for us. To use either a larger or a
smaller measure for us would be morally wrong. Men
may try to do one or the other, but God never
does. Ordinarily something over and above («p59 in the
verb) is put in for good measure. The measure is
heaped up generously. Jesus does not say that we shall
measure so bountifully, but he does say that we shall
be treated in that way, namely by him and by God.
Both pamoﬁo'erm and «'30me are impersonal and,
as passives, indicate that God is the agent.
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What Jesus means is explained (ydp) by an-

other mashal which is also used in other connections
(Matt. 25 :29; Luke 19:26). To the man who has, still
more shall be given; and the man who has not, from
him shall be taken even what he has. We might think
that the reverse should be done, that he who has might

be called on to give up something of what he has while
the poor man who has not ought to be given as much
as possible. But this would be morally wrong, a superﬁcial judgment that overlooks what lies back of this
one man’s having and the other man’s not having. The
one man measured with a. generous measure and thus
grew rich because the same generous measure was
used also for measuring to him; the reason the other

man remained poor is that he used a measure that held
almost nothing, and instead of adding when he measured he did the opposite, he subtracted even from the
tiny measure, and so, when the same sort of measuring
was applied to him, and subtraction was likewise
made, he lost even the little that he had at ﬁrst, and it
certainly served him right.
Putting these moral dicta, as Jesus does, in this
general and universal form makes them more effective
and convincing. That is valid also for the present
application, the treatment which the hearers of Jesus
give him and his instruction. He bade them to see well
to what they were hearing. Let them bring a full
measure of attention and eagerness to learn—Jesus
would return to them even a fuller measure of precious
and saving truth. To what they had far more would be
given. But those who cared not to heed, who brought
no need and no desire to Jesus, would naturally ﬁnd
the same measure measured out to them, and that most
generously, even going them one better in niggardliness. And by keeping this up (Ina-peers, present to indicate continuous practice) the result would be loss of
the little that these hearers had‘at the start. 'Wem
‘ is derived frOm-azpo.
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26)

There is another interval.

And he went

on to say. So is the kingdom of God as when a man
casts the seed on the earth and sleeps and rises night
and day, and the seed sprouts and is lengthened,
how he himself does not know.

Only Mark records this parable. It is distinct from
the parable of the tares, and the effort to make them
one misunderstands both. On My: see v. 11; Jesus
continues to speak from the boat to the great multitude
on the shore (v. 1, 2). “So,” all-ms, is placed emphatically forward: so is the kingdom and not otherwise.
0n “the kingdom of God” see the exposition in 1:15.
God’s wonderful rule of grace is “as when a man casts
the seed on the earth,” etc. In each of the parables
about the kingdom only one of its grand features is
pictured. So the sense is that in a certain respect the
kingdom is like that which is here pictured, and «k- is
correlative with 051-09. On a: Without iv (ea) in the
sense of “as if” or “as when" see R. 974; B.-D. 380, 4.
If the question is asked whether God’s rule of grace
in its entirety is pictured here or only his grace in
individual men, we answer that every individual “seed”
is referred to as it is cast, grows, and comes to fruit,
and that in this manner the whole grainﬁeld where all
this seed grows together is referred to. The comparison is not between the kingdom and the seed alone but
between the kingdom and the entire action described:
a man casting seed, sleeping, rising, and the seed growing to maturity without his knowing how.

“A man,” indeﬁnite, but “the seed” and “the earth,”
both deﬁnite. The weight of meaning rests, not on the
man, for any man who sows would serve in the parable,
but on what this particular seed does when it gets into
the earth. For this seed is undoubtedly the Word of
God (v. 14) save that Jesus now pictures the life that is
in the seed, a life which has the power of growth and
development unto maturity in itself. In the parable of
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the Sower (v. 3-9) Jesus pictured the soil into which
this seed may fall.
What a wonderful thing seed is! Yet how thoughtlessly men handle it when they sow it, see its growth,
or harvest its returns. It is one of nature’s miracles,
and Jesus sets the mystery of it vividly before our eyes
as he uses this miracle in picturing his kingdom. All
that a man does is “to throw the seed on the earth,” and
that is all he can do; the seed itself does all the rest.
Jesus began with the different kinds of soil (v. 3-9) and
now follows with a second chapter regarding the seed
itself. In the ﬁrst parable we saw it yielding 30, 60,
100 grains when growing in good earth; we now see
how it does this — in a secret and mysterious way.
“The earth" pictures human hearts, namely those
that are good hearts (v. 20), in which the seed ﬂourishes. Jesus is not repeating the ﬁrst parable, wherefore we here disregard the diﬂ'erences in the Soil. Some
stress the earth in regard to what it does for the growth
of the seed. Bengel has said well (in connection with
at’n’opdm) that neither the cultivation nor the rain and
the sunshine are excluded but simply taken for granted.
So “the earth" is only the medium in which the seed
grows. It has no life and can produce no life; all the
life is in the seed.
There is no synergistic or semi-Pelagian thought in

this parable but the very opposite, the monergism of
the Word. The earth simply lies there, it does not
reach out or even call for the seed; the seed must be
brought to the earth by the will of another. So is the
natural human heart. The Word must be cast into it by
another, must lodge there and grow; then that heart
has spiritual life in it, the living Word. This is how
regeneration, the implanting of spiritual life in the
soul, takes place. We cannot, therefore, speak of “two
factors”: the seed as “the divine working of grace” and
the earth as “the moral self-activity of man.” It is the
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seed alone that has life and grows, not the earth, .and
the seed merely grows in the earth and with its living.
power draws what it desires from the lifeless earth. It
is always the divine Word alone which has life and
imparts it to us so-that it may grow in us; our hearts

are but the soil and nothing more.
27) In the ﬁrst parable the sewer is Christ, and
we may take it that in this parable “a man” who casts
seed on the earth is again Christ. But some feel a difﬁculty in thinking that Christ sleeps-and rises night
and day and does not know how the seed grows. Of
course, the fact that he commissions the sickle, namely
in the judgment, seems quite in order. The difﬁculty
is not met by thinking of this sower as being the human agents through whom Jesus works and attributing the sleeping, etc., to them, for they do not gather
the harvest in the end. Moreover, this changes the
sleeping, etc., into the reality whereas it is only a part
of the ﬁgure, and we should not confuse the two. Commentators generally pass over this point, yet it is quite
a feature in the parable and calls for interpretation.
The solution is simple enough. The heavenly Sower
never sleeps or slumbers (Ps. 121 :4), for him there is
no night nor day, and he who gave the Word certainly
knows all about the mysteries of its development in our
hearts. What Jesus does in the parable is to compare
himself to a man who scatters his seed and trusts that
seed to grow of its own power. This trust is exhibited
in the man’s actions: he sleeps night after night and
rises day after day and never worries about the seed.
In fact, he does not even know how it grows, he knows
only that it does so. This graphically illustrates the
conﬁdence that Jesus has in his Word. He himself did
only one thing, namely sow the Word, and made only
one provision, namely that his disciples should con‘
tinue sowing the Word. The Word, properly sown, is
all that is needed, it takescare of itself, it is full of life
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and power (Heb. 4:12). As for anything else, Jesus
might just as well be as unconcerned as is the man to

whom he compares himself. The parable reduces the
great divine realities to a lowly human form in order
that we may in a way apprehend them for our salvation.
The accusatives vim-a mi ﬁpaépav state that the sleeping and the rising go on continually (R. 470), and the
night is put ﬁrst because sleeping comes ﬁrst. Although the seed is only cast on the earth, and the sower
pays absolutely no more attention to it, the seed gives
a good account of itself. It sprouts promptly and is
then lengthened in the rising stalk (or we may regard
111;qu as a middle: “lengthens itself”). The present
tenses describe the process. 'This is so wonderful that
the man himself does not know how it happens. Asa-6s
does not refer to 6 amipos, for lack of knowledge cannot
be attributed to seed; it refers to ivopam'oc.
The debate about as is unnecessary. It does not
.mean “while he does not know.” Its proper meaning
is “how”; the man does not understand the mystery of
what takes place in the sprouting and the growing of
the seed. Regarded thus, in does not imply that the
man takes no interest in the seed and in its growth. And
the clause does not refer to the person in whose heart
the seed is sown, nor can it be said that he does not
know how the new life started and grew in him.
“How he does not know himself,” with m’m's placed
emphatically at the end, applies, ﬁrst of all, to the
growth of natural seed. This is as true with regard to
the scientist who spends hours and days with cunning
instruments and skill to ﬁnd out what the life is that
does these astounding things as regarding the unpretending farmer who seeds his ﬁeld and then cares no
more, goes to sleep after his daily labors, works at
other things day after day, and trusts that the seed will
take care of itself. Because some men who boast of
scientiﬁc knowledge trouble the faith of our people, we
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must emphasize the ignoramus et igmrabimus of the
highest science in the domain of natural life, as to what

life really is, and what this power of life and growth
— even in a tiny grain of wheat — really is.
But if it must be said of the earthly “he does not
know how,” it must be said much more about the spiritual. No dissecting hand is able to lay bare the life in
the Word. The growth and power that are in the Word
when, falling into the sinner’s heart, it sends out its
rootlets, shoots up a blade and stalk and an ear, i. e.,
regenerates, renews, and sanctiﬁes a soul, are utterly
beyond our comprehension. Yet the blessed reality is
before and within us, we are “born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the Word of God
which abideth forever . . . . And this is the Word
which by the gospel is preached unto you.” See James
1:18; I Pet. 1:23, 25; I John 5:1.
Many have lost faith in this divine seed and sow
other seed of human hybridizing. They will never
get anything but weeds from their sowing, ﬂourishing

weeds perhaps, but only weeds after all. Some grow
overanxious when they preach the Word and fear that
it will not do its work unless they keep helping it on in
some manner. But all their added efforts only hinder
the Word in its normal work. Complete trust in the
Word is the only reaction that does justice to it. “Behold, the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of
the earth, and hath long patience for it, until he receive the early and the latter rain,” James 5 :7.

28)

Automatically the earth hears fruit, ﬁrst

a grass-blade, then an ear, then full grain in the car.
Now when the fruit allows, he commissions the sickle
because the harvest is come.

The Greek often uses an adjective where the English has an adverb; so atmpdm modiﬁes 1) yi. After
what has been said about the seed it would be unwar-ranted to ascribe the life and the growth to the earth,
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or to let the earth share in this power and this growth.
This is done by the synergists who refer to the moral
powers of the natural man. The earth “bears fruit”
only because it is the medium for the living powers of
the seed. This it does “automatically,” as a matter of
course; “of itse ” is misleading. So as a matter of
course our hearts bear fruit when the divine Word enters them and develops its power in us.

This occurs

when the Word remains in us and not when we lose,
destroy, uproot it, which considerations are omitted
from this parable.
“First, a grass-blade,” etc., is often quoted and variously applied; in this connection it describes one
thing: the progressive course of the spiritual life.

It

cannot refer to conversion and regeneration, then increase of faith, ﬁnally good works, for good works appear from the new birth onward. The very confession
of faith is the best good work. There is a sense in

which the spiritual life that is produced by the Word
can be said always to be with full corn in the ear.
When children die, Christ does not harvest partly
grown grain. We may make thedistinction that those
who have passed through years of trial, going forth
and weeping, bearing precious seed, shall doubtless
come again with rejoicing, bringing their sheaves with
them, Ps. 126 :6; while those who die in younger years
indeed bring their ripe grain, but not such large shocks

or so many sheaves. Some would refer xépm to the
faith of children, mixln to that of young people, and
«A1591, atrov c’v n5 a-rdxui to that of old people. They quote
I John 2 :12, etc. But many of all ages have but a tiny
faith, and some children and some youths excel many of
their elders in faith. It would be dangerous to teach old

people that they have reached the fullest development.
What the text 03ers is only one thing, namely the
progressive development of all that is spiritual in man.
Is it faith? That grows from blade to ear and to full
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corn in the ear.

Is it love — hope — patience —

knowledge — any Christian virtue? All these grow
because they have been produced by the Word, they are
“fruit” at any stage or at any time of life although the
text does not include this feature. It conﬁnes itself
to the imagery of natural grain which is reaped when
it is mature. One point should be added, namely that

the Word is sown, not merely once, but constantly.
What the parable, because of the limitations of human
imagery, is compelled to depict as one sowing is in
reality the one that goes on throughout the believer’s
life, and so ever more fruit is produced by the Word.

29)

We may read either rape/Sc; or mpaSoZ, for both

are subjunctives. The verb is intransitive, and we
should not supply an object, airov or Emmi» This means
that we accept the meaning “to allow" (R. V. margin
and the dictionaries) although this verb is not used
thus elsewhere in the New Testament, which makes

commentators hesitate. “When the fruit is ripe” is an
interpretative translation which renders the‘gen'eral
sense. v’Awroo-rc'm 11‘) Spe'wavov (Jesus says “sickle," not

reapers) is like the LXX’s translation of Joel 3 :13 and
like Rev. 14 :15: “he sends forth the sickle.” The verb
“commissions" means more than “sends,” for the mission that is to be carried out is implied, namely the
harvesting.

_ Dryander writes: “The full corn in the ear may
have ripened slowly, one car after another; wherever
it is given to a man to say in humility, I stand in faith

and know how precious my faith is; wherever a man
has discovered in humility that this faith in him has
become .a power to tread under foot sin, wrath, and
passion, casting of what is objectionable to God, and
putting on what is pleasing to him; wherever a man by
this faith of his overcomes the cares and the lust of
this world and bears within-him a peace which the
World neither gives nor takes, and where by- virtue of
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his faith he grows into heart humility and love — there
is the living spirit fruit of the kingdom of God. The
great Lord of the harvest lets none of it spoil. He gathé
ers it for the harvest of his kingdom. Yea, he turns it
into a new sowing of his kingdom and makes more new
fruit of sanctiﬁcation grow from it until-the last harvest begins and with it the consummation of the kingdom in glory. Then all the hidden growth of the kingdom of God will become visible and also all apparent
resting; and all painful cessation and upward striving
will resolve itself into blessed praise.”
With a diﬁerent image Paul describes the growth
that reaches ripeness, Eph. 4:11-15;' note the words
“unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature

of the fulness of Christ,” and “may grow up into him
in all things." As we have indicated in connection with
v. 26, every individual in the kingdom is referred to in
this parable and thus, since they all belong together,
the kingdom itself in its entirety. This enables us to
interpret “when the fruit allows” with reference to
each individual and to the entire church. “The harvest is come” (ampe’omm, perfect is always used as a
present) means in the case of the individual the time
of death and in the case of the kingdom the last great
day. “The sickle" that the Lord commissions to cut
the grain is in the case of the individual death itself
and in the case of the kingdom the divine power that
changes it from grace to glory.
30) And he went on to. say, How shall we make
a likeness of the kingdom of God, or in what parable

shall we set it forth? As .to a kernel of mustard.
which, when it is sown on the earth, though being
smaller than all the seeds on the earth, even when it
is sown, comes up and becomes greater than all the

vegetables and makes great branches so thatnnder
its shadow the birds of the heaven are able to go

touting,
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On my: see v. 11. Matthew says that Jesus placed
another parable before his hearers, which indicates
how Jesus proceeded. Each parable was presented by
itself after a sufﬁcient interval. The evangelists indicate this: Mark, for instance, by introducing each par-

able with «a2 Reva. The exceptional feature about this
parable is the fact that Jesus asks his hearers — not
merely the Twelve or the disciples — what likeness or
parable to use for the kingdom of God (on which see
1:15). Both questions mean the same thing, both have
the deliberative subjunctive save that “likeness” in the
verb of the ﬁrst is deﬁned by “parable" in the phrase
of the second. “0r" presents an alternative, yet not
an opposite but a parallel.
These questions would naturally arouse the attention of the hearers although all evidence shows that
Jesus never lacked attention. Jesus now wanted more
than mere attention, he wanted his hearers themselves
to think of the kingdom of God, to study its nature and
its characteristics so as to make illustrative comparisons with earthly things. The fact that these questions are addressed to the mixed multitude did not, of
course, imply that men who are still outside of the
kingdom could suggest ﬁtting likenesses to anything in
the kingdom, and that Jesus invited them to do so.
Such men would have to answer: “We are unable to
offer anything.” And by answering thus they would
realize their condition and feel the call and the urge to
enter the kingdom.
31) Hu'is and as are correlatives, the second answering to the ﬁrst; the dative Ktilaap agrees with the

phrase iv rim rape-Boar}. In this parable we again have a
seed, not of wheat or barley as in the preceding parables, but of the mustard plant, Simpz's nigra, the gar-

den variety since it is compared with garden vegetables, and Luke states that it was planted “in a garden,”
and not Salvadora. persica, the mustard tree. The kingdom is like a kernel of mustard because, like it. the rule
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of Christ’s grace among men has a phenomenal growth
from the tiniest beginning. The parable is very clear
once it is stated; yet who of us would have noticed this
remarkable resemblance?
The comparison becomes the more striking when
we see that this mustard kernel is Jesus himself, for
the kingdom grOWs from him, the King. Some think
that the mustard seed was chosen, not because of its
tiny size, but also because of its pungent taste. “Its
heat, its ﬁery vigor, the fact that only through being
bruised it gives out its virtue, and all this under so
insigniﬁcant an appearance and in so small a compass,”
Trench thinks may have prompted the choice. In the
parable, however, the point is altogether the great
growth of this small seed.
If the kernel of mustard is Jesus, then the man who
sowed it cannot again be Jesus as some think in connection with John 12:24. This sower must be the Father who gave his only-begotten Son and sent him that
the world might be saved, John 3:16, 17. Mark uses
the passive mapﬁ, which leaves the subject unstated; he
states twice that the mustard was sown, ﬁrst with the
emphasis on Bray, secondly with the emphasis on Wapﬁ.
These two aorists speak of the single complete act of
being sown. It is essential to the parable that the kernel of mustard actually be sown; otherwise its resemblance to one great feature of the kingdom would not
be apparent. “On the earth” refers to the world; Matthew speaks of the ﬁeld, and Luke of the garden. Christ
was planted in the world by being planted in the garden of Israel; salvation for the world is “of the Jews,”
John 4:22. The gender of pmpérepov and of the participle 5v is due to attraction with the neuter ”twain-w.
Jesus is speaking of the seeds that were ordinarily
planted in the ancient gardens, hence the remark that
botanists know of many still smaller seeds is pointless.
32) Kai 570.1! m). is not adversative, “but” or “yet
when,” etc., as our versions translate, not adversative
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even by introducing an adversative thought. This
clause merely repeats the same clause that is written
in v. 31 and thus emphasizes the fact that the kernel
must be sown; mu' is our “even” and thus leaves the
entire sentence from as onward quite regular. The entire process is sketched: the mustard seed “comes up,”
“becomes the greatest of all the vegetables,” “and
makes great branches" — from the smallest beginning
to the greatest development; misc»: is neuter to agree
With umpo'rcpov 5v (wéppa) .

'

We think of the little Babe in Bethlehem, of the
small following of Jesus when his work seemed to end
with his death, and then of the phenomenal development during all the years since that time. In 3 deg
spised corner of the world, from a carpenter’s home,
came a teacher who gathered a handful of ordinary
disciples and then fell into the hands of his enemies
and died a wretched malefactor’s death. This was no
tower of Babel, nothing big in the eyes of the world.
Yet this was the kingdom that was to encircle the world
and that is to shine in glory forever, I Cor. 15:27, 28.
Read the remarkable description in Ezek. 17:22-24.
The great branches are not the great Christian denominations but the Christian believers in all the lands of
the earth.
The result of this growth is described by «ta-re with
the inﬁnitive: “so that under its shadow the birds of
the heaven (meaning the wild birds) are able to go
tenting,” the present tense of the inﬁnitive describes
their sheltered stay. Only their stay is mentioned and
not their eating of the seeds of the great mustard plant.
Since the mustard tree itself is the kingdom, all who
are in this kingdom are part of the tree. The wild birds
who tent in the branches are not members of the kingdom; their stay in the branches is only temporary.
These wild birds are men in general who are living in
all lands and ﬁnd the church beneﬁcial and enjoy its
wholesome inﬂuence in the world.
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This parable pictures the kingdom in its visible
growth. A number of thoughts are directly involved
and necessarily implied. The entire power of this
kingdom is divine. It is a living organism, and its life
and its power are undying — all other growths of earth
have the germs of decay and death in them. The growth
continues throughout time (Matt. 24:14). As long as
God’s kingdom was present in the Old Testament believers it was conﬁned to them; the parable describes
the kingdom of the New Testament, which is unconﬁned and spreads over the whole world. Vital growth
is described and not outward organization in great
numbers (the ideal of Rome and of not a few Protestants). Being Christ’s rule of grace, the kingdom is
always spiritual. This spirituality is, however, itself
power and, although being invisible, makes its pres-

ence manifest in many outward and visible ways. This
parable stimulates faith, encourages us in our work,
and ﬁlls us with hope and joy.
33) And with many parables of this kind he
continued to speak the Word to them even as they
were able to hear; and without parable he was not
accustomed to speak to them; in private, however,
to his own disciples he kept solving everything.
These two verses regarding the general practice of
Jesus close another subdivision of the ﬁrst part of
Mark’s Gospel; compare the general statements that
close the preceding subparts: 2:35-39 and 3 :7-12. This
use of parables in speaking the Word to the people in
no way excludes the possibility that on the occasion
mentioned in v. 1, 2, when the people stood on the shore
and Jesus taught them from a boat, he used also other
parables than the few Mark records in this chapter.
The imperfect am. conveys the thought that teaching
by means of parables became the practice of Jesus.

K404!»- shows that this corresponded to the ability of the
people to hear what Jesus had to say.
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’Axodcw is not to be understood in the intensive sense
of understanding the inner meaning of the parables
but in the ordinary sense of hearing so as to remember.
What Mark intends to say is that Jesus could do little
more than to use parabolic language. Unbelief did not
and should not (v. 11, 12) penetrate this language; but
unless Jesus should cease teaching the multitudes altogether, the alternative left to him was to offer them
parables. The nature of these was to ﬁx themselves in
the memory with the hope that faith might eventually
be kindled in some of the hearers and the truth penetrate their hearts. Otherwise the judgment that they
should not understand would remain in force.
34) The negative statement which is now added
emphasizes the positive and at the same time makes
clear that Jesus now followed the custom of using
many parables whenever and wherever he taught. It
is overstraining this statement to think that Jesus
spoke nothing but parables, for “Without parable”
means only that he inserted many parables into his
discourses. Quite a number of them have been preserved to us. But “to his own disciples,” to the Twelve,
he expounded everything “in priva ,” Ka-r’ stay, an
idiomatic phrase. This, too, was a practice that Jesus
followed. as the imperfect 6mm: indicates; “he kept
solving everything,” all that the disciples had difficulty
in understanding.
35) And he says to them on that day, evening
having come, Let us go across to the other side! And
having left the multitude, they take him along as he

was in the boat. And other boats were in his company.
The account is that of an eyewitness, is dated speciﬁcally and made vivid, with details. We accept Mark’s
dating of the storm “on that day” when Jesus spoke

the parables from the boat to the multitude on the
shore (v. 1, 2). This helps us to understand Matthew’s
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account when he writes in 13:36 that after he had
spoken the parables Jesus dismissed the multitude,
went to his house, and expounded the parable of the
taros (darnel) to the disciples; and then in v. 53 that
after having spoken the parables he went thence, i.e.,
crossed the lake and experienced the storm. Matthew
and Mark thus agree. The latter reports that Jesus proposes to cross the lake “when evening came,” which
allows ample time for Matthew’s addition that Jesus ﬁrst-

took the disciples to his home for private instruction.
This helps us to understand Matthew's account of
the storm in 8 :23, etc. Matthew ﬁrst presents the great
teaching of Jesus by recording the Sermon on the Mount
(chapters 5-7). He then proceeds with an account of
the miracles (chapters 8, 9). He ﬁrst of all narrates
miracles that followed on the day of the sermon (8:117) ; he then turns to the evening of which Mark writes
and relates that a crowd had again gathered at the
home of Jesus, and that this induced Jesus to decide to
leave. Matthew then reports the storm and the miracles
that followed on the next day and completes his preliminary survey of the miracles in chapters 8, 9 to match
his account of the teaching recorded in chapters 5-7.
As Matthew selects his material in chapters 8, 9
without regard to chronology, so Mark, too, disregards
the connection of time in chapter 2; for in this chapter
he reports what occurred after the return of Jesus
from the. trip across the lake (Mark 5 :21; Matt. 9:1).

Both evangelists thus record groups of connected events
in a free manner, according to their signiﬁcance and
not merely according to their sequence in time. This
creates problems in harmony but affords no justiﬁcation for the charge that the evangelists openly contra,dict each other, which they never do.
ALEXOmpcv is the hortative subjunctive: “Let us go
across”; (is 75 ms'pav is an idiomatic phrase which sub-
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stantivizes the adverb «épav: “to the (region) beyond."
All that Mark says is that Jesus made this proposal in
the evening of the day when he preached the parables
:from the boat. The sermon did not last until evening.
.After the multitude on the shore was dismissed, Jesus
ﬁrst went home and there instructed the disciples privately, Matt. 13:36, etc. When a new crowd assembled, Jesus gave the order to cross the lake, Matt. 8 :18.
36) The dismissal of the multitude to which Mark
refers is that which occurred immediately after the
preaching of the parables. Mark omits mention of the
return to the house in Capernaum since he has already
stated in v. 34 that Jesus explained everything in private to the disciples. Matt. 8 :23 tells us that Jesus en—
tered a boat, and that the disciples followed him. Mark
is more graphic and repeats the story as he often heard
Peter tell it as to how the disciples “take him along,”

mpaaanﬁdmm, most of them being sailors and thus taking charge of the boat.
“As he was” does not mean “as he was in the boat”
after he had concluded his sermon, for we have learned
that he then went home. “As he was” includes the idea
that on his part Jesus made no preparations although
this implication is sometimes denied. It was evening
after a hard day’s work, and Jesus soon dropped off to
sleep in the boat, which gives “as he was” the meaning: tired and weary as he was. Mark alone adds the
detail that other boats accompanied that of Jesus. Such
individuals of the crowd as could ﬁnd boats used them
to go with Jesus, and also these were overtaken by the
storm.

37) A study of the three accounts of the storm
is highly interesting, for it shows the independence
of each account. And there comes a great hurricane
of wind, and the waves crashed into the boat so that
the boat was already ﬁlling.
Instead of the MM m’pou used by Mark and Luke,
Matthew writes «made, the word for earthquake, which
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is here applied to the heaving waters. Mark has the
waves crashing into the boat and ﬁlling it, Luke that
they were ﬁlling it and placing it in jeopardy, Matthew
that the boat was covered by the waves. The great
danger is thus adequately pictured; June with the inﬁnitive states the result of the waves’ crashing into the
boat, the present inﬁnitive yngwaaz describes the boat
as gradually ﬁlling up.
The lake lies between high hills which form a deep
trough and is thus subject to sudden tempests which at
times develop a terriﬁc fury as they roar down the
gorge. Already the ancient commentators go beyond
the natural causes involved in this storm. We refuse
to bring in the devil or the presence of Judas in the
boat, and we decline to accept the allegories which even
later commentators wrap about the facts to the effect
that upheavals must occur where Jesus is present. We
consider entirely out of place the discussion about the
two natures of Jesus: did his deity sleep? did he foreknow the coming of the storm? and similar tricky
questions. The storm came in the providence of God,

in whose hand are all the forces of nature. The peaceful sleep of Jesus is due to the perfect absence of fear
in his heart and to his absolute trust in his Father’s
care.
. 38) And he was sleeping in the stern on the pi]low; and they arouse him and say to him, Teacher,

dost thou not care that we are perishing?
Luke mentions the sleeping before he tells about the
storm, Matthew and Mark do the reverse. A1516: is emphatic: he continued to sleep in. spite of the storm. The
uproar and the danger did not disturb or waken him.
This fact is more than remarkable. The disciples were
aghast, but Jesus slept quietly on. Mark has received
the details from Peter that Jesus lay asleep “in the
stern” of the boat “on the pillow,” 1-3 upaxaﬁém, lit-'
erally, “the thing for the head,” the article indicating
that this pillow was always there.
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Matthew is most dramatic in describing the action
of the disciples, Luke next, and Mark must rank last
despite the fact that he had Peter’s story to draw on.
Since a number of the disciples aroused Jesus and cried
out to him, their expressions varied, some saying,

“Lord,” some “Teacher,” some “Master, Master.” All
spoke the word about “perishing.” Mark reports that
the question was asked: “Dost thou not care?” literally: “Is it no care to thee that?” etc., and the 51'; clause
is the subject of the impersonal paw, R. 427. It has a
tone of reproach, but this is softened by the implication that it is unbelievable that Jesus should not care.
The fact that these disciples should turn to Jesus
for help is astounding. A number of- them were expert
sailors who knew all about handling a boat, and who
had been in many a violent storm on this lake. They
run to Jesus who had never handled boats but had
worked as a carpenter with his father in Nazareth.
How could a former carpenter help these expert sailors

when all their skill was at an end, and death in the
roaring waves was their certain fate? In the providence of God this storm brought to expression such
faith as they really had. Completely at the end of their
resources, in which they had always taken great pride,
they now throw themselves upon Jesus as their only
hope. They forget that he had never sailed a boat ; they
think not of human but of divine ability in him. They
abandon all human help, the best of which they had in
their own skill; they throw themselves utterly into the
divine hands of Jesus.
That was faith. But their terror, the resorting to
Jesus only in their extremity, their fear of death in the.
waves, are not faith but littleness of faith and are in
glaring contrast with the calmness of Jesus. God’s
providence also revealed this littleness of faith. They
aroused Jesus, broke in on his sleep with differing cries.
The cry reported by Mark is poignant to a degree. The
present tense detha, “we are in the act of perish-
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ing," admits all of the disciples’ abject helplessness in
the imminent catastrophe. The picture could hardly
be more dramatic.
39) And having woke up completely, he rebuked the wind and said to the sea, Be silent! Put
the muzzle on and keep it on! And the wind grew
tired, and there came a great calm.
There is not a trace of fear or even of startled surprise at the terrible danger. The absolute serenity of
Jesus is astounding. Matthew places the rebuke to the
disciples before the act of stilling the tempest, but
Mark and Luke seem to have the correct order of the
acts. The preposition in the passive aorist participle
awe/39ers intensiﬁes the verb form: Jesus roused up, was
fully awake on the instant. The rebuke to the wind
goes with what Jesus said to the sea, for wind and sea
acted together. Note the two aorists “he rebuked,"
“he said,” both are effective. The mere word of Jesus
was enough. Two words are enough, the asyndeton
makes them both stronger. First the durative present
mom-a, “be silent and keep so right along.” Then one of
the only two perfect imperatives in the New Testa—
ment, wartime, the force of which is: “Put the muzzleon and keep it on!” R. 908. Mark alone reports the.
words that Jesus used.
The result of this command was instantaneous:
“and there came a great calm.” All three synoptists
record the calm, and they all use the signiﬁcant aorist
é-yévm, “there did come” on the instant, in obedience to

that mighty command. It was God’s will in permitting;
the tempest to come at this time that Jesus should re-veal his omnipotent power over the vast forces of
nature by calming wind and waters with one word.

Why should disciples be terriﬁed at the threatening
violence of natural forces when the hand of omnipo-

tent power is over them? The rationalistic attempts to
eliminate the miracle from the narratives are not

worth serious attention.

'
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40) And he said to them, How frightened you
arel. Have you not yet faith? And they feared
with great fear and went on to say to each other.
Who, then, is this, that even the wind and the sea
obey him?
The observation is correct that 11’ 8a»)! go together,
and that n: is not “why,” introducing a question, but
“how,” marking an exclamation: “How cowardly you
are!” Compare the correct reading d (not an) in
Matt. 7 :14: “How narrow the portal,” etc. The question as to why the disciples are frightened would be
superﬂuous because Jesus himself indicates that this
is due to lack of faith. What Jesus does is to express
surprise that they are so fearful and cowardly, that
they show such lack of faith. The rebuke lies in this
exclamation, in the fact that Jesus felt that he had the
right to expect more of them.
Two points, however, deserve attention. There is
nothing in the text to indicate that merely because
Jesus was physically in the boat the disciples had no
right to be afraid. They had no right to be afraid even
if Jesus had not been in the boat. As disciples of Jesus
they were ever in their Father’s care, and that whether
Jesus was physically present with them or not. The
fact that Jesus is now always invisibly present with us
(Matt 28:20), and that we are in his keeping and care
just as we are in our Father’s, should prevent us from
drawing false conclusions from any necessity of his
physical presence.
The other point is that the disciples had no right to
fear even if they perished in the waves. We have no
promise that mortal danger shall never plunge us into
death merely because we are Christ's own. In the
counsel of God it may be his will that we die; we should
then die with the mighty assurance that God's will
sends us what is best. We should die in conﬁdence and
not in fear. The reason these points are so generally
overlooked is. that this historical narrative is so fre-
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quently allegorized, and, even when the eifort is made
to avoid allegory, allegorical ideas still control the
preacher’s mind.
In Matthew, Jesus addresses the disciples as “men
of little faith” and in this way indicates what their
fear showed that they lacked. In Mark and in Luke
this is put into a question with the result that the sense
is much the same. “Have you not yet faith?” and
Luke’s: “Where is your faith?” do not deny that the
disciples have faith but do raise the question about
their faith. These are questions that the disciples themselves are to answer in humble self-examination. They
certame showed mighty little faith in this test. In
fact, they acted as though all the training that Jesus
had given them had not yet produced faith in them.
Where was their faith in this hour when it should have
come out full and strong? This searching question
humbled the disciples, shamed them. They had reason
to hang their heads. At the same time this question
urged them and prodded what faith they had. They
saw how much they needed a faith, strong and courageous, and how much Jesus wanted them to have such a.
faith.
41) Matthew notes the astonishment, Mark thefear, and Luke both fear and astonishment in recording the effect of the miracle. Mark has the cognate
accusative: é¢oﬁﬁoqaav qbéﬁov, “feared greatly” or “with
great fear,” which is explained in R. 468. The aorist
records the fact as such, nor have we any trouble in
understanding this as the eﬂ’ect. This is not the same

fear as that which is expressed in Sakai, namely cowardly terror. The danger was past. This “great fear”
is the feeling of overpowering awe that was caused by"
the revelation of almighty power. This feeling is bound.
to overcome weak mortals when, in their littleness, they
meet the Omnipotent and behold his might. The dis-ciples were not afraid of Jesus, did not run from him,
but now looked upon him with the greatest awe. Mat--
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thew writes “the men” did this, which becomes clear
when we recall Mark’s remark that other boats were
in the company of Jesus on this occasion and witnessed
the miracle (v. 36).
The second effect was that the disciples (and the
others) went on to ask the pertinent question: "Who,
then,-is this?" etc. Matthew states a little more speciﬁcally: “What kind of person is this ?” The insertion
of dpa bases the question on what the disciples had experienced. All the synoptists have the signiﬁcant mine,
“this one” or “this person,” and by this demonstrative
connect Jesus with what he had done. The point in
asking in regard to his person is stated in the 31-; clause.
"On is consecutive (R. 1001), almost equal to am (R.
699) : “seeing tha ” or simply “that” (and not “since”
or “because”).
The great single occurrence is generalized: “even
the wind and the sea obey him,” immioum, present
tense, do so as a matter of course. R. 1182 translates
the two mi “both . . . and,’{ but this fact that both
wind and sea obey sounds as if there would be no
marvel if only one of the two obeyed. No, we translate

the ﬁrst «at “even” and put wind and sea together as
compared with other domains in which Jesus showed
his power. These men recognized that even the mighty
elements, wind and sea, were wholly subject to the
mere command of Jesus. Their experience was too tremendous to permit any rationalizing explanation.
All the evangelists stop with the great question
which passed from mouth to mouth and append none
of the answers that were given. There was little need
to record the answers. Yet we are told that the thought
is in no way indicated that by stilling the tempest
Jesus revealed Himself as God. But we at once feel that

this assertion of the older rationalism and of its off-_
spring, modernism, is in contradiction with the text

and with the Gospels in general. ”Who but God can
make the raging wind and sea obey a word?

CHAPTER V
1) And they came to the other sicle into the
country of the Gerasenes.
Mark speaks of Jesus and his disciples when he
says “they came”; the men in the other boats (4:36)
are no longer in the story. The phrase (is 1'3 we'pav is the
same as that occurring in 4:35. Matthew calls the 10cality “the country of the Gadarenes,” he names it
after the main city Gadara. The readings in the three
synoptists vary between Gadarenes, Gerasenes, and
Gergesenes. While Gadarenes seems assured as the
reading in Matthew, in Mark the textual evidence
would point to Gerasenes as the proper reading. The
matter belongs to the text critics and the geographers.
In Mark the locality would be named after the famous
city Gerasa, which was better known to Gentile readers
than Gadara. Mark would thus name the general
locality and include that section which is named from
Gadara. The distance of either Gadara or Gerasa from
the lake is immaterial for the narrative since this
speaks of the region near the lake and not of the vicinity of either of the cities.
2):

And he having gone out of the boat, there

met him immediately out of the tombs a man with an
unclean spirit, who had his dwelling in the tombs.
And no one yet was able to bind him with a chain on
account of his having often been bound with fetters
and chains, and the chains having been broken by
him and the fetters torn to pieces; and no one had
strength to tame him. And always by night and day
in the tombs in the mountains he was yelling and
cutting himself with stones.
Matthew reports that there were two demoniacs,
'but Mark and Luke do not say that there was only one,
(205)
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hence a contradiction in the accounts is excluded. One
of the two was evidently the leader and spokesman, the
other only his companion. These demoniacs met Jesus
on the shore of the lake, not far from the water. ’Ev

«Klimt: is explained by zxmv Wm in Luke 8:27; but it!
itself means that the man was “in connection wit ” the
unclean spirit; compare 1 :23. The descriptions found
in Matthew and in Luke are much briefer although
they are to the same eﬂz‘ect as the full record of Mark.
On the question of demoniacal possession see 1:23.
3) The tombs were chambers that had been hewn
into the rock walls of the cliffs some little distance
from the lake and from the road that ran back from
the shore. Some of these old tombs may have been
abandoned, thus affording dens in which these demoniacs established themselves. In these unclean places
of the dead these men, who were possessed by unclean
spirits, made their habitation. Matthew states that
their ferocity was so great that they rendered the road
unsafe by rushing out with Wild cries and horrible
threats upon any that tried to pass. Luke adds the

detail that they ran about naked. This is another instance in which the synoptists, while telling the same
story, proceed with the most evident independence,
none borrowing from the other, and no prior document

serving as their source. Note the imperfects elxe and
586mm with their durative sense. Attempts had been
made to chain these dangerous demoniacs, b‘ﬁaac, to bind
them permanently, but no one (oﬁxe’n) had as yet succeeded. Note the three negatives in the Greek, each
strengthening the others.

4)

The demoniacs had, indeed, been bound, and

that often, not only with chains, but also with other
fetters, butthe chains had invariably been broken and

the fetters rent in pieces. This was supernatural
strength of the most astonishing kind. Note the construction as 1-6 with. perfect inﬁnitives which indicate
what had happened in the past and was thus true in
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the present. R. 1071 has Sui express, not the evidence,
but the reason; but R. 966 asks why the preposition

does not express both. It certainly does: nc’saus and
when are datives of means, R. 533; and 8min: means
to draw in two and thus to break. Thus, Mark adds,
no one had strength (toxin, imperfect) to tame them

(sapéaai, aorist, actually to tame them). So these demoniacs were free and roamed at will; human power
was unable to do anything to control them.

5)

They roamed about constantly (sta‘n’alﬂ’ét), dur-

ing the night as well as during the day (the genitives
express time within, accusatives would mean all night
and all day long). They were sometimes in their
tombs, sometimes roamed in the mountains. The periphrastic ﬁv Kpdfmv Kai. Karaxo'wrrcov describes what they

did constantly, yelling and cutting themselves with
stones, striking terror into any that came near them,
and wounding their own bodies. The latter is signiﬁcant, for these demons always injured the persons
whom they possessed.
6) And having seen Jesus from afar, he ran
and made oheisance to him, and, yelling with a loud
.voice, he says, What have I to do with thee, Jesus,
Son of God the Highest? I'adjure thee by God that
thou torment me not!
We might expect that the moment the demoniac
saw Jesus from a distance the demon would have compelled him to run away with all his might and to hide
from Jesus. Why does the opposite take place? Why
is the man drawn to Jesus as by a magnet? He actually
ran to Jesus and in Oriental fashion prostrated himself before him. It seems as though the will and the
power of Jesus drew the demoniac to his feet. The
words of the demon accord with this involuntary approach to Jesus, the supreme master of the demon
world whose will and word the demons must obey. The
obeisance is, of course, not “worship” (our versions)
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in the sense of adoration but mere prostration that is
necessitated by the power of a Superior.
7) The aorist participle xpdéas expresses time that
is simultaneous with that of the narrative hiya. The
unnaturalness of thus yelling with all his might at
Jesus while he is bowing before him reveals the uglineSs and the viciousneSs of the demons that are controlling the man. Compare the demon’s action in 1 :23,
etc., who also yelled with a loud voice. The question
n’ epoi m2 aoc' ; is idiomatic, literally: “What is there for
me and for thee ?" It is here to be taken in the sense:
“Do thou leave me alone 1” In 1:23, etc., the one demon
speaks for all; here the legion of demons speaks as one.
In John 2 :4 this idiom is used by Jesus in putting off

an implied request while it is here used to ward off
hostile action from Jesus, B.-P., 335, under 3.70,».
The astounding thing is that the demons openly display their supernatural knowledge. The demoniac had
never seen Jesus, yet the demons in him call Jesus by
his name. The spirits always know who Jesus is and in
a malicious fashion yell out their mysterious knowledge. So the demon voice shouts: “Son of God the
Highest.” The demons are determined to publish the
deity of Jesus as if to spite him who wanted men to
arrive at this knowledge by faith in his words and his
works. Jesus usually silences them at once. Those
who deny the possibility of demoniacal possession resort to radical means to explain these facts.
In the second place the demons know what the com—
ing and the presence of Jesus mean for them, namely
that “he might destroy the works of the devil,” I John
3:8. Luke has the milder expression that the demon
begged Jesus not to torment him; Matthew adds
“ahead of the time,” and Luke supplies the detail that
the demons entreated Jesus not to send them into the
abyss, i.e., already now, before the ﬁnal judgment.
Mark makes the entreaty an adjuration: “I adjure thee
by God that thou torment me not,” i.e., by now send-
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ing me into the abyss. 'Opxiéw is regularly construed
with two accusatives. The demons recognize and openly
acknowledge the absolute power of Jesus over them.
That is why they obey every command of his without
the slightest resistance.
8) For he went on to say to him, Come forth,
unclean spirit, out of the man!
There is a question regarding the imperfect tense
awe and the force of yatp. This particle explains the
adjuration of the demon, and that implies that Jesus
had already ordered the demon to leave his victim. Note
that the imperfects continue in the next verses. They
are, of course, descriptive, but they are more. These
imperfects are open tenses, they intimate that something ﬁnal is to follow. We see what follows in the
aorists that occur in v. 12, 13.
9) And he went on to question him, What is
thy name? And he says to him, Legion is my name
because we are many.
We could not construe “he went on to say to him”
to be followed at once by “he went on to question him”
if the command and the question were uttered in the
same breath. The demon’s words recorded in v. 7 were
spoken between these two statements. As far as the
peremptory aorist Egawe, “come forth,” is concerned,
this was effective, and the spirit had to leave ; but 2M7:
and the following imperfects show that in this case the
coming forth was not all that Jesus had in mind. For
one thing, Jesus wants his disciples and the men from
the other boats to know that he is dealing, not with
one demon only, but with a host of them. That is why
Jesus asks about the name. The datives am and that in
the answer, pm, are idiomatic: “What name to?” The
evil spirit’s name is “legion” because all these other
spirits were associated with him. This one spirit did
the speaking, and he alone had the name “legion” for
the reason stated.

We know. regarding Mary Mag-
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dalene that Jesus freed her from seven ,devil's (16:9;
Luke 8:2) ; and Jesus tells of a devil’s returning with
seven others who are worse than himself in order to
possess a man (Matt. 12:43, etc.; Luke 11:24, etc).
The astounding thing is that these two demoniacs were
possessed by so many demons that their leader was
called legion. A Roman legion consisted of over 6,000
men. In metaphorical use the word refers to a large

number whether that is exactly 6,000 or not.
10)

.

And he went on to 'beseech him earnestly

not to send them away out of the country. Now
there was there over against the mountain a great
herd of swine feeding. And they entreated him,
saying, Send us into the swine that We may go into
them!
,
The moment the number of the demons is revealed
their spokesman~~ begs Jesus most fervently (wow,
“many” or “muc ,” used adverbially) not to order
them away out of the country. We regard Iva as subﬁnal, as introducing the entreaty that was made. “Out
of the country" is explained by Luke’s “into the
abyss.” The idea expressed is not that the demons
wanted to stay in this particular country of the Gerasenes and not in some other country. For what difference would there be between one country and another? Why would Jesus order them from one terri-

tory to another? The demons feared to be sent out of
the country in the sense of being ordered to enter the
abyss and to stay there now, before the ﬁnal judgment

(Matt. 8 :29). The imperfect mpedia holds us in suspense as to the outcome of this entreaty.
11) The 8e’ indicates a parenthetical remark, something that is necessary in order to understand what
follows, the presence of a great herd of swine near the
mountain, «pd: in the sense of “near,” “facing” (R.
624), or “over against.”
It is hasty to assume that the country was altogether Gentile, and that the owners of the hogs were
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pagan. The eastern shore of the lake was in the
tetrarchy of Philip and was a part of the Jewish land;
Jesus, who conﬁned himself to his own people, traveled
as far north as Caesarea Philippi in this tetrarchy. He
was thus on Jewish territory when he was in the land
of the Gerasenes. It would have been strange if the
Jews, who were scattered over the entire Roman empire at this time, should not have been found in Philip’s
tetrarchy, especially on the shore of the lake opposite
the'populous Jewish cities on the other side. All the
evidence is to the effect that the owners of these hogs,
like the two demdniacs, were Jews.
12) Having this information about the swine, we
understand what follows. But note that Mark now

writes the aorist mpexcihwav, which indicates that the
matter comes to a close. Moreover, Mark now uses the
"plural to designate all the demons whereas up to this
point he had used the singular to indicate the spokes-

man of these demons. Why should demons wish to enter swine? We can say only this, that according to the
law which God gave the Jews swine were unclean, and
these spirits were also morally and spiritually unclean
and were thus in afﬁnity with the unclean swine. Beyond this we can say nothing. The demons did not remain in the swine — where did they go after drowning the swine? As far as the demon world is concerned,
we must not expect to know too much. Moreover, devilish actions are always more or less irrational — we
see this already in men — and are thus beyond the
domain of proper reason.
13) And he permitted them. And the unclean
spirits, having gone out, went into the swine; and

the herd rushed down the steep hank into the sea,
about two thousand, and they were choked in the
sea.
Matthew records the word of permissioni “Be off !”
Swine were an illegal possession for Jews; their destruction through the permission of Jesus was there-
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fore the execution of God’s law. The fact that devils
were used in this instance is quite in accord with God’s
practice, for he uses devils to punish the wicked, and
sin and crime to do away with sinners in judgment.
The fact that these devils destroyed the swine is in
harmony with their nature; nor can we suppose that
they would be content to make their abode in brutes.
All the evangelists say that the demons actually entered into the swine. They were ﬁrst feeding peacefully and then suddenly went into a frenzied rush down
the declivity and on into the sea and were drowned;
the imperfect pictures how one after another perished.
Mark alone states that the number was about two thousand. While this is graphic it is more. The owners
made an extensive business of raising hogs. Their
transgression was ﬂagrant and on a grand scale, a fact
that all the more called for God’s judgment.

If these swine were owned by Gentiles, we should
be left without an adequate explanation for their destruction. Those who think of Gentile ownership have
a moral problem on their hands in regard to Jesus.
This problem is not removed by saying that the demons were ordered merely to leave the men, and that
their entering the swine was their own act; for this
contradicts the records that the demons asked Jesus to
enter the swine, and that he gave them permission.
Equally unsatisfactory is the idea that when the swine
felt the touch of the demons, they reacted of their own

volition by rushing into the sea. The demons deliberately drove the swine into the sea. We may agree that

Jesus desired this action of the demons and this fate of
the swine because it aﬂorded an ocular demonstration
of the greatness of the deliverance of the two men —
even a host of demons had to obey his word. The view
that the demons went out of the men in a violent paroxysm is nowhere indicated in the text and is intro-

duced from other accounts about the expulsion of
demons.

Marks :14, 15
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14) And those feeding them ﬂed and made report to the town and to the farms. And they came
to see what it was that had occurred. And they
come to Jesus and view the demoniac, sitting, having
been clothed, and being in his right mind, him who
has had the legion; and they were afraid.
The reason for the ﬂight of the herdsmen is their
consternation at seeing the swine rush into the sea.
To speak of terror because of the magic power of Jesus

is to slander Jesus. He never acted as a sorcerer, and
no man ever thought him a magician. These herdsmen
were responsible for the swine, and this fact lent speed
to their feet. They hurried to make a report so that
they would not be blamed for the loss of the swine.
The city referred to must have been a small place

that was situated not far from the lake. The dypoi,
“ﬁelds,” are farms (this is the sense of the plural).
Some of the owners of the swine lived in town, some
on farms. But ﬁMov, “they came to see,” etc., with its
unexpressed subject, refers to the people of the town
and country generally. Excitement ﬁlled them all—
the thing the herdsmen reported seemed incredible. So
they hurried out “to see (aorist, actually see) what it
was (the Greek keeps the tense of the direct discourse
in the indirect) that had occurred (Greek: has occurred).”
15) Mark now writes in vivid narrative present

tenses. He wants us to see how the people come to
Jesus, and how they stand and view everything, in particular the demoniac (Mark and Luke say nothing
about the second one) whom they all knew so well. They
see him “sitting down” in all quietness beside Jesus.
They see him “having been clothed with a robe” and
thus now wearing this robe (perfect participle), Mark
indicating that the man had roamed about naked. They
see him “now in his right mind" (present participle),
literally, “self-controlled,” no longer raging and yelling
in demoniacal possession.
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To heighten the contrast between what the man
now is and what he once was Mark adds: “him who
has had the legion,” éaquém, a kind of past perfect
since the man no longer has the demons, R. 1117. We
see that Mark is at pains to paint fully the blessed
change that has taken place in the man, and his purpose is to make us feel the abnormality of the action
of the people in this town and neighborhood who could

see this blessed workof Jesus and yet ask him to leave.
Mark adds that already what they thus viewed and took
in with their eyes made them afraid, the aorist stating
the fact in which the descriptive tenses culminated.
“They did fear” is to be connected with what they now
saw in the delivered demoniac. Instead of being drawn
to Jesus they shrank from him. They were blind to his
mercy, they feared only his power. This reaction was
wholly abnormal and unreasonable as all the reactions
of unbelief are.

16)

And they that saw it described to them

how it went with the demoniac and concerning the
swine. And they began to beseech him to go away
from their borders.
In addition to the report already made (v. 14) by
the herdsmen the people now hear a detailed description of what had happened, and they hear it right here
on the actual scene from those who saw it, the disciples and the men who had come in the other boats
(4:36). “How it went with the demoniac.” a complete
clause, is set against the mere phrase “and concerning
the swine.” The man is more important than the
swine. R. 1032 states that m3: encroaches on an. The
point of this verse is to show how the people of the
locality were fully informed by incontestable eyewitness. They did not act on half-knowledge or in ignorance. The herdsmen might prevaricate and try to
shield themselves, but not these others, at team, who
had no interest except to tell the exact truth.

Mark 5:17-19
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17) It should be noted at this point that, although
the swine have just been mentioned again, none of
their owners venture to blame Jesus for their destruction. This again shows that the owners must have been
Jews. Pagans could not but have blamed Jesus severely. “They began to beseech him to leave” sounds
as if some started to ask this, and others then joined
in. They did not want Jesus anywhere in their borders. The freeing of the demoniacs meant nothing to
these people; they regretted the loss of the swine. Any
further deliverances of poor human sufferers at such a
cost of material values, even if they were owned in
contravention of the divine law, seemed to them to be
paid for at too great a price. Some people themselves
left Jesus, but here Jesus himself was asked to leave.
18) And while he was going into the boat, he
who had been possessed heseeches him to be in his
company. And he did not let him but says to him,
Depart to thy house unto thy relatives and report to
them what great things the Lord has done for thee
and did have mercy on thee.

And he went away

and began to herald in the Decapolis what great
things Jesus did for him; and all were marvelling.
Jesus thrusts himself on no one! He leaves at once.

The present participle e’pﬂat'voms states that, when he
was in the act of embarking, the man who had been
possesSed requested to be allowed to remain in his company (pg-1" at'n'oﬁ) . Mark now calls him 6 Suzpomoeic and
uses the aorist participle to designate the mere act of
possession whereas before he had used the present
participle 6 saquizéms to express the continuous condition of being possessed. The man could be described
in either manner after his deliverance, R. 1117. We
see how he clung to his mighty deliverer.
19) This is a case where Jesus does not command
silence on the part of the person whom he had delivered but orders the man to herald and publish what the
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Lord (namely God) had done for him. The present
imperative {Maya bids the man to be on his way, and the
aorist imperative {miyymsv bids him to report in a complete way the miracle he had experienced. “To thy
house unto thy relatives," «up?» 701‘): 0015:, “unto thine
own,” is not restrictive, “only unto thine own”; and'
«p6: has in it something intimate and almost personal,
R. 624. What reason would Jesus have for such a
severe restriction? He himself was ordered to leave,
but so great is his saving love that, while he is constrained to leave, he appoints a preacher who shall remain and be his substitute. He therefore gives the
man the message he is to proclaim; he is to report
“what great things (5cm) the Lord has done for thee
and did have mercy on thee,” literally, “did mercy thee.”

‘0 Kﬁpm is Yahweh, the Old Testament name for
the covenant God. The Jews would understand that
name, it would have to be explained to pagans. The
man himself and all who hear his message are to know
that Jehovah has come into their land and has done
this great deed through his servant Jesus. Not too
much is imposed upon this inexperienced preacher and
yet enough to stir the hearts of all who may hear him
and to move them to ﬁnd out more about Jesus. The

difference in tenses between art-Minx: and page is undoubtedly intentional: by one act of mercy (aorist) the
Lord did something permanent (perfect) for this man.
20) The man did what Jesus told him to do. He
went away and began to herald abroad “what great

things Jesus did for him.” The substitution of “Jesus"
for “the Lord" is not identiﬁcation, nor is it substitution. The man felt that by praising Jesus he was
praising the Lord. “He began” is punctiliar, and “to
herald” is durative—the proclamation went on and
on, how long is left unsaid. “In the Decapolis” means
in the region of the Ten Cities after which this territory was called which was located southeast of the lake.

Mark 5 :20, 21
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It is often supposed that the man exceeded the commission he had received from Jesus when he extended
his proclamation of the miracle so far. We should
rather say that he interpreted his commission quite
correctly. Surely, Jesus did not intend that he was
to tell only his own relatives. He was to begin with
them; how far he was to extend his proclamation
is nowhere indicated — let him go as far as he is able.
If his relatives needed to know, many others were like
them in this respect. Jesus thus left a diligent
preacher behind.
“And all were marvelling” summarizes the eﬁ’ect

briefly. The imperfect e‘oaﬁpazov matches the durative
xquhmw. This verb “to marvel” is often used when the
effect falls short of actual faith, and we take it in this
sense here. But this 'does not mean that the effect was
negligible, for why, then, should Jesus have sent the
man out? The effect was preparatory, for this preacher
could report little more than the-miracle. In due time
the Decapolis, too, would get to hear more and be able
to arrive at more than marvelling.
21) And Jesus having crossed over again in the
boat to the other side, there was assembled a great

multitude unto him; and he was by the sea.
Jesus came back to Capernaum on the same day on
which he had delivered the two demoniacs in the country of the Gerasenes. He used the same boat as the
article indicates. But we should not suppose that the
great multitude gathered at once when he landed at
'Capernaum. For why should Mark add that Jesus was

now by the sea? Where else could he have landed except on the shore at the water’s edge. We see that
Mark merely sketches the circumstances. From Matt.
9:1, etc., we learn that after landing Jesus went home,
healed the paralytic, called Matthew, dined at Matthew’s house, and on leaving that house cleared up ‘
Some matters. Now Matthew’s house was by the sea.
side, which explains Mark's mention of his being “by
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the sea.” Here the crowd was gathered when Jesus
left the house. All that intervened between the landing of Jesus and the coming of Jairus, Mark has narrated in 2 :1-22, much as Matthew has. The evangelist
John, as his pupil Papias reports, stated that Mark did
not follow the mist: or chronological order of events;
this is another plain instance in which that statement
is veriﬁed.
.
22) And there comes one of the synagogue rulers by name Jairus and, having seen him, falls at his
feet and heseeches him earnestly, saying, My little
daughter is at her last. Having come, place the
hands upon her in order that she may be saved and
live! And he went away with him; and there was
following him a great multitude, and they were
pressing him on all sides.
From Matthew we learn that Jairus arrived while
Jesus was still speaking to those who had questioned
him after he left Matthew’s feast. The narrative is
told vividly in present tenses. “One of the synagogue
rulers” is one of the elders, a group of whom managed
the services and other affairs of the synagogue. .We
may have either the nominative absolute 6mm with a
name or, as here, the dative 696140.", “by name Jaims.”
Everything in the narrative points to the prominence
.of the man. He comes in haste, and the moment he

sees Jesus he falls prostrate at his feet. This was, of
course, Oriental demonstrativeness, but in the case of
Jairus, who was weighted down with fears for his
daughter’s life, the prostratiou was entirely natural —
Jairus acted as he felt.
23) ‘ 11¢de «and (compare v. 10) uses the neu—
ter accusative adverbially: “he beseeches him much,"
i. e., earnestly. Jairus ﬁrst states his trouble. “My little daughter (the diminutive is an expression of tender
affection) is at her last,” i. e., on the point of death.
The verb Exew with an adverb is translated “to be,” and
regarding this idiomatic intransitive use R. 546 re-

Mark 5:23, 24
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marks that “one must be willing for the Greek to have
his standpoin ."
There is much difference of opinion regarding the
ﬁrst Iva. Even R. 994 calls it an “elliptical” imperative, and many supply something on which this two. may
depend. Nothing is to be supplied; Zva depends on
nothing; R. 933 is right, in: is merely an introductory
expletive, and what it introduces is imperative in sense,
R. 943. We, therefore, do not translate this idiomatic
Em, we translate only the imperative sense: “Having
come, place the hands upon her!” This is the imperative of prayer. We cannot make an issue of the request that Jesus lay his hands on the dying girl, for all
that Jairus asks is that Jesus do what he so often did:
touch the person to be healed.
The second Iva is the ordinary conjunction to introduce purpose: “in order that she may be saved and
live.” The passive amaﬁ means “saved” through the intervention of Jesus, and this verb always combines the
idea of rescue and the idea of being placed permanently into the condition of safety. The {1507] states
what this condition is, the present tense implies that
she may go on living. Some texts have the future indicative instead of the present subjunctive; this is
quite proper in the Koine, especially when a second

verb follows In. Jairus is pleading for the life of‘his
dear child. Luke supplies the detail that this was an
only child who was about twelve years old.
24) Jesus accedes to the petition of Jairus. The
faith which the man displayed in hurrying to Jesus
will be tried most severely as the sequel shows. All
medical help had failed; the child was sinking away in
death, and even the time needed to bring Jesus to her
bedside might be too long to enable him to reach her
while she was still alive. Jesus could not go rapidly
enough for the anxiety of Jairus. The multitude that
had gathered at the house of Matthew was following,
curious to see what would happen, and the crowd was
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not considerate, for it kept pressing him on all sides
(this is the force of miv in the verb). This point is
mentioned because of the action that now intervenes.
25) And a woman being with an issue of blood
for twelve years and suﬂering much by many physicians and having spent everything from her own

means.‘ and having in no way been beneﬁted but
rather having come to worse, after having heard the
things concerning Jesus, after having come in the
. crowd from behind, touched his garment.
Mark’s description is most elaborate and remarkable in its use of no less than seven participles, the
ﬁrst ﬁve of which are attributive and describe the
woman herself, and the last th0 predicative and describe her action in touching Jesu‘s’ garment. Euseb-'
ius calls her Veronica, a heathen from Paneas; the
Acts of Pilate call her Bernice. We believe neither,
least of all that she was a heathen. “Being with an

issue of blood for twelve years” (accusative to indicate
extent of time) states and yet veils the woman’s ailment; it is useless to guess just what it was. The
woman herself was ashamed to expose her case, her
ailment also rendered her Levitically unclean.
26) A second present. participle states that she
suffered much from many doctors all along. Although
Monica is active it is construed like a passive with inrd
of the agent, not because of the voice, but because of
the sense of mia'xw. Mark wants us to know that these
wise doctors bungled the poor woman’s case thoroughly. To suffer by physicians is ironical; if all they
can do is to make the patient suffer, we had better dispense with their services.
After two present participles, which describe how
the woman’s condition continued up to the present
time, we have three aorist participles to describe ﬁn-ished eﬂ’ects. She had spent all, her means, 11}. arap’ tau-nicmiwa, “everything (coming) fromherself (in the way'

Mark 5 :27, 28
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of means).” This money was wasted. She had been
beneﬁted in no respect (”7,860 i. e., by the doctors, she
had actually come to what was worse (eis 15 xeipov).
This was, indeed, a notable case—all these years of
human effort, not only affording no help, but even adding to the patient’s distress.
27) The two aorist participles that follow are
predicative and state actions that preceded the main
verb. The poor woman had heard “the things concerning Jesus,” especially the reports concerning his
miracles. These had impressed her to such an extent
that, despairing of all human help, she had come here
this day “in the crowd” (where she thought she would
be unnoticed) “from behind” (where even Jesus, she
thought, would never notice her). Her motive was not
to steal healing but to keep her ailment hidden. ’If she
had come to Jesus openly as Jairus did, like him, she
would have felt that she must tell what her disease was.
In spite of the crowd the woman succeeded in getting close enough to Jesus to touch his garment. Matthew, in spite of all his brevity, adds to Mark’s account
by telling us what part of the garment the woman
touched. Like all true Jews, Jesus wore the shimw, a
large, square cloth that was used as an outer robe
(ipdrwv) and had tassels (tsisith, Kpa'ovreSov) at the four
corners according to the requirement stated in Deut.
22 :12. The tassels were attached to blue cords, and the

Pharisees loved to make these tassels large and prominent in order to display their compliance with the law.
Two of the corners of the shimla, were thrown back

over the shoulder so that two of the tassels hung down
behind. One of these, Matthew tells us, the woman
touched.
28) For she kept saying, If I touch at least his
robes I shall be saved. And immediately the spring
of her blood was dried up, and she realized in her
body that she had been healed of her scourge.
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The reason she touched Jesus is stated by ydp, her
strong faith in Jesus that even by only teaching his
robes she would be healed. “Kept saying” describes
how the woman had repeated what she said ever since
she heard the things concerning Jesus. In Ka'v we have
a particle that means “even,” R. 1018, footnote; we do
not regard xiv as repeating adv but translate it according to the connection, “if only” or “at least,” R. 1025.

The verb omoqﬁaopm means, “I shall be restored.”
29) The woman’s faith was absolutely justiﬁed.
The objective fact is ﬁrst stated: “on the instant dried
up was the spring of her blood.” The verb has the
emphasis; what had kept ﬂowing like a spring and no
man had been able to stanch had now disappeared,
dried up as if it had never oozed blood. Secondly we
. have the subjective realization: “realize did she regarding her body that she had been healed from her
scourge.” In both statements the aorists record the
facts. The second verb, Zym, is as strong as the ﬁrst,
c'f-quvﬂy. The woman’s ailment was covered up, hence
we have the statement that she realized in her body the
miracle that had occurred. All editors accent the ﬁrst
syllable farm, which makes this the perfect tense, and
not firm, the present. She said: “ I have been healed”;
the Greek retains the perfect when the thought is made,
indirect while we change to the past perfect. “Scourge”
is the word, not merely “plague” (our versions), which
brings out fully what the woman had suffered all these
years (see 3:10).
30) And immediately Jesus, having realized in
himself the power that Went out of him, having
turned in the crowd, began to say, Who touched my
robes? And his disciples went on to say to him,
Thou seest the multitude pressing thee on all sides,
and sayest thou, Who touched me?
The woman was not healed without the knowledge
of Jesus, and this means also, not without his will.
Many touched the garments of Jesus, and no power
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went out from him to them. They had no desire or
purpose in touching him, but this woman came purposely and touched him with her faith. To that touch
Jesus responded by letting his power go out to heal her.
To say that this outgo of power from Jesus was
without conscious volition on his part is to misconceive
the entire operation of this power. It is always under
the control of Jesus’ conscious will. To think of a
somatic mediation of this power, to think that it required physical contact with Jesus, for instance, the
touch of his hand, makes Jesus a magnetic medium or
a magician. Jesus healed many without a touch, some

even at a distance. Touch of hand or of garment is
symbolic, an aid to faith and nothing more. The miracles were wrought by Jesus’ almighty will. Theinstant the woman touched Jesus he knew it, knew her
ailment, willed her healing, and thus realized in himself
(2 :8, “in his spirit”) the power that went out of him
to work this miracle.
This means that his action in making the woman
reveal herself is taken for the sake of the woman herself and thus also for the sake of the people who were
thronging around him. The miracles were performed
for publicity, not for secrecy. When Jesus forbade
certain persons whom he had healed to go and publish
the fact, this was done because these persons were not
qualiﬁed for this task. Jesus sometimes gave this order when he healed in the presence of a multitude; note
Matt. 8:1, 4 where the reason for the silence was the
fact that the priests should be kept in ignorance of
the miracle until after they had pronounced the leper
clean; also Matt. 9:30 where the reason was the one
stated above; likewise Mark 5:43.
The miracle performed upon the woman is to be
revealed. She had touched Jesus secretly. Jesus does
not want her ever to feel that she had done anything
improper in securing her healing thus. It involved
more than the woman at ﬁrst thought when she was
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required to appear openly as one whom the power of
Jesus had healed. She was not to harbor superstitious
ideas concerning the way in which she had secured her
healing. Finally, she was to understand that there was
nothing to be ashamed of or to hide in regard to her
ailment and its miraculous‘removal.
31) So Jesus turns around in the throng and asks
who touched him. The disciples, with Peter as their
spokesman (Luke), remind him that the crowd is
pressing upon him on all sides, and that many are inadvertently touching him. How, then, can he say:

“Who touched me ?” BAé-ms is construed in regular
fashion with a direct object, 751/ «Snow, which is modiﬁed
by a present participle, (TWOMBOVTUI. 05. According to
Luke, Jesus insists that somebody had touched him,
not in the ordinary way, but so that power went out
from him. All are to understand that Jesus is speaking
of no common touch.
32) And he was looking around to see her that
had done this, not indeﬁnitely: who had done this.
Jesus knew who the woman was. Whereas the imperfect “he was looking around” described his action, the
aorist {My intimates that his eyes all at once rested
upon the woman. She had not been able to slip away.
33) But the woman, becoming afraid and trembling since knowing what had occurred to her, came

and fell down before him and told him all the truth.
Mark- often brings out emotions and their manifestation. The aorist participle 9503-49:an states how fear
set in (R. 858, ingressive) ; the present participle rpépound. states how trembling went on as the result of the
fear; and cwuza states the cause of both fear and trembling, the woman’s knowing what had happened to her
(the perfect 'yc'yove is retained from the direct discourse).
The idea that the woman was frightened because

she had caused Jesus to lose power is ridiculous and is
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contradicted by the text. The power that goes out to
heal is never lessened by going out thus. Even when
we exert physical or mental strength, that strength
remains what it is. The woman was frightened and
trembling because she knew what had occurred to her.
She had wanted to keep it secret, for she was ashamed

to have it known. That is why she slipped up behind
Jesus to touch him and had not come to him openly for
help. But now the poor soul ﬁnds herself discovered,
and that in the midst of this multitude. That is why
she comes with fear and trembling and throws herself
down before Jesus and then tells him the whole truth.
But while she dreaded this public ordeal, it was a
blessed experience for her in spite of her shame and
her fear.

34) But he said to her, Daughter, thy faith has
saved thee. Go in peace and be well from thy scourge!
There is not one word of blame or reproach but
only words to cheer and to lift up. The very address
“daughter” speaks of loving concern. Many nominatives are used as vocatives, R. 264. When Jesus attributes the woman’s restoration to her faith, i. e., her
trust and conﬁdence in Jesus, he does not make her
faith the causa. eﬂ‘iciens, for this was his own will and
power, but only the cause instmmentalis as the dpyuvov
kqmutév, the hand that receives the gift. Jesus himself
had inspired that faith (v. 27). This faith wrought
the woman’s restoration by moving her to touch Jesus.
The idea that this faith rested only on this physical
touch is erroneous; it rested on the person touched.
Luther has the correct view: she believes that divine,
omnipotent power resides in Jesus; that he can answer
the secret, unspoken trust of her heart; that all she
needs is the Word and preaching by which he has made
himself known and uses the touch only in some way to
come into contact with him. Who has seen such wonderful people, this Jairus who trusts that the hand of
Jesus touching his child can bring back her life, and
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this woman who trusts that her touch of his garment
will bring her restoration? No wonder that Jesus rewarded such faith.
The perfect ae’amxc reaches back to the instant in
which Jesus restored her and includes her continuing
restoration. Jesus wants this woman to realize the
value of her faith and trust. “Be going in peace” dismisses her, but with the gift of peace. The sis means
no more than Ev; in the Koine the two are regularly
used with the force of “in” with the idea of sphere.

The eipﬁvq is, ﬁrst of all, the condition of peace in the
sense of well-being, when Jesus is our friend, and nothing need disturb us; secondly, the feeling that goes
with this condition. The condition remains, the feeling may ﬂuctuate more or less. Peace is the fruit of
faith. When Jesus adds: “Be well from thy scourge!”
he seals the restoration he had already bestowed upon
the woman with this word of his. She now hears his
will from his own lips.
'
The present imperative 7.001. is, of course, durative.
Freed of her scourge, she is to be tyty's, “healthy" and
well. She need fear no return of the old ailment. Mark
does not record what the woman’s feelings were at this
blessed moment. They must have been deepest gratitude and highest joy. Jesus had completed what he
could do in this woman’s case, and she departed with
more than restored health.
35) Jairus is usually pictured ‘as burning with
impatience because of the delay caused by the woman. But the records report nothing of this impatience, and the delay caused by the woman took only
a few moments at the most. While he was still
speaking, they came from the synagogue ruler’s

house, saying, Thy daughter did die —— why dost
thou trouble the Teacher further?
These were either relatives of Jairus or friends who

had come to the family in its aﬂiiction; they were hardly servants since servants would not likely tell their
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master what to do. In the phrase “from the synagogue
ruler’s” we supply “house,” R. 502. So Jairus had
started for Jesus too late. Death outran him and won
the race. With crushing force came the news: “Thy
daughter did die.” The Greek uses the aorist to express the simple fact; the English would use the perfect tense to indicate something that has just happened: “has died.”
“Why further trouble the Teacher?” reveals what
these messengers thought, and the interrogative form
of the remark implies that Jairus, no doubt, thought
the same way: since the child was dead, Jesus could do
nothing. The matter of going to Jesus as a last resort '
had been discussed before Jairus had left home. All
had agreed that Jesus should be called. All, too, in a
way at least, believed that Jesus could restore the girl
if he could reach her before she passed away. But
none of them entertained the thought even for a moment that Jesus could restore the child after she had
died. Note the pathetic tone in the question, the sad
resignation that gives up in complete hopelessness.
2:05AM, “to ﬂay,” is greatly softened in its metaphorical
1138.

36) Before Jairus is able to say a word Jesus
takes command of the situation. But Jesus, having
disregarded the word that was being spoken, says to
the synagogue ruler, Have no fear, only continue to
believe! And he allowed no one to follow along in
company with him except Peter and James and
John, the brother of James.
Jesus attends to Jairus ﬁrst. We see that he understands fully what the announcement of his daughter’s
death must do to the heart of the distressed father. He
had come to Jesus with faith in his power while his
daughter was still alive although she was near death.
Now the news of the death would quench what faith

Jairus had had. Jesus proceeds to keep that faith alive
and fulﬁlls Isa. 42:3 as this is quoted regarding him in
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Matt. 12:20. He pays no heed to what is being said
(Malina/0v) by the messengers; he acts as if the dread
news of death disturbs or stops him in no way. It is
his concern that Jairus may not give up under the blow
of this message.
Both imperatives are durative presents: “Be not
fearing!” i. e., do not give way to fear, let it not take
control of your heart. On the contrary: “Only go on
believing!” i. e., trusting me and my divine power. It
is easier to imagine than to describe the conﬂict between fear and faith in Jairus’ heart. The masterful
attitude of Jesus and his double command (negative
and positiVe in one breath) must have had their eﬁ'ect
on the man’s heart. His faith, however slight it might
have been, survived in the face of this mighty helper
and the implied promise, stupendous though it was,
that lay in his commands.
37) In a masterful manner Jesus rids himself of
the crowd that was surging around him. It had to
leave right here and now, and “he did not leave a single
one to follow along in company with him" (pm: and 015v
in the verb). He sent away even his own disciples, all
but three whom he chose as witnesses of what he was
about to do. We should not pass over this action without appreciating the authority and the control that
were exercised in it. Curiosity to see what Jesus would
do about the dead girl must have been tremendously
strong, but it had to give way before the orders of
Jesus. He perhaps waited right where he stood until
all had gone except those who were to go with him.
The three disciples named formed an inner circle
among the Twelve. We see this here and in two other
instances, at the Transﬁguration and in the Garden of
Gethsemane. On each occasion these three were chosen
as the witnesses — three, because two or three were
required by law to establish any fact that might otherwise be questioned. Mark mentions John as being
the brother of James in the same way as he did in 3 :16.
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38) And they come to the house of the synagogue ruler, and he beholds a din and people sobbing and wailing greatly. And having gone in, he
says to them, Why are you making a din and sobbing? The little child did not die but is sleeping.
And they were laughing him to scorn.
After the crowd had gone, Jesus and those whom
he had selected arrive at the house of Jairus, and there
Jesus beholds a scene. The place is ﬁlled with a din,
people are sobbing and wailing with unrestrained
noise. Matthew mentions the hired ﬂute players, Luke
adds the detail that those who were wailing beat their
breasts. We should‘not be surprised at the rapidity
with which this demonstration was staged. In the 0rient the dead were buried either on the day of death or
the next morning. Judging from the time referred to
in the present case, the child must have died toward
evening and would thus be buried the next morning.
So the Jewish mourning had started by the time Jesus
arrived.
The wailing women and the ﬂute players were paid
professionals, and we may be sure that they staged
their best performance for this prominent family and
because of the loss of an only child. With hair streaming wildly, beating their breasts violently, these women
uttered loud, heart-rending wails and bursts of sobs.

The standing of the family called for a goodly number
of these women. Rising above their noise, came the
piercing sounds of the ﬂutes. Many condoling friends
of the family were also no doubt present. The whole
house was thus full of commotion and the most disturbing din. And this is what greeted Jesus when he
arrived. The custom of this artiﬁcial type of mourning extends far back, past even the times of Jeremiah
(9 :17), and is found among both Jews and pagans.
39) Jesus, however, deals with the situation.

After entering the house he confronts all the profes-
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sional mourners and tells them that their demonstra-

tion is entirely out of place — this is not a death at all,
and they are acting as if it were. These professionals
must have been taken aback for a moment but they
recovered quickly. The word with which Jcsus checked

the doleful noise has often been misinterpreted as
though the girl had merely lapsed into coma and appeared to be dead while she was stﬂl holding to a

thread of life. “Did not die” is stressed to deny the
actuality of the death, and “sleepet ” is stressed to
mean mere sleep. But how did Jesus know about this

coma? Was it a mere guess on his part? He had not
as yet seen the child. The people, however, lmew better; from their loud wailing they turned to scornful
laughter at the word of Jesus, xareye'Mv, sic lachten ﬁlm

was, the imperfect pictures the derisive laughing.
The explanation that Jesus spoke as he did because
he wanted to cover up his miracle is unwarranted. He
never equivocates or deceives. “Did not die but is
sleeping" (note the tenses, punctiliar and then durative) is spoken in view of the omnipotent power and
the will of him who changes death into life with a
word. The word is true because of him who makes it
true. Moreover, what is gained by the rationalistic
assumption of a coma? Can human power abolish a
com with a grasp of the hand and a word?

40)

But he, having put them all out, taken

along the father of the little child and the mother
and those with him and goes in where the little child
was.

A1516: makes the subject prominent; Jesus was the
one who cleared out the crowd of paid mourners and
thus removed the noise. The dignity of Jesus and the
miracle he was about to perform demanded proper silence. Mark states whom Jesus took with him into the
room where the body lay; “those with him" are the
three‘disciples mentioned in v. 37. That the parents
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should witness their only child’s return to life was certainly proper and an added kindness on the part of

Jesus.
ceed.

Thus all is properly ready for Jesus to pro-

41) And having grasped the hand of the little
child, he says to her, Talitha, qumi! which is interpreted, Maiden, I say to thee, arise! And immediately the maiden stood up and started to walk, for
she .was twelve years old. And they were amazed
with a great amazement.

0n the touch of Jesus see the remarks on v. 30.
Jesus used his hand freely in touching those whom he
healed, but he healed many without touching them.
Lazarus was raised without this contact. In v. 23

Jairus asked Jesus to place his hands on his daughter,

but Jesus did not do this. What he did was to combine
his word that was addressed to the dead girl with the
appropriate gesture. He grasped her hand as one
grasps the hand of the living. It is not said that Jesus
raised her up, but this, it seems, is why he took hold
of her hand.

Mark preserved the original Aramaic words which
Jesus uttered in connection with this miracle, Talitha,
qumi, and, of course, translated them into Greek for
his Greek readers. The readers are to have the very
sound of the spoken words and not merely their meaning. All that Jesus did was to bid the girl arise. In
his translation Mark adds, “I say to thee,” which is

merely interpretative. 0n the article with the nominative-vocative see R. 461. Robertson 1215 claims that

the aorist imperative zyecpu does not appear in the New
Testament, and that we should here read the present
imperative zyape, “be arising.” Either could be used;

the question is one for the text critics to decide.
42) The miraculous eﬁ‘ect is recorded in a few
words: ﬁrst the aorist “she stood up” to indicate the
one immediate act, then the imperfect “she started to
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walk” to describe the action that followed. Luke
writes: “her spirit did return,” which leaves no shadow of a doubt that the girl had been dead. Life, health,
and full strength returned to the lifeless body, and, let
us not forget, no trace of the disease that had caused
the death remained. Since the child has been called
“little daughter” (v. 23), “little child,” “little maid,”
all diminutives, we now have the explanation (yap)
that she was twelve years old. This is done in order to
avoid any misunderstanding. The effect of the miracle
produced on the ﬁve witnesses, the parents and the
three disciples, is described in strong language: “they
were amazed at once with great amazement,” the verb
and the noun double the idea of amazement.
With a word Jesus robbed death of its prey. With
a word he put life where death had been. Taking this
in addition to the other miracles, the deity of Jesus
shines out brilliantly.
43) And he charged them much that no man
know this; and he said that it be given her to eat.
According to Luke the command to tell no one
applied especially to the parents. The miracle itself
could not, of course, remain unknown; for as the girl’s
death was known to many, so her appearing alive
would be known likewise and reveal that Jesus had
restored her to life. That was enough for Jesus in this
case. He did not want the girl’s parents to act as heralds of the miracle and therefore bound them to silenoe. The in clause is'subﬁnal and states what Jesus
ordered; we may read either 'yvoi (R. 1214) or m5; both
are subjunctive but contracted diiferently.
During the illness that had brought on the death
the girl had remained without food. Now that she was
alive and well she needed food. Because of the amazement at her restoration the parents might forget this,

wherefore Jesus gives orders “that it be given her to
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eat,” he uses the impersonal construction with the

passive inﬁnitive swam (R. 1085), the aorist ¢ay¢zv
means actual eating. Mark and Luke furnish an example of the tender thoughtfulness of Jesus. Despite
all his mighty power to rob death of this tender victim
Jesus is not too great to think of this ordinary need of
food. It is a tender and a lovely touch in the narrative.
To say' that the girl’s eating was to prove to the parents that she was fully restored is to view the miracle

in a rather superﬁcial manner.

CHAPTER Vl
From Matthew’s Gospel we know that the visit to
Nazareth occurred after the Sermon in Parables had
been delivered (Matt. 13:53; Mark 4:1-34), but we
cannot determine just how soon after. Luke 4 :16 gives
the fullest account of this visit; Luke places it in the
forefront of his Gospel but indicates in v. 23 that Jesus
was then at the height of his ministry and thus agrees
with Matthew and with Mark.
1) And he went out thence and comes to his
native place; and his disciples follow him.
Jesus left Capernaum and the neighborhood of the
sea and comes to the town where he was brought up,
namely to Nazareth (Luke 4:16), which is called his

purple or native city.

Mark adds that the disciples

went along, for only three were present at the raising
of Jairus' daughter (5:37). They are again together
with Jesus on this trip.
2) And Sabbath having come, he began to
teach them in the synagogue. And many, as they
were hearing, began to he dumbfounded, saying,
Whence these things to this man? And what the
wisdom given to this man, and such works of power
occurring through his hand?
Jesus arrived in Nazareth possibly on a Friday
and then taught in the town’s synagogue on Saturday.
“Began to teach” intimates that something followed
the teaching as the other evangelists also report. From
Luke’s account we see how this teaching on the part of
Jesus proceeded. The rulers of the synagogue permitted Jesus to address the people. He read a passage
from Isaiah and showed how the ancient prophecy was
now being fulﬁlled through his ministrations.

The

people were at ﬁrst pleased with the gracious words
(23¢)
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of Jesus yet wondered at this son of Joseph. Then
Jesus warned them against unbelief, whereupon the
sentiment turned against him. It is this hostility on
which Matthew and Mark dwell. As they were listening to Jesus (dxotiowcs, present, action simultaneous
with the main verb) many (aroMoc’, not all) began to be
dumbfounded (inchoative imperfect). The verb is
strong; these people, were mentally upset. Their own
words indicate in what way this is to be understood.
They ask themselves a number of questions. What
they see in Jesus is entirely beyond their comprehension.
First, the comprehensive question: “Whence to this
man these things?” Whence did he get them? There is
an implied contrast between 101379 and faint: this ordinary man whom they know so well and these astonishing things which seem utterly beyond him. Thus 701511;)
'is derogatory because it is placed into contrast with
rau‘ra.

The next question speciﬁes regarding the wisdom.
and regarding the works of power. “What (do = mios‘,
what kind of, R. 735) the wisdom that was given tothis man (701579, repeated with a derogatory inﬂec-tion) ?" “Wisdom” refers to the teaching of Jesus. But
these people cannot bring themselves to think that Jesus has acquired it by his own efforts, somebody musthave given it to him, and he is only saying what someone else told him. The agent behind the passive aorist.
participle Sooczaa is left indeﬁnite and is not referred to
God by these questioners. No wonder the great preaching of Jesus dumbfounded them when their question
was so wide of the mark.
They next refer to “such great'works of power,”
Swims in the sense of miracles wrought by great power.
These people admit that they “are occurring (present
tense) through his hands.” Jesus had not, as far as we
know, wrought any miracles in Nazareth (Luke 4 :23) ,
but these people had heard of the miracles that he had
performed in other places, and some of them had very
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likely witnessed a number of them. So they know the
great fact of the Swims. The phrase “through his
hands” should not be stressed to mean “through the
laying on of his hands”; for Jesus did not always use
his hands: he laid them on no demoniac, nor on the sea
and the wind, nor on many that had diseases. The
phrase means “through his agency,” hands being understood in the metaphorical sense. This question re-

garding the wisdom and the works of power is still
connected with “whence” especially because of Sooeam,
which implies that Jesus drew from some source. Some
prefer to make the sentence exclamatory. It is strange
that these people of Nazareth admit the wisdom and
the works of power and yet become hostile becausethey cannot solve the mystery as to how their townsman obtained these gifts; But unbelief always reasons without real reason; being abnormal, normal categories do not apply in its case.
3) Is not this man the carpenter, the son of
Mary and brother of James and Joses and Jude. and
Simon? And are not his sisters here with us? And
they were becoming entrapped in connection with
him.

We now see what the derogatory 95m, “this man,"
means on the lips of these people. Their conception of
him is that he is a man just like themselves, who for a
long number of years had lived with his relatives just
like other people in this town of Nazareth. They knew
him only too well, had never seen anything wonderful

in him during all that time, and thus could not comprehend his astonishing present activity, which started
after he left Nazareth.
A re’xmv, faber, is one who makes things out of hard
material, but even in the papyri (M.-M. 628) always
means a carpenter. Yet only one who makes utensils,
furniture, and house ﬁttings, for in Palestine all the
houses are constructed of stone, the country being full
of rock. There is no evidence that Joseph was a stone.
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mason. Joseph was mentioned by some of these people
according to Luke’s account, but he had died quite a
while before this incident. Their more recent memory
of Jesus was as “the son of Mary.” Matthew has
Mapuiy. (B.-D. 53, 3), the Aramaic Min/cm, for which
Mark has the Hellenized Mapz’a. While many regard
“son of Mary” in Mark as a mere parallel to “son of
Joseph" in Luke 4:22, others feel that the people of
Nazareth connect Jesus with Mary in a special way
when they call him her son. Joseph was not forgotten
as Luke shows; some spoke of him. Jews and orientals
usually named only the father, to name the mother separately from the father is exceptional even after the
father has been dead for some years.
On the question of the brothers and the sisters of
Jesus see 3:21 and 31. The brothers are named. They
had moved from Nazareth to Capernaum when Jesus
at the beginning of his ministry transferred the family
to this more populous center (John 2 :12). The sisters
are not named, most likely because they had married;
they were still living in Nazareth. They may have
been present on this day in the synagogue and heard
their relative preach.
0n axavSaNZwHu compare 4:17. The verb has nothing to do with stumbling. One who stumbles may rise
again. The passive means to be trapped, caught, and
- killed by the springing of a trap. See M.-M. 576, where
the meaning of this verb is fully established. B.-P.
1209 interprets the verb: dun-h jemanden oder etwas
zur Suende verleitet warden. The imperfect tense implies that these people in Nazareth were on the wayto
being trapped and caught; the aorist would mean that
they had already been fatally trapped. We take Ev aim”:
in its original sense: “in connection with Jesus"; the
connection with him appears from the narrative itself.
To come in contact with Jesus, to recognize his Word
and his power, is fatal for all who react to this contact
in unbelief.
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4)

And Jesus went on to say to them, A prophet

is not honorless except in his own native town and
among his own kinsmen and in his own house.
What else he said is related by Luke. On the im-

perfect €4\r:y¢ see 4:11.

Jesus refers to himself as a

prophet because the contempt of him arose during his
preaching. The saying about a prophet being honorless in his own native tbwn, etc., sounds like a proverbial expression which is once more veriﬁed in the case
of Jesus. Mark retains the full climax: native city —
kinsman — house. The more familiar people are with
a prophet, the less will they believe that he is a prophet
and esteem him accordingly.
5) And he was not able to do a single work of
power there except that, having placed his hands on
a few sickly persons, he healed them. And he was
marvelling because of their unbelief.

Only the fact is stated that Jesus was able to do but
a few miracles in Nazareth. Luke 4:28-38 explains
this inability: the people rose up, thrust Jesus out of
the city, and tried to kill him. When Matthew attributes the small number of the miracles performed in
Nazareth to the unbelief of the people, this is the unbelief and its manifestation that he refers to. When
Jesus healed the few sick persons is not indicated; it
may have been on Friday, before the Sabbath. 0n the

conditional sentence 1386mm . . . at p3; éoepdmae (condition of past reality) see R. 1013.
6) We are twice told that Jesus marvelled at
great faith, we are told here that he was marvelling at
great unbelief. The imperfect is descriptive. The reason this unbelief prevented his working more than a
few miracles is the fact that so few came to him for
help. Even when the people living in other localities
did not believe in Jesus they at least brought all their
sick to him. The other exception we met was in 5 :17.
Mark places the story of Nazareth at the end of the
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third subdivision of the ﬁrst half of his Gospel in order
by means of this narrative to show his readers the un-

belief that Jesus met in spite of his mighty Word and
his mighty works. Even his own town and in it his
own relatives did not believe in him.

, And he went round about .the villages preaching

is another general statement regarding the activity of
Jesus which is like the longer previously mentioned
ones (1 :35—39 and 3:7-12), both of which marked the
end of a subdivision. These marks, which are placed in
his own Gospel by the writer, are indicators of the
structure of his book and are far superior to other divisions which commentators have made on the basis of a
study of the contents by grouping together narratives
that seemed to them to form distinct sections. Whereas preaching alone is mentioned, this does not exclude
miracles, for miracles are always subsidiary to the
Word.
7) And he calls to himself the Twelve and hegan to commission them No by two.
In 3 :14, etc., Mark reported the appointment of the
Twelve as future apostles and now reports how they
were sent out into Galilee on a trial or preliminary
mission. Matt. 10:1, etc., combines these two acts; in
fact, in the report of Matthew the address of Jesus to
the Twelve apostles covers not only their preliminary
mission tour but equally their mission to all the world.
From Mark we gather that this great address was
made when the Twelve were sent out on their tour.
Mark reports very little of it, Luke is equally brief,
Matthew has it in its entirety; that regarding their
world mission was necessary in order that they
might understand their work aright on their trial tour.

Note that wpoaxaM‘mL is middle: “he calls to himse .”

“He began to send them out” already points to a future
sending. Because Mark secures distribution by doubling the numeral, the old grammars regarded 86o 815:;
as a Hebraism; but it has been found to be good Greek,
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R. 673. Jesus sent out six pairs. Going two by two,
each‘encouraged the other. The Lord made a wise
provmon.
'
8, 9) And he went on to give them authority
over the unclean spirits; and he gave orders to them
to take nothing for the road except a staff only, not
bread, not a pouch, not silver for the belt; but having been shod with sandals, and not to clothe them-‘selves with two tnnics.
The imperfect £8£8ou bids us dwell on the gift of au-

thority over the unclean spirits and then the aorist
«uniﬁed: asks us to note the fact of the order regarding
what was not to be taken along. The supposition that
the imperfect introduces the less important and the
aorist the more important is a fancy that is unknown
to the grammars. The éEouaia. is both the right to do a
thing and the power to exercise that right. The genitive is objective: “authority over the unclean spirits,”
the adjective “unclean" being emphatic since it is added
by a second article in the Greek. Mark abbreviates as
we see from Matthew. He names the greatest gift to
the apostles, the power to expel demons and lets this
imply the lesser gifts, cleansing lepers, healing the
sick, etc. The fact is that Jesus ﬁtted the apostles out
with powers that were like his own, only their powers
were a gift to them from Jesus, those of Jesus were
inherent in himself. On demoniacs see 1:23.
Jesus next issued an order, the contents of which
the subﬁnal in: clause states. We have a case of omtio
nae-mm since in v. 9 the Eva construction changes to the
accusative with the inﬁnitive (inroSeSqu’vovr, supply mpaia
«ram, R. 441) and continues thus if we read another
inﬁnitive Wawﬂu or reverts to the In construction if

We read the aorist subjunctive #8607096. The omt'io van'ata. would be trebled if we should read p9; ammo: as
a negative command, which in the aorist has the subjunctive instead of the imperative. The orders which
Jesus issues are to teach the apostles absolute depend-
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ence upon their Lord who sends them out. They are to
take nothing along “for the road,” Jesus will provide
for them. After this lesson has once been thoroughly
learned, they would be ready for their world-wide mission so that, whether they had something with them or
not, their dependence on their Lord would be the same.

Nothing “except a staff" are they to take. In Matthew’s version even a staﬁ seems to be forbidden, and
we note that both evangelists use the same word ﬁdﬂSos',
which means a staff for walking and not a club for
defense. The contradiction is only apparent: no new
staff is to be provided. The same is true with regard
to the sandals: no new ones are to be bought. The disciples are to go as they are, with such garments, sandals, and walking sticks as they have. The disciples are
not to take along bread, and not even a pouch in which
to carry food or other supplies, nor money for the girdle or belt in which coins were usually carried to buy
bread and supplies. Both the phrase ezs 686v, “for the
road,” and the position of mipa between bread and
money (see also its position in Matthew) exclude
Deissmann’s idea (Light from the Ancient East, 108)
that “a beggar’s bag” for collecting alms is referred to
by this word. Jesus and the disciples never travelled
as mendicants, and thus the thought of the apostles’
doing so on this tour is far from the mind of Jesus and
needs no prohibition from him.
The disciples are to go “having been shod as to sandals" and are not to travel barefoot. But they are to
carry no extra sandals (Matt) or to buy new ones.

The accusative {msesepévous implies an inﬁnitive such as
mpeﬁeaoaz and thus breaks the previous Zva construction.
We are not ready to call this awkward, loose, or just

colloquial; it merely illustrates the ﬂexibility of the
Greek. The disciples are not to clothe themselves with
two tunics, which means that the one they are wearing
is enough. Travellers often had two or more, not only
in order to have a change, but also to wear at the same
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' time against the cold. The meV was Worn next to the
body under the ipd-uov or robe.
All these directions are not intended to inﬂict hardship on the disciples 'but to relieve them of all worry
regarding their bodily needs. He who sends them out
will provide for them in all respects. Their ﬁrst experience is to teach them complete trust, Luke 22:35.
Other employers may rob their workers, Jesus never
does so. He may seem to have nothing, but everything
is at his command. The Twelve are to realize this
through their own experience.
10) And he went on to say to them, Wherever
you go into a house, there remain until you go out
from thence. And whatever place shall not receive
you, nor they hear you, in going out from thence
shake off the dust underneath your feet for a testimony to them.
By starting with “and he went on to say” Mark
indicates that he is recording another portion of the
commissioning address, and this time in direct discourse. Mark abbreviates and keeps only the main
point. When they enter a town or village and preach
there, some man will likely invite the two heralds to
his house because he has been won by their message.
Now in that house, Jesus says, “continue to remain"
(present imperative) until you leave the place again.
The apostles are not to shift from one house to another
as if the ﬁrst were not good enough for them, and they
sought a house which offered better food and lodging.
Note that the two éév (av) bring1n the note of expectancy.
‘\
11) Jesus provides also‘\for the opposite experience by again using the”av of expectancy. An entire
16m, town or village, may not receive them (welcome
them) nor hear them (listen to what they have come
to say). What then? They are to leave. Because it
is the minor, rather self-evident action, a participle
' suﬁices to express it, émopwépcm, present tense because
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while they are going out of the place they are to do an
important thing, to indicate which the ﬁnite verb isused. “Shake off the dust under your feet” is the aorist
imperative to express a momentary action whereas in}
v. 10 pin-re, which extends over a longer time, is the
present (durative) imperative. Mark has xoﬁe, the soil
or dirt that sticks to the sandals in walking. This symbolic act signiﬁes that the feet of the heralds of Jesus
have actually been in the place and leave the dust of
their sandals “for witness to them” (aﬁrois, like the
plural subject of dxoaiwm to indicate the people of the
place), to testify that they were there but were forced
to leave as unwelcome guests whose message was not

believed. This symbolic act is sometimes misunderstood. It is called a sign of contempt; the dust deﬁles
the apostles as that of heathen places does; to indicate
that the apostles will have absolutely nothing to do
with the place; an act that is equal to exclusion from
the kingdom
The remainder of v. 11 in the A. V. is inserted from
Matt. 10:15 and is not a part of Mark’s Gospel.
12) And having gone out, they proclaimed that
they repent. And they cast out many demons and
proceeded to oil with oil many sick and to heal them.
This is the summary description of the activity of

the Twelve when they went out two by” two on their
preliminary preaching tour. As heralds they called on
men to repent; mpéamv and matron (pauvociv) are explained in 1 :4. Their message was the same as that of
Jesus recorded in 1 :15. Mark considered the giving of
further details unnecessary for his record. We may
excuse the older grammarians and commentators when
they labor to make Eva. ﬁnal (purpose), but we can excuse no commentator of today. This in is subﬁnal and
states what the apostles preached, R. 993.
13) Another aorist states the second great work
the disciples performed: they cast out many demons
even as Jesus had given them power to do (v. 8).. They
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thus exercised the same power that Jesus manifested,
i. e., his power extended to them. The expulsion of
demons is placed before the healing of the sick because
it is accounted a greater work. The a'ppaxmt are the
feeble who suffered from some ordinary ailment. Instead of merely stating the fact of their being healed
by means of an aorist Mark describes the fact by using
imperfect tenses since the healing was connected with
the application of oil: “they went on to oil with oil
(olive oil) and to hea ." This use of oil is an exceptional feature in connection with the healings; it was
made only on this preliminary tour of the apostles.
Jesus never used oil in this way, nor did the apostles
after this ﬁrst tour. Jesus himself must have ordered
this exceptional use of oil; we cannot think that the
apostles themselves thought of employing oil in connection with their healings. The claim that oil was
used also upon the demoniacs is shut out by the text
itself. The very nature of demoniacal possession would
exclude the use of oil. When they were expelling demons the apostles really dealt with the demons and
forced them to leave their victims.
Many opinions have been advanced to explain why
on this tour the apostles were directed to use oil upon
the patients they healed. Some are so fanciful and wide
of the mark that they deserve no attention. The oil
was evidently a mere adjunct to the miracles, for the
healing power lay altogether in the word that was
spoken by the apostles on the authority of Jesus. The
application of oil was made for psychological purposes
only, as an aid in inducing faith in the patients. Yet
we should not think that only believing patients were
healed. We have too many instances in which faith did
not precede the miraculous healing, e. g., John 9:1,
etc.; Mark 8:1, etc; Matt. 8:6, the servant; all the
demoniacs as a class. But it is true, to produce faith
was the object of the miracles, to kindle faith where it
did not, yet exist, to justify and to strengthen it where
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it had already begun. As an aid in this direction the
apostles were to use the application of oil. The apostles
were beginners in their Lord’s work, they needed this
help at the start of their work; after Pentecost such
an adjunct would not be necessary. The sick persons
to whom the oil was applied by the apostles (though
others had applied oil to them repeatedly) were made
to perceive that the heralds of Jesus were now taking
them in hand, these men who, like their Master, had
healed so many. The anointing was hardly done in
silence, they were told its high object in connection
with Jesus. Thus faith began at once in many cases
and followed in other cases when the mighty word of
healing was spoken in the name of Jesus.
We should note that Mark does not use the sacred
and ceremonial verb xptm (from which we have Xpumisand Christians) and thereby indicates that the act of
the apostles was not ceremonial, symbolical, or sacramental. A favorite interpretation is the symbolical
—just calling the act that and saying nothing more.
But where was the rubbing on of common olive oil ever

used as a symbol, and what would such an ordinary
proceeding symbolize? Anointing with precious ﬂuids
as in Ps. 23; John 12 :3, cannot be brought in here. All
that dAec’zpew ants conveys is the ordinary application of
olive oil to the bodies or bodily members of the sick,
which was the common Oriental medicinal practice.
This very usual remedial measure was not used by the
apostles as remedial but as an aid to faith in the patients. The healings were always miraculous and instantaneous — olive oil never works in that way.
Because these healings were miraculous we cannot
refer to James 5 :14. In James the oil is to act medicinally. The elders were to use prayer and the common
medicine to help the sick, and they received the promise
that the prayer would help the sick by blessing the
medicinal means used. In Mark oil is connected with
miracles, in James with natural gradual recovery. The
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two are so different in the essential point that the mention of oil in both cannot make them one.
The Roman Catholic extreme unction is wholly -foreign to Mark and to James. That unction is a preparation for death, Mark and James refer to health and
life, the one by miracle, the other by recovery. More
may be said, but this is already enough. The view
that the apostles were to use olive oil in order to obviate superstitious ideas among the people concerning
the power exhibited in the miracles, is rather farfetched. How would oil prevent superstition? Some
make the oil the coma. medals/1L9 of the healing, the
power bestowed on the apostles the cause eﬁioicms, and
faith in the patient the cause opprehemiens. But many
came to faith only after the healing, and the oil did not

convey that healing. The application of oil is made
analogous to the laying on of hands. That analogy
must be denied. The touch of the hand is symbolical,
rubbing with oil is not. Why change from hands to
oil if the same effect is intended and no more? Mark
7:33; 8:23; and John 9:6 are adduced as analogies;
but one of these men was deaf and dumb, the other two
were blind, and Jesus very properly used a kind of sign
language with them and treated all three in an exceptional way. The apostles used oil in the case of all the
sick, treated them all in the same way. Why ﬁnd an
analogy where none exists?
14) And King Herod heard, for his name hecame known. And he went on to say, John, the one
baptizing, has risen from the dead, and for this reason these works of power operate in him. But others

were saying, It is Elijah. Others, however, were saying, A prophet like one of the prophets. But when
he had heard, Herod went on to say, Whom I myself did behead, John, this one did rise again.
This is Herod Antipas; though he was only a tetrarch, the royal title was popularly accorded to him.
What he heard need not be stated in the Greek since it
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is indicated suﬂiciently by the general connection and

by the ydp clause. Luke writes that he heard “all the
things occurring,” i.e., all that Jesus was doing. There
is no reason to ignore Luke and to refer back only to
the activity of the disciples mentioned in v. 12, 13.
Herod heard more than this. Jesus became generally

known (dumpév) , and so the king began to take special
note of him.
The textual authority is too strongly in favor of
any“: (referring to the king) for us to accept tag-yaw
(plural, indeﬁnite, certain people like the following two
an») as the proper reading. Mark is reporting the
conviction at which Herod arrived concerning Jesus.
Even after he heard (#015011: in v. 16) other opinions
he clung to his own which he repeats in v. 16 in a different form. Since the king held that Jesus was the
Baptist returned to life, others undoubtedly also held
that view. This explains the three opinions presented
in 8 :28.
Even Zahn assumes that Luke 9:7-9 contradicts
what Mark writes about Herod’s idea of Jesus. But
there is no necessity to ﬁnd a contradiction between the
evangelists. Mark reports the ﬁnal conviction of Herod
while Luke reports what preceded the ﬁnal conviction,
namely Herod’s perplexity and the still doubting question: "But who is this of whom I hear such things?”
At what conviction Herod eventually arrived Luke
does not state since his object is merely to state that

Herod took note of Jesus. On my: and «Qt-yo? in these
verses see 4:11.
The apposition a BamQ’mv has the timeless present
participle in the sense of the Baptist. Although he was
dead he is in the Greek still called “the one baptizing."
The perfect épiyepm has its strong present connotation.
While the actual rising took place in the past, its effect

still continues at the present. The phrase a: vapav denotes separation and nothing more, R. 598. The absence
of the article points to the quality of being dead and
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not to so many individuals left behind. The sense of
the phrase is “from death.” In the interest of the doctrine of a double resurrection the meaning “out from
among the dead” is posited. This cannot be done linguistically and doctrinally when it is applied to the
unique resurrection of Jesus, this is at once apparent
for the idea is, not that he left the other dead behind,
but that he passed “from death” to a glorious life. For
this reason a: mpa'iv is never used with reference to the
ungodly. The phrase occurs 35 times with reference to
Jesus, a few times ﬁguratively with reference to other
persons, and twice with reference to the resurrection
of many, Mark 12 :25 and Luke 20 :35, where the words
can have no other meaning than they have in the other
passages. Herod is, of course, speaking only of a return to this earthly life.
Awtipets' (v. 5) is a designation for miracles which
describes them as “powers” in the sense of “works of
power”; and ai is practically demonstrative: “these,”
R. 694. With Sui 1-0570 Herod makes a deduction: since
Jesus is John risen from the dead, therefore these
works of power are active in him. But in Herod’s
mind this deduction is really used as evidence for John’s
being risen in Jesus. To him the works of power prove
the resurrection. This is, of course, peculiar reasoning. John never wrought miracles while he baptized;
why then should miracles now prove that he had come
back to life? The trouble with Herod is his evil conscience. That conscience explains his peculiar logic.
15) From Luke 9 :7, 8 we gather that Herod did
not arrive at his opinion independently but heard the
three opinions about Jesus and then fastened on the
one. Mark, too, mentions these other opinions. Some
explained Jesus as Elijah by referring to Mal. 4:5 and

regarding Jesus as Elijah returned to life in order to
prepare for the Messiah. Some thought Jesus to be a
prophet like one of the great ancient Jewish prophets.
Luke 9 :9 shows that this opinion also involved a resur-
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rection from the dead. Let us note in this connection
that Judaism was so conversant with the resurrection
that it made the Sadducees stand out as an unbelieving
sect when they denied the possibility of the resurrection. The two other opinions are mentioned by Mark
(both with 86) because Herod rejected them and clung
to the idea of John’s resurrection.
16) This is plain from cixotia'as'. This participle
does not resume ﬁxouaev in v. 14, as some suppose, but
has its object implied in the two opinions presented in
v. 15. When Herod heard them he rejected them and
still went on to say that John had risen from the dead.
But Mark does not merely repeat Herod’s opinion since
it was already expressed in v. 14. Herod is oifering
what to him is not merely evidence of John’s return to
life (the works of power) but the most conclusive
proof. He points out that he himself (emphatic £76)
beheaded John. Herod does not have the slightest doubt
about John’s death. The idea is shut out, as far as
.Herod is concerned, that John escaped from prison
and went on preaching and was now adding works of
power to his message. Herod beheaded John and saw
the head brought to him on a platter. So Herod con-

cluded: 015709, this very man whom I beheaded, 1'7‘ye'p97],
did rise up, the aorist to express the fact, and the pas.sive to be taken in the active sense.
Herod’s logic is, of course, conclusive on only one
.supposition, that John and Jesus are the same person.
But let us note that the other opinions also operate in
this way. Elijah and Jesus are supposed to be identical; a prophet and Jesus also. The fact that Jesus
could be just himself and not some other person these
Jewish minds do not even consider. The reason for
this is the unbelief which refuses to see the Messiah in
Jesus —- he just must be someone else. This explains
the divergence of opinion, John, Elijah, a prophet, in a
descending scale of likelihood. Unbelief always believes the most unlikely thing and calls it the most rea-
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sonable and the actual fact utterly unreasonable. All
three classes of Jews believed that Jesus represented a;
resurrection of some other person, believed this strange
notion in order to escape the truth of Jesus’ Messiahship. This is also true in the case of the unreasonable
beliefs of today. In Herod’s choice (that Jesus is John)
his evil conscience is the decisive factor. He cannot
forget that he himself beheaded John.

17)

Herod’s word: “I myself beheaded John,”

is now fully explained for Mark’s readers (ytip). For
Herod himself, having sent forth, arrested John and
bound him in prison on account of Herodias, the
wife of Philip, his brother, because he married her.
For John was saying to Herod, It is not lawful for
thee to have the wife of thy brother.
The aorists used in v. 17 report the facts as such.
John was snatched out of his ministry by Herod’s order
to some of his minions, who arrested John and lodged
him in prison, where he was fettered (thaw) lest he
escape. This prison was in the fortress Machaerus
(Josephus, Ant, 18, 5, 2), on the southern border of
Perea, on the heights of the Dead Sea.
“Herodias” is a feminine patronymic from “Herod” (Herod. the Great), her grandfather. She was the
daughter of Aristobulus, one of the sons of Herod the
Great, and Mariamne. She-ﬁrst married her full uncle,
Herod, called Philip, 9. full brother of Aristobulus.
This Philip was disinherited through the treachery of
his mother and lived privately with Herodias and their
daughter Salome in Rome. Herod Antipas was a son
of Herod the Great and the Samaritan Malthake and
thus a half-uncle of Herodias and was married to the
daughter of Aretas, king of Arabia Petrea. While he
was on a visit to Rome, Antipas and Herodias eloped,
and the wife of Antipas, not waiting to be divorced,
went to her father, and war followed between Aretas
and Herod Antipas.
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In Matt. 14:3 some cancel “of Philip” from the
text, and its presence in Mark is called “an historical

error” on the assumption that Herod the Great could
have only one son named Philip. But he had two: one
(the husband of Herodias) from Mariamne, the high
priest Simon’s daughter; the other (the tetrarch) from
Cleopatra. Two ofthe sons of Herod the Great were
also called Antipas. For two half-brothers to bear the

same name in a family like that of Herod the Great is
far from being an error.

Salome, the daughter of

Herodias and the disinherited Philip, married the tetrarch, Philip, her half-uncle.
18) We should like to know the full story that

lies behind my: 19'; ‘Hpésy. It seems improbable that
Herod met John face to face before the arrest, for John
always kept to the uninhabited wilds. There is no hint
.that Herod ever summoned John into his presence, and
«my: implies that John said what he did say more than
once. Even the personal dative “for thee” does not
need to mean that John was facing Herod when he
pronounced his action unlawful. All that seems to be
left us is to assume that the ﬂagrant sin of Herod was
castigated by John in the course of his preaching repentance and thus came to the ears of Herod and his
illegal wife. It was evidently also the latter who instigated John’s arrest.
Herod's crime was a public outrage. The woman
had ﬁrst married her own father’s brother and then
ran away and lived with the half-brother of her husband, who was also her half-uncle and already had a
legal wife. Two marriages were disrupted, and the
new union was not a marriage. It was plain adultery
and within the forbidden degrees of consanguinity. Josephus charges Herodias with the intention of confounding her country’s institutions. No wonder John
raised his voice in spite of Herod’s being the ruler. “To
have” = to have as wife. “The wife of thy brother”
brings out one great feature of the unlawfulness.
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19)

But Herodias continued to have it in for

him and was determined to kill him; and she was
not able, for Herod was fearing John, knowing him
a man righteous and holy. And he kept him safe.
And when he heard him he was in perplexity, and
he continued to hear him gladly.

Mark describes the emotions that John aroused in
Herodias and in Herod in an admirable manner. The
imperfect tenses describe the feelings and the actions;
they are, of course, continuous but at the same time
open, hinting that something ﬁnal is to follow. To what
extent Herodias hated John we see from her determination to kill him. Her hate was murderous. It is surprising how adultery and murder go hand in hand.
In the Greek some verbs are clear enough without an
object, so here c'veixev amp, without xém (R. 1202) or
eupév (R. 542) ;a.1’m23 is the dati'vus commodus (R. 539) :
“she continued to have it in for him,” sic hatte es auf
z'hn abgesehen, B.-P. 412. With 599w Mark describes
her will or determination as it continued before she
succeeded in carrying it into effect. She was unable to
accomplish her end for quite a time; but the imperfect
aim ﬁsiiva-ro intimates that she did eventually gain that
end. So much for the motives and the feelings of
Herodias.

20)

Now Herod — yap explains what interfered

with Herodias: he continued to be afraid of John since
he knew (ezsaﬁs, perfect in form but present in sense, the
causal participle) him to be “a man righteous and
holy,” i. e., approved of God and set. apart unto God.
The durative site: is to be construed with the durative
c'qSoﬁero. Herod was afraid to carry out the will of
Herodias; she had no religious scruples, he had enough.
to deter him. Mark does not say that Herod recognized,
that John was a prophet, but that he did feel that John
was a man approved of God (Sims) and separated.
unto God (dywc), and that to take his life, as Herodias
demanded, was to incur divine punishment. Mark gives-
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us the more intimate motive that restrained Herod,
Matthew adds the other, the more outward or political
motive: Herod feared the people who considered John
even more highly than Herod, who regarded him as a
prophet.
The result was that Herod kept John safe, mnfpa,
the preposition intensifying the verb. He kept John in
prison, but in such a way that this protected him from
Herodias. Nor was this all. Herod heard John mm,
“muc ” here in the sense of “at length.” We do not
think that Herod had him brought to Tiberias for conference with John as has been supposed. He listened to
him whenever he stayed at the fortress Machaerus. The
strange thing is that Herod did this “gladly.” The
reason was not that John accommodated his message

to the ungodly king, and that Herod thus gladly listened to him; Mark adds ﬁwo’pn, “he continued to be
perplexed,” at a loss what to do. He would like to have
followed the godly course pointed out to him by John,
but he could not bring himself to break away from his
former life. Mark reveals the character of Herod: attracted by the message of John, but attracted not
enough, unstable, undecided, puzzled and at a loss religiously and morally. Thus things went on in the case
of Herodias, Herod, and John until the tragedy broke.
21) And the right day having come, when
Herod on his birthday celebration made a. dinner
for his dignitaries and the chiliarchs and the ﬁrst
men in Galilee, the daughter of Herodias herself
having come in and danced, it pleased Herod and
those reclining with him at table; moreover, the king
said to the girl, Ask of me whatever thou wilt, and
I will give it to thee! And he made oath to her,
Whatever thou shalt ask, I will give it to thee, unto
half of my kingdom!
“The right day" is the one that lent itself to the
murderous intent of Herodias. This day came when
Herod staged his grand birthday celebration, re Wicca,
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plural like the terms for festivals. This celebration
was held in Machaerus and not in Tiberias. Mm is

the main meal of the day which was eaten in the evening; this word also means a feast as it does in this
instance. Mark describes the illustrious guests, the
articles divide them into three groups; ﬁrst, the dignitaries (mm) who hold the high civil ofﬁces in the
king’s administration; next, the military ofﬁcers in the
king‘s army (Xau'apxm) the military tribunes; ﬁnally,
the ﬁrst men in Galilee (11313701.), who were prominent
in the land without holding civil or military commissions. All these guests were to make the celebration as
grand as possible. The Jews abhorred the keeping of
birthdays because they regarded it as a pagan custom,
but the Herods even outdid the Romans in these celebrations so that “Herod’s birthday” (Herod’z‘s dies)
came to be a proverbial expression for excessive festival display.
22) Mark continues with a second genitive absolute, both aorist participles state only the facts. The
girl’s name was Salome, but Mark designates her as
"the daughter of Herodias herself" and implies that
she was not Herod’s daughter, the marriage being no
marriage. The climax of the entertainment was the
spectacular dancing of this girl. The exhibition was

thoroughly pagan and had been learned by the girl
while the mother still lived with her husband Philip in
Rome. We may regard 17pm as impersonal: “it pleased
Herod,” or, like Matthew, personal: “she pleased” him.
taking the subject from the genitive absolute.
The Jews reclined on broad couches while dining,
several persons on one couch, each resting on his left
elbow, the feet stretching away from the table. All the
guests were delighted, but the king was quite carried
away. Heated with wine and excited by the company,
the man quite lost his reason. Although he was not
even a dependent king but only a tetrarch, only called a king by the favor of the people, this man tried to ape
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the real kings by a grandiose display in the most magniﬁcent royal style. He promised the girl that he would
give her whatever she wanted. The aorist subjunctive
in the indeﬁnite relative clause refers to the girl's
decision.
23) The royal promise was not enough, Herod
sealed it with an oath and made the display the
grander by making the promise irrevocable. But the
limitation is now added, “unto half of my kingdom."
'Hpt’aov is the genitive dependent on Em (R. 275). In
Attic the gender is that of the following genitive but
not in the New Testament (R. 655) ; here it is the neuter: “half part," while 800'th (partitive genitive) is
the feminine. The entire proceeding was outrageous.
Herod was not a king and did not possess a kingdom;
the tetrarchy he ruled he did not rule in his own right
but under the Roman emperor. It was not in his power
to give the half or any part of it to whom he pleased.
‘ Morally, even only a blank promise, no matter how it
has to be fulﬁlled, is sinful and silly at the same time.
An oath to such a promise is worse and is directly
prohibited in Lev. 5 :4, etc. No promise or oath of this
kind is morally or legally binding; when it is made, it
must be confessed as sin and retracted, and pardon
must be sought of God.
24) And having gone out, she said to her mother, What shall I ask for myself? And she said, The
head of John, the one haptizing. And having gone
in immediately with haste to the king, she asked for
herself, saying, I will that thou at once give me on a
platter the head of John the Baptist.
The cunning of Herodias was succeeding. She had
found the right day (v. 21) and had made the right
moves. We do not think that the girl left the dining
hall of her own accord, she was following her mother’s
instructions. That mother had arranged to have her
dance before the grand company. She had counted on
Herod’s vanity and was certain that he would reward
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the girl for her exhibition by some gift or other. It was
at this point that she hoped to carry through her murderous intent. It would, of course, all depend on what
Herod would oifer the girl as a reward. The scheme of
Herodias might fail after all. She had to take that
chance. But Herod could not have played into her
hands more completely than he did. Glowing with
pride, the daughter rushed out to her mother to learn
what her mother wanted her to ask for herself. Among
the Jews women did not recline at table with men, so
Herodias was not in the dining hall.
When he was making his offer the king used the active azrezv, when she accepted the offer the girl used the
middle aireia'acu. When, as here, the voices are used in
marked contrast, the active is used to indicate ordinary
requests, the middle requests in business transactions.
The point to be brought out is that after Herod invited
the girl’s request, she proceeded as one who had business to transact with him — she asked to have her
rightful claim met; see B.-D. 316, 2; R. '805.
25) Herodias had trained her daughter to do her
will. The girl is not for one moment shocked at what
she is to ask for herself. The crime involved does not
make her hesitate, she does not recoil from the gruesome gift. She is as hardened as her mother. She
avoids all the great and grand things she might have
asked for her own enrichment and enjoyment. She
asks what was in fact a gift for her mother, not one for
herself. Children are certainly more easily trained for
the devil than for God. We should not lose the force of
etoc’m, “immediately,” to which is added even para muSﬁe, “with haste.” The girl ﬂew to make this request.
It seems that it delighted her as much as it did her
mother. We may imagine how the eyes of the entire
company were ﬁxed upon her when she came in and

faced (111169) the king and then “asked for herself.”
Matthew keeps more to the essentials, Mark has a
few details. The king had used saw (v. 22), so the
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girl comes back with am», “I will,” or, “It is my will.”
She was to determine the gift, and now she determines
it; Iva is subﬁnal and states what she wills. Herod is
to give her the Baptist’s head “at once,” Matthew has
“right here," both meaning that all the company is to
see that Herod has indeed kept his promise and oath.
He could not put the girl OE With the promise that he
would give her the head later on. When the devil pulls
his noose, he pulls it tight. She demands “the head” of
John, the absolute evidence of John’s death and no
mere word on the part of an executioner that John has
been executed. 'Herodias does not trust the man who
stole his own brother’s wife. A «rims is really a “board”
and thus any ﬂat dish. The girl uses the noun “the
Baptist,” the king (v. 14) and Herodias the substantivized participle; the difference is only formal.
26) And though having become deeply grieved,
the king on account of his'oaths and of those reclin-

ing at table did not have the will to turn her down.
And immediately the king, having commissioned a
bodyguard, ordered to bring his head. And having
gone away, he beheaded him in the prison and
brought his head on a platter and gave it to the girl,
and the girl gave it to her mother.
Neither Matthew nor Mark says that Herod grieved
for John. The context makes plain what made him
feel so sorry; Herodias had gained her will; he was
forced to act contrary to his fears; he had maneuvered
himself into a terribly false position. The murder involved was an entirely minor matter to the king. What
forced the hand of the king was his moral impotency
coupled with his silly pride. He had made a grand gesture as if he were a magniﬁcent independent monarch,
and now, when he is called on to live up to the pretense,
he lacked the manhood and good sense to acknowledge
his folly. What moved him was his oaths and the presence of his guests. We take the two together; they were
now to witness whether he would live up to the oaths
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he had made in their presence or not. The plural
“oaths" reads as if Herod had repeated his oath in his
folly though Mark did not quote the repetition in v. 23.
The moral impotence of the king is expressed ﬁnely
by 01'»: 2396M)“, “he did not have the will” to do the right

thing; his weak will yielded. “Would not” in our versions is far too weak. The aorist states the fact that
Herod was not man enough to say no. ’Aoea-e’w, when it
is used with persons, means “to repudiate”; Herod
lacked the courage to repudiate or turn down the girl
with her criminal request. It did not occur to him that
any murder, to say nothing of the murder of one of

God’s prophets, was not in the power of even a king.
We should not imagine that the moral'force of his
oaths constrained Herod. If he did not fear to commit
murder he certainly would not fear to break an oath.
Those oaths had not been sworn for the girl’s sake but
for the sake of the company at table. It was thus nothing but the vanity of his pride that now moved the
man. It was not God that bound his conscience to carry
out his oaths but this company. It seemed like disgrace to him to obey God rather than men. Thus Herod
perpetrated his greatest crime and ﬁlled the cup of his
iniquities. He stands as the example of all the moral

cowards whose moral and religious convictions are too
weak to meet an issue. To swear a wrong oath and to
keep it is a double crime; to keep a wrong oath by
doing wrong, perhaps even committing crime, is trebly
accursed.
27) It seems strange that in the face of Mark's
narrative some commentators think that Herod’s feast
was held in some palace that was far removed from the
fortress Machaerus where John was imprisoned. How
could this be possible when Herod sent out his executioner, and this man promptly brought in John’s head ?_
Note ctaém, “immediately” — the girl waited right in
the dining hall before the whole company to receive
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John’s head. The mouAémp is a Latin term that was
appropriated by the Greek and the Hebrew and meant
scout, courier, and then also executioner. In the present connection the term means one of the soldiers who
served as Herod’s bodyguard, Leibwache, and thus carried out any personal orders of the king. The aorist
verb forms are historical and narrate the facts as they
occurred.
28) These aorists continue. The guard left, heheaded John in the prison where he was conﬁned,
brought the head into the dining hall on a platter, gave
it to the girl who had remained waiting, and she took
it out and gave it to her mother. It was all done in
short order. Matthew brings out the fact that Herod
beheaded John —— the deed was his though it was done
through his servant. The story ends, as it began, with
Herodias. A painter of sacred scenes has pictured
_Herodias with John’s head on the platter heaping her
indignities upon that head, with her daughter standing
by. That picture is only too true.
29) And having heard it, his disciples came and
took up the corpse and placed it in a tomb.
Matthew adds that they went and made report to
Jesus. From Matt. 11:2, etc., we know that John’s disciples had access to him in prison, and thus we see how
they could obtain the headless body and give it decent
burial; map, “a fallen body.”
While this account of John’s tragic death explains
Herod’s superstitious idea about Jesus (v. 14), it evidently intends to do more. It reveals the entire attitude of the ruler of Galilee toward John and toward
Jesus and thus involvesone of the reasons Jesus withdrew himself more and more. The time was about a
year before Jesus’ own death. Jesus died at the Passover, and this was just prior to the preceding Passover,
John 6 :4. John’s bloody death pointed forward to that
of Jesus.
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30) And the apostles gather together unto Jesus, and they reported to him everything, both what
all .they did and what all they. taught.

Only in this place Mark calls the Twelve IimiaToMt,
“apostles.” The title ﬁts well in this connection, for
the Twelve are now returning from their ﬁrst preaching tour (v. 7). How long they were away the Gospels do not help us to determine. It is most likely that
Jesus ﬁxed both time and place for their return, and so
they came back two by two “unto Jesus.” We can imagine the eagerness and the enthusiasm with which
they reported everything about their tour to Jesus. We

translate ml . . . mt “both . . . and”: “both what all
they did” in the way of miracles “and what all they
taugh ” in the way of proclaiming the kingdom. Jesus
no doubt heard them patiently.
31) And he says to them, Come you yourselves
in private to a lonely place and rest a little. For
those coming and those going were many, and they
were not having leisure even to eat. And they went
away in the boat into a lonely place in private.
Jesus had'two motives for withdrawing from the
populous center of Capernaum; Matthew (14:13) reports the one, namely, the news of John’s tragic death,
Mark the other, the desire to confer in private with the
Twelve after their return. So he invites themto retire
with him to a 761m Epmwc, “a desert place," i. e., uninhabited, lonely, where they will be undisturbed. “You
yourselves," irfuis au'ma’, means the Twelve without any
others, without even other disciples.

The phrase xa-r’

may is idiomatic, “in private,” or “privately.” Jesus
wants the Twelve to rest a little. This implies that
their tour had been strenuous. This resting means not
only that they are now to relax but that they are to
spend a little while in quiet and undisturbed conference
with their Master.
It was impossible to be undisturbed in Capernaum
because of the constant turmoil of the people. We re-

Mark 6:32,.”
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gard the two participles with at as the subject and
roMol as the predicate. Some were coming, others going, so that Jesus was never alone. They occupied him
to such an extent that he and the Twelve were not at
leisure even to eat, to say nothing of having quiet converse.
32) So they went away and got rid of this constant crowd by taking “the boat,” the article pointing
to the one they had used hitherto (5:1, 2), and sailing
to the eastern shore of the lake, where a quiet place
was found.
33) And many saw them leaving and understood, and on foot from all the cities they ran there
together and went before them.
The subject of the ﬁrst two verbs is mm! which is
placed at the end. The second verb ém’vaaav needs no
object: “they understood,” i. e., what Jesus was doing,
namely, trying to ﬁnd a private place on the other side

of the lake. The subject of a-m’8papov is understood, it
includes the “many” and all the rest who joined them
from the towns along the way around to the upper part
of the lake. These went “on foo ” (dative of manner)
because they had not boats with which to follow. The
015v in the verb means that they ran together in a body.
The crowd grew as it passed one town after another of
the populous shore. ’Exez, “there,” is the place for which
they understood that Jesus and the disciples were
headed. Luke 9 :10 mentions the locality as being near
to Bethsaida, i. e., Bethsaida Julias, near the northern
shore of the lake,.not far from the entrance of the
upper Jordan, which can easily be crossed by wading.
The readings of the last clause vary greatly; while
qu‘. «poﬁaaov al’n'mk has the better textual authority, this
reading is by no means certain. Whatever the true
reading may be, Mark cannot say, as some commentaa
tors assume, that the crowd outran Jesus and the dis-

ciples, arrived ahead of them at the place, and stood
waiting on the shore before Jesus landed. John 6:3-5
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shuts out this idea. Jesus arrived ﬁrst and spent at
least a few hours with his disciples on the mountain
side in private. In v. 34 manly cannot mean that Jesus
went out of the boat. The mention of the'boat was
made too far back; nor would Jesus have seen the great
multitude on leaving the boat, he would have seen the
crowd on the shore long before he landed. The view
that Jesus dallied in the boat, sailing hither and thither
to be alone with the disciples, contradicts the text. We
are told that Jesus aimed‘to reach a quiet place (v. 31),
and that he did reach such a place (v. 32) . The aorist
d-m'pWov in v. 32 makes the latter certain and prevents
us from thinking that he only headed for such a place
but failed to reach it. If the boat had sailed aimlessly
around on the lake, “many” could not have understood
so well that they, too, then started on foot to the place
for which Jesus .was heading. They understood just
about where he would land. The variety of the textual
readings causes the puzzle as to what Mark wants us to
understand. That Mark and John contradict each
other on a minor point like this, or that Mark and Matthew do not agree, is entirely excluded for us.
34) And having come out, he saw a great multitude, and he had compassion on them because they
were as sheep not having a. shepherd, and he began
to teach them many things.

John 6 :3-5 interprets Mark's and Matthew’s was.
Jesus did secure a few hours of quiet with his disciples
on the mountain side, where no one disturbed them.
From this retreat Jesus came out and saw the multitude gathered below along the shore of the lake. It was

this sight that melted his heart. The verb WMYXVQOW
seems to be “a coinage of the Jewish Dispersion”: “to

be moved as to the awAéyxva,” the nobler viscera, heart,
lungs, and liver, here conceived in the Hebraic sense as
the seat of the aifections (M.-M. 584 on verb and
noun). It means much that, in spite of all the unbelief
that Jesus encountered, and in spite of his desire to

erk 6 :84, 85
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withdraw from his great public activity and to be alone
with his disciples, his heart should thus be moved at
sight of this crowd that had so rapidly and eagerly
followed him. Mark alone states what aroused the
compassion of Jesus: “because they were as sheep not
having a shepherd” (compare Matt. 9:36, where the
ﬁgure is more extended). The eyes of Jesus saw more
than a mass of people, they saw the spiritual condition
of those people. Sheep without a shepherd stray helplessly and are bound to perish. He saw the fate of
these people unless they were shepherded.
He at once started to shepherd them. Mark notes
the main part of this shepherding: “he began to .teach
them many things.” Luke is more speciﬁc: “he spoke
unto them of the kingdom of God.” Matthew and Luke
add that he healed the sick, “the strengthless ones"
(Matthew), “them that had need of healing” (Luke).
The fact that such helpless people were among the multitude shows that it took time to get them to this desert
place and makes us still more certain that Jesus had
a few hours to himself before he was compelled to meet
the crowd. The healings must have come ﬁrst, for
Jesus would certainly not let the sick sulfer until he
was through teaching.
35) And when already much time was gone, his
disciples having come unto him, went on to say,
Desert is the place, and already much time (has
gone). Release them in order that, having gone
away into the farms and villages round about, they

may buy what they may eat.
At this point we must turn to John 6:5-7. When
Jesus ﬁrst stepped out of his retirement on the mountain side he put the question to Philip about buying
bread for all these people. Jesus did this in advance in
order to test out one of his disciples. Already then
Jesus knew what he would do when evening would
come. But all that Jesus'got from Philip was that it
would take more money than they had in their treas-
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ury to provide even a very little for so many people——
not an inkling that Philip remembered Cana or thought‘
of miraculous help on the part of Jesus in any way.
Disappointed in Philip, Jesus descends to the multitude, heals the sick, and teaches about the kingdom
until evening had actually come—entirely unconcerned
about the bodily needs of the people and the passing of
the time. The question put to Philip was evidently
intended to have him report to the other apostles, and
thus that all of them might think about it as the hours
wore on. They did that but arrived at nothing.

The genitive absolute 581; apas- 10AM}: ympg’vqc is quite
idiomatic like the nominative {582; 59a mnﬁ. We take (3pc
in the sense of time: “much time having gone,” Matthew: “evening having come.” The disciples are able
to stand the pressure no longer. Despite all that Jesus
had said to Philip, no thought such as Jesus desired
had come to them. They now come to Jesus in a body,
evidently after having talked the matter over by themselves. One, as their spokesman, reminds Jesus of what
he seems to have entirely forgotten. He is not in a
city now but out in a place that is “desert,” wild and
uninhabited; and “much time” has gone, little time is
left to supply the needs of the people.
36) The disciples could not understand why Jesus
should hold the people so long. Their uneasiness grows
until they feel that they must act if Jesus does not.
So, after explaining the situation, they urge him: “Release them,” i.e., by ceasing to teach and by bidding
them to go away. The purpose of this release is that
before it becomes absolutely too late these people may
scatter to the farms (twat, “ﬁelds” and thus farms)
and villages round about and buy for themselves “what
they may eat,” 11’ Mymmv, the deliberative subjunctive
left unchanged from the direct discourse, R. 1044. On

the use of n’ in this case. see R. 737. The disciples are
warning Jesus — he has already held the people too

Mark 6:37
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long — some may not be able to secure food at this late
hour.
37) But he answering said to them, Do you
give them to eat!
Astonishing reply to these dull-witted men, yet
wholly transparent! If they are to give food to this
tremendous multitude with no food in their possession,
then Jesus must mean that they, the Twelve, have a
source of supply that they have entirely overlooked.
We see how Jesus is trying to lead his disciples to think
of his almighty power and to place their reliance on
him, on his wisdom and on his thoughtful care. But
despite a hint as broad as this command for them to
furnish the food, they remain in the dark.
And they say to him, Having gone, shall we buy
bread for two hundred denarii and give to them to
eat?

Note the deliberative subjunctive dyapa’awpcv coupled
with the deliberative future Many», R. 934. The force
of the question is plain: “Is this what Jesus means?
Is this how they are to give the multitude food ‘2” What
a hopeless proposition! The question of price, 200‘
denarii, popped into Philip’s mind when Jesus ﬁrst
spoke to him (John 6 :7) ; it is repeated here, which in—
dicates that Philip had talked to the others. The idea
is not that the disciples had as much as 200 denarii in
their joint treasury; a denarius is 17 cents, 200 = $34.
Philip had already estimated that this sum would
hardly be enough to buy even a little for each person.
We should also not overlook smears — are the disciples to go out, buy this bread, and carry it hither?
The time being so late, how could they hope to procure
so much food? The minds of these disciples are completely dense. They stop at the impossibilities and do
not see that these impossibilities are to make them
think of Jesus and the things that are possible to him.
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38) And he says to them,. How many breadcakes have you? go, see! And when they knew,
they say, Five, and two ﬁshes.
Jesus had vainly tried to call out the faith of the
Twelve. He now proceeds with the miracle. His question about the food still on hand, and his command to
go and see What there was, must have mystiﬁed the
disciples. The Greek uses the plural dproL, “breads,” to
designate the ﬂat cakes of bread as they were baked at
that time; if we translate “loaves” we should not think
of our modern thick loaves. Note the tenses, 575.7676,
present, “be going,” and 18m, aorist, “see deﬁnitely.”
Mark reports this order to go and to see, and John tells
us about the lad who had a little supply, and about
Andrew’s speaking for the rest in reporting to Jesus.
So the disciples skirmished around through the
crowd and made inquiry. Andrew probably found that
lad who had brought bread and ﬁsh to sell and still had
ﬁve bread-cakes and two ﬁshes left. In this territory

ﬁsh, dried or roasted, was the common dybdpwv, Zukost,
addition to bread. When Andrew made this report for
the Twelve, they all thought that Jesus would now see
the impossibility of holding the multitude any longer
and would now, after this additional delay, hurry the
crowd off. What could even Jesus do with such a bit
of food?
39) And he issued command to them that all
recline, company by company, on the green grass.
What the Twelve thought when they received this
command that was to be transmitted to the multitude,
is left to our imagination. Thousands are asked to get
ready to dine — on ﬁve cakes of bread and two ﬁshes!
Was ever such a thing heard of in all the world? ’Ava-

xMr‘lm is the inﬁnitive in indirect discourse, an aorist
to express the simple act of reclining as the Jews reclined on couches when dining. The duplication cup-mind
oupmima is not a Hebraism although the Hebrew expresses distribution in this way; the duplication is

Mark 6:39-41
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found in the papyriand is thus idiomatic Greek, R.
284, 460. Robertson thinks the case may be either nominative or accusative and inclines to accept the former
because in the next ‘verse «pmmt «puma! is nominative;
but in v. 39 a'upardata «madam is in apposition with the
accusative «dung and thus must be the accusative while
in v. 40 the apposition is with the subject of dvc'nta’ov
and on this account the nominative. It was near the
Passover season (John 6:4), hence the open spaces
would be covered with green grass, an ideal place for
dining in the open ; later on this grass would become dry.
40) And they dropped down, rank by rank, up
to a hundred and up to ﬁfty.
The proceeding was orderly; the groups were arranged so that lanes were left between them in order
that the disciples might serve the food. We get a vivid
picture when we note that «Mai. is a garden bed. The
whole multitude was arranged like a great garden with
its beds all beautifully regular. Incidentally, this ar-rangement made it easy to count the entire multitude.
Whether we read c'mi or Kara.’ makes little difference al»
though the literal meaning of the prepositions is quite
the opposite: “up” — “down.”
41) What a picture: these thousands arranged.
ready to dine, and only a handful of food to set
. before them! And having taken the ﬁve bread-cakes.
and the two ﬁshes, having looked up to the heaven,
he spoke a blessing and broke in pieces the breadcakes. And he continued to give to the disciples in
order that they might set before them; and the two
ﬁshes he divided to all.
The story of the miracle is simplicity itself and is.
so graphically told that comment is hardly necessary.
The subsidiary actions are expressed by participles,
which make the main actions stand out the more. The.
ﬁve ﬂat cakes and the two ﬁshes were easily held while.
the blessing was pronounced. The act of looking up to
heaven was a. common attitude in prayer while stand-
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ing. The idea that Jesus ﬁrst had to have God’s consent and help, and by looking up to heaven asked for
it, misconceives not only this miracle but all of them.
Jesus cannot be reduced to the level of the prophets
and the apostles, who were dependent on God. Jesus
wrought all of his miracles by his own will and power,
that will and that power which reside equally in the
three divine persons.
All three synoptists have recorded a'JMynae, “he spoke
a blessing,” which John deﬁnes as giving thanks. This
must have been the usual grace before a meal. If the
words employed by Jesus had been unusual, one or the
other of the four evangelists would surely have at least
intimated that fact. The miracle was not wrought by
the words but, to be precise, by the will of Jesus. After
the blessing Jesus broke the bread in pieces. Mark
and Luke have used the compound verb, which describes more graphically what Jesus did, namely make
pieces for handy distribution. And Mark, like Luke,
now inserts an imperfect tense and thereby indicates
the miraculous multiplicatiou of the bread in Jesus’
hands: “he continued to give to the disciples,” i. e., the
pieces he broke. There were always more pieces to
break oﬂ’ ; the bread grew in Jesus’ hands.
The bread was given to the disciples to be placed
before the people. They had the task of being the
waiters at this miraculous meal. Mark speaks of the
two ﬁshes in particular. While Jesus broke them as he
had broken the bread, breaking bread is a special
phrase, which is not used with reference to ﬁsh. Mark
uses another verb, “he divided” the ﬁshes, portioned
them out. He is content with the aorist, which merely
states the fact. Note the contrast, “two ﬁshes” divided
out “to all,” the great multitude. This is all that even
a writer like Mark has to say in recording this great
miracle. An uninspired writer would have multiplied
words. A divine restraint held the holy writers in
check so that they let the facts speak for themselves.

Mark 6:42, 43
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42) And they did eat all and were ﬁlled, and
they took up as braken pieces, ﬁllings for twelve
baskets, and of the ﬁshes.
“They did eat all,” by the order of the words, puts
emphasis on both the verb and the subject. All ate.
How much? As much as each could hold. The verb
used is really coarse, xopa-tcew, used of animals that are

fed to capacity with grass (xdp'ros, v. 39) or fodder. No
stinting here as there was when Philip thought of each
person’s having a little. These people had come a long
way and had had little or nothing to eat all day and so
were certainly hungry, and it took a good deal to ﬁll
them.

43)

Moreover, pieces of bread and of ﬁsh were left

over. Some people always take too much. Some took
pieces from the disciples of which they could not eat
even a bite, being so completely ﬁlled. Jesus intends
that none of his gifts shall be wasted. This miraculous
food was not to be thrown away. We assume that
Jesus ordered the disciples to take it up. It ﬁlled exactly twelve of the little wicker baskets (midm'os) that
were used by travellers to carry food and necessaries
and here used by the disciples when serving as waiters
in distributing the food.
We construe: “as broken pieces (xMapa-m) ﬁllings
for twleve baskets,” i. e., twelve baskets full of broken
pieces of bread. As the ﬁshes were mentioned separately in v. 43 so they are again: Kai dm‘: 115:! :xww, partitive dmi, “something of the ﬁshes.” Twelve baskets full
— one for each of the Twelve, none for Jesus, which
means that he who had created this bounty furnished
the opportunity for the Twelve to share their abundant
portions with him. From all that he gives to you, you
are privileged to give a little back to him. What were
the feelings of the Twelve when, as dusk approached,

they ﬁnally reclined around Jesus with those baskets
full before them?
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44) And they that ate the bread-cakes. were
ﬁve thousand men. Matthew adds: “without women

and children.” We. now see what the 6XM€, “multitude,” mentioned in v. 34 actually means. Whereas
Matthew has written “the ones eating” (present participle), Mark writes “they that ate” (aorist). The
number fed makes the miracle seem so much greater.
45) And immediately be compelled his disciples to enter the boat and to be going on ahead to
the other side toward Bethsaida, while he himself
dismisses the multitude. And having taken leave of
them, he went away into the mountain to pray.
John (6:15) states the reason for this hasty compulsion, which implies a reluctance on the part of' the
disciples. The multitude was so affected by the miracle that they were scheming to kidnap Jesus and to
carry him in triumph to Jerusalem as a king at the
Passover which was now close at hand (John 6:4). The
Twelve would have been delighted to see this plan carried out. Therefore Jesus separated them from the
multitude and sent them away by themselves in order
soon to give them a new revelation of the kind of king
he really is.

The punctiliar aorist Eppﬁm denotes the single act
of embarking and is followed by the durative present
rporiyav to indicate the journey across. R. 857, in connection with Matt. 14:22, calls the former inﬁnitive
constative, which is incorrect. “To go on ahead” implies that Jesus would follow later on. Mark has written “toward (arpés) Bethsaida”; John writes: “they
were going to (sis) Capernaum,” and that the next day
the multitude also went to Capernaum. Bethsaida was
only a suburb of Capernaum, and thus either place
could be named as the destination.
When it is used with the indicative 2m means
“while." Neither in Matthew nor in Mark is there an
implication that Jesus would join the disciples in the

boat before they started away.

In Matthew is: 05

Mark 6:46, 47
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means “while” and not “until,” R. 975, etc., also Zahn,
B.-D. on Em in Mark. The sequel shows how Jesus
would come to the disciples.
46) So Jesus remained behind and took leave of
them (mimic), i. e., the multitude, R. 684. Matthew says
only that he dismissed them. The dative comic.- is due
to 6.1115 in the verb, R. 542. The dismissal of the multitude and the ascent to a lonely spot on the mountain
side for hours of prayer mark a serious turn in the affairs of Jesus. 0n the very next day so many turned
away from him that he asked even the Twelve whether
they would also go away, John 6:66, etc.; and his reference to Judas as a devil shows that his mind was facing the betrayal and the cruciﬁxion. The reading #67“,
“he ﬂees,” instead of évexépqae, “he withdrew,” in John
6:15 may well express the fact: Jesus ﬂed up into the
mountain, alone, by himself.
When he was at last where none could ﬁnd him in
the dark he prayed; the aorist 1rpoaai£uo9at states the

fact without intimating continuation. Note that dismissing the multitude is mentioned a second time, and
then following it, as in vital connection with it, comes
the hurrying away to pray. :That multitude’s wanting
to make him king was one of Satan’s temptations for
Jesus, and the sending the multitude away shows that
the temptation was overcome. And thus the prayer in
the dark that stormy night may well have been an outpouring of his heart to the Father for the renewed victory, a glorifying the Father by his obedience in facing
the cross, and an interceding for the Twelve and all his
disciples that they might not be led away by these false
Messianic conceptions. We thus catch just a glimpse
of the deep inner life of Jesus. His praying was perfect, pure, and exalted communion with his Father.
47‘) And when evening came, the boat was in
the midst of the sea, and he alone on the land.
The evening was divided into the ﬁrst, “when the
day began to decline” (Luke 9 :12), our late afternoon,
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and the second, when the shadows began to fall, and
darkness set in. It was the ﬁrst evening when the
disciples came to Jesus regarding sending the multitude away; it was now the second evening when the

disciples were far out on the sea. Mark describes the
contrast: the disciples in the midst of the sea, Jesus by
himself on the land. A6769 is emphatic, in contrast with
the disciples in the boat.

48)

And having seen them distressed in the

rowing, for the wind was contrary to them, around
the fourth watch of the night he comes toward them
walking on the sea and wanted to go by them.

Mark alone states that Jesus saw the disciples. It
was night, a storm was raging, hence this was supernatural sight. The mention of the late evening in v.
47 should not mislead us into thinking that it was then
that Jesus saw the disciples since the sky was still ﬁght
enough for this. Jesus was engaged in prayer until
toward the fourth watch. At that time he saw the disciples “distressed in the rowing." When they started
before dark, all was fair and beautiful, and, experienced sailors as most of them were, they hoisted sail
and expected a pleasant voyage to their ’destination.
But this soon changed. One of those sudden storms,
for which this lake is noted, lying, as it does, between
high ridges, descended and swept over the water and
lashed it into furious waves. They hurriedly furled the
sail, took to the oars (Mark alone mentions the rowing), and held the boat straight against the wind to
keep it from being swamped. Matthew writes literally: “the boat was being put to the test by torture”;
Mark uses the same participle when referring to the
disciples. Matthew attributes the test to the waves'
lashing the boat, Mark to the disciples’ laboring in
rowing. Both are graphic. “The wind was against
them” is added to explain the distress in rowing, they
made next to no progress.

Mark 6:48
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Matthew and Mark mention the time, “about the
fourth watch,” to which John, who constantly supple-

ments, adds the distance covered. This was about 25
or 30 stadia, 3%- to 3% miles, a stadium being é of a Roman or English mile. But this does not imply a great
distance; quite the contrary, only so far had they come,
they were still out in the middle of the lake at the
fourth watch, still far from their port, the wind preventing them from making any appreciable progress.

The ﬁrst watch is from 6 to 9, the second from 9 to 12,
the third from 12 to 3, and thus the fourth from 3 to 6.
So many hours the disciples had labored; they must
have reached the point of exhaustion. But now, when
strength and hope are almost gone, “he comes toward

them,” them, the vivid historical present tense.
One might inquire, “Had he walked all the way out
from the shore through the storm in the dark, or had
he suddenly transported himself to the spot where the
disciples saw him ?” Curious questions deserve no answer, and in Holy Writ receive none. The present participle “walking on the sea” pictures Jesus’ progress.
The wind howled, the waves dashed high, but they
affected him not at all. He was not pitched about or
tossed up and down; he was not soaked with waves or
spray striking him. Before him, as he moved his feet,
a smooth, apparently solid path lay, on which he
walked as on ordinary ground. He did not move or
ﬂoat in the air as a specter is supposed to do. No unearthly light played around him as painters generally
imagine. It was simply Jesus just as they had seen

and left him the evening before — but now walking
on the storm-tossed sea.
Jesus came “toward" them, made. Had they not
wished for his presence most ardently during those
long hours? Had he not promised that he would come
to them? Well, here he was! “Toward them” when
they were in such danger and distress could mean only
one thing: help, deliverance, safety at last. Walking on
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the sea toward them meant that he was coming with
omnipotent power, one that made the water hear his
weight and prevented wind and water from disturbing
him in the least. With such power he was now at hand.

Mark. alone adds that Jesus “wanted to go by
them,” the imperfect 770m intimating that something

followed to alter this completely. While Jesus went
toward (mods) the boat he took a. course that would have
led him by (impa'. in the verb) the boat; and 1792A: states
that Jesus did this purposely. It is easy to see the reason. He wanted the disciples to invite him into the
boat. He brought the help so near to them, as it were,
offered it to them, but they would receive it only if they
desired it and asked for it. Walking thus, so that he
would pass by the boat, was no pretense on the part of
Jesus. It is unwarranted to charge him with any form
of insincerity. For he simply would have passed by the
boat and left the disciples if they had failed to take
him in.
49) But they, having seen him walking on the
sea, thought that it was a ghost, and they shrieked
out; for all saw him and were upset. But he at
once spoke with them and says to them, Cheer up!
It is I! Stop being afraid.
It was this superearthly act of walking on the sea,
serenely, untouched by wind, spray, or waves, that
threw the disciples into a panic. When they saw this
ﬁgure dimly approaching on the water, the thought
ﬂashed into their minds that this was a Mwaopa, a specter or ghost. The darkness, the hour of night, the
storm and the danger still in full force, the physical
exhaustion, all combined to make the disciples give way
to superstitions that were still lurking in their minds.
What would some who now smile at superstition have
felt if they had held an oar in that boat? In their dismay they shrieked out, and Matthew gives us their
words: “It is a ghost l” Their terror consisted in this
that they thought that the unearthly form walking on

Mark 6:50, 51
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the sea right toward them was a sure sign that they
were all doomed men.

50)

Mark explains ('yép) that all the disciples saw

him and were shaken or completely upset, i. e., by what
they saw. This was not a case Where two or three became scared and thus no longer had a grip on themselves and, with nerves unstrung, began to see things.
It was not a case in which some could steady and help
balance others. All gave way completely, for all, without question, saw that form walking toward them on
the sea. Moreover, this form was quite near, otherwise they could not have seen it in the dimness, nor
could the voice of Jesus have reached them through the
noise of wind and waves.
“At once," «We, Jesus speaks with them and allays
this superstitious fright. With 0apa'cZ1'c he calls upon
them to take courage and to be ﬁlled with cheer; since
this is to continue, the imperative is the present tense.
“It is I!” furnishes the reason: “I” — not a specter!
Away with your superstitions — I, your own Lord and
Master, whose voice you know so well! The present
imperative in prohibitions often, as here, means to stop
what one is already doing, i. e., to end it permanently:
“Stop fearing!” there is no sense to it (B. 851, etc.).
The ﬁrst imperative is positive and is matched by the
second which is negative: fear out, cheer and courage in!
51) And he went up unto them into the boat,
and the wind stopped.
This happened after the episode with regard to
Peter. When Mark heard Peter tell about Jesus’ walking on the sea, he did not tell about himself, and it is
thus that Only Matthew tells that part of the story.
“Went up unto them into the boat” is one action. The
boat lay in the calm water that surrounded Jesus. We
cannot conceive of the boat as still pitching and tossing
and as still being distressed by the waves; nor of Jesus
frantically clutching at its side and being hauled in by
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the disciples. Without any eﬂort at all Jesus stepped
into the quiet boat, and Peter with him.
The wind stopped at once, nondcav, to grow tired, to
abate. This sudden stopping just at that moment is
evidently not presented as a singular coincidence. The
wind stopped at the will of Jesus. More than that,
John 6 :21, supplementing Matthew and Mark, adds
that immediately the boat was at its destination —
there in the dawning light lay the docks of Capernaum.
We now see why John mentioned the distance the boat
had gone, and why we were told so particularly that it

was still in the midst of the sea. He who walked on
the sea and enabled Peter to do so caused the storm to
cease in an instant and caused the boat to be transferred to its destination. The fact that Matthew and
Mark omit the latter is the plainest evidence that they
are not intent on magnifying the miracles or their miraculous features. They never overstate but, as in this
instance, often understate the facts.
52) And they continued greatly astonished in
themselves, for they did not comprehend about the
bread-cakes, but their heart cantinued as having
been hardened.
The effect caused by the compound miracle overwhelmed the disciples. We omit as being textually unsound both in «(pm-001'! and Kai. feuding”.

Note the imper-

fect tense éélmawo; the amazement did not subside but
continued indeﬁnitely. Why the phrase “in themselves” should exclude Matthew’s report that the disciples cried: “Thou art truly God’s Son !” is hard to
understand. Mark records the inner effect, Matthew
its outward expression. See the full discussion in the
commentary on Matt. 14:33.
Mark intends to bring out fully what was still lacking in the hearts of the disciples at this time. There
was just too much mere amazement, “for they did not
comprehend about the bread-cakes,” that this miracle
wrought so silently and without display was just as

Mark 6:52, 53
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much an act of omnipotent power as this second miracle on the boisterous sea, wrought amid storm and
dashing waves. The disciples should have understood

but did-not, a'uvﬁxav, ﬁrst aorist from mtmu. Mark goes
to the inner cause of this obtuseness in the mind of the
disciples. The trouble was in the heart; this continued

(15v) as having been hardened and thus still being in
this condition (nmmpwpe’m), this being the force of the
perfect. In the Greek the heart is the center of the
mental and the spiritual life, where the thoughts and
the volitions are formed. Delitzsch, Biblische Psycholcgie, 248, etc.
Helpma'ls, 'Vertuﬁung, is the process of petrifaction,
and also the result. Here, of course, Mark does not
have in mind the imperviousness of unbelief like that
found in the scribes and Pharisees but the unresponsiveness of littleness of faith. Because of all that they
had seen and heard about Jesus, they should have understood far more than they did. Yet it would be
unwarranted to conclude that Mark means that the
disciples did not understand what they were saying
when they exclaimed that Jesus was truly the Son of
God. They understood this voluntary confession as

truly as the confessions recorded in John 6:68, 69;
Matt. 16:16; and elsewhere. What they lacked was
that clariﬁed understanding of the heart which expects
Jesus to act as the Son of God in all things and is thus
delighted to see him act thus and is no longer amazed
(literally, deprived of his senses).
53) And having crossed over, they came to the
land in Genesaret (only one “11” in Mark) and were
anchored near the shore.
From Mark's account we see that the crossing was

made by boat. Matthew has ear: 191v 777v after away so that
it modiﬁes this verb; Mark has this phrase after 810/mpdaamc as modifying this participle. Our versions
are not justiﬁed in translating Mark as they do Mat-
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thew. The middle and thus also the passive of uponopsigew means “to come to anchor near” (wrpés), i. e.,
here near the shore.
When did Jesus arrive at Genesaret? Some reply

that he landed there on the morning after the storm.
But this is shut out by the participle “having crossed
over.” Jesus, the chief person in the boat, had not

crossed over but had entered the boat in midlake.
John’s account makes it certain that Jesus and the
Twelve landed at Capernaum after the storm. Here
the multitude that had been fed so miraculously found
him later in the day and heard his discourse on the
Bread of Life and then turned away from him. Even
the argument that Jesus spoke this discourse on a Sabbath, since he spoke in a synagogue, and that this could
not have been the day on which he landed, since Jews
would not travel the distance from the east side of the
lake to the west side on a Sabbath breaks down. Time
for the visit to Genesaret cannot be gained in this way,
by dating the discourse in Capernaum after this visit.
The argument which involves the Sabbath is answered
when we note that the Jews assembled in their synagogues also on Monday and on Thursday. The facts .
are that after the storm Jesus landed at Capernaum
and on that day spoke on the Bread of Life. Some days
after that he visited Genesaret. The aorist participle
“having crossed over” is quite general, ﬁxes no time,
and in the present connection means that when Jesus

was through with his work at Capernaum he sailed
over to Genesaret.
Genesaret was a small triangular plain, south of
Capernaum and north of Tiberias, made by the recession of the mountains, and was praised by Josephus
for its fertility. From this little plain the lake is called
the Sea of Genesaret.
54) And when they came out of the boat, immediately having recognized him, they ran round
about that whole region and began to carry around

Mark 6:54-56
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on their pallets those that were ill, where they would
hear that he was. And wherever he would enter into
villages or into cities or into farms,~ they would place

the sick in the market places and would beseech him
' that they might touch if only the tassel of his robe;
and as many as touched him would be saved.

The moment the disciples and Jesus disembark
Jesus is recognized (c’myvéms). Matthew states that
the men recognized him; some of them had seen and
heard Jesus elsewhere, Jesus himself had not yet been
in Genesaret. His visit to this place is an illustration
of how he withdrew from the populous centers and
sought out retired, even remote localities.
55) No sooner is Jesus recognized than the people
perceive their great opportunity for securing healing.
They send runners out through their small territory

(about three miles along the lake front and tvim back
from the shore) to induce the people to bring the sick.
So they began to bring them to Jesus; é’xm with an
adverb is translated “to be,” and xaxés‘ é’xew is quite
idiomatic, R. 546. Since Jesus moved about, the people
were compelled to carry the sick around to where they
would hear (ﬁxouov, the iterative imperfect) that he
was (ea-rt, the Greek retaining the tense of the direct
discourse after secondary tenses, R. 1029) .
56) The imperfect tenses are iterative and tell
what the people did again and again. Mark shows us
how Jesus moved about by naming villages, towns, and
country places. The surest way to get their sick to
him was to place them in the market places where
Jesus would most likely pass. They had such trust in
the healing power of Jesus that they would beseech
him, not himself to touch the sufferers, but simply to
let these touch the tassel of his robe, xpdmsw explained
in 5:27. The L'va clause is subﬁnal and states what the
people asked of Jesus; xa'w = “if only” and needs no
verb. Verbs of touching are construed with the geni-
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tive; 5m: iv with the imperfect is indeﬁnite, but 5470‘ iv
with the aorist is deﬁnite though iv is not necessary, R.
969 and 958. As manyas thus touched Jesus would be
healed, émécom, saved from their ailment. Jesus consented to this procedure and thus honored the faith of
these people as he had honored that of the woman with
an issue of blood (5:25, etc.). Nothing is said about
teaching on this visit, for Matthew and Mark intend to
record only what was exceptional on this brief tour of
Jesus to this little region.

CHAPTER Vll
At this point we may begin the ﬁfth subdivision of
the ﬁrst half of Mark’s Gospel because in the preceding
verses we have again had a summary of the activity of
Jesus, which resembled the summary statements that

close the previous subparts.
1) And there are gathered unto him the Pharisees and certain of the scribes having come from
Jerusalem, and having seen certain of his disciples,
that with common, that is unwashed, hands they
were eating their bread.
The way in which Mark writes might lead us to
think that only the scribes came up from Jerusalem,
and that the Pharisees were from Galilee; but Matthew
15:1 informs us that this entire delegation which is
now confronting Jesus was from Jerusalem. The reason Mark does not say “certain of the Pharisees and of
the scribes” but only “certain of the scribes” is most
probably the fact that these scribes were especially
selected on account of their learning in order to match
that of Jesus. Again, the scribes were also Pharisees
and are thus mentioned particularly as “certain
scribes.” There were also local Pharisees but not local
scribes, who joined with the Pharisees from Jerusalem.
Just when or where this hostile delegation came to face
Jesus («pas ou’miv) neither Mark nor Matthew indicates.
They are not concerned about time or place but only
about what was said at this meeting. Those who think
that the clash occurred in Genesaret, because the account concerning Jesus' visit there happens to precede,
have about every probability against them.
The Pharisees were that Jewish sect or party which
laid utmost stress on the strictest outward observance
of the law, including the rabbinical traditions and reg(281)
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ulations which professed to build a formidable protecting hedge about- the law. They were utterly self-righteous and cultivated a hollow formalism that was ostentatious to a degree, especially in observing ceremonies,
fastings, almsgiving, long prayers, tithes, etc. - Jesus
exposes them as arrant hypocrites.
The scribes were the professional students of the
law (Old Testament) and were admitted to the fraternity after due examination. They were the experts in
the exposition of the law, and the most prominent of
their number were members of the Sanhedrin (Matt.
2:4). The present delegation was sent up from the
capital (compare 3 :22) to spy upon Jesus, to discredit
him with the people, and to ﬁnd cause for legal action
against him. The fact that they came to Galilee from
the capital shows that the authorities there kept their
hostile eyes on Jesus although he avoided Jerusalem.
They naturally also had greater prestige than the local
Pharisees.
Some interpreters would begin a new sentence with
mi £86ch since the two participles “having come from
Jerusalem” and “having seen certain of the disciples,”
etc., seem to be quite diverse. But both participles explain the main verb, the fact that these men “are gathered together unto him.” They had come up from
Jerusalem for this general purpose and had now found
a particular cause for confronting Jesus.
2) With their own eyes they had seen a ﬂagrant
violation of the tradition of the elders. They had caught
certain of the disciples of Jesus eating “with common

hands.” The adjective xomis is used in a technical
Jewish sense; hence Mark explains for his Gentile
readers that this means «Mn-row, “unwashed.” The
Greek retains the present tense of the direct discourse
éaoiom, “are eating,” i. e., are doing this regularly. “To
eat bread” means to dine.
3) For the Pharisees and all the Jews, except
they wash the hands with a ﬁst, do not eat, holding-
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fast the tradition of the elders; and from market,
except they wash themselves, they do not eat; and
there are many other things which they received to
hold fast, washings of clips and pots and brass vessels.
The Pharisees were the sticklers for these observations, and their inﬂuence was so great that the Jews
generally (rdwcs in the popular sense) followed their
teaching and example. Mark ﬁnds that it is not enough
to explain “common hands” by “unwashed” hands. To
make sure that he will be fully understood in what he
records he explains the matter at length. This washing of the hands before every meal is the regular Jewish practice. That is why the Pharisees and scribes
took such notice when they saw certain disciples of
Jesus violating this practice. We note that not all of
the disciples are involved and that no charge is brought
against Jesus himself. As far as he is concerned, these
Pharisees and scribes might as well have included him,
for he completely repudiated these Jewish traditions;
see Luke 11 :39.
“Holding fast the tradition of the elders” broadens
the matter; these washings before dining were part of
this authoritative wapdsom to which the Pharisees clung,

and with them the people. The «pcaﬁtinpm were the old
Venerable and learned rabbis. The “tradition” in this
case was the body of practical rules handed down by
them to the following generations. Part of “the tradition,” which was afterward compiled in the Talmud
and the Midrashim, consisted of the haggada, expositions and legendary expansions of the historical and
prophetical books of the Old Testament, and of the
halacha, rules regulating conduct in casuistic fashion
down to the smallest details. Here the halacha is referred to, “the fence” erected around the law, rules
that were derived in part from Moses personally, in
part were based on his writings, 613 of them, to which
seven additional duties were added with a debate
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whether they were to be rated as inferior, equal, or superior to the written canon. In practice “the tradition” was placed above the canon as Jesus himself exempliﬁes in v. 10-13.
Much debate centers on mpﬁ, which means “with
the ﬁst,” i. e., the ﬁst twisted and turned in the palm of
the opposite hand and performing the washing of the
hands in this way. Even M.—M. 559 confess inability to
throw light on this term from the papyri. The one example they quote refers to water and, like the context
in Matthew and in Mark which deal entirely with
washing in water, shuts out the interpretation preferred by. M.-M. that this dative of manner signiﬁes
“a lightening of the regular ritualistic washing, by a
simple rubbing over with the hand, or a dry washing.”
111mm? does not refer to washing up as far as the elbow
or as far as the wrist.
4) “And from market . . . they do not eat” is
merely an abbreviation meaning “when they come from
marke .” We see no textual reason for preferring
ﬁawlamwm to Bantamwm; even the meaning would not
ﬁt, for the Jews did not “sprinkle” the hands, they
“baptized,” i.e., washed them. This was, of course,
not done for sanitary reasons or just for ordinary

cleanliness but for fear of Levitical contamination lest
the hands have brushed against a Gentile or anything
belonging to a Gentile or something that was otherwise
unclean. We see why returning from market, where
many contacts would be made, is used as an illustration
by Mark. Now the divine Levitical law required no
such washings. Jesus and his disciples observed the
whole Levitical law but disregarded the rabbinical tradition. Yet they did not do this because human customs as such are to be disregarded but because the tradition was considered by the Pharisees as binding the
conscience by divine authority, binding it even more
severely than the actual written law of God.

Mark 7:4, 5
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Mark informs his Gentile Christian readers that
these ablutions of the hands were only a small part of
this extensive tradition: “there are many other things
which they received to hold fast” (R. 1087, “for keeping”). Mark mentions a few but only such as were
“baptisms” or washings “of cups and pots and brass
vessels,” which were not washed for the sake of cleanliness, but ritually, like the hands. Quite a number of
texts add to this list m2 waav: washings “of couches.”
While we omit this genitive from the text, its appear-

ance in so many texts casts a light on Bum-mp5: (and
thus also on pamlgew). Cups, pots, and brass vessels
may be immersed although brass kettles and the like
are washed without submerging them. But a baptism
of couches by immersion is impossible; the ritual
cleansing was done in some other way. The contention
that ,Bamwpé: and Ham-{call mean only complete immersion is thus answered.
5) And the Pharisees and the scribes inquire of
him, Why are thy disciples not walking according to
the tradition of the elders but are eating the bread
with common hands?
Mark makes two classes of these men by using two
articles. They had gathered in a body (mdyowat) and
had come to face Jesus and now make formal and digniﬁed inquiry of him (enepma’mw) with the idea that
they have a right to ask this, and that Jesus must answer them. They disregard the disciples; they hold
Jesus responsible, hence “thy disciples,” they who follow thy teaching and thy spirit. Aum’ asks for the reason for this conduct of the disciples; Evan’ would ask for
the purpose of their action. On What ground does the
fact rest that the disciples “are not walking according
to the tradition of the elders”? These men are keen;
they see that this one act of the disciples really sets
aside the entire halacha, of the elders. If one of its
rules is not binding for the conscience, then none of
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them are. “But are eating the bread with common
hands” instances the one act by which the disciples set
aside the tradition, the act which the Pharisees and
scribes have seen with their own eyes.
They are so sure of the binding power of their established tradition that they themselves do not see how
any Jew could possibly exempt himself. They are convinced that Jesus cannot answer their question, cannot
produce a reason for any Jew’s walking contrary to the
tradition. They are so steeped in their traditionalism
and formalism that they are utterly blind to the true
teaching of their own divine Torah.
6) And he said to them, Well did Isaiah prophesy concerning you, the hypocrites, as it has been
written:
This people honors me with their lips,
But their heart keeps far away from me.
Moreover, in vain do they worship me,

Teaching as teachings precepts of men.
In the reply of Jesus Mark places Isa. 29:13 ﬁrst,
Matthew last; in the rest of the reply Mark is more
ample than Matthew. It is Matthew’s way to condense
his account to the essentials. As far as the order of the
reply is concerned, Matthew is to be preferred; for
note that Jesus duplicates the question of the Pharisees
and scribes and gives them back their sum’ and even
their ydp. The formal difference between the two evangelists is immaterial as far as the substance of the reply is concerned.
What Isaiah told his own generation as the utterance of Jehovah concerning them he thereby said also
concerning the Pharisees and the scribes of Jesus’
time, for they repeated the hypocrisy of that former
generation. In this sense Isaiah “did prophesy concerning you." Jesus openly calls them “the hypocrites,"
inro’ inthe term adds the thought of an actor under a
mask (R. 633). C.-K. 638: “The hypocrite tries to ap-
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pear before men as he ought to be before God and yet
1s no .”
This term is found only in the Gospels, and only in
this religious sense. The worst form of hypocrisy is
that which carries its self—deception to the point where
it thinks that it really is what it actually only pretends
to be. Such were the Pharisees and the scribes. The
more their hypocrisy came in contact with the holy
integrity of Jesus, the more it appeared as what it
really was. The most vicious enemies of Jesus were
these hypocrites. Instead of himself branding them
Jesus lets Isaiah do this and makes the very Word
which they pervert their own judge.
Isaiah is not quoted mechanically but with purpose.
Out of the much longer sentence Jesus chooses only the
four lines that are desired for that purpose, which is
to present Jehovah’s picture of the hypocrites. Since
only these four lines are used they are very properly
taken out of the subordinate construction that is found
in Isaiah’s long, complex sentence and are made ordinary, simple statements by merely omitting “forasmuch.” Jesus also omits “this people draws near me
with their mouth” and uses only the synonymous line
about the lips. The textus receptus, and thus the A. V.,
have added the omitted line.
The two great marks of fully developed hypocrites
are presented in Jehovah’s characterization: honor
that is mere pretense (with the lips, not with the
heart) ; teachings that are likewise empty pretense

(presented as divine when they are put forward only
by men). The two always go together, for the moment
the heart keeps far from God it leaves also his Word.
The very ﬁrst requirement of his Word which is fundamental for all true worship of God is genuine sincerity
toward him and his Word.
7) The Hebrew line: “and their fear toward me
is taught by the precept of men,” is rendered by the
LXX: “moreover, in vain do they worship me, teach-
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ing precepts and teachings of men.” The sense is the
same, for the reverent fear of God is expressed in the
worship of him, and every bit of such reverent worship
rests on God’s Word and is shaped and controlled by
that Word. The moment mere human precepts are sub-

stituted for that Word the entire fear of God and its
expression in worship are vitiated, become poi-ram,
“useless,” in the sense that they lead to no good results,
are pimv, “in vain.” The verb a’c'Bopcu means “to render
divine worship” while wpoaxuvdv denotes only the act of
humble prostration which may be performed before a
human superior as well as before God. There is the
worst kind of contradiction between divine worship
(fear of God) and precepts of men (in place of the
Word). To be blind to this contradiction is the very
essence of hypocrisy. It is bad enough when it is
practiced by an individual for himself alone; it becomes
far worse when it is taught as the true way in which
all men should fear and worship God and thus builds
up a system of national hypocritical worship.
It is the teaching that is emphasized, substituting
that of man for that of God, making the former appear
as if it were the latter. The Hebrew collective “the
precept of men” is expanded in the LXX into “precepts
. as teachings of men” (two terms for one idea), which
Jesus combines more closely: “as teachings precepts of
men,” and makes the ﬁrst noun predicative to the second. The thought is identical throughout. “0f men”
is subjective; they invented these precepts according
to notions of their own. The évréMLam are all the practical regulations of the religious life, but all of them as

the outgrowth of underlying facts and principles.
One of the specious errors of today is the separation of doctrines and practice. Every religious practice, whether it be only a single minor act or a set
church policy, goes back to the corresponding doctrine,
which is nothing but an expression of what is conceived as really being God’s will and Word. The false

Maria 7:8, 9
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practices of the Pharisees and the scribes sprang from
utterly false conceptions of that will and Word. Hence
Jesus clashed so violently with them by insisting on
the true conceptions of what God actually willed and

said in his Word. The same conﬂict continues to this
day.
8) Having dismissed the behest of God, you are
holding fast the tradition of men.
Jesus attacks directly. Only by getting rid of God's
own bidding (Em-0M) are these Pharisees and scribes
holding fast to its opposite, their miserable tradition of

men. He does not call them “elders,” men to be revered, but what they really were, just “men” over
against God. This reveals that “the tradition” was a
miserable human religious product that could gain adherence only by crowding out the divine behest of God.
Jesus is smashing not only the tradition about washing
the hands, he is shattering the entire traditional system of the elders as it was held by the Pharisees and
scribes. Anything that can be maintained only by ridding us of some Word of God is by that fact marked as
damnable and deadly in the sight of God. The words
of Jesus let this most axiomatic religious truth shine
through. The statement is absolutely unanswerable.
9) And he went on to say to them, Well do you
nullify the behest of God in order that you may keep
your tradition!

On my: see 4:11. It here indicates a break: either
that Jesus paused and then went on, or that Mark
wants to draw special attention to what follows. Jesus
repeats the statement he has just made in a slightly
different form. It is the summary of his indictment of
the Pharisees and scribes. W is plainly ironical, R.
1198. The force would be greatly weakened if this exclamatory statement were changed into a question: “Is
it well that you nullify ‘1” etc. Note the direct contrast
between nullifm‘ng God’s behest in order to keep, preserve, retain their tradition. Even the tenses aid the
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contrast: they constantly nullify the divine in order
permanently to retain the human. It is impossible to
have both at the same time. But what a choice to prefer the human to the divine! Jesus applies the norms
of the religious will and drives the norm home with his
irony. No man in his senses would for one moment
choose human traditions at the price of divine behests.
’Aomiv means to make deem, to do away with what has

been laid down; mpdv means to guard, to keep safe, and
thus to preserve, i. e., as something dear and valuable.
10) After the principle has been driven home
beyond the possibility of refutation, Jesus exempliﬁes (ydp) by using a ﬂagrant case in illustration. For
Moses said, Be honoring thy father and thy mother!
and, He that reviles father or mother, let him die the
death! But you on your part say, If a man shall say
to father or mother, Corbanl which is, A gift! whatever from me thou mightest have beneﬁt, you no
longer let him do anything for his father or his mother, putting out of authority the Word of God for
your tradition which you passed on as tradition. And
many such like things you do.

When Matthew writes, “God said,” and Mark,
“Moses said,” both mean the same thing; in v. 13 Mark
has “the Word of God" to indicate what Moses said.
Jesus quotes the Fourth Commandment, Exod. 20:12.
This is not a deduction or a speculation of old rabbis,
this is the plainest kind of commandment from God
himself, which is recorded in the Torah by Moses. This
commandment is even re-enforced by another thing
that God and Moses said (Exod. 21 :17), which shows
how serious God is about having parents honored. In
the civil law of the Jews God placed the death penalty
on the mere reviling of a father or a mother (moMyeiv,
not necessarily “to curse” although this too is included). The Hebrew moth yumath is reproduced by
W79 “Mind-m in the LXX and is retained by both Matthew and Mark: “let him die the death.”
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11) Although it is absolutely divine all this counts
for nothing in the estimation of the Pharisees and the
scribes when it comes to their self-invented tradition.
In contrast with what “Moses (God) said” Jesus puts
what “you on your part are saying” (emphatic this),

the present tense Myers to indicate their constant and
established teaching. Jesus quotes their own teaching,
a piece of their “tradition” regarding a son’s obligation to his father or his mother. It is a specimen from
their chapter on vows, which they had extended beyond
all reason. Any man might withhold help and support
from a needy parent by simply declaring that what
would be required for such need was vowed to God or
to the Temple as a sacred gift. Such a vow, Pharisaic
tradition held, outweighed every other consideration
and dispensed from every other obligation that involved the money or goods vowed. Mark retains the

Hebrew Kopﬂiv for his non-Hebrew readers just as he
does in 5:41 and lets them hear the original words and
their very sound. But he at once translates: which is
Saga, “a gif ,” i. e., vowed to God, etc. “Corban!” is
simply an exclamation and thus a vow that dedicates
the money or the goods involved to God, the Temple,
etc., and thus removes it from any other use. How
soon the man who exclaimed “Corban!” when his father or mother asked him for something would turn
over this “gif ” to the priests was another matter —
sometimes he failed to do so although Jesus is not citing such a case.
The clause 3 av "A. describes what is thus vowed
away. The accusative 5 is the ordinary case with the
passive verb, here the aorist of my: “whatever thou
mightest be beneﬁted by from me,” i. e., it is a gift
vowed away, this that otherwise might bring thee help
and beneﬁt. The indeﬁnite 3 éa'v modiﬁes the exclamatory 86pm which makes the construction entirely regular. B.-D. 360, 1 would change as to av and thus produce a condition of unreality: “thou wouldst have been
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beneﬁ ," i. e., if it were not corban, “a gif ” R. 1203
and 1023 has the same idea by calling this a case of
aposiopesis (part of the sentence suppressed). These
grammarians alter what Mark wrote by thinking of a
complete conditional sentence of past unreality whereas Mark wrote nothing but an indeﬁnite relative
clause; it is c'a’w that makes 3 indeﬁnite: “whatever";
and 35 6pm? does not express cause or occasion (R. 599)
but source. The matter of vowing things away was
greatly abused by the Jews. Thus when a creditor
came to collect, and the debtor was reluctant about
paying, the creditor cried: “A gift!” and thus compelled the debtor to pay to the priests.
12) The construction is regular: aiv with the subjunctive (protasis, expectancy) and m'mé-n Mia-c (apodosis, present tense with implication of the future).
By this trick of corban these Pharisees and scribes
let a man no longer do anything for his father or his
mother. The regular negative with the inﬁnitive is mi»
but here we have oi'ab‘iv «mam (R. 1162) , oﬁsc’v because it
alone is negatived.
13) What this dispensation from doing anything
for one’s father or mother really involves is stated by
the participial clause: “putting out of authority the
Word of God for your tradition which you passed on as

tradition.” In c’uwpoﬁws note the negating a. plus xﬁpos,
to leave without authority. And Jesus does not say
that these Jews thus abolish the authority of only the
Fourth Commandment but of ‘fthe Word of God”; for
if so plain a divine commandment can be robbed of its
authority by these Jews, then; the entire Word of God
is. rendered empty of authority. This conclusion is
perfectly sound, not merely abstractly but actually, for
the Jews constantly set aside this and that part of the
Word, and when Jesus brought the Word to bear on
them, they invariably refused to bow to its authority.

The dative 17‘; madden is‘ the datim commodi, “for
your tradition,” i. e., in favor of it.

In the relative

Mark 7:13, 14
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clause 5 is attracted from the accusative to the dative
of the antecedent. This clause contains two points, it
emphasizes the idea of tradition by adding the verb
rapcha're, really: “which you tradition” (pass on as
tradition) ; and it charges these Pharisees and scribes
who are now facing Jesus with putting forth the trav
dition, teaching and spreading it among the people.
They are thus just as guilty as were the elders who
ﬁrst invented this tradition.
That the case of the Fourth Commandment is only
a single illustration Jesus declares by adding that the
Pharisees and scribes keep doing (main, durative present) many such like things, i. e., things that in like
manner rob the divine Word of its authority for the
conscience. Thus these men who imagined that they
had a case against Jesus not only have their answer, a
complete vindication of Jesus and his disciples, but
have an indictment launched against themselves, one
that is fortiﬁed with crushing, absolute proof, against
which no defense is possible. The severity of this indictment indicates that Jesus is done with them. They
are not merely silenced, they are actually overwhelmed.
14) And having called again the multitude to
himself, he went on to say to them, Pay attention to
me, all of you, and understmd! There is nothing
outside of a man, by going into him, that is able to
deﬁle him, but the things proceeding out of a man
are those that deﬁle a man.
The Pharisees and the scribes, apparently quite a
delegation, are dismissed with the terrible indictment
of Jesus ringing in their ears. The crowd of common
people had perhaps withdrawn when this prominent
delegation came to speak to Jesus and then watched
their superiors when they withdrew. Jesus now calls
them to come to himself again, miAw indicating that
they have been listening to him before, and the middle

voice «poaxaaeadpme means that Jesus called them to
himself, «p65- to face him.

He is concerned with them,
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for they are the ones who were innocently misled by
these Pharisees and scribes, whom they are taught to
revere and to follow; in all kindness Jesus tries to set
them right. Jesus begins with great emphasis: “Pay
attention (really: be hearing), all of you, and understand!” He wants to impress what he now says deeply
upon them. Therefore he also puts it all into the simplest and clearest statement which is self-evident, ax-

iomatic, and needs only to be heard properly in order
that its truth can be perceived.
15) When Jesus says that nothing is outside of a
man that by entering into him can possibly deﬁle
him he refers to eating with unwashed hands. The
Pharisees and scribes claimed that such hands deﬁled
the food they touched and thus deﬁled the man who ate
that food. Jesus says that the entire principle is wrong
on which this speciﬁc case is based; in fact, it turns
the entire principle upside down. For not what enters
into but what comes out of a man (Matthew, the
mouth) deﬁles a man (the generic article throughout
with avopmos, for which we say “a man”). Deﬁlement
is not physical but moral and spiritual. It never comes
from the outside into a man, i. e., into his mouth, but is
in the man, in his heart, and thus comes out of him,

i. e., through his mouth. Elan-opcuémov modiﬁes oﬁSc’v:
“nothing on going into” or “by" or “when going into,”
etc. The three participles are present because they
help to voice a principle that always applies; hence also
(‘01! and 815711.111: are used.

But did God in the Levitical law not forbid certain
kinds of food to the Jews, and would eating such food
not deﬁle a man? The answer that Jesus is here abrogating the Levitical law is unwarranted; he himself
fulﬁlled every requirement of it as a Jew and retained
that law for his disciples until Pentecost (Acts 11:1,
etc.). The answer is that it was not the food as food
entering the mouth that made unclean but the man’s
disregard of the Levitical law which had been given

Mark 7:15-18
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him as a Jew by God, the disobedience he would be
voicing by asking for such food and in justifying his
eating thereof. So it is exactly as Jesus says. Yet it
requires a little thought, consideration, and understanding to get rid of our untrue ideas and to see the
full, lucid truth of what Jesus says. The verb Kowo'm,
“to make common” and thus “to deﬁle” goes with the
adjective xowée occurring in v. 2. With this one pithy

statement, the net result of the clash with the Pharisees and the scribes, the multitude is dismissed.
16) “If one has ears to hear, let him be hearing !”
is usually omitted although there is considerable textual authority for it. If Jesus uttered this imperative,
it would certainly have been in place for calling on
men to use the ears God had given them.
17) And when he came home from the multitude, his disciples went on to inquire of him the
parable.
It seems best to translate 659 ohm “home," as we
have done in previous instances. Then the preceding
clash with the Pharisees and scribes took place in
Capernaum. This, too, is most likely where the delegation from Jerusalem (v. 1) made its headquarters.
According to Matt. 15 :15 Peter was the spokesman for
the disciples. The imperfect “they went on to inquire”
intends to describe their action. “Parable” is here used
in the wider sense and means a mashal, a pithy saying
that requires thought for its proper penetration.

18)

And he says to them, Thus even you are

without understanding! Do you not comprehend
that everything from without entering into a man
cannot deﬁle him because it does not go into his
heart but into the belly and goes out into the privy,
it making all food clean?
“Thus” refers to the question of the disciples,
which shows that even (mi) they were Mm“, minus
understanding. Jesus is not asking a rhetorical ques-
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tion but is uttering an exclamation of surprise. The
tone is one of rebuke. It continues in the question:
“Do you not comprehend,” etc.? It is all so simple that
Jesus is surprised at the disciples. His words addressed to the multitude (v. 15) were lucidity itself, so
clear that even all these people might understand them.
But old, ﬁxed ideas, the result of long training, are
hard to shake 01?. So is this notion that certain foods
in themselves produce deﬁlement merely by being eaten
apart from the condition of the heart (whether it intended to disobey God or not).
And now Jesus repeats what he said and uses language that is so plain that it becomes drastic. We regard may 75 zswocv as one concept, “everything from
without," and this is modiﬁed by elavropcvdpevov, “when
entering into a man” (-n‘w avapmv with the generic article, meaning any man as in v. 15). Jesus is, of
course, speaking of food, any and all kinds of food.
Anything in the way of food, coming from without into
a man, “cannot deﬁle him.” Jesus repeats this from v.
15; he does it with positiveness. It seems strange to
the disciples who had all along thought otherwise. But
the truth stands. Jesus can only repeat it, he cannot
modify or alter it. No food makes «omit: (v. 2) or deﬁles (xowoi'w).
19) Why not? How can this be? Jesus states the
reason with 511, one which is so clear and which the disciples certainly ought to comprehend (vodv) . “Because
it does not enter into his heart but (only) into the
be .” The heart is the center of the personality,
where the iyu’. and its will and its thoughts dwell. Deﬁlement is moral, it always involves the heart. Since
food does not pass into the heart, how can it possibly
deﬁle? Its course is into the Kudzu, the abdominal cavity which contains the stomach and the intestines. Here
the food is digested and sustains the physical organism, and the waste “passes out into the privy.” The
density of the disciples makes Jesus talk with great

Marlc 7:19
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plainness. The Mespoiv (the Greeks use wasp”) is not a
“draught” or a “drain" and does not refer to the bowel
but means a place to which one retires (6.1115) and sits
down (28m, seat) . This is the course of food in a man:
it comes from without, passes through his body, and is
then expelled in a natural course.
The reading «waptcmv is assured, so we need not con-

sider the neuter moaptzov. We need not trouble about
the construction; this is a nominative absolute or nom—
imtivus pendens (R. 1130) which is added in the nominative instead of in the oblique case (B.-D. 137, 3).
But a nominative absolute is no more an anacoluthon

than is a genitive absolute (contra R. 438 and 413).
An anacoluthon would justify the translation of the
R. V.: "This he said, making all meats clean.” The
nominative case would be made the chief point, the
subject of the participle would be obtained from the
distant Ae’yec. But this rendering makes the participial
clause a remark by Mark. The evangelist would be
telling us what Jesus really means, namely that Jesus
makes all food clean -—— a remark that is so exceptional for him and at the same time so superﬂuous (after all that Jesus himself says) that we cannot accept it.
The participial clause is beyond question a part of the
eitplanation of Jesus. He is explaining to his disciples
how no food deﬁles a man. The nominative case of the
participle is not at all important; in the Greek the participle lends itself to constructions like the one we have
here. We read this nominative xaoapa’zwv just as if it
were an accusative, for it modiﬁes the accusative
Wpa'iva.
The A. V. has this correct construction. It fails in
understanding the words by making “the draught (the
bowel, colon) purge all mea ” (remove them from the
body). As far as this thought is concerned, Jesus expresses it already in the preceding clause: “and goes
out into the privy.” What he now adds is that the
privy “makes all food clean.” Kaoaplgw (not the textu-
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ally unsound neuter xaoapzcov), “making clean,” means
“making morally clean,” demonstrating and showing
that all foods are clean, that none deﬁle morally. It is
the privy that does this, for all foods have their course
through the body only, never touch the heart, and thus
end in the privy. By being received there the privy
shows and proves that the foods never touched the
heart at all, never had anything to do with moral deﬁlement, and are thus pronounced clean.
Since the disciples are so dense, the Lord is compelled to give them so coarse an explanation. In this,
however, he in no way abrogates the Levitical laws
concerning foods. For these laws involved the heart,
to transgress them meant to disobey God. These laws
changed nothing about the foods themselves, they were
what they were, something physical and in that respect
all alike. All could be eaten as being clean morally as
long as the heart was not involved; but the moment the
heart disobeyed God in the matter of food the gravest
deﬁlement ensued. All Pharisaic regulations had no
divine sanction and thus could not involve the heart.
In fact, when they claimed such sanction they had to be
repudiated by the heart if this was to remain undeﬁled
in God’s sight. By thus pointing to the heart, where
alone moral cleanness and moral deﬁlement can occur,
Jesus clariﬁed and made plain the entire subject of

n“ Bpo’ma'ra, “foods.”

The nominative case xaoapizaw is

only a formal point of grammar, the vital grammatical
point is the subject involved in the participle, which is
the preceding accusative.
20) Moreover, he went on to say, That which
goes out of a man, that deﬁles a man. For from
within, out of the heart of men, the considerations,
the base ones, so out, fornications, thefts, adulteries,
covetinga, wickedness, deceit, lasciviousness, a
wicked eye, blasphemy, arrogance, foolishness. All

these wicked things come out from within and deﬁle
a man.

Mark 7:20, 21
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With am a pause is indicated which allowed the
disciples to absorb what Jesus has just said; he then
proceeds to state the other side of the subject by stating what it is that really produces deﬁlement. Jesus
ﬁrst states the summary proposition: “That which
goes out of a man, that (alone) deﬁles the man," i. e.,
morally, in the sight of God. The generic articles with

dPOprmros continue. The idea is not that deﬁlement ensues by the mere act of going out, when the contents of
the heart spill out through the mouth. Naturally, from
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. It is
what is inside of a man and what on coming out reveals
itself as what it is that causes the deﬁlement.

21)

With yd,» Jesus brings the exempliﬁcations.

He ﬁrst explains what he means by 76 c’xmpwépevov, “that
which goes out.” It is something that starts “from
within,” namely “out of the heart of men” (here he
uses the plural instead of the generic singular). 0n
the New Testament and the Greek idea of “heart” see
v. 19. In this center of man’s being originates what
eventually comes forth. These are at Suaoywpoz, a term
that is always used in an evil sense in the New ‘Testa.
ment even when no modiﬁer is added, C.-K. 683. The
term means “considerations,” well-considered thoughts.
and reasonings, and wards oif the idea that the man.
does not realize what he lets his heart say. Matthew

calls them «unmet, actively wicked, Mark has the same
word (neuter) in v. 23. Here he calls these thoughts.
moi, “base,” far below the moral standard and thus
harmful, “bad” morally. Moreover, the adjective is
added by a second article and thus has the emphasis
and is like an apposition, even like a climax, R. 776.
Matthew abbreviates the list to six items, Mark.
gives the entire catalog of twelve. Six are plurals, six
singulars, the diﬂ'erence being only formal. We seethis from «Aswan, an abstract noun in the plural,
which is idiomatic in the Greek yet foreign to the English, R. 408. We do not add “the considerations, the
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base ones,” to the ﬁrst group of plurals and make this
consist of seven items; for note the article and the adjective which are absent in the twelve speciﬁcations,
which appositionally unfold what is meant by “the
base considerations.” The fact that some of the sins
in this list are acts, others vices, makes no difference
when we recall the exposition of the commandments in
Matt. 5:21, etc. The order of the ﬁrst items varies in
the MSS., but that in the R. V. is best. Some ﬁnd a
certain order and connection between the items and
make them a chain of connected links; but this does not
seem to have been in the mind of Jesus. Why does he
begin with fornications? Why does he separate fornications and adulteries (both forbidden in the Sixth
Commandment)? Why does he separate thefts and
covetings, both closely related? “Wickednesses,” last
in the plural group, seems to summarize all other
wicked acts that come out of the heart.
22) There is no closely linked order in the group
of singulars. Matthew has “false testimonies,” which

Mark covers by “deceit.” The dae’kyeta. means Schweigerei, Amgelassenheit, lascivious carousing with all
lack of restraint. The evil eye is envy, Matt. 20:15.
Blasphemy (R. V. railing) is all vicious language that
is directed against God or against men. Arrogance is
all pride and overbearing conduct. The last is again of

a general nature, Mpoaﬁvn, “foolishness,” senselessness,
the opposite of mtpomim, soundness of mind, sanity. All
forms of moral senselessness are meant in thought,
word, and deed. Jesus reveals what a cesspool the human heart is.
23) Mark omits the reference which Matthew has
to the deﬁlement of eating with unwashed hands. His
Gentile Christian readers do not need to be reminded
of this Pharisaic tradition after it has been so fully
explained in v. 3, etc. Jesus again summarizes: “all
these wicked things,” i. e., morally vicious, and once
more. repeats: “they come out from within” (zawecy, v.

Mark 7:24
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21), are born in the heart and appear in word and in
deed. These and these alone “deﬁle a man” with the
deﬁlement that God abhors.

24)

Now from there, having arisen, he went

away to the borders of Tyre and Sidon and, having
gone into a house, was intending no one to know it;
and he was not able to escape notice.
The exceptional 86 should be noted; Mark nearly always introduces new sections with «at. This aims to
say that on top of the pronouncement which refused to
call certain foods unclean Jesus Went to the boundaries
(peoo’pza) of a pagan country. It is jumping at conclusions to say that Elm-ﬂew, “from there,” means from Genesaret because this locality is mentioned in 6:53. We
have every reason to think that the delegation of Pharisees and scribes confronted Jesus in Capernaum and
not in the retired corner of land called Genesaret. From
Capernaum Jesus went to the Phoenician border. He
thus continues his course of withdrawing from the
populous centers to retired places and thus avoiding
his enemies. This was not ﬂight but well-considered

prudence. Since sis may mean “to” as well as “into,”
we cannot say whether Jesus crossed the boundary or
only approached it. Matthew has “the parts of Tyre
and Sidon,” which refers to a section of Syrophoenicia
and not merely to the border sections of Galilee. The
participle dvaa-ra’s is merely circumstantial, it does not
mean that Jesus rose from a sitting posture to go away
but is like the English: “he up and left.”
It was perhaps the house of some friend which
Jesus entered. His intention was that no one should.

know about his presence. The imperfect 170m describes
the intention and at the same time hints at a certain!
outcome. This is stated in the aorist: “and he could not
escape notice.” For one thing, Jesus was not alone, he
had the Twelve with him. For another thing, the place
was small, and any stranger would be noticed. We
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have no reason whatever to think that the house where
Jesus stopped was that of a pagan, and that he thus
exempliﬁed his teaching regarding deﬁlement by his
own conduct. The intention of remaining unknown
shows that Jesus did not desire to work in public, much
less engage in foreign mission work. Matthew omits
what Mark preserves. These diﬁerences are not due
to any document or documents that were available to
the writers. Matthew was present, and Mark has the

word of Peter who also was present. Each tells the
story in his own way.
25) This time it is Mark who abbreviates by
leaving out the woman’s ﬁrst appeal for mercy to
Jesus as the Son of David, the silence of Jesus, the
interference of the disciples, and the reply of Jesus
about the extent of his mission. But immediately a
woman, having heard about him, whose little daughter had an unclean spirit, having come, fell down at
his feet. Now the woman was a Gentile, a Syrophoenician by race. And she was requesting him
to expel the demon out of her daughter.

This woman at once heard about Jesus, namely that
he was at hand. She hurries to him lest he leave, and
her golden opportunity be lost. She had heard all
about Jesus long before this time and, pagan though
she was, believed in his wondrous power to help her.
It seems most likely that Jesus and his disciples had
just dined in the house where they had stopped; that is
why Jesus speaks of food and crumbs. The woman
had anxiously waited outside until Jesus and the disciples came out. Her little daughter was a demoniac.
Mark preserves these diminutives where they are in
place. Even children were victims of possession. On
this subject see 1 :23. In is . . . aim}: we have an idiomatic pleonasm: “whose . . . her,” which is permissible in the Greek, R. 1205. Mark tells us how the
woman fell down at Jesus’ feet in the attitude of the
most humble supplication.

Mark 7:26, 27
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26) Here he, however, interrupts himself with
a parenthetical 86 which informs us that this woman
was “a Greek,” the term being used in the sense of our
Gentile; she was not a Jewess but a pagan in religion.
As regards her nationality Mark calls her a Syrophaanician and uses a term that was modern at that time.
Syrophtenicia is the coast land and is distinguished
from Libophoenicia which is farther back from the
coast. This parenthetical statement is necessary for
our understanding of what follows.
The narrative continues. The woman “was requesting” (ﬁpdm, the descriptive imperfect, the verb
full of respect) him to expel the demon out of her
daughter. The subﬁnal Eva, which is equal to an inﬁnitive, states what the woman requested. Her faith is
apparent, R. 993.
27) And he went on to say to her, Let the children be ﬁlled ﬁrst; for it is not excellent to take the
bread of the children and to throw it to the little pet
dogs;
Matthew omits ain'ﬁ, “to her,” as though the words
were not addressed directly to the woman. The statement is, indeed, like a general proposition, it is even
expressed in proverbial form. It is intended for the
disciples as well as for the woman. Mark preserves the
preliminary command: “Let the children be ﬁlled
ﬁrst!” “The children” are the Jews, and this woman,
as Mark has just told ‘us, is not a Jewess.

Let no one

present misunderstand — this Gentile woman cannot
come in on the same level as the Jews. The Jews come
“ﬁrst" as far as the mission and the ministration of
Jesus are concerned. On the verb xop-rézew compare
6 :42; in its common use its coarseness is forgotten. Yet

in the adverb “ﬁrst” there lies a concealed promise,
namely that the Gentiles do come next. Jesus is not
turning this pagan woman’s faith away, he is instruct-

ing that faith, preparing it for the gift he is about to
extend.
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With ydp Jesus adds an explanation in lucid ﬁgurative language. Note well that he does not say: of»:
zéearw, “it is not right,” but only: oi: «My am, “it is not
a ﬁne thing to do.” And he does not say “dogs” as our

versions translate the diminutive xvvcipw, but “little
dogs,” such as are kept as pets in the house. The difference is vital. In the Orient dogs have no owners
but run wild and serve as scavengers for all garbage
and offal. Such “dogs" the Jews called all Gentiles —
ownerless, in every way unclean, always to be driven
oﬂ. It is an entirely different conception when Jesus
speaks of “the little pet dogs” in referring to the Gentiles. These have owners who keep them even in the
house and feed them by throwing them bits from the
table. N0 Oriental street dogs were allowed in a house,
to say nothing of a dining-room or at dining tables.
“The bread of the children” is the ministry of Jesus
and the blessings he dispenses. This bread is intended
for the chosen nation, the Jews. They recline at table
while Jesus dispenses his blessings to them. Any little
pet dog in the house is not allowed to lie on one of the
couches as if he, too, were a child; this would certainly
not be xan, “a ﬁne thing” to allow. Any pet dog is
given food in a diﬂ’erent way; he is allowed to pick up
anything the children may drop while eating at table.
God did not exclude the Gentiles altogether from the
ministry of Jesus.
Let us note that “the little pet dogs” does not refer
to all the Gentiles in the world but only to such as lived
among Jews or came into contact with them in Palestine and could thus in a way obtain some of their
blessings. The words of Jesus are thus not nearly as
“hard” as some interpreters have made them. These
words are not a “temptation" which this woman is
asked to overcome. All such ideas destroy the point of
what Jesus said. All that Jesus does is to ask the dis—
ciples and the woman to accept the divine plan that
Jesus must work out his mission among the Jews alone,
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and that thus the blessings dispensed by that mission
during his ministry shall be set before the Jews alone
in all their abundance. Any share of Gentile individuals in any of these blessings can be only incidental
during Jesus’ ministry in Israel. Since Jesus was now
about to pass through Syrophoenician territory, it was
vital that this be understood especially right here and
now when a Gentile woman was begging on her knees
for Messianic help.
28) But she answered and says to him, Yes,
Lord; and the little pet dogs underneath the table
eat of the little crumbs of the little children.

In 3.um «at Ac'ycl. we see how the aorist and the historical present are combined in the Greek; in English
this combination would be wrong. The woman’s answer is wonderful in every way. She accepts wholeheartedly what Jesus says about the divine arrange—
ment of his Messianic mission as being conﬁned to the
chosen nation. Her consent to it all is far more than
formal or superﬁcial: she understands and consents
and thus submits without question or thought of objection. She does not even ask why God did as he did.
It is God’s arrangement — that is enough.
The keen ears of her faith catch also the full implication of What Jesus says of the children and their
little pet dogs. In Homer they are called TpamCﬁce gum,
“dogs fed from their master’s table” (Liddell and
Scott). The present Eadie: means: “they usually eat,"
and «ind is to be taken in the partitive sense: “some of
the little crumbs," all of them would require the accusative, R. 519 and 577 on Matt. 15:27. Since they are
fed thus, these pet dogs are naturally “underneath the
table,” are allowed to be there. Mark has “little
crumbs of the little children,” 16v Mic-w; Matthew the
more expressive ray mph)» al'rru‘w, “of their lords.”
The beauty of the woman’s reply is that she keeps
entirely to the ﬁgurative language of Jesus and shows
that she understands and accepts-all that Jesus implies.
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-She thus uses the language of Jesus himself to express
all her faith in him; she is begging as one of those little pet dogs a few tiny crumbs which the children in
eating inadvertently keep dropping to the ﬂoor. She
renews her appeal with Jesus’ own words, certain that
he cannot deny what these words hold out to her. Here,
indeed, is faith in all its lovely beauty.

29)

And he said to her, Because of this word he

going. The demon has gone out of thy daughter.
And having gone away to her house, she found the
little child having been laid upon the bed, and the
demon having gone out.

Matthew has Jesus praising the woman’s faith,
Mark has him rewarding her confession of faith: “because of this word.” Jesus did both. Matthew lets
Jesus say: “Let it be to thee as thou wilt”; Mark: “The
demon has gone out of thy daughter.” Jesus said both.
But it is unwarranted to think that Jesus kept the
woman on tenterhooks for the purpose of making her
faith stretch itself to the utmost as one holds a morsel
higher and higher to make a dog jump to the limit of
his ability before rewarding him. The greatness of
this woman’s faith does not lie in its overcoming obstacles that were set up by Jesus and growing greater
as these obstacles were increased. The greatness was
in submissively accepting and in rightly understanding
what Jesus said about his Messianic mission. Her great
distress did not dull her ears or darken her mind to
Jesus’ word. The view that she overcame the reluctance of Jesus to help her attributes to Jesus what was
wholly foreign to him. The woman did not battle with
Jesus and overcome him. She only made his word her
own and uttered her faith in his word by her own
confession of that word.
This confession is most worthy of note as far as
our faith and our confession are concerned.

Every

misconception on which one relies produces a false
faith, no matter how strong the reliance on that mis-

Mark 7:29, 30
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conception may be. All correct knowledge of the facts
revealed by Jesus is the eternal basis of true faith; and
faith is great in the measure of the reliance it places
on this basis, neither questioning nor rationalizing
about the facts involved nor about the divine will revealed in them. When this faith is manifested in humble confession, this delights Jesus to the highest degree.
Such a faith he desires to ﬁnd in all of us.
Jesus assures the woman: “The demon has gone
out of thy daughter,” the emphasis being on the verb
which is placed forward. Let her be going to see how
Jesus has answered her prayer. When did the demon
go out? While the perfect tense éfahpwac implies that
the demon is now out, it implies also that he went out
before this time. This is a remarkable miracle. It is
wrought at a distance. The demon obeyed the silent
will of Jesus, which reached him from a distance. Such
a miracle this woman had asked of Jesus, and such a
miracle she received. We should like to know more
about the subsequent life and about the end of this
woman, but the evangelists make Jesus and the miracle
the chief points and end with those.
30) The woman hurried home as Jesus bade her
do. Her faith knew what she would ﬁnd. No pagan
remedies had helped, but the assurance on the part of
Jesus gave her certainty and joy. She found her little
child (r6 mat») having been laid upon the bed (the
perfect participle) and thus lying there. Her house
could not have been far away. Because the girl is lying thus some think that she was still weak and exhausted, but this is not the way in which Jesus heals
and helps. . The child was resting. While she was under the power of the demon she was, no doubt, driven
about and robbed of rest. The very sight of her lying
quietly assured the mother that the child was free.
“The demon having gone out" repeats the assurance
which Jesus gave her when he sent her home. It was,
indeed, exactly as he had said.
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31) And again having gone out from the borders of Tyre, he went through Sidon to the Sea of
Galilee in the midst of the borders of Decapolis.
“Again” means that Jesus started once more; this
time “out from the borders of Tyre.” In v. 24 we see
that the boundaries are referred to. Up to this time
Jesus had not been on foreign soil, but now Mark states
positively that “he went through Sidon,” which lies
ﬁve miles north of Tyre. But Jesus is only on a journey, we hear of no teaching or miracles. It seems that
he remained unknown, and that he himself sought to
remain so, and that he devoted his time to the instruction of his disciples, which was the main occupation of
Jesus during the last part of his ministry.
Mark alone tells about Jesus’ passing through Si-

don. What other points Jesus touched we do not know.
Matthew as well as Mark report as the destination the
Sea of Galilee, its eastern side. Matthew writes mpd,
Jesus passed alongside of the sea and went beyond it;
Mark states that this was “in the midst (are giant!) of
the borders of Decapolis.” We thus see that Jesus
moves on the outskirts, keeps away from his enemies,
secures time for his disciples, and, where he does come
into contact with people, helps such as he had not
reached before. The Decapolis is the territory of the
ten cities, 9. region to the southeast of the lake. The
healed demoniac had ﬁlled this country with the great
news of what Jesus had done for him. As the Syrophcenician woman knew about Jesus, so the people in
this region must have known him even more.
32) And they bring to him one deaf and dumb
and beseech him that he lay the hand on him.
Matt. 15:30 gives us a summary of the activity of
Jesus while he was in the borders of Decapolis. Mark
selects one of the miracles Jesus performed in this territory, and it is he alone who reports it. They bring a
deaf and dumb man to Jesus. Although mm»; means
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“thick-voiced,” speaking with difﬁculty, the LXX uses
it in the meaning dumb, which is its meaning in this
instance. What sounds the man could make were unintelligible. The people have their idea as to how Jesus
heals, so they ask him to lay the hand on this man and
thus heal him of his double ailment (Zva is subﬁnal, it
states what was asked of Jesus).
33) And having taken him from the multitude
to himself in private, he pushed his ﬁngers into his
ears and, having spit, touched his tongue, and, having looked up to the heaven, he sighed, and he says
to him, Ephphatha! which is, Be completely opened!
And his ears were completely opened, and the bond
of his tongue was loosed, and he started to speak
rightly.
Jesus did not lay his hand on the man, he used an
exceptional procedure in his case. But some fail to
grasp what Jesus did, and some of the interpretations
are unwarranted. This deaf-mute is brought to Jesus
amid a great crowd. He is much excited because of
this crowd and of his being brought to this strange
man whom he did not know even by name. Jesus is
concerned about him because he is in this state. He
takes him entirely away from the multitude; the middle aorist participle means that Jesus took the man to
himself; in private (Kwr' may, the idiomatic phrase) emphasizes this point. This preliminary action (hence
expressed by a participle) is both wise and signiﬁcant
for the man. He is alone with Jesus, removed from
the excitement and the distraction of the crowd. His
eyes watch Jesus, and he understands that Jesus is
about to do something for him, for taking him away
must have been done for some special purpose. Thus
the man’s attention is riveted upon Jesus alone.
In the same way the next actions of Jesus speak to
the deaf-mute. Jesus uses sign language that is simple
and plain so the deaf-mute cannot help but understand. He thrusts his ﬁngers into the man’s ears. Here
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was the seat of one of his ailments — those ears were
deaf. But why do those two ﬁngers (why do some interpreters say thumbs?) draw attention to the deafness of the ears? The thought is conveyed to the man
that Jesus intends to do something about this deafness.
We now have a ﬁnite verb, this is one of the main actions. Let us note in connection with it that the eyes
of Jesus undoubtedly spoke to the eyes of the man.
First the deaf ears, next the mute tongue. The
sign language continues. First a minor action which
is again expressed by a participle: Jesus “having spit.”
Some commentators say that Jesus spit upon the man’s
tongue, or, ﬁnding this too coarse, that he spit upon his
ﬁngers and conveyed the spittle to the man’s tongue;
and then notes are appended about the supposed healing powers of human spittle. Where does Mark say or
intimate any of these things? Jesus spit and then
touched the man’s tongue, of course, with a ﬁnger. Both
actions tell the man that Jesus wants him to centre his
attention on his mouth and on his tongue. That mouth
and that tongue are speechless, Jesus must be intending to do something about this ailment. The actions
are symbolic. To talk about the spittle as a medium for
conveying the power of Jesus is not justiﬁed by the
text; nor is the laying on of his hand in other cases a
medium. The miracles are wrought by the will of the
Lord, sometimes by that will alone, often by that will
expressed in an almighty word even as in this instance.
Touching with the hand is only symbolical.
34) More sign language follows. Again a participle expresses the subordinate action: Jesus looks up
to heaven. The man watches Jesus do this. He grasps
the idea that the help that Jesus brings him is from
heaven, is divine, almighty help that is far different
from anything merely human. With this upward look
Jesus sighs. The man is to see the sigh, it is part of
the sign language which Jesus is using. The heavenly
help is one that should be sought with the sigh of ear-
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nest longing, a sigh that is in itself already a prayer.
It is a misconception to regard this sigh of Jesus as a
prayer of his to God to enable him to work the miracle.

Such a conception reduces Jesus to the level of the
prophets and the apostles who wrought their miracles,
not by their own power, but by that of God (Christ).
The additional remark that the sigh expressed also the
sympathy of Jesus for the aﬂiicted man introduces a
diverse element — once the sigh is a prayer, again it is
something else.
The man understood the sign language of Jesus. It
is impossible to assume the contrary, i. e., that Jesus
had failed in his effort to have the deaf-mute understand these signs. We may say that this language of
Jesus was intended to arouse faith in the man. But it
would be unwarranted to make the miracle that now
followed dependent on the man’s faith. It depended
wholly on the will of Jesus. Jesus sometimes tries to
instil faith before the miracle, he sometimes lets faith
follow after the miracle. It all depends on the case.
The deaf-mute may well have received a spark of faith
before the almighty word was spoken; but it was not
his faith that enabled Jesus to heal him, it was solely
the power and the will of Jesus.
After the man has been fully prepared, Jesus
speaks the one word “Ephphatha,” the Aramaic imperative ethpael.

Mark preserves the very word that

Jesus uttered just as he does in 5:41. He wants his
Gentile Christian readers to have the very syllable and
the sounds that came from Jesus’ lips in working this
miracle. But he at once translates: Amm’xoqn, the peremptory aorist imperative: “Be opened!” Sui adding
the idea of complete, perfect opening. The neuter 5
refers to ephphatha as a word. The command expressed the will of Jesus, and that will performs what
it wills. The idea of opening refers not only to the ears
which were stopped by being deaf but equally to the
tongue which was held by a fetter (Sunnis, v. 35) and
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required opening of that bond to free the tongue for
speech. This word of Jesus penetrated the ears of the
deaf-mute — he heard its almighty sound. We cannot
say whether any of the people were near enough to
hear it also. The main thing is that the deaf man
heard it.
35) Mark reports the effect of this one word of
Jesus quite fully by telling how the man’s ears (here
dxoal) were completely opened, how his tongue was
loosed from its bond, two aorists to express the mighty
facts. An imperfect (inchoative, R. 885) follows regarding the tongue: “he started to speak rightly”
whereas before he had been able, like so many deafmutes, to utter only unintelligible sounds. Instead of
smotxoyaau (ﬁrst aorist passive) some texts have the
reading ﬁwi'y'qaav (second passive without 8d).
36) And he charged them to tell no one; but as
much as he went on to charge them, the more beyond
measure they went on heralding it. And beyond
measure they continued to be amazed“, saying, Excellently has he done all things! Both the deaf he
makes to hear and the speechless to speak.
Matthew (15:30, 31) reports that Jesus healed
many more on this occasion: dumb, cripples, lame, and
blind. A multitude was present as Mark also reports
in connection with the healing of the deaf-mute. The
command not to report the latter miracle must thus be
extended to include also the many others. Since Mark
himself records no reason for this command of Jesus,
we are left to ﬁgure this out ourselves. Various opinions are naturally held. The best, we judge, is that
which takes into account the time in the ministry of
Jesus. He has only a few months left, and he does not
want the excitement to spread far and wide about his
being the Messiah. The people generally connected
earthhr, political ideas with that‘title, the very ideas

which Jesus combated.

So he did what he could to
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keep his miracles quiet at this time. But, as in this instance, he did not succeed.
The more he went on to command, the more they
went on to publish what he had done. 0n door! «A. see
R. 967; My is to be construed with the comparative

mpwaénpov.

Some texts have aﬁm’ as the subject of

daﬁpuaaov in contrast with afmis, both being emphatic: he
went on to charge, they went on to publish, both are
descriptive imperfects, one regarding what Jesus
wanted, the other regarding what the people did.
37) Mark explains this action of the people. He
uses the strong imperfect passive: they were thrown
into a condition of amazement and continued thus. He
adds the compound adverb (R. 546) I'nrcprrcpwo’ée, “beyond measure,” beyond what already abounds. Being
in such a state, they felt that they could not restrain
themselves. Matthew reports that they gloriﬁed the
God of Israel and thus indicates that most of these people were Gentiles. Yet this was not a heathen land like
Phoenicia (v. 24, etc.), it was part of the tetrarchy of
Herod Antipas, which, with Galilee, was considered
Jewish territory.
Mark tells us exactly what the people said: “Excellently has he done all things!” the perfect «(retake referring to all the past acts but as they still appear at
the present moment. Note “all things” and consider
what this praise means. Then these people generalize
as the present tense mud together with the plurals
show: “both the deaf he makes to hear and the speechless to spea .” The A. V.’s translation is correct and
not the R. V.’s which has “even . . . and.” The deaf
are not stressed beyond the speechless. These people
rightly conclude that Jesus can at any time (the present tense in a general proposition) make the deaf (any
of them) to hear and the speechless (any of them) to
speak. Note that (swans matches MM» “the speechless
to speak.”

CHAPTER VIII
1) In those days, there being again a great multitude and having not what they may eat, having
called the disciples to him, he says to them, I have
compassion on the multitude because three days already they remain with me and have not what they
may eat; and if I release them fasting to their home,

they will become exhausted on the road; and some
of them are come from afar.
“In those days” means when Jesus visited the Decapolis. “Again,” as on previous days, a great multitude was present.

The genitive absolute extends to

,ﬁ, e‘xo’wwv, this participle modiﬁes woMoﬁ 6onv, the plural
is construed ad sensum, R. 407. Ti qbdymm R. 737 cites
as a relative clause, but this does not explain the sub-

junctive; it is an indirect question, the direct question
of deliberation uses the subjunctive: “What may we

eat?” The situation thus sketched Jesus lays before
his disciples after calling them to him for this purpose.
The critics regard the tw0 miracles by which multitudes were fed as one despite the differences in time,
place, numbers fed, numbers of bread-cakes and of
ﬁshes and of baskets full left over. Matthew and
Peter (Mark’s source) were present in person at both
miracles and are reliable authorities. The inner difference between the two miracles is not discussed by
the critics. The feeding of the 5,000 intends to reveal
Jesus as the Bread of Life as John 6:26-65 show in
extenso; the feeding of the 4,000 does not go beyond

showing the care of Jesus for our bodily needs.
In the case of the 5,000 Jesus broached the question
of feeding them to Philip alone as soon as Jesus saw

the crowd assembling; see the commentary on John
6 :5-7. Here three days elapse before Jesus speaks. In
(314)
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the other miracle the disciples become worried about
the multitude and come to Jesus toward evening and
urge him to send them away. Here the disciples remain unworried for three days, and it is Jesus who
ﬁnally speaks to them about feeding the crowds before

he sends them away and himself leaves the locality.
2)

Even the unsatisﬁed hunger of men awakens

the compassion of Jesus; on ”Myxvlgopu see 6 :34. And
it does this the more since these people have held out
for three days near («p69 in the verb, R. 623) Jesus;
ajpc’pu 1736?: is a parenthetic nominative of time, R. 460.
After this long stay near Jesus, during which they forgot everything else except what they saw and heard
from him, and after all supplies brought along had
been consumed, he cannot bring himself simply to dismiss them by telling them to go home since he himself
:is leaving.
3) The fact that Jesus is speaking of their phys‘ical needs is plain; note “fasting” and Muariaovmi,
“they will be completely unloosed” like a bowstring
when it is unstrung, metaphorically, “they will become
exhausted.” This would likely be the case especially in
the case of some who had come from a great distance,
dart [saxpolacm the preposition governing an adverb.
4) And his disciples answered him, Whence
shall one be able to ﬁll these with bread in a. desert
place?

The emphasis is on “whence” and “in a desert
‘place”; with e'w” Epcplas‘ supply xépae. Matthew (15 :33)
writes: “Whence have we in a desert place so much
'brea ,” etc.? When Mark writes 12: he means “one of
us.” Verbs of tasting, including xoprtzew, take the genitive, here dpmv, “breads,” ﬂat cakes of bread, R. 508.
'The disciples declare that it is beyond them, in fact,
impossible for any of them to furnish from any source,
here in this uninhabited desert place, the required
quantity of bread. They imply that it is Jesus alone
who could do that. The 1-2:, “one,” cannot include Je-
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sus; note funiv in Matthew. We observe that the disciples do not speak of a minimum: “that everyone may

take a little,” as they did in the other miracle (John 6:
7); but of a maximum: “to ﬁll these with bread,”
xopz-[Cew (see 6 :42) , the aorist to indicate complete ﬁlling.
The disciples remember the other miracle. Thus
they are not again worried. They have learned that
Jesus does not mean that they might possibly ﬁnd a
supply of bread somewhere. Yet they do not tell Jesus
what he should do; they have learned to leave everything in his hands to act when and how may seem best
to him. To say that the reply of the disciples betrays
no knowledge of a previous miraculous feeding and
nothing but complete perplexity is to misread not only
this reply but also the word of Jesus that elicited the
reply.
5) And he inquired of them, How many breadcakes have you? And they said, Seven. And he
passed an order to the multitude to recline on the
ground. And after having taken the seven breadcakes, having given thanks, he broke them and kept
giving to his disciples in order to place before them;
and they placed them before the multitude. And

they had a few small ﬁshes; and having blessed
them, he said to be placing them too before them.
The compassion of Jesus will delay no longer. It is
worth noting that, as far as the multitude is concerned,
the record emphasizes only the compassion evidenced
in the miracle. We are not told of astonishment among
the people nor of a movement to proclaim him king.
When the disciples promptly answer “seven,” these
seven ﬂat cakes are what they had left from their own
supplies and are not secured from anyone in the multitude. No one now speaks as Andrew did (John 6:9) :
“What are they among so many?” The disciples ans
swer with alacrity — they feel quite sure as to what
Jesus intends to do. That other miracle has taught
them well.
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It is unjust to them to speak of their forgetfulness
and obtuseness and to think that Jesus might have
rebuked them and yet refrained from doing so and
asked only with a sigh what amount of food the disciples still had left. Nothing of this is in the record.
Only this appears, that Jesus deals in particular with
the disciples. They are to know his motive of compassion; they are to see that he is repeating what he
had already done; they are to realize that this repetition means that Jesus is able always to provide bread
and to supply earthly needs. We are in that period of
Christ’s ministry when the intensive training of the
Twelve is his great concern, for only a few months are
left until the ﬁnal Passover arrives.

6)

As in an army, Jesus issued the order so that it

passed along to the multitude. All were to recline as
for dinner on the ground in lieu of couches. That they
ranged themselves in companies of 50 and 100 as they
did in the other miracle is not stated but is entirely
probable. The ground is now bare of grass, for the
season has advanced into the summer. As Mark describes it, Jesus engaged in two acts, one with the

bread and one with the few ﬁshes. We regard Mﬁu’w as
modifying cbxapw—nfaas and this as modifying Am. The
taking is subsidiary to the giving of thanks, and this
subsidiary to the breaking. The ﬂat bread-cakes were
baked ﬂat so that they could be broken and distributed for eating. Cutting bread was not thought of.
Bread was not baked in loaves in our sense of the word,
and the translation “loaves" should not mislead us.
“To give thanks” is, of course, the same as “to
bless," which Mark uses regarding the ﬁshes. Both
mean that Jesus pronounced the prayer that was usual
at a meal; he said grace. If anything of special signiﬁcance had distinguished this prayer in either of the
two miracles, at least one of the evangelists would have
called attention to this, most likely by recording the
words. The miracle was thus wrought, not by the
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words Jesus spoke, but simply by the silent will of
Jesus when he divided the bread and the ﬁshes.
The aorist Mum reports only the summary fact
that Jesus “broke” the food; but the iterative imperfect emu», “he kept giving” to the disciples, describes
the multiplication of the food in Jesus’ hands. He
loaded each disciple’s basket again and again with
pieces to be placed before the waiting guests. There
was always more to hand out. Only when all had been
supplied with all that they reached out for were the
seven sheets of bread and the few small ﬁshes used up.
The waiters at this miracle-meal were the disciples.
7) In this country prepared ﬁsh were the regular
meat addition to bread, Zukost. The disciples had “a
few small ﬁshes”; Mark got the diminutive from Peter,
and Mark has an ear for diminutives, for he always
notes when something is small. “A few” means more
than just two as was the case in the other miracle. It
seems that Jesus blessed the ﬁshes separately and gave
a separate order for placing them before the people.
The present tense wapaftoe‘vm is due to the tense of the
direct discourse when Jesus said: “Be placing before
them 1”
8) And they did eat, and they were ﬁlled. And
they took up what remained over of broken pieces
seven baskets. Now they were about four thousand.
And he dismissed them.
The facts are recorded with the greatest brevity:
they did eat — they were ﬁlled, xop‘n'Cm as in v. 4. It
seems that the superﬂuous pieces («epwaaipa-m) — some
people always being afraid that they will not get
enough—were this time gathered up by the disciples
without an order from Jesus as was the case in John
6:12; yet we cannot be entirely sure since in their record of the other miracle Matthew and Mark omit this
order. Both now use the word mptses for “baskets"
whereas in the ﬁrst miracle they used Kd¢mu Both were
woven of wicker, but the former seem to have been
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larger as is indicated by Acts 9:25 and by the exam-

ples given in M.-M. 618 where a mpt: is mentioned
that held ﬁfty loaves of bread. It is, therefore, not
safe to say that while 4,000 were fed this time, the food
left over was but little more than half of what remained at the former feeding. The seven emu-ides
most likely held even more than the twelve kophinoi.
The distinction between the types of baskets is retained in a marked way in Matt. 16 :9, 10 and in Mark
8 :19, 20, where, if they had been practically identical,
only one of the terms would have suﬂiced.

9)

The number of the people fed on this occasion

was “about four thousan .” Matthew adds that this
number were men, leaving the women and the children
uncounted. What a host to be fed with a little bread
and a few ﬁshes! In both miracles the numbers are

merely historical; all efforts to give them a symbolical
or allegorical meaning are beside the point. We also
say that the effort to ﬁnd a Gentile unity or even a
gradation between the three miracles recorded in 7 :24
—8 :10 is futile. How do we know that the deaf-mute
was a Gentile? If there were Gentiles present among
the 4,000, Mark does not even note the fact, much less
attach peculiar signiﬁcance to it.
When all were fully fed and the pieces gathered up,
Jesus dismissed them, which means that he himself
was leaving. Only three days did Jesus remain in this
neighborhood. Only the dismissal is recorded, nothing
is said about the effect produced upon the people,
which certainly must have been profound.
10)

And immediately having entered the boat

in company with his disciples, he went into the parts

of Dalmanutha.
No boat is mentioned in 7:31. Yet from what
Mark (and Matthew) writes regarding a departure
by boat, it is evident that the arrival, too, was by boat.
The article 1-?» «Mia»! speaks of the boat as being well
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known and directly implies that Jesus had come in this
boat. Yet this need not mean that the 4,000, like the
5,000, were fed near the shore of the lake, for 7:31
reads as though Jesus went some distance inland.
Mark writes that Jesus went “into the parts of
Dalmanutha.”; Matthew calls this locality “the borders
of Magadan" (which has nothing to do with “Magdala,” after which Mary Magdalene was named). All
that can be said is that this locality lies on the western
side of the lake. Since both names are otherwise unknown, the conclusion seems warranted that the locality was small.
11) And the Pharisees came out and began to
dispute with him, seeking from him a sign from the
heaven, tempting him.
It is overdrawn to picture these opponents of Jesus
as watching for the arrival of the boat and as then
pouncing upon him with their demand. They “came
out” from their houses when the news spread that
Jesus was back from his extensive tour. They may
have been waiting at Capernaum and, on getting word,
may have hurried over to Dalmanutha. The brevity
of the evangelists’ accounts leaves the possibility that
Jesus returned to Capernaum for a brief visit and there
encountered the Pharisees (on whom see 7:1). Matthew adds Sadducees.
Their union against Jesus marks the progress of
the hostility. The Pharisees stood for stem holiness
and by virtue of their numbers carried the common
people with them; the Sadducees, skeptics and high
livers, represented the aristocracy in the land and had
at their head the high priest and his connection as a
kind of priestly-political nobility that was at once rich
and powerful. One of the wives of Herod the Great
was Mariamne, the daughter of Simon, the high priest.
The Sadducees must thus be classed with the Herodians who sought the support of the Herodian famiLv
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(3 :6; 8:15). Mark abbreviates the present clash considerably and uses it only as an introduction to the following narrative; hence he omits mention of the Sadducees.
These opponents start a dispute with Jesus. The
point of it is that Jesus ought to show them a sign
from heaven. These men pretend that they are not
averse to Jesus, but they ask that he should present the
proper credentials. They imply that the signs which
he has wrought hitherto are insufﬁcient in this respect,
being only earthly; they are looking for something that
is more adequate and convincing, namely for “a sign
from the heaven.” But this demand was put forward
with evil intent, “tempting him.” They felt sure that
Jesus would not be able to furnish this kind of a sign,
and that they would thus be able to discredit him completely with the people. These men made themselves
the devil’s tool in suggesting to Jesus that he perform
a deed for which his Father had not commissioned him,
that he make himself a Messiah after the fashion of
men so as to gain their favor and support by selfchosen means. We need not add that Jesus at once
saw through the temptation and most vigorously repelled the cunning suggestion.

A amnion whether it is a miracle or some other deed,
always signiﬁes something, points beyond itself to
something greater and thus makes a revelation by an
actual deed and not merely by words. Here the sign is
to demonstrate that Jesus is the Messiah. The unbelief
of these Pharisees declares that for it only a sign “from
the heaven” could sufﬁce. There had been such signs
as when Joshua made the sun and the moon stand still
for twenty-four hours, when Elijah caused ﬁre to fall

from heaven, and when at Samuel’s prayer thunder
discomﬁted the Philistines (I Sam. 7 :9, etc.) . The
reasoning seems to be that, since the Messiah will be
greater than all the prophets and even than Moses, he
will prove it by doing at least one sign which in out-
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ward grandeur will exceed all other signs that have
ever been wrought.
But this entire conception is wrong, as wrong as
the unbelief from which it springs. The value of a sign
does not lie in the display it makes, not in what may
make it a re’pas, prodigy or wonder, but in What it signiﬁes, grace, mercy, deliverance, and salvation. In any
number of miracles there is no display at all, but oh,
how blessed is what they all signify! But this is in
vain for unbelief. All the signs that Moses wrought
did not change Pharaoh’s obdurate heart. Though one
arose from the dead and warned the ﬁve Wicked brothers of Dives, they would not believe. Voltaire cast off
the mask when he declared: “Even if a miracle should
be wrought in the open market place before a thousand
sober witnesses, I would rather mistrust my senses
than admit a miracle.”
Unbelief, always ﬁnds a way to decline the truth,
no matter with what credentials it is presented. As
was the case here, another credential can always be
demanded which discredits those already furnished.
What, for instance, would prevent the Pharisees from
claiming that even “a sign out of the heaven” was
wrought by the aid of Beelzebul? This applies to all
modern unbelief which rejects all the testimony of the
divine records regarding the reality and even the pos~
sibility of miracles and all that they signify. Where
' the Word plus the signs awaken no faith, it is useless
to offer a sign.
12) And having sighed deeply in his spirit, he
says, Why is this generation seeking a sign? Amen,
I say to you, if a sign shall be given to this genera»
tion —. And having left them, having again embarked, he went away to the other side.
It is Mark who again notes the emotion of Jesus,
namely, that he sighed deeply (dvd in the participle) in
his spirit (probably dative of relation, B.-D. 187, in regard to his spirit). The sigh was audible; it is referred
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to the spirit of Jesus because this is the highest part of

his human nature. The W is the immaterial part of
man insofar as it animates the body; the meﬁpa is the
same immaterial part insofar as it looks up to God.
The sigh of Jesus expressed his grief because of the
hardness of the hearts of these Pharisees Who come
seeking such a sign. Hence the complaint in the question: “Why is this generation seeking a sign?” i. e.,
such a sign. Matt. 16:4 states only that it is seeking
a sign, but Matthew calls this a Wicked and adulterous
generation, one that is following the Wicked one, is unfaithful to its covenant God. Jesus says “this generation” because these Pharisees represent a host of other
obdurate unbelievers. Why do they want a sign? Not
in order that they may believe but in order to tempt
and to discredit Jesus.
These are not friends who in a mistaken way and
unknowingly ask something improper of Jesus, Whom
he must in all kindness correct and instruct. These
are treacherous enemies who can be properly answered
in only one way.

Matthew gives us the full account of

how Jesus answered them, but the main point is that
reported by Mark: Jesus refused this sign and left
these enemies. 0n the formula “amen, I say to you”
see 4 :28. With this double seal of truth and of authority Jesus declares that they shall receive no such sign.
“If a sign shall be given to this generation” is a
protasis without an apodosis; we may complete the
sentence: “then it will be a far different sign,” namely,
as Matthew states, the sign of the prophet Jonah, the
ﬁnal, absolutely convincing sign of judgment, which,
however, comes too late for saving faith. When B.-D.
454, 5 calls this d after an oath Hebraistic and thus
equal to the negation “not” he says too little. This :2
resembles the Hebrew ’z‘m but is an aposiopesis, the
apodosis not being expressed, and does not mean at,
“not.” It is found in the papyri Where Hebrew inﬂuence is excluded. R. 94. Note that the apodosis is one
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of reality and not of unreality. It thus hints at the
fact that a sign shall be given to this generation,
namely, one which it is least expecting.
13) This sharp answer is enough. Jesus turns
away from these Pharisees (and Sadducees), embarks
once more, and sails away to the eastern side of the
lake. This embarking does not ﬁx the place as being
Dalmanutha ; it may be that Jesus had sailed from Dalmanutha to Capernaum and there encountered these
opponents. This is, of course, a minor matter.
14) And they forgot to take bread-cakes, and
except one bread-cake they had nothing with them
in the boat.

And he went on to charge them, saying,

Look to it, beware of the leaven of the Pharisees
and of the leaven of Herod. And they were considering with each other, saying, Bread-cakes we have
not.

Merely the fact is brought out: “they forgot.” According to Matthew the discovery was made when they
arrived at the other (eastern) shore of the lake. When
they all disembarked they probably found that they
had only one ﬂat cake of bread in the boat. 0n the
western shore this would have mattered very little, for
that shore was populous and could easily provide
bread; it was different on the lonely eastern shore.
15) Jesus sought lonely places in order to instruct
his disciples. So he here goes on to warn them against
the leaven of the Pharisees and against the leaven of
Herod. They had just had a clash with the Pharisees
and the Sadducees, which shows the appropriateness
of this warning. 'Opa’m is used like an exclamation,
and mam am; means “beware of.” Both imperatives
are durative to indicate an attitude that ought to continue. Matthew writes “the leaven of the Pharisees
and Sadducees.” When Mark substitutes Herod for
Sadducees he does not mean that Herod himself was a
Sadducee, but that Herod and the Sadducees belonged
together (see v. 11) .

Mark 8:15-17
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Mark does not interpret the ﬁgure of the leaven or
yeast, but Matthew tells us that this is the doctrine of
the Pharisees and scribes. Mark mentions leaven
twice, but this cannot refer to two diﬂerent realities:
the Pharisaic leaven-doctrine, the Herodian moral
principles. Doctrine and moral principles always go
together, the former produce the latter. With this raw,
Jesus refers to all that teaching which abolished pmivow. and «ta-n9, repentance and faith, and in the Pharisees set up a false holiness and in Herod and the Sadducees a false liberalism. Leaven is here used in an
evil sense, its secret penetrating power illustrating the
corrupting power of the teaching of the Pharisees and
of Herod. Hence the warning ﬂAé'Irc-re d1ro’: Do not look
upon this teaching, i.e., with favor, but look away
from it («h-6), i.e., with abhorrence.
16) The disciples fail completely to understand
what Jesus means. They proceed to consider, i. e., to
think over in their minds, What Jesus may mean. They
did this was Mﬁhovs, “over against each other,” and
their opinion was that Jesus was in some way referring
to their forgetfulness in not bringing along enough
bread. They thus combine the idea of leaven with that
of bread. This was rather pitiful. Had Jesus not just
now again clashed with both Pharisees and Sadducees,
and certainly not about bread but about the basis of
faith?
17) And when Jesus knew it he says to them,
Why are you considering that you do not have
bread 7 Do you not yet comprehend nor understand 7

Have you your heart hardened? Having eyes, do
you not see; and having ears, do you not hear; and

do you not remember? When I broke the ﬁve breadcakes for the ﬁve thousand, how many baskets full
of broken pieces did you take up? They say to him,
Twelve. And when the seven for the four thousand,
the ﬁllings of broken pieces of how many baskets
did you take up? And they say to him, Seven. And
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he proceeded to say to them, Do you not yet understand 7

Jesus knew what the disciples were thinking and
quietly saying to each other; he used his divine means
of knowing. All that follows is painful rebuke. For
this reason Mark and Matthew make such a full report

of what Jesus said. Mark does not give the interpretation of the leaven, Matthew states that the disciples
themselves ﬁnally discarded their interpretation. Mark
leaves his readers to do the same.
Note that the entire rebuke is formulated in questions; we can hear the tone of reproach in every one

of them. We see, too, what a task Jesus had to make
his disciples really understand spiritual things. The
ﬁrst question as to why their considerations turn only
on their lack of bread implies that there is no reason
whatever for their thinking of such a superﬁcial thing.
“Not yet” in the next question means: “after all that
Jesus has shown andstaught them — has it all been in
vain ?” Do they not yet comprehend, i. e., does their
mind (was) not yet grasp; do they not yet understand,
i. e., put two and two together to see what Jesus really
means? We see here that Jesus expects us to use our
mind and our reasoning powers in religion, not indeed
to rationalize but to understand and comprehend in
true enlightenment.
But back of mind and reasoning powers lies the
heart, the center of the personality itself, the seat of
the will and of the thoughts it controls (this is the New
Testament and the Greek conception of uap8ia). The
mind and its reasoning powers are never independent.

The intellect does not control the heart so that the
heart is swayed by what the intellect determines. This
is the mistake of all rationalists, both ancient and modern. The reverse is true. The intellect, mind, and reasoning powers (mines) are the slaves of the heart, i. e.,
of the will, the central force of our being. The intellect
always reasons as the will demands, never otherwise.

Mark 8 :1 7-1-9
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In the case of therPharisees and the Sadducees we
see that, even when their false reasonings are annihilated by the truth Jesus presents, their will remains
unchanged. Therefore Jesus always does more: he
drives directly at their will. The destruction of their
false reasonings is only a preliminary skirmish, the
fortress is not won until not only the intellect but the
will itself capitulates. It is absolutely vital to have the
right psychology in preaching the gospel. We thus
see why Jesus asks the disciples about their heart. He
wants them to examine their heart, to see whether it
“has been hardened,” the perfect participle referring
to a present condition that has grown out of the past.

On mopéw and «(5pr19 see 6 :52 where Mark describes the
condition of the disciples in the same plain words.
18) When Jesus continues by speaking about the
eyes that do not see, the ears that do not hear, the
memory that does not remember, he is not reverting
from the heart to the intellect. Eyes, ears, and memory are regarded as belonging to the heart. The sense
of the questions is: “Is your heart really so inactive,
so dead, that it does not use its eyes to see, its ears to
hear, its memory to remember?” The tone of reproach

is unabated.
19) And now Jesus stirs their heart by reviving
their memory. Have they forgotten the two miracles
when Jesus fed so many with so little? But the point
of this remembrance is not that so many were miraculously ﬁlled, but that the disciples themselves received
plenty. That is why the question asks how many baskets full of pieces the disciples took up. They answer
twelve the ﬁrst time, seven the second time. The point
is: Did they starve, were they left hungry, when there
was no bread out in the wilderness? No; Jesus
fed them. How can they remember that and now think
that Jesus is scolding them for not bringing enough
bread? If he fed 5,000 and 4,000 with a few cakes of
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bread, can he not feed twelve men with the cake they
brought?
'
20) The question about the 4,000 is like that about

the 5,000. But the object of ﬁpm is formulated differently: “of how many baskets the fulness of broken
pieces?” In v. 19 the stress is on the number of the
baskets; in v. 20 the stress is on the full contents as
well as on the number of the baskets. Jesus retains
xtiduvoc regarding the ﬁrst miracle and mp£8¢s regarding
the second, here where, if there were no diiference between the terms, the one term would suﬂice. There
evidently was a diﬂ’erence, see v. 8.

21)

The rebuke as such is ﬁnished. Kai my: marks

a pause. Jesus gives the disciples time to absorb what
he has said, time to let their hearts and their minds
function as they should. Then he asks again: “Do you
not yet understand ?" This is no longer rebuke, hence
is not a repetition of the question asked in v. 17 as
some think. This is a solicitous question to which
Jesus expects an answer after the extended rebuke he
has administered. “Not yet” has a different reference
than it had in v. 17; there it referred to all their previous experience, here in v. 21 it refers to the rebuke
they have just heard.
Mark breaks off at this point, but Matthew goes on
to say that the disciples now understood that Jesus
was not warning against the leaven of bread such as
came from the Pharisees but against the leaven of the
teaching of the Pharisees and the Sadducees. We are,
therefore, warranted in concluding that the disciples
answered this question and answered it in the proper
way.
22) And they come to Bethsaida. And they
bring to him one blind, and they beseech him to
touch him.

This is Bethsaida Julias, on the eastern side of the
lake, near the entrance of the Jordan, a village that
had been built up into a city by Philip and named in

Marla 8:28
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honor of Julia, the daughter of the emperor Augustus;
it is to be distinguished from the Bethsaida on the
western shore, the suburb of Capernaum. Jesus is still
seeking retired localities. But even here he is known.
He is asked to heal a blind man by touching him. The
Eva clause is subﬁnal and states what the people asked.
23) And having laid hold of the hand of the
blind, he brought him outside of the village. And
having spit on his eyes in having laid his hands on
him, he inquired of him, Dost thou see anything?
And having looked up, he went on to say, I see men,
for I perceive them as trees, walking.
The procedure of Jesus is pedagogical as was that
which he followed in the case of the deaf-mute in 7 :33.
Jesus again employs sign language. Jesus lays hold of
the hand of the blind man and brings him outside of
the village — the old name “village” is still used for
what was now a city. The blind man is taken away
from the crowd and the excitement of the town; Jesus
wants him to be entirely undisturbed so that he may
have his entire attention, and that the man may realize
fully what a miracle is being wrought upon him. Jesus

thus wants to kindle faith in the man.

The point is

not that the miracle depends on that faith, for the faith
is here to follow the miracle. Jesus healed many who
came without faith, but all his miracles were performed to enable and to aid faith. That was the purpose of the elaborate procedure of Jesus. He could
have healed the man with a word right in the town,
but he chose a better way, better for the man concerned. The disciples most likely went along and stood
by quietly".
Jesus next spits upon the closed eyelids of the man.
while he is placing his hands upon him (can; after c'nt
in the verb). We have no Kai between the participles,
which means that the one action took place (spitting)
immediately after the other (laying on the hands). The
placing of the hands on the man’s eyes (v. 25, arm)
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assures him that Jesus is now proceeding to heal him;
a great gift and blessing is about to descend upon him.
The spitting on the eyelids which are now veiling his
sightless eyeballs tells him that Jesus is dealing with
his blindness, and that he is bestowing sight upon him.
As was the case in 7 :33, it is unwarranted to introduce
the view that human spittle had healing power; or to
make the spittle a medium for transmitting the healing

power of Jesus. The healing, as always, was wrought
directly by the almighty will of Jesus, which never
needs a medium or channel. Whatever actions Jesus
uses are for a different purpose, here the purpose already indicated.
The remarkable feature of this miracle is the fact
that Jesus wrought it gradually and not in an instant
as he did in other cases. This is due wholly to the will
of Jesus which is working with an eye to the man. The

gradual recovery of his sight is to impress him the
more deeply with what Jesus is doing for him. The
question as to why such a procedure ﬁts this case and
not others belongs altogether to Jesus — his insight
(John 2 :25) knows what is best in each case. Yet even
here the man gets his sight quickly. It is unwarranted
to think that Jesus’ power was unable to heal this case
at once; that Jesus was compelled to make a second
etfort. We sometimes read the statement that those
who are healed by Jesus were left weak and needed
time to recover fully ; but this is contrary to the facts.
Even this blind man had perfect sight after a moment’s
delay.
Jesus asks the man whether he sees anything. Jesus
is not seeking information as to whether his power is
doing the work. He asks the question so that the man
may lift his eyelids and look about and realize that his
sight is being restored. The use of at introducing a direct question is nothing but a retention of the e: in indirect questions, ci thus becomes an ordinary interrogative particle, B.-D. 440, 3. While this use is unclas-

Mark 8:24, 25
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sieal, it is best to regard this cl as “having attained to
all, the rights of a direct interrogative at this time,” R.
916; and it hardly seems necessary to call it elliptical:
“I ask thee, whether,” etc., or to trace this use to the
LXX’s translation of the Hebrew h‘.
24) At the question of Jesus the man opened his
eyes and looked up. His sight had come back partially. “I see men” (the Greek has the generic article)
most likely refers to the disciples who were walking
about near the man. But these men walking seemed to
him as trees, they were vague, indistinct, so that he
could not distinguish them from trees except that they
were walking. The diiference between BMW and spas:
is slight, erblz'cken, gewahren, just to see and to perceive what one sees. Jesus wanted the man to realize
that his sight was returning.
25) Thereupon he again placed his hands upon
his eyes, and he was restored, and he continued to
look upon all things afar. And he sent him away tohis home, saying, Go not even into the village!
The man understands that Jesus had done so much
for him, he will now do the rest. Jesus once more lays.
his hands on the man’s eyes, and on the instant he sees
clearly. Mark emphasizes the complete healing by using three verbs: saw clearly, was restored, continued
to look upon; the ﬁrst two aorists indicate the fact, the
last, an imperfect, indicates continuance. We have
three compounds of man»: with dvd, to glance up; with
Sui, to see through, i. e., clearly; with c'v, to look at.
“Was restored” means that the man formerly saw but
became blind in some way. The readings vary as to
the form of the verb, whether it is second aorist passive or ﬁrst aorist passive with one or with two augments; all three forms mean the same thing: “was restored by Jesus.” The adverb names (rake, afar, +

«M, radiance) means that everything even far 01f
appeared in radiant clearness to him, i.e., he could not
have had better sight.
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26) We need not puzzle about the reason Jesus
sent the man home and told him not to go even into the
village, to say nothing of other populous places. Negative prohibitions in the aorist use the subjunctive.
This order is given for the man’s own sake, and that
is all; it is part of the pedagogical treatment that
marks this entire miracle. The man is not to lose the
deep impressions that have been made upon him by going into an excited crowd. His own family circle is
enough. As far as the townspeople are concerned,
they already know that Jesus could heal this man’s
blindness, that he had done many great miracles, etc.
To say that Jesus wanted them to know nothing fur-

ther about what he had done is to misconceive the
situation.

Part Two
Jesus Proves Himself to Be the Christ, God’s Son, by
Adding His Teaching concerning Suﬂ’ering and
by His Own Passion and Resurrection,
8:27-16:8

Regarding the reasons for dividing the entire Gospel at this point see the introduction to the Gospel.
From this point onward the note of suffering meets us
at every turn; this is markedly absent in the ﬁrst half
of the Gospel. In this second part of the Gospel the
main division is undoubtedly to be made at 14:1, where
the history of the Passion begins. A plain indication
of division in the subpart 8:27 — 13:37 is found at
10:32, where Jesus proceeds to go up to Jerusalem.
Further divisions are suggested by the way in which
Mark indicates places. Thus for 8:27 — 10:31 we
have Caesarea Philippi in 8:27; Capernaum in 9:33;
the borders of Judea and beyond Jordan in 10:1. Again
for 10 :32 —— 13 :37 we have Jesus’ going toward Jerusalem in 10:32; Jesus’ drawing nigh to Jerusalem in
11:1; and Jesus’ leaving the Temple in 13:1.
27) And Jesus went out and his disciples into
the villages of Caesar-ea Philippi.
Jesus continues to sojourn in distant parts, away
from his enemies, and devotes himself largely to the
ﬁnal training of the Twelve. From Bethsaida (v.
22) Jesus seems to have gone toward Caesarsa Philippi,
not into the city itself but into the outlying villages

where he could ﬁnd more retirement. Philip, a son of
Herod the Great, who ruled this territory as tetrarch
had enlarged and beautiﬁed this town and had named
it after both Caesar and himself: “Caesarea of Philip,"
i. 8., built by Philip in honor of Casar.
And on the road he went on to request his disciples, saying to them, Whom are men saying me
to be?
(333)
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It is Mark who tells us that this question was asked
while the little company was “on the road.” The verb

sway is digniﬁed and is thus in full harmony with the
importance of the occasion. The imperfect tense is descriptive and as an open tense holds our attention to
see what the answer will be. This ﬁrst question is
plainly preliminary. Jesus is not asking for information on his own account. He wants the disciples to
state the wrong opinions of men in order to set over
against them their own correct conviction. These foolish opinions he does not care even to discuss; the disciples themselves will brush them aside.

Mark and

Luke write simply “me,” Matthew, the Messianic title
that was used so constantly by Jesus and by him alone:
“the Son of man,” which is explained in 2 :10. In many
instances where Jesus might have used a pronoun
when he was referring to himself he preferred to use
this signiﬁcant title and spoke of himself in the third
person. We have Aéym followed by the accusative with
the inﬁnitive: “Whom do they say me to be ?” “Men”
has the generic article in the Greek, no article in the
English; Jesus refers to men in general; Luke writes

“the multitudes.”
28) Now they told him, saying, John the Baptist; and others, Elijah; still others, One of the
prophets.

The answers the disciples gave were perhaps divided between them. The superstitious idea of Herod
concerning Jesus as being John the Baptist come to
life again has been discussed in 6:14; and in 6:15 all

that needs to be said about the other opinions. Note
that all three opinions regard Jesus as a mere man and
resemble the opinions of the old rationalists and of the
present modernists. All three opinions, however, involve resurrections and thus reveal that the Jews, excepting only the Sadducees, believed in the resurrection
of the body on the basis of the Old Testament. This
answers the claim of the critics that the resurrection

Mark 8:29
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of the dead is either not taught in the Old Testament
or is taught there so vaguely that no one caught the
idea. The accusatives ’Imdwrfv m-A. are predicates after
elm which is to be supplied from v. 27.
29) And he on his part went on to request
them, But you, whom do you say me to be? And an-

swering, Peter says to him, Thou, thou art the Christ!
Air-rd: makes “he” emphatic, and the imperfect em;pu'na. holds us in suspense regarding the answer just as
this same verb did in v. 27. In the question 1‘:ch; is decidedly emphatic: “you on your part” over against oz
a'vapmoi in the ﬁrst question. Whatever they may say,
tell me what you say. With Ae’ye-re Jesus wants a confession of the lips but, of course, only one that is a true
expression of the conviction of their hearts. Any other
confession is a falsehood. Jesus knew the heart (John
2:25), we cannot and must thus accept the confession
of the lips. Our only aid in understanding is the conduct, the acts of the individual, the practice of a congregation or of a church body. This, too, is a confession, and it should harmonize fully with the confession
of the lips. When it clashes with that, the confession
by means of deeds is the real confession by which we
must then judge. Deeds and practice always speak
louder and are more decisive than words.
It is natural that Peter, with his constant readiness
for action, should speak for the Twelve who undoubtedly indicated or even voiced their assent. When Jesus
said “you” he had in mind the Twelve, both individually and as a body. The aorist participle dwaxptgefs expresses action that is simultaneous with that of Aéya,
R. 861. Matthew writes the full name “Simon Peter,”
Mark who has received the account from Peter himself,
is content with the one name “Peter.” In the confession: 2% cl 6 xpmés, the pronoun mi, “thou,” has an em-

phasis, and this emphasis “passes on to the remainder
of the sentence and contributes point and force to the
whole,” R. 678.

This is also true because the predicate
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has the article and is thus identical and interchangeable with the subject, R. 768. Just as “thou” denotes
one person and Only one, so “the Christ” is one and
only one, and “thou” and “the Christ” are identical,
and either may be used as the subject or as the predicate. These linguistic points are quite essential.

‘0 Xpmée is appellative, the substantivized verbal
adjective from the verb xpc’o) which denotes ceremonial
or sacred anointing. This is made a title: the Messiah,
the One Anointed, i. e., by God (1:10), for the great
oﬂice for which God had commissioned Jesus. The conviction that Jesus was the Messiah who had been
promised in the Old Testament revelations ﬁrst drew
the disciples to him, beginning with the Baptist’s assurance in John 1:32-34 and with the faith of the ﬁrst
six who attached themselves to Jesus in John 1:41, 45,
49. More than two years of constant intercourse with

Jesus had deepened and fully established this conviction.
All those referred to as at avopmi in v. 27, however
highly they were willing to rate Jesus, refused to see in
him “the Christ,” and it is over against this refusal
that Peter sets his confession that Jesus is the Christ.
This confession is thus most emphatic, without qualiﬁcation, brief, and decisive. Men had a false, a political
conception of the Christ; no wonder they could see no
more in him than the Baptist, Elijah, or a prophet
risen from the dead. By rejecting these false notions
the Twelve showed that they had the true conception
of the Christ, the one of the Old Testament, the one
that was perfectly fulﬁlled in Jesus.
Yet we cannot assume that only the Twelve believed in Jesus as the Christ. Others agreed with them.
They are not brought in here for the simple reason
that a right confession can be listed together with several wrong confessions only in a general way. Among
those who deny the Messiahship of Jesus none have
place who accept that Messiahship. They are in another class, that of the Twelve. They are not mentioned

Mark 8 :29-31
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now because Jesus is dealing with the Twelve in a
special manner.
Mark abbreviates Peter’s confession and the entire
incident which Matthew records in full. In the ﬁrst
place, Mark intends to use this great confession as the
introduction to the announcement of the Passion of
Jesus which follows. In the second place, Mark is repeating what Peter often narrated in his presence.
Now Peter was humble and did not put himself forward when he told the story; he let others do that. The
view is thus answered that Mark's Gospel aims to put
Peter forward; likewise the opposite view that this
Gospel intends to cast reﬂection on Peter. It reports
Peter’s great confession and thus gives him credit, and
it reports Peter's attempt to dissuade Jesus from entering on his Passion and thus tells of his mistake.
Mark shows no Tendenz except to report the facts
truly even as the apostle John told his pupil Papias.
30) And he gave them strict orders to tell no
one concerning him, namely that he was indeed the
Christ. In the ﬁrst place, they were not yet ready to do
this properly. The fulness of what “the Christ” meant
was not yet revealed to them. In the second place, to
proclaim Jesus as the Christ would arouse the false
hopes of the multitude who were looking for an earthly
Christ, one who would fulﬁll their grand political

hopes. We regard the Inn clause as subﬁnal, as stating
the contents of the orders.
31) And he began to teach them that it was
necessary that the Son of man suﬂ’er many things,
and be rejected by the elders and the high priests
and the scribes and be killed and after three days
rise again.
One great task had been accomplished: the disciples
had been brought to the full realization of the divine
person of Jesus as Peter voiced this conviction for the
Twelve in his great confession (v. 29) . Another task
had to be performed: the disciples had to be brought to
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understand the redemptive work that Jesus was about
to complete. Though Mark has not preserved these instances in the ﬁrst half of his Gospel, Jesus had spoken
about this work in a veiled manner; now he at last
speaks of it in the plainest terms. More than two years
before this time, behind the temptation after the forty
days of fasting, Jesus saw the shadow of the cross.
When he cleansed the Temple the ﬁrst, time he spoke
of the temple of his body which the Jews would destroy, and he would raise up. To Nicodemus he said:
“The Son of man must be lifted up.” But the time had
now come for plainer language.

The aorist ﬁpsa-ro indicates that Jesus now makes a
deﬁnite beginning of revealing his Passion to the disciples. The durative inﬁnitive 3136mm“! points to an extended course of instruction. Jesus did more than just
to tell, he taught his Passion to the disciples. They had
confessed him as the Christ, the Son of God. They are
to draw no false conclusions from his deity and his
Messiahship such as they were only too much inclined
to draw because of the vain Jewish hopes that were
still lurking in their hearts. Though Jesus is the Messiah and God’s Son, no golden, glorious, refulgent
earthly kingdom and grandeur lie ahead but the very
opposite.

Mark gives us a summary of what Jesus revealed
to his disciples during these last few months. The an
clause reports merely what Jesus said after his reply
to Peter’s great confession. Later on Jesus repeated
this statement with additions. All that awaits Jesus is
a necessity. Aez expresses all types of necessity, here
evidently what the gracious will and counsel of God
made necessary in regard to the mission of Jesus. These
things “must” (8:: is often so translated) take place,
and Jesus himself wills that they shall, for without
them he could not redeem the world.
We have seen how Jesus withdrew himself from the
populous center on the west shore of the lake and spent
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his time in distant parts, now near Tyre and Sidon,
then in Decapolis, ﬁnally in the neighborhood of Caes-r
area Philippi. Even in Galilee the opposition had
grown so keen that Pharisees and Sadducees from Jerusalem had come up to interfere with him. But Jesus
now tells the disciples, as Matthew adds, that he him—
self will presently again go to Jerusalem, to the very
capital itself where the real center of hostility against
him was to be found. The Jews would not need to follow him, to arrest him in some distant locality, he himself would place himself in their hands. Jerusalem
would be the place of his sacriﬁce, Luke 13:33. Here
he would “suffer many things,” waﬂeiv, an aorist, includes all the suffering, was still leaves a veil over the
details. Jesus knew what these “many things” were.
The prophets had foretold them in all their terribleness, and Jesus knew even more fully just what they
included. In the many things Jesus was to suffer we
may well see the reflection of the many sins he bore,
which Paul Gerhardt in his great Passion hymn on the
thorn-crowned head of Christ likens to the grains of
sand upon the seashore.
The verb deroSoxwizm means to reject after submit-~
ting to a test. Inferior or spurious coins were carefully tested and then rejected. Jesus will be rejected
by no less an authority than the Sanhedrin, the highest
judicial and religious authority of the nation which
was far more representative than the high priest alonewould have been. And Jesus gives that body its full
name: elders, high priests, scribes. In ordinary connections it was enough to mention only two classes.
“The elders” were the old, experienced men of the nation who had served as judges in the local courts and,
due to their prominence, had risen to membership in
the highest court. “The high priests” were members of
the ruling high priest’s (Caiaphas’) family; they were
Sadducees (see 8:11) and highly inﬂuential. “The
scribes” were the experts in the interpretation of the
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Old Testament and of the rabbinical tradition (described in 7:3; further notes on the scribes in 7:1).
We do not know how many of each class were to be
found in the Sanhedrin of seventy-one judges, or
whether the proportions for each class were ﬁxed. The
naming of the Sanhedrin as the agent (131.15) of Jesus’
rejection points to a trial and a formal condemnation.
Matthew has dud, which points to the source whence the
rejection comes; Mark im-é, the regular preposition for
the agent after passives.
The disciples themselves knew that the chief enemies of their Master were the Sanhedrists, who, in
fact, had already planned and plotted to destroy him.
Thus far Jesus had quietly frustrated their schemes;
but he now tells the disciples that the Sanhedrin will
succeed. Jesus will not only suffer many things, he
will actually “be killed.” This is speaking plainly indeed, although Jesus still withholds mention of the
scourging, the mockery, the mode of death, etc., for
the disciples cannot bear all these things at once. The
previous mention of the Sanhedrin points to a judicial
killing, but dmxraﬁﬁvat means only “to be killed” in the
sense of to be put out of the way (an-6), murdered,
robbed of life. It suggests no thought of justice on the
part of the Jewish tribunal but, in connection with the
preceding meaty, the gravest kind of injustice — j udicial murder.
Jesus is brief in this ﬁrst formal announcement. He
is like one who breaks a terrible piece of news to his
dearest friends. The shock cannot be avoided, but it
is softened as much as possible. The very thought of
seeing their beloved Master, whom they had just confessed as the Christ, a bleeding, murdered victim of
the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem must have overwhelmed
the disciples — and not only because of their love,
attachment, and high hopes but also because of their
conception of the Messiah, which included the very op-
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posite of suifering and being killed, namely, earthly
grandeur and triumph.
Yet glory and triumph, though of a far higher kind,
are included, namely, his resurrection “after three

days.” Mark has dyam-ﬁm: it is necessary that “he rise
up” from death; Matthew writes éycpoﬁvat, the passive
“be raised up.” Both are true: Jesus arose in his own
power, and he was raised up by God, for the opera ad
extra. aunt indivisa out communa. Jesus uses only the
one word and intimates nothing further concerning the
gloriﬁcation that is connected with his resurrection.
Any proper conception of this stupendous act was at
this time beyond the comprehension of the disciples.
It was enough for them to hear that Jesus would not
remain in death but would be brought back to life as
the Messiah. “After three days” is quite as exact as
Matthew’s “on the third day." This phrase is so important because it foretells the exact time. Jesus
would arise, not at some indeﬁnite future time, but
after a lapse of only three days. Jesus sees the future
with direct? vision, for none of the prophets had speciﬁed three days; all that the Old Testament oﬁers on
this point is the analogy of Jonah’s stay in the belly of
the great ﬁsh.
Beyond relating Peter’s attempt to dissuade Jesus
from entering upon his Passion Mark and Matthew tell
us nothing about the effect of this startling announce-

ment upon the disciples. Peter’s attempt proves that
the disciples certainly understood what Jesus told
them. And yet we see that Peter thinks only of the
suﬁering and the being killed and thus reveals that the
glorious climax of the Messiah’s career is entirely
clouded in the minds of the disciples. This explains
9:31 and Luke 18:34.
Modern criticism to this day denies both the prophecy that Jesus utters and the fulﬁllment that is recorded by all the evangelists and was preached by all
the apostles. These critics allow the death to stand but
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stumble at the glorious resurrection. Untenable is the
supposition of others who are less radical, who assume
that Jesus did not speak as plainly as the evangelists
record his statement, but that they wrote as they did
on the basis of their later knowledge, especially that
they did this with regard to the prophecy about his
rising again that is put into the mouth of Jesus. They
think that only in this way the reluctance of the dis-

ciples to believe the news of the resurrection can be
properly explained. But Peter’s act shows conclusively
that the disciples centered on the suﬁering and the
death of their Master and failed to heed what he added
concerning his resurrection. The last discourses of
Jesus, recorded by John in extenso, show this still more
plainly. It is one thing to sit in a cool study today and
to rationalize on the reactions of the disciples, and
quite another thing to pass through the terrible experience of the disciples when their Master was cruciﬁed
and then buried in the tomb. All the preceding assurances that he would rise again after three days were
lost in the night of the calamity that engulfed them.
We may note that the Jews counted parts of days as
days so that “after three days” is perfectly correct.
32) And with openness he uttered this statement. And Peter, having taken him to himself (the
middle participle with arpés), began to rebuke him.
But he, having turned around and having seen his

disciples, rebuked Peter and says, Get behind me,
Satan! because thou hast not in mind .the things of
God but the things of men.
Mark draws our attention to the fact that Jesus
uttered this Ao’yos or statement With wappqaia, which is

the freedom to speak out. We are to know that he
spoke as he did with utmost openness and without restraint. That, too, explains Peter’s action: he fully
understood what Jesus said with such plainness, excepting, of course, the word about the resurrection.
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The action on the. part of Peter seems to have followed at once. Peter is again forward, impetuous. He
thinks that he is doing the right thing, doing it for the
Twelve just as he had made confession for them (v.

29). The purpose in taking Jesus aside to himself is
that Jesus may listen the more readily to Peter’s expostulation. Inadvertently, however, this reproduced
the situation that obtained when Satan tempted Jesus
in the wilderness. Peter “began” to rebuke him just
as a moment before this Jesus “began” to teach his disciples about his Passion and his gloriﬁcation; but what
Peter began was immediately squelched; it was like
crushing a serpent that raises its ugly head. The verb
e'mrtpiiv which is used also in the next verse regarding
Jesus is full of vehemence, it is as when one comes
powerfully at another in order to show him that he is
altogether wrong. Mark shows the same brevity in
this story about Peter as he had shown in the one about
his great confession. Both abbreviations can most
likely be traced back to Peter himself, Mark had heard
him tell them thus on many occasions. Matthew has
preserved what Peter said to Jesus.
The psychology revealed is so true that we can
substantiate it by any number of examples in our own
lives. But these examples are mostly on a small scale
as when present pain or loss prove too much for us and
blot out any joy or gain that may be achieved thereby.
In Peter’s case it was the death of his Master which
was to Peter a calamity that was so frightful as to blot
out entirely everything glorious that might follow.
The mystery of the Baptist’s “Lamb of God” with its
implication of bloody sacriﬁce was still hidden from
Peter. What Jesus meant by 8d, namely, the divine
necessity of the atoning, cleansing blood of the Messiah, Peter did not grasp at all. His mind brushed all
these divine things aside and thought of the Messiah
only as the omnipotent Son of God who needed but to
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stretch out the hand of his power to achieve his great
rule and kingdom among men.
To this day all who fail to see the damning power
of sin are blind to the necessity of the cross. They
see in Christ cruciﬁed (since he was indeed cruciﬁed)
nothing but a noble martyr, a sacriﬁce only in this
sense, and reject “the blood theology” of the gospel, the
sacriﬁce which means substitution, redemption by the
blood of God’s Son, and the cleansing of the soul from
guilt by faith in this sacriﬁcial blood. They thus need
no essential Son in their theology, and his resurrection
may be regarded as a myth. Like Peter, they would
have a kingship without the Messianic priesthood. But
the very thing for which Peter started to rebuke Jesus
later became the kernel, yea, the Alpha and the Omega
of his apostolic preaching.
33) Peter began but never ﬁnished. The moment
he begins to speak of what he wants of Jesus, Jesus
turns on him. Not for an instant did he pause or ask
his urgent disciple: “Why?” or: “What makes thee
think so ?” Peter is not allowed to add that it would
not behoove the Messiah and Son of God to allow himself to be killed; or that he should not go to Jerusalem
and place himself in the hands of the Sanhedrin. Jesus
does not for one moment entertain the tempting
thought or even turn it over in his mind. This is an
example for us who frequently daily with the serpent
and then ﬁnd his poisonous fangs lodged in us.
Some think that Jesus’ “having turned around”
means that he turned his back on Peter in disgust;
others that he turned away from Peter and faced the
other disciples. But to turn and speak to a person—
note that the two actions go together — means that
Jesus faced Peter squarely. Peter and the disciples
were behind Jesus; then Peter came to the side of
Jesus and began to speak; then Jesus turned and in
facing him, as Mark alone observes, saw also the other
disciples. We have the same strong verhéumpiv to indi-
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cate the rebuke that Jesus administers. His seeing the
other disciples when he faced Peter implies that they,
too, were to hear the rebuke, for it might apply also to
their thoughts.

The command: “Be going behind me!” means that
Jesus is facing Peter at the moment. If Jesus had
turned his back on Peter he would himself have placed
Peter behind him. The command means: “Get out of
my sight!" With Peter, speaking as he does, Jesus will
have nothing whatever to do. This peremptory word
with the address “Satan” is identical with the command with which Jesus ordered the devil out of his
sight after the third temptation (Matt. 4:10). For
this reason “Satan” means the archﬁend. Unwittingly
and with the best intentions Peter was making himself
a tool of Satan. What a warning to watch our love, our
good intentions, our best acts, lest perhaps they after
.all agree with Satan and not with Christ.
The Romanists are concerned about removing the
name “Satan” from Peter and reduce it to mean only
“adversary” in general or regard it as an address to
the devil and not to Peter. Others agree by advancing
the claim that in the East “Satan” is commonly used
.as a designation for a bold, powerful enemy. But the
evidence for this alleged common usage is lacking. The
decisive point is that Jesus with his own lips here repeats to Peter what he once said to the devil, and both
times we have temptations, even the same kind of
temptations. In both “Satan” is used in the same
sense, but in the second case the ﬁend is connected with
Peter.
The argument that immediately after praising
Peter as the rock (Matt. 16:18) Jesus could not have
called him Satan, i. e., an agent of Satan, overlooks the
fact that Peter had the ﬂesh in him as well as the
.spirit, ignorance as well as faith, weakness as well as
strength. And we may ask, “How could Jesus call him
a rock when he knew that Peter would most shamefully
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deny him?” The name “roc ” pointed to what the grace
of Christ would eventually make of Peter; as yet the.
work had onLv begun. The fact that the Scriptures relate the faults of the apostles so openly and truthfully
proves their complete reliability. These faults comfort
us, not as offering excuses for our faults, but as assurances that Christ will not reject us on this account but
will correct our faults as he did those of Peter.
Mark omits the word about the skandalon by which
Jesus was to be caught as in a trap. Thus in Mark an
gives the reason why Jesus ordered Peter away while
in Matthew it states the reason why Peter is a trap
for Jesus. But the reason assigned belongs to both.
Because Peter comes with evil thoughts he is a trap,
he must be ordered away. The verb (ppm/Ell! means to
have something in the mind so that the mind is swayed
thereby. “The things of God” and “the things of men"
(the Greek has the generic article) are here direct opposites. The former are the great, blessed, saving purposes, plans, and acts of God; the latter the blind, erring sinful purposes and ways of men. Peter had his
poor mind full only of the latter, his thinking and desires were set on these, not at all on the former. “To
the world the cross was offensive, to Christ whatever
opposed the cross.” Bengel.
Peter must have been shocked at Jesus’ reply to his
well-meant urging. He could at that time hardly have
understood that by his attempt to dissuade Jesus from
going to the cross he was laying arrows on the bow of

Satan to shoot at his beloved Savior. One thing, however, must have penetrated his mind, namely, that all
this about Jesus’ passion, death, and resurrection was
divine, “of God," and therefore holy, blessed, saving;
and that every. contradictory thought and suggestion
were evil, dangerous, Satanic. Thus the very temptation that Peter brought upon Jesus was used; by Jesus
to help him from the things of men to those of God. We
have only the hint that Jesus saw the other disciples
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plus what follows to indicate that the others, too, heard
what Jesus said to Peter.

34)

And having called to himself the multitude

with his disciples, he said to them, If anyone wills
to come after me, let him deny himself and take up
his cross and be following me.
Matthew mentions only the disciples, Mark also the
multitude. The crowd of people must have been near
enough to be called; 013v means that the multitude was
called to be With the disciples; wpwxaho'épcvoe, the middle voice plus the preposition 11116:, means that Jesus
called the people to himself. He had an important communication to make to them. Jesus, however, says
nothing about his own future course. That is ﬁxed once
for all. He speaks about the course of those who would
be his disciples. But his words involve all that precedes concerning himself, that he is the Christ, the Son
of the living God (Matthew), and must be killed and
raised up again. Whoever would belong to this Messiah must do what Jesus now says.
In at 00m we have the condition of reality, and 90.“
points to the will as forming a continuous volition, R.
878 (“would” in the R. V. is inadequate). “To come
after or behind me” means to attach oneself to Jesus
as a disciple; but the thought is here deepened: to follow this Messiah who is going into death and the following resurrection. “Christ does not pull his sheep
by a rope; in his army are none but volunteers.” E.
Frommel. Jesus knows of no irresistible grace but
only of the grace which draws the will and wins it for
himself. And this grace excludes no one — 729 is like a
blank space into which you are invited to write your
name, no matter who you may be.
Whoever wills to come after Jesus, “let him deny
himse ”; ampve’opm, to turn someone off, to refuse asso-

ciation and companionship with him, to disown. And
the one to be disowned and denied is éavrds, SELF, and
that means self altogether, not merely some portion,
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some special habit or desire, some outward practice.
The natural, sinful self is meant as it centers in the
things of men and has no use for the things of God. As
Peter afterward denied Jesus by saying, “I know not
the man !” so must you say to this your self: “I disown
you completely!”

This is not self-denial in the current sense of the
word but true conversion, the very ﬁrst essential of the

Christian life. The heart sees all the sin of self and
the damnation and the death bound up in this sin and
turns away from them in utter dismay and seeks rescue in Christ alone. Self is thus cast out, and Christ
enters in; henceforth you live, not unto yourself, but
unto Christ who died for you. Moreover, you can thus
deny only one whom you know, a friend, for instance,
by breaking off relations with him. To deny a stranger
would mean nothing. If Jesus had been a stranger to
Peter, Peter’s denial would have meant nothing. So
you are to deny your very own old self and to enter the
new relation with Christ.
This will mean that “he take up his cross" (ai'pew) .
Jesus undoubtedly chose this ﬁgure because he himself
was to be cruciﬁed. Although this was a Roman mode

of execution it was known universally. Jesus will
hear his cross, one which he alone can bear. Of his
disciples he says that each is to hear his cross, i. e., the
particular one allotted to him. This word has grown
too familiar by constant use. It is a mistake to call all
our suffering a cross. The wicked have many sorrows
(Ps. 32 :10) but no crosses. The cross is that suffering
alone which results from our faithful connection with
Christ. And the intimation is that each disciple will
have his share of such suffering. The thought grows
overwhelmingly: Christ with his cross leads, and all
his disciples, each loaded with his cross, follows in one
immense procession, like men who are led away to be
cruciﬁed. Paul carries the ﬁgure farther: they that
are Christ’s have cruciﬁed the ﬂesh (Gal. 5 .24) and
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Paul himself is cruciﬁed with Christ (Gal. 2:20). The
earthly prospects of a disciple are not alluring. However heavy your cross may be, he helps you bear it
after him.
So Jesus says, “let him be following me” and uses
the usual word for the attachment of faith and faith-

fulness, which is quite the same as to come after Jesus.
Let no one think of changing the course of Jesus, which
leads to the cross, but only of following him with our
cross. Godet says that three things are necessary in
travelling: ﬁrst, to say farewell (to self) ; secondly, to
carry our baggage (the cross) ; thirdly, to proceed

with the journey (follow me). The only question is
our will to make this journey. The ﬁrst two imperartives are properly aorists, for to deny self and to
shoulder the cross are momentary acts; but the third
is present, for to follow is a long and continuous course
of action. This means that the ﬁrst two acts are preparations for the third, 'and that they always come in
this order. We need not add that all three are impossible for us, for no human power is able to bring about
conversion and the new life. Christ’s Word and grace
alone accomplish both.
35) For whoever wills to save his life shall lose
it; but whoever loses his life on account of me and
of the gospel shall save it.
This is the reason (ydp) for the previous gospel
commands. It is a warning and a promise combined.
Its paradoxical form is sure to embed it in the memory. “Whoever wills to save his life” once more
stresses the will; the decision is always made in this
center of our personality. The verb mazew means not
only to save by rescuing but in addition to preserve in

a safe state. We note that W is neither exactly the
English “life” nor “soul” although we must choose the
one or the other when translating (R. V. and the margin show the wavering). We get little help from the
observation that in the Semitic nephesh is used for the
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reﬂexive “himself” and is yet translated W in the
Greek: “he that ﬁnds (loses) himself.” Nobody knows
whether Jesus used nephesh, or whether he used it in
this sense. We could be sure, as in quotations, only
where we have the Hebrew original.
Now in the present connection .[mxvj faces in two directions; it animates the body (in fact, it always refers
to the body) as its life and yet contains the £76 and the

wvcﬁpa and is thus somewhat like the English “soul.”
This will help us to understand what Jesus means. To
save one’s W is more than keeping it in the body so
that the body remains alive; it is to keep the immaterial part of our being in which the ego dwells. Note
also the tenses, 9a,, the present, to express a willing
that continues, and a’a'iaat, the aorist, to indicate a saving that is complete. This is the terrible folly of the
man whose will is directed toward saving his life,
namely, by not denying himself, taking up his cross,
and following Jesus —— he shall, by this very volition of
his, lose his life. Though he enjoys every earthly delight, his W» in which his person dwells, he has thereby really destroyed, for it is doomed.
0n the other hand, Jesus does not again say: “Whoever wills to lose his life,” for this willing is understood. So he at once advances to the fact that this man
“loses” (or “shall lose") his life and states a case
where this loss becomes actual, hence the aorist. This
man may even become a martyr and lose not merely
many earthly treasures and advantages but earthly
existence itself. Does his case seem sad and deplorable? Far from it! In and by the very loss he shall

save his M, ﬁnd it safe and blessed with Christ and
God. But note the signiﬁcant phrase “on account of
me and of the gospel,” which explains “his cross” in v.
34. Compare 10:29 ; Matt. 5:10, 11; 10:18.
“On account of me” means on account of his faith
in me and his faithfulness to me; and “on account of
the gospel” means on. account of confessing and pro-
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mulgating the gospel. 0n the one hand, the gain is
only temporal and a delusion while the loss is irreparable; on the other hand, the loss is only minor while
the gain is immense and eternal. ‘We cannot have both,
only one of the alternatives can be ours. Hence the
urging in v. 34 to choose the right one. By making
the alternatives so plain Jesus drives at the religious
will which must follow the norm that prefers the real
to the sham, the eternal to the temporal, and, when it

does not follow this norm, must forever blame itself.
36) A second ydp elucidates the reason just
given for the command occurring in v. 34. For what
does it beneﬁt a man to gain the whole world and to
forfeit his life? For what would a man give as exchange for his life?
We see what underlies the paradox stated in v. 35.
To save the npuxr; means to secure for it as much as this
world aﬁords; and thus to lose the my; means to forego
what the world affords. Jesus supposes the absolute

limit, that a man secure for himself (“par-[Gag aorist
inﬁnitive, actually gain) “the whole world” — all the
world’s wealth, power, pleasure, glory, the beauty of all
the fair things that ever graced the world, the sweetness of all the delicacies that ever grew in it, the
grandness of all the high things that ever towered
aloft in it, all sensations, all enjoyments, all achievements, all satisfactions. Of course, such a thing is
frankly impossible for any human being, and that is
understood. But granting the impossible and for the
moment accepting it as real, in‘xwhat is this man beneﬁted (airﬁeld, present indicative, merely asking about
the fact) if, though he have the whole world, he forfeit
his M75? Note the aorist inﬁnitive {npwoﬁlm “to forfeit actually.”
To understand exactly what Jesus means we must

remember just what W means (see v. 35).
question answers itself.

The

Jesus is appealing to the

norm of the religious will, and he is doing this so per-
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fectly that only an irrational man would make the
wrong choice, take the whole world and give up and
lose his M. However, a man need not die at once to

forfeit his Mi» for he forfeits it already when he fails
to secure salvation. The Jews are keen on ﬁnance —
well, here is the whole matter reduced to a simple
question of proﬁt and loss. Write on the credit side of
the ledger “the whole world" and then on the debit side
"the life,” the man himself, and the proﬁt is nothing,
yea, inﬁnitely worse than nothing. Yet Satan needs
to pay no such price to buy men’s souls; all the bait he
needs is a little piece of the world.
37) Or let us make the reckoning in another way.

Here is a man who has forfeited his W. What can he
do to gain it back, what can he possibly give as an exchange, an equivalent, a price of equal value, to release

his W from forfeit and to place it in the safety of
salvation? N0 equivalent can be named; no man will
even try to name one. The form 807. is the aorist subjunctive (R. 1214) in a question of deliberation (R.
935), one in which a man asks himself or others what
to do. The genitive after dwduaypa is objective: “ change for his soul,” R. 501. Only in one way can a
man make his life safe for time and for eternity,
namely, by following the directions given in v. 34. The
entire presentation is as clear as crystal, so convincing
in every point, so in accord with the norms according
to which our will acts, that only blind unreason or wilful self-deceit is able to resist following the right

course. Even the interrogative form is masterly, for
it makes the bearer himself utter the inevitable
answers.
38) For whosoever is ashamed of me and of my
statements in this adulterous and sinful generation
also the Son of man shall be ashamed of him when
he comes in the glory of his Father in company with
the holy angels.
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We now come to the ﬁnal ydp which adds the ultimate elucidation beyond which no reasoning can go,
namely, the ﬁnal judgment. “To be ashamed” of Jesus
is one of those highly signiﬁcant concepts of which
Jesus uses so many. To be ashamed of him means doing the opposite of what v. 34 commands, it means to
deny Jesus, to prefer the world, to turn from him. But
Jesus combines “me and my statements,” Myot, the substance of what he says. This matches the phrase used
in v. 35: “on account of me and of the gospe .” He
and his words belong together and cannot possibly be
separated. Those logoi are life, blessedness, salvation.
They are the medium through which Jesus comes to
our hearts, enables Our hearts to receive him and to
obtain all his heavenly blessings. To be ashamed of
his words and statements means not to believe and
accept them, to raise objections to them, to contradict
them, and thus to nullify the blessed power of these
words for the heart.
“In this adulterous and sinful generation” points to
the fact that this generation is ashamed of Jesus with
all that this verb implies. Jesus is thinking not only of
the Pharisees and the leaders who were so hostile to
him but also of the mass of people who, though they
ran after him, failed to believe him and his words.
“Adulterous” ﬁts them as Jews who were unfaithful
to the covenant God had made with them. In the Old
Testament this covenant is described as a betrotbal,
yea, a marriage of Israel to God. But Israel was an
adulterous bride and wife, faithless to her covenant
obligations and vows.
“Sinful” is broader and yet helps to deﬁne “adulterous.” 'ApapmM: is used here as it is in John 9:24. 25,
not regarding the sinful condition of man by nature,
but regarding his sin in failing to obey God when God
has come to him. Thus the phrase “in this adulterous
and sinful generation” gets its strong meaning here.
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The man of whom Jesus is speaking prefers to be one
of thisgeneration, prefers not to leave it and honor
Jesus and his words by faith and faithfulness. He runs
with the majority, feels safe with the crowd, will not
deny himself, take up his cross, and follow Jesus (v.

34). We regard the 59 aw in this discourse as indeﬁnite:
“whoever” he is to whom the descriptions apply; in
addition, dv (édv) with the subjunctive stands for expectancy: Jesus visualizes such a man and his action
and expects that there will be such men.
Hence we have the following positive future tense:
“also the Son of man (see 2:10) shall be ashamed of
him.” The tense is prophetic. The Son of man himself here declares what he will do at the last day. Note
the absolute justice in the declaration. Matthew
writes: “he shall duly give to each one according to his
doing" (16:27). As the man is ashamed of Jesus
now, Jesus shall be ashamed of him then. The one act
produces the other. What we sow we are bound to
reap. The Judge would be absolutely unjust and unﬁt
to be the Judge if he acted in any other way. For him
to be ashamed of a man means for him to deny that
that man is one of his disciples, for him to disown and
reject him.
Many now treat this threat lightly when they hear
it, but it will be a quite different matter “when he (the
Son of man) comes in the glory of his Father in company with the holy angels.” Then to be disowned by
the gloriﬁed Redeemer before the whole universe of
men and angels, disowned forever and ever, will fully
reveal the folly of now disowning and being ashamed
of Jesus. All subjunctives are futuristic, the aorist
subjunctive indicates a single future act, awn, “comes”
or “shall come” for the ﬁnal judgment.
“The glory of the Father” is the sum of the divine
attributes as they shine forth for his creatures to see.
Jesus shall appear in his Father’s glory as possessing
that glory equally with the Father. The reference is
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to the human nature of Jesus which was ungloriﬁed
when he spoke but was soon to be gloriﬁed when he
would arise from the dead. That human nature
would undergo suffering and death (v. 31), yet by vir-

tue of its union with the divine nature and person of
the Son it possessed the divine attributes (the glory
of the Father) and would thus be rendered glorious
and refulgent in its exaltation and enthronement in
heaven. The angels shall accompany the Son of man
as his servants in the great judgment. They are called
“holy” (the Greek using a second article, R. 776) in an
emphatic manner, as belonging with the Son of man in
the glory of his Father; Matthew writes “his angels.”
Our versions end the chapter here, but 9:1 evidently belongs to what precedes and forms its conclusion.

CHAPTER IX
1) The ﬁrst verse is in reality the conclusion of
the last section of chapter 8. And he went on to say
to them, Amen, I say to you, there are certain ones
of those standing here who shall in no way taste of
death until they shall see the kingdom of God having come in power.
What Jesus says in warning about the ﬁnal judgment in 8:38 is sealed by the assurance that some of
those standing right here (68:) in the crowd shall see
the beginning of that judgment before they die. With
my: (see 4:11) Mark separates this saying of Jesus
from the rest and makes it stand out by itself. It begins with the solemn formula of verity (“amen") and
of authority (“I say to you”), see 3:28. Jesus seals
doubly what he now reveals. The perfect of lamp, here
the participle éa‘mKd-mv, is always used in the present
sense: “of those standing here.” Some will, of course,
die during the interval, but some will live to see what
Jesus foretells. The relative clause introduced by aim:
has the futuristic subjunctive yeﬁawwai (R. 955, on
Matt. 16:28) ; hence we have the negation with of: (#6,
“in no way” (emphatic). To taste of death is an expression that refers to the bitterness of death. This
remains even for the disciples of Jesus because they
are still sinners.
For how long a time death shall spare these persons
is stated by the a»: clause: “until they shall see the
kingdom of God having come in power.” They shall
see it not only in the act of coming thus but also after
it has come thus (aqauauzav, the perfect participle) ; the
construction is indirect discourse, R. 1123. When Matthew writes “till they shall see the Son of man coming
in his kingdom,” the sense is the same, especially when
we observe that the kingdom is always where the King,
(856)
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the Son of man, is, for the kingdom is his rule of grace
and of power; see the full explanation of the kingdom
in 1 :15. The Son of man was now present with Israel
in grace, but even in the lifetime of some of his present
hearers the mighty rule of his kingdom would arrive
“in power,” i. e., power to destroy with judgment.
Jesus spoke repeatedly of this coming of himself
and his kingdom, in 13 :30 and in Matt. 26 :64, and we
have his own interpretation in Matt. 22:7 and in
23 :38, 39. Jesus speaks here of the destruction of
Jerusalem and the expulsion of the Jews from Palestine. That coming “in power” with judgment on the
nation began with the war that started in the year 66
and ended in the year 70 with 90,000 Jews being sold
into slavery and the nation being abolished as a nation.
This judgment marked a deﬁnite turning point in the
gospel that transferred it from the obdurate Jews to
the receptive Gentiles. Moreover, the fulﬁllment of
this preliminary prophecy concerning the Jews was to
be a seal of fulﬁllment of that greater prophecy concerning the end of the world and the ﬁnal judgment,
when the kingdom would reach its consummation.
It is unwarranted to have Jesus say that the end of
the world will come before some of his present hearers
are dead, for 13 :32 assures us that the time of the end
is not known even by Jesus. Because 8:38 speaks of
the judgment on the last day is no reason 9 :1 must do
the same. Spiritualizing the coming of the kingdom is
out of place. The Parousia of Christ may be viewed in
a narrow sense, as referring to his coming at the end
of the world, but also in a wider sense, as including the
preliminary judgments, in particular that visited upon
the Jews. The ordinary workings of the kingdom are
invisible, but in this judgment upon the Jews the royal
rule of Jesus “in power” would actually be seen as fulﬁlling what he now tells his hearers.
“Jesus thus used the word concerning his coming
once and again (Matt. 10:23; 16 :28) so as to combine
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the preparatory beginnings of the end (Matt. 24:8, 32,
etc.; Luke 21:28, 31), after the manner of prophetic
speech, with the supreme point of the ﬁnal events, his
Parousia. . . . To say that Jesus erred in this and
prophesied falsely appears, in view of the more detailed prophecies, separating more sharply the individual features of the picture of the future, to be just as
foolish as if someone would call the Baptist 9. false
prophet because the kingdom whose nearness he
preached was not at once realized as completely as he
pictured and described its coming.” Zahn, Evangelium
des Matthews, 673.
2) And after six days Jesus takes along Peter
and James and John and brings them up into a high
mountain in private alone.
When we read the narratives of Mark and of Matthew, it is worth noting that the latter, who was himself not present, has points in his narrative that are
lacking in that of the former, who had received his account from Peter, one of those who were present. It is
quite impossible to prove that Matthew was dependent
on Mark, also vice versa. Each repeats independently,

with great exactness, what the three witnesses, Peter,
James, and John, originally reported. The exact interval of time is giVen, “after six days,” in order to connect the new occurrence with what precedes in 8 :27—38.
Jesus is preparing his apostles for the close of his
earthly life and work. So he adds to the great confession of his Messiahship (and deity, Matthew) recorded in 8 :29 the announcement of his Passion in 8 :31
and the words that end with the judgment in 8 :34-9 :1,
this wonderful visual revelation of his divine glory.
Luke has only the approximate interval, “about eight
days," meaning about a week.
The verb “paudeww means “to take to oneself,”
“to take along.” Jesus selects these three disciples to
go along with him and brings them up into a high
mountain

(the height being mentioned especially),
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away from everybody else, including their fellow-disciples, mr’ may (the common idiomatic phrase), “in
private,” where they are wholly by themselves, pévovc,
“alone.” Peter, James, and John form the inner circle
among the Twelve who were selected by Jesus himself
as special witnesses in 5:37, here, and in Matt. 26:87.
Only these three were to see and to hear what was now

to be revealed, for the testimony of two or three witnesses is sufﬁcient.

By the way in which Jesus takes them to this mountain height he shows clearly that he knows in advance
what will happen there. The disciples had confessed
the deity of Jesus through their spokesman Peter
(8 :29; Matt. 16:16). These three are now to see Jesus
in the glory of the Son of God. In addition to all the
evidence of his deity which they had already received
he will now show himself to them'transformed in actual heavenly glory. In II Pet. 1:16-18 Peter himself
stresses the great revelation that was thus vouchsafed
to him.
The efforts to identify the “high mountain" are
quite futile. Not until v. 30 do we read that Jesus went
through Galilee, and in v. 33 that he came to Capernaum, which makes it rather certain that he had not at
this time come as far south as the traditional site of the
transﬁguration, Mt. Tabor. Others think of the slopes
of the great Mt. Hermon, which, however, seems to be
entirely too far north. It is sufﬁcient to think of one of
the highest ridges in the mountainous region not far
from Caesarea Philippi, where we know that Jesus was
at this time (8:27).
3) And he was transformed before them. And
his garments became glistening, very white, such as
a. fuller on earth is not able so to whiten.

Luke adds that this happened while Jesus was
praying, and we may note that many of the great moments in the life of Jesus are marked by prayer. The
Transﬁguration was a transaction between the Father
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and his beloved Son incarnate, who always received
everything from that Father. Jesus did not ask to be
transﬁgured just as he did not ask to have the Spirit
descend upon him as a dove. But knowing the Father’s
intention, Jesus ascended the mountain and brought
along the needed witnesses.

The passive aorist perempdiéﬁq simply records the
fact and involves the Father as the agent.

Moreover,

the noun pom, from which the verbis derived, always
denotes the essential form, not a mask or transient appearance but the form that goes with the very nature.
So the actual mp4"; of Jesus was changed; he underwent an actual metamorphosis. God did this to him
right “before them,” in the actual presence of the disciples. In 9:29-31 Luke records the transﬁguration
and in v. 32 states that the disciples were heavy with
sleep, yet carefully adds that, having been aroused
and being wide-awake, they saw his glory and Moses
and Elijah standing with him. Perhaps the communing of Jesus with the Father continued for a while so
that the disciples sat down and began to doze and were
entirely unconscious of what was about to transpire.
Then suddenly, as with sleepy eyes they looked up at
Jesus standing a little distance from them, they beheld
the wondrous change.
The body and the human nature of Jesus were gloriﬁed. Mark says nothing about the countenance, and
Luke only that it became other (éye’vm Enpov) . Matthew
reports that “it shone like the sun,” which should not
be passed over as lightly as is generally done. The
three aorists in Matthew and the two in Mark report
objective facts, actual changes in Jesus himself and not
something that was merely subjective, that occurred
only in the minds of the three disciples. The natural
explanation of rationalists that the rays of the sun
lighted up the face and the clothes of Jesus while he
was standing on an elevation is untenable. When the
disciples looked at the countenance of Jesus they saw a
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refulgence that was as brilliant and dazzling as the sun
itself. And this extended to his entire form, for his
very garments had the translucent whiteness of pure
light. Mark alone has the note: “such as a fuller on
earth is not able to whiten,” intending to say that the
whiteness was altogether superearthly. Instead of
thinking of the radiance on the face of Moses (Exod.
34 :29; II Cor. 3:13), as some do, we have far more reason to think of John’s vision of Jesus as recorded in
Rev. 1:13-15.
.

The philosophizings on this transﬁguration are of
little value. Thus the alternative whether the transﬁgured body was a donum superaddit/um or a donum naturals brings in a dogmatical distinction that applies to
the image of God in the creation of man but is of little
help when it is applied to the transﬁguration. Peter
writes (11 Pet. 1:16) : “We were eyewitnesses of his
majes ” (paydcuims). John 1 :14 adds: “We beheld
his glory, glory as of the Only-begotten, from the Father.” It was the same body and human nature that
the Virgin bore, but joined in that birth to the nature
and the person of the second person of the Godhead.
By virtue of this union the human nature shared in the
divine attributes, but during the days of the humiliation used these attributes only on exceptional occasions
as when it was performing the miracles. One of these
occasions was the transﬁguration, when the whole body
of Jesus was allowed to shine with the light and reful-

gence of its heavenly divinity. Jesus now shines thus
in heaven forever. Of the holy city (heaven) it is said:
“The Lamb is the light thereof,” Rev. 21 :23.
A remarkable feature is the fact that the earthly
clothes which Jesus wore were transﬁgured as was his
countenance. It may sound deep and impressive to
speak of a process that was now so far advanced as to
permit his divine spirit (he had only a human spirit!)

to shine out through his body. The Scripture knows
nothing of such speculation. The disappearance of the
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glory after the transﬁguration nulliﬁes this idea of a
process, and does it in spite of the specious explanation
that this disappearance was only an element in the process and in the ﬁnal result of permanent gloriﬁcation
yet to be achieved. Jesus came to his ﬁnal gloriﬁcation
through no process between his spirit and his body or
between his divine and his human natures. From his
conception onward he was the very Son of God, and
here on the mount his divine glory was for a little
while permitted to shine out through his body.
4) And there appeared unto them Elijah with
Moses, and they were speaking to Jesus.
The verb 57:70pm is used regarding the appearance
of angels (Luke 1:11; Acts 7 :35), of God (Acts 7 :2,
30), of Jesus to Paul (Acts 9:17), and of other manifestations; Young, Concordance, lists all the passages.
The passive with the dative means: “was seen by
them.” These two also appeared (were seen) “in
glory,” Luke 9:30. The effort to make their appearance merely subjective, occurring in the minds of the

beholders, is as futile as is the same effort regarding
the glorious appearance of Jesus. The synoptists place
Moses in the more prominent place; Mark has Elijah
appear “with Moses.” This is done because Moses is,
indeed, the greater. Moses and Elijah stood beside
Jesus, were talking with him (wMMoﬁwss), and were
seen by the three witnesses just as they saw Jesus himself. They were sent by God from heaven and thus
came “in glory” as the saints appear in heaven.

As regards all three, Jesus, Moses, and Elijah, their
glorious appearance occurred in a form which was
subdued sufﬁciently for the earthly eyes of the disciples
to behold it without becoming blinded. Here again
speculation introduces a spiritual process: the three
disciples had advanced in this process sufﬁciently to
see this vision, i.e., this inward picture, but not actual
realities. But this view opens the door to all sorts of
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religious hallucinations on the part of those who deem
themselves sufﬁciently advanced in holiness.
The question is inevitable as to why just these two,
Moses and Elijah, appeared. The best answer seems to
be: Moses as the great representative of the law, Elijah
as the great representative of prophecy. Both are outstanding ﬁgures of the Old Testament, and both represent prophecy as well as law. Moses stands at the head
of Israel’s history, Elijah appears when Israel had declined so that only 7,000 remained who had not bowed

to idolatry. The days of Elijah were like those which
Jesus found, when all the rulers and the great mass of
the people had lost the true faith and had abandoned
God. The observation that the appearances of these
two with Jesus intended to assure the disciples that the
death of Jesus was in perfect accord with the Old Testament prophecies concerning the Messiah may be accepted as correct; the disciples had other ideas and
found the death of Jesus a great skamlalon.
How did the three ,disciples recognize Moses and
Elijah? Certainly not by the correspondence of their
features and their dress with ideas which the disciples
and the Jews had formed concerning their looks. Nor
do we hear that the disciples had to wait until Jesus
afterward told them who these two gloriﬁed men were.

A far better answer is that the saints in heaven need
not be introduced and named to us but are known at
once through an intuition that is wrought by God. If
anything beyond this is needed, it is the fact that when
God makes a revelation he makes it fully by conveying
to the beholder all that he is to know. Elijah ascended
bodily to heaven and thus undoubtedly appeared here
in his gloriﬁed body.
There is much speculation in regard to Moses. According to Deut. 34 :5, 6 he died and his body was buried in an unknown place by God himself. We know of
no transfer of his body to heaven. Only the soul of
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Moses has entered heaven. We brush aside the speculation that prior to the ﬁnal resurrection the souls of
the saints in heaven are clothed temporarily with some
kind of a heavenly body; II Cor. 5:1, etc., furnishes no

support for this view, for note v. 8, “absent from the
body.” Like the angels, the saints in heaven have no
bodies of any kind, yet when an angel is sent to men on
earth he is seen and heard (16:5, etc.) and performs
various acts. In the same way God sent Moses who
was both seen and heard and left again with Elijah.
It is Luke alone who tells us about the subject of the
conversation between Jesus and the two heavenly visitors: “the E£o8os (outgoing or ﬁnal outcome) which he
was about to fulﬁll (wAypoﬁv) in Jerusalem,” which is
usually taken to mean “the decease” or death, yet the
word includes all that Jesus indicated in 8 :31 plus the
resurrection, for his death and resurrection always go

together. We fail to see why some think that the disciples only saw Moses and Elijah talking with Jesus
but did not hear what was said and learned about this
later from Jesus. There is nothing in the three records
which would indicate that. The transﬁguration was
surely intended for the three disciples as witnesses and,

as all that precedes and all that follows show, intended
to cast light on the death and the resurrection of Jesus.
Why, then, should the conversation have been withheld
from the disciples?

5)

And answering, Peter says to Jesus, Rabbi,

excellent it is for us to be here! And let us make
three booths, for thee one, and for Moses one, and
for Elijah one.

For he knew not what he answered,

for they became afraid.
'Avroxpteets expresses action that is simultaneous with
that of My“ as it did in 8 :29 (R. 861). The participle
is used in the wider sense. No one had spoken to Peter,
all three disciples merely watched with great intentness. Then Peter speaks. He merely responds to the
situation; what he says indicates his reaction to his
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great experience. He addresses only Jesus, his beloved
and now so glorious Master. What he says is valuable
in one respect. He feels it is xan to be here, and the
simple positive “excellent” is more expressive than the
comparative or superlative would be. “The positive
represents the highest absolute idea of a quality and
cannot therefore be increased,” quoted by R. 661. Peter
felt as if he and his fellow disciples were very near to
heaven. Though they were ﬁlled with deep awe they
knew themselves to be in the presence of heavenly
glory, and that Jesus was gloriﬁed so unspeakably in
divine majesty (II Pet. 1:16), and two dwellers of
heaven were also in glory (Luke 9:31). Peter’s one
desire was to prolong this experience; hence his suggestion that, if it please Jesus (Matthew), they construct
three booths, one for each glorious person. The volitive subjunctive retria'wpcv is hortative (read R. 930,
etc.) , which asks the consent of Jesus and in the subject
“we" in the verb includes him in so far as he would be
giving his consent. When Matthew writes the future
singular uranium, “I will make,” he shows just what Peter
meant: he would manage the work of erecting the
booths.
.
Peter says nothing of shelter for the disciples because he perhaps felt so humble that he and the other
two disciples would lie out in the open. The idea that
Peter is placing Moses and Elijah on a level with Jesus
and is thus introducing saint worship could hardly have

entered Peter’s head. It is improper to make we emphatic: “It is a good thing that we (disciples) are here"
—- we can build booths for you. Since 1:an is impersonal, the subject of elm must be written out. Since
Peter is addressing Jesus, “we” naturally includes Jesus and not only the three disciples. Matthew records
the address to Jesus as being Kﬁpu, Lord; Mark as
‘Paﬂﬁf, “Rabbi,” my Master; Luke as ’E‘er'ra'ra, “Master,” chief, commander. These titles are synonymous,
each evangelist translates the Aramaic in his own way.
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6) It is Mark alone who, with an explanatory yelp, helps us to understand this suggestion of Peter’s. Luke
says too little. Peter was talking foolishly, “he was not
knowing What he did answer." The past perfect as“ is
always used as an imperfect and here describes Peter’s
condition. The other two disciples were silent, but forward Peter had to say something. The clause “what
he answered” is in indirect discourse and retains the
deliberative subjunctive of the direct question (R.
1044) : “What did I answer?” (R. 1028). The foolishness of Peter’s words lies in the idea that beings
who are in such an exalted state would need shelter for
the night as men do in their ordinary state of being.
With a second yép Mark explains still further: “for
they became afraid,” all of the disciples, including
Peter, Exqsoﬁoz, “sore afraid” (our versions). The disciples were so overcome by the presence of the glorious
persons before them that even Peter could not control
his thinking; he just babbled what came to his tongue,
something that was quite unﬁtting and thus foolish.
That is why Jesus gave him no answer, perhaps never

even looked at him, other more important things were
transpiring.
7) And there came a cloud overshadowing
them; and there came a voice out of the cloud, This
is my Son, the Beloved! Be hearing him!
The cloud was bright (Matthew), which indicated
the beneﬁcent presence of the Father; not dark so as to
threaten. This cloud did not come slowly but suddenly, while Peter was still speaking, before the words
were entirely out of his mouth (Matthew, also Luke).
Here we have an instance where the other two synoptists, especially Matthew, are more speciﬁc (Matthew
even dramatic with two “10”) than Mark. The cloud
overshadowed them all, i. e., enveloped them for a brief
time.

Then out of the cloud there came a voice which was
that of the Father himself, judging from what the
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voice said. All the synoptists agree on what the voice
said except that Luke substitutes c’erAcype’m for dynam769. This is the same voice as the one that spoke from
heaven at the baptism of Jesus. By use of the third
person ofmze the Father addresses the words, not to
Jesus, but to the others present, in particular to the
three disciples. The Father once more acknowledges
Jesus as his Son, the Beloved, and does so again directly, by his own voice.

‘0 vio’e you 6 ayamlnic is explained at length in 1:11,
which see. When Luke writes a e’xMAeypx'vos, “the one
that has been elected” and thus now stands as such, he
interprets 6 dyamjrés‘, “the one who is belove .” God
chose his Son for the great work of redemption; he was
well pleased in him (1:11), i.e., to choose him thus.
He is on the mount still the Father’s Elect, doing per-

fectly the task for which he was chosen. Thus he is
“the Beloved,” all the great love of the Father rests
upon him.
“Him be hearing!” — this is the word order in the

Greek.

The present imperative means “hear con-

stantly”; and the genitive afnoﬁ indicates the person to
be heard whereas an accusative would denote the thing
to be heard. On this command, as transmitted already
through Moses, compare Deut. 18:15, last clause, and
especially v. 18, 19 with its threat against those who
fail or refuse to hear Christ. “Him be hearing !” stands
to this day. The Father himself has put this seal upon
every word of Jesus. This is the conﬁrmation by God
himself of Peter’s great confession recorded in 8:29,
God's own attestation of the deity of the Son who is to
die and to rise again (8 :31). As far as Jesus and the
Father were concerned, they certainly left nothing undone to prepare the disciples for what was impending.
8) And suddenly having looked around, they
no longer saw anyone excep't Jesus only in company
with themselves.
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Mark’s account is very brief. When they heard the
voice the disciples fell on their faces in great fear. Not
until Jesus touched them did they arise. Then they
looked around and saw no one except Jesus with them
— Moses and Elijah had disappeared. The question is
asked why, when the same voice speaks at the baptism
of Jesus, no one falls prostrate, and when it speaks at
the transﬁguration, all three disciples fall on their
faces. The situations differ greatly. Jesus is now
transﬁgured, his countenance is shining like the sun,
etc., Moses and Elijah are present in glory, then comes
the sudden, radiant cloud and the voice of God right
out of the cloud — all this proved too much for mortal
man. From their prone position the three suddenly
looked up after Jesus touched them and bade them
arise without fear. Moses and Elijah and the cloud
were gone, removed by the same almighty power that
had brought them. All they saw was just Jesus by
himself in his natural state in company with themselves.
9) And while they were going down from the
mountain he gave them strict orders to recount to no
one what they saw except when the Son of man
should rise from the dead.
We cannot agree with the view that they were allowed to tell the rest of the Twelve; for why, then, had
the other nine not also been allowed to be present? We
now see why Jesus took only these three —— the rest
were not to know as yet. The reason for thus restricting the witnesses of the transﬁguration is not difﬁcult
to ﬁnd. Even the disciples had wrong expectations
concerning the Messiah. If the story of the transﬁguration had been spread abroad, these wrong, ﬂeshly
expectations would have been fanned into ﬂames and
would have caused a great deal of harm.
The lips of the chosen witnesses were sealed regard-

ing this revelation for the very same reason that Jesus
so constantly avoided the title “Messiah” which had
been associated with fanciful and extravagant political
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ideas of earthly grandeur. Yet the transﬁguration
and what went with it took place as part of the great
foundation of faith. It is one of the major acts of our
salvation. It established the fact that Jesus was the
Son of God, and did this not by word alone or by inference from deeds (miracles) but by withdrawing the
veil from his divine glory. He who would die and rise
again for our redemption, who thus walked in lowliness in the fashion of man, let the divine majesty (II
Pet. 1 :16) and glory which belonged to his person and
through it also to his human nature and body, shine
forth for a little while for these witnesses to behold.
Heaven sent its great saints to confer familiarly with
him. The Father sealed the scene with his personal
attestation.
The time to tell it all was fast approaching. We
have Peter’s record in II Pet. 1:16, 17. According to
Matthew, Jesus calls what had been seen 73 apapa, “the
vision.” It is, however, uncalled for on the strength
of this term to reduce it to a mere subjective experience without objective reality. For Mark calls this
vision 2. away, “what they saw,” and Luke fa c'wpdxam,
“the things they have seen." This “vision” is like that
which Moses saw in Exod. 3:2; Acts 7:31. The open
and waking eyes beheld the actual realities; this alone
comports with the three narratives of the Gospels.
Note that Jesus calls himself “the Son of man” (see
2:10). When his resurrection ﬁnally occurred it made
this vision and many other things plain. Till then the
lips of the three were to remain sealed.
The phrase in vcxchw denotes separation and nothing
more, R. 698. The absence of the article points to the
quality of the dead as dead and not to so many individuals who had been left behind; and the sense of the
phrase is “from death.” In the interest of the doctrine of a double resurrection the effort is made to gain
the meaning “out from among the dead.” Linguistically and doctrinally this is untenable. When it is
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applied to the unique resurrection of Jesus, this is at
once apparent; the idea is not that he left the other

dead behind but that he passed “from death” to a glorious life.
No wonder in mpu'iv is never used with reference to
the ungodly. The phrase is used 35 times with reference to Christ, a few times ﬁguratively with reference
to other persons, and twice with reference to the res-

urrection of many, Luke 20 :35 and Mark 12 :25, where
the phrase can have no other meaning than it has in
the other passages. As he did in 8:31, Jesus uses the
active dram-5, “should rise,” i. e., rise by his own power.
Both expressions are used with reference to Jesus; it
is said that he should himself arise, and that he should
be raised by the Father; this is done according to the
Biblical rule: Opera ad extra, aunt indivisa. out commane.
10) And they fastened on the word by disputing with each other what the rising from the dead is.
The translation of our versions: “they kept the
saying,” is inaccurate. This would require a verb like
mpdv. The sense is also misconceived, namely that the
disciples observed the command to tell no one what
they had seen and heard. What Mark reports is that
the three disciples took hold of the word concerning
the rising of Jesus from the dead. They fastened
(expdmoav) on this by disputing about its meaning. 0bserve that aow-oﬁvres explains how they fastened on
this word: they did it “by disputing” about its mean-

ing. And they did it «pas éamoﬁc, “over against themselves,” they said nothing to Jesus. This took place
while they were coming down from the mountain, before they reached the other disciples.
Mark lets us know that the disciples could not conceive of Jesus’ rising from the dead even when they
fastened on this rising by disputing about it among
themselves. “What the rising from the dead is” refers, not to the resurrection in general, but to the ris-
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ing which Jesus predicated of himself. Note that 11‘: é:
vacpa'iv dram-71ml. repeats the (’x mpév évamﬁ used in V. 9.
This is the context, to which we should keep. The
Jews knew about the ﬁnal resurrection of the dead;
regarding that fact the disciples would not dispute.

Nor hadﬂthe word of Jesus referred to the resurrection
at the end of the world, when God would raise up all
the dead. Jesus had twice (8:31) spoken of himself
as rising from the dead, and that this would occur
three days after his having been killed. That was a.
different matter. If Jesus wanted to rise again, why
would he permit himself to be killed? Were these ex—
pressions literal or were they ﬁgurative? How could
the Son of God be killed? And if he could not be killed,
how could he rise from the dead? The disciples wrestled with this problem but could not get into the clear
regarding it.
11) And they Went on to inquire of him, saying,
The scribes say, Elijah must ﬁrst come.
We regard both 57:. as recitative. R. 730 regards
the second (in as a conjunction: “the scribes say that,”
etc. The main dispute centers about the ﬁrst 6n, which.
many, even the versions, cf. the A. V., regard as an interrogative particle: “Why do the scribes say,” etc.? by
reading an as an abbreviation of n’ 5 n, B.-D. 300, 2.

The reason for this is plain: they think that smut..."
“they went on to inquire of him,” must be followed by
a question in regular question form. But this is by no
means necessary. The disciples make a statement and
quote what the scribes say; and this statement invites
Jesus to say what he thinks of it. If we have two recitative (in, all difﬁculty disappears unless one is pedantic about demanding a regular question.
By thus speaking of Elijah the disciples are not
turning to a new subject or dropping their dispute
about Jesus’ rising from the dead. The connection is
plain: if Elijah has come and must come ﬁrst, ahead
of the Messiah, to prepare the way for him, why, then,
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must Jesus suffer, die, and then rise again? The disciples had just seen Elijah with their own eyes; he
had come and was again gone. Was this the fulﬁllment of Mal. 4:5, 6? Was this what the scribes taught
in the synagogues? It did not seem suﬂicient — and
yet, Elijah had surely appeared to them in his own
person and had talked to Jesus, talked to him about
the outcome (350809, Luke 9 :31) in Jerusalem.
What adds to the perplexity of the disciples is the
fact that they are to say nothing about what they had
seen, nothing even about Elijah. If the appearance of
Elijah, which the disciples had just witnessed, was the
one expected by Israel according to prophecy, it would
seem that it should be publicly proclaimed instead of
being concealed in silence. The disciples thus state the
teaching of the scribes on Elijah’s coming 1rpt31'ov, ahead
of the Messiah, and invite Jesus to express himself regarding what the disciples could not understand. The
expectation was that Elijah would ﬁrst teach the Jews,
settle all their disputed questions, give them again the
pot of manna and Aaron’s rod which bloomed, etc.
12) That this is the meaning of the inquiry is
evident from the answer which Jesus gives. But he
said to them, Elijah, having come ﬁrst, restores all
things; and how has it been written on the Son of
man that he shall suﬂ’er many things and be set at
naught? But I say to you that both Elijah has
come, and that they did to him what things they
willed even as it has been written on him.
In his answer Jesus adopts the formula that was
commonly used for stating doctrines and principles,
namely the present tense; R. 870 on Matt. 17:11 calls
it prophetic. Jesus intends to say: “It is a fact, Elijah, having come ﬁrst, restores all things.” Jesus
even adopts the expression “restores all things” from
the scribes although the disciples had not used it. The
scribes, of course, understood this in their own way as
we have indicated above; Jesus referred it to the work
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of the Baptist which was a spiritual restoration, a
bringing back the hearts of the people to God in true
repentance and faith. “Everything" is mended and
restored when this spiritual renewal is wrought. Without it all outward reforms and restorations are in vain.
Note how Jesus shifts the emphasis. The disciples
stressed “must come” and said no more; Jesus makes
the coming secondary by using only a participle to
refer to it, was, and puts the stress on the work of
Elijah by using a ﬁnite verb, droxaamé, to refer to this.
The English cannot reproduce the delicate pt'v which
implies a following 8e’ or a thought that is balanced
with the one expressed with pe'v. M65! is not “indeed”;
it only hints at a corresponding thought which is to
follow.
This thought is found in the question about what
is written concerning himself. It is joined with rat
in the sense of “and ye ” it has been written. When
Jesus asks: “How has it been written on the Son of
man that he shall suffer many things and be set at
naught?" he places beside the prophecy concerning
Elijah, which the scribes stated correctly, this second
prophecy concerning himself and his Passion. Jesus
asks: “How is this?" The fact of this second prophecy
is, of course, beyond dispute. What Jesus asks is how
this prophecy, including its fulﬁllment, is connected
with the other prophecy, including also its fulﬁllment,
about Elijah’s coming and work. This is the whole
problem, Elijah’s work and the Son of man’s Passion
go together. The former cannot be understood without
the latter, and what the fate of the former was throws
light on the latter.
The perfect ye’ypa-u-m is regularly used for Scripture
references: “it has been written and now stands thus
written” and can never be changed. 0n “the Son of
man” see 2:10. Jesus summarizes what he said in
8:31. The verb éeovsmzv means to consider as ot'JSév,
“nothing.” It here includes the total rejection and the
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death of Jesus (8:31; Isa. 53:3). Note e’m’, “on the
Son of man,” and again in v. 13, “on him,” which regard Jesus and the Baptist as subjects on which something was written.
13) The problem, thus stated in full, is now solved
in the briefest and most masterly way. Matthew’s account is more interpretative but is the same in substance and partly in expression. “But I say to you”
puts the entire authority of Jesus back of the solution
he offers. The scribes said only that Elijah must
come; Jesus says far more: both that Elijah has come,
and that they did to him whatever they willed, mi . . .
mu’ = “both . . . and.” The emphasis is on the tense:
“has come.” Elijah’s coming is already past, his whole
career from start to ﬁnish can now be viewed; £115ch

is much like yé'ypamat.

The fact that this is not the

Elijah the disciples saw on the mount is ﬂashed on
their minds by the addition: “and they did to him

What things they willed.” Both aorists are historical.
The plural subject of the verbs is purposely left indeﬁnite because the disciples knew only too well who was
meant. “Did to him," etc., is likewise veiled. Matthew
says that they never even recognized him. What the
Jewish authorities did to John the Baptist we see in
John 1 :19, etc.; Luke 7:30; they accepted neither his
baptism nor his teaching. When Herod arrested him
and even when he murdered him, no protest was
raised. In this way they treated him as they pleased.
Matthew adds that the disciples now understood that
Jesus was speaking of the Baptist.
But the disciples are not to think that all this happened accidentally to the Baptist, or that the will of
his enemies was supreme in what they did to him. All
that happened to the Baptist came about “even as it
has been written on him.” Where? In I Kings 19,
where Elijah is threatened regarding his life by Jezebel, the type of Herodias. The point to be noted is
found in the two parallel expressions: “how has it
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been written on the Son of man” and: “even as it has
been written on him” (the Baptist). What was written on the Baptist/was fulﬁlled; what was written on
Jesus would thus most surely also be fulﬁlled. The answer to mac, “how has it been written?” is thus plain:
in the same way as on the Baptist, to be fulﬁlled most
exactly just as the fulﬁllment came in the case of the
Baptist. Matthew states this directly: “Thus also
the Son of man is about to suffer at their hands.” Once
more, then, we see Jesus expounding his approaching
Passion and death to his disciples.
14) All three synoptists follow the account of the
transﬁguration with that of the healing of the epileptic, demoniac boy. The miracle itself is evidently not
the chief point of the narrative, but the unbelief of the
disciples, which prevented them from healing the boy,
is. Observe the contrast: Jesus transﬁgured in his
divine glory, the nine disciples still hampered by unbelief. Poignant is the complaint of Jesus which permits us to see with what discouragement he had to
approach his Passion. This burden, too, he had to
bear. Jesus heals the boy and then speaks a mighty
word regarding faith, the fulness of which would be
realized after his resurrection. His sadness at the moment is relieved by the prospect of the future near at
hand.
And having come to the disciples, they saw a
great multitude around them, and scribes disputing
with them. And immediately all the multitude,
when they saw him, greatly amazed and running to
him, began to salute him.
Mark paints the scene with full detail although
Luke adds that it occurred the next day. Jesus and
the three disciples who witnessed the transﬁg'uration
ﬁnally arrived at the place where the other nine disciples were and found a great multitude around them
and scribes (see 7:1) engaged in disputing with these
disciples.
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15) When the multitude saw Jesus they were
greatly amazed (e’x intensiﬁes the verb). The reason

is his unexpected arrival at this critical juncture. We
have no reason to think that a heavenly radiance, left
over from the transﬁguration, still shone from the face
and the body of Jesus. If Mark had meant this he
would have indicated it. Moreover, the multitude
would then not have run to him to greet him. They
were overjoyed at his presence.
16) And he inquired of them, Why are you disputing with them? And there answered him one of
the multitude, Teacher, I brought my son to thee,
having a dumb spirit. And wherever it seizes him
it dashes him down, and he foams and gnashes the
teeth and wastes away. And I said to thy disciples
to cast it out, and they had not the strength.
In v. 14 the scribes are said to be disputing with
the nine disciples whom Jesus had left behind; the multitude stands around and listens. Jesus thus now asks
nitrous, these scribes, why they are disputing «pa: div-rods,
with the disciples. These pronouns are clear, and the
multitude does not take part in the dispute. Jesus at
times uses his divine power to know something, but as
a rule he does not. So he here makes inquiry and thus
learns What the situation is. We may also surmise the
cause of the dispute. The scribes were delighted by the
failure of the disciples and taunted them and shamed
them before the crowd; and the disciples were defending themselves as best they could. The situation was
painful indeed.
17, 18) Although Jesus addressed the scribes,
these professional interpreters of the Torah and the
tradition, they did not answer. It required some courage to face Jesus, and they did not have it. Then the

father of the boy who had caused the trouble spoke
up. He is clearly distinguished from the scribes by
being designated “one of the multitude.” It is interesting to note how the three synoptists proceed inde-
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pendently in describing the ailment of the boy, Luke
somewhat approaching Mark. These two state that a

demon possessed the boy and caused all the distressing
symptoms.

The case must, indeed, have been terrible. In the
ﬁrst place, the demon is called speechless and deaf (v.
25), Le, rendering the boy deaf and dumb. Next, according to Matthew (17:14, 15), the lad was thrown
into epileptic ﬁts and fell into the ﬁre or into the
water. Mark and Luke also describe these seizures
that were due to the demon. They are symptoms of
epilepsy as we still know it: “wherever it seizes him
it dashes him down, and he foams and gnashes his
teeth and wastes away.” Rationalists regard this as a
case of ordinary epileptic ﬁts; they clash with the
sacred records and with Jesus who deals, not with
epilepsy, but with a deaf and dumb spirit.
The address K6,»; (Matthew), MdaxMe (Mark and
Luke), betokens reverence and respect even also as the

man knelt before Jesus (Matthew). The boy is the
father’s only child (Luke), a point that is brought forward in the plea. When the father says: “I brought
my son to thee,” he does not, of course, mean that he
found Jesus; he found only the nine disciples and
begged these to cast out the demon. They tried but
failed; as the father states it after watching their
futile efforts: 01'»: Za-xumw, “they did not have the
strengt .” Thus Jesus is informed in regard to the
subject of the dispute, the inability of the nine disciples to cast out this wretched demon.
19) But he answering them says, 0 generation
unhelieving, how long shall I be with you? how long
shall I bear with you? Be bringing him to me!
All three synoptists report this pained exclamation,
only Matthew and Luke add concerning the generation
that it has been perverted. This is a case where Jesus
allows his deep feeling to be expressed in words. Pain
and disappointment wring this cry from his heart. It
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is true enough that ymu'. means “generation" and thus
applies to the people of Jesus’ time as a whole. As a
generation they deserved the characterization dmo-ros,
“faithless,” “unbelieving.” '0 is seldom used with vocatives and, when it is used, carries with it a certain
solemnity (R. 463) and deep emotion (R. 464). Note
that ﬁnd. has the same form in the vocative as in the
nominative, dww‘ros follows suit (R. 464) . But the point
is the failure of the nine disciples to drive out the evil
spirit. The narrative nowhere charges this failure to
the unbelief of the multitude. Where is any miracle
made dependent on the faith of the crowds that witnessed it? Yet some would so interpret here.
It is likewise wrong to charge the father with
unbelief, forhe brought his boy to the disciples with
an appeal for mercy and in v. 24 he certainly shows
some faith. The Lord rebukes his disciples as being
without faith. It is their lack of faith that rendered
them helpless in their attempt to cast out this spirit.
They are the ones with whom («p69, face to face) Jesus
had been in a special way so long, with whom he had
borne nearly three years. Yet the old unbelief, which
marked their entire generation, again cropped out;
because of it they had failed to heal this child (see
Matt. 17 :19, 20). From his own disciples Jesus had a
right to expect more than this unbelieving generation

offered him

'

The pained lament, which is so fully justiﬁed, is
followed by prompt action: “Be bringing him to me!”
The command is already a promise. The plural in du'pcre
seems to refer to the disciples who tried to heal the
boy and failed.
20) And they brought him unto him. And
having seen him, the spirit at once convulaed him,
and having fallen on the ground, he wallowed foaming.

It makes little diﬁ'erence whether we refer I'o‘u’w tothe boy’s or to the Spirit’s seeing Jesus. If it is refer:-
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red to the boy, the nominative would be a kind of
anacoluthon and quite odd. If it is referred to the
spirit, the masculine gender would be natural, for the
wasps is regarded as a person (R. 436). The latter
reading is to be preferred. At sight of Jesus the demon
becomes enraged and vents his horrible power upon his
victim. The a-ziv in the verb intensiﬁes it: “convulsed
him badly,” as also the boy’s actions show. They are
the symptoms of an epileptic ﬁt: falling to the ground,
continuing to wallow, twisting and turning on the
ground (imperfect tense), and foaming at the mouth.
Before the very eyes of Jesus the whole aﬂiiction of the
boy appeared. Note that this is not a case of ordinary
epilepsy. Such persons are not thrown into a ﬁt by
the mere sight of another person. The demon is explic-

itly named as causing the violent ﬁt. This is perfectly
in line with all else that the Gospel writers report
about possession; the demons cause all kinds of physical ailments, in this boy’s case dumbness and deafness
besides epilepsy.
‘
21) While Luke also reports the ﬁt of the lad
at the sight of Jesus, Mark alone adds what follows.
.And he inquired of his father, How long a time is it
since this has come to him? And he said, Since a
child. And often it threw him both into ﬁre and into
waters in order to destroy him. But if thou art able
:in any way, help us, having compassion on us!
When Jesus asks since (6., “since,” R. 974) when
this evil came on the lad, he is not like a doctor who is
trying to form a picture of sickness and its course; he
.is asln'ng for the father’s sake. The father replies:
“Since a child.” Jesus thus makes him realize that
during all this time no one was able to give the boy
even relief, to say nothing of healing him- completely.
The father is to realize what he is really asking of
Jesus when he appeals to him. This is necessary for
ihe faith which Jesus aims to instil into the man’s
eart.
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22) Besides the brief statement “since a chil ”
the father adds to what he has already told Jesus about
his son (v. 17, 18) that during all this time the demon
“often” tried to destroy him by throwing him into ﬁre
and into waters. “0ften”—and no one was ever able
to stop the repetition. The object of Jesus is attained.
This is an aﬂiction that is so terrible that it is beyond
human help. When this father comes to Jesus for help
he should realize that he is asking for more than
human, namely, for divine help. And this requires
faith in Jesus as the divine helper.
And the man now reveals the extent of his faith.
When he qualiﬁes his petition with the clause: “if thou
art able in any way,” we should remember the setback
his faith received when the nine disciples of Jesus
failed to accomplish anything; this “if” refers to that
failure. We should not translate “if thou canst do
anything" (our versions), for “do” is not in the text,
and n is adverbial, it does not mean “anything” but
“in any way” (R. 547 on this use). The implication
is that the ability of Jesus is perhaps no greater or
only a little greater than that of the nine disciples. 0n
the use of the urgent aorist imperative in prayers to
God see R. 948. It is thus that Boﬁﬁqa‘ov, “help i” is used.
With the added participle the man appeals to the compassion of Jesus; on mAayvaeis see 6:34. He uses the
plural in his appeal: “help us, having compassion on
us," and includes himself and his family. We see the
great weakness of the man’s faith, yet we see that
faith is present.
23) But Jesus said to him, As to “if thou art
able” — all things are able for the one believing!
Grammarians and commentators differ in solving
re d 86mm (also written 815v”, contracted) ; B.-D. 267, 1

regards the reading as “impossible” although it is
textually fully assured. T6 marks at 815mm as a quotation (R. 766) , for Jesus is repeating what the man just

Said to Jesus about his being able; 76 also makes the
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quoted words a substantive, and this is the accusative
of general reference (R. 491) . The sense is quite plain
and the construction simple: “As far as thy word to
me, ‘if thou art able,’ is concerned, I must say to thee,
all things are able for the man who believes.” In other
words, it is not a question of the ability of Jesus to
expel this demon, the question for the petitioner in all
cases is his own ability of faith, i.e., his trust in the
ability of Jesus.
This also clears up trim. We are inclined to regard
it in an abstract way, as a reference to anything at all

that may come into our heads. But “all things” are
here concrete: all those things which faith trusts to
the power of Jesus who, moreover, always exerts his
power and ability according to his good and gracious
will. Faith never asks anything foolish or wrong of
Jesus; requests of that kind are never the product of
faith. Moreover, faith always bows to the will of Jesus
in those things of which we cannot be sure that they
are good for us. Note the paronomasia in 86mm and
suma’, “if thou art able” and “all things are able.”
24) Immediately the father of the child with a
yell went on to say, I do believe! Be helping my
unbelief!
To understand the yelling out of these words we
should keep in mind the intense emotion that wrought
in the man. It is a touch of feeling on Mark’s part
when he calls the man “the father of the child.” Some
texts add “with tears,” which may accord well with
the fact. The imperfect Ech agrees with all this by
letting us dwell on what the man said. The cry: “I do
believe i” certainly attests the man’s faith. The second
cry: “Be helping my unbelief l” acknowledges the man’s
weakness of faith, which, by contrast with what it ought
to be, he calls “unbelief.” This, too, was well, for they
who feel their lack of faith are in the best condition for
removing this lack. “Help my unbelief” is usually understood to mean: relieve me, free me of my unbelief.
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But this would greatly modify the verb Bon9eiv which
properly has the dative here and in v. 22 to indicate
the person that is to be helped. 'Amurta is the abstract
for the concrete; “my unbelief” means me in my unbelief, me unbeliever. Yet we should not forget that

he who calls himself “unbelief” has just cried aloud,
“I believe." Only such a man could ask help of Jesus
in his unbelief.
Trench may serve as an example of those who, on
the strength of Christ’s dealing with this father, assume that faith is necessary for all such miracles, and
that the absence of faith ties the hands of Jesus. For
one thing, they overlook the fact that it is not the
father that is healed but the little son, and nothing is
said about this son’s faith. As far as the father is
concerned, his is a case of prayer. He, indeed, asks a
gift that is a miracle, but all he does is to ask and to
pray for it. Now prayer must, indeed, be uttered by
faith in order to be heard, whether the hearing consists in a miracle or in something else. That disposes
of the confusion of thought in this case.
As regards the miracles, however, they are not
dependent on faith but only on the will of Jesus. This
is clear in all cases where Jesus heals without faith on
the part of men and seeks to establish faith after the
healing. In John 5:1, etc., the impotent man at the
pool of Bethesda did not even know Jesus’ name and
yet was healed. We are shown in John 9 how, after his
eyes were opened, the blind man gradually came to

faith. How many demoniacs believed before they were
freed? Think of the two mentioned in 5:1; nor did
anyone who had faith plead for them. Did the widow
at Nain or her dead son believe before the miracle?
This is, indeed, true: Jesus wrought few or no miracles
where the population was unbelieving and hostile (6:
5), but this was done for the simple reason that miracles would be wasted on such people.
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25) Now when Jesus saw that a multitude was
running together he rebuked the unclean spirit, saying to him, Thou spirit, dumb and deaf, I command
thee, go out of him and no longer enter into him!
The answer of Jesus to the man’s cry is that he
frees the lad from the evil spirit. He fulﬁlls the promise that was implied in the request to bring the boy to
him, v. 19. Jesus hastens to do this because he sees a
crowd running together. He breaks oﬁ his dealing
with the father and turns to the lad who is lying on the
ground, where the demon had thrown him. Since the
participle may express several different relations according to the context, we choose the one that is most
suitable here for {My ; it is temporal: “when he saw’’ or
“on seeing.” It is not causal, for Jesus had determined
to deliver the boy when he asked to have him brought
to him. We take it that the great crowd that was mentioned in v. 14 was scattered at the start and now ran
together toward Jesus in a mass. The Greek retains
the present tense émwrpe’xu in the indirect discourse
after the aorist 286v ; the English is compelled to change
to a past tense.

Mark uses énmuiv, “he rebuked,” as in 4:39; 8:32;
10 :13; he spoke with severity. These possessing spirits
are regularly called “unclean” in the Gospels; this is
to be understood in a moral sense. The nominative
with the article=the vocative, R. 769. The article

adds the note of insistence: “Thou dumb and deaf
spirit !” even as in the original Aramaic the article was
most probably used, R. 465. The two adjectives, “dumb
and deaf,” are added by a second article like an apposition (R. 776), “thou dumb and deaf one.” The addition
of :76 is strongly emphatic and voices the almighty
authority of Jesus in issuing the command. Both aorists are peremptory; on the instant and without question the demon is to come out of the boy and not to
enter into him again. The command is both positive
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and negative, and, as is the case in all such instances,
the negative strengthens the positive. Yet nyxén does
not imply, as has been thought, that at each paroxysm
or ﬁt the demon entered the boy but left him during
the intervals. The force of the command is that the
demon is to leave once for all. In negative commands
in the Greek the aorist is in the subjunctive and not, as
in positive commands, in the imperative.
26, 27) And having yelled, and having convulsed him much, he came out. And he became like
dead so that the majority were saying, He died. But
Jesus, having grasped his hand, raised him up; and
he arose.

The yell voices the demon’s rage at being forced at
last to abandon his victim. Convulsing the boy wow
(adverbial) , exceedingly, is the last vicious damage he
is able to inﬂict on his victim. But then he leaves. The
two masculine participles modify wcﬁpa, the subject
implied in c’éﬁMc, and follow the natural instead of the
grammatical gender as they did in the case of My in
v. 20, R. 412.
The moment the demon left, the convulsion was at
an end, the lad relaxed and lay like dead with the
result (6501-: with the inﬁnitive) that the majority (rote
wows, classical, B.-D. 245, 1) were saying (Ae’yew,
durative) : “He died!” in the sense of this aorist: “He
is dead.” Jesus now completes the miracle by grasping
the boy’s hand and raising him up. The thought that
this was not the lifting of a limp body that would drop
again Mark conveys by adding “and he arose” because
of the new strength that surged through his body. In
other words, the boy was completely restored, “healed
from that very hour” (Matthew) ; “he healed the child
and delivered him again to his father” (Luke) ; this
latter evangelist reports also the effect produced on the
multitude.
28) Matthew and Mark are interested in the
nine disciples who had failed so ignominiously. And
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as he did God created marriage, namely sin, which
wrought havoc also with the marriage relation. It
produced a condition of heart that is impervious to the
will and the Word of God so that men who had such
hard hearts at times wanted to get rid of their wives
and disrupt their marriage -tie. The regulation of
Moses was nothing more than a concession to this evil
condition and was never to go beyond this. It therefore
also consisted of nothing more than a legal form for
dissolving marriage. It thus also only bore testimony
to the hardness of so many hearts, and no man in his
right sense could conclude that by this Mosaic regulation God had altered his original intention concerning
the permanency of marriage. Any man who wanted to
know God’s will concerning marriage would not dare
to examine only Deut. 24:1; he would have to go back

to Gen. 1:27 and 2 :24 just as Jesus now does.
6) He would have to examine how it was “from
creation’s beginning.” According to Matthew, Jesus
asked the Pharisees whether they had never read the
words: “Male and female he made them.” The object of

Ermine: is understood, and the two neuter adjectives
apaev and 0:7»: are predicative to this object: “them as
male and as female,” the neuter being used for the
abstract idea of male and female. The fact should not
be overlooked that, although Eve was created after
Adam, he had already been created male. Thus by his
creation, even before Eve was created, God had instituted marriage. It was a blind way to read the Scriptures when the Pharisees wrangled about Deut. 24:1
and never saw Gen. 1:27. All they knew was to ask:
“Is it lawful '3" which made marriage and its dissolution a matter of legislation. They expected to draw
Jesus into their dispute. He brushes their cunning
temptation aside by pointing out from the Scriptures
that marriage is bound up with the very creation of
man. It is not a product of any progress or development that came later in the history of man.
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7)

On top of this the Scriptures state most clearly

what marriage really is. Because God created them
male and female, “on this account” a man shall leave
his father and his mother and shall be glued to his
wife. The verb «poaxomv is not too strong, for the
marital union is far more intimate and close than is
the ﬁlial relation to parents.
8) Jesus is really quoting, citing Gen. 2 :24, which is
reproduced in the LXX translation, which accords with
the Hebrew save that in the statement: “and the two
shall be one ﬂesh,” o: 8150, “the two,” is inserted in order
to bring out the sense of the original, an insertion that
is retained in all the New Testament quotations of this
passage. It is true that Moses spoke Gen. 2:24, but he
voiced God’s thought on what marriage really is in
such a way that his words are treated as if they were
God's own. To be glued together so closely as to be one
ﬂesh refers to the sexual relation in marriage as producing a union that involves all the other sides of this
life.
To impress this point still more by showing what
God made of marriage at the very creation Jesus adds,
his own words: “wherefore they are no longer two but
one ﬂesh.” Father and son, mother and son are and
ever remain two; but husband and wife are one ﬂesh,
they are made so by their physical sexual union in the
marriage relation and as a result are bound together
permanently in one. The Pharisees, who allowed a
husband to discharge a wife at will for any trumpedup cause, were in conflict with the divine view of marriage. They considered husband and wife two like
master and servant so that the husband could remove
his wife at any time. The wife was not accorded a
similar right among the Jews.
9) The vital point is the permanency of marriage
according to God's will. Jesus himself therefore brings
this out in the strongest kind of way: “What, therefore, God did yoke together, let no man divide apart!”
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Oiiv introduces this as being the true deduction from all
that God has said concerning marriage. When persons
are involved, a neuter like 3 makes the reference abstract and general and thus stronger: “anything”
joined together by God. The ﬁgure in “yoked together”
is not only appropriate for man and wife but even
beautiful. The aorist is generally regarded as being
timeless, yet it here evidently marks time that is antecedent to the main verb and is in place for this reason
and not because it is timeless. God has once yoked
together, thereafter let no man pull apart! In connections such as this the English prefers the perfect “has
yoked together.” The plain implication is that any man
who divides what God has thus by his own creation
united into one ﬂies in the face of God and his will—a
serious opposition, indeed. How indissoluble marriage
is according to God’s own creation is thus made clear.
Did these Pharisees never read these divine words in
Scripture and think on what they obviously declare?
10) And in the house the disciples again inquired of him concerning this. And he says to them,
Whoever shall release his wife and marry another is
made adulterous in regard to her; and if she, having
released her husband, shall marry another she is
made adulterous.
If we had Mark’s account alone we might conclude
that Jesus spoke this word only to the disciples after
Jesus and they had gone into the house. But from
Matthew’s account we see that this word about the sin
that was committed by releasing a wife was addressed
also to the Pharisees. After the disciples were alone
with Jesus in the house, Jesus repeated this word, and,
as Matthew shows, added still further instruction. Eis

‘riyv otm’av is a sample of the static use of this preposition,
on which consult R. 591 at length.
11) In Matt. 5:32 Jesus deals with the sin that
the man commits against his wife and against any man
who may later marry that wife. See the commentary
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on this passage in Matthew where .1101.wa and mlxam
are shown to be passives, not actives as is regularly
assumed. In Matt. 19 :9 and here in Mark, Jesus brings
out the sin which the man (woman) commits against
himself (herself). The wrong against the wife is still
hinted at in the phrase “in regard to her,” but Jesus
does not here concern himself with that. “Whoever
shall release his wife” (the aorist to indicate the
accomplished release) refers to the Jewish practice of
ordering a wife to leave by giving her a divorce-certiﬁcate. The exception “save for fornication” which is
mentioned in Matt. 5 :32 and in 19:9 is not brought in
here. When a rule or a principle is stated, any exception may or may not be noted; in the latter case the
rule would still be a rule. Moreover, the exception that
the woman commits fornication already disrupts the
marriage with her husband, and by sending her away
the aggrieved husband would himself disrupt nothing
but only accept the disruption his wife has made.
Here and in Matt. 19:9 Jesus adds “and shall
marry another.” We cannot agree that because of this
addition Jesus says nothing about a man who releases
his wife and then does not marry another. The man’s
sin is beyond question his disruption of the marriage,
which is effected by forcing his wife to leave. The
man’s marrying another is only the aggravating circumstance. It is added here and in Matt. 19 :9 on this
account, and the Jews rid themselves of their wives
for the very purpose of marrying another.

In Matt. 5:32 Mlxﬂloi'vat and [wtxi‘l’al are passives,
but the subjects of the verbs are the persons injured
by the husband, namely, his wife and the man whom
she may later marry. In 5:32 Jesus treats the man’s
sin from the angle of the injury done to others. In

Matt. 19 :9 and here in Mark [mtxﬁﬂu is certainly also
passive, but here the agent involved in the passive, yea,
the very subject of the verb, is the wicked husband,

Mark 10:11, 12
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which means that Jesus is here dealing with this man’s
action as it affects himself: “he is made adulterous,”
made so by his own deed. But it is quite certain that
this verb is not active as our versions and others translate it: “he commits adultery.” We could admit that it
is a middle (which is not the case, however, in Matt.
5 :32) : “he becomes adulterous” or “makes himself so”
by his owu deed; in that case the sense would not be
altered, and the effect of this man’s act upon others
would be left out of consideration. Zahn alone notes
the passive in Matt. 5 :32, but even in his case the old
interpretations are so strong that he drops into these
in his own comment. The gain in recognizing and in
holding to these passives is less in Matt. 19:9 and in
Mark than in Matt. 5 :32; but any gain in exegesis is
precious, and in the case of the latter passage it is
great indeed.
12) Mark writes for non-Jewish Christian readers and therefore adds the word about the wife’s dismissing her husband. What is said regarding the man
is equally true about the woman. The omission of the
phrase €1r' at’miv, “in regard to him,” is natural and
needs no explanation; the phrase is understood, for the
cases are equal. Some say that Jesus never spoke this
word that is recorded by Mark. This is regarded as
a statement which Mark added of his own accord, a
conclusion of his own that a wife’s act would be equal

to the husband’s act; Mark merely put it into Jesus’
mouth; Mark of his own accord brings in what is

needed for Gentile and Roman Christians among whom
wives could rid themselves of their husbands. But
these suppositions are untenable. In Matt. 19:9 we
have what Jesus said to the Pharisees, in Mark what
he said in private to his disciples. They would have to
deal with Roman and Gentile believers, and Jesus instructed them accordingly.
Still more must be said. While it was not usual for
Jewish women to get rid of their husbands, cases of
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this kind occurred. Josephus, Antimaties 16, 7, 10,
reports that Salome, sister of Herod the Great, even
sent her husband Costobarus a hill of divorcement although Josephus remarks that the sending of this bill
was not according to Jewish laws. We know that Herodias left her husband Philip. To say that these were
“prominent abnormalities” does not dispose of them.
Because the people involved were prominent, history
reported their cases. It is rather diﬂicult to believe
that wives were completely bound to their husbands,
and that, while husbands constantly got rid of their
wives, the hardness of heart never extended to Jewish
' women to do the same with their husbands. It has
been established that they, too, could obtain divorce.
The case is simply this, Jewish law recognized a certain easy procedure for the husband but provided
nothing that was equal for the wife. She would either
have to desert her husband or apply to the difﬁcult
local courts for release. This formal diﬁ‘erence is immaterial to Jesus. In his estimation the sin consisted
in the disruption of the marriage, no matter by what
means this was effected.
In all his utterances Jesus treats only the immorality that is involved in' the disruption of marriage,
whether this immorality emanates from the husband

or from the wife; and not the legal actions of any
court of law. Even when he refers to Deut. 24:1 and
what was considered legal among the Jews (among
whom, however, the husband required no court action
but only the wife if she wanted to be freed) Jesus
treats only the moral side, namely, the hardness of the
heart and the consequent defection from God’s creative
intention. Confusion results when this is overlooked,
and when we speak of “divorce,” meaning a court
action, and then apply the utterances of Jesus to that.
The sin of destroying a marriage is in the heart and in

the action of the husband or‘ the wife (possibly of
both) ; this is what destroys the marriage. Running

Mark10:12, 13
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to the court for a legal edict is only a subsequent result
and not themain point. A disrupted marriage is a
disrupted marriage and thus a vicious sin against the
will, Word, and command of God, whether some court
action follows, as it does in our day, or is not needed
at all, as was the case in Jesus’ day.
In all his utterances on this subject Jesus blames
only the one who disrupts the marriage and not the
one whose marriage is disrupted. The mistranslations
of Matt. 5:32 should not confuse us on this point, nor
the exegesis that operates with these mistranslations.
I Cor. 7:15 is exactly the same as Matt. 5:32; 19:9,
and the passages in Mark. The innocent party in a
disrupted marriage is “not bound” as Paul states, nor
does Jesus declare that party bound.
The deduction cannot be draWn from the words of
Jesus that a disrupted marriage is still a binding marriage in the sight of God. In all the passages the condemnation rests on the disruption of the marriage, no
matter what the cause may have been. The point
should not be shifted to the cause of the disruption,
whether it is grave or light. Whatever the cause, a
disrupted marriage is a disrupted marriage, and to
disrupt a marriage for a trivial cause makes the sin so
much the worse. Nowhere does Jesus forbid the innocent party of a disrupted marriage to marry again. As
regards the guilty one who causes the disruption, the

way of repentance is surely open also for such a sinner
as it'is open for any other who has caused an irreparable wrong to another.
,
13) And they kept bringing little children to
him in order that he should touch them; but the
disciples went on to rebuke them.
First marriage, then children, a sequence that is
eminently ﬁtting. The Pharisees are absent, have been
since v. 10. This scene is often placed out-of-doors, but
v. 10 leads us to think that it occurred in a house,
which also explains. how the disciples could rebuke
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those who were bringing the children. They did this
outside and not in the presence of Jesus, and thus, as
v. 14 states, he ﬁnally saw it. Note the two imperfects
npocé¢epov and émzpmv which describe the scene and
show how the people “kept bringing,” and the disciples
“kept rebuking”; both tenses also lead us to expect an
aorist to tell us what the outcome was. It seems as if
these persons started to bring their children of their
own accord. Somebody conceived the thought, and
others followed in a little procession. The masculine
afn‘ois‘ would be used though most of the persons were
mothers, sisters, or nurses. Most of them were probably parents, fathers and mothers. The disciples pro-

ceeded to interfere and probably succeeded until Jesus,
looking out, saw what they were doing and stopped
them. All three evangelists use the strong verb én't‘r'tfdiv,
“to rebuke," “to threaten."
The scene loses much of its value when it is supposed that superstition motivated these parents, and
that they thought that the touch of Jesus’ hands had
magical power. We may be sure that if this had been
the case, Jesus would have rebuked these people and
would not have touched a single child. Verbs of touching are followed by the genitive. Matthew describes
this touching as the laying on of hands, a symbolical
act that denotes blessing, and combines it with praying, invoking heavenly, spiritual blessings upon the
children.
Matthew and Mark write muSia, “little children,”
for which Luke 18:15 has 11‘: ch’m, their “babes” or
sucklings, the word that is used in I Pet. 2 :2 and even
as a designation for an unborn babe in Luke 1:44.
Being so tiny, it was, of course, impossible for them to
understand what Jesus was doing for them. The only
intimation we have regarding the reason the disciples
stopped these babes from being brought to Jesus is
found in the word of Jesus, which shows that the disciples did not yet realize the relation of babes to the"

Mark 10:14
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kingdom. There may also have been other reasons such
as that the disciples did not want Jesus to be troubled
by having all these babes brought to him, that they
considered his time too valuable to be wasted on infants, and that they desired his time for themselves
and for further discussions.
14) But having seen it, Jesus was indignant
and said to them: Let the little children be coming to
me! Stop hindering them! For of such is the kingdom of God. Amen, I say to you, whoever does not
receive the kingdom of God as a little child in no
way shall enter into it. And having taken them up
in his arms, he went on fervently blessing them,
having placed his hands upon them.
It is Mark alone who notes the emotion, the indignation of Jesus. When his disciples make other mistakes, Jesus, of course, feels it but is not indignant
toward them. But when they ignorantly wrong poor,
helpless little children, the indignation of Jesus resents
their action. This indignation is one of the plain indications of what Jesus thinks of our little ones. Jesus
appears as the great Advocate of babes who opens his
mouth for the dumb, out of whose mouth, by his grace,
he perfects praise. It has been well said that without
these words of Jesus and his attitude toward infants
the Christian Church would have been far diﬂ’erent
from what it is.
With shamed faces the disciples stood before their
Master. We read the tone of his indignation into the
two imperatives Mac-re, p3; Kwkaie-re. The second present
imperative is negative and thus means to stop what

one has already begun (R. 851, etc.). The ﬁrst is well
rendered “suﬁer the little children,” etc., lasset 873a
gewaehren. The peremptory aorist positive command
is intensiﬁed by the negative. After 54m: Mark has the
accusative with the inﬁnitive: let “them be coming to
me,” present tense, always coming. Matthew has the
effective aorist éAOch which means actually getting to
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Jesus. The implication is that children, and this includes babes (396%), are ready to come to Jesus and
need only that men let them do so. And this coming
has the same purpose as the coming of any adult to
Jesus, namely, to receive from him the Messianic salvation. Their aﬂinity for Jesus lies in their need of
him, which is due to their inborn sin.
Pank writes: “As the ﬂower in the garden stretches
toward the light of the sun, so there is in the child a
mysterious inclination toward the eternal light. Have
you never noticed this mysterious thing, that when you
tell the smallest child about God, it never asks with
strangeness and wonder: ‘What or who is God? I have
never seen him !’—but listens with shining face to the
words as if they were soft, loving sounds from the land
of home? or when you teach a child to fold its little
hands in prayer, that it does this as if it were a matter
of course, as if there were opening for it that world of
which it has been dreaming with longing and anticipation? or tell them, these little ones, the stories of the
Savior, show them the pictures with scenes and personages of the Bible—how their pure eyes shine, how
the little hearts beat!”
The coming of these little ones is not accomplished
without means, for v. 13 states that they were being
brought. To hinder from coming is to prevent the
bringing. These were Jewish children who were already in the old covenant of grace; yet Jesus lays no
stress on this fact but speaks of children in general
even as the church has applied his word to all children.
If Jewish children, who were already in the covenant
and kingdom, needed to be brought to Jesus in order to
be blessed by him as the Messiah, how much more
should all other children, to whom no grace has as yet
been applied, be brought to him! Jesus once for all

bans every obstacle which our blind reasoning about
babes may raise against their coming to him.
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This double command would be enough, but Jesus
goes much farther, he adds his reason (ydp) for this
command: “For of such is the kingdom of God.” He
does not say rodwa, “of these,” the ones now being
brought to him or in the wider sense all little children;
but 75v Tomi-my, “of suc ," which says far more, namely,
the great class to which children as such belong. Bengel says that if the kingdom is “of such,” then the
children must be counted in with a special right. They
are the model examples of the whole class. If we want

to know the character of_ the class we must study the
children. It is their receptivity to which Jesus refers.
In them sin has not yet developed so as to produce
conscious resistance to the power of divine grace,
which necessitates the convicting power of the law. On
the kingdom of God see 1:15; it is where God (Christ),
the King, is with his rule and his work of grace. To be
of this kingdom is to have God’s grace operative in us.
If Jesus had meant that all children, merely by the
fact of their being children, are already under this
operation, are already saved, then it would be superﬂuous for children to come to him; they would already be
his. But Jesus does not mean this. What is born of the
ﬂesh is ﬂesh, John 3:6 (Gen. 5:3; Ps. 51:5). It is in
vain to deny original and inborn sin, the total deprav—
ity of our race, and to call babes “innocent and pure”
in the sense of “sinless.” Every babe that dies contradicts this claim. It is another groundless assumption
that at birth (or already when conceived) all children
are made partakers of Christ’s atonement without any
means whatever; the Scriptures contain no word to
this effect.
Because their elders have been misled by such
thoughts, the little ones have been left outside of the
kingdom until their receptiveness for grace passed
away, and their salvation became jeopardized. Baptism
in particular was denied them, and this sacrament it-
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self was regarded as a mere symbol that gives and
conveys nothing but only pictures something. Baptism
was called an act of obedience (so much law) that is
possible only for an adult and no longer an act of the
Triune God which adopts babes as his children, deeds
to them a place in heaven, gives them the new birth in
the Spirit. Who will count the crimes that were thus
perpetrated against helpless babes, even in the very
name of Christ, by denying them the one divine means
by which they can be brought and can come to their
gloriﬁed Lord?
15) Although this verse recalls Matt. 18 :3, we see
that it is used in a. different way. With the seal of
verity (amen) and of authority (I say to you), see
4:28, Jesus shows his disciples how “of such is the
kingdom of God,” for no one shall enter that kingdom
unless he receives it as a little child. The statement is
astonishing in every way. We should think as, alas, so
many did and do think that a babe must receive the
kingdom as an adult does, but absolutely the reverse is
true. The child is the model and not the man. It is the
unassuming humility and unquestioning trustfulness
of the child that make it the pattern for all adults.
This humility and trustfulness, when they are directed
to Christ, become the very essence of saving faith. To
receive the kingdom and to enter into it are not diverse
actions when we remember what the kingdom is, namely, the working of his power and his grace wherever
he is present. This we receive, i.e., as a gift, God
bestows his grace on us; and thus we enter the circle,

the domain, where God works with his grace. By re.
ceiving the kingdom we enter into it, and by entering
into it we receive it. In John 3:3, 5 seeing the kingdom
is described as entering it. But the decisive point lies
in the emphatic phrase “as a little child.”
16) Matthew adds only that Jesus went on
placing his hands on the children, Luke adds nothing,
but Mark describes fully. Jesus took them up in his

Mark10:16,17
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arms. It was not enough for him just to place his
hands on them while others carried these babes. He
took them in his OWn arms as his own children—what
a highly signiﬁcant action! Then he put hands upon
them, which symbolized the bestowal of his blessing.
We should not think that the hands were the medium
of the bestowal; this action is never sacramental but
always only symbolical. The blessing did not ﬂow
through the hands but came through the words of
Jesus. Mark uses the plural because it is the common
phrase “to lay on the hands,” although in many instances, just as here, only one hand was used. Jesus
held a babe in one arm and placed his other hand upon
its head. Thus, in a way, both hands were employed.
The two participles are aorists because these actions
preceded the spoken words of blessing. For the latter
Mark uses the imperfect tense and a verb compounded
with «mi: “he went on fervently blessing them.”
What words Jesus used in his benedictions, and
whether they were the same for each babe, Mark does
not say. These were Jewish children who were in the
Old Testament covenant, yet they needed the added
blessings of the Savior who had come to establish the
new covenant. The children received what the words
of Jesus stated, for his words are never a mere wish.
To be in the covenant does not yet mean to possess all
that is in that covenant. We daily receive more and
more. Mark closes his account with the imperfect
tense; the curtain falls while Jesus is busy with his
blessings. No child was left unblessed.
17) And while he is going out on the road, one,
having run forward and having kneeled to him, was
inquiring of him, Good Teacher, what shall I do that
I may inherit life eternal?
Jesusis in the act of taking the road to the next

village when this unnamed man comes to him with his
question. Jesus ﬁrst speaks of marriage, then of chil-
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dren, now of earthly possessions—all in a beautiful
sequence. Whatever else may have happened between
these events is left out in order to secure this order of
events. Luke tells us that this man was a ruler, meaning a ruler of a synagogue, one of the ofﬁcials who
managed the affairs of the local synagogue. He was
still a young man, for Matthew calls him a mamas, a
man between 24 and 40. His actions in running out in
the road to meet Jesus and kneeling down before him
in the dust betoken his eagerness and the fervor of his
desire. Though he is a ruler and prominent in his
community he humbles himself before Jesus. This
action of the man and the address “good Teacher"
bespeak great reverence for Jesus and the assurance
on his part that Jesus will be able to give him the
vital information that he desires.
The man does not ask how he may obtain life eternal as if he were at a loss as to the way and the means.
On the contrary, he thinks he knows quite well how,
namely, by his doing something, some one good thing
(Matthew), “good" in the sense of hedbringend (C.-K.
5). He is not thinking of something that is merely
morally good, for he knows that obedience to the divine
commandments is morally good, yet despite all this
obedience of his he still lacks life eternal and knows
that he lacks it. He asks the question what he shall do
because he thinks that Jesus has managed to discover
this thing and has by it acquired life eternal for himself. This man would like to do the same thing. His
conception of Jesus is thus much like that of the modernists: Jesus is a man who has discovered the good
thing and by it found eternal life. His essential Sonship as also his atonement are brushed aside. The only
question is: “Lord, how didst thou do it? Tell us that
we may do likewise.”
In the question: “What shall I do ?” there lies, of
course, the assumption that the questioner has the
necessary ability and may easily reach the goal that
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Jesus has reached. All'he needs is to know the thing
that is to be done. This idea is Pelagianism in its
worst form. In warriors, “shall I do,” lies the readiness to
do what may be required. He is not thinking of a
divine command, for he does not ask what he “must
do,” 8:: woody or «0150411. The best thing about the wrong
and twisted question is that the man wants “life
eternal.”

It is John who uses (an; thirty-four times in his
writings, and the word always means the life principle
itself which makes us spiritually alive. No science has
fathomed what natural life really'1s, and the essence of
spiritual life is still more mysterious. But both natural
and spiritual life are known by their functions and
acts. The reception of the can; is regeneration, of which
Jesus spoke to Nicodemus at length. This life is aiévwe,
“eternal,” going on through the eons unaffected by

temporal death which only transfers this life into the
heavenly world. It may be lost, and it ceases in us
when we wickedly and wilfully cut ourselves off from
its divine Source, Christ, the Life.
Just what conception the man had of this life which
he so much desired we are able to guess only from the
way in which he imagined that it could be acquired; he
supposed that by himself doing something “good”

(dyaoév) it would be given him. An issue is sometimes
made of KMpovoluiv as if doing and inheriting were a
contradiction in the man’s question. But Matthew
interprets “inherit” by writing “have life eternal.”
The verb is often used in the sense of to obtain or to
have a portion in something. It is used speciﬁcally
when sonship and heirship are stressed. But even then,
inheriting need not exclude all idea of merit as many a
last will and testament shows when a larger portion is
bequeathed to a more faithful child, or when a friend,
a benefactor, a person who has rendered some valuable
service are remembered. Jesus, too, says nothing and

intimates nothing about a contradiction in the question.
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The picture thus drawn of the young ruler is really
pathetic: so eager to do the good thing, so desirous of
life eternal (when so many young men are carried
away by the world), so strongly attracted to Jesus—
and yet so far from the right road to eternal life!
18) But Jesus said to him, Why dost thou call
me good? No one is good except one, God. The
precepts thou knowest: Do not kill; Do not commit
adultery; Do not steal; Do not hear false witness;
Do not defraud; Honor thy father and mother.
Rationalism and Unitarianism point to this question of Jesus as proof absolute that Jesus is not God.
By his saying that no one is good except one person
only, namely God, they think the matter is clinched:
Jesus is not God. But this reads the words of Jesus
and reasons regarding them too superﬁcially. When
the young ruler called Jesus “good” and asked what
“good thing” he should do to gain life, the heart of the
question lay in the sense in which he meant 6.70.0159,
“good.” Note that in this connection the positive
“good” is used in an absolute sense and is thus stronger than the superlative would be (R. 661).
The question of Jesus: “Why callest thou me
good?” wants to bring home to the ruler the point

about “good.” Jesus makes no pronouncement whatever about himself but tells this ruler to pause and to
think what “good” really means. It will not do to use
it lightly with reference to Jesus. To show what Jesus
means he points out that goodness in the true sense
can be predicated only of God. So far is this from
denying the Godhead of Jesus that it actually asserts
it. “Good,” Jesus intends to say, “if you mean that in
the common sense, it is too cheap to apply to me! It is
quite another. thing to use good in its real meaning as
it applies only to God 1” The man is thus led to look at
Jesus in a new way, to consider that Jesus may, indeed,
be God, essentially one with God as his Son.

Mark 10:18, 19
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The English translation of 6:11.06: as “good” obscures this deeper meaning too much. Modernists
translate ayaaéc “kind,” which “good” means only in
certain connections in the English but never in the
Greek and absolutely never in a pointed connection
such as the present instance. ’Ayaﬂdc means “good” in
the sense of “beneﬁcial.” In this its true meaning it
may signify what is morally beneﬁcial. Did this man,
by asking for the good thing (Matthew) he should do,
mean something in the way of moral beneﬁt? If so,
then God’s own moral law had answered him long ago.

But dyaaée means beneﬁcial also in the sense of hailbn‘ngend (C.-K. 5, where our passage is fully discussed), beneﬁting by bestowing salvation. The ruler
had asked for something that would bring him life
eternal, salvation; hence the question was pertinent:
Did he think of this meaning when he called on the
“good" Teacher to tell him what the “good thing" was
that he should do? It is to impress this meaning upon
his mind that Jesus tells him that God alone is good.
There was no need for a reminder to a Jew that God
is morally excellent, “The Good” being its very embodiment (Matthew). But this Jew needed to be reminded that God alone is heilbrz'ngemi, good as the very
source of salvation, beyond which there is no other.
Was he coming to Jesus to ﬁnd out what the good thing
in this sense was, and did he mean that Jesus could

bestow this good upon him? In an exceedingly simple
way the ruler is led to look upon Jesus in the true light,

as the one who bestows salvation, i.e., as himself God.
19) After jolting the ruler's mind in regard to the
real meaning of “good” in connection with salvation
and thus God, Jesus proceeds to answer his question.
Mark and Luke abbreviate but agree with Matthew.
“Thou knowest the precepts” means what Matthew
says, that if he wills to enter into the life he must
guard these divine évroMl or precepts. Jesus follows

the proper course with this man; he starts with the
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law in order to lead him to the gospel. The process is
very simple: ﬁrst, the man is to understand that he
cannot obtain the life by the law; secondly, that all the
law can do for him is to show him his sin. After this
is clear, the only hope will be in the gospel.
As to the commandments which Jesus cites, all the
negative ones have I”? with the strong aorist subjunctive, the regular form for negative commands in the
aorist; the ﬁnal positive command has ripa, the durative present imperative “be honoring," i.e., always. By

using only the second table of the law Jesus takes this
young ruler where he is surest of himself; for these are
the commandments that most men imagine they can
obey with little effort—but see Matt. 5:21, etc. Jesus
shows that-in quoting the commandments he is not
bound by their wording or by their order in the Decalog. So also the evangelists use freedom in listing them.
Matthew has the sum of the entire second table at the
end, Mark and Luke have the Fourth Commandment
on honoring parents at the end. Mark alone has the

Ninth and the Tenth Commandments combined in, “Do
not defraud !” The object of Jesus seems to be simply
the piling up of the commandments into a tremendous
burden, the showing how exceedingly much the law
requires before it grants the life as a reward.
20) But he said to him, Teacher, all these I did
watch from my youth on.
He says this to Jesus without blinking an eye. And
he is perfectly sincere in what he says. This divine law

has no terrors for him—he has kept it all. This is a
sample of Pharisaic training which nulliﬁes the very
effect that God intends that the law should produce,
namely, contrite knowledge of sin and the terrores
conscientiae. This young ruler is altogether self-righteous in the face of the law. He was perhaps disappointed to hear Jesus recite nothing but the old commandments which he had watched from his youth. Was
this all “the good thing" this “good Teacher” could
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hold up to him? The verbs ¢u)u£¢mw and mpeiv are synonyms like beuxzchen and bewahren, to watch over and
keep safe, and to guard and keep inviolate.
He had lived an exemplary life outwardly, he had
shunned grave transgressions, aided and protected, no
doubt, by both his training and his environment. Many
would today be only too well satisﬁed with themselves
if they were like him, and others would praise and
perhaps envy him if they saw him in modern form.
Picture him: an exemplary young man in early manhood, ﬁne and clean morally as the phrase now goes,
the son of wealthy parents but not spoiled by wealth,
with a strong religious bent, an esteemed member of
the church, in fact, one of its pillars, a ruler of the
local synagogue who was more important than a member of the church council in our present congregations
is. Where are the parents that would not be proud of

such a son? Where the church that would not give him
a prominent place? Where the young lady that would
not be attracted by his position and his personal excellence? Yet all this is worthless in the eyes of Jesus. In
fact, the man himself is not satisﬁed. He is sure that
the trouble is not with the old commandments, for he
feels he has kept these even from the conscious days of
his youth. According to Matthew he asks what be yet
lacks. There was somehow a. lack which he could not
explain. In Mark and in Luke this question is implied.
What can it be? The man thinks that Jesus must now
be able to tell him and thus point out the good thing
that he still needs.
21)

But Jesus, having looked on him, loved him

and said to him, One thing makes thee come behind.
Go, whatever thou hast sell and give to poor people
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven; and come,
be following me.
It is Mark alone who again records the emotion of
Jesus, that, looking at the man, Jesus loved him (R.
834 regards this as the ingressive aorist: began to love
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him)—this young ruler, dissatisﬁed with his Pharisaic
self-righteousness, groping in the dark and unable to
get beyond it and now appealing to Jesus. Mark uses
the higher word for “love,” namely ayaqrav, the love that
comprehends all that is involved and has the high, intelligent purpose to help the man in his deplorable condition; the idea is far beyond 95min the mere love of
affection, “to like.” All that Jesus now tells this man is
an expression of this high love for him. In every word
we see the complete comprehension of his case and the
perfect purpose to help him.
The grammars have no explanation for the accusative at in Ev 0'6 inmpei; they make this accusative equal to
the dative cm, which it, however, cannot be. This ex-

planation regards taupe: as impersonal and intransitive: “in one thing (in respect to one thing, accusative
of speciﬁcation) there is a lack for thee." A more satisfactory solution is to regard the verb as transitive:
“one thing makes thee come behind,” with “one thing”
as the subject and the accusative at as the object. Jesus
agrees with the man that he still lacks or comes behind
in one thing and in love tells him what this is.
We should consider all that Jesus here says as “one
thing” and not split it up into two or more. And this
one thing is not to be ranged alongside of others and
added to them as making the measure full; it is totally
different from all others, beside which none of them
count. Jesus tells this man that he really needs the one
essential and vital thing. He has thus far attained only
an outward obedience to the law and has not even discovered that this is utterly useless for salvation; he
still thinks that all he needs is to add something to this
outward obedience. The thing he lacks begins with this
discovery, with the realization that all his work-righteousness is in vain, that what he needs is a. complete
inward change.
This change Jesus describes to him in detail. The
present imperative {mm is used without a connective
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together with other imperatives: i’rrraye, mv'qua'ov mi 86:,
“go on, sell and give.” By telling this man to go sell his
possessions and to give them to poor people (mmxozc, no
article) Jesus is laying his ﬁnger on the chief sin in
this man’s heart, the love of his earthly possessions.
Jesus is demanding no mere outward act which would
be as valueless as the other acts of this man have been.
The outward act is to be merely the evidence of the
inner change. This change is to be, ﬁrst of all, the true
sorrow of contrition. Heretofore he has clung to his
earthly wealth with his heart. What a sin against
God’s law! By selling and giving away everything this
inward sin is to be swept out by true contrition, padvou. It is a pity that so many fail to see what Jesus,
really demands. It is impossible to assume that Jesus is
showing a way of salvation to this man that is diﬂ’er—
ent from the way that is designated for other sinners.
Abandoning what was hitherto his heart’s treasure is only the negative side; the positive side is that
“he shall have treasure in heaven” with his whole
heart ﬁxed on that. The future “shall have” means
from the moment onward when his heart is separated
from the earthly treasure. Jesus does not mean that
by selling and giving away his earthly wealth the man
would receive this treasure in heaven as a reward.
This treasure is the unmerited grace and pardon of
God. The other side of the one thing the man yet
lacked, the one that always goes together with contrition, is the true and saving faith in Christ. That is
why Jesus adds the gospel call to come and follow him
to the selling and giving away. This would be the evidence of true faith in him. Acapo, the adverb “hither,"
is sometimes almost a verb and is used with or without
an imperative, here with ammo“, the present imperative, to express continuous following.
When he demands true repentance and faith Jesus
does not always ask us to give up our earthly possessions. This passage cannot be used as proof for the
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abolition of personal ownership of wealth. Zacchaeus
was not required to give all his possessions to the poor;
Joseph of Arimathaea was a disciple and rich; Ananias was free to do with his own what he would, only
that he practiced no hypocrisy nor tried to deceive the
Holy Spirit; St. James warns the rich only against
trusting in riches instead of trusting in God. Luther
is, therefore, right when he draws attention to the domestic state and its requirements of certain possessions such as house, home, food, clothing, etc., for wife
and children. The case of this young ruler is a special
one and comes under 9 :43-48.
We are also by no means certain that this man was
to assume voluntary poverty in order to follow Jesus
and to take part in the work of the gospel. This is
usually assumed, but we have no intimation as to just
how Jesus intended to use this new follower. Others
besides the Twelve were in his following for their own
persons only and certainly did not divest themselves of
all their possessions. Peter had his house in Capernaum, John, too, had a home to which to take Jesus’
mother, and the women disciples mentioned in Luke
8:2, 3, who followed Jesus, had means from which to
supply Jesus and the Twelve.
Catholicism considers voluntary poverty (in its
monastic orders) a work that merits salvation; it calls
this command to give all to the poor a cmm’lium evangelicum beyond the Decalog, and the observance of
such counsel an opus supererogatim In Matthew’s
account «View: does not mean morally perfect but “complete,” as having reached the 19w: or goal, which here
signiﬁes attaining the one thing, the essential, which
the ruler still lacked. The rationalistic view is that the
one thing which the ruler lacked was moral power, the
energy of the moral will. Others think of the ability to
sacriﬁce all for the sake of reaching the highest moral
good, or the ability really to fulﬁll the Second Table,
the law of loving one’s neighbor as oneself, by which
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eternal life would be gained. These legalistic views are
not tenable.
22) But he, having become gloomy at the
word, went away, being aggrieved; for he had great
possessions.
The effect produced on the young man shows that
Jesus had struck home, had bared the man’s most
vulnerable spot, the love of his great wealth. First
such enthusiasm; now such aggrieved going away!
Mark again adds the touch that the man’s face “hecame gloomy” at the word, aruyuitcw, which is translated “to grow lowering” in Matt. 16:3 ; the participle
Awoiimos is present passive with Jesus as the agent; he
acted as if Jesus was aggrieving him. He, indeed, left
Jesus, but the words of Jesus did not leave him. The
fact that he was not changed on the instant need cause
no surprise. The change would cause a struggle, and
this might be severe and prolonged. The synoptists
omit mention of the ﬁnal outcome, for their interest
lies, not in this one case, but in the words of Jesus
which go far beyond this one case. We cannot translate ﬁv Exaw “he was one having,” for the participle is
not substantivized, and the whole form is merely a
periphra'stic imperfect, R. 888, that stresses duration.
He had all along been in possession of much property.
23) And having looked around, Jesus says to
his disciples, How with difﬁculty shall those having
riches enter into the kingdom of God!
The young ruler has gone, Jesus is left with his
disciples. Looking around on them means that Jesus
wanted to impress them deeply with what he was now
saying. These words are not to be separated from the
preceding narrative. Both treat of the way to salvation, the entrance into the kingdom of God, and both
deal with one great obstacle to salvation, the love of
riches. ' What appears in the narrative is more fully
elucidated by the words addressed to the disciples.
God alone is able to save the rich man. Matthew pre-
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served the formula “amen, I say to you,” Mark and
Luke write an exclamatory sentence. The emphasis is
on the adverb 81mm”; only “with diﬂiculty” will a
rich man ever enter into the kingdom (see 1:15), i.e.,
receive the gifts and blessings that are bestowed by

the rule of God’s grace in Christ Jesus. Tu. We".
means riches.
24) But the disciples were amazed at his words.
But Jesus, again answering, says unto them, Children, how diﬁcult is it that those having trusted in
riches enter into the kingdom of God!
'Awoxpaede expresses action that is simultaneous
with that of Ac’ya (R. 861). Jesus makes reply to the
amazement of his disciples. He does so by repeating
his former statement with one signiﬁcant change. Instead of “those having the riches” he says “those hav~
ing trusted on riches,” the perfect participle with its
present connotation: “having trusted and thus still
trusting in riches.” This substitution brings out the
meaning of Jesus. He ushers it in by the address «re’m,
“children,” which reﬂects the love and tenderness in
his heart for the disciples. To Jesus they are indeed
“children” who still have so much to learn and require

such careful instruction.

'

Important texts, however, omit rots- «mnoéras «Eu-z

xpaﬁpaaw and make the sentence broad and general:
“how difﬁcult it is to enter into the kingdom of God,”
and some commentators accept this reading and regard the omitted words as a gloss that was later
inserted. But this would be a rather remarkable glass
that gives such point to the previous statement in v.
23 that it sounds exactly like Jesus speaking and even
uses his way of illuminating an expression. Where did
a mere man ever achieve so pertinent and so perfect a.
gloss?
Nor is the argument against this alleged insertion
any stronger than the charge that it is a gloss. We‘are
told that the insertion was made in order to soften and
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tone down the astonishing statement made in v. 23. But
the reverse is true. Trusting in riches does not tone
down having riches, it clariﬁes and adds greater point
to having riches. For one may have riches as is shown
in the examples above and yet not trust in them. Jesus
declares that he is speaking of those who put their
trust in riches. To say merely that it is diﬂ‘icult for
any man to enter the kingdom would be an almost fatal
toning down of the dictum uttered in v. 23. If those
who have riches are only in the same position as others
as regards entering the kingdom, why single them out
as is done in v. 23? The entire context argues against
this commonplace that any man has diﬂiculty in entering the kingdom. For we have just seen a very rich
man decline to enter because of his riches, and in v. 25
the point is again centered in a rich man’s entering the
kingdom. We have here an instance in which the reading is decided by the sense, and any doubt raised by
text critics must be disallowed. It is only too true that
trust in riches is hard to destroy, hard to change into
its opposite, trust in God’s saving grace.
25) How hard it is Jesus illustrates by a remarkable comparison. Easier it is that a camel go
through a needle’a hole than that a rich man go into
the kingdom of God. This means that it is impossible
for a rich man, one who trusts in riches, to go into the
kingdom. His false trust in riches will most certainly
keep out the true trust in God’s grace. The aorists
3M96iv and (100$er indicate actually going through and
going into. Tpupam’a is a hole that is worn through
(7,160., to wear away) ; Matthew’s 1'me is a hole that
is bored through (rpm, to bore). The Talmud uses
the elephant in the same illustration to express human
impossibility; elephants were not known in Palestine.
The Koran has the illustration that Jesus used.
Not until the ﬁfth century did some change Ka’u'qu’,
“camel,” into KW, the heavy “rope" or cable that is
attached to the anchor of a ship (R. 192) . This altera-
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tion was not a gain, for no cable can be threaded
through a needle's eye. In the ﬁfteenth century the
opposite was tried, the needle’s eye was enlarged by
being referred to a small portal that was used by foot
passengers when entering a walled city, through which

a camel might pass after its load had been removed.
This changed the impossible into the possible and was
attractive because it suggested that, as the camel had
to leave its load and crawl on its knees, so the rich man
had to shed his riches, i.e., his love for them, and
humble himself on his knees and crawl into the kingdom. But as in Matt. 23:24 Jesus had in mind an
actual gnat and an actual camel, so here camel and
needle’s eye are actual. The impossibility thus illustrated is without a single exception. Abraham, David,
Zacchaeus, Joseph of Arimathaea are not exceptions in
any sense, for Jesus himself now explains how the
impossible becomes possible.
26) But they were beyond measure shocked,
saying to him, And who is able to be saved? Having
looked at them, Jesus says, With men impossible but

not with God, for all things are possible with God.
Even Matthew records the shocked condition of
the disciples as does Mark. The imperfect c'EerA-éa’aowo
pictures their condition, and the verb, which is often
strengthened by the adverb, is very strong: “they
continued utterly dumbfounded." Note that 7,055
aI'J-rdv is unusual in Mark after Ae’ym, but thus is the more
likely to be the correct reading, and note «pas iamonis,
“to themselves." Kai at the head of a statement connects with a previously expressed idea. Here it is the
impossibility of a rich man entering the kingdom and
adds: “And who can be saved?” R. 1182. The sense
is: “And then nobody can be saved 1” i.e., what Jesus
says cannot be true.

The emotion of the disciples is not concerned with
the few who are rich and thus seem to be utterly shut

out but with themselves as being included in all men

Mark 10:26, 27'
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generally, for n’s cannot be restricted. And all men
have a secret longing for riches of some kind. The.
question is thus an implied confession of sin on the
part of the disciples. This is excellent. It is well that
they do not try to shield themselves by referring to
what Jesus once said about the poor, Matt. 5:3.
But another thing is not so excellent, namely the
confession that the disciples believed that a man can
and should do something toward being saved. They
really say: “If the illustration of the camel is true
regarding a rich man’s entering the kingdom, then the
rich man can do nothing toward being saved, nor can
we who are all afﬂicted, like the rich, with the desire
for riches.” In the verb aégew there lies both the idea
of rescue from mortal danger and of a condition of
safety that is produced by the rescue. The passive
quaint. leaves God as the agent, but 86mm betrays the
synergistic suggestion in the disciples’ minds.
27) , That Jesus, too, speaks with feeling is shown
by his earnestly looking at his disciples. He has elicited
from them the very thought that he wished to correct
once for all. The illustration of the camel is absolutely

true: “With men (this thing of being saved) impossible I” There is no need to supply a copula: “it is” impossible; the words are like an exclamation. So the
last door of hope on that side is shut and sealed forever. Here perishes all Pelagianism, moralism, syner-.
gism; man himself can do absolutely nothing toward
his salvation by any natural powers of his own. The
Concordia Tn'glotta 785, etc., and 881, etc., is most
certainly right.
But the more all hope in ourselves dies, whether we
are rich or poor, the more our hope in God and in his

grace rises like the morning sun with healing in his
wings: impossible—“but not with God!” Why not?
“For all things are possible with God,” and greater
assurance no man can ask. He can save even the rich,
difﬁcult though it is to eradicate their trust in riches
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and put in its place the trust in God's grace. Who will
measure the ability of this grace? Who will describe
the miracles it is able to work?
We might be inclined to think of God’s omnipotence
as it is revealed in the physical creation and then go
on to apply our abstract mode of reasoning, that it is
by almighty power that God saved the rich and us. But
Jesus is speaking of the kingdom of God, which is not
physical, of this world, and of the great work of
saving men, including the rich, which is a spiritual
work entirely and not a work of omnipotence. This is
not a matter of the First Article of the Creed but of
the Second and the Third. “Christ is able to save them
to the uttermost,” Heb. 7 :25.
28) From one extreme the disciples ﬂy to the
other. They ﬁrst fear that on the basis of what Jesus
said none of them can be saved; now, after their
fears have been allayed in that direction, they want
assurances that, in addition to being saved, they will
be rewarded according to the sacriﬁces which they
have made. Peter began to say to him, Lo, we on our
part did leave everything and have followed thee.
“Began to say” ﬁxes our attention on what follows in
Jesus’ reply.
It occurs to Peter that he and the Twelve had done
exactly what Jesus required of the rich young ruler
and so thinks he ought to remind Jesus of this fact.
Peter thinks that this their act was no small thing,
hence he begins with the exclamation “10.” The emphasis is on ﬁnd: which contrasts the Twelve with the
ruler who went away aggrieved. Peter, too, does not
forget to add to the credit of himself and the Twelve
that they have followed Jesus even as Jesus had just
hidden the ruler to follow him. Leaving everything
was a single act, hence the aorist dﬁxquv (R. 309);
but following Jesus began in the past and still con-

tinues, hence the perfect tense ﬁquvapcv. Mark omits
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the question: “What then shall be ours?” (Matthew)
as being already voiced in the tone which Peter used.
But this word of Peter’s has a suspicious ring with
its emphasis on what “we on our part” did and have
done. It does not intend to add “and we have found
more than satisfaction in thee”; for that ﬁrst strong
“we” would not harmonize with such an addition. To
voice such an acknowledgment Peter should have begun: “Thou thyself hast drawn us to forsake everything and to follow thee.” What Peter’s car had caught
was the word to the ruler: “And thou shalt have treasure in heaven." Yet he had not caught Jesus’ meaning
that this would be a treasure of pure grace and not a
merited reward, one that had been earned by the ruler
by giving away his possessions and then following
Jesus. Peter takes the word to refer to a proﬁtable
trade to which the ruler was invited. In Peter the old
spirit of work-righteousness, of human claims and
merit, crops out again. The more we do, the more we
earn, and the more God owes us.
29) Jesus said, Amen, I say to you, there is no
one who did leave house, or brothers, or sisters, or

mother, or father, or children, 0':- ﬁelds, for the sake
of me and for the sake of the gospel, except he shall
take a hundred fold, now in this time homes, and
brothers, and sisters, and mothers, and children, and
ﬁelds in company with persecutions, and in the eon,
the coming one, life eternal.

Nevertheless, many

ﬁrst shall be last, and last ﬁrst.
Mark abbreviates the answer of Jesus by omitting
the special promise given to the Twelve and contenting

himself with the general promise given to all followers
of Jesus. The generosity and the magnanimity of
Jesus are so great that he would and could accept
nothing from us without rewarding it beyond all computation (Matt. 25:21, 23; Luke 19:17, 19). The vast
disproportion between our work and God’s reward of
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it already displays his boundless grace, to say nothing
of the gift of salvation which is made before we have
even begun to do any work. Not one shall miss his due
reward.
'
Jesus seals his promise with the seal of verity and
authority, “amen, I say to you,” see 3 :28; that promise
shall never fail. 0n the indicative with 6: see R. 726.
R. 427 thinks that the polysyndeton found in the repetition of 4; lends a kind of solemnity to the list, but
B.-D. 460, 3 ﬁnds in it the impression of greatness and
fulness. Jesus does not use “and” because no one man
will leave all that is named in this long list; it will
always be only this or that item. Matthew and Luke
include “wife,” hence its omission in Mark is immaterial just as the abbreviation of the list in Luke has no
special import. No exception is possible in the whole
list.
When interpreting what it means “to leave” what
is mentioned in this list compare Matt. 10:37; we are
not to love them more than we love Jesus; also Luke
14:26, we are “to hate” them. This forsaking may
mean the outward act of giving up and separating
ourselves from the persons and the properties involved,
but the inward separation is often enough. Mark has
the double phrase “for the sake of me and for the sake
of the gospel”; Matthew, “for the sake of my name”
(revelation) ; Luke, “for the sake of the kingdom of
God.” The sense of all is the same, which illustrates the
work of divine inspiration which does not necessarily
lie in the sameness of the verbal expressions but in the
exactness of all verbal expressions to convey just what
the Spirit wants conveyed. Yet the two phrases in Mark
are not quite identical; “for the sake of me” refers to
the person’s own faith and salvation whereas “for the

sake of the gospel” refers to its promulgation in order
to convey faith and salvation to others.
30) “There is no one who did leave . . . except he
shall take” (a‘w [:31 MB») means, of course, that there

Mark;10:30
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shall be no exception. Note the tenses: there is no one
who did leave except he shall take; there is no one now
or at any time who, after making the sacriﬁce, shall
not receive his abounding reward. “A hundred fold,”
the neuter plural, is like the same ratio in Matthew
13 :8 and raises the replacement to the highest degree.
Some have thought “a hundred fold” to be hyperbolical, and in order to avoid the hyperbole they transfer
the entire reward into the world beyond by resorting
to allegory. But this is barred by Mark’s decisive

phrases: vim Ev 1-1;» 1:41th 70679, “now in this season
(time) ," and év rq‘i azu'im Inf: c’pxope’mp, “in the eon, the one
coming.” The reward is certain already during our
earthly lives and will, of course, be fully paid out in
the life to come.
Katpds is a space of time that is ﬁt and proper for
something distinctive, “a season” for it. It is rather
striking for Jesus to speak of earthly time as only
“this season.” The contrast with aid»! is striking, for an
eon is a vast era or age that is marked by what ﬁlls it.
“The con coming,” i.e., now approaching closer and
closer, is the heavenly eon that shall begin at the end
of the world after this kairos has run its brief course.
The two do not overlap. The glory of heaven that is to
be ours is fully received only at the end when the body
will be raised and will be united with the soul.
Scoﬂ‘ers have made sport of this promise of Jesus
by singling out this or that item such as that for one
wife a man would get a hundred here on earth already
and then again in heaven. This wooden, mechanical.
way of reading the words of Jesus is unwarranted.
Wife would, of course, be fastened upon by these scoﬂera, but why not mothers, children, or any other item
in the list? Jesus refers to the new spiritual relationships and what they involve already in this life, compare 3:31-35; Rom. 16:13 (John 19:27) ; I Tim. 1:2;
5:2; II Tim. 2:1; Philemon 10; I Pet. 5:3, and other
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passages; on other possessions compare Ps. 37:16;
Prov. 16:16; 16 :8; I Tim. 6:6.
The new riches consist in the divine blessings
which substitute in us thankfulness for worldly anxiety and delight in imperishable treasures. Mark alone
has the signiﬁcant addition pad Swypev, “in company
with persecutions.” These persecutions are really the
butter on the bread, for by them we are more strongly
assured that we are God’s children than by the other
blessings that he sends us. Persecutions alone are able
to lift us into the company of the prophets to share
their high rewards (Matt. 5 :10-12).
On “life eternal” see v. 17. Mark says, “shall take
life eterna ” whereas Matthew writes, “shall inherit.”
He who inherits, of course, takes the inheritance.
Though Mark has but the one verb, the distinction in
the objects remains—“life eternal” is in a class by
itself. This alone already shows that eternal life is not
a reward for forsaking relations, Property, or for
enduring other aﬂ‘lictions for Christ’s sake. In fact,
before we are able to perform a single good work,
namely, already when faith is ﬁrst kindled in the
heart, eternal life is made ours, and that altogether
out of pure grace for Christ’s sake alone. The analogy
of all Scripture is solid on this vital point. While both
Mark and Luke refer to taking eternal life in the eon
to come, at the end of the world, this changes nothing
in regard to the way in which eternal life ﬁrst becomes
ours. The entrance into the heavenly life is mentioned
here in order to impress upon the disciples what an
inﬁnite blessing awaits those who here are called upon
to forsake this or that temporality. What is any loss
compared with this gain?
31) Jesus closes with a striking warning. The
fact that even the Twelve needed it the case of Judas
shows, thief that he was, traitor that he became. Ae’ in
Mark, who so loves «at, is practically always adversative. It is so here: “Nevertheless, many ﬁrst shall be
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as he did God created marriage, namely sin, which
wrought havoc also with the marriage relation. It
produced a condition of heart that is impervious to the
will and the Word of God so that men who had such
hard hearts at times wanted to get rid of their wives
and disrupt their marriage _tie. The regulation of
Moses was nothing more than a concession to this evil
condition and was never to go beyond this. It therefore
also consisted of nothing more than a legal form for
dissolving marriage. It thus also only bore testimony
to the hardness of so many hearts, and no man in his
right sense could conclude that by this Mosaic regulation God had altered his original intention concerning
the permanency of marriage. Any man who wanted to
know God’s will concerning marriage would not dare
to examine only Deut. 24:1; he would have to go back
to Gen. 1:27 and 2 :24 just as Jesus now does.
6) He would have to examine how it was “from
creation’s beginning.” According to Matthew, Jesus
asked the Pharisees whether they had never read the
words: “Male and female he made them.” The object of
«twins: is understood, and the two neuter adjectives
apoa and can are predicative to this object: “them as
male and as female,” the neuter being used for the
abstract idea of male and female. The fact should not
be overlooked that, although Eve was created after
Adam, he had already been created male. Thus by his
creation, even before Eve was created, God had instituted marriage. It was a blind way to read the Scriptures when the Pharisees wrangled about Deut. 24:1
and never saw Gen. 1:27. All they knew was to ask:
“Is it lawful ?” which made marriage and its dissolution a matter of legislation. They expected to draw
Jesus into their dispute. He brushes their cunning
temptation aside by pointing out from the Scriptures
that marriage is bound up with the very creation of
man. It is not a product of any progress or development that came later in the history of man.
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7)

On top of this the Scriptures state most clearly

what marriage really is. Because God created them
male and female, “on this account” a man shall leave
his father and his mother and shall be glued to his

_wife. The verb wpoaxoMiv is not too strong, for the
marital union is far more intimate and close than is

the ﬁlial relation to parents.

_

8) Jesus is really quoting, citing Gen. 2 :24, which is
reproduced in the LXX translation, which accords with
the Hebrew save that in the statement: “and the two
shall be one flesh,” oi 86o, “the two,” is inserted in order
to bring out the sense of the original, an insertion that
is retained in all the New Testament quotations of this
passage. It is true that Moses spoke Gen. 2:24, but he
voiced God’s thought on What marriage really is in
such a way that his words are treated as if they were
God’s own. To be glued together so closely as to be one
ﬂesh refers to the sexual relation in marriage as producing a union that involves all the other sides of this
life.
To impress this point still more by showing what
God made of marriage at the very creation Jesus adds,
his own words: “wherefore they are no longer two but
one ﬂesh.” Father and son, mother and son are and

ever remain two; but husband and wife are one ﬂesh,
they are made so by their physical sexual union in the
marriage relation and as a result are bound together
permanently in one. The Pharisees, who allowed a
husband to discharge a wife at will for any trumpedup cause, were in conﬂict with the divine view of marriage. They considered husband and wife two like
master and servant so that the husband could remove
his wife at any time. The wife was not accorded a
similar right among the Jews.
9) The vital point is the permanency of marriage
according to God’s will. Jesus himself therefore brings
this out in the strongest kind of way: “What, therefore, God did yoke together, let no man divide apart!”
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06v introduces this as being the true deduction from all
that God has said concerning marriage. When persons
are involved, a neuter like 5 makes the reference abstract and general and thus stronger: “anything"
joined together by God. The ﬁgure in “yoked together”
is not only appropriate for man and wife but even
beautiful. The aorist is generally regarded as being
timeless, yet it here evidently marks time that is antecedent to the main verb and is in place for this reason
and not because it is timeless. God has once yoked
together, thereafter let no man pull apart! In connections such as this the English prefers the perfect “has
yoked together.” The plain implication is that any man
who divides what God has thus by his own creation
united into one ﬂies in the face of God and his will—a
serious opposition, indeed. How indissoluble marriage
is according to God’s own creation is thus made clear.
Did these Pharisees never read these divine words in
Scripture and think on what they obviously declare?
10) And in the house the disciples again inquired of him concerning this. And he says to them,
Whoever shall release his wife and marry another is
made adulterous in regard to her; and if she, having
released her husband, shall marry another she is
made adulterous.
If we had Mark’s account alone we might conclude
that Jesus spoke this word only to the disciples after
Jesus and they had gone into the house. But from
Matthew’s account we see that this word about the sin
that was committed by releasing a wife was addressed
also to the Pharisees. After the disciples were alone
with Jesus in the house, Jesus repeated this word, and,
as Matthew shows, added still further instruction. E2:
an; away is a sample of the static use of this preposition,
on which consult R. 591 at length.
11) In Matt. 5:32 Jesus deals with the sin that
the man commits against his wife and against any man
who may later marry that wife. See the commentary
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on this passage in Matthew where Mtxtvoﬁwu and acquire;
are shown to be passives, not actives as is regularly
assumed. In Matt. 19 :9 and here in Mark, Jesus brings
out the sin which the man (woman) commits against
himself (herself). The wrong against the wife is still
hinted at in the phrase “in regard to her,” but Jesus
does not here concern himself with that. “Whoever

shall release his wife” (the aorist to indicate the
accomplished release) refers to the Jewish practice of
ordering a wife to leave by giving her a divorce-certiﬁcate. The exception “save for fornication” which is
mentioned in Matt. 5:32 and in 19:9 is not brought in
here. When a rule or a principle is stated, any exception may or may not be noted; in the latter case the
rule would still be a rule. Moreover, the exception that
the woman commits fornication already disrupts the
marriage with her husband, and by sending her away
the aggrieved husband would himself disrupt nothing
but only accept the disruption his wife has made.
Here and in Matt. 19:9 Jesus adds “and shall
marry another.” We cannot agree that because of this
addition Jesus says nothing about a man who releases
his wife and then does not marry another. The man’s
sin is beyond question his disruption of the marriage,
which is eifected by forcing his wife to leave. The
man’s marrying another is only the aggravating circumstance. It is added here and in Matt. 19 :9 on this
account, and the Jews rid themselves of their wives
for the very purpose of marrying another. -

In Matt. 5:32 poixeuﬂﬁm and potxi‘rat are passives,
but the subjects of the verbs are the persons injured
by the husband, namely, his wife and the man whom
she may later marry. In 5:32 Jesus treats the man’s
sin from the angle of the injury done to others. In

Matt. 19 :9 and here in Mark Mlxi‘l’al. is certainly also
passive, but here the agent involved in the passive, yea,
the very subject of the verb, is the wicked husband,
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which means that Jesus is here dealing with this man’s
action as it aﬂ’ects himself: “he is made adulterous,”
made so by his own deed. But it is quite certain that

this verb is not active as our versions and others translate it: “he commits adultery.” We could admit that it
is a middle (which is not the case, however, in Matt.
5:32) : “he becomes adulterous” or “makes himself so"

by his own deed; in that case the sense would not be
altered, and the effect of this man’s act upon others
would be left out of consideration. Zahn alone notes
the passive in Matt. 5 :32, but even in his case the old
interpretations are so strong that he drops into these
in his own comment. The gain in recognizing and in
holding to these passives is less in Matt. 19:9 and in
Mark than in Matt. 5 :32; but any gain in exegesis is
precious, and in the case of the latter passage it is
great indeed.

12) Mark writes for non-Jewish Christian readers and therefore adds the word about the wife’s dismissing her husband. What is said regarding the man
is equally true about the woman. The omission of the
phrase c'1r' aﬁ-rév, “in regard to him,” is natural and
needs no explanation; the phrase is understood, for the
cases are equal. Some say that Jesus never spoke this
word that is recorded by Mark. This is regarded as

a statement which Mark added of his own accord, a
conclusion of his own that a wife’s act would be equal
to the husband’s act; Mark merely put it into Jesus’

mouth; Mark of his owu accord brings in what is
needed for Gentile and Roman Christians among whom
Wives could rid themselves of their husbands. But
these suppositions are untenable. In Matt. 19:9 we
have what Jesus said to the Pharisees, in Mark what
he said in private to his disciples. They would have to
deal with Roman and Gentile believers, and Jesus instructed them accordingly.
Still more must be said. While it was not usual for
Jewish women to get rid of their husbands, cases of
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this kind occurred. Josephus, Antiquities 15, 7, 10,
reports that Salome, sister of Herod the Great, even
sent her husband Costobarus a bill of divorcement although Josephus remarks that the sending of this bill
was not according to Jewish laws. We know that Herodias left her husband Philip. To say that these were
“prominent abnormalities” does not dispose of them.
Because the people involved were prominent, history
reported their cases. It is rather difﬁcult to believe
that wives were completely bound to their husbands,
and that, while husbands constantly got rid of their
wives, the hardness of heart never extended to Jewish
women to do the same with their husbands. It has
been established that they, too, could obtain divorce.
The case is simply this, Jewish law recognized a certain easy procedure for the husband but provided
nothing that was equal for the wife. She would either
have to desert her husband or apply to the diﬂicult
local courts for release. This formal difference is immaterial to Jesus. In his estimation the sin consisted
in the disruption of the marriage, no matter by what
means this was effected.
In all his utterances Jesus treats only the immorality that is involved in‘ the disruption of marriage,
whether this immorality emanates from the husband
or from the wife; and not the legal actions of any
court of law. Even when he refers to Deut. 24:1 and
what was considered legal among the Jews (among
whom, however, the husband required no court action
but only the wife if she wanted to be freed) Jesus
treats only the moral side, namely, the hardness of the
heart and the consequent defection from God's creative
intention. Confusion results when this is overlooked,
and when we speak of “divorce,” meaning a court
action, and then apply the utterances of Jesus to that.
The sin of destroying a marriage is in the heart and in
the action of the husband or the wife (possibly of
both) ; this is what destroys the marriage. Running
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to the court for a legal edict is only a subsequent result
and not the main point. A disrupted marriage is a
disrupted marriage and thus a vicious sin against the
will, Word, and command of God, whether some court
action follows, as it does in our day, or is not needed
at all, as was the case in Jesus’ day.
In all his utterances on this subject Jesus blames
only the one who disrupts the marriage and not the
one whose marriage is disrupted. The mistranslations
of Matt. 5:32 should not confuse us on this point, nor
the exegesis that operates with these mistranslations.
I Cor. 7:15 is exactly the same as Matt. 5:32; 19:9,
and the passages in Mark. The innocent party in a
disrupted marriage is “not bound” as Paul states, nor
does Jesus declare that party bound.
The deduction cannot be drawn from the words of
Jesus that a disrupted marriage is still a binding marriage in the sight of God. In all the passages the condemnation rests on the disruption of the marriage, no
matter what the cause may have been. The point
should not be shifted to the cause of the disruption,
whether it is grave or light. Whatever the cause, a
disrupted marriage is a disrupted marriage, and to
disrupt a marriage for a trivial cause makes the sin so
much the worse. Nowhere does Jesus forbid the innocent party of a disrupted marriage to marry again. As
regards the guilty one who causes the disruption, the
way of repentance is surely open also for such a sinner
as it is open for any other who has caused an irreparable wrong to another.
,
13) And they kept bringing little children to
him in order that he should touch them; but the
disciples went on to rebuke them.
First marriage, then children, a sequence that is
eminently ﬁtting. The Pharisees are absent, have been
since v. 10. This scene is often placed out-of-doors, but
v. 10 leads us to think that it occurred in a house,
which also explains how the disciples could rebuke
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those who were bringing the children. They did this
outside and not in the presence of Jesus, and thus, as
v. 14 states, he ﬁnally saw it. Note the two imperfects
apoaépepov and éneu'pwv which describe the scene and
show how the people “kept bringing," and the disciples
“kept rebuking”; both tenses also lead us to expect an
aorist to tell us what the outcome was. It seems as if
these persons started to bring their children of their
own accord. Somebody conceived the thought, and
others followed in a little procession. The masculine
ai’rrois‘ would be used though most of the persons were
mothers, sisters, or nurses. Most of them were probably parents, fathers and mothers. The disciples proceeded to interfere and probably succeeded until Jesus,
looking out, saw what they were doing and stopped
them. All three evangelists use the strong verb mnpav,
“to rebuke," “to threaten."
The scene loses much of its value when it is supposed that superstition motivated these parents, and
that they thought that the touch of Jesus’ hands had

magical power. We may be sure that if this had been
the case, Jesus would have rebuked these people and
would not have touched a single child. Verbs of touching are followed by the genitive. Matthew describes
this touching as the laying on of hands, a symbolical
act that denotes blessing, and combines it with praying, invoking heavenly, spiritual blessings upon the
children.
Matthew and Mark write Mia, “little children,"

for which Luke 18:15 has 1.1 ﬁpe’m, their “babes" or
sucklings, the word that is used in I Pet. 2:2 and even
as a designation for an unborn babe in Luke 1:44.
Being so tiny, it was, of course, impossible for them to
understand what Jesus was doing for them. The only
intimation we have regarding the reason the disciples
stopped these babes from being brought to Jesus is
found in the word of Jesus, which shows that the disciples did not yet realize the relation of babes to the
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kingdom. There may also have been other reasons such
as that the disciples did not want Jesus to be troubled
by having all these babes brought to him, that they
considered his time too valuable to be wasted on infants, and that they desired his time for themselves
and for further discussions.
14) But having seen it, Jesus was indignant
and said to them: Let the little children be coming to
me! Stop hindering them! For of such is the kingdom of God. Amen, I say to you, whoever does not
receive the kingdom of God as a little child in no
way shall enter into it. And having taken them up
in his arms, he went on fervently blessing them,
having placed his hands upon them.

It is Mark alone who notes the emotion, the indignation of Jesus. When his disciples make other mistakes, Jesus, of course, feels it but is not indignant
toward them. But when they ignorantly wrong poor,
helpless little children, the indignation of Jesus resents.
their action. This indignation is one of the plain indications of what Jesus thinks of our little ones. Jesus
appears as the great Advocate of babes who opens his
mouth for the dumb, out of whose mouth, by his grace,
he perfects praise. It has been well said that without
these words of Jesus and his attitude toward infants
the Christian Church would have been far different
from what it is.
With shamed faces the disciples stood before their
Master. We read the tone of his indignation into the
two imperatives 595m, p.97 «maﬁa-e. The second present
imperative is negative and thus means to stop what
one has already begun (R. 851, etc.). The ﬁrst is well
rendered “suffer the little children,” etc., (asset sic
gewaehren. The peremptory aorist positive command
is intensiﬁed by the negative. After (were Mark has the
accusative with the inﬁnitive: let “them be coming to
me,” present tense, always coming. Matthew has the
eﬁective aorist may which means actually getting to
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Jesus. The implication is that children, and this includes babes (.ch’cﬁn), are ready to come to Jesus and
need only that men let them do so. And this coming
has the same purpose as the coming of any adult to
Jesus, namely, to receive from him the Messianic salvation. Their aﬂinity for Jesus lies in their need of
him, which is due to their inborn sin.
Pank writes: “As the ﬂower in the garden stretches
toward the light of the sun, so there is in the child a
mysterious inclination toward the eternal light. Have
you never noticed this mysterious thing, that when you
tell the smallest child about God, it never asks with
strangeness and wonder: ‘What or who is God? I have

never seen him l’—but listens with shining face to the
words as if they were soft, loving sounds from the land
of home? or when you teach a. child to fold its little
hands in prayer, that it does this as if it were a matter
of course, as if there were opening for it that world of
which it has been dreaming with longing and anticipation? or tell them, these little ones, the stories of the
Savior, show them the pictures with scenes and personages of the Bible—how their pure eyes shine, how
the little hearts beat!”
The coming of these little ones is not accomplished
without means, for v. 13 states that they were being
brought. To hinder from coming is to prevent the
bringing. These were Jewish children who were already in the old covenant of grace; yet Jesus lays no
stress on this fact but speaks of children in general
even as the church has applied his word to all children.
If Jewish children, who were already in the covenant
and kingdom, needed to be brought to Jesus in order to
be blessed by him as the Messiah, how much more
should all other children, to whom no grace has as yet
been applied, be brought to him! Jesus once for all
bans eyery obstacle which our blind reasoning about
babes may raise against their coming to him.
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This double command would be enough, but Jesus
goes much farther, he adds his reason (yép) for this
command: “For of such is the kingdom of God.” He
does not say redraw, “of these,” the ones now being
brought to him or in the wider sense all little children;
but way rowﬁmv, “of suc ,” which says far more, namely,
the great class to which children as such belong. Bengel says that if the kingdom is “of such," then the
children must be counted in with a special right. They
are the model examples of the whole class. If we want
to know the character of the class we must study the
children. It is their receptivity to which Jesus refers.
In them sin has not yet developed so as to produce
conscious resistance to the power of divine grace,
which necessitates the convicting power of the law. On
the kingdom of God see 1:15; it is where God (Christ),
the King, is with his rule and his work of grace. To be
of this kingdom is to have God’s grace operative in us.
If Jesus had meant that all children, merely by the
fact of their being children, are already under this
operation, are already saved, then it would be superﬂuous for children to come to him; they would already be
his. But Jesus does not mean this. What is born of the
ﬂesh is ﬂesh, John 3:6 (Gen. 5:3; Ps. 51:5). It is in
vain to deny original and inborn sin, the total depravity of our race, and to call babes “innocent and pure”

in the sense of “sinless.” Every babe that dies contradicts this claim. It is another groundless assumption
that at birth (or already when conceived) all children
are made partakers of Christ’s atonement without any
means whatever; the Scriptures contain no word to
this effect.
Because their elders have been misled by such
thoughts, the little ones have been left outside of the
kingdom until their receptiveness for grace passed
away, and their salvation became jeopardized. Baptism
in particular was denied them, and this sacrament it-
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self was regarded as a mere symbol that gives and
conveys nothing but only pictures something. Baptism
was called an act of obedience (so much law) that is
possible only for an adult and no longer an act of the
Triune God which adopts babes as his children, deeds
to them a place in heaven, gives them the new birth in
the Spirit. Who will count the crimes that were thus
perpetrated against helpless babes, even in the very
name of Christ, by denying them the one divine means
by which they can be brought and can come to their
gloriﬁed Lord?
15) Although this verse recalls Matt. 18 :3, we see
that it is used in a different way. With the seal of
verity (amen) and of authority (I say to you), see
4:28, Jesus shows his disciples how “of such is the
kingdom of God,” for no one shall enter that kingdom
unless he receives it as a little child. The statement is
astonishing in every way. We should think as, alas, so
many did and do think that a babe must receive the
kingdom as an adult does, but absolutely the reverse is
true. The child is the model and not the man. It is the
unassuming humility and unquestioning trusﬁulness
of the child that make it the pattern for all adults.
This humility and trustfulness, when they are directed
to Christ, become the very essence of saving faith. To
receive the kingdom and to enter into it are not diverse
actions when we remember what the kingdom is, namely, the working of his power and his grace wherever

he is present. This we receive, i.e., as a gift, God
bestows his grace on us; and thus we enter the circle,
the domain, where God works with his grace. By receiving the kingdom we enter into it, and by entering
into it we receive it. In John 3:3, 5 seeing the kingdom
is described as entering it. But the decisive point lies
in the emphatic phrase “as a little child.”
16) Matthew adds only that Jesus went on
placing his hands on the children, Luke adds nothing,
but Mark describes fully. Jesus took them up in his
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arms. It was not enough for him just to place his
hands on them while others carried these babes. He
took them in his own arms as his own children—what
a highly signiﬁcant action! Then he put hands upon
them, which symbolized the bestowal of his blessing.
We should not think that the hands were the medium
of the bestowal; this action is never sacramental but
always only symbolical. The blessing did not ﬂow
through the hands but came through the words of
Jesus. Mark uses the plural because it is the common
phrase “to lay on the hands,” although in many instances, just as here, only one hand was used. Jesus
held a babe in one arm and placed his other hand upon
its head. Thus, in a way, both hands were employed.
The two participles are aorists because these actions
preceded the spoken words of blessing. For the latter
Mark uses the imperfect tense and a verb compounded
with mud: “he went on fervently blessing them."
What words Jesus used in his benedictions, and
whether they were the same for each babe, Mark does
not say. These were Jewish children who were in the
Old Testament covenant, yet they needed the added
blessings of the Savior who had come to establish the
new covenant. The children received what the words
of Jesus stated, for his words are never a mere wish.
To be in the covenant does not yet mean to possess all

that is in that covenant. We daily receive more and
more. Mark closes his account with the imperfect
tense; the curtain falls while Jesus is busy with his
blessings. No child was left unblessed.
17) And while he is going out on the road, one,
having run forward and having kneeled to him, was

inquiring of him, Good Teacher, what shall I do that
I may inherit life eternal?
Jesus is in the act of taking the road to the next
village when this unnamed man comes to him with his
question. Jesus ﬁrst speaks of marriage, then of chil-
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dren, now of earthly possessions—all in a beautiful
sequence. Whatever else may have happened between
these events is left out in order to secure this order of
events. Luke tells us that this man was a ruler, meaning a ruler of a synagogue, one of the ofﬁcials who
managed the affairs of the local synagogue. He was
still a young man, for Matthew calls him a vem’axos, a
man between 24 and 40. His actions in running out in
the road to meet Jesus and kneeling down before him
in the dust betoken his eagerness and the fervor of his
desire. Though he is a ruler and prominent in his
community he humbles himself before Jesus. This
action of the man and the address “good Teacher”
bespeak great reverence for Jesus and the assurance
on his part that Jesus will be able to give him the
vital information that he desires.
The man does not ask how he may obtain life eternal as if he were at a loss as to the way and the means.
0n the contrary, he thinks he knows quite well how,
namely, by his doing something, some one good thing
(Matthew), “good" in the sense of heilbﬁngend (C.-K.
5). He is not thinking of something that is merely
morally good, for he knows that obedience to the divine
commandments is morally good, yet despite all this
obedience of his he still lacks life eternal and knows
that he lacks it. He asks the question what he shall do
because he thinks that Jesus has managed to discover
this thing and has by it acquired life eternal for himself. This man would like to do the same thing. His
conception of Jesus is thus much like that of the modernists: Jesus is a man who has discovered the good
thing and by it found eternal life. His essential Sonship as also his atonement are brushed aside. The only
question is: “Lord, how didst thou do it? Tell us that
we may do likewise."
In the question: "What shall I do?” there lies, of
course, the assumption that the questioner has the
necessary ability and may easily reach the goal that
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Jesus has reached. All he needs is to know the thing
that is to be done. This idea is Pelagianism in its
worst form. In nonfat», “shall I do,” lies the readiness to
do What may be required. He is not thinking of a
divine command, for he does not ask what he “must
do," 8d wowiv or won-60m. The best thing about the wrong
and twisted question is that the man wants “life
eternal.”

It is John who uses {on} thirty-four times in his
writings, and the word always means the life principle
itself which makes us spiritually alive. No science has
fathomed what natural life really is, and the essence of
spiritual life is still more mysterious. But both natural
and spiritual life are known by their functions and
acts. The reception of the {uni is regeneration, of which
Jesus spoke to Nicodemus at length. This life is aicﬁyws,
“eternal,” going on through the cons unaffected by

temporal death which only transfers this life into the
heavenly world. It may be lost, and it ceases in us
when we wickedly and wilfully cut ourselves of from
its divine source, Christ, the Life.
Just what conception the man had of this life which
he so much desired we are able to guess only from the
way in which he imagined that it could be acquired; he
supposed that by himself doing something “good”
(was) it would be given him. An issue is sometimes
made of anovopdv as if doing and inheniting were a
contradiction in the man’s question. But Matthew
interprets “inherit” by writing “have life eternal.”
The verb is often used in the sense of to obtain or to
have a portion in something. It is used speciﬁcally
when sonship and heirship are stressed. But even then,
inheriting need not exclude all idea of merit as many a
last will and testament shows when a larger portion is
bequeathed to a more faithful child, or when a friend,
a benefactor, a person who has rendered some valuable
service are remembered. Jesus, too, says nothing and
intimates nothing about a contradiction in the question.
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The picture thus drawn of the young ruler is really
pathetic: so eager to do the good thing, so desirous of
life eternal (when so many young men are carried
away by the world), so strongly attracted to Jesus—
and yet so far from the right road to eternal life!
18) But Jesus said to him, Why dost thou call
me good? No one is good except one, God. The
precepts thou knowest: Do not kill; Do not commit
adultery; Do not steal; Do not hear false witness;
Do not defraud; Honor thy father and mother.
Rationalism and Unitarianism point to this question of Jesus as proof absolute that Jesus is not God.
By his saying that no one is good except one person
only, namely God, they think the matter is clinched:
Jesus is not God. But this reads the words of Jesus
and reasons regarding them too superﬁcially. When
the young ruler called Jesus “good” and asked what
“good thing” he should do to gain life, the heart of the
question lay in the sense in which he meant ayaoés,
“good.” Note that in this connection the positive
“good” is used in an absolute sense and is thus stronger than the superlative would be (R. 661) .
The question of Jesus: “Why callest thou me
good?” wants to bring home to the ruler the point
about “good.” Jesus makes no pronouncement whatever about himself but tells this ruler to pause and to
think what “good” really means. It will not do to use
it lightly with reference to Jesus. To show what Jesus
means he points out that goodness in the true sense
can be predicated only of God. So far is this from
denying the Godhead of Jesus that it actually asserts
it. “Good," Jesus intends to say, “if you mean that in
the common sense, it is too cheap to apply to me! It is
quite another thing to use good in its real meaning as
it applies only to God I” The man is thus led to look at
Jesus in a new way, to consider that Jesus may, indeed,
be God, essentially one with God as his Son.
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The English translation of ayaoéc as “g
” ob.
scures this deeper meaning too much. Modernists
translate ayaoée “kind," which “good" means only in
certain connections in the English but never in the
Greek and absolutely never in a pointed connection
such as the present instance. ’Ayaoés- means “good” in
the sense of “beneﬁcial.” In this its true meaning it
may signify what is morally beneﬁcial. Did this man,
by asking for the good thing (Matthew) he should do,
mean something in the way of moral beneﬁt? If so,
then God's own moral law had answered him long ago.

But 6.141.069 means beneﬁcial also in the sense of hailbﬁngend (C.-K. 5, where our passage is fully discussed), beneﬁting by bestowing salvation. The ruler
had asked for something that would bring him life
eternal, salvation; hence the question was pertinent:
Did he think of this meaning when he called on the
“good” Teacher to tell him what the “good thing” was
that he should do? It is to impress this meaning upon
his mind that Jesus tells him that God alone is good.
There was no need for a reminder to a Jew that God
is morally excellent, “The Good” being its very embodiment (Matthew). But this Jew needed to be reminded that God alone is hailbringend, good as the very
source of salvation, beyond which there is no other.
Was he coming to Jesus to ﬁnd out what the good thing
in this sense was, and did he mean that Jesus could

bestow this good upon him? In an exceedingly simple
way the ruler is led to look upon Jesus in the true light,
as the one who bestows salvation, i.e., as himself God.
19) After jolting the ruler’s mind in regard to the
real meaning of “good” in connection with salvation
and thus God, Jesus proceeds to answer his question.
Mark and Luke abbreviate but agree with Matthew.
"Thou knowest the precepts” means what Matthew
says, that if he wills to enter into the life he must
guard these divine inn-om or precepts. Jesus follows
the proper course with this man; he starts with the
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law in order to lead him to the gospel. The process is
very simple: ﬁrst, the man is to understand that he
cannot obtain the life by the law; secondly, that all the
law can do for him is to show him his sin. After this
is clear, the only hope will be in the gospel.
As to the commandments which Jesus cites, all the
negative ones have #75 with the strong aorist subjunctive, the regular form for negative commands in the
aorist; the ﬁnal positive command has Tina, the durative present imperative “be honoring," i.e., always. By
using only the second table of the law Jesus takes this
young ruler where he is surest of himself; for these are
the commandments that most men imagine they can
obey with little eifort—but see Matt. 5:21, etc. Jesus
shows that in quoting the commandments he is not
bound by their wording or by their order in the Decalog. So also the evangelists use freedom in listing them.
Matthew has the sum of the entire second table at the
end, Mark and Luke have the Fourth Commandment
on honoring parents at the end. Mark alone has the
Ninth and the Tenth Commandments combined in, “Do
not defraud!" The object of Jesus seems to be simply
the piling up of the commandments into a tremendous
burden, the showing how exceedingly much the law
requires before it grants the life as a reward.
20) But he said to him, Teacher, all these I did
watch from my youth on.
He says this to Jesus without blinking an eye. And
he is perfectly sincere in what he says. This divine law
has no terrors for him—he has kept it all. This is a
sample of Pharisaic training which nulliﬁes the very
eifect that God intends that the law should produce,
namely, contrite knowledge of sin and the tmores
conscienttae. This young ruler is altogether self-righteous in the face of the law. He was perhaps disappointed to hear Jesus recite nothing but the old commandments which he had watched from his youth. Was
this all “the good thing” this “good Teacher” could
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hold up to him? The verbs qbuMaaav and mpgiv are synonyms like bewachm and bewahren, to watch over and
keep safe, and to guard and keep inviolate.
He had lived an exemplary life outwardly, he had
shunned grave transgressions, aided and protected, no
doubt, by both his training and his environment. Many
Would today be only too well satisﬁed with themselves
if they were like him, and others would praise and
perhaps envy him if they saw him in modern form.
Picture him: an exemplary young man in early manhood, ﬁne and clean morally as the phrase now goes,
the son of wealthy parents but not spoiled by wealth,
with a strong religious bent, an esteemed member of
the church, in fact, one of its pillars, a ruler of the
local synagogue who was more important than a member of the church council in our present congregations
is. Where are the parents that would not be proud of
such a son? Where the church that would not give him
a prominent place? Where the young lady that would
not be attracted by his position and his personal excellence? Yet all this is worthless in the eyes of Jesus. In
fact, the man himself is not satisﬁed. He is sure that
the trouble is not with the old commandments, for he
feels he has kept these even from the conscious days of
his youth. According to Matthew he asks what he yet
lacks. There was somehow a lack which he could not
explain. In Mark and in Luke this question is implied.
What can it be? The man thinks that Jesus must now
be able to tell him and thus point out the good thing
that he still needs.
21) But Jesus, having looked on him, loved him
and said to him, One thing makes thee come behind.
Go, whatever thou hast sell and give to poor people
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven; and come,
be following me.
It is Mark alone who again records the emotion of
Jesus, that, looking at the man, Jesus loved him (R.
834 regards this as the ingressive aorist: began to love
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him) —-this young ruler, dissatisﬁed with his Pharilaic
self-righteousness, groping in the dark and unable to
get beyond it and now appealing to Jesus. Mark uses
the higher word for “love," namely dyau-(iv, the love that
comprehends all that is involved and has the high, intelligent purpose to help the man in his deplorable con;
dition; the idea is far beyond ¢l)t£7.v, the mere love of
aﬂ’ection, “to like.” All that Jesus now tells this man is
an expression of this high love for him. In every word
we see the complete comprehension of his case and the
perfect purpose to help him,
The grammars have no explanation for the accusative as in Ev are iicrrcpei; they make this accusative equal to
the dative cm, which it, however, cannot be. This explanation regards taupe: as impersonal and intransitive: “in one thing (in respect to one thing, accusative
of speciﬁcation) there is a lack for thee.” A more satisfactory solution is to regard the verb as transitive:
“one thing makes thee come behind,” with “one thing”
as the subject and the accusative as as the object. Jesus
agrees with the man that he still lacks or comes behind
in one thing and in love tells him what this is.
We should consider all that Jesus here says as “one
thing” and not split it up into two or more. And this
one thing is not to be ranged alongside of others and
added to them as making the measure full; it is totally
different from all others, beside which none of them
count. Jesus tells this man that he really needs the one
essential and vital thing. He has thus far attained only
an outward obedience to the law and has not even discovered that this is utterly useless for salvation; he
still thinks that all he needs is to add something to this
outward obedience. The thing he lacks begins with this
discovery, with the realization that all his work-righteousness is in vain, that what he needs is a complete
inward change.
This change Jesus describes to him in detail. The
present imperative 511117: is used without a connective
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together with other imperatives: {in-aye, wékqa'ov mi 869,
“go on, sell and give.” By telling this man to go sell his
possessions and to give them to poor people (mwxozs, no
article) Jesus is laying his ﬁnger on the chief sin in
this man’s heart, the love of his earthly possessions.
Jesus is demanding no mere outward act which would
be as valueless as the other acts of this man have been.
The outward act is to be merely the evidence of the
inner change. This change is to be, ﬁrst of all, the true
sorrow of contritimt. Heretofore he has clung to his
earthly wealth with his heart. What a sin against
God’s law! By selling and giving away everything this
inward sin is to be swept out by true contrition, penivow. It is a pity that so many fail to see what Jesus,
really demands. It is impossible to assume that Jesus is
showing a way of salvation to this man that is diﬁ‘erent from the way that is designated for other sinners.
Abandoning what was hitherto his heart's treasure is only the negative side; the positive side is that
“he shall have treasure in heaven” with his whole
heart ﬁxed on that. The future “shall have" means
from the moment onward when his heart is separated
from the earthly treasure. Jesus does not mean that
by selling and giving away his earthly wealth the man
would receive this treasure in heaven as a reward.
This treasure is the unmerited grace and pardon of
God. The other side of the one thing the man yet
lacked, the one that always goes together with contrition, is the true and saving faith in Chm'st. That is
why Jesus adds the gospel call to come and follow him
to the selling and giving away. This would be the evi-

dence of true faith in him. Aeﬁpo, the adverb “hither,"
is sometimes almost a verb and is used with or without
an imperative, here with emotion, the present imperative, to express continuous following.
When he demands true repentance and faith Jesus
does not always ask us to give up our earthly possessions. This passage cannot be used as proof for the
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abolition of personal ownership of wealth. Zacchaeus
was not required to give all his possessions to the poor;
Joseph of Arimathaea was a disciple and rich; Ananias was free to do with his own what he would, only
that he practiced no hypocrisy nor tried to deceive the
Holy Spirit; St. James warns the rich only against
trusting in riches instead of trusting in God. Luther
is, therefore, right when he draws attention to the domestic state and its requirements of certain possessions such as house, home, food, clothing, etc., for wife
and children. The case of this young ruler is a special
one and comes under 9:43-48.
We are also by no means certain that this man was
to assume voluntary poverty in order to follow Jesus
and to take part in the work of the gospel. This is
usually assumed, but we have no intimation as to just
how Jesus intended to use this new follower. Others
besides the Twelve were in his following for their own
persons only and certainly did not divest themselves of
all their possessions. Peter had his house in Capernaum, John, too, had a home to which to take Jesus’
mother, and the women disciples mentioned in Luke
8:2, 3, who followed Jesus, had means from which to
supply Jesus and the Twelve.
Catholicism considers voluntary poverty (in its
monastic orders) a work that merits salvation; it calls
this command to give all to the poor 9. conswlium evangeh‘cum beyond the Decalog, and the observance of
such counsel an opus superarogatiwm. In Matthew’s
account re'Mws does not mean morally perfect but “complete,” as having reached the 7&0: or goal, which here
signiﬁes attaining the one thing, the essential, which
the ruler still lacked. The rationalistic view is that the
one thing which the ruler lacked was moral power, the
energy of the moral will. Others think of the ability to
sacriﬁce all for, the sake of reaching the highest moral
good, or the ability really to fulﬁll the Second Table,
the law of loving one’s neighbor as oneself, by which
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eternal life would be gained. These legalistic views are
not tenable.
22) But he, having become gloomy at the
word, went away, being aggrieved; for he had great
possessions.

The eﬁect produced on the young man shows that
Jesus had struck home, had bared the man’s most
vulnerable spot, the love of his great wealth. First
such enthusiasm; now such aggrieved going away!
Mark again adds the touch that the man’s face “became gloomy” at the word, mryvdtav, which is translated “to grow lowering” in Matt. 16:3; the participle
[\mrotims is present passive with Jesus as the agent; he
acted as if Jesus was aggrieving him. He, indeed, left
Jesus, but the words of Jesus did not leave him. The
fact that he was not changed on the instant need cause
no surprise. The change would cause a struggle, and
this might be severe and prolonged. The synoptists
omit mention of the ﬁnal outcome, for their interest
lies, not in this one case, but in the words of Jesus
which go far beyond this one case. We cannot translate ﬁv 3me “he was one having,” for the participle is
not substantivized, and the whole form is merely a
periphrastic imperfect, R. 888, that stresses duration.
He had all along been in possession of much property.
23) And having looked around, Jesus says to
his disciples, How with diﬁculty shall those having

riches enter into the kingdom of God!
The young ruler has gone, Jesus is left with his
disciples. Looking around on them means that Jesus
wanted to impress them deeply with what he was now
saying. These words are not to be separated from the
preceding narrative. Both treat of the way to salvation, the entrance into the kingdom of God, and both
deal with one great obstacle to salvation, the love of
riches; What appears in the narrative is more fully
elucidated by the words addressed to the disciples.
God alone is able to save the rich man. Matthew pre-
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served the formula “amen, I say to you,” Mark and
Luke write an exclamatory sentence. The emphasis is
on the adverb Svaxém; only “with difﬁculty” will a
rich man ever enter into the kingdom (see 1 :15), i.e.,
receive the gifts and blessings that are bestowed by

the rule of God's grace in Christ Jesus. re Wm
means riches.
24) But the disciples were amazed at his words.
But Jesus, again answering, says unto them, Children, how diﬁcult is it that those having trusted in
riches enter into the kingdom of God!

’A'lroproa's expresses action that is simultaneous
with that of My“ (R. 861). Jesus makes reply to the
amazement of his disciples. He does so by repeating
his former statement with one signiﬁcant change. Instead of "those having the riches" he says “those having trusted on riches,” the perfect participle with its
present connotation: “having trusted and thus still
trusting in riches.” This substitution brings out the
meaning of Jesus. He ushers it in by the address u’xva,
“children,” which reﬂects the love and tenderness in
his heart for the disciples. To Jesus they are indeed
“children" who still have so much to learn and require
such careful instruction.
Important texts, however, omit rots «mated-m e’qrz
minnow and make the sentence broad and general:
“how difﬁcult it is to enter into the kingdom of God,"
and some commentators accept this reading and regard the omitted words as a gloss that was later
inserted. But this would be a rather remarkable gloss
that gives such point to the previous statement in v.
23 that it sounds exactly like Jesus speaking and even
uses his way of illuminating an expression. Where did
a mere man ever achieve so pertinent and so perfect a
gloss?
Nor is the argument against this alleged insertion
any stronger than the charge that it is a gloss. We are
told that the insertion was made in order to soften and
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tone down the astonishing statement made in v. 23. But
the reverse is true. Trusting in riches does not tone
down having riches, it clariﬁes and adds greater point
to having riches. For one may have riches as is shown
in the examples above and yet not trust in them. Jesus
declares that he is speaking of those who put their
trust in riches. To say merely that it is difﬁcult for
any man to enter the kingdom would be an almost fatal
toning down of the dictum uttered in v. 23. If those
who have riches are only in the same position as others
as regards entering the kingdom, why single them out
as is done in v. 23? The entire context argues against
this commonplace that any man has difﬁculty in entering the kingdom. For we have just seen a very rich
man decline to enter because of his riches, and in v. 25
the point is again centered in a rich man’s entering the

kingdom. We have here an instance in which the reading is decided by the sense, and any doubt raised by
text critics must be disallowed. It is only too true that
trust in riches is hard to destroy, hard to change into
its opposite, trust in God’s saving grace.
25) How hard it is Jesus illustrates by a remarkable comparison. Easier it is that a camel go
through a needle’s hole than that a rich man go into

the kingdom of God. This means that it is impossible
for a rich man, one who trusts in riches, to go into the
kingdom. His false trust in riches will most certainly
keep out the true trust in God’s grace. The aorists
sums» and malady indicate actually going through and
going into. TpupaMa is a hole that is worn through
(min, to wear away) ; Matthew’s rpéu-qpa is a hole that
is bored through (Tplnra'c), to bore). The Talmud uses
the elephant in the same illustration to express human
impossibility; elephants were not known in Palestine.
The Koran has the illustration that Jesus used.
Not until the ﬁfth century did some change xdquo-z,
“came ,” into ﬂip-dos, the heavy “rope” or cable that is
attached to the anchor of a ship (R. 192). This altera-
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tion was not a gain, for no cable can be threaded
through a needle’s eye. In the ﬁfteenth century the
opposite was tried, the needle’s eye was enlarged by
being referred to a small portal that was used by foot
passengers when entering a walled city, through which

a camel might pass after its load had been removed.
This changed the impossible into the possible and was
attractive because it suggested that, as the camel had
to leave its load and crawl on its knees, so the rich man
had to shed his riches, i.e., his love for them, and
humble himself on his knees and crawl into the kingdom. But as in Matt. 23:24 Jesus had in mind an
actual gnat and an, actual camel, so here camel and
needle’s eye are actual. The impossibility thus illustrated is without a single exception. Abraham, David,
Zacchaeus, Joseph of Arimathaea are not exceptions in
any sense, for Jesus himself now explains how the
impossible becomes possible.
26) But they were beyond measure shocked,
saying to him, And who is able to be saved? Having
looked at them, Jesus says, With men impossible but
not with God, for all things are possible with God.
Even Matthew records the shocked condition of

the disciples as does Mark. The imperfect ééemhiavowo
pictures their condition, and the verb, which is often
strengthened by the adverb, is very strong: “they

continued utterly dumbfounded.”

Note that «'sz

aﬁrév is unusual in Mark after My», but thus is the more
likely to be the correct reading, and note «p6; éavrmis,

“to themselves.” Kat at the head of a statement connects with a previously expressed idea. Here it is the
impossibility of a rich man entering the kingdom and
adds: “And who can be saved ?” R. 1182. The sense
is: “And then nobody can be saved 1” i.e., what Jesus
says cannot be true.
The emotion of the disciples is not concerned with
the few who are rich and thus seem to be utterly shut
out but with themselves as being included in all men
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generally, for 11’: cannot be restricted. And all men
have a secret longing for riches of some kind. The
question is thus an implied confession of sin on the
part of the disciples. This is excellent. It is well that
they do not try to shield themselves by referring to
what Jesus once said about the poor, Matt. 5:3.
But another thing is not so excellent, namely the
confession that the disciples believed that a man can
and should do something toward being saved. They
really say: “If the illustration of the camel is true
regarding a rich man's entering the kingdom, then the
rich man can do nothing toward being saved, nor can
we who are all aﬂiicted, like the rich, with the desire
for riches.” In the verb macaw there lies both the idea
of rescue from mortal danger and of a condition of
safety that is produced by the rescue. The passive
Moira; leaves God as the agent, but 81mm betrays the
synergistic suggestion in the disciples’ minds.
27) That Jesus, too, speaks with feeling is shown
by his earnestly looking at his disciples. He has elicited
from them the very thought that he wished to correct
once for all. The illustration of the camel is absolutely
true: “With men (this thing of being saved) impossible l” There is no need to supply a copula: “it is” impossible; the words are like an exclamation. So the
last door of hope on that side is shut and sealed forever. Here perishes all Pelagianism, moralism, synergism; man himself can do absolutely nothing toward
his salvation by any natural powers of his own. The
Concordia Triglotta 785, etc., and 881, etc., is most
certainly right.
But the more all hope in ourselves dies, whether we
are rich or poor, the more our hope in God and in his
grace rises like the morning sun with healing in his
wings: impossible—“but not with God l” Why not?
“For all things are possible with God,” and greater
assurance no man can ask. He can save even the rich,
difﬁcult though it is to eradicate their trust in riches
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and put in its place the trust in God’s grace. Who will
measure the ability of this grace? Who will describe
the miracles it is able to work?
We might be inclined to think of God’s omnipotence
as it is revealed in the physical creation and then go
on to apply our abstract mode of reasoning, that it is
by almighty power that God saved the rich and us. But
Jesus is speaking of the kingdom of God, which is not
physical, of this world, and of the great work of
saving men, including the rich, which is a spiritual
work entirely and not a work of omnipotence. This is
not a matter of the First Article of the Creed but of
the Second and the Third. “Christ is able to save them
to the uttermost,” Heb. 7 :25.
28) From one extreme the disciples ﬂy to the
other. They ﬁrst fear that on the basis of what Jesus
said none of them can be saved; now, after their
fears have been allayed in that direction, they want
assurances that, in addition to being saved, they will
be rewarded according to the sacriﬁces which they
have made. Peter began to say to him, 1.0, we on our
part did leave everything and have followed thee.
“Began to say" ﬁxes our attention on what follows in
Jesus’ reply.
It occurs to Peter that he and the Twelve had done
exactly what Jesus required of the rich young ruler
and so thinks he ought to remind Jesus of this fact.
Peter thinks that this their act was no small thing,
hence he begins with the exclamation “10.” The emphasis is on ﬁnds- which contrasts the Twelve with the
ruler who went away aggrieved. Peter, too, does not
forget to add to the credit of himself and the Twelve
that they have followed Jesus even as Jesus had just
bidden the ruler to follow him. Leaving everything
was a single act, hence the aorist @515an (R. 309) ;
but following Jesus began in the past and still continues, hence the perfect tense ﬁKona'rimpcv. Mark omits
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the question: “What then shall be ours ?” (Matthew)
as being already voiced in the tone which Peter used.
But this word of Peter’s has a suspicious ring with
its emphasis on what “we on our part” did and have
done. It does not intend to add “and we have found
more than satisfaction in thee”; for that ﬁrst strong
“we” would not harmonize with such an addition. To
voice such an acknowledgment Peter should have begun: “Thou thyself hast draWn us to forsake everything and to follow thee.” What Peter’s ear had caught
was the word to the ruler: “And thou shalt have treasure in heaven." Yet he had not caught Jesus’ meaning
that this would be a treasure of pure grace and not a
merited reward, one that had been earned by the ruler
by giving away his possessions and then following
Jesus. Peter takes the word to refer to a proﬁtable
trade to which the ruler was invited. In Peter the old
spirit of work-righteousness, of human claims and
merit, crops out again. The more we do, the more we
earn, and the more God owes us.
29) Jesus said, Amen, I say to you, there is no
one who did leave house, or brothers, or sisters, or
mother, or father, or children, 61’ ﬁelds, for the sake
of me and for the sake of the gospel, except he shall
take a hundred fold, now in this time homes, and
brothers, and sisters, and mothers, and children, and
ﬁelds in company with persecutions, and in the eon,
the coming one, life eternal.

Nevertheless, many

ﬁrst shall be last, and last ﬁrst.
Mark abbreviates the answer of Jesus by omitting
the special promise given to the Twelve and contenting
himself with the general promise given to all followers
of Jesus. The generosity and the magnanimity of
Jesus are so great that he would and could accept
nothing from us without rewarding it beyond all computation (Matt. 25:21, 23; Luke 19:17, 19). The vast
disproportion between our work and God’s reward of
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it already displays his boundless grace, to say nothing
of the gift of salvation which is made before we have
even begun to do any work. Not one shall miss his due
reward.
.
Jesus seals his promise with the seal of verity and
authority, “amen, I say to you,” see 3 :28; that promise
shall never fail. 0n the indicative with 6: see R. 726.
R. 427 thinks that the polysyndeton found in the repetition of 4'; lends a kind of solemnity to the list, but
B.-D. 460, 3 ﬁnds in it the impression of greatness and
fulness. Jesus does not use “and” because no one man
will leave all that is named in this long list; it will
always be only this or that item. Matthew and Luke
include “wife,” hence its omission in Mark is immaterial just as the abbreviation of the list in Luke has no
special import. No exception is possible in the whole
list.
When interpreting what it means “to leave” what
is mentioned in this list compare Matt. 10:37; we are
not to love them more than we love Jesus; also Luke
14 :26, we are “to hate” them. This forsaking may
mean the outward act of giving up and separating
ourselves from the persons and the properties involved,
but the inward separation is often enough. Mark has
the double phrase “for the sake of me and for the sake
of the gospel”; Matthew, “for the sake of my name”
(revelation); Luke, “for the sake of the kingdom of
God.” The sense of all is the same, which illustrates the
work of divine inspiration which does not necessarily
lie in the sameness of the verbal expressions but in the
exactness of all verbal expressions to convey just what
the Spirit wants conveyed. Yet the two phrases in Mark
are not quite identical; “for the sake of me” refers to
the person’s own faith and salvation whereas “for the
sake of the gospe ” refers to its promulgation in order
to convey faith and salvation to others.
30) “There is no one who did leave . . . except he

shall take” (63w pi Mﬂp) means, of course, that there
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shall be no exception. Note the tenses: there is no one
who did leave except he shall take; there is no one now
or at any time who, after making the sacriﬁce, shall
not receive his abounding reward. “A hundred fold,”
the neuter plural, is like the same ratio in Matthew
13 :8 and raises the replacement to the highest degree.
Some have thought “a hundred fold” to be hyperbolical, and in order to avoid the hyperbole they transfer
the entire reward into the world beyond by resorting
to allegory. But this is barred by Mark’s decisive

phrases: m‘m év rep" 1:0.th 7015119, “now in this season
(time),” and év reg aidm 1'43 épxope’mp, “in the eon, the one
coming.” The reward is certain already during our
earthly lives and will, of course, be fully paid out in
the life to come.
Kaipé; is a space of time that is ﬁt and proper for
something distinctive, “a season” for it. It is rather
striking for Jesus to speak of earthly time as only
“this season.” The contrast with aiév is striking, for an
eon is a vast era or age that is marked by what ﬁlls it.
“The eon coming," i.e., now approaching closer and

closer, is the heavenly eon that shall begin at the end
of the world after this kairos has run its brief course.
The two do not overlap. The glory of heaven that is to
be ours is fully received only at the end when the body
will be raised and will be united with the soul.
Scoﬁ'ers have made sport of this promise of Jesus
by singling out this or that item such as that for one
wife a man would get a hundred here on earth already
and then again in heaven. This wooden, mechanical.
way of reading the words of Jesus is unwarranted.
Wife would, of course, be fastened upon by these scoffers, but why not mothers, children, or any other item
in the list? Jesus refers to the new spiritual relationships and what they involve already in this life, compare 3:31-35; Rom. 16:13 (John 19:27) ; I Tim. 1:2;
5:2; II Tim. 2:1 ; Philemon 10; I Pet. 5:3, and other
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passages; on other possessions compare Ps. 37 :16;
Prov. 15:16; 16:8; I Tim. 6:6.
The new riches consist in the divine blessings
which substitute in us thankfulness for worldly anxiety and delight in imperishable treasures. Mark alone
has the signiﬁcant addition we 8mm» “in company
with persecutions.” These persecutions are really the
butter on the bread, for by them we are more strongly
assured that we are God’s children than by the other
blessings that he sends us. Persecutions alone are able
to lift us into the company of the prophets to share
their high rewards (Matt. 5 :10-12) .
On “life eternal” see v. 17. Mark says, “shall take
life eterna ” whereas Matthew writes, “shall inheri .”
He who inherits, of course, takes the inheritance.
Though Mark has but the one verb, the distinction in
the objects remains—“life eternal” is in a class by
itself. This alone already shows that eternal life is not
a reward for forsaking relations, property, or for
enduring other afflictions for Christ’s sake. In fact,
before we are able to perform a single good work,
namely, already when faith is ﬁrst kindled in the
heart, eternal life is made ours, and that altogether
out of pure grace for Christ’s sake alone. The analogy
of all Scripture is solid on this vital point. While both
Mark and Luke refer to taking eternal life in the eon
to come, at the end of the world, this changes nothing
in regard to the way in which eternal life ﬁrst becomes
ours. The entrance into the heavenly life is mentioned
here in order to impress upon the disciples what an
inﬁnite blessing awaits those who here are called upon
to forsake this or that temporality. What is any loss
compared with this gain?
31) Jesus closes with a striking warning. The
fact that even the Twelve needed it the case of Judas
shows, thief that he was, traitor that he became. A6 in
Mark, who so loves mi, is practically always adversative. It is so here: “Nevertheless, many ﬁrst shall be
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last, and last ﬁrst.” In the face of Matt. 19:23-30 and
of Luke 13 :24-30, where the same warning is expressed, “last” cannot mean only “last in the kingdom.” “Last" means outside of the kingdom. Jesus is
not saying that many who for a time were in the front
ranks in the kingdom shall eventually ﬁnd themselves
in the rear ranks, and vice versa. What he says is that
many who were at ﬁrst in the kingdom will ﬁnally be
out of it whereas many who were at ﬁrst out of it shall
at last he in it. The wording “ﬁrst—last" and “last—
ﬁrst” is so general that it covers also those cases where
men think themselves “ﬁrst" or in the kingdom and
then, when it is too late, ﬁnd that they are “last,” not
in it at all.
32) The second half of Mark’s Gospel is divided
at 14:1. The ﬁrst of the two divisions (8 :27 to 13 :37)
is again divided at 10 :32, where Jesus is on his way to
Jerusalem. In what precedes we have had the three
minor parts that were marked by localities: Cesarea
Philippi (8:27), Capernaum (9:32), and the boundaries of Judea and beyond Jordan (10:1). These marks
according to localities are continued in the next three
minor parts of the section 10:32—13:37. We have
Jesus on the way to Jerusalem (10:32), near to Jerusalem at Bethphage and Bethany (11:1), and leaving
the Temple for good (13:1). Mark thus himself reveals
the structure of his Gospel. Note that Matthew divides
in the same way.
Moreover, they were on the road going up to
Jerusalem, and Jesus was leading them forward.
And they were amazed; moreover, those following
' were afraid. And having again taken the Twelve,
he began to state to them the impending things to
happen to him.
Jesus now deﬁnitely turns his face toward Jeru-

salem, and Mark describes him as leading his disciples
forward, as insisting on going in spite of their great

reluctance. The disciples had a clear conception of the
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dangers involved in going to the evil city. “They were
on the road,” we think should be construed together,
and the participle “going up to Jerusalem” should be
regarded as modifying “they” in 75mm, although R. 888
regards all these forms, even when the participle is
removed from the copula, as periphrastic imperfects.
The Jews always went up to Jerusalem, no matter
from what place they started. Here, of course, the
Jordan valley lay far below the height on which the
city stood. To the Jews, Jerusalem was elevated spiritually as the site of God’s Temple. In 17y «podymv we
have a plain periphrastic imperfect which stresses the
fact that Jesus led them forward constantly.
Mark describes the emotions of the Twelve that
were caused by this action of Jesus: “they were
amazed,” the imperfect describes their continuous
state. They were dumbfounded because of this action of
Jesus. Of all the other disciples that followed Jesus,
Mark says, “they were afraid,” afraid of what would
happen to Jesus when he came to Jerusalem. We do
not regard oi 8e’ as meaning “some” and as then being
modiﬁed by dKoMuooime': “but some as they followed";
oz substantivizes the participle: “those following.”
Jesus had a number of devoted followers besides the
Twelve who went along with him wherever they could.
The picture we have here is that of many Jews
travelling in bands along the usual route to Jerusalem
as the time of the Passover approached. Many went
early for the purpose of puriﬁcation, others on other
accounts. Among them was Jesus with his following.
He had attended only one Passover in Jerusalem during his ministry, that which occurred shortly after his'
ﬁrst miracle; the other two Passovers Jesus had not
attended. It was during this slow journey and before
Jericho was reached (v. 46) that Jesus took the Twelve
aside to tell them 11‘: MM?!“ nah-9'» appﬁalww (an accusative with the inﬁnitive), “the impending things to hap-
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pen to him,” the present inﬁnitive to indicate an act
of the near future (R. 869).
33) 1.0, we are going up to Jerusalem, and the
Son of man shall he delivered to the high priests and
the scribes, and they shall condemn him to death and
shall deliver him to the Gentiles, and they shall
mock him and shall spit on him and shall scourge
him and shall kill him; and after three days he
shall rise again.

Instead of allaying the amazement of the Twelve,
Jesus does everything to intensify it. What he has
told them before in 8:31 and in 9:31 he now repeats
with still greater detail, which warrants the exclamation “10,” for it was certainly most astonishing. For
these terrible things, Jesus says, “we are going into
now.” The Twelve are going along with Jesus, and

this means that they shall be there when all these
things happen, they shall Witness them. That they
shall be immensely affected by it all goes Without saying. As he had done in the previous announcements,
Jesus calls himself “the Son of man” (see 2:10), man
and yet far more than man, God’s incarnate Son. The
verbs are throughout future tenses, “not merely prophetic” but expressing “certainty of expectation,” R. 870.
First of all, Jesus “shall be delivered to the high
priests and the scribes,” i.e., to the Sanhedrin (see
8 :31), yet this judicial body is now designated by the
naming of two classes of its members instead of three.
To name two, high priests and scribes, is usually
enough. By the verb “he shall be delivered” Jesus
foretells the betrayal of Judas; the agent in the passive
verb is left unexpressed, Jesus will reveal him later.
The next verb is a plural: “and they shall condemn
him to death,” the high priests and the scribes. This is
clearer than the rejection mentioned in 8:31. A trial
shall be held by the high court, and this shall result in
a death sentence upon Jesus, the dative M79 is one of
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means, R. 533. This great legal body shall then “deliver him to the Gentiles.” The only Gentiles in Jerusalem to whom the Sanhedrin could deliver anybody
are the Roman authorities, Pilate and those under his
command. Moreover, the Sanhedrin had lost its power
to inﬂict the death penalty and thus had to turn its
condemned criminals over to Pilate for execution.
34) The subject now changes to the Gentiles:
“they shall mock him and shall spit upon him” (Matthew includes the spitting upon in the mockery). These
are some of the many things'that Jesus said he would
have to suﬁer (8:31). Luke has “shamefully entreated” between the mockery and the spitting upon.
There now follows: “and shall scourge him,” this being
as literal as everything else in the list. While scourging often preceded cruciﬁxion it was more often a
penalty by itself (Matt. 10:17; II Cor. 11 :25;.Heb.
11:36). In the case of Jesus it was not a part of the
procedure for crucifying him but a separate act on the
part of Pilate with the object of setting Jesus free.
Mark writes: “and shall kill him," Matthew: “and to
crucify.” While the latter is speciﬁc as to the mode of
death, the former is almost the same; for the Roman
execution of a Jew would be by cruciﬁxion. Note how
Mark keeps to one construction, always putting the
verbs forward and piling them up with one am! after
another. The very simplicity of this style is actually
dramatic and highly effective.
But now at the end the verb is not ﬁrst but last:
“and after three days he shall rise again.” We have
another m’, but this last statement is the very opposite
of all the others. They take us down, down to the
most frightful death; this by one tremendous stroke
undoes it all and brings Jesus back to life in the resurrection of glory. Here we again have the exact time
"after three days” as was the case in the two previous
announcements in Mark, which see on this important
point. Mark also has the middle voice which is always
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used in the active sense: “he shall rise again.” Both
statements are, of course, true, that Jesus himself rose
up, and that God raised him up, for the opera. ad extra.
aunt imitated (mt command. Like Matthew, Mark stops
with the announcement and says nothing about how it
was received by the Twelve; Luke adds no less than
three verbs to tell us that it was entirely lost upon
them
These positive predictions, which are detailed and
speciﬁc and were then fulﬁlled to the letter, are inconvenient for the modernists as they were also for all
their ancestors (Matt. 28:12-25), and, in fact, they are
intended to be just that. The methods employed to get
rid of these predictions, especially also the last, are
ineﬁectual. One may rewrite the Gospels, put in and
leave out and change ad libitum, the result does not in
the least affect the Gospels themselves.
35) And there come to him James and John,
the sons of Zebedee, saying to him, Teacher, we wish
that whatever we ask of thee, thou wilt do for us.
But he said to them, What do you wish me to do for
you? But they said to him, Grant us that we sit one
on thy right and one on thy left in thy glory.
Matthew writes “then” at the head of his narrative,
i.e., right after the announcement of his Passion. This
narrative corroborates Luke 18 :34. Mark tells only
about James and John, but from Matthew we learn
that their mother was the spokeswoman and prime
mover in the project, her sons, of course, being one
with her in the plan. They are called “the sons of
Zebedee,” and Salome, “the mother of Zebedee’s sons,”
thus honoring the father who, like the mother, was a
believer but who seems to have been dead at this time;
at least we hear nothing more about him in the Gospels. That Salome was a sister of the Virgin Mary is
an interesting surmise, the evidence for which is by no
means complete. James and John belonged to the inner
circle of three apostles who were distinguished by
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Jesus himself (Mark 5:37; 9:2; also 15:33). It was
perhaps for that reason that their mother conceived
the idea of placing her two sons above all the rest.
So she and they together, ﬁnding an opportunity to
speak to Jesus alone, make the attempt to secure this
supreme honor. Although Salome does the actual
speaking, Mark’s Ae’yoms, as well as the following plurals are in place, for James and John spoke through
their mother as much as if they had used their own
voices. She makes obeisance in Oriental fashion as one
does who is presenting a request before a great king.
It is only a part of this attitude toward Jesus as being
such a king that the request is at ﬁrst indeﬁnite:
“Teacher, we wish that whatever we ask of thee, thou
wilt do for us l” The idea that Jesus was to be bound in
advance by promising the favor before he knew what
it would he cannot be substantiated. So also the idea
that Jesus might have hesitated or offered some objection if he had known the real nature of the request in
advance. The situation is that Salome and her sons

treat Jesus as a potentate who is able to grant any
request and need not know what it might be. Great
kings and emperors had done things like that; we have
an imitation by Herod in 6 :22, etc. Note the construction 0;)... Zm, Zva states what is willed.
36) But Jesus declines to assume this royal role.
Jesus asks what they wish that he should do for them;
woujmu matches «amid-gs, both aorists refer to a single act
that Jesus is to do. In the case of Salome and her sons

we see how blind all the disciples were to Jesus’ Passion and resurrection. Even down to Acts 1:6 they
think that Jesus will establish an outward, earthly
kingdom as the Messiah. When this kingdom becomes
reality, Salome wants her sons in the highest places.
So Jesus makes her speak out. He certainly avoids
binding himself in advance. To promise something
without a clear statement of what it is to be is morally
wrong even when we are solemnly assured that the
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thing will not be wrong, neither against God nor
against conscience. This would put our conscience into
the keeping of another. If the promise is, indeed, one
that We may rightly make, then every reason why it
should not be stated openly in advance disappears. And
this is still more the case if we are to seal the promise
with an oath. The example of Jesus points the right
course.
37) So the request is stated in full. Jesus insists
on this also for the reason of the explanation that he
must make in regard to this request. Mark’s 869 and
Matthew’s ei'lre’ are much the same, for to say or declare
(aorist, once for all) is the same as to give or grant.
Perhaps Salome actually said eia'e'. Like a great king,
Jesus is to make this royal decree (i.e., grant). She
assumes that in his coming kingdom Jesus can do
whatever he may please. The disciples usually expected
too little of Jesus and showed themselves as men of
little faith. Here is a woman of such faith that she
actually expects too much of Jesus.
Salome and her sons treat Jesus like some royal
personage who is about to step out of the obscurity in
which he has lived thus far and presently to ascend his
glorious throne. In far-reaching foresight Salome
wants to pre-empt for her two sons the very highest
honors which shall then be forthcoming. Being ﬁrst to
see the near approach of the glorious future, ﬁrst to

honor Jesus by acknowledging it, and ﬁrst to ask for
positions in the kingdom that shall be, all three conﬁdently expect that Jesus, like the king they make him,
will grant this early and honorable request. Whereas
Matthew speaks of “thy” kingdom, Mark has “in thy
glory."
Salome sees the great throne room with the king
sitting in state and all the royal court assembled to do
him honor and on his right hand and on his left the
chief ministers of the king who are next to him in
glory and reﬂect the light that is shed upon them from
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the throne. So Solomon honored his mother Bathsheba,
I Kings 2:19; compare Ps. 45:9. So Micaiah saw the
heavenly court, the Lord on his throne, the host of
heaven at the right and the left, I Kings 22:19; II
Chron. 18:18. In Neh. 8:4 Ezra stands in the pulpit,
his assistants to the right and the left. Also Zech. 4:3,
11-14. Whereas in case of division and judgment the
right signiﬁes acceptance and honor and the left rejection and shame, in a royal court both sides are places
of honor, the left being only slightly less glorious than
the right.
The Greek it: seems strange to the English ear, it is
literally “from” thy right and “from” thy left; but the
Greek conceives the two sides as extending “from” the
person whereas the English looks “to” the two sides
and thus sees what is “at” or “on” them. So also the
plurals for “right” and “left” are idiomatic and conceive these places as being composed of parts. Which
of the sons is to have the respective position is apparently left to Jesus. It is remarkable that Salome asks
nothing for herself; her share will be that she is the
mother of such sons. With all its fault Salome’s request
contains something that is worth noting. Men all about
us seek the world’s honor and high places, here are
those who put Jesus and his glory above all else. The
wish of Salome, deeply puriﬁed, has been seconded by
many a devout mother regarding her son by praying
that he might serve Christ in some high work in his
church. Note that in is subﬁnal and states what Jesus
is to give; and macaw is the eﬁective aorist, James

and John are to have these seats permanently.
38) But Jesus said to them, You do not know
what you are asking. Are you able to drink the cup
which I myself am drinking, or to be baptized with
the baptism with which I am being baptized?
Luther says that Jesus treated the presumptuous
pride of the Pharisees with severity but the ambition
of these disciples with gentleness, for it springs from
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faith and needs only to be puriﬁed. Jesus addresses the
two disciples, which explains why Mark leaves out the
mother. They do not know what they are asking,
are ignorant of what their request involves in the real
kingdom that Jesus is establishing. “They sought the
exaltation but did not see the step.” Augustine. The
idea is not that, if they knew, they would not seek those
high places, but that they would then not make a request which plainly reveals their mistaken idea of the
kingdom and of how its high places are bestowed.
Jesus uses the middle «Ii-dads whereas the disciples
(through their mother) used the active ainiampa. 0n ’
the diﬁerence see R. 805. In v. 35 the request is made
as one asks something of God; but Jesus speaks of it in
its true nature, as a sort of business transaction that
they were trying to put through (B.-D. 316, 2).
So Jesus proceeds to enlighten them. He asks them
whether they are able to drink (aruzv, aorist, to drink
completely, to empty) the cup that he himself (em-v
phatic MS) is drinking (m'vw, present tense, either the
futuristic present “about to drink” or “is now already
drinking”). By this cup Jesus refers to the bitter
contents of suffering (John 18:11; Matt. 26:39, 42;
Mark 14:36), and to drink means to accept and toendure the bitter suﬂz‘ering. Mark adds the second part
of the question: “or to be baptized with the baptism
with which I am being baptized ‘2” We here have passives whereas in the ﬁrst part we had active verbs.
The actives bring out the thought that the suﬂ’ering is,
willingly, voluntarily assumed and endured; the passives that it is laid upon the suiferer by God.
‘
The ﬁgure of a baptism for the imposition of suffering has its point in the idea of bringing the suffering upon a person as water is brought upon him in a
baptism. The fathers called this a baptism of blood.
This passage is used in support of immersion as a
mode for Christian baptism, the idea being that of
immersion in suifering. But Jesus cannot mean: “Are
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you able to be immersed with the immersion with
which I am being immersed ?” In his baptism of blood
drops of blood bedewed his brow and stained his body
on the cross; the stripes, blows, etc., were laid on him;
the pain and agony struck his heart. The thought of
immersion is therefore rather forced into the words.
With his double question Jesus points out to James
and to John that the way to greatness in his kingdom
is not, as they think, by a mere decree and grant of
Jesus but by way of the deepest humiliation (Luke
14:11), and this is due to the spiritual nature of his
kingdom which makes it the reverse of earthly kingdoms in many ways. Do these two realize that? The
passive 13¢me retains the accusative (R. 482) of
the inner content of the verb (R. 478), hence we have
both 73 ﬂdmwpa and 6 in the relative clause (R. 717).
39) But they said to him, We are able. But
Jesus said to them, The cup which I myself am
drinking you shall drink; and with the baptism with
which I myself am being baptized you shall be baptized; but to sit on my right and on my left is not a
thing of mine to give, but is for whom it is prepared.
It takes one’s breath to hear this ready answer:
“We are able.” Besides the ignorance which it reveals
we note the eagerness of these disciples to meet any
requirement that Jesus may set for granting their
request. They are willing to make any deal. So Jesus
continues with great patience. These disciples did not
realize what the cup and its drinking, the baptism and
its bestowal meant. There was little use in trying to
make them understand since they had no mind even to
understand that Jesus’ own suffering and death were
to be actual and not ﬁgurative. So Jesus merely repeats
and only asserts that they shall, indeed, drink that cup
and be baptized with that baptism.
The only point to be noted is that in v. 38 drinking
the cup, etc., is set as a requirement for attaining the
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highest places in the kingdom. Yet we now learn that
it would not assure those places for the simple reason
that many wﬂl meet this requirement. In v. 38 the
‘ question is, “Will they fall short in this basic requirement?” If so, already this would lose them any possibility of attaining those places. But Jesus now says
that that question is settled as far as these two disciples are concerned. With two prophetic future tenses
he assures them that they will, indeed, drink that
cup, etc.
As he did in v. 38, Jesus identiﬁes the sufferings of
all his disciples, which are endured for his sake and
the gospel’s, (v. 28), with his own suﬁerings, including all his Passion. I Pet. 4:13: “Rejoice, inasmuch as
ye are partakers of Christ’s sufferings”; II Cor. 4:10:
“Always bearing about in the body the dying of the
Lord Jesus”; John 15:20; Matt. 10:24, 25. The cup
and the baptism thus denote only the suffering as such
and omit all reference to a distinction that the suffer.ing of Jesus was exceptional, being expiatory and
atoning, while the suiferings of the disciples are only
confessional. This suffering does not necessarily mean
death and martyrdom for the disciples. It did for
James (Acts 12:2) but not for John who was simply
“our brother and companion in tribulation and in the
kingdom and patience of Jesus Chris ,” Rev. 1:9, imprisoned (Acts 4:3, 21; 5:18), scourged (Acts 5:40),
in mortal danger (Acts 5:33), in exile (Rev. 1:9) . In
the severity and the extent of suffering Paul exceeded
all others (II Cor. 11:23—33) and also died a martyr’s
death.
40) The way to the great places in the kingdom
lies only along the path of sulfering. But many besides
James and John will walk this path. Who, then, shall
attain the very highest places remains a. question.
There are such places: 11‘) mam In)“, “this thing of
permanently (aorist) sitting at my right and left."
But the disciples must know that these wonderful
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places are not bestowed after the fashion of earthly
monarchs, as grants to favorites by the mere will of
the grantor. In fact, Jesus says: this “is not a thing of
mine to give,” i.e., merely to grant. ’Epév is not construed with 8mm; (contra, R. 1076) but is the predicate
of e'a-u’v, the neuter possessive adjective is used as a
nominative noun, “a thing of mine,” and is modiﬁed
by the inﬁnitive. The according of these glory seats is
a far higher matter. All that Jesus can tell us is that
to sit thus is “for whom it is prepared,” Matthew adds
“by my Father.” The perfect passive ﬁrot’paam is timeless. The relative ols contains its own antecedent, Tori-rots
(not mimv, R. 721), for the dative as well as the geni-

tive may be used with am’v to denote possession. The
eternal counsel of the Father, which ﬁxed all things in
regard to the kingdom, included also the disposition
of the glory seats.
Jesus is in full accord with this counsel and disposition. He is now carrying out all the Father’s counsel
of grace and thus says regarding these glory seats that
they are not his own to allot by gift at this late date.
lIheir very preparation the Father has attended to long
ago, also their allotment to those who shall occupy
them. Jesus does not intimate who these really are; it
is possible that this knowledge was withheld from him

during his state of humiliation. We cannot be certain
either whether only two will occupy those seats; perhaps there will be more.
Was Salome disappointed; her sons, too? Even
Mark is silent regarding this point although he loves
to record emotions.
41) And having heard it, the ten began to be
indignant concerning James and John. And Jesus,
having called them forward, says to them, You know

that those reputed to rule the Gentiles lord it over
them, and their great exercise authority over them.
But not thus is it among you; but whoever wants to
be great among you, he shall be your ministrant;
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and whoever wants to be ﬁrst among you shall be
the slave of all. For even the Son of man did not
come to be ministered unto but to minister and to
give his life as a ransom in place of many.

Jesus turns the incident of Salome and her sons to
good account for all the disciples. He repeats the instructions given in 9 :35, etc. How the ten heard this is
not indicated. Did James and John tell them on the
supposition that the places would be theirs after all?
Mark carefully states that the ten “began” to be indignant, Jesus nipped this feeling in the bud. The ten
prove themselves no better than the two. Many feel
wronged by the success of others, but similar success
on their part appears quite without wrong to them.
42) Jesus promptly calls them to him; «p5: in the
participle means to face him. Then with all calmness
he gives the explanation they all need. They are misconceiving his kingdom entirely and following a wrong
principle in regard to greatness in this kingdom. They
are degrading it to the level of pagan kingdoms. So
Jesus points out the vast difference. He points to what
we all know, that heathen rulers of all kinds come
down on their subjects with their lordship and thus
maintain their high positions; come down on them
with authority and thus maintain their superiority. In
both verbs «mi intensiﬁes: from their high position
these rulers come “down” with power and authority on
those beneath them, herrschen hock her, ueben hoch
her Gewalt, Lange. The two clauses are synonymous,
the second restates the ﬁrst in a varied form for the
sake of greater emphasis. Matthew writes “those ruling," Mark, “those reputed to rule,” i.e., rightly having
this repute. The point is that only in this way, by
coming down heavily on others, are they able to achieve
the height of lordship and greatness in the world.
Jesus states only the facts that were well known in
the whole pagan world; he is not passing judgment on
these rulers but only holding them up in glaring con-
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trast to the greatness to be found in his own kingdom,
which is not of this world. At least Rom. 13 :1 is clear
regarding the institution of government; anarchy and
rebellion are not countenanced in the Scriptures. Jesus
purposely instances the Gentiles and their governors
and rulers and not the theocracy of the Jews, which
was of a diﬁerent order; he conﬁnes his comparison to
secular states. The Jews were under Gentile rulers at
this time; in fact, Jesus himself was, and we know that

he bade the Jews to give to Caesar what was Caesar’s.
His present description of Gentile rulers does not intend to remove his disciples from such governmental
authority.
43) Although he regards it as valid in its own
secular sphere he conﬁnes it to that. For his own great
kingdom he demands the very opposite: “but not thus
is it among you.” Jesus states this as a fact, which is
even stronger than making it a demand. What shall
obtain among the disciples is stated in two clauses in
order to parallel the two about the Gentiles. Whereas
Jesus began with the rulers and lords, of which there

are many, and advanced to the great, of which there
are very few (the plurals to denote classes), he now
begins chiastically with the one who wills to be great,
starts with the topmost class of the Gentile rulers and
then leaps to the very pinnacle, to the one who wills
to be ﬁrst (the singulars for individualization).
Moreover, to be great, to be ﬁrst, is open to all: as
My with the subjunctive, “whoever wills (shall will),”
no matter who he may be, Jesus vividly thinks of such
cases. And now the Gentile idea of greatness is inverted, turned upside down, the pyramid rests on the
apex, the great man does not sit atop the lesser men,
but the great man bears the lesser men on his back.
“He shall be your 8w’xovoc, your ready ministrant.” This
word is nobler than 8017).” which is used in v. 44. In
John 2 :5 we have only Mamet; compare Trench, Synonyms 1, 55. A dialcmws is one who is intent on the
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service he is rendering to others. Greatness in the
kingdom is measured by the readiness and the amount
of blessed ministrations rendered to Christ’s people.
Whether they reward and exalt us for this service or
not makes no difference.
44) The idea is carried to its climax. One may
will with a holy will to be “ﬁrst," above even those who
are “great” in the kingdom. The way to attain this
height is to be “your slave,” soiAos, the humblest and
lowest of all servants who actually slaves for others
for Christ’s sake, and who despite all his slaving is
ready to be left without reward or honor. Because this
true spirit has often been absent in the church, the
Gentile spirit has entered, and we have the Roman
papacy with its clerical princes and lords and among
Protestants other little popes who dictate instead of
serving and slaving. Yet, strange and paradoxical as
this principle of Jesus seems, it is literally true. The
greatness is measured by the service and not by the
power and authority arrogated and displayed.
45) A ﬂood of light is cast upon what Jesus says
by his own most illustrious example. Matthew adds
this with (Bowep, Mark with the explanatory yépt “For
even the Son of man,” etc. On this Messianic title see
2:10: he who was man and yet far more than man,
God’s incarnate Son. Although he was inﬁnitely great
himself, omnipotent to lord it over all, he came (in his
incarnation) on a mission that is the very opposite. He
could have compelled all men to be his diakonoi, yea,
his douloi, but he came “not to be ministered unto,” to
say nothing of being slaved for, “on the contrary
(W) to minister (an effective aorist) and to do even
more. In both verbs we have 8mm: (smovia) and not
5051\05‘; the latter would not ﬁt the work of Jesus because it would not conserve the divine dignity of this
great Minister, a dignity which remained during his
service, and would thus also fail to ﬁt the exalted character of the service he rendered. Some humble minis-
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trations of his friends he did accept (Luke 8:2, 3;
John 12:2, 3), but the purpose of his life was to give
and not to receive or take.
We may regard mt seam as epexegetical, as equal to
“namely”: “to give his life as a ransom in place of
many.” This act is voluntary, he gives of his own
accord. The aorist expresses full actuality. We think
of the death on Calvary, and rightly so; yet in the act
of giving we must include all that lies between «We, “he

came,” and Seem, “to give.” The W means life (John
10:17, 18), that which animates the cape or body and
is separated from it by death. Only in this speciﬁc
sense can M be equivalent to the reﬂexive pronoun

“myself.” This “life” is the mm; or “price” with which
we are bought, I Cor. 6 :20. The point lies in the object
predicate “a ransom in place of many,” and we ought
to construe “to give his life as a ransom instead of
many.” The phrase a’wrl woMa'Sv depends on Mia-pay, C.-K.
704. The idea is not that Jesus paid what the mug
should but could not pay, for we have no 67:6 to mark a
contrast between persons.
The Aﬁrpov (or its plural Mia-pa, LXX) is the price
paid to effect the release (him, the loosing) of one who
is held in some kind of bondage. This meaning was
extended to the payment for release from guilt and
penalty. The ransom then becomes a payment in expiation. Jesus uses the singular because the ransom
he lays down is his life; he could not have used the

plural for the kind of a Alia-pow he paid. Whether Jot-pay
is a money price or an act of expiation, an expiatory

sacriﬁce, is decided by the context. Here the ransom is
the life, i.e., the life of Jesus given into death; the
ransom is effected by the sacriﬁce of that life, by the
shedding of Jesus’ blood (14:24; Matt. 26:28; Luke
22:20; I Cor. 11:24, etc.). The death of Jesus thus
effects the dwoAﬁfpwte, “the redemption” of many.
It is true, when men deal with each other they may
haggle about the amount of the. ransom and may end
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in some kind of a compromise. But it is unwarranted
to transfer this to the ransom of Jesus, as though what
he paid was merely accepted although it was really not
the full price. The justice and the righteousness of
God are never described as striking a bargain. The
blood of the Lamb of God, of God’s own Son, exceeds
all computation. The ransom he laid down in the
sacriﬁce of himself was so completely an equivalent
for the divine claims against the many that one must
say that it exceeded these claims.
Christ’s ransom was paid for our sin and guilt.
John 1:29. Our sin and guilt held us liable to the
penalties that were due them at the hands of God; and
save for the intervention of Christ’s bringing his sacriﬁcial ransom (Mrpoy), release (Mew) for us was impossible (Matt. 5:26; 6:12; 9:2; 18 :23-35). The ransom was oifered to God, against whom we have sinned,
and who alone has power to inﬂict the penalty (Matt.
10:28), and not, as Origen thought, to the devil; so
also Jesus laid his spirit, not into Satan’s hands, but
into God’s (Luke 23:46). “In whom we have redemption, rip dwolﬁrpwo‘w, redemption by the payment of a
ransom, through his blood (sacriﬁce),” Eph. 1 :7; Heb.
10:5-10. Luther has stated it perfectly: “purchased
and won me from all sin, from death and from the
power of the devil, not with silver or gold, but with his
holy, precious blood, and with his innocent suffering
and death.”

On the root idea of am, “face to face,” see R. 572,
etc., who writes: “The idea of ‘in the place of’ or ‘in—
stead’ comes where two substantives placed opposite
to each other are equivalent and so may be exchanged
—thus the ransom is exchanged for the many.” Robertson brings examples and then adds: “In Mrpov amt
“may (Matt. 20 :28; Mark 10 :45) the parallel is more
exact (than in the last example offered by Robertson).
These important doctrinal passages teach the substitutionary conception of Christ’s death, not because (mi
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of itself means ‘instead,’ which is not true, but because
the context renders any other resultant idea out of the
question.”
The efforts to alter these assured ﬁndings are to a
great extent not linguistic or exegetical but dogmatic
-—reasonings that Jesus could not have said or did not
say what his words evidently do say. A. Deissmann,
Light from the Ancient East, 332, scores “the modern
dogmatic exegesis" for obscuring the ancient popular
metaphors. He is striking at the present orthodox
exegesis although his words really ﬁt the modernists.
Because the manumission of slaves, who were freed to

some pagan god, is so prominent in the recently discovered papyri, Deissmann allows his own vision to become obscured by his ﬁnds. The orthodox exegetes are
the very ones who conserve the metaphor. It is not a
fact that Paul expanded and adapted Jesus’ Mrpav to
the Greek world, nor that this “ransom” was only later
on made to consist of Jesus’ blood.
Valid exegesis does not search pagan sources for
the thought but goes back, ﬁrst of all, to the Old Testament for its conception of this “ransom"; it then examines Christ’s own words (all of them) in regard to
the term. It does not theorize about any modiﬁcations
that may have been made by the apostles, for any
theory along that line is unrewarding. After it has
these solid results in hand exegesis will see what the
papyri may have to offer, which, in reality, amounts to
little, compare C.-K. 703. To speak of “a ﬁne for sin”
is unwarranted. To call “ransom” nothing but “res-

cue” and Christ’s sufferings only “something of priceless value” is to eliminate the very thing that is so

distinctive of Christ’s Mrpoy, the sacriﬁce and the substitution. To take out of the Old Testament only what
seems to suit such views is to manipulate evidence
after the fashion of modern lawyers. These methods,
too, are specious exegesis which is apparently ignorant

Mark 10:45,- 46:
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of the exegetical work done by the soundest scholarship
and research.

The redeemed, bought by the ransom of Christ’s
sacriﬁce on the cross, are called “many” in comparison
with the one Son of man. Since we have no indication
in the text that Jesus has in mind especially those who
accept his redemption in faith, it is hardly correct to
have “many” refer only to these. Jesus paid the price
. ("for all men, I Tim. 2 :6; compare Rom. 3:25; Eph. 1:7;
I Pet. 1:18, 19; I Cor. 6:20; 7:23; Gal. 3:13; Titus
2:14; Acts 20:28. He who gave his life a ransom for
all men by that act also became our model in the
highest sense: “and walk in love, as Christ also hath
loved us, an offering and a sacriﬁce to God for a sweetsmelling savor,” Eph. 5:2. They who follow his example will shed all worldly ambition, will partake
somewhat of the greatness of the Son of man, will be
that much nearer to him, and will share in his glory
accordingly. “His life a ransom for many”—thus Jesus
led his disciples to Jerusalem and to Calvary.
46) And they come to Jericho. And as he was
going out from Jericho, and his disciples and a considerable multitude, the son of Timaeus, Bartimaeus,
a blind beggar, was sitting alongside the road.
We have noted that the minor parts of the section
beginning with 8 :27 are marked by place names. Jericho cannot, however, be regarded as one of these be.
cause in v. 32 Jerusalem was already set as the goal.
So Jericho is only incidental even also as only one
event is recorded in connection with this place. Jesus
had crossed the Jordan and was following the usual
route to Jerusalem, which went through Jericho near
the Jordan.
At ﬁrst glance a decided discrepancy seems to exist
between Mark (Matthew): “he was going out from
Jericho,” and Luke: “in his drawing near to Jericho."
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One interpreter says that these blind men were healed
when Jesus leftJericho, the other when Jesus entered
Jericho. Strange efforts are made to remove this contradiction even to postulating three different healings.
Yet the matter is simple. Jesus passed through Jericho
(Luke 19:1), and although it was late in the day, no
one invited him to spend the night with them. On the
other side of the town Zacchaeus awaits Jesus, who
calls him down from the tree, who retraces his steps
and goes back into Jericho and spends the night at the
publican’s home. It was on this return that the blind
men were healed. Luke separates the two events because he wants to tell the story of Zacchaeus in one
piece, without, inserting into it the healing of the blind
men. Mark and Matthew omit the story of Zacchaeus.
Thus all three evangelists are correct. The apparent

contradiction fades away the moment we have all the
facts.

The genitive absolute c’xropcuope’vou aim-oi receives two
more subjects, and for the ﬁrst time Mark uses imvés
instead of mm. Mark alone preserves the beggar’s
full name and explains “Bartimaeus” as “the son of
Timaeus.” But it is Matthew who informs us that
Bartimaeus had a blind companion. The mention of
only the one by Mark and by Luke does not, of course,
imply that he was the only one. One hypothesis is that
Matthew's Gospel is largely drawn from Mark’s (yet
Matthew wrote ﬁrst!), and those who hold this view
then think that Matthew misread Mark. But Matthew
was present in person on the road near Jericho and

thus himself saw the two beggars.
It is not hard to see how Bartimaeus got his name
into the record. He was evidently the leader, kept up
the frantic shouting against all opposition, and thus
obtained the healing. The beggars were sitting along
the road; Mark’s imperfect idem» is descriptive. With
their guide they had followed the crowd out from Jericho but stopped before they got very far. Then when

Mark 10:47
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the crowd surged back toward the city, their golden
opportunity came.
47) And having heard that it was Jesus, the
Nazarene, he began to yell and to say, Son of David,
Jesus, show me mercy! And many went on rehuking
him to be silent; but he yelled much more, Son of
David, show me mercy!
Luke tells us how the beggars found out about
Jesus. The noise of the returning multitude led the
beggars to inquire about the excitement, and they thus
learned that Jesus was passing by. He is called by his
ordinary personal name “Jesus,” to which is added the
apposition “the Nazarene,” to distinguish this Jesus
from others of the same name. “The Nazarene” is no
derogatory addition although it is, of course, no designation of distinction or honor. The Greek retains the
tense of the direct discourse: “that it is Jesus.” Bartimaeus at once starts to yell with all his might and
appeals to Jesus for mercy. Note the tenses: the aorist
“he began,” the imperfect “they went on to rebuke,”
then the aorist “he said.” We see Bartimaeus starting
to yell, which hints that something intervened; then
we see the people rebuking him; ﬁnally we have the
outcome: Jesus spoke.
And we now see why all three synoptists record
this healing of the blind beggars at this point in Jesus’
career. It is not for the sake of the miracle, for Jesus
had healed many blind persons. It is on account of
this beggar’s yell which addresses Jesus as “the Son of
Davi ,” the standard title for the Messiah among the
Jews. Note how each evangelist reports this title twice
and thus draws our attention to it. In other words,
now that Jesus is going into his death at Jerusalem he
accepts the Messianic title openly before the multitude.
Hitherto he had avoided it as much as possible because
of the wrong political and worldly ideas which the
Jews connected with the Messiah whom they expected.
Only in Samaria and to a lone woman Jesus declared
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himself to be the Messiah. In Matt. 9:27, where two
blind men address Jesus as the Son of David, they are
told to tell no man about their healing; and in Matt.
15 :22, etc., Jesus is far away, and no danger attended
the use of this title. But now the time has come for all.
Judaism to know that Jesus is David’s son, the true
Messiah, about to die as such. Politics and nationalism
present no dangers now. On the nominative form with
the article: 6 m‘be Aaﬂis, used as a vocative, see R. 461.
The Aramaic vocative had the article, but it is also
good Greek. In v. 48 we have the ordinary vocative
form uzé M33.
The beggars perceive their great opportunity. It
may never come again. They are unable to see and
thus to make their way to Jesus. So they raise their
voices in the loudest cry, shout again and again with
all their might in the hope that Jesus who is somewhere not far away may hear their appeal. In prayers
the aorist expresses great fervor; but here the petition
is also for one act of mercy from Jesus; hence we have
the aorist imperative aéqaﬁv [1.6, “mercy me,” i.e., extend
an act of mercy to me. What the act is to be the beggars leave unexpressed.
48) We really know only the fact that the crowd
tried to silence the beggars and not the reason for this
attempt.

Hardly one of the various reasons which

commentators suggest commends itself. “la: is like the
one used in v. 51, elliptical and imperative, R. 994. But
this interference only causes the beggars to yell the
more. Their one chance of healing shall not ’slip by.
All three synoptists repeat their cry with the signiﬁcant vocative “Son of David.”
49) And having stood still, Jesus said, Call
him! And they call the blind man, saying to him,
Cheer up! Rise up, he is calling thee! But he,
having thrown away his robe after having leaped
up, went to Jesus.

Mark 1 0 .‘49-51
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The frantic cry halted Jesus; with the crowd surrounding him he stood still. “Call him!” orders the
people to bring the man to Jesus. It is impossible for
him to go on while that distant cry reaches his ears. So
the people call him, and Mark, who has preserved these
features, tells us just how they called him. @dpm,
“cheer up” or “be of good cheer," the present imperative, bids the man be full of cheerful courage. “Rise
up" means “get on your feet” to hurry to Jesus, and
“he is calling thee” adds the motive. We see how the
words are ﬁlled with the expectation of the great help
that Jesus will render. Mark speaks only of Bartimaeus, which explains the singular.

50) Mark has recorded the graphic details as to
how Bartimaeus responded; Peter must have told the
story with vividness. First he jumped up; then he
threw his long, loose outer robe aside lest it hinder him
in hurrying; thus he came to Jesus. We regard 3 86 as
being modiﬁed by dwopaiév, and this participle as being

modiﬁed by (inn-7,8150“, but the action of the second
participle is prior to that of the ﬁrst. Thus he is now
facing Jesus.
51) And Jesus answering him said, What dost
thou wish that I shall do for thee? And the blind
man said to him, Rabhoni, that I receive sight! And
Jesus said to him, Be going! Thy faith has saved
thee!

And immediately he received sight, and he

started to follow him on the road.
The participle d‘u'okptaeis is used in a wide sense,
here, as often, for response to a situation. Because the
man is blind Jesus asks what he wants Jesus to do for
him. In v. 35 96M is followed by Eva, in v. 36 by the
inﬁnitive, and now we have as.» with a subjunctive
without rm. The sense of all three is the same. The
blind man addresses Jesus as “Rabboni” (compare
John 20 :16), Mark retains the original Aramaic. The
term means more than “Teacher,” one of the Latin
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codices renders it magister et domino, two others use
domino alone, which explains why Matthew and Luke
have nip“, “Lord.” “Rabboni” is far more choice than
“Rabbi,” which is quite common and was used frequently by the disciples. In the latter the possessive
sufﬁx “i” had lost its meaning; it simply signiﬁed
“teacher” and no longer “my teacher.” In “Rabboni”
this was less the case. Zahn makes “Rabbun” the
equivalent of ’Adon and states that it was used extensively in Jewish literature for God in connections like
“Lord of the world” or “worlds.” Thus on the lips of
Bartimaeus “Rabboni” harmonizes well with the Messianic “Son of David.”
On the imperative Eva see R. 933 and 994; we might
translate, “Let me receive sight." The aorist is proper,
for receiving sight is instantaneous. Jesus elicits this
answer so that the man who cannot see may know
what Jesus is now about to do.
52) The three synoptists exercise independence
in parts of this story. The careful Mark, who loves
detail, omits stating that Jesus was moved with compassion and that, thus moved, he placed his hands on
the man's eyes; Matthew has to tell us this. Luke, too,
adds that Jesus said: “Receive sight !" Mark records
only the word that follows this command: “Be going!
Thy faith has saved thee 1” With 5mm Jesus merely
dismisses the man. But in doing so he impresses upon
the man the fact that his faith, trust, conﬁdence in
Jesus as David’s son was the subjective means of rescuing him from his blindness and of putting him into
a state that was safe for his eyes (macaw includes both
ideas). “Has saved,” the perfect tense, refers to both
the act of saving in the past moment when sight returned and the happy condition that followed.
Jesus always worked to produce faith. But this
faith sometimes came after the miracle, at other times
it was already present before the miracle. In the
present case this faith met Jesus and appealed to him,
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and Jesus rewarded it. Impressing upon the beggar
what faith had thus brought him was like saying to
him that faith would yet bring him much more if he
would only in faith ask and seek more. The man's
sight was restored at once; all the evangelists add this '
great fact. They also add that the man (men) went on
to follow Jesus, Mark and Luke using the imperfect
(probably ingressive) . Mark writes “on the road,” i.e.,
together with all the disciples who regularly accompanied Jesus. Luke adds the detail that Bartimaeus
(and his companion) continued to glorify God, and
that all the people gave praise to God. Both were certainly right. All the deeds of Jesus were intended to
glorify and praise his Father, for they were, indeed,
the deeds for which the Father had sent him into the

world as the Son of David.

CHAPTER XI
1) By naming the locality Mark again marks a.
minor part of the Gospel. The three parts concerned
with Jerusalem belong together, 10:32; 11:1; 13:1;
see the remarks on 10 :32. And when they draw near
to Jerusalem, to Bethphage and Bethany, toward the
Mount of Olives, he commissions two of his disciples
and says to them, Be going into the village opposite
you; and immediately on going into it you shall ﬁnd
a colt that has been tied, on which no man ever yet
sat. Loose him and be bringing him. And if anyone
shall say to you, Why are you doing this? say, The
Lord has need of him! And immediately he sends
him hither again.
John supplements the accounts of the synoptists.
From him we learn that the day was the Sunday before
Jesus’ death. While Jesus makes ready to ride into
Jerusalem, the multitude of festival pilgrims in the
city, having heard of his coming, starts out to meet and
receive him (John 12:12). Matt. 21 :9 distinguishes
two multitudes, the one coming from the city and the
other that was with Jesus when he started for the city.
From John we learn also that the enthusiasm mounted
so high because of the raising of Lazarus, and that
Jesus, after spending the Sabbath (Saturday) in Bethany, started upon his entry into the city from this
village.
Mark is quite exact. The destination was really
Jerusalem, Bethphage and Bethany being two villages
along the road to the city, and the general locality was
“toward” (7969, R. 624) the Mount of Olives. Judging
from the way in which the two villages are mentioned,
they must have been quite near to each other. All trace
of Bethphage has disappeared, and its location can no
(474)
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longer be determined, but Bethany is still existing,
being located a little over the far side of the ridge of
Mount Olivet. Mark is correct in naming Bethphage
before Bethany, for Jesus left Bethany, where he had
lodged over the Sabbath, and walked toward Bethphage. The distance was quite short. Here he pauses,
for he will this time not walk into Jerusalem as he had
done hitherto but will ride. So he commissions two of
his disciples to bring him the necessary mount. Nobody knows who these two were, but we hazard the
guess that Peter was one of them, seeing that Mark
has so many details that seem to have come from an
eyewitness.
2) These two receive the most detailed orders.
They are to go into the village over against them, and
just as they are going in, without the least difﬁculty,
they will ﬁnd the animal that Jesus wants, tied as if
awaiting them. Mark named Bethphage, the smaller
place, ﬁrst to indicate that it was now “over against
them.” Jesus had just left Bethany (John), and Matthew tells us that the ass came from Bethphage. Mark
and Luke speak only of the colt, for this was the
animal that Jesus wanted to ride; Matthew tells us
that the dam of this colt was also to be brought. Jesus
did not want to distress the animals by separating
them. When he rode the colt, the dam trotted along
contentedly.

By mentioning the dam Matthew seems to hint at
what Mark and Luke report, namely, that Jesus described the colt as one on which “no one of men” (idiomatic) ever yet sat. Some take objection to this clause
by claiming that Jesus could not have made this remark and that Mark (and Luke) put it into Jesus’
month. But it is Jesus himself who here says why he
wanted the colt, why it and not the dam or any other
.ass that had been ridden was the animal that was ﬁt
especially for this occasion. We have analogies in Num.
.19 :2; Deut. 21:3; I Sam. 6:7. The aorist Mean indi-
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cates the one act of untying, and the present «Mom the

longer act of bringing the colt.
3) The two disciples are further told just what to
answer in case anyone says anything to them about
taking the animals. One word will be enough: “The
Lord has need of him” (the colt). There will be no
difﬁculty whatever. We draw the obvious conclusion
that the owners were very good friends of Jesus and
his disciples and ready to grant him every favor. But
it is conjecture to say that the colt was to be found in
Bethany and to make Lazarus its owner. In the clause:
“and immediately he will send him hither again,” wdhv,
“again,” seems puzzling. But it cannot be cancelled,
and it means just what it says, that the colt was now
on the road leading to Jerusalem, where Jesus was
waiting, and had only recently been taken into the
little village and tied there. This new is one of the very

exact touches in the story and valuable on that account.
' The explicit orders of Jesus to his disciples reveal
his supernatural knowledge, of which, like his other
divine powers, he makes such use as his great work
requires. And here especially, in fulﬁlling one of the
remarkable prophecies concerning the Messiah (Zech.
9 :9), it was eminently ﬁtting that his divine personality should reveal itself.
4) And they went away and found a colt having been tied near the door outside on the way that
leads around, and they loosen him. And some of
those standing there went on to say to them, What

are you doing, loosening the colt? And they said tothem even as Jesus said. And they let them.
Mark reports at length just how the two disciples
carried out their instructions. When he says that they
found the colt tied near the door outside on the way
that leads around, we feel that this exactness must
come from Peter (whose teaching Mark reproduces),
and that Peter must have been one of the two to go for

Mark 11 :4—7’
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the colt. The perfect participle 8c8qu'vov, “having been
tied,” has the same present implication it had in v. 2:

having been and being still tied. Hpés has its ﬁrst meaning “near” (R. 622) as it has in v. 1. The article in «p43:

rip 06pm means the door of the house where the owner of
the colt lived; likewise the article in ear: mi WSW, the
way that led around that house. In other words, the
colt was tied outside the door of the house where the
owner lived and could hardly be removed without his
knowledge, having also just been brought from the
road where Jesus was (mow in v. 3). As they had been
directed, the disciples at once proceed to untie the colt.
5) Mark says that “some of those standing there”
asked the disciples what they were doing by untying
the colt; Luke identiﬁes these as the owners of the colt,
the people of the house, who were standing nearby.
The perfect Ema and the participle ém-qxu’»: are used in
the present sense. The imperfect E'Myov means that they
started to ask and intimates that an answer followed.
6) The disciples follow instructions and reply as
Jesus had directed them to answer, and the owners at
once let them proceed. We have already indicated that
they must have been good friends of Jesus, but we may
add another point. Jesus had but a short time ago
raised Lazarus from the dead. This miracle had caused
such a sensation that even now crowds were coming
outto Bethany to see Lazarus (John 12:18). The owners of this colt, living so near to Bethany, must have
known about this miracle and were thus glad to let
Jesus use the colt.
7) And they bring the colt to Jesus, and they
throw upon him their robes, and he sat upon him.
Just the facts are recorded and nothing more. The
fact that Jesus wanted to ride the colt into Jerusalem
is taken for granted. So the animal is prepared. The
subject of “they bring" are the two disciples, but the
subject of “they throw upon” may well be extended to
include more than these two, the construction being ad
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sensum. They throw their long, thin outer robes across
the back of the young ass in order to make as ﬁne a
seat as possible for Jesus; the colt was thus capari—
soned for him, the robes were the trappings. So Jesus
sat on the colt in order to ride into the city.
8) And many spread their robes in the road,
and others masses of leaves, having cut them out of
the ﬁelds. And those going before and those following kept shouting: Hosanna! Blessed the One coming
in the Lord’s name! Blessed the coming kingdom of
our father David! Hosanna in the highest!
As Jesus starts to ride toward the city, the multitude, actuated by the same feelings as the disciples,
made a carpet of its himatia or robes on the dusty road
for him to ride over (compare II Kings 9:13). This
act is one of submission combined with the highest
honor. In fact, the multitude outdoes itself and ex-hausts its resources for honoring Jesus as its MessiahKing. The people cut branches from the trees, Mark
says o-quSas, “masses of leaves," and spread them in
the way. It is John who tells us that these were
branches cut from the palm trees. Palms have long
ago disappeared from Olivet, in fact, the whole country has been denuded of forests and trees generally.
All that the evangelists report is that the crowds made
a path for Jesus which was carpeted with their long,
loose outer robes and with palm branches. It is also
possible that they waved branches although none of
the evangelists states this. To refer to the custom of

carrying a “lulab” or festiVe spray as was done in
connection with the Feast of Tabernacles is unwarranted. On the character of palms see the author’s
commentary on John 12 :13.
9) Mark, like Matthew, plainly distinguishes two
crowds, “those going before" and “those following."
We might suppose that this was just one multitude,
which was spread out along the road before and behind
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Jesus, but John informs us that there were two crowds.
One had assembled in Bethany to see Jesus and Lazarus raised from the dead, and this crowd started to
Jerusalem with him; the other came out from Jerusalem to meet him when it got word that he was coming.
The crowd that met him was thus the one that was in
front. From Luke 19 :37 we learn that this crowd
joined the other near the top of Olivet where it slopes
down toward Jerusalem. And here the shout arose and
continued (Expazov, imperfect) which acclaimed Jesus
as the Messiah. The words shouted are taken from
Ps. 118 :25, 26, to which interpretative additions are
made, some shouting one, some another expression
(compare the different evangelists).
Psalms 113-118 constituted the Hallel which was
sung at the Passover when the festive procession was
received by the priests and also in connection with the
Passover meal (14:26). The most distinctive part of
the chant was “Hosanna”; three of the evangelists
record the Hebrew transliteration Hoshi’ah—m, schaﬁ'e
Hez'l, “grant salvation” (“save now,” A. V.) . It is hardu
1y safe to assume that the people did not understand
the real meaning of Hosanna although in this instance
they seem to use it less like a prayer and more like a
joyful acclamation like our “all hail l” This is more
apparent when the dative is added as it is in Matthew’s
account: “to the Son of David.”

All four evangelists report the shout: “Blessed the
One coming in the Lord’s (Yahweh’s) name l" and
Luke and John add the word “King,” by which the
people expressed more exactly whom they meant. This
,was really a shout of welcome. The perfect participle

'aiampc’m, “having been blessed,” has its usual force:
“having been and still being blessed.” But 6 épxépem is
strictly a Messianic title among the Jews who constantly called the Messiah “the One coming.” This title the
people re-enforce with the phrase “in the Lord’s name.”
This phrase does not mean “by the Lord’s authority,”
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for in all such phrases the awpa is the divine revelation
by which the Lord makes himself known (see 9:37).
The enthusiastic multitudes thus acclaim Jesus as one
who has been blessed by Jehovah, not merely with a
verbal benediction but, as Jehovah always blesses, with
all the gifts and treasures that are implied in the
benedictory words. They acclaim him as coming and
bringing all these blessings to them and to their capital
and their nation. Moreover, they say, Jesus does this
“in connection with the onoma or revelation of Yahweh" which was made to Israel by Moses and the
prophets.
10) While Luke and John preserve the title
“King,” Mark preserves the whole clause about the
.“kingdom”: “Blessed the coming kingdom of our
father David!” “The One coming” and “the coming
kingdom” go together. As the King is the coming One,
so his kingdom is one that is coming. Both were promised to the Jews and were in this sense “coming.” Both
of these present participles contain the note of absolute
certainty: “coming” without fail. The crowd calls this
“the coming kingdom of our father David.” The people
distinguish between the past kingdom which David
ruled, the earthly nation Israel, and the everlasting
spiritual kingdom which was promised to David’s heir.
Note that before Jericho Jesus had been called the Son

of David. The main point in the acclaim of the multitude is the fact that in Jesus there has appeared the
coming One, the Messianic King, who is about to
assume his rule and the kingdom of David.
The full import of all that was done in connection
with this welcoming of Jesus even the disciples did not
realize until later as John 12 :16 confesses. But this in
no way alters the acclaim of the multitude. There is no
need to speculate on what it meant when it used the
words of the psalm as it did. Whatever of wrong,
earthly expectation still clouded the vision of the “dis-
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ciples” (Luke) and of the multitude of pilgrims, this is
certain: a holy enthusiasm caught their hearts on this
Sunday, a wave of real spiritual feeling and joy, the
direct product of “all the mighty works they had seen”
(Luke), which moved them when they were thus welcoming Jesus to “praise God” (Luke). Jesus had to be
welcomed to Jerusalem in his true character. That,
too, is why he accepted this welcome and by his every
act lent himself to this enthusiasm and rode into the
city as the King of Israel that he was.
“Hosanna” is repeated in the shouting, but now
with the added phrase “in the highest,” a neuter plural,
éu 1-0:: warms, which signiﬁes the abode of God (R. 670)
and resembles “out of the house of the Lor ” in the
psalm. If e'v is regarded as a locative as the grammarians prefer (R. 525), the hosanna is to sound in
heaven itself; but in its ﬁrst and fundamental meaning
a» signiﬁes “in connection with,” hence, “in connection
with God’s abode.” It is like the previous phrase with
swam: “in connection with Jehovah’s revelation.” “In
the highest” does not mean “in the highest degree” but
connects the hosanna with God’s exalted abode.
This great Messianic King comes riding into his
capital on an ass and thus symbolizes the kind of a
king that he is. The animal is nothing but the common
ass of the Orient, of which it has been well said: “The
ass, the camel, and the woman are the burden-bearers.”
All efforts to regard the ass on which Jesus rode as
being a very superior beast (Smith, Bible Dictionary,
and others), one that has nothing to do with the lowliness and meekness of Jesus, are unsatisfactory. Since
the times of Solomon no king rode on an ass. Zechariah’s prophecy (9:9) spoke of “an ass and a colt of
asses” (such as asses have), which the LXX translated
"a burden-beast, a new col " and Matthew rendered “a
colt, son of a burden-beast.” This is rather plain. Whatever asses of superior type and breeding existed, the
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animal that Jesus used was the common burden-bearer; nor would Bethphage have a man who owned very
superior stock.
Neither can we say that the ass is more peaceful
than the horse, it is only inferior. The idea of peace
can be brought in only by noting that asses were employed in the humble tasks that go with times of peace
whereas horses were used especially in wartimes. To
call the colt “untamed" and thus to see in its use by
Jesus a. symbol of his power over nature is unwarranted. The colt was gentle enough—any man could
have ridden it.
11) And he came into Jerusalem, into the
Temple. And having looked around on everything,
since the hour was already late, he went out to

Bethany together with the Twelve.

'

We take it that the entry into the city took place on
the late afternoon of Sunday. Jesus proceeded to the
Temple but did nothing more on this afternoon than to
look around‘upon “all things” going on in the Temple
courts, presently, because the hour was already late,
quietly retiring to Bethany with the Twelve.
The kpév is the entire Temple area with all its courts
and buildings. Jesus walked around in the court of the
Gentiles especially and viewed the abuses that had
crept in again after his ﬁrst cleansing of the Temple
(John 2 :13, etc.) . He returned to Bethany in order to
be safe, for the authorities were anxious to arrest him
and put him out of the way. It would have been too
dangerous for him to have remained in the city. Jesus
left it every night of this week. The second cleansing

of the Temple took place on Monday morning.
12) And on the marrow, when they came out
from Bethany, he was hungry. And when he saw a
ﬁg tree from afar having leaves, he came, if thus he
shall ﬁnd anything thereon. And having come. to it,
he found nothing except leaves, for it was not the
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season of ﬁgs. And, speaking up, he said to it,
Henceforth may no one eat fruit of thee forever!
And his disciples were hearing it.
Mark is exact in recording the time. It is Monday
morning. The detail that we cannot explain from the
records is the fact that Jesus was allowed to go away
from Bethany without breakfast, hungry. The supposition that he rose before daylight and slipped away
for prayer has little to commend its acceptance. Despite his love for details Mark states only the fact
that Jesus was hungry.
13) It should be noted that the ﬁg tree which
Jesus saw stood “by the road” (Matthew), which
means that it was ownerless; Jesus did not blast another man’s property. From afar Jesus saw a ﬁg tree
in full foliage. That is what made him come to it with
the expectation of ﬁnding something, i.e., a few edible
ﬁgs, thereon. “If” is elliptical, and dpa always denotes
correspondence, hence it does not mean “if haply” (our
versions) but “if thus,” “if so he shall ﬁnd,” etc. If the
tree had not had full foliage, Jesus would not have
gone to it, for the other ﬁg trees were just sending out
leaves since, as the ydp clause explains, “it was not the
season of ﬁgs,” i.e., thus early. Here, then, was an
exceptional ﬁg tree that was growing, as it would
seem, in a spot that was so favored that it was already
in full foliage, far ahead of the other ﬁg trees. Since
the ﬁg tree grows its fruit ﬁrst in the spring and lets
its leaves gradually follow, the full foliage of this tree
offered-the promise of well-advanced fruit. Three crops
of ﬁgs follow each other: the early ones are ripe in
June, the second in August, and the third in December,
which latter sometimes hang to the tree until spring.
See the discussion on Mark in Smith, Bible Dictionary.
Jesus was thoroughly disappointed. When he came
to the tree “he found nothing on it except leaves,” not

even green, unripe fruit; for what this “nothing except
leaves” means is a point that is sometimes overlooked.
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Jesus would not have blasted this tree if it had had
even a little immature fruit on it. But here was this
tree with its grand display of foliage which was nothing but empty pretense; whereas it led one to expect
that it might have at least a few ﬁgs that were already

ﬁt to eat it had absolutely nothing at all, “nothing but
leaves”! It is, of course, unwarranted to say that this
lying tree made Jesus angry, and that he vented his
anger by cursing it. The character of Jesus needs no
defense against such a charge.
But did Jesus not know in advance that this tree
had no fruit? It is strange that at one time all supernatural knowledge is denied to Jesus, and at another
he is blamed for not exercising, i.e., not having it.
Some think that he knows nothing save in the ordinary
way, others feel that he must know everything in an
extraordinary way. But we have already had occasion
to note that Jesus used his divine power to know just
as he used his divine power to do only when and where
it was needed for his great mission. No supernatural
knowledge was needed in this instance, Jesus went up
and looked at the tree.

Trench oﬂ’ers the explanation that, whereas Jesus
looked for fruit where he already knew none was to be
found and led men to think that he expected fruit
when he really did not, he was only acting out a parable which was itself not an actual fact and yet was
true in a higher sense, in the lesson it conveyed. But
such an explanation is of doubtful value. A man’s.acts
are not parables, and Jesus never acted out a parable.
And here the parable would not lie in this act of Jesus’
seeking fruit but in the tree which had only leaves and
no fruit.

14)

'Amxptaa’s is at times used in a wide sense as

when one responds to a situation that calls for a word.
So Jesus here states what the tree that has nothing but
foliage deserves. For no man ever to eat fruit of this
fruitless tree is to say most effectively that it shall
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never bear fruit, i.e., that it shall die. The optative of
wish, ¢a'.-yo¢, is equal to an imperative (R. 939) and with
m; forms a prohibition (R. 913) , and the aorist may be
regarded as ingressive (R. 854). The imperfect ﬁxouov

wants usto observe that the disciples were noting what
Jesus said, for something more is presently to follow
(v. 20, etc.).
15) And they came to Jerusalem. And having
gone into the Temple, he began to throw out those
selling and those buying in the Temple, and the
tables of the money-changers and the seats of those
selling the doves he upset; and he was not permitting that anyone carry a vessel through the Temple.
The cleansing of the Temple reported in John 2 :13,
etc., is not the same as the one reported by the synop-

tists. To assert that what they placed at the very end
of Christ’s ministry John placed at its very beginning
is to undermine the credibility of the Gospels. If these
books contain such contradictions or take such liberties, who can be certain of anything they state? The
thesis that John corrects the synoptists is untenable,
for if these needed such correction they should be discarded.
To be sure, the effect of the ﬁrst cleansing did not
endure. Is anything needed to explain that fact beyond
the hostility of the Sanhedrin to Jesus? So Jesus
cleanses the Temple again. Both are Temple cleansings
and thus resemble each other. But why overlook the

differences, especially the greater ones? In the ﬁrst,
Jesus is at once confronted by the authorities, and his
reply is made to them; in the second, no one dares to
confront him and challenge his act, and the word he
utters is addressed only to the mob which he throws
out. In the ﬁrst, his word is ﬁrst a rebuke and secondly a
challenge; in the second, his word is the most scathing
rebuke. In the ﬁrst, Jesus uses words of his own; in
the second, he quotes (even “robbers’ den” is a quota-
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tion). In the ﬁrst, the disciples recall Ps. 69 :9; in the
second, they recall nothing.
When Jesus returned to Jerusalem on Monday
morning he- went to the zepév, “the sacred place," the
Temple, i.e., its courts; the Sanctuary itself is always
called wads, and into it priests alone dared to enter.
Facing the Sanctuary and the court of the priests was
the court of' the men, and behind it the court of the
women, and then came a large area, the court of the
Gentiles, into which alone Gentiles were allowed to
enter. It was this extensive court of the Gentiles in
which the present scene is enacted.
Cattle and doves were a necessity for the pre—
scribed sacriﬁces but a poor excuse for making this
great court of the Temple itself a stockyard. Places to
change money were also a need, for a tax was collected
from every Israelite who was twenty years old, Exod.
30:11-16. This was due during the month preceding
the Passover (Matt. 17:24) and was either sent in by
those living at a distance or paid in person by those
attending, who then, however, had to have the Jewish
coin, which fact compelled those coming from foreign
parts to have their money changed. A small rate was

charged for this. But this necessity again was no
excuse for making the Temple itself a mart of petty
bankers who were intent on money business and rates
of exchange. Moreover, the Temple authorities themselves controlled this volume of trade and in typical
Jewish fashion operated what amounted to a grand,
lucrative monopoly. If one bought his animals in the
Temple, these animals would be accepted; otherwise he
might have trouble on that score.
What this did to the great Temple court may be
imagined, consult Farrar, The Info of Christ, 455, etc.,
which is quoted in the author’s commentary on John
12 :14. This outrageous sight was always the ﬁrst that
greeted the visitor when he was passing through the
outer gates. Mark arranges the verbs chiastically by
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placing “to throw out” in front of its objects and “he
upse ” after its objects. The fact that the former act
was by no means gentle is shown by the latter, upsetting the little, stool-like tables of the money-changers
behind which they sat cross-legged on the pavement,
upsetting likewise the far larger benches on which the
dove-sellers had their crates piled. Jesus most likely
just kicked these over. The picture of Jesus presented
does not please the tender souls who think only of “the
gentle Jesus” and not also of the holy, ﬁery indignation
that makes him here act as he does. But read Mal. 3 :3.
The KonBw'ﬁic is named from the Kdeﬁos‘ or small coin
which he charges for making the exchange of money.
Did Jesus again make and wield a scourge made of
cattle cords? At this second cleansing he met as little
resistance as he had at the ﬁrst. Yet at the former
Jesus came as one who was unknown, now as the great
Messiah-King who had been acclaimed by the multitude of festival pilgrims. The explanation of moral
cowardice on the part of these transgressors is not
satisfactory. Sin is often arrogant, especially where
money is at stake. And were these sellers not within
their legal rights after having duly paid for their con~
cessions and doing business under the highest authorization? The buyers, of course, got away quickly; they
are mentioned as helping in the Temple desecration. In
regard to this second cleansing as in regard to the ﬁrst
only one explanation sufﬁces: the Son of man wielded
his divine authority.

But, it is asked, what good was-this outward cleansing as long as the hearts were not cleansed? Let us
say at once that if it was the object of Jesus only to
stop the outward abuse he would sink to the level of
our modern reformers: why try.to mend the leaking
ship by repairing the rigging? Against ﬂagrant abuse
the law, together with the light and knowledge that
men have, must be applied. Nor is there a difference
on this point between the ﬁrst and the second cleans-
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ing. Both are ﬁlled with the dire threat of the divine
law. The ﬁrst cleansing already tells the Sanhedrists
that they will end by destroying their own Temple;
and we need not ask how long God will tolerate a
Temple that is called his House and is yet turned into
a robbers’ den. What good is the law and its vindication by God? It surely does one thing, it does vindicate
God, his holiness and his justice.
16) Jesus seems to have taken complete command
of the situation in the court of the Gentiles. After he
is rid of all the traﬂic he was not letting (ﬁqbwv, imperfect, R. 1216) anyone carry as much as a vessel or
utensil through this court. This cannot be restricted 'to
carrying things for lucrative purposes. To make a
mere convenience of the court was already to desecrate
it. Jesus must have remained in this outer court for
some time in order to enforce this regulation. No
Temple police and no Sanhedrists hurry up to him to
stop him or to question his authority as they did about
three years ago. Did they know his authority by this
time? The change wrought by Jesus must have been
astounding: all the turmoil was gone, no one was even
carrying things across the court; everything was quiet
and decorous as it should be in God’s House.
17) And he engaged in teaching and went on
to say to them, Has it not been written, My house
shall be called a house of prayer for all the nations?
But you on your part have made it a robbers’ den.
The court is quiet after the uproar. Jesus now proceeds to use this court as God intended it to be used,
“he engaged in teaching" (note the durative imperfect), and the subject of what Jesus had to say was
right before the eyes of his hearers. Hundreds of them
must have run together when Jesus cleansed the court
of all the trafﬁc. When Jesus asks: “Has it not been
written (and thus stands forever, Isa. 56 :7),” he is
rebuking the Jews for so ﬂagrantly disregarding what
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their own Scriptures say in regard to the Temple. God
himself says: “My house shall be called a house of
prayer for all the nations,” it shall have that name and
be known thus everywhere. This Temple was to be the
house and dwelling place of Yahweh, where he might
dispense the riches of his grace to the worshippers, and
where these might draw nigh unto him and in return
bring him the oﬁerings of prayer, «podwxﬁ, which is
often, as here, used in the wider sense of worship since
prayer in some form is at the bottom of all true worship of the true God.
,
Mark writes for Gentile Christians and is therefore
careful to add the phrase from Isaiah «6301. 7059 zovmv,
“for all the nations,” i.e., not only for the one am: or
nation of the Jews. That is why the Temple contained
this great court of the Gentiles, which was greater
than all the other courts into which all Gentiles were
freely admitted. In the very structure of the Temple
the universality of the true religion was expressed. Yet
right here in this important court of the Temple what
a sight met the eyes of any visiting Gentiles—and
there were always many! What must theythink of a
Temple whose greatest court was thus desecrated and
of the God to whom such a temple belonged?
Note the adversative Se’ and the emphatic inuis.
What did these Jews care for what was written and
what God himself declared concerning his house?
They on their part had made that house “a robbers’
den.” When Jeremiah (7:10) used this expression in

the threat which Yahweh commanded him to pronounce upon the Temple he did not mean that the Jews
robbed in the Temple. A robbers’ den is not used for
robbing but as a refuge for robbers. What Jeremiah;
says is that the Jews, after perpetrating the worst
kind of wickedness, went to the Temple, thinking and
saying: “We are delivered to do all these abomina~
tions,” we can go on in them as long as we have the

Temple; compare also v. 4. It was thus that they made
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the Temple a regular robbers’ den and refuge. It is
exactly this that the Jews are now repeating. No
matter what they do, even grossly violating the sanctity of their own Temple, they imagine that their adherence to this Temple will protect and shield them
from any penalty. They think that they can sit safely
in their Temple as the robbers do in their den.
But no, God will not let his Temple serve as a
refuge for robbers. The Temple will not protect the
wicked who show in the very Temple how they regard
the God of the Temple. The church has no refuge for
sinners who go on in their sin and think that they are
safe when they run to the church; and certainly not for
the sinners who support the church by desecrating the
church and justify their desecration by crying, “It is
for the church !” Jer. 7 :12-15 declares what God would
do with his house: he would destroy it even as he
destroyed Shiloh for the same cause. So the word of
Jesus prepares us for Matt. 23:28; 24:2 even as the
same threat appears in John.2:19.
18)
And the high priests and the scribes heard

it and began to seek how they shall destroy him, for
they were fearing him, for all the multitude were
astonished at his teaching.
The two groups, “the high priests and the scribes,”
are named when the Sanhedrin is referred to. It is
' this judicial body, the high court of the Jews, that
“heard." The verb needs no object since this object is
all that precedes: Jesus’ cleansing the Temple again
and using the words of Isaiah. The imperfect EZ-rirow is
probably ingressive, “began to seek.” The Sanhedrin
had long ago determined the destruction of Jesus;
what they begin to seek now is some method actually to
destroy him. The thing must be done, and some way
to do it must be found. R. 995 calls the m5: clause an
indirect deliberative question.
Mark explains why the Sanhedrin was seeking
means to destroy Jesus by saying that it was in fear of
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him. It was ﬁlled with the fear that Jesus would draw
all the people to him and thus rob the Sanhedrin of its
standing and its authority. The Sanhedrin saw a dangerous rival in Jesus.
Mark also explains (by a second ydp) how the San—
hedrists arrived at this fear. All the multitude, meaning the hosts of festival pilgrims who had come from
far and near, was being ﬁlled with astonishment at
the teaching of Jesus. 'The imperfect éémaviauro describes the condition in which the people were. The
teaching that produced this condition is the teaching
which the people heard from Jesus; of course, not
merely that spoken on this day as mentioned in v. 17.
It is noteworthy that it was “his teaching” that so
moved the people, for this means more than to be
attracted by the miracles, some of which Jesus wrought
here in the Temple (Matt. 21 :14). When the teaching

takes hold of people, they are in a fair way to turn
away from all other authorities and to follow Jesus
alone. That was exactly what the Sanhedrin feared.
19) And whenever it got late, he would go on
outside of the city.
Jesus spent Sunday night at Bethany (v. 11) ; it is
Monday night, and this, too, Jesus spent in Bethany
(Matt. 21:17). On both these nights Jesus probably
stayed at the home of Lazarus. What Mark tells us is.
that from Monday night onward Jesus always left thecity when it got late. We are not certain where Jesus.
slept on Tuesday and on Wednesday nights, the only
two nights for which we have to account. It is often
assumedthat he was in Bethany as he had been on the
two preceding nights, but none of the evangelists says;
this. Jesus did not remain in Jerusalem overnight
because of the plotting of the Sanhedrin. If the members of the Sanhedrin had discovered where he spent
the night they might have arrested him So he went
outside of the city. We know that he went to Bethany
on two nights. But it is probable that he chose other
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places for the next two nights, for the regular stay at
Bethany might have become known to his enemies,
who might then have arrested him with the same ease
as if he had lodged in the city.
Jesus never acted in a 'foolhardy way; he always
used proper prudence. Although he knew that no one
could lay hands on him until his hour would come he
never presumed on this and disregarded danger. Jesus
has left us a good example in this.
20) And passing by in the morning, they saw
the ﬁg tree having dried up from the roots. And
Peter, having remembered, says to him, Rabbi, see,
the ﬁg tree which thou didst curse has dried up.
It was Tuesday morning when the disciples, on returning with Jesus from Bethany to Jerusalem, again
saw the ﬁg tree. When they passed along that way the
night before, it was too dark to see the tree. The
modernistic interpretation of Matthew’s account as if
“right before the eyes of the disciples, while they stood
there and watched,” the very morning when Jesus
cursed the tree, it proceeded to dry up, is unwarranted.
The process of disintegration was very rapid; in twenty-four hours the tree had dried up, and the perfect
participle 6,617,341va has its present connotation: “now
dried up.” The blight started at the roots and not at
the top.
21) Mark had heard from Peter directly that it
was he who recalled what Jesus had said to the tree on
the previous morning, and that he now called the attention of Jesus to the tree. The address “Rabbi” is
only the Aramaic for “Teacher” and was much used by
the disciples. All that Peter does is to point out that
the tree is dead; 3:, with the accent forward, is the
regular second aorist imperative “see” and not the
interjection “10.” While the words of Peter only draw
attention to the remarkable fact that the tree which
was cursed yesterday is dried up today they real'ly
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contain a question that asks for an explanation even as
Matthew relates that the disciples marvelled and said,
“How did the ﬁg tree wither forthwith?” Peter understood rightly that Jesus had cursed the tree, and he

uses the perfect tense E'Eripawal. with its present connotation, “is now dried up.” The implied question is:
“How is this possible ?”
22) This is the question that Jesus answers.
The question as to why Jesus cursed and withered
the tree is not a question as far as the disciples are
concerned. The tree was worthless. For if it was
this spring in leaf unseasonably, without a single ﬁg
on it, it would stand as worthless every spring. It
deserved to be destroyed. Any parabolic feature in
the blasting of such a tree is therefore minor. The
disciples and Jesus concern themselves with the major point. And answering Jesus says to them, Be
having faith in God! Note that the aorist dwoxpcﬁde is

simultaneous with the action of Ac'yet, R. 861. Mark
reports this summary answer of Jesus in regard to
what the dried-up ﬁg tree teaches the disciples. They
must go on having rims, “faith," trust, complete reliance on God. (am? is the objective genitive, God is the
object of the verbal idea contained in «ta-m, namely
armcﬁav; R. 500 explains it differently: “the God kind
of faith.”
23) How the dead tree preaches faith to the
disciples is now made plain by a most solemn assurance. Amen, I say to you, whoever shall say to the
mountain, Be thou taken up and cast into the sea and
shall not doubt in his heart but shall be believing
that what he utters comes to pass, he shall have it.
For this reason I say to you, all things such as you go
on praying for and asking for, go on believing that

you did receive them, and you shall have them.
The formula of verity and authority is explained in
3:28. By it Jesus impresses the certainty of what he
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says upon the disciples. On the basis of I Cor. 13:2
(also 12:9) and Matt. 7 :22 we note that Jesus is here
speaking of charismatic faith, which it is possible to
have even without saving faith, which one may also
lose without losing saving faith. In their great future
work charismatic faith was highly necessary for the
disciples. The language which Jesus uses is ﬁgurative,
this telling a mountain to drop into the sea and in-

stantly having it do so—a supreme example of what is
impossible for a human being and yet (let it not be
overlooked) the easiest thing for God. In Matt. 17 :20
Jesus himself interprets this language for us: “nothing
shall be impossible unto you” (compare Mark 10:27).
A thing may seem so, but it never is so.
Jesusis, of course, speaking of his disciples and of
what they will meet in their calling. Inﬁdelic literalism may challenge a disciple to move a mountain or
two and laugh when he is unable to do so; blind fanatics may tempt the Lord to fulﬁll his word, to do
what that word never intended, and may even persuade themselves that their folly has come to pass. But
neither of these affects the promise as it stands. God
does no silly things, no useless things, none for mere
display; yet it is his power that he places behind Jesus’
disciples to do the things that he lays upon them as
such disciples. Consider how Gideon did the impossible with 300 men; how the apostles after Pentecost
penetrated Judaism and the world with the gospel; and
how God’s power has wrought in many saints in all
the ages.

The ‘69 av expresses expectancy; Jesus considers
that some will, indeed, do what he says. Both 5,30an and
BMW” are passives: “be thou taken up and be thou
cast into the sea.” The agent back of these passives is
God. The disciple only uses God’s power when he does
the seemingly impossible in his calling. These words

are more impressive to one who has actually stood on
this Mount of Olives. From its ridge one is able to
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look down into the Dead Sea, 1,600 feet below sea
level. “This mountain” would disappear altogether in
that deep depression. The middle of Empimv has the
passive in the aorist and really means “to be in conﬂict
with oneself,” to hesitate and waver, one thought pulling us in one direction, the other thought in the opposite direction: the deed can be done—cannot be done.
Jesus uses both the negative and the positive and thus
makes the necessity of faith very strong: “shall not
doubt but shall go on believing.” The doubt is expressed by an aorist, it is like one act that interrupts
and stops faith; but believing is expressed by the
present tense as going right on Without interruption
or cessation.
_
Note also that Jesus says of the believer 3 WE,
“what he utters,” not 8 Ae’yec, “what he says.” The latter
would be the product of the disciple’s own, perhaps
mistaken, thinking; the former is done without his
own thinking, it is just opening his mouth to utter
what God thinks and wills. The present tense ytverat is
inchoative (R. 880): “come to be.” The Greek idiom
“it shall be to him”=“he shall have it.” This future is
positive assurance which no one can question. The
greatest faith can rest on this tense.
24)- Ana 'roﬁ'ro takes the assurance just uttered as
the basis of prayer and thus gives to prayer the identical assurance: “you shall have it.” But the statement is
now made personal with “you” whereas it was before
general and objective, “whoever.” Jesus uses two
verbs: «poaeﬁxeooe, the present tense, “shall go on praying for,” the verb being regularly used with reference
to prayer to God; and another durative present aireiooe,

“shall go on asking for,” the middle voice meaning “in
your business” as disciples (R. 805). The thought is
that of appeal to God in some matter which he has
made it our business to do or to have. Any and all
things (mirra 501:.) that are concerned with this are
included. Jesus simply-commands us, “Go on believing
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that you did receive them.” The aorist Mﬂm, “did
receive,” seems strange and is yet perfectly in order,
especially with «ea-mien, “go on believing.” The disciples are to go on believing while they are praying
that God has already granted their prayer, which will
appear in due time even as Jesus now adds: “and you
shall have it," the same idiom that occurs in v. 23 and
with the same assurance.
25) And whenever you stand praying, remit, if
you have anything against anyone, in order that
your Father also, the one in the heavens, may remit
to you your trespassea.

_ Verse 26 (A. V.) is textually doubtful and may be
an adaptation from Matt. 6:15. Verse 25 has not been
questioned on textual grounds, but commentators have
questioned whether Jesus spoke these words in the
present connection and assume that this was not the
case since Matt. 21 :22 also does not have these words.
But Matthew has practically the same thought already
in 6 :14, etc., and again in 18 :35, which amply explains
any omission after 21 :22. It is most vital for acceptable prayer that the petitioner forgive all his fellow
men. Let us not delude ourselves that we are most
ﬁrmly believing and ﬁlling our prayers with faith
while secretly, in our hearts, we hold something
against somebody.
This is one of the few instances in the New Testament in which any is deﬁnite and thus has the indicative. Jesus is conceiving these occurrences as actually
happening and not merely as being expected or as

possible. This way of stating the matter makes it more

impressive for the disciples. The position of standing
while praying is very ancient; it signiﬁes that we
honor God as being present, before whom we cannot

sit but must stand. 0n «want as used for remitting sins
see 2:5. Jesus wisely says that we are to remit, send
away into oblivion where it will never be seen or heard
of again “anything we have against anyone."
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Note the all-inclusiveness of “anything” and “anyone.” Jesus is careful not to say “any sin” or “any
trespass.” Whether the thing be a sin in God’s judgment or not, whatever it be, as long as we hold it
“against (Kurd, down on) ” anybody, fellow disciple or
nondisciple, Jesus says: “remit i ," get rid of it. When?
After the person admits our charge, confesses it, and
asks remission? The Scriptures ﬁx no such time. The
remission is to take place at once, the moment we feel
aggrieved against anyone.
This does not mean that we are not to say anything
to the person involved; if the thing be a sin in our

estimation, Matt. 18:15, etc., tells us what to do. But
we must have a clean heart before we follow Matthew’s
advice. Whatever attitude the offender takes makes no
diiference as far as we are concerned; our part is to
remit, and that at once, without stipulating any conditions. That frees us before God. The person who
wronged us, if he did wrong us in fact and not merely

in our imagination, has himself to answer even as we
do if we wrong another. Whether he asks pardon and
makes amends or not makes no diﬂference as regards
the course that we must take. The reason Jesus says
that we are to remit when we pray is that when we
stand in the presence of God to pray we shall have
more cause than ever to cleanse our hearts so that no
evil in us may prevent God from answering our prayer.

That is the sense of the Iva clause “in order that
God may forgive us.” Note the same verb #5: “may be
remitting," present, iterative, as we need remission
from day to day, just as the command is directed to us,
dafu'rrc, “be remitting" every time it becomes necessary.
But Jesus now says .2. napamépam WV, “your missteps.”
The word “pin-mp4 means any act by which one falls
to the side (rim plus mpci), thus “a misstep,” “a blunder.” It is used extensively as a designation for sin.
We cannot call it a mild term as some do; for it indicates only one side of a sin, a fatal misstep, just as
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imprta denotes another, the missing of the mark; and
the same is true with regard to other terms. Only in
thispassag‘e does Mark use “your Father, the one in
the Heavens,” an expression that is found frequently in
Matthew. The claim that this passage is therefore
drawn from Matthew would be hasty. Jesus used this
expression frequently, and it is thus no surprise that
Mark has used it at least once in his record. If Mark
copied from Matthew he would have used it more frequently. Adding the phrase “in the heavens” by means
of a second article makes it a kind of apposition and
climax, R. 776, and lifts this Father above all others
who are fathers only here on earth.
The answer of Jesus to Peter pertains only to one
part of what the blasting of the ﬁg tree meant. The
other part is made plain in the following discourses.
For it was at once evident to the disciples that a tree
has no moral responsibility, and that what Jesus did
with this tree was merely to use it for a higher end. It
was all of one piece with the illustrations he uses in
Matt. 7:17-20; 12:33; Luke 13 :6-9, which refer to
trees; it was like the Old Testament vine and tree,
Joel 1:7; Ezek. 17:24; Ps. 1:3, not withering; Hos.
14:8, “from me is thy fruit found”; Num. 17 :8,
Aaron’s dead rod blossomed.‘ This ﬁg tree had only a
pretense of fruit (leaves), a great pretense at that; it
had no actual fruit, not even a little green fruit. Men
certame remove fruitless fruit trees.
This tree pictured unbelieving Judaism. Its withering at the word of Jesus pictured the divine judgment
that blasted this nation—Judaism stands blasted from
the roots to this day. Read the agonized prayer for
obdurate Israel in Isa. 63 :7 ; 64 :12, and then the Lord’s
answer of judgment on this Israel in 65:3-7 and compare the author's Old Testament Eisemch Selections,
118, etc. Jesus used only a tree for this one miracle of
his which revealed the dreadful, deadly, and irrevo-

Mark 11 :26, 27'
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cable divine judgment. As far as men were concerned,
he had not come to judge them now (John 3:17), that
would follow in due time (John 5 :27; also the Baptist’s
word with its imagery of the ax at the foot of the tree,
Matt. 3 :10).
Moﬂ’att’s commentary (modernistic, “critical”)
interprets thus: “Late in the evening” the disciples
saw that the tree was dead. But one should not overlook the fact that Mark says, “In the morning," i.e., of
the next day. Mark and Matthew disagree, one has the

tree wither in a day, the other on the instant. In
Mark’s account Jesus sees that the tree is about to
wither away, it appeared to be diseased—which repeats the opinion of the rationalist Paulus who regarded all miracles as natural occurrences. Mark thus
“leaves open the possibility that the words of Jesus
have been misunderstood"—a favorite modernistic
method to avoid the plain sense of Scripture statements. All that is left, we are told, is “a little lesson
on faith,” for no man would certainly say to a mountain to throw itself into the sea (Jesus used passives !)

“and have no doubt”! If this is a miracle it is a slur
on the character of Jesus for blasting a tree for disappointing him. The “critical” suggestion is also introduced that we here have Luke 13 :6—9 “transformed
into a miracle by tradition.” At any rate, the abovementioned misunderstanding gave Jesus an opportunity for “a short lesson on faith”—and this, we are to
suppose, casts no slur on the character of Jesus! All

modernistic interpretations leave the searcher for
comforting understanding unsatisﬁed.
27) And they come again into Jerusalem. And
while he is walking about in the Temple there come
to him the high priests and the scribes and the elders
and proceeded to say to him, In connection with what
authority art thou doing these things? or, who gave
thee this authority so that thou dost these things?
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It is Tuesday morning, the day after Jesus cleansed
the Temple. Matthew and Luke state that the Sanhedrists came to Jesus while he was teaching in the
Temple court. From Mark we gather that these high
dignitaries did not interrupt Jesus in his teaching and
preaching the gospel (Luke) but waited until he was
through, until Jesus began to walk around in the court.
Then they came to him in all formality but only in
order to question him regarding his authority, not to
arrest him, not even to stop him in his work, and, when
they had their crushing answer, to retire and to attempt no more. By waiting until Tuesday with their
challenge and then making it as they did these rulers
showed that they feared the pilgrims who overﬂowed
the city during these days.
On the three groups (high priests, scribes, elders)
that composed the Sanhedrin, the Supreme Court of
the Jews, see 8:31. It is generally enough to mention
only high priests and scribes when the Sanhedrin is
referred to. In the present case Matthew names the
high priests and the elders because the business in
hand was probably executive and not legislative; he
does not, of course, intend to deny the presence of the
scribes. The main point is that Jesus receives an important inquiry from no less a body than the Jewish
High Court, which appeared in person. It must have
caused no little stir among the crowds of pilgrims to
see all these Sanhedrists, and they wondered what they
wanted with Jesus.
28) The Sanhedrists come with a challenge, which
they, however, make mild by couching it in the form of
a question. There is really only one question, for
“wha ” authority would be made plain when the author of this authority is named. The word €£ouaia means
both the right and the power that goes with that right.
“These things” as well as the verb wouiv (used twice)
cannot refer only to the teaching of Jesus. Any rabbi
had the right to teach in the Temple or elsewhere.

Mark 11 :28, 29
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“These things,” which are disturbing the great Sanhedrin, are the royal entry of Jesus, the cleansing of
the Temple, the whole bearing of Jesus, and also his
miracles. The Sanhedrin has always known that Jesus
claimed authority from God, his Father. These men
expect Jesus again to assert that authority. They are
now set on demanding from Jesus the fullest proof that
such, indeed, was his authority; and they were ready
on their part to deny the validity of any proof that
Jesus might venture to offer in answer to their demand. They had undoubtedly carefully discussed the
matter and had planned their procedure. Yet we see
that in three years they had not advanced a single step
beyond the very ﬁrst challenge they made in John
2:18. Unbelief is really nonprogressive. The clause
i'va. mﬁm mug: is consecutive and expresses result: “so
that thou doest these things.” On this extension of Eva
see R. 999.
29) But Jesus said to them, I will inquire of you
one thing, and do you answer me, and I will tell you
in connection with what authority I am doing these
things. The baptism of John, was it from heaven or
from men? Answer me!
The Sanhedrists were acquainted with the authority on which Jesus acted; they were not inquiring for
information. Their one purpose was to deny him this
authority, for to admit it was to accept Jesus as the
Messiah sent of God, against which everything in them
rebelled. But even so, by his counterquestion Jesus
does not really refuse to declare to these Sanhedrists
what he had declared and even proved long ago and all
along. His counterquestion is the opposite of an evasion. Jesus merely returns the question of the Sanhedrists to them by substituting John the Baptist for
himself.
The two a: denote origin, but origin here involves
authority: if “from heaven,” then John had divine authority: if “from men,” then his authority amounted
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to nothing. The authority of John and of Jesus is
identical. Their work, too, was one. So Jesus says: “If
you will answer me, I will answer you.” The correct
answer to the question about John was the correct
answer to the question about Jesus. All he would need
to do was to hand it back to the Sanhedrists. A subtle
irony is involved: these men ask of Jesus what they
ought already to know from John. Note the digniﬁed
maniac—Jesus says: “I will inquire”; see Trench,
Synonyms, I, 195, on Epamiv. Jesus is not asking something that he needs to know, he is inquiring about
something that he knows well. His inquiry is made for
the sake of his questioners. In Em Myov the idea is “just
one matter,” no more.
30) The entire tone of Jesus is superior. If these
great dignitaries intended to impress him with their
number, Jesus is not overawed for one moment. “The
baptism” sums up the essentials of John’s ministry, for
which reason he is also called “the Baptist.” Jesus uses
a deadly dilemma, a form of logic which caught the
Sanhedrists with its two horns. The baptism of John
was either “from heaven” or it was “from men"; it
was either divine or not divine (only human). Terttum
non datm'. A third possibility was excluded, it could
not be assumed even in argument. The Sanhedrists
were compelled to choose one of the two horns; whichever they chose meant that they would impale themselves on it. Note the second authoritative demand:
“Answer me i" which is peremptory with its aorist.
31) And they were reasoning with themselves,
saying, If we say, From heaven! he will say, Why,
then, did you not believe him? But if we say, From
men l—they were afraid of the people, for all really
held that John was a prophet. And answering Jesus
they say, ‘vVe do not know. And Jesus says to them,
Neither do I say to you in connection with what
authority I do these things.

Mark 11 :31-33
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The imperfect Suko'yZowo pictures the quiet discussion that went on in the midst of the Sanhedrists. They
test both horns of the dilemma and ﬁnd that they dare
risk neither. It was their unbelief that caught them
and the type of dishonesty that always goes together
with unbelief and is used in its defense. These Sanhedrists were not concerned about the truth regarding
John, what counted with them were the consequences
involved in the two possible answers they could give.
In the one case they would have to face the question:
“Why, then, did you not believe him," give credence to
his word and do what he told you? Aum’ asks for the
reason, and they certainly had none to offer and would
stand self-condemned.
32) The other horn of the dilemma oﬁ'ers, if anything, even less comfort. If the ﬁrst alternative meant
open self-condemnation, the second meant danger from
the people. Mark breaks off their dialog with themselves and himself tells us that they were in fear of
the people, 6 Ami: is often used as a designation of the
Jewish people. The great hosts of festival pilgrims are
referred to. thousands of whom thronged the city. As
Orientals they were highly excitable. All of them
really held that John was a prophet, no matter how
untrue they had been to his message of repentance and
to his baptism. The discussion of the Sanhedrists with
Jesus takes place in the open Temple court. Any number of pilgrims stood about and heard what was said.
If the Sanhedrists would have denied the divine origin

of John’s baptism, this would have spread like wildﬁre,
and no one could predict what the inﬂamed multitudes
would do. Note the aposiopesis, the suppression of
what ought to follow after is drowsy, R. 1203. The
people held that he “was” a prophet, 13v refers to the
time when he was still alive, R. 887.
33) The action indicated by the aorist drakptac'vres‘
is simultaneous with that of Myouaw, R. 861. The San-
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hedrists dared to take neither horn of the dilemma.
They were hopelessly caught. They see only one way
out, which really did not let them out. They say: “We
do not know.” This was a most pitiful and disgraceful
surrender. They dodge the issue that no Jew dared to
dodge. As Sanhedrists it was their supreme duty to
know, and they dare to say here that they do not know.
Yet they rejected John, never raised a ﬁnger when
Herod ﬁrst imprisoned and then killed him, in fact,
were glad to be rid of Him.
The reply of Jesus implies that these Sanhedrists
refuse to answer his question, deliberately refuse as
dishonest cowards. Since the correct answer to Jesus’
question is also the correct answer to the question of

the Sanhedrists, by refusing to give the one they refuse
to receive the other. And so Jesus is compelled to refuse
to offer it to them. They stand miserably discredited,
not only before Jesus, but also before all the people
that stood around.
While the Sanhedrists still face Jesus, he utters the
scathing parables that now follow, see Matt. 21:28,
etc. Mark and Luke have preserved only the second
parable.

CHAPTER XII
It is Tuesday of the Passion week. The Sanhedrists
had questioned Jesus in regard to his authority and
had been asked a counterquestion that silenced them.
Then Jesus continued to speak to them in parables. As
the ﬁrst parable spoken by Jesus, Matthew reports
that of the two Unequal Sons. It seems that the Sanhedrists wanted to leave at this point, but Jesus detained them long enough to hear another parable. This
second parable all three synoptists record.
1) And he began to speak to them in parables.
The plural shows that Mark knew about other parables although he records only this one. A vineyard

did a man plant, and he set a fence around it and
dug a vﬁnepreurvat and buﬂt a vuuchhnwer and
leased it to vinegrowers and went abroad.
“A vineyard” is placed ﬁrst because the parable
turns on the idea of a vineyard. With a few simple
strokes the entire picture is placed before us in vivid,
plastic form. It matches the striking parable found in
Isa. 5:1, etc., but the action is entirely diﬂferent. Isaiah
makes Israel as such guilty, Jesus makes the rulers of
Israel guilty.
A great and wealthy man establishes a wonderful
vineyard on his estate and leaves out nothing that a
complete vineyard ought to have. “The vineyard of the
Lord of hosts is the house of Israel, and the men of
Judah his pleasant plant,” Isa. 5:7. The details show
what it took to make Israel such a vineyard. The vines
had to be “planted.” “A fence" had to be built around
it to protect the place. This fence may be the law
which served as “a middle wall of partition” that protected Israel from the Gentiles, all its regulations and
ceremonies keeping even the minds of the Jews from
(505)
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Gentile ways. The twelve tribes were “planted” in a
safe corner of the world. The very geographical position of Palestine aided the law in keeping Israel securely fenced in by the high Lebanon mountains on

the north, hills and the desert on the cast, a desert on
the south, 'and the Mediterranean Sea on the west.

Matthew writes Am'év, a wine-vat in which the
grapes are trodden out; Mark has imahﬁvwv, the winepress-vat in which the juice is caught. Both will be
understood when we know that a winepress is hewn
out of the rock ﬂoor and shaped like a ﬁgure eight, the
upper half being a shallow basin for treading out the
grapes, the lower half (or lower part of this half) a
deeper basin into which the juice ﬂows and from
which it is dipped out. The writer saw such a winepress with its winepress-vat in the grounds of the

Garden Tomb (the tomb in which Jesus may well have
been buried). “The two vats were usually hewn in the

solid rock, the upper broad and shallow, the lower
smaller and deeper.” Fausset, Bible Encyclopednio. The
tower was built for watchmen and served at the same
time as a storehouse. The vineyard thus lacked nothing. So Israel had everything, from the Temple on
down, for its religious needs. “What could have been
done more to my vineyard, that I have not done in it?”
Isa. 5 :4.
And now, after all was complete, the owner
“leased it (gave it out, c'ge’soro, some texts have ég‘e’sao,
R. 308) to vine-growers,” his rental being part of the
grape harvest as the following shows (not cash as. ‘
some suppose). He did this because “he went abroad,”
literally, “far away from home.” We have this same
feature in other parables, 13:34; Luke 19:12; Matt.
25 :14, 15. This going abroad pictures the great trust
which God imposed on the leaders of Israel: the precious vineyard of his people reposed entirely in their
care. Yes, God brought Israel from Egypt to Ganaan,

Mark 12:2
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planted it, fenced it in, equipped it there, and placed
it under these spiritual rulers whose ofﬁce was continuous. The prophets appear elsewhere in the picture,
they were sent for a special purpose at special times.
2) And he sent to the vine-growers at the season a slave in order to receive from the vine-growers
some of the fruits of the vineyard. And having taken
him, they hided him and sent him away empty. And
again he sent to them another slave; and that one
they wounded in the head and handled him shamefully. And another he sent. And that one they
killed. And many others, hiding some, killing others.
Matthew combines the slaves into one statement,
Luke tells about the three, Mark has the full details.
A vineyard is naturally planted for the sake of the
fruit it will yield. But this parable does not center our
attention on the productivity or the unproductivity of
the vineyard or of its vines as does the parable in Isa.
5 but on the vicious action of these vine-growers to
whom the vineyard is leased, and who were to meet
the terms of that lease. In What condition the vineyard
was under their management, whether full or empty
of fruit, is not the point to be brought out. Our eyes
are focused altogether on the outrageous vine-growers
who were in possession of the precious vineyard when
the great owner at the proper season sends for the
fruit that is due him according to the terms of the lease.

The Salmon, “slaves,” are thus clearly distinguished
from the yewpyoz’, “vine-growers.” The slaves are sent
.at this particular time, the vine-growers are in permanent charge. The latter are the permanent religious
rulers of Israel, the former the prophets who were sent
at particular times. In the imagery these times are
naturally compressed into one time although Mark and
Luke and to a degree Matthew indicate the intervals.
The slaves are at ﬁrst sent out singly. To receive (115
115v mpm'sv is partitive, “some of the fruits,” i.e., the
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owner’s share. When the prophets were sent to Israel,
God expected the fruits of contrition, faith and obedience. This vineyard was not only a law-covenant, and
the fruits were not only works of the law that produced
at most the need of redemption. We have law and gospel in the vineyard, the full riches of divine grace, and
the fruits are according, the chief being faith.
3) The outrage follows: they took the ﬁrst slave
sent to them and hided him, literally, “ﬂayed” him,
beat him bloody and then sent him away empty. For
the reality see Matt. 23 :24; Acts 7:52; Heb. 11:37, 38.
Jesus does not mince words. He makes the stark,
bloody, devilish reality stand out in all its horror. It
is without a mitigating circumstance. More than this,
as Jesus says these things, the very vine-growers
whom he referred to stood before him, and he looked
them squarely in the eye—and they knew that Jesus
was referring to them, v. 12. Let us not overlook this
supreme dramatic feature.
4) Now there follow the features of the parable
that present unheard-of actions. No ordinary owner of
a vineyard ever did a thing such as this owner did:
after having his ﬁrst slave beaten bloody to continue to
send other slaves, to have them treated likewise and
worse. But this feature of the parable brings out the
more the-enormity of the crime that is to be illustrated.
The patience of God toward Israel’s religious rulers is
without parallel in human history—an illustration
must he invented to picture it, and the illustration will
have to be unreal. The second slave sent received the
same treatment as the ﬁrst, only more of it. They sent
him away with a bloody head (Kch, not -aw'w, to
wound the head) and shamefully mistreated. In Mp.mv the dishonor of the servant is meant, of course, for
his master. There is no need to add that this second
slave was sent away empty like the ﬁrst.
5) The incredible features are piled up. Jesus
wants them to stand out in the minds of his hearers.

Mark 12:5, 6
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So this strange vineyard owner, after having two
slaves frightfuﬂy abused by his lessees, sends a third
to them. Did he know what would happen? But we
should remember that what governs here is the reality
and not the imagery. It is because the patience of God
was so unspeakably'great that this parable has to continue as it does. This slave is actually killed by the vinegrowers. Murderous before, they are actual murderers
now. Surely, that reaches the climax! Far from it.
This sending continues. With “many others” we
supply the verb “he sent.” So also with regard to the
two nominative participles “some hiding, some killing,” the verb must be drawn from the idea they express, R. 394; on the latter participle see R. 213. God
sent far more than three prophets to Israel. We should
not understand oils ,u’v and at; 8e’ to mean that after the
three single slaves groups of slaves were sent. No,
these plurals merely summarize. God went on sending
prophet after prophet. Whether Israel had more than
one at some time is of no consequence for the parable.
The point is the treatment that they received. It was
always the same bloody beatings or actual killing,
Matt. 23:34, 37.
6) Has the parable not gone far enough? The
reality demands that it must go still farther. He yet
had one, a son beloved. He sent him as the last to
them, saying, They will respect my son. But those
vine-growers said to each other, This is the heir.
Come let us kill him, and ours shall he the inheritance. And having taken him, they did kill him and
threw him out outside of the vineyard.
This is, indeed, a climax. He “yet” had one implies
that God had no more prophets that he could send, all
that was left was his Son. “One” he had, not several
sons, for God has only the one essential Son. “A son
belov ” describes this "one” whom the owner of the
vineyard had left. Here we have a plain case where
dyes-1,115: does not mean “only-begotten,” for the “onli-
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ness" is expressed in the numeral “one” and would not
be expressed a second time. Several sons or children
could be “beloved,” but certainly not merely an only
child. But this owner had only the one, this wellbeloved son.
Him he sent as the last one to the vine-growers
saying: “They will respect my son.” This is all that
Jesus could say in a parable. Such an action is just as
improbable in ordinary life as is the sending of all
those slaves after the ﬁrst one. Where is the human
father who would send his 'son as God actually sent
his? But this is the very point of the parable. God’s
love and patience exceed absolutely everything that
men have ever heard of here on earth. Yet let us not
overlook the other point, how Jesus here pictures the
corresponding guilt of all those who abused these messengers and ﬁnally killed also the son. If God’s love
and patience exceed all bounds, so also does this guilt.
Moreover, Jesus pictures Israel’s cumulative guilt. God
let the Jews ﬁll up the measure of their guilt to the
very top, yea, to overﬂowing. The justice of this ﬁnal
judgment on the Jews is thus established in the same
absolute way.
Some interpreters bring in the foreknowledge of
God, meaning that the owner of the vineyard could. not
have said that the vine-growers would respect his son.
The matter of the foreknowledge does not belong in
the parable since this is to go deeper by showing us the
incomprehensible and unfathomable love and patience
of God. To bring in the divine foreknowledge and to
puzzle about that in the parable only impairs it by trying to make it include what its imagery cannot include.
Each parable illustrates one thing, one side of the
divine story and no more.
The son, too, is “sen ” as the slaves were. In this
respect God’s Son resembles the prophets, and yet they
were only scum, “slaves,” whereas he remains 6 u‘ée pov,
“my Son.”'The prophets were God’s' slave-servants as

Marlo 12:7
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a result of being sent; Jesus is sent as result of being,
the Son. In the one case the mission makes the man, in

the other the man makes the mission. The second
future passive of éwpe’m, “to regard someone,” to respect him, is used without the passive idea, R. 819, it
is like the transitive aorist. Yet this future is not
prophetic (contra R. 873) since it merely expresses
the father’s expectation.
7) The prophetic feature begins. Jesus has the
Sanhedrists before him and tells these his murderers
exactly what they are even now on the point of doing.
What they as yet kept under cover he tells them openly
to their faces before the assembled crowd of pilgrims
(11:18). Each generation of the Jewish leaders allowed the deeds of their fathers by repeating them.
They made all the previous murders their own by adding to them; and the climax was reached by the last
generation of these leaders in killing Jesus. They put
into ﬁnal practice the lessons in killing taught them by
all former persecutors of the prophets by killing God’s
own Son. It is thus that the vine-growers in the par-

able make away with the" slaves as well as with the
son. The parable is very exact even in this point.
“This is the heir” need not be interpreted with
reference to the secret thoughts of the Sanhedrists.
See what “they said to each other” in John 11:47-53.
They killed Jesus because they feared that he would
win all the people and thus make them lose their position as leaders. They thus made away with the true
heir in order to seize the inheritance for themselves.
Their blind unbelief hid the spiritual nature of the
kingdom from them, and thus the fact that they could
never hold the outward rule when its inwardness was
foreign to them remained hidden from them. They
wanted to possess the branch on which they sat by
sawing it 01f from the tree which bore that branch.
Asa-u is used with plural imperatives or similar sub.
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junctives, here with the hortatory subjunctive: “let
us kill.”

8)

Matthew and Luke say that the son was ﬁrst

cast out of the vineyard and then killed. When Mark
reverses this order he does not contradict the other two
writers. It will not do to say that Mark has in mind

only the action of the parable and not that of the fulﬁllment. Nor can we regard the second verb as a pluperfect: “they killed him and had thrown him out.”
Nor does Mark mention killing ﬁrst because the killing
is proposed in v. 7. What Mark does is to name the
worst act last; the sense is: not only did these vinegrowers kill the son and heir, they even threw him out
outside of the vineyard when doing so. What was
actually done with Jesus is too plain for anyone to
charge Mark with a deviation from Matthew and from
Luke. Throwing Jesus out of Jerusalem was even
worse than killing him. Trench explains it well: “Cut
off in the intention of those who put him to death from
the people of God and from all share in their blessings.” 'EKBdAAew nva'. (350, in, «in-6) is never used With

reference to dragging out a dead body but always with
reference to expelling a living person.
The parable is thus again most exact. It agrees
perfectly as to the place where Jesus was killed, John
19:17, and Heb. 13:12, 13, “without the gate,” “without the camp.” Compare I Kings 2:13; Acts 7:58.
Jesus was taken to Calvary, outside of Jerusalem,
which indicates also that this parable refers the vineyard especially to Jerusalem, the seat of the Sanhedrin.
9) Jesus turns to his hearers and asks them to
help to complete the parable. Note how Isa. 5:3, 4
makes a similar appeal. What, therefore, will the
Lord of the vineyard do? It is self-evident that the
owner of the vineyard will do something, i.e., to those

murderous tenants of his. Mark and Luke omit men-

Marlc 12:9, 10
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tion of the fact that the answer was supplied by the
people and not by the Sanhedrists. Jesus must have
told the parable I0 dramatically that the answer came
spontaneously without a moment’s hesitation. It is so
correct because the minds of these pilgrims are centered on the objective facts as these are stated in the
parable and are not yet directed toward who these
vine-growers really are. The people thus follow their
own sense of justice, that justice which will vindicate
God’s judgments on all unbelievers. The answer thus
keeps to the parable. Jesus accepts it as his own,
which leads Mark and Luke to write as they do.
He will come and will destroy the vine-growers
and will give the vineyard to others.
We regard the future tenses as volitive and not as
merely predictive (R. 873). In the question “the lord
of the vineyard” quietly points to his greatness. He
will come, not as his slaves and his son came, in their
own persons, but with the authority to destroy these
murderers by having them tried and put to death. This
pictures the omnipotence of God, whom no one can
resist when he comes to judgment. Who the “others”
would be to whom the vineyard would be given, namely
“such as will duly give him the fruits in their season"
(Matthew), Pentecost began to reveal. The Jewish
Sanhedrin has been obliterated these many centuries.
10) The parable is now dropped, its possibilities
have been exhausted since it could not picture the resurrection of Jesus. The Sanhedrists present have heard
their verdict from their own people. It is, of course,
the verdict of Jesus himself as Mark and Luke also
present it. According to Luke some of the hearers
must have perceived what the verdict really meant, for
they cry out, “God forbid l” The correct verdict is now
endorsed by a citation of the Messianic word written in
Ps. 118 :22, 23 (the very psalm from which the Ho-
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sanna was taken shortly before!), which is then restated in the plainest possible literal words by Jesus
himself. Did you not read this Scripture:
A stone which those building rejected,
This became corner head.

From the Lord came this,
And it is marvelous in our eyes?
“Did you not read ‘2” raises this question in order
to make all these people think, to try to understand
what, of course, they had read (or had heard read) in
the synagogue. This psalm was most likely composed
to express the joy of the people after their Babylonian
captivity, either on the occasion of the laying of the
cornerstone of their new Temple or on the occasion of
the dedication of the completed structure. It contained
the prophetic lines which Jesus now quotes. More will
happen than the rejection or? the Sanhedriﬁ and its
replacement by better leaders. An entirely new structure will be raised. The old covenant shall yield to a
new covenant of which Jesus, although rejected by the
Jews, will be the mighty cornerstone.
The climax of the parable, the death of the son
himself, is repeated in the ﬁrst line of the psalm: “A
stone which those building rejected” (Mow is the accusative, attracted from the nominative by the relative
5v, R. 718). The killing=the rejection, and aerosoxmdzav
means “to discard after fully testing.” Those building
are the Jewish leaders, the Sanhedrin, the vine-growers of the parable. But what happened? That very
stone “became corner head” (the absence of the articles stresses the quality of each noun). Jesus is the
“son”, that was killed, the “stone” that was rejected as
being entirely unﬁt for the building, ﬁt to be used no-.
where. But his death and rejection did not eliminate

him. The very contrary is true: this made him what
the new structure needed above all: “corner head,“
cornerstone. Jesus rose from the grave.

Mark 12:10-12
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The idea in cornerstone is not “bearer and support”
of the building. This would be the whole foundation,
not the cornerstone. Jesus may, indeed, be called the
foundation (swam) as he is in I Cor. 3:11; but in
Eph. 2:20 he is distinguished from the foundation, he
is only the cornerstone and thus governs every angle
in the foundation and in the building itself. Jesus does
this in the great spiritual temple of God, the new
covenant.
11) “From the Lord came this” in the execution
of his wonderful plan. The Greek places the emphasis
on both ends of the sentence by putting the phrase
ﬁrst and the subject last. The feminine min, (for the
neuter 70510) and following it the feminine gamma-n; are
probably due to the Hebrew which uses the feminine
instead of the neuter to express abstract ideas; or it
may be due to the feminine «My; which precedes, R.
655. The Lord is Yahweh. The psalmist adds properly: “And it is marvelous in our eyes,” év is like the
Latin comm, R. 587. All the godly who see this deed
of Yahweh’s wonder and praise.
Mark stops short at this point and omits the literal
words that Jesus adds as well as the further ﬁgurative
words about the stone, Matt. 21 :43, 44. Mark reports
only the ﬁnal result.
12) And they went on seeking to arrest him,
and they feared the multitude; for they realized
that against them he spoke this parable. And having
left him, they went away.
These are the Sanhedrists (11:27), some of whom
were Pharisees (Matt. 21:45). The imperfect Ezﬁfow
conveys the idea that they kept on in their scheming
to arrest Jesus (11:18) in spite of all the warning
that he had given them. Their personal resentment of
what Jesus had said to them made them keener than
ever to arrest him. The aorist é¢oﬁrjﬂnaav reports what
stopped them, their fear of the pilgrim multitude.
Matthew adds the thought that these pilgrims consid-
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ered Jesus to be at least a prophet. To arrest Jesus
was highly dangerous when these thousands of pil-

grims ﬁlled all Jerusalem, ready at a moment’s notice
to break out in the wildest excitement and rage. The
Sanhedrists had also not forgotten the jubilation in
connection with the entry of Jesus on Sunday (11:9,
10). So it behooved the Sanhedrists to take no open
radical measures.
“For” explains the inner reason back of this situation, namely the fact that the Sanhedrists realized
that Jesus spoke the parable against (wpés with this
resultant idea, R. 626 at the top) them. The yép'clause
includes both the desire and the fear of the Sanhedrists
although it is often referred only to the former. Yet,
it is plain that they would not have feared the pilgrims

if they had not been evilly stirred by Jesus’ words. So
they left him and went away. They intended to be
victors when they came, they go away wretchedly defeated. We take it that they also heard the third
parable, Matt. 22:1-14, before they left.
13)

And they sent to him some of the Pharisees

and of the Herodians in order to catch him by means
of a statement.
Sanhedrists confronted Jesus regarding his authority in 11:27. These were Sadducees and Pharisees,
and they certainly fared ill at Jesus’ hands. After this
defeat the Pharisees and the Sadducees acted separately. Matthew is not inexact when he tells us that
the Pharisees concocted a scheme and sent their delegation to Jesus, he reports the exact fact, and it is

unwarranted to stress Mark’s indeﬁnite dwaare’Moua'L to
mean that the Sanhedrists mentioned in 11:27 sent
this delegation. Luke is far more explicit regarding
this delegation, he calls them “spies who feigned themselves to be righteous,” and their plot was to deliver
Jesus into the hands of the governor. The Pharisees
pick out some of their own number whom Jesus had
not met before, who could thus pose as honest inquirers.

Mark 12:13, 14
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They secure a few Herodians for their purpose who
would, of course, also be strangers to Jesus. These are
to serve as witnesses whose word would go much farther
with the Roman governor than that of any Pharisees.
Matthew calls them disciples of the Pharisees.

Since the Pharisees and the Herodians were not
friends, the matter would appear as if a dispute had

arisen between the two parties, and as if both now
appealed to Jesus for a decision. This camouﬂaged
the real purpose of going to Jesus, which was “to catch
him by means of a statement," A679, i.e., by a statement
he may make and not realize until too late its fatal
consequences for him.

We meet “Herodians” in the Gospels only incidentally. They appear as a minor political, nonreligious
party among the Jews, supporters of the alien Herodian dynasty which ruled under Caesar, which they regarded as being far preferable for the Jewish nation

than Caesar’s direct rule through Roman procurators.
The Herodians thus favored the Roman tax because of
the dependence of the house of Herod on Rome. In all
such matters the Pharisees opposed them by ever demanding complete independence from Rome and autonomy for the Jews. To them any Roman tax was
“unlawful” in the sight of God. Yet as the Pharisees
joined hands with their opponents, the Sadducees, in
their attack on Jesus, so they here ally themselves with
their other opponents, the Herodians, in this attempt
to destroy Jesus. In a few days Herod and Pilate
became friends in the same fashion. Matthew uses

myuscﬁav, “to ensnare” as one catches a bird; Mark has
dypcﬁav, a hunter’s term, “to catch” as one takes game.
Yes, the hunters were out after Jesus.
14) And having come, they say to him, Teach:
er, We know that thou art truthful and car-eat for no
one; for thou dost not look on man’s countenance
hut dost teach the way of God on the basis of truth.
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Is it lawful to pay poll tax to Cesar or not? Shall
we pay, or shall we not pay?
This delegation comes with an astounding acknowledgment of the teaching and the character of Jesus,
almost as if they themselves were about to become
Jesus’ most ardent disciples. With honeyed words of
ﬂattery, a great captatio benevolentz'z, they seek to
throw Jesus of his guard. Their masters have
coached them well, for they have put into their disciples’ mouth an acknowledgment of Jesus which every
Jew should have made most sincerely. In their lying
fashion they ape truth quite perfectly. Jesus was
indeed (Dwarfs, absolutely “truthful.”
The following clauses state how this is meant. “And
carest for no one,” of: pc’m an mp2 £18:is (idiomatic, “it
is no care for thee,” etc.), means that Jesus is swayed
by no man’s personal interests. He does not modify
the truth in the least to further the opinions or plans
of any man. In fact, “thou dost not look on man's
countenance” like the partial judge to see who the
person is before him and pronouncing a different sen-'
tence for a friend than for a stranger or for an enemy.
It is all the same to Jesus who faces him, his verdicts
are invariably the same. All this is made speciﬁc by
adding the positive after the negative: “on the contrary (and after negatives) thou dost teach the way
of God on the basis of truth.” This ﬁnal phrase is
emphatic. “The way of God" (Hebrew derek) is the
way he marked out for every Israelite to follow. Jesus
taught that way “on the basis of truth,” in" smacks, on
the ground of reality. He taught what was true about
the way of God over against what was not true. He
taught the solid facts, nothing else.
This elaborate preamble will certainly coax Jesus
to live up to the estimate thus made of him: he will
consider no man, not even imperial Caesar in Rome,
when giving his answer to the question now to be
proposed to him. To men who think of Jesus so highly

-Ma/rk12:14, 15
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he will certainly speak without reserve. He is assured
by them in advance that, no matter what men like the
Sadducees will do, these men who are now speaking
to Jesus will accept and prize his answer and will
thank him for it from the bottom of their hearts. As
one tries to throw a wild animal oﬂ? its guard in order
to kill it, so did these Pharisees. They were luring him
to work his own destruction MW, by means of an unguarded statement that he might make. Jesus certainly lived up to the estimate here made of him: he
saw their hypocrisy (Mark) and craftiness (Luke)
with his eyes of truth (John 2 :24, 25) . It was silly on
the part of these men to try to fool Jesus in this way.
Even a lesser mind than that of Jesus could have
detected the false tone in their ﬂattering words.
Their question follows: “Is it lawful (aim—n) to pay
personal tax to Caesar or not ?” The point is focused by
two deliberative subjunctives (v. 15) : “Shall we pay,
or shall we not pay ?” See R. 928 on the subjunctives in
principal clauses. The aorists saw are effective: “actually pay.” Here are men who want to walk “the way
of God” also in this important matter. The answer is
thus almost laid upon the tongue of Jesus. He, whom
no man’s fear or favor could possibly sway, would
surely not stop to think but would say right out: “In
God’s eyes it is not lawful!” Kﬁvaos is the poll tax that
was exacted from every individual for his own person
and was thus considered by the Jews as a special badge
of servitude to the Roman power; hence the disputes
among the rabbis about paying especially this tax.
Compare Matt. 17 :25 and note that the ‘rc'A-r; (plural)
are levies on goods and wares at harbors, piers, and
city gates, which were far less galling to the Jews.
15) But he, knowing their hypocrisy, said to
them, Why are you tempting me? Bring me a denarius that I may see it. And they brought it. And
he says to them, Whose this image and the superscription? And they said to him, Caesar’s. And Jesus
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:said to them, Duly give the things of Cesar to Cesar
and the things of God to God. And they were marvelling at him.
Matthew has Jesus address these Pharisees as
“hypocrites” and says that Jesus perceived their
“wickedness.” Mark says that Jesus knew “their bypocrisy.” This is a sample of how the Pharisees trained
their disciples. “Why are you tempting me?" exposes
their secret, vicious intention in a ﬂash. And these
liars have no defense. Yes, Jesus told them the truth
without fear or favor!
Though they are unworthy of an answer, Jesus
answers their question in his own impressive way. He
asks that they bring him a denarius, the coin with
which the poll tax was always paid. “That I may see”
sounds mysterious—what was there to be seen in this
little coin? The purchasing value of the denarius was
that of a day's ordinary labor, the wage of a Roman
soldier, 17 cents in our coin. The Roman Senate had
the right to mint only copper coins; the right to mint
gold and silver coins was reserved for the emperor.
The denarius was a small silver coin that was usually
stamped with the emperor’s head (occasionally with
that of a member of his household) and invariably
with the name and the title of the reigning emperor.
16) They promptly hand Jesus the desired coin.
Luther writes: “Jesus begins in a childish and foolish

way as though he did not know the image and the
inscription ”and could not read so that they quickly
thought, surely here we have him, he is afraid and
intends to dissimulate about the emperor and dares
not speak against him. But he takes the word right
out of their mouth, making them surrender with their
confession. They dare not be silent, for just as they
bade him answer, so now he bids them answer. If they
were silent, he would say: If you will not give answer
to my question, neither will I answer your question
(11:83).”

Mark 12:16, 17
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When Jesus asks: “Whose is this image ?" etc., the
question seems so innocent and harmless that these
disciples of the Pharisees see no reason to hesitate and
thus reply with alacrity, “Caesar’s.” Intending to dig
a pit for Jesus, they tumble into it themselves. They
unwittingly answer their own question. All that Jesus
does is to point this out to them. Trench, Synonyms, I,
78 points out the exact meaning of clxa'w, “image,”
which always implies a prototype, which it does not
only resemble but from which it is actually drawn. It
is the German Abbild which presupposes a Vorbﬂd.
The emperor’s face is depicted on the coin; so the sun
shines in the water, the statue presents the man, the
child is the image of the parent. But spoiwaa. or sputum,
“likeness,” means only resemblance and does not in
itself include derivation: two men may look alike; one
egg resembles another.
17) The astounding answer of Jesus follows.
Matthew inserts of», “therefore,” which shows that it
is only a deduction from the admission that the Phari—
sees have just made. Note d-miSoa-c in which dm' gives
the verb the meaning “to give what is due,” what one’s
obligation requires him to give. The perfection of
Jesus’ answer was recognized by his hostile questioners when they heard it, and few have ever found fault
with it since that time although many have failed to
see all that the brief words convey.
The perfection of the answer is its completeness.
The Jews considered the poll tax by itself whereas the
only proper way to look at it was to place it among all
“the things of Cesar” and then to look at these in
connection with (as!) all “the things of God.” Then all
difﬁculties, those of the poll tax and a thousand others,
disappear. The trouble with so many casual questions
is that we look at only the one question and fail to rise
to the comprehensive view which takes in the whole
domain of which the one question is only a trivial part.
Jesus always saw the whole, and Paul rises to the same
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height, notably in solving the intricate problems in
Corinth. The wisdom that does this is from above.
Jesus asked for an actual coin, which was then
produced out of the wallet of one of his questioners.
All of them carried such money. Jesus makes them say
that this is the emperor's coinage. They have accepted
it,_ and it is their money, the money accepted by their
people. This means that their nation belongs to the
empire. This coinage was one of the advantages they
enjoyed under the emperor’s rule and was a sample of
other similar advantages. The emperor was their
ruler—this coin with its image, which was taken from
their own pockets, is the incontestable evidence. In the
providence of God the Jews are this emperor’s subjects. That sufﬁces. And that settled all their obligations toward the emperor, the matter of paying him
the poll tax now in force and all other duties toward
him. “Duly give the things of Caesar to Caesar” covers
all their obligations to “the higher powers ordained of
God,” Rom. 13:1-7. “The things of Caesar” include not
only tribute but fear and honor as well. Whether a
government makes this tribute easy for us or hard
makes no difference. Our part is plain—let the rulers
look well to theirs as also being answerable to God
who rules also over them.
But this is only a part of the answer. The question: “Is it lawful or not?” referred to God: “Is the
payment of this tax in harmony or: in dissonance with
our obligation to him?” Therefore Jesus answers by
adding “and the things of God to God.” This “and”
places the two obligations side by side; there is no
clash between them but quite the contrary. “The things
of God” are all that our relation to him involves: contrition, faith, love, worship, obedience, submission to
his providential guidance, even to his correction and
chiding.
But we misunderstand Jesus when we have him say
that the obligation to God hasxnothing to do with the

Mark 12:17
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obligation to our government. Even the Pharisees and
their disciples were not that shallow as their question
shows. The “and” of Jesus intends to cancel the “or"
of his questioners (in both v. 14 and 15). These are
not alternatives, they harmonize, yea, more: in giving
to God what is God’s we will for his sake give also to
the ruler what is his. Our obligation to God covers
everything in our life, its citizenship as well as our
religion. This “and” connects a small ﬁeld with the
whole ﬁeld. And only by seeing both in their true
relation do we see either aright. From Caesar Jesus
rises to God—no man would suppose that he merely
parallels them.

The emperor’s image was on the coins in the
pockets of the Jews, and Jesus pointed to that image
when he said: “Duly give the things of Caesar to
Caesar.” He connected the obligation with the image.
When he now adds in identical words “and the things
of God to God,” who can help but think of a corresponding connection of this obligation with an image,
namely the image of God, in which he created us, and
which his Son now restores in us? To say the least, the
thought is captivating. In fact, only as we truly attain

in us God’s image will we truly render to him what is
his due from us.
~
Jesus acknowledges the state as a divine institution that is willed by God. His own conduct before
Pilate exempliﬁes this fact, in particular his word
recorded in John 19:11. His word about Caesar treats
the state and our relation to it as a separate domain,
and the doctrine of the separation of church and state
is thus the only legitimate conclusion to be drawn from
what he says. Yet church and state are not mere
parallels and equals. Our obligations to God are the
- whole of life, those to the'state one part of this whole.
Although church and state are separate in the way
indicated, there is no gulf between them. They are.
not like two watertight compartments. The church
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will always put conscience, namely as governed by
God, into our relation to the state (Rom. 13:5). The
church constantly contributes this to the state. What
the state normally contributes and ought always to
contribute to the church Rom. 13:3, 4 makes plain.
Thus each aids the other, but the church aids in the
higher way. When either seeks to control the other,
usurps the functions of the other, havoc results for
both as history bears witness.
Mark states only that “they were marvelling at
him,” c'x strengthening the verb: “marvelling greatly,”
and the imperfect picturing this as continuing. But
that was all. The verb “to marvel” is often used to
state this inferior eifect. Luke shows why these Pharisees marvelled, namely because they could not take
hold of his word for their evil purpose; Jesus had
nulliﬁed their efforts completely. And so, as Matthew
states, they left him and went away.
18) And there come Sadducees to him, such as
claim there is no resurrection, and they proceed to
inquire of him, saying, Teacher, Moses wrote for us,
If one's brother shall die and leave behind a wife
and leave not a child, let his brother take his wife
and raise up seed for his brother. Seven brothers
there were. And the ﬁrst took a wife and, dying, did
not leave seed; and the second took her and died,
not leaving seed behind; and the third likewise; and
the seven did not leave seed. Last of all also the
wife died. In the resurrection of when of them shall
she be wife? for the seven had her as wife.
Matthew writes “on that day," namely on Tuesday.
This time a group of Sadducees (freethinkers, loose
livers, see 8:11) confronts Jesus, who, moved by the
opposition of their entire party to Jesus had conceived
of a way to trip Jesus and at the same time to maintain their skeptic views against the orthodox Pharisees. OZmec means “who are such as,” and Aéymm means

Mark 12:19, 20
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“they claim.” Only the denial of the resurrection is
mentioned as constituting the teaching of the Sadducees because this denial is the point at issue here. In
doctrinal statements we ourselves use the present
tense, so we here have aim in the indirect discourse
instead of c’a-rt. With all due formality “they proceeded
to inquire” of Jesus (descriptive imperfect, which
makes us wonder what the answer may be).
19) These Sadducees do not resort to ﬂattery as
the delegation of disciples of the Pharisees had done.
As Sadducees they feel their lofty superiority and
would not exalt Jesus by even ﬂattering hypocrisy. Josephus comments on their coarse manners, a sample of
which appears in John 11:49. Whereas they formally
address Jesus as “Teacher" they really intend to show

what a wretched teacherhe is. They brieﬂy summarize
the Mosaic law regarding levirate marriage (Deut.
25:5, etc.). The older grammars suggest that Eypallle
implies a divine command and construe Eva M31, as
stating that command: “that his brother should take,”
etc.; but Eva. is here nothing but an imperatival expletive with the volitive subjunctive (R. 933) and is equal
to the imperative (B.-D. 470, 1) : “let his brother take
his wife,” etc. The idea was, not to let the dead childless brother’s line die out; the ﬁrst son of the new
marriage (not other later-born children) would be
reckoned as the dead man's child.
20) So far the preamble. The real question now
follows. The Sadducees relate the story with a good
deal of detail. We ﬁrst hear that there were seven
brothers, and then the story begins with the first who
married a wife, died, and left no child. The Sadducees
recite the whole case as though it were real, and Jesus
does not contradict them regarding the reality. It is
wrong to call even Sadducees liars without proper evidence. Although they use this case involving seven
brothers with great gusto, for the sake of their argument two brothers would have been sufﬁcient, and it is
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certain that cases of various kinds occurred frequently
among the Jews.
21) The story goes on, the second and the third
brother marry this wife, and these two also die childless.
22) The rest of the seven need not be mentioned
~in detail; sufﬁce it to say that none of the seven left'
seed. That is, of course, a vital point in the inquiry.
The moment one brother would have begotten a child,
the levirate marriage would have ceased, and, as far as
the resurrection is concerned, the claim could'be set up
that she was this brother’s wife in the hereafter. So
all seven brothers die childless, and last of all the wife
dies. Her death is necessary for the argument in order
to transfer all the persons concerned into the other
world and thus to show from actuality and not merely
hypothetically how absurd the resurrection appears
when it is considered in the light of Deut. 25:5, etc.
The old trick of playing one word of Scripture (one
that seems to suit our error) against some great Scripture doctrine, which is buttressed by any number of
Scripture words, was practiced already in the days of
the Sadducees.
23) The question on which Jesus is to impale
himself now follows. “In the resurrection" (c'v temporal), since marriage involves the bodies, and since
the resurrection is said to bring forth the bodies again,
“of whom of them shall she be wife ‘2” This is-re—en-.
forced by the reminder (ydp) that here on earth all
seven of the brothers had her as a wife.
That is the conundrum proposed to Jesus. The
Sadducees are ready, for the sake of argument, to
grant that there is a resurrection, that these dead
bodies of ours shall rise again from their graves. But
then what about this woman? All seven brothers were
equally her husbands—in the resurrection will all
seven together be her husbands? The very idea is
monstrous already in this life and how much more in
the life to come! Or which one of the seven shall be

Mark 12:23
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her husband, and why the one, and why not some other
'one of the seven, she having had a child by none? When
seven hold equal rights, why set six aside? Again an
impossible situation. The Sadducees are certain that
there is no resurrection, and that Moses himself proves
it in Deuteronomy, and that no man can overthrow
this solid proof. We may suppose that they had tried
this proof in controversy with many a Pharisee and

had made a laughingstock of every opponent. Jesus
was to be the next victim.
The logic offered in this case is a reductio ad absurdum of the argument presented by the defenders of
the resurrection. This argument would be sound if the
resurrection really involved an absurdity. The Sadducees think that the absurdity can be proved by the
case of the seven brothers and the one wife. They
think that this case involves what the logicians call a
dilemma, either horn of which offers an impossible,
untenable, even a ludicrous situation. The fallacy of
this logic lies in the falsity of the assumption that in
this Sadducaic dilemma tertium non datur. These men
thought that they were wielding a two-edged sword,
either edge of which would prove fatal to Jesus, and
they never dreamed that he would strike the ﬂat side
of their blade and snap it off at the very handle.
This aﬂ‘ords a sample of how some men study the
Scriptures by means of their own supposedly infallible

logic. These deniers of the resurrection still have many
followers. The theological supposition that Judaism
developed the doctrine of the resurrection at a late day
(say in Solomon’s time), and that it was little known
even after that period should no longer be advanced as
a theological fact. Abraham believed that God could
raise his son from the dead (Heb. 11:19). Among the
Jews only the skeptic Sadducees disbelieved the resurrection, and their very objection shows how extensively the doctrine was believed. Between these two terminals there is extensive Scripture evidence, and even
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Abraham speaks of the resurrection as something that
was long and fully known.
24) But Jesus said to them: Are you not deceiving yourselves for this reason that you did not know
the Scriptures nor the power of God ? For when they
rise up from the dead they neither marry nor are
given in marriage but are as angels in the heavens.
But concerning the dead, that they are raised up, did

you not read in the Book of Moses, on the Bush, how
God spoke to him, saying, I am the God of Abraham
and the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob? He is
not the God of dead men but of living men. You are
greatly deceiving yourselves.
The am is a mere variant of elm. Jesus proceeds to
puncture the bubble that has been blown by the ignorant folly of the Sadducees. We regard «Amino: as a
middle: “are you not deceiving yourselves ‘2” (M.-M.)
and not as an active: “are you not erring ?” (our versions). The Sadducees deceive themselves by drawing
a false conclusion from Deut. 25:5, etc., one that does
not lie in the words about the levirate marriage. How
the Sadducees came to do this the causal participle p3;
c2861“, which explains Sui. 101370 (R. 700), explains: “because you did not know the Scriptures,” etc. Any
thorough knowledge of the Scriptures would have
made it impossible for the Sadducees to misuse the
Deuteronomy passage as they did. This guilty and by
no means unavoidable and thus excusable ignorance on
the part of the Sadducees involves them deeply. Their

Old Testament plainly teaches the resurrection of the
dead, and in spite of it, and although they have had
these Scriptures constantly before their eyes, they
“did not know" what these Scriptures teach on so
important a point. This is how they come to abuse
Moses’ word. The Sadducees run in a false premise
that is absolutely foreign to Moses, namely that in the
other world the same conditions prevail that obtain in

Mark 12:24, 25
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this world. Where does the Old Testament teach anything of this?

“Nor the power of God” have they known, i.e., from
the Scriptures. This is not God’s power to raise the
dead but his power in regard to the dead bodies when
he raises them, as if the only possible way for him to
raise them would be to make them exactly as they were
in this life. What a. pitiful conception the Sadducees
had of the power of God in the world to come! That
conception was the product of their blindness and not
of the revelation which God had placed in their hands.
But that is exactly the way in which many handle the
Scriptures to this day, and do that also regarding the
very revelation concerning the resurrection of the

dead. Jesus declares that the Old Testament reveals
the resurrection, even the power of God in the way in
which he will raise the dead; but theologians of great
learning deny what Jesus asserts regarding the Old
Testament. One asks himself how they can continue
the self-deception of the Sadducees.
25) The yép clause points out where the great
error lies. With one stroke it sweeps away the seven
men that the Sadducees use in their self-deception.
The horns of the dilemma on which Jesus is to impale
himself crumple up and fade into nothing. “For when
they rise up from the dead they neither marry (namely
men) nor are given in marriage (namely women),”
R. 392. Luke 20:35, 36 expands this by emphasizing
the fact that Jesus speaks of the resurrection of the
blessed in the condition of heaven. The entire arrangement of sex, marriage, reproduction, and childbirth,
and any laws pertaining to these is valid for the
earthly life only and not for the life to come. The
Sadducees should have known this from the Scriptures
—-they are now told this. But this difference between
our present life and that to come does not mean that

our bodies will be discarded. Jesus expressly says,
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“When they shall rise whom the dead,” i.e., when
their bodies shall rise up out of the graves. What else
could rise up thus?

“But they shall be as angels in the heavens,” says
Jesus who came from heaven. He does more than to
refute his opponents, he instructs them and us besides.
Not “angels” but “as angels” in regard to sex and
marriage. “Just as the children of the resurrection no
longer die (in heaven), so also they no longer need
marriage to replenish the race.” Besser. “Where there
is no dying, there is also no succession of children.”
Augustine. As the number- of the angels is complete
and ﬁxed, so will be that of the children of God in
the resurrection.
This is already enough to establish the likeness
between the angels and the saints. But we may add
that our bodies will be lifted above the narrow limitations of matter as it is at present; they will be made
perfect instruments of the spirit to accord in all things
with the glorious conditions in the world to come. The
view that the angels possess corporeity is without a
Scripture basis. This old speculative view assumes an
ethereal, ﬁrelike body for the angels; and, when it 'is
consistently held, a body of some indeﬁnable form also
for God. But the Scriptures know of angels only as
“sips-w, “spirits," and in many connections use this
term as the opposite of all'that is bodily or material.
See the fuller discussion in Philippi, Glaubenslehre,
II, 296, etc. When angels appear to men on earth they
are given a form in order to be visible just as Jehovah
assumed a form in the theophanies. On the phrase a:
vexpcsv and its perversion see 9 :9.
26) The Sadducees appealed to the Scriptures
(like Satan in Matt. 4:6) falsely; Jesus crushes this
appeal by himself appealing to the Scriptures truly (as
in Matt. 4:7). The Scriptures are the true court of
appeal. Jesus unmasks one ‘of the hidden batteries of
Scripture and delivers a volley which is the more anni-
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hilating because it comes from an unexpected quarter.
But why does he use Exod. 3 :6 or its parallels instead
of obvious passages such as Dan. 12:2? Some answer
that he does this because the-Sadducees accepted only
the Pentateuch and rejected the prophetic books; but
the proof for this seems to be too slender. Jesus probably used Exodus because this passage involves a deduction as proof for the resurrection. The Sadducees
had used Deuteronomy with a false deduction, Jesus
shows them how to use Scripture with a true deduction, one that clearly lies in the Scripture words themselves and does not go one inch beyond them.
“Concerning the dead, that they are raised up”
stresses the point at issue once more. Jesus plainly
says “the dead” and shuts out any misconception about
the verb “raised up” (present tense in a doctrinal
proposition). “The dead” are the dead bodies in the
graves; these bodies shall be raised up by being made
alive again and gloriﬁed at the last day. Some modernistic exegesis says, “Positive proof of the resurrection—or rather of the life after death.” “He thought
of the life after death as nonmaterial.” But this modernistic explanation is unwarranted. The resurrection
is not merely life after death. The whole question at
issue in this discussion with the Sadducees is concerned about the dead bodies in the graves—shall they
be raised up and live again or not? On this question
Jesus asks with a tone of surprise: “Did you not read
in the Book of Moses, on the Bush ?” The phrase £72 1-5;:
pa’mu is complete in itself and not elliptical for “in the
passage about the bush,” as R. 603 thinks. This is
substituting English for Greek. “0n the Bush" marks
the section quite exactly. The Sadducees had, of course,
read this word—but how? Jesus cites a word that was
uttered by God in person and is recorded as having
been uttered by him and not merely a regulation that
was communicated through Moses for the period of the
old covenant: the arrangement of the levitate marriage.
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This word is the covenant name which God gave to
himself: “I, the God of Abraham,” etc. We need not
state how the Jews gloried in this name and title. It
connected them with God as his children through the
patriarchs; it placed them into the covenant by which
this connection was made; and it made that covenant

the seal by which all the promises it contained were
divinely guaranteed. Among these promises was “the
resurrection of the dead.”
27) The asyndeton now lifts the cover and reveals
what liesunderneath: “He is not the God of dead men
but of living men,” vexpév and {.6me are masculine and
without the article in order to stress the quality of the
terms. The predicate is ®eés (in Matthew 6 69:69) . Since
@eéc is used as a proper noun, the sense is the same
whether the article is added or not in either the subject or the predicate. This is done also with other
terms that denote only one existing person or object.
The emphasis is on the two genitives: not the God of
dead men but of living men.
“Dead men” are men whose bodies are lifeless, are
lying in the graves. If there is no resurrection, then
the bodies of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob would lie
dead forever, and that would make God “the God of
dead men”—an impossible thought. That would mean
that death was not conquered; that death, thus holding
its prey, was stronger than God; that redemption had
failed, leaving death still triumphant. But no; the
resurrection proves that God is “the God of living
men.” Death has suﬁered its deathblow. Redemption
has not failed. It has turned the death of God’s saints
into a mere sleep. The proof is the resurrection by
which God wakes these dead bodies from their slumber. The precious dust of God’s saints may, indeed, to
our eyes appear as other dust, dead dust; in reality,
God, Christ, heavenly power are over and in that dust
—it is living dust, we shall see it live in glory forever.
Thus the very name and title which God gave himself
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in the Old Testament as early as Exodus proves the
resurrection

The strange interpretation is oﬁered that the souls
of the patriarchs are in sheet, the fabled “realm of the
dead,” and that Christ would release their souls from
sheet, and that this would be their resurrection—proving God to be “the God of the living.” Besides inventing this kind of a sheet this interpretation turns Jesus’
refutation of the Sadducees into a farce. To have denied the resurrection of the dead bodies and to have
substituted, no matter what statement regarding only
the souls, would have been a piece of deception, which,
if detected, would destroy not only the whole argument

but with it the whole character of Jesus.
The same thing holds true when sheol is left out,
when God is made the God of the living only because
the souls continue to live after leaving their bodies. It
is juggling with words to call the patriarchs “not
absolutely dead men, nonexistent men,” but “living”
because they are enjoying eternal life in heaven. Then
the Sadducees (ancient and modern) would be right in
asserting that no resurrection of the dead bodies will
take place. Jesus himself would be a Sadducee. He
would only pretend to say something “concerning the
resurrection of the dead” (Matthew’s phrase), namely
assert its reality when, in fact, he says nothing about
it at all and just omits and thus abolishes its reality.
“Greatly are you deceiving yourselves l” intensiﬁes
what Jesus has said already in v. 24. The verb is again
the middle: "you are deceiving yourselves." This deception is no small matter; “greatly” states its full
seriousness. Paul brings out all the fatal results in I
Cor. 15:13-19—no better commentary can be oﬁered.
The denial of the resurrection of the body denies not
merely one great fact but unravels the whole plan of
salvation and leaves us “the most wretched of men.”
28) And one of the scribes, having come to him
after having heard them disputing, having known
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that he answered them excellently, inquired of him,

What kind of precept is ﬁrst of all?
In 11:27 the Sanhedrists confront Jesus; these
were Sadducees and Pharisees combined in their ofﬁcial position. In 12:18 the disciples of the Pharisees
come with a few Herodians. In 12 :18 ahgroup of Sadducees tries itself on Jesus. Matthew tells us that the
Pharisees were delighted because Jesus muzzled the
Sadducees regarding the resurrection (in which the
Pharisees believed ﬁrmly, Acts 23:8). They at once
held a meeting and put forward one of their number
who was to put another question on which they hoped
again to receive the endorsement of Jesus. This man
is a vopurés (Matthew), an expert in the law, “one of
the scribes” (Mark) who was trained in and had
graduated from the interpretation of the law (see
7 :1) . This man is perfectly innocent of any evil intent,
he was perhaps urged to speak to Jesus for this very
reason. To make the motive of either this scribe or of
the Pharisees back of him the hope to entangle Jesus
as was done in previous attacks on him is unsatisfactory. The outcome of the questioning is entirely too
friendly for that. Mark tells the story as it pertains to
the scribe alone, Matthew as it involves the whole
assemblage of the Pharisees who went along to hear
what Jesus would say.
Three participles sketch this man for us, all three
being aorists. As regards their sequence exotica; is ﬁrst;
he heard Jesus and the Sadducees disputing. Next is

cite-k; he knew that Jesus did answer them excellently
(a'arcxpfﬂn is changed from a present tense just as the
English changes to a past tense after a verb in the
past). It is thus that he comes «pdc, to Jesus, pleased
with what he has just heard. This time Mark uses
the aorist c'w'qpé‘nlatv, “he inquired,” whereas he usually
has the descriptive imperfect; the aorist merely states
the fact. When Matthew adds “tempting him,” all
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that follows shows that the word is here not meant in
an evil sense but merely as trying Jesus out to see how
he would answer this disputed question.
Is «oa’a. qualitative or nonqualitative? It may mean
“what kind 0 ” or just “which.” In the one case the
scribe would ask: “What quality in a divine precept is
it that makes it rank as ﬁrst of all?” In the other:
“Which one speciﬁc precept must be rated as the very
ﬁrst?” As regards the question recorded in Matthew,
R. 740 wavers but as regards the question used by
Mark decides for the nonqualitative meaning. What
decides in both cases is the answer which Jesus gives;

he oﬁ‘ers two precepts as being rpu'ﬂ'q wdvrwv, “the ﬁrst
of all.” The qualitative answer calls for a qualitative
question.
In order to understand both the question and the
great answer we should recall that the rabbis counted
no less than 613 commandments, 248 positive, 365
negative. To obtain so many they used gematria, a
cabbalistic method of interpretation which enabled the
rabbis to interchange Hebrew words whose letters
have the same numerical value when they are added.
Among so many commandments some would, of course,
be less important than others, and in a conﬂict of
duties the more important would have precedence. In
7 :1-13 we see to what this casuistry led. How was the
greatness of a commandment to be determined? Of
what kind (7050.) must it be to be ranked as great
(Matthew) or as ﬁrst of all (Mark)? One method was
to judge by the severity of the penalty attached. Thus
some teachers magniﬁed the commandments about the
sacriﬁces, others the Sabbath laws, others the law and
regulations about circumcision. What would Jesus
say? But to the Pharisees the chief point was the fact
that the Sadducees rejected all the Pharisaic commandments that were not plainly written in the law, all
those that were only the tradition of the fathers. This
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was one form of Sadducaic skepticism. Josephus, Antiquities, 13, 10, 6; 18, 1, 4. Would Jesus side with
the Sadducees?

29)

Jesus answered: First is, Be hearing, Israel!

The Lord, thy God, is one Lord. And thou shalt love
the Lord, thy God, out of thy whole heart and out of
thy whole soul and out of thy whole mind and out of
thy whole strength. A second this, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself. Greater than these no other
precept is.

Matthew shortens by omitting the preamble. Jesus
administers no rebuke even in the tone of his answer.
He also answers straight to the point and by making
Deut. 6:4, 5 his answer shows this lawyer that the
answer to his question has long ago been recorded in
the Scriptures. The quotation agrees with the Hebrew
and the LXX except that Mark has four in phrases,
one with “mind” in the third place, and thus retains
both the Hebrew “heart” and the LXX’s “mind.”
Without an introductory word Jesus simply recites
from Deuteronomy. “Hear, Israel!" sounds an impressive call. The present imperative implies continuous
hearing, and in this connection “hear” signiﬁes a hearing that heeds. Right here faith is required which
Rom. 10 tells us comes by hearing. God uses the religious honor-name “Israel," which is already a call to
live up to that name as true believers such as Jacob
was. That old name “Israel” is like our name when we
love to call ourselves and to be called “Christians.”
What Moses bids Israel to hear is not something new
and strange but the very thing that made Israel “Israel.” The announcement is in the nature of a reminder. Faith needs such repetitions.
What Israel is to hear is not an abstract proposition
regarding the oneness of God. The very name used for

God is personal: “The Lord, our God.” Ktlpws‘ is Yahweh, the unchanging covenant Lord; and Elohenu is
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J Gab: #1455”. the God of power who employs all his power
in behalf of Israel (“our”). This name is the sum and
.substance of the gospel. In Yahweh we have the covenant of grace, and in Elohenu with its possessive
“our” we have another expression of grace, the Omnipotent in association with Israel as his own people.
“Is one Lord” (Kﬁpwe, the predicate, again Yahweh)
most decidedly declares the oneness of God: he is the
only one, the Absolute, the one absolute Lord God.
.And all Judaism and all Christianity have found this
Oneness declared here over against all polytheism or
any duality of gods. Yet this Oneness in no way conﬂicts with the Trinity of God since it is the Oneness
-of being and not of person. The one God has revealed
.himself as three persons.
Yet Moses does not assert simple Oneness of God.
.As he makes the subject highly personal, so he does
"the predicate. He does not say “is one” but “is one
Lord,” i.e., one Yahweh. Each of the pagan gods is
“one,” too; it would be saying mighty little to assert
that Israel’s God is also one. That might even bear
the false implication that he was the one for this
nation as other nations also have, each of them, one
special god. Moses writes “is one Lord,” one Yahweh,
which cannot be said of any other god. While each of
.all these other gods may be one, none of them is Yahweh, is able to make and to keep an eternal covenant
of salvation; for they are all nonentities, dead ﬁgures,
nonliving idols. Israel’s God is the one Yahweh, and
there is this one alone in all the universe.
Thus Moses puts the gospel ﬁrst for his people and
then adds the law. This gospel supplies the supreme
motive and power for the keeping of the Great Commandment of the law. Believing as Israel does in such
.a God and Lord, how can it help but obey him in love?
Living in his covenant, rejoicing in its promises and
hopes, how can Israel be disobedient to this Lord God?
Some commentators overlook this gospel in the pre-
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amble and thus weaken the answer Jesus gave to the
scribe.
30) Note dyam'iv in “thou shalt love the Lord, thy
God.’.’ This expresses the love of intelligence and purpose and is thus far above 4>u\civ, the love of mere liking

or aﬁection. It would be impossible to substitute quzv
for dyaarﬁv in this commandment. The latter implies
that we know the true God in all his greatness and
grace, and that we accordingly turn to him with all our
being. It would be impossible to apply to dusty the
deep phrases “out of thy whole heart,” etc.; but aymrav
really involves these phrases. The future tense syn-rimsis used in legal phrasing as a substitute for the imperative (R. 330), and the future is volitive (R. 943) and
also expresses the lawgiver’s will. The four following
phrases are not condensed: “out of thy whole heart,
soul, mind, and strength,” but are spread out so as to
put equal emphasis on each one. Yet the heart is ﬁrst,
the soul next, then the mind and the strength last.
On this psychological order read Delitzsch, Biblische
Psychologie, 248, ‘etc.
The Biblical conception of the Zeb, with, “heart,”
makes it the very center of our being and personality;

in it dwells also W, “the life,” or “soul” ; in it functions the Show, “the mind” or power to think; and

from them all results the 10705: or “strength,” that
which one possesses whether he puts it forth or not.
The nephesh or l/I'UX'I; is the life that animates the body,
the consciousness of which is in the “heart"; and the
suivom is the reason together with all its functions,
namely its thoughts, ideas, convictions, according to
which the heart and the personality act. Since this is
God’s own commandment that was uttered by his own
mouth, we have here man’s psychology as this is conceived by man’s own Creator who certainly knows man
better than man can know himself.
Matthew translates the Hebrew phrases with c'v:
thou shalt love “in thy whole heart,” etc. ; Mark follows
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the LXX by translating Ex, “out of thy heart,” etc.
While “in” and “out of” seem to be almost opposites
they here express the same idea with only a formal
diﬂerence. “In” denotes sphere, “out of” denotes
source. The love to the Lord, our God, is to ﬁll the
sphere of the whole heart, etc.; and, surely, if it does
that it will come out of the whole heart as its source.

The same is true with regard to the other e'x—év phrases.
In all four of them the adjective “whole” is stressed,
its very repetition hammers it in. Not even the smallest corner is to be closed against him and opened to
another. Do we ask why? Because none other and
nothing other can be placed beside God; no one and
nothing bear the relation to us that the Lord, our God,
does. For us to give a part of our heart, etc., to someone or something else would be pretending that someone or something really does stand toward us as God
does, which would be a monstrous lie.

31)

“A second this” means that a second com-

mandment must be named which is of the same su-

preme quality as the ﬁrst. It is the one in which the
long list recorded in Lev. 19 culminates, the 18th
verse: “Thou wilt love thy neighbor as thyself.” It is
in quality like the one about God. The love is here
again expressed by dyanav; and since this love is from
man to man, its extent and degree are easily ex-

pressed: “as thyse .” Every man naturally loves himself, and all he needs to do is to measure his love for
his neighbor by that love for himself. To the degree
that the latter falls short of the former his self-love is
selﬁshness; and there is no danger that his love for his
neighbor will ever exceed his love for himself. This
commandment requires that the two loves should balance exactly. '0 «Motor (the adverb substantivized) is
one who is near us, i.e., one with whom we come in
contact, no matter who he may be. It is idle to demand
love for one of whose existence we know nothing.
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This love for our neighbor could not he expressed
by ¢M¢Iv for the simple reason that liking would not be
enough, and that we could not possibly like everyone
with whom we come in contact. Take some vicious
individual or some ﬁlthy person—can you embrace and
kiss him and take him into your home? But you can,
indeed, love him (éymrav) with the intelligence that
sees and comprehends what is wrong with him and
with the noble and true purpose of ridding him of
what is wrong with him. This love will ever make the
true interests of its neighbor its own. The point in
quoting this commandment in addition to the other is
not that love to God includes love to our neighbor,
which is true enough, but that the quality and the high
character of both commandments are alike. This, of
course, leaves their natural order, the one about God
remains ﬁrst and the other about man second, for God
is inﬁnitely above man.
Mark omits what Matthew preserves: “In these
two commandments the whole law hangs and the
prophe ,” i.e., both law and gospel (Torah, Pentateuch, and the prophetic books). Yet Mark preserves
what Matthew omits: “Greater than these no other
precept is.” Compare Matt. 22:36, where the question
is asked regarding the “great” commandment. If there
is none “greater,” then these two form “the great.
commandment.” If none other is “greater" than thesetwo combined as “the ﬁrst commandment” (v. 28),
none could be placed ahead of them. There are many
other commandments as is here implied. When they
are compared with this commandment on love they all.
recede. But they really recede because they are all em-braced in this great commandment, than which none isgreater.

82) And the scribe said' to him, Excellently,
Teacher, didat thou any of a truth that he is one, and.
there is not another except he; and to love him from
the whole heart and from the whole understanding:
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and iron the whole strength and to love the neighbor as oneself is much more than all the whole burnt
offering and the daughter sacriﬁces.

The answer Jesus gives to the scribe is so complete,
so rich and satisfying, so illuminating in every way
that the scribe himself said so in his own way. KM: is
deﬁned by br' masks; Jesus had answered so excellent1y because he had answered “on the basis (ém’) of

truth.” And the scribe restates What Jesus had quoted
by putting it into his own words. First that God is
“one,” one in the absolute sense, the only existing God,
“and there is not another except he” (-qu being a
preposition, R. 1187) . This, too, states the fact exactly.
33) Next the two commandments. These are restated quite exactly except that in the place of soul and
mind the scribe uses “understanding,” aﬁvcmc, that

highest function of the 4mm; and 8La'vom. The change is
only formal.

The two substantivized inﬁnitives 13

dyaqrav are present tenses and thus denote linear action,
R. 1081: “this thing of loving right along.” When the
scribe says that such love to God and to one’s neighbor
“is much more than all whole burnt oﬂering and the
slaughter sacriﬁces” he indicates which commandments he had been inclined hitherto to rank as ﬁrst,
namely those regarding sacriﬁces. ‘Oonmpra is the
burnt oﬂ’ering that was wholly consumed on the altar
whereas ovate is the slaughter sacriﬁce only certain
parts of which were burnt on the altar. The two terms
together stand for all the altar offerings. The scribe
yields to Jesus when he says that the commandment of
love “is much more” than all these great sacriﬁces, and
this yielding is wholehearted and genuine. One can
almost feel the man’s gratitude.

34)

And Jesus, when he saw that he answered

intelligently, said to him, Not far art thou from the
kingdom of God. And no one any longer dared to
inquire of him.
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It is Mark who rounds out the story by giving us
the personal side of this scribe. Jesus noted the fact
that he had answered “intelligently,” was (an ad-.verb derived from voﬁv plus 64»), really having his

mind on what Jesus had said. The idea is that he in all
sincerity grasped what Jesus had told him. Aimiv is
attracted into the accusative case by may from the

nominative subject of «inexpwq. When Jesus assures this
scribe that he is not far from the kingdom of God (see
on 1:15) he is really urging him to take the next step
and to enter this kingdom with its divine rule of grace.
“Not far from” means “quite near.” This man was so
near to the kingdom because he realized that God
required the love that is described in Deuteronomy. If
he now went on and realized further that he had not
loved God and his neighbor in this perfect way he
would come to recognize his sinfulness and bow in
contrition before God. And he would then also understand that the gospel in the words “the Lord, thy
God,” meant that God’s rule of love and grace would
cleanse him from his sins. To comprehend this would
be faith and thus actual entrance into the kingdom.

At this point Mark inserts the statement that no
one dared to make any further inquiries of Jesus.
Matthew places this statement after the next pericope
in which Jesus asked the Pharisees about the Messiah.
Various parties had heretofore confronted Jesus with
inquiries, and he had shut up those who came to him
with evil intent and had almost won the one man whose
intent was honest. The reference is to the former, to
those who wished to hurt Jesus. It dawned on them

that their shrewdness and cunning were all in vain.
Jesus stood as the victor, they had experienced nothing
but defeat and could reap only further defeat. As for
the well-intentioned, they had the teaching of Jesus,
which he dispensed freely at all times. This occurred
on Tuesday, probably in the afternoon. As far as the
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records show, Jesus did not come back to the Temple
on Wednesday or on Thursday.
35) And Jesus, answering, went on to say while
teaching in the Temple: How do the scribes say that
the Christ is a son of David? David himself said in
the Holy Spirit:
The Lord said to my Lord,
Be sitting on my right
Until I place thine enemies as a footstool of thy
feet.

David himself declares him Lord; and whence is he
his son? And the great multitude were hearing him
gladly.
Matthew tells us that Jesus had the Pharisees before him, who had gathered to hear how their scribe
(v. 28) would fare. Around them crowd the pilgrims
who are listening eagerly. All that Mark indicates of
this situation is included in dwoxptocls, “answering,”
Jesus proceeded to say. His question was a rejoinder
to these Pharisees. Mark wants us to view what Jesus
says as being part of his teaching in the Temple. It is
certainly a most important part.
Interpreters have various views as to why Jesus
asks this question about the Messiah. The ancient
fathers saw that Jesus renews the supreme question
which he had addressed to his own band of disciples a
few weeks before, 8:29. Peter had given the. correct
answer. Until Sunday of this week Jesus had avoided
the name “Messiah” because of its political and nationalistic implications for his own person. Now the
time has arrived to disregard all such implications.
Jesus had on Palm Sunday entered Jerusalem and the
Temple as David’s son, Israel’s King, the Messiah. The
pilgrim multitudes had shouted his great titles, the
boys marching up and down in the Temple courts had
echoed those shouts. As the Messiah Jesus now asks
the Pharisees this question,: and they know that'it, is
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no academic or theoretical inquiry but the supreme
question concerning his own person.
Mark gives a summary account when he at once
has Jesus ask: “How do the scribes say that the Christ
is David’s son?” The point to be made is that the
question is made objective concerning “the scribes"
who were also Pharisees. They were the ones who
taught regularly that the Messiah would be a son of
King David, a descendant of David’s royal line. Every
child among the Jews knew this fact. The trouble was
that the scribes taught this and nothing more. It is to
this point that Jesus now addresses himself.
When modernists teach this Davidic descent as
being nothing but the subjective “normal belief of his
(Jesus’) day” and admit only that the Messiah “might
be descended from David" and intimate that he might
also be descended from some other ancestor they contradict all that both Testaments declare about the human ancestry of the promised Messiah. As far as Jesus
is concerned, his legal sonship from David’s line is
established by Matthew’s genealogical table in chapter
one; his natural sonship from David’s line is established equally by Luke’s table, 3:23, etc. His whole
family connection was fully known (6:3). No more
deadly weapon against the Messiahship of Jesus could
have been found than the proof that he was not of
David’s line; but his bitterest enemies never ventured
to cast even the least doubt upon his human descent
from David.

0n Xpumis see 1:1. Luther ﬁnds a natural connection between the question as to what makes a commandment ﬁrst in the law (v. 28) with the answer
that Jesus gave (v. 29-31) and the great question that
he himself now asks and also answers from Ps. 110.
This connection has been denied and is yet altogether
obvious. Why should the covenant God of Israel, Yahweh Elohenu, ask his people to love him as he did if

that love could never be realized in their hearts be-
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cause of their sin and doom under sin? His very covenant name points to the covenant promise of the
Messiah, in and through whose grace Israel would,
indeed, come to love the Lord, its God, with the whole
heart, soul, mind, and strength (Jer. 31:33, 34). The
supreme commandment and the Messiah, David’s son
and David’s Lord, will ever belong together.
The object of Jesus’ question is one and only one:
to add to the other revelations that he has made of his
deity this revelation from David’s psalm, which is so
clear and complete that every Jew who believed the
Scriptures must at once see and accept it. The purpose of Jesus is to win even these Pharisees to faith—
remember the scribe who was not far from the kingdom (v. 34). The motive of Jesus is the pure and
mighty love of the two great commandments which is
repeated by his own lips.
36) The scribes, who were learned in the law
(see 7 :1) , were perfectly right as far as they went but
were perfectly wrong unless they went much farther,
for David had a large number of descendants. How
was the one to be distinguished who would be the
Messiah? If God had revealed no more concerning the
Messiah than that he would be a. son of David he would
have left his people quite in the dark. Davidic descent
was only one mark. What was the other, the one that
would make one of David’s sons stand out above the
others, above even a Solomon and a Hezekiah, as being
beyond doubt the promised Messiah? Surely, the Scriptures would say. To help these Jews and these bystanders to ﬁnd this answer from the Scriptures Jesus draws
their attention to “what David himself said" in the
famous psalm concerning this one son of his.
The entire presentation assumes as being self-evident and unquestioned the fact that the Messiah would
be David's son, in fact, rests on this assumption as a
fact. Moreover, this presentation and what it implies
would be senseless unless two further features are
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true: ﬁrst, that David wrote Psalm 110. and no one
else; secondly, that Yahweh actually did call this one
son of David nothing less than David’s ’Adonai (Lord).
The Jewish interpretation of this psalm has always
been Messianic in spite of the New Testament and the
Christian application to Jesus, whom the synagogues

reject as being the Messiah.
Over against the critics who on subjective grounds

deny that this psalm was composed by David we put
the word of Jesus in this passage; that of Luke and

Peter in Acts 2:34, 35; that of Paul in I Cor. 15:25
plus that of Hebrews 1:13 and 10 :13. Jesus says that

David wrote this psalm év «,3 nvcﬁpau up ‘A-yicp, “in connection with the Holy Spirit,” under this Spirit’s inﬂuence, which, if it means anything, means by divine inspiration. If all this is denied, the result is most
disastrous. If David never wrote this psalm, if David
never heard Yahweh call this one son of his his
’Adonai, if the Pharisees and all Judaism were mistaken on this point, and if Jesus as a child of his
supposedly uncritical times was equally mistaken: then
we have the sad spectacle of the great Jesus by a mistake proving to Jews who were caught in the same

mistake what the mistakes of both disprove instead of
prove. But if only the scribes and the Jews were
mistaken regarding the authorship of this psalm, if
Jesus knew better, then Jesus used the ignorance of
the Jews for his purpose, and then he sinks to the level
of a tricky modern lawyer who capitalizes on the igno-I
rance of his opponent in court. In either case Jesus
proves his deitylby a false proof, once ignorantly, the
other time consciously. In other words, he proves his
deity by disproving it. A mistaken Jesus or a tricky
Jesus is not even the model for us which the critics
would make him.
But even when the authorship of this psalm is
attributed to David, we are not through. For-in this
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psalm David most clearly distinguishes between himself and the far greater person of the Messiah, his
future son and yet his ’Adonai or almighty Lord. We
are told that David never thus distinguishes the type
from the antitype; both'are said to ﬂow together for
David. The answer is that in this psalm David does
not operate with type (himself) and antitype (the
Messiah). Even if this were his conception, and if he
.here alone distinguishes between the two, no law of
God or man exists that a thing must be done more than
once before it can be done at all. We are born only
once, die only once, and no man denies either because
he cannot point to repetitions. But the thesis is unwarranted that only in this psalm David clearly distinguishes between himself and the Messiah; he does
it in 11 Sam. 23:1-7 ; again in Ps. 2:7, 12; and in Ps.
22 he goes so far beyond what happened to him that
here, too, the Messiah stands out as being distinct from
David.
“The Lord said” is more expressive in the Hebrew
n9’um Yahweh, “communication of Jehovah," Eingerauntes, something secretly whispered into the ear, the
communication of a mystery. This expression is at
times placed in the middle of a divine communication
like the Latin inquit or at the end, but repeatedly also
at the head as it is done in this psalm. The recipient of
the communication is at times added as is done here:
“to my Lord,” ’Adonaz'. The fact that this is David’s future son is understood by all concerned, is here placed
beyond question by Jesus himself, and is accepted by

both Jewish and Christian exegesis. Yet David, who
as king had only Yahweh above him, calls this his own
son “my Lord,” and the kind of ’Adon or “Lord” he
has in mind is made clear by the description of him in
this psalm: one who sits at Yahweh's right hand, one
'whose enemies are made his footstool, one who has the

rod of strength out of Zion; and so on throughout the
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psalm. No wonder David called this son of his “my
Lord.” This is the Messiah, the God-man, and thus even
King David’s “Lord."
Note that Yahweh is distinct from ’Adon although
the Greek has to use Kﬁpm for both like the English
which has Lord for both. This is a clear revelation of
the persons of the Godhead in the Old Testament. No
wonder the Baptist could freely mention all three, and
no Jew ever objected when he heard mention of the
Father, the Son of God, and the Spirit of God (“Holy
Spirit" right here). His sole objection was that Jesus,
the lowly man of Nazareth, called himself the Son, and
that men received him as such. David was a prophet
and by the illumination and inspiration “in the Holy
Spiri " (the article repeated, see its force in R. 776)
wrote as he did.
Divine exaltation is here predicated of David's son,
the Messiah: “Be sitting (present imperative, durative) at my right (en, the right in the Greek idiom, the
left, too, always being designated from the person) .”
The Hebrew imperative sheb limimi has become a Messianic title: “Sheblimini.” Yahweh’s right or right
hand (the Greek idiom has the plural, “the right” being viewed as consisting of parts) is his divine power
and majesty, it is therefore also called “the right hand
of power.” Compare all the passages on God’s right
hand. To be sitting at Yaimeh’s right is to exercise
this power and majesty to the fullest extent. This invitation to sit thus is the divine exaltation of Christ’s
human nature. For as the Son begotten from eternity
he is co-equal with the Father and together with the
Father and the Spirit exercises all power and majesty.
When the Son assumed our human nature he communicated all his divine attributes to that nature. Just
as a king who marries a humble maiden by virtue of
the marriage makes her queen so that she shares in all
his royal prerogatives, so the Son did when he wedded
our human nature. But to accomplish the redemptive
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work it was necessary that the human nature pass
through a state of humiliation while he was here on
earth. So the human nature had the divine attributes
bestowed upon it, but ordinarily, except in working
miracles, it did not use these attributes, Phil. 2:6, etc.
Then the glorious exaltation followed: Christ sat at his
Father’s right hand in his human nature.
The astounding clause now follows: “until I place
thy enemies as a footstool of thy fee ” Yahweh himself will make a footstool of all the Messiah’s enemies;
“put . . . as thy footstool” is the Hebrew and the LXX.
These are e'xepoi, personal enemies who, wholly unlike
David, will not have this man to reign over them.
Jesus faces some of these very enemies as he utters
these mighty assurances of Yahweh through David
concerning himself. These words must have burned
into the souls of these Pharisees, but Yahweh’s terrible
threat as it came from the lips of the despised Jesus
only enraged them. But the object of Jesus lay, not in
this threat, but in the revelation of the divine nature
of his person, whom David himself called “my Lor ”
and exalted as very God in the psalm.
We need hardly trouble about the statement which
makes the Father active and not the Son. We have
long known that the opera ad extra sunt indivisa aut
commune; all the persons of the Godhead share in all
of them, and the Father works in and through the Son
and the Spirit, and vice versa. In Pa. 2 :9 the MessiahKing smites with a rod of iron and dashes his enemies
in pieces like a potter’s vessel. That is the act of the

Son at his Father’s right. God laughs at the raging of
the kings on the earth and at the violent hosts of men
and devils who assail his Son’s kingdom.
These expressions are anthropomorphitic such as
making a footstool of enemies, Josh. 10:24. So conquering kings showed their triumph by placing a foot
upon some conquered king. But the ﬁgure is vastly
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magniﬁed here: all the Messiah’s enemies shall be his
footstool. And “footstool” matches the ﬁgure of the
exalted Messiah’s “sitting” on the throne with the
.Father. “Temporal history shall end with the triumph
of good over evil, but not with the annihilation of evil
but with its subjugation. To this it will come when
absolute omnipotence for all shows its effectiveness

through the exalted Christ.” On ‘ad, Ems, “until,” see
the author’s commentary on I Cor. 15:28.
37) Jesus repeats: “David himself declares (Myer)
him Lord.” Will these Pharisees dare to contradict
David? And now the question that is so deadly for
these blind and perverse Pharisees: “And whence is
he his son ?” “Whence” is quite in place, for it asks for
the source from which the Pharisees could deduce this
astounding statement that one who is David’s Lord
and God could at the same time be his own son. A
remarkable point is that Jesus does not turn the question around and ask: “Since he is David’s son, as we
all know, how can he at the same time be David’s
Lord?” But no, Jesus puts it the other way: “From
what can you deduce that so mighty a person is
David’s son '3”
Nor should we generalize: a man’s son his lord. We
should stay with David, Israel’s mightiest king who
lived and died while having no man above him. And
yet this great David makes this one cum son of his his
Lord. Rationalism says: “He is not David’s son at
all—that is what Jesus means”. But the Pharisees

might have stoned such rationalists, for all Scripture
supports the fact of the Messiah’s descent from David.
The question of Jesus as put in the form he used
throws the Pharisees against this stone wall: the
Messiah is David’s son!
The terrible error of the Pharisees is here exposed.
Their conception of the Messiah was' that he was
David’s son and only David’s son—a mere human Mes-

siah, however great and mighty he was in, his human
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power andglory. His deity was a closed book to their
blind Scripture reading. They dared not say that he
was not to be David’s son—they knew that he would
be. They dared not deny David’s inspired word that
the Messiah would at the same time be David’s Lord
and thus very God. They were thus caught between
the upper and the nether millstone. What the Pharisees would not do was to admit also the Messiah’s deity.
While the Pharisees must have raged inwardly at
what Jesus thus presented to them, Mark reports that
the great multitude of the festival pilgrims in the
spacious Temple courts continued to hear (ﬁxoucv, imperfect) him gladly. The mastery of Jesus in all that
he said was perfect, and these common people could
not help but listen with eagerness.
38) And in his teaching he was saying, Beware
of the scribes who want to walk in ﬂowing robes, and
salutations in the market places, and the ﬁrst seats
in the synagogues, and the ﬁrst reclining-places at
the feasts. They devouring the houses of the widows and for pretense praying long, these shall receive the more abundant judgment.
Mark indicates plainly. that this is a part of what
Jesus was teaching on Tuesday afternoon after he had
answered the inquiries made of him and had himself
made one; a fuller account appears in Matt. 23:1, etc.
Mark considered a brief statement enough for his
Gentile Christian readers who were far removed from
the Pharisees and the scribes. Jesus warns against
their pride, their avarice, and, abbve all, their hypocrisy. Bxe’um d116, as it does in 8:16, means “beware 0 .”
It is noteworthy that Jesus warns, not merely against
conduct and practices, but against the persons who
are given to such conduct and practices. Association
with such persons is dangerous, hence mime c'vmi, literally, “be looking away from them,” turn your backs
onthem, leave them.
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An attributive participle, 113v oao'mv, indicates the

reason for this injunction. These scribes, who were
professional interpreters of the Torah (Old Testament), constantly abuse that Torah. First, in their
ungodly pride. Their will and desire (0:10») is to
parade “in ﬂowing garments”; the MOM} is the Staatsklez'd, the dress for state occasions. They loved to
appear as distinguished men and to attract attention
and respect as such. The construction then becomes
heterogeneous (R. 1199); it seems to be a sudden
change to pass from the inﬁnitive «(pm-duly to the following accusatives, but these are only further objects

of ﬁeMwwv: “who want . . . greetings,” etc. While they‘
were parading in grand robes through the market
places, where many people congregated, these Pharisaic scribes loved to attract attention by being saluted
on every hand. What an honor to ordinary mortals to
have the privilege of greeting such distinguished men!
39) They had the same desire also in the synagogues and at Selma or “feasts.” In the synagogues they
wanted as their proper due the front seats beside the
synagogue rulers, where everybody could see their
prominence; they also counted on being called upon to
offer their wisdom during the services. At a deipnon,
an evening meal that was made festive by their being
invited as guests, they considered it only proper that
the most prominent reclining-places on the divans or
couches should be accorded to them. The head place on
each couch was at the extreme left; this was considered foremost because the person occupying it could
overlook the entire table without throwing back his
head or looking around. All these honors were no
doubt abundantly accorded to them.
40) How worthy they were of these honors is now
revealed in a ﬂash. The substantivized participles are
in the nominative. We may construe in two ways:
either as the grammars do, as a nominative absolute
(R. 1130) which is not changed to match the preceding
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genitive 1’67 90.6me or, as seems much simpler, by
beginning a new sentence in which 0510: picks up the
two preceding nominative participles.
It must have been a matter of common knowledge
that these holy scribes abused their reputation by
taking advantage of widows, by helping them, as administrators, to preserve their estates and using this
position to “devour their houses,” to loot these estates
in more or less legal ways. The charge must have come
like a thunderclap to any scribes who were present at
the time. The pilgrims must have opened their eyes
and their ears wide to hear their scribes denounced so
openly. In the Old Testament to rob widows and
orphans had always been branded as one of the most
despicable crimes. To cover up this baseness these
scribes “for a pretense go on praying long,” “for a
pretense” implying public praying for men to see as in
Matt. 6 :5. These prayers are a mere pretense without
sincerity toward God and are offered only to impress
men. Seeing these long periods of prayer, men would
think it impossible that these scribes ever touched a
widow’s penny. This terrible scoring of long praying
in public has had its effect on the Lutheran Church
where long public prayers are almost altogether unknown.
05701., in the common Greek fashion, emphatically
takes up what the two participles state: “these,” these
so described, they shall receive the more abundant
judgment. mm is here the sentence and its execution.
The sentence and the penalty shall be more severe for
these hypocrites than for others who, though they
were sinners, practiced no such hypocrisy. As there
are degrees of glory in heaven, so there are degrees of
torture in hell, Luke 12 :48. As scribes these men knew

the Lord’s will and could know it far better than other
men; this, too, aggravated their penalty.
41) And having sat down over against the
treasury chest, he was beholding how the multitude
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was throwing coin into the treasury chest, and many
rich were throwing much.
“What a man!” exclaims Stier. Directly after an
address like the one just uttered he calmly sits down
tonote what a poor, lone widow does. He is never
one-sided, never carried away by his emotions, always
absolutely master of himself. As he sat and watched
over against the treasury chest in the Temple court, so

he now looks down on every giver and every gift
offered in his church, and his estimates are just as

true as they were in the Temple. While 11‘) yagooukatxwv
(Luke has the plural) may mean “the treasure chamber,” the context requires that we think of one of the
thirteen trumpet-shaped metal receptacles (shepher70th), each marked by a letter of the Hebrew alphabet,
which were placed in the court of the women to receive
the gifts of the worshippers for the beneﬁt of the
Temple and for the Temple tax. Near them and over
against one of them Jesus sat down, possibly on the
steps that led from the court of the women to that of
the men. The imperfect éﬂeépa describes that Jesus
continued for some time to behold how the pilgrims
(these are meant by 6 6one) went on casting money
into the treasury chest nearest to him. The verb is
select: Jesus was observing closely. The Greek retains
the present tense ,Bmu in the indirect discourse after
the imperfect éocépu whereas the English changes to
the past tense “was throwing."
The tenses are of special interest, R. 838: “The
general scene is presented by the descriptive durative

imperfect e'oeépec and the durative present palm. It is
visualized by «one! . . . zpmov. But the ﬁgure of the
widow woman is singled out by the aorist spam. The
closing reference by Jesus to the rest is by the constative aorist m’ms Eﬁaon. Note also the precise distinc-

tion between Jxev and zﬁaAcv at the end. Where the
aorist and the imperfect occur side by side, it is to be
assumed that the change is made on purpose and the
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difference in idea to be sought. In juxtaposition the
aorist lifts the curtain, and the imperfect continues
the play.” Attention is especially drawn to “many
rich” as they were throwing in much (EﬁaMov, the
iterative imperfect). It is said that the city was in a
ﬂourishing condition at this time. How these gifts of
the rich were viewed by Jesus is stated presently. In
passing we may note that today the rich ought also, as
far as quantity is concerned, throw in much. Many
men of wealth give far too little in proportion to those
of small means. But we shall see that it is the quality
of the gifts that is the real essential. The xano’s, copper
or brass, was coined money; the Jews had no paper
money.
42) And a poor widow having come, threw in
two lepta, which is a quadrans.
“A poor widow” is correct since pL’a is used as the
indeﬁnite article, R. 674. She is placed over against
the many rich. The participle Mofm draws attention
to her approach. Jesus beheld her as she drew near,
not only as she threw in her gift. He marks out every
one of us as we make ready to give; he beholds our
thoughts as they crystallize into the resolution to make
our oifering. This woman was “poor”; her appearance,
no doubt, indicated that fact, and she was poor indeed
as we shall see. But how did Jesus know that she was
“a widow”? We may likewise ask how he knew that
the two lepta. were “all her living.” The solution is
offered that she was one of Jesus’ disciples, and that
he thus knew all about her circumstances. But the text
has no hint to this effect. Jesus employed his supernatural knowledge. His all—discerning eyes rested upon
her and upon all that transpired here; this is what
made his judgment infallible! So every life and every
heart lie bare before him. No other explanation sufﬁces or satisﬁes. It is well in this connection to remind
ourselves of God’s special care for the widow and the
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orphan. Men often forget or neglect them, but our

Savior watches over them.
This widow’s name is nowhere recorded; her gift

has lent her a name, and it is a good name in all the
ages of the church. Every man’s gifts stamp him with
a name; and when the gift is as small as this woman’s
was, the name is not always the same, it is sometimes

the very opposite of the one this widow bears. The
aorist E/iaAev simply states the fact. There is no thought
of display or expectation of praise. Ordinary eyes
would certainly never have noted anything remarkable

in this woman or her gift.
One writer tells us that there were always bystanders at these treasure chests who noted the large contributions and murmured praises when these were cast
in. Such people would surely have overlooked this
humble woman and her tiny gift, for all she had was
two lepta. Since we have no English equivalents we
leave the denominations untranslated. The lepton, so
called because of its smallness, is one eighth of an as
(assarion) , two lepta thus make a. quadrans or quarter
as (also in Matt. 5:26), about the fourth of a cent in
value, of which Bengel says well that she might have

retained one. “Mite” and “farthing” are older English,
a mite being a twenty-fourth of a penny, and a farth-

ing one-fourth of a penny. These English terms are
thus wrong equivalents.
There are those who to this day judge the widow’s
act according to their shallow worldly wisdom by saying that she should have kept her money for her own
support or should have kept at least half of it, or that
the gift was so insigniﬁcantly small as far as the
Temple was concerned that it amounted to practically
nothing. What was it that the thief Judas had to object
to in Mary's offering to Sesus in Bethany just the Saturday night before this Tuesday?
Worldly wisdom always makes big fools of us. In
the case of this widow it sees neither the faith and
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trust that ﬁlled this woman’s heart nor the act of true
worship she performed. All these are more precious

in Jesus’ eyes than the largest gift bestowed by the
Jews in Jerusalem on that day. Poverty may be made
a great curse as well as a great blessing. It becomes a
curse when it ﬁlls the heart with anxious care and
worry, with murmuring and complaint, or leads to
unbelief and dishonesty. It becomes a blessing when
it compels the poor man to cast himself upon God who
has promised to care for his children.
43) And having called unto him his disciples,
he said to them, Amen, I say to you that this poor
widow threw in more than all those throwing into
the treasury chest. For they all threw in of what is
over and above to them, but she of her want cast in
all whatever she had, her whole living.

The disciples may have been scattered about in the
crowd of pilgrims. Jesus calls them together de magna. re (Bengel), for a matter of grave import. Many
others very likely also came to listen. The disciples are
to hear something that is for their personal beneﬁt,
and they are at the same time to learn the principle
according to which all gifts in the church are to be
estimated; this will be valuable for their own future
ofﬁcial work. Remember the willing and generous oifer—
ings of the ﬁrst congregation in Jerusalem. It is generally assumed that the widow went her way; but, like
others, she may have wondered why Jesus summoned
his disciples and may thus have heard what Jesus said
about her gift. Jesus frequently uttered words of commendation in the hearing of those whom he wished to
praise.
Jesus begins with the formula that is explained in
3 :28: “Verily,” this is a true judgment; “I say to
you,” I who alone am able to render such a judgment
in this case. The two aorists place the two acts in

sharp contrast; “she threw in—they all threw in.” The
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emphasis is on «Mow. The gifts of all the rich are
summed up, andthe poor widow’s gift (is said to be
“more” than this sum. This goes far beyond comparing her gift with that of one rich giver, say the one
who'had made the largest gift. 0n the very face of
this statement there lies the fact that Jesus is not
comparing the sums involved. It is the quality of the
gift that makes it “more" or less in the eyes of Jesus.
44) Jesus gives a reason for setting this value on
the poor widow’s gift. “They all" includes the rich
givers who had cast in so much; there might have been
many more such givers, for however numerous those
were who gave much, the quantity of their gifts would
never have raised the quality in Jesus’ eyes. By giving
as these men gave it was impossible to reach the value
of the poor widow's gift. All the rich cast in 3x 706
«epwmioms mimic, “from what is over and above to
them,” from what they could thus give without the
least eﬁ'ort. But this woman gave in 177's i’a'rcpﬁa'cmc aim-ﬁe,

“from her want or lack,” from what was insuﬁicient
even for her own support.
If Jesus had stopped here, the great value of the
widow’s gift would already have been apparent: the
rich of what they did not need—she of what was even
less than her need. But the case is still more in her
favor: she cast in “all whatever she had, her whole
living,” all that she had to live on. That was a sacﬁﬁce
indeed! But we should not overlook what this statement implies concerning this widow’s gift. To give her

last cent as she did means that by this act she placed
herself completely into the keeping of God who could
and would provide for her far better and more surely
than any two lepta. or a million times any number of
lepta. could. The words spoken to another unnamed
woman may be applied here: “0 woman, great is thy

faith: be it unto thee even as thou wilt!” Matt. 15:28.
Did this widow starve? I think not. The great
painter Tissot depicts this widow with a little child on
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her arms. It makes the image of the woman more
poignant. Can you imagine yourself in her place without the fear of starving? Few can. Many who live in
abundance decline to give or give too little because
they fear that they will not have enough for the future.
They give from'lack of faith, and that robs their giving of its true 'value. The widow’s gift, though copper,
was entirely gold in the eyes of the Lord. How do your
gifts appear in his eyes? The widow’s act cannot be
reproduced mechanically. Even if you, too, gave all
that you have you could not in that way alone match
her performance. Copy her faith, then you will be in
her class, and the size of your gifts will, of course,
take care of itself.
~
We may think of this woman as being one of the
humble members of the ﬁrst congregation in Jerusalem and living her unobtrusive life among the ﬁrst
believers. Even in regard to money this widow's gift
has been multiplied endlessly. How many givers’ hearts
has she not helped to purify, ﬁll with better faith, and

make truly generous in their gifts! When the ﬁnal
computation is made in heaven, the interest which this
woman’s gift bore for the kingdom will be far beyond
anything that the gifts of others, such as those at the
treasure chests, could possibly produce. But this is due
to the grace which the Lord added to this woman’s gift
by having her story spread on the sacred record. Are
your gifts of a kind to which he can add his benediction so that they will in some way at least also aid and

inspire others to real faith and to this true fruit of faith?

CHAPTER XIII
It is still Tuesday, but near the end of this momentous day. Mark indicates a new minor division by

saying that Jesus left the Temple (13:1-37). Note the
clearness with which the three subparts (which go
together) are marked: 1) Jesus is on the way to Jerusalem (10:32); 2) Jesus enters Jerusalem and the
Temple (11:1) ; 3) Jesus leaves the Temple for good
(18:1, etc.).
1) And while he is going out of the Temple,
one of his disciples says to him, Teacher, see, what
stones and what buildings! And Jesus said to him,
Seesl: than these great buildings? In no wise shall
there he left here stone on stone which shall not be
dislodged.
Jesus is through with the Temple; he never again
entered it. While he was in the act of leaving, Mark
speciﬁes, one of his disciples spoke to him about the
glorious Temple structure. Matthew says that all the

disciples came to Jesus, and Luke that some of them
spoke. They all came to Jesus and probably hesitated
a little; then one spoke as Mark reports—probably
Peter who told Mark; then others, too, joined in. With
18¢, which is an aorist imperative and not an interjection, this disciple bids Jesus take a look at all the magniﬁcence of the Temple buildings. How he and then
others came to think of this is indicated in Matt. .23 :38

_where Jesus had told Jerusalem that her house would
be left desolate. The thought of the disciples is: “Look
at all these grand structures—and they are all to be
completely deserted?” The stones are mentioned ﬁrst,
great, massive, wonderfully carved and laid; and then
the wonderful buildings that had been erected with
these stones. All of ﬁfty years, half a century, had
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already been spent in replacing one building after an—
other in grander and richer form. The work was not
yet completed; it went on for years until shortly before
the great war which wrecked Jerusalem and utterly
destroyed its ﬁne Temple.
2) Whereas Jesus spoke to this one disciple, we
see that his answer is, of course, intended for all. In
The Life of Christ Farrar has a good description of
the Temple of this time. Jesus turns the disciple’s
words around. Was he to look at these stones and
buildings? Well, let the disciple himself regard them:
“Seest thou these great buildings ?" There is no question about their greatness, and the eye may well feast
upon them. Now, however, there comes the astounding
announcement that all these buildings shall not only be
deserted and left desolate but that they shall be lit—
erally destroyed, and that utterly. These wonderful
stones—not one should be left on another that shall

not be dislodged. We have 01': pa; twice, in both the
main and the subordinate clause; in both cases the
negation is as strong as it can be made and is expressed with a subjunctive (also with a future). The
passive aorist subjunctive d¢¢9ﬁ is futuristic; read R.
928, etc.; so is the xa-raauaﬁ in the relative clause.
The statement is direct prophecy. It is the last word,
as far as we know, that Jesus spoke in the Temple, and
it is tragic in the highest degree.
3, 4) And while he is sitting on the Mount of
Olives over against the Temple, there inquired of'
him Peter and James and John and Andrew, Tell us,
when shall these things be? And what the sign when
these things all are about to be accomplished?

The writer stood on the lower slopes of Olivet toward evening and looked across the Kidron valley to
the Temple hill within the walls, where now stands the
Mohammedan Dome of the Rock (sometimes called the
Mosque of Omar), the Temple’s great dome of dull gold
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magniﬁcently lit up by the rays of the sinking sun, the ‘
city on Zion hill behind it rising to arhigher elevation.
So Jesus is now sitting with Herod’s great Temple and
the brilliant Sanctuary -(Holy and Holy of Holies)
sparkling in the dying sun.
When Jesus was leaving the Temple, crowds sur-

rounded him; he is now alone, mr’ why, “in private,”
with the Twelve. The four disciples named ask him to
tell them more; all, of course, wanted to know. By
Taﬁra. they refer to the destruction of the Temple (v.
2)—when shall that be? They also desire to know “the
sign when these things all are about to be accomplished,” brought to a complete ﬁnish. The imperfect

én-qpu’m holds us in suspense until we hear what the
answer shall be. By “the sign” they mean “the sign of
thine own Parousia” (Matt. 24:3), by which Jesus’
own coming and presence at the end of the world shall
be announced, which they take to be the sign that shall
usher in the accomplishment or complete ﬁnish (Matthew) of all things.
No date is asked for with min, and Jesus never
gives a date (Acts 1:7), and Jesus has no date to give
(v. 32). This “when” merely goes together with “the
sign” as indicating the return to judgment and the
winding up of all things at the end. It is rather useless
to ﬁgure out just how the disciples combined their two
questions, in particular whether they imagined that
there would be an interval between the destruction of
Jerusalem and the end of the world. All that the synoptists intend to convey is that the question of the
disciples induced Jesus to make his long reply which
went beyond even what was asked. The important
thing is this reply.
5) And Jesus began to say to them, See to it
lest anyone deceive you! Many shall come on my
name, saying, I myself am he, and shall deceive many.
.
“Began to say to them” is circumstantial and marks
.the length and the importance of what Jesus said, His

Mark 18:6, .7
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heart is full of concern for his disciples. The introduction to the great discourse is a mighty warning. They
are to “see to it,” to keep their eyes open, “lest anyone
deceive you,” trick you to believe what is not true, the.
aorist denoting actuality.
6) Jesus has only too good a reason for this warning: many shall try this deception by coming ad 19')
616mm: you, “on my name” (explained at length in 9:
37), on the basis of my revelation, abusing it and
misusing itfor their evil purposes. They shall go so
far in this abuse of the revelation of Jesus that they

shall solemnly declare: 'E'yo': elm, “I myself am he,” i.e.,
the Christ, and arrogate this name to themselves as if
they were fulﬁlling the prophecies of Jesus, and impersonate him directly or indirectly.
The procession of such deceivers from Simon Magus and Barcochba on to the great Antichrist and all
the little antichrists goes on to the end of time. Some
are petty and have this or that little sect of fanatics
following them, some are grand like the popes in their
long succession, some are out for the hard cash, some
are viciously lascivious. They all use the revelation of
Christ as their sheep’s clothing. The sad thing is that
they shall actually succeed in deceiving many, for all
men have an afﬁnity for religious error, and many
yield to it with avidity and develop the strongest delusions. They have no limit in perverting to their own
ends what the Scriptures say about the kingdom.
This introduction to the discourse is misconceived.
when it is made a rebuke to the Twelve for thinking of
the glory 'of the end instead of thinking of the Passion
of Jesus. It is no rebuke whatever, and the last discourses of Jesus as recorded by John most certainly
comfort the disciples by pointing to his spiritual and
also to his glorious coming.
7) The ﬁrst section of the discourse (v. 7-13)
deals with the entire time until the end of the world.
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The destruction of Jerusalem is, of course, included
although Jesus will speak of that separately (v. 1423) just as he will speak separately also of the end
of the world (V. 24-37). But when you shall hear of
wars and of rumors of wars, he not alarmed. It must
be. But not yet is the end. For nation shall rise
against nation and kingdom against kingdom. There
shall he earthquakes from place to place; there shall

be famines. A beginning of birthpains these things.
The thing heard is in the accusative, the person
heard in the genitive; so we here have woaénov: mi. The
disciples shall hear of wars right at hand and rumors
about wars in distant places. These, Jesus says, are
signs of the end, for they signal the rotten condition of
the world, but not of the end immediately to ensue.
Hence the admonition: “be not alarmed,” troubled.
These war noises are not to upset the equanimity of the
disciples. Why? “It must be," 8st, impersonal and to
indicate any type of necessity, here a necessity due to
the condition of the world and to God’s judgment upon
that condition. The aorist inﬁnitive is constative ; “be”
includes all these wars and these rumors. “The end is
not yet” when the disciples hear these things, r6 TC’MS‘,
the goal which God has set. These are only a part of
the birthpains.
8) That wars result when nation rises against
nation (mm, a body of people that is held together by
the same customs) and kingdom against kingdom (a
body of people that is under one king or government)
is rather self-evident. These clashes are, however, al—
ways the height of abnormality. The passive EyepOﬁuaa,
“shall be raised up,” is used also for the middle “shall
raise itself up,” i.e., “shall rise.” The passions that
cause such uprisings need not be mentioned. Since
famines and earthquakes are mentioned together, and
the latter are not produced by wars, we may conclude
that famines are likewise to be understood as being
independent 0f, and not mere phenomena of, wars. The

Mark 18 :8, 9
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distributive Ka‘ra'. means “from place to place." The
world of nature is affected in the same way by sin as
is the world of men, and thus these disturbing manifestations are signs of the end. But not signs after
which the end is at once due. No; more of these manifestations will be piled up, not always consecutively
but often concurrently and simultaneously.
These are only a prelude, “a beginning of birthpains,” much severer pains and writhings must be
added before the new, heavenly eon comes to full birth.
Jesus adopts the term that was used by the rabbis when
they referred to the sufferings and woes which were to
precede the Messiah’s coming: cheblé hanwshwch, dolo'res Messiae, which tribulations were to bring forth
the new era. Jesus shows that these “birthpains” pertain only to his second coming and the judgment.
9) But do you on your part see to yourselves!
For they shall deliver you over to councils, and in
synagogues you shall be hided; and before governors
and kings shall you be made to stand on account of
me, for a testimony to them. And unto all the nations
must ﬁrst the gospel be preached.
In v. 5 Jesus uses the word ﬂAe'a'ers to warn the disciples to see to it lest others deceive them; now he uses
the same word mam to caution them regarding themselves. We make {male emphatic: “you on your part see
to it,” 'etc. Amid all coming signs of the end, these
preliminary birthpains, the disciples must be constantly on the watch (the present imperative is durative)
in regard to themselves lest they in some way come to
lose their faith and thus perish. '
The account of the persecutions which the disciples
shall suffer which Mark now brings is not found in
Matthew’s report of this discourse (chapter 24) but in
the ordination address recorded in Matt. 10:17-22; all
save v. 10 which accords with Matt. 24:14. The usual
explanation is that Mark himself inserted a part of
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the ordination address into the address delivered on
Mount Olivet. But Mark reports what he had received
from Peter, and such a mixing of the addresses would
have to be charged against Peter. It is beyond question
that Jesus repeated some of his statements. This must
be the case here. We are conﬁrmed in this opinion by
the fact that the statements in question ﬁt perfectly

in both addresses.
Jesus told the disciples from the very start and in
the plainest possible way about the severe persecutions
that they would encounter in a world that was fast
ripening unto judgment. He 'does so here. And again
(in v. 11) he adds his mighty word of comfort. The
subject of wapaSéaoum does not need to be expressed.
The vicious opponents of Jesus and the gospel “shall
deliver you over” to the different judicial tribunals.
The future tenses are, of course, prophetic but at the
same time express “the certainty of expectation that is
involved,” R. 870. Jesus mentions the worst of the
persecutions that the disciples must expect, trials before tribunals and all that goes with them, accusation,
denunciation, arrest, imprisonment, verdicts of guilty,
'and the execution of these verdicts. All lesser sufferings are thus taken for granted. They will come in
proportion.
The a'uve'8pw. (adv plus Espa. or “seat”) were the minor,
local Jewish courts in which twenty-three judges sat
together to try cases. To be haled before such a “council” was an indignity. These councils could decree
scourging with rods, and the penalty would be carried
out right in the synagogue where the council sat and
under the eyes of the judges (Acts 22:19; 26:11; II
Cor. 11:24). This scourging was severe enough to be
called ﬂaying ; 8ap7ja¢a0¢ is the future passive of 86pm, “to
give a hiding.” The two clauses are arranged chiastically, the verbs being placed ﬁrst and last, the phrases
between the verbs. The second at: is static: “in synagogues,”.R. 593.

Mark 13:9, 10
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' From the-Jewish tribunals Jesus turns to the. pagan
courts that were presided over by “governors” or procurators and even by “kings." The e’m’ has the resultant
idea of “before,” R. 603. The Herodian rulers were
popularly styled kings although they were only tetrarchs (over a fourth) ; Archelaus was an ethnarch.
The implication is the inﬂiction of severer penalties
and even death itself. A terrible prospect indeed! But
Jesus never withheld or softened what the disciples
had to expect (compare Matt. 5:10-12). We regard

a-raoﬁoeaoe as passive, “you shall be made to stand,” not
as active, “shall stand” (R. V.).
The emphasis is on Even-v 6,106, “on account of me.”
Whatever they suffer is for him. He sends them, him
they represent, him and the royal rule of his kingdom
they proclaim. A second phrase interprets the ﬁrst:
“for a testimony to them,” to the Jews, the prime
movers in these persecutions, and to the pagan tribunals, ofﬁcers and men, including the populace. This

will be an effective testimony indeed, which will be
greater than ordinary preaching. For it will compel
all these high authorities to investigate judicially the
whole course of the gospel and to note all that the
gospel contains and all that it does for man. Whether
this testimony makes a salutary impression or not, its
mere rendering is the will of Jesus (Acts 1:8, “witnesses unto me”) ; and its saving effect will always be
felt by some.
10) Mark abbreviates Matt. 24:14. In Matthew
the statement stands by itself, but in Mark it appears
as an explanation for the fact that the disciples shall be
haled before pagan judges. This shall be done because
the gospel shall be preached to all nations. This “must
be”; the necessity expressed by 8:2 is that of God’s
good will and counsel concerning the salvation of all

men. And «am 11‘: ion, are “all nations,” 30m is used as
it is in v. 8, and the Jews, too, are regarded as an
ethnos. Evangelization is to be world-wide. Both the
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verb and the noun are distinctive in 1:17me «3 stayyéhwv.
See 1:4 on the former. It is the verb which denotes the public heralding of the gospel, the uttering a
proclamation for all to hear. The construction with cisas a substitute for the dative is perfectly regular,
R. 535. On céawe’mv see 1:1.
The substance of the good or glad news (“gospel,"
an old English term) is all that pertains to Jesus and
his work and rule of grace in his kingdom for the

salvation of men. This wonderful news must resound
among all nations. Mark writes only the adverb wpé'mvi
it must “ﬁrst” be heralded; Matthew gives us the interpretation: “and then shall come the end.” This is
the clearest statement in the Gospels concerning the

actual time of the end—“ﬁrst” the gospel must reach
all nations. They must all be brought to face the question of faith or unbelief, whether they will accept this
gospel or reject it. This “must be,” it is God’s own
will. What a profound statement! Imagine Jesus sitting there with the Twelve on the slopes of Olivet on
Tuesday evening before the Friday of his death and
speaking of the world-wide penetration of his gospel!
Yet this is exactly what has come to pass. The world
cannot end until the gospel has been carried, amid all
manner of persecutions, to the uttermost part of the
earth (Acts 1:8), Rev. 22:20.
11) And whenever they bring you, delivering
you up, stop worrying what you shall utter; but
whatever shall be given you in that hour, that go on
and utter, for you are not the ones making utterance
but the Holy Spirit.
To be arrested and haled before judges low or high
is enough to upset anyone. Aside from the shame, fear,
and other conﬂicting emotions, the trial itself and the
matter of their defense would cause terrible anxiety to
the apostles and to other heralds of the gospel. Their
anxiety would not, however, concern itself merely with

Mark 13:11
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the manner in which they might defend themselves
and escape the inﬂiction of penalties, their anxiety
would be concerned chieﬂy with the honor of Christ
and the gospel, that in the midst of their mental confusion, by mistakes, weakness, ignorance, or other
handicaps they might injure the Lord’s cause. After
spending one or more sleepless nights in a foul cell,

and having no advocate at their side, in what condition
would they be to do justice to the gospel? “Stop worrying what you shall utter l” contemplates and meets this
situation. Matthew has the aorist: “Drop all worrying
completely !” Mark has the present imperative which
when it is used with a negative means to stop an action
already begun, R. 851, etc. The aorist Mia-qr: speaks
of the complete utterance made at the trial. Note the
use of awry (not Myew) throughout this passage, “to
make utterance,” to open the mouth and to speak as

opposed to keeping silence.
The command not even to give the matter thought
is astonishing. Even the powers, abilities, faculties,
talents, wisdom, faith, courage, etc., which God gives
us and wants us to use are to be left out of consideration in these ordeals. Our dependence is to be on nothing in ourselves but wholly on God: “but whatever
shall be given you in that hour, that go on and utter E”
This is a mighty promise in the form of a command.
The passive snag implies God as the agent, and the
.aorilt denotes one complete act of giving. In the verb
“give” there is the strong connotation of grace. When
God gives, the gift corresponds to him. The indeﬁnite
relative clause is made emphatic by warn, “that, and
that alone go on uttering,” MM", durative, as needed
in that hour.
When God gives a man what he shall utter—do not
overlook may—the proper name for that is inspiration. In fact, we have here an exact description of this
act. Without previous thinking, planning, imagining
the defendants will in their trials at court receive
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directly from God just what they are to utter. .It will

drop into their minds just as it is needed and will thus
come to their lips to be uttered aloud. That is in fact
the whole of their part in this matter—mew, “to utter.”
The clause introduced by 'ydp explains what this
divine gift in the hour of need really means: “for you
are not the ones making utterance but the Holy Spirit,” i.e., in reality not you, but in reality he. When the

predicate has the article it is identical and interchangeable with the subject (R. 768) ; that is the case here
with regard to {mic and its predicate oi Mime; Note
that My is the verb that is still used. The fact that
the Holy Spirit is a person is beyond question, he is
the third person of the Godhead. This Spirit dwells in
the believer and will increase his gracious power in
the believer in this special and most wonderful way.
The believers will, indeed, make utterance, and yet
they will not, for their act is due to the Holy Spirit,
and this is done in such a way that he is the one that
does the uttering. Everything mechanical, magical,
unpsychological is completely shut out, for Matthew
adds e'v My, the Spirit and his grace that are dwelling
within the disciples. They are not like the demoniacs.
whose organs of speech and very wills were violated by
a demon or by several. The absolute contrary takes.
place: mind, heart, will operate freely, consciously, in
joyful, trustful dependence on the Spirit’s giving, who
enables them to ﬁnd just what to say and how to say
it down to the last word and prevents any mistake or
even wrong word that may be due to faulty memory

or disturbed emotions.

_

This is, of course, inspiration, verbal inspiration
(note Merv used throughout), than which none, otherexists. It is here promised for speciﬁc occasions, but
that does not change what is promised. The argument.
is quite invincible that, if God’s Spirit inspired these
disciples when they were subjected to trials .at court,
he was able to inspire them1n the same manner also
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at other times for interests that were far greater (the
writtenWord for all ages and nations) according to
the promise given in John 14:26. The fact that he did
so is attested in II Tim. 3:16; II Pet. 1:19-21; Hos.
12:11; Ezek. 3 :27; in Matthew, for instance, by all the
Sui phrases beginning with 1 :22 and scattered throughout the New Testament. It is most tremendously attested by the result, the Bible itself, its every page

being a product that is beyond human ability.
We cannot agree when modernists tell us that what
Jesus promises here is mere “presence of mind” at the

trials in court; what Jesus promises is vastly diﬁerent.
The claim that inerrancy is not promised is equally
untenable—the disciples did not need the Holy Spirit
to help them make false statements, they could do that
without his help. Or are we to suppose that when the
Holy Spirit (note the emphatic adjective added by a
second article, R. 776) makes utterance he is like men,
liable to utter falsities, mistakes, errors? Who would
doubt that Jesus could extend what he promises the

Twelve also to others? The main point remains: what
Jesus promises makes the Spirit the cause eﬂiciens,
men the cause instmmentales as the old dogmaticians
state it. God moves to speak (or to write), furnishes
the thought and the words (suggestio remm et verbomm), so that the utterance is also properly called his.
We do not have “two factors” that are hitched together like two horses in a synergistic partnership,
between which theologians may draw a line. There is
only a Giver from whom the entire gift emanates;
beneath him are only the recipients who receive the
entire gift.
The thing is a fact and not in the least a “theory”
although many talk about “the theory of inspiration.”

The fact is, of course, incomprehensible like millions
of mighty facts, yet for all that it is real, actual, a fact
indeed. Our dogmaticians illustrate this fact: a man
dictates to his amanuensis, a blower plays a ﬂute, a
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player strikes the lyre with the plectrum. The ﬁrst of
these illustrations is still misunderstood by many who
think that it suggests “the dictation theory” of inspiration. But why not talk also of “the ﬂute theory,” “the
lyre theory”? If there is anything amiss about these
illustrations, then, please, bring on better ones. To
use an illustration in order to destroy a fact and the
doctrine enunciating it is unfair.
12) To what extremes hatred of Christ will go
is graphically described. And brother will deliver
up brother unto death, and father child. And children will rise up against parents and will bring them
to death. And you shall continue to be hated by all
because of my name; but he that did endure to the
end, he shall be saved.
Jesus is speaking of frightful cases of denunciation
in pagan courts, some of which occurred during the ten
great persecutions. Besser writes that two things are

stronger than natural love, the one is born of hell, the
other is born of heaven. The verb éram'mm is used
regularly regarding rebellious uprising. The two examples are samples, one of the subverted fraternal
relation, the other of the paternal relation.
13) The periphrastic future, Eoceﬂe with the present participle, is used to bring out the continuousness

cf the hatred that the disciples shall meet, R. 357, 889.
“By all” is the popular way of indicating general
hatred. The reason for it is the 5mm of Christ, which
here, too, signiﬁes more than merely the personal.
names “Jesus,” “Christ,” etc.; it includes all by which
he is known. Hence in phrases such as this “name” is
equivalent to “revelation." Men will in dislike and
opposition turn against everything that reveals Christ
and makes him known. The implication in “name” is.
that the apostles and those who succeed them will always proclaim this “name” or revelation and will thus
arouse the hatred. In the Acts the persecutors avoid
even pronouncing the name Jesus wherever possible.

Mark 18:18, 14
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These predictions regarding all kinds of most painful and terrible persecutions are crowned by a glorious
promise. The aorist participle 6 impetus, “he that did
endure,” is in relation to the future tense of the verb
“shall be saved.” The enduring all completely is followed by the deliverance and the condition of safety
(«scar always includes both). “To the end” refers to
death, for “bring to death” immediately precedes. This
phrase does not refer to the Parousia and the Judgment Day. To endure thus means to hold out in faith
with all patience until the Lord himself comes with
relief. 0570s repeats the subject emphatically in the
sense that he, he alone, shall be saved and not he that
fails to endure; the tense “shall be save ” is the
eﬁective future, R. 871.
14) Jesus has thus far spoken comprehensively
regarding the whole time until the end of the world.
He now turns to the destruction of Jerusalem in particular. The change of thought is altogether obvious.
The destruction of Jerusalem is thus discussed as being
an event of great importance for the Twelve (v. 1,2)

and for their work and as being of vital importance for
all future ages, for the destruction of Jerusalem, like

the Flood and the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,
stands as a type of the end of the world.
Now when you see the abomination of desolation
standing where it must not (he that reads let him
understandl), then those in Judea, let them he ﬂeeing into the mountains. And he upon the housetop,
let him not go down nor go inside to remove something out of his home; and he in the ﬁeld, let him not
turn to the rear to remove his robe.

Jesus ﬁrst of all tells the disciples when to ﬂee out
of the country, namely when they see the abomination
of desolation standing where it must not, i.e., “in the
holy place” (Matthew), which is the Temple. “Abomination” is the main term, it is something that is utterly
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abominable in God’s sight, and that right in the Temple
that has. been consecrated to him. The genitive “of
desolation” is qualitative and describes the abomination by the eifect it must. produce, namely desolate the
desecrated Temple, leave it empty of worshippers. The
moment the believers see this (and it is something that
is evidently unmistakable and easy to see) they are to
ﬂee the country posthaste. Mark omits the reference
to the prophecy of Daniel as recorded by Matthew;
Mark generally simpliﬁes for the readers that he has
in mind.
Commentators have wrestled with this word of
Jesus and have offered many interpretations. All those
are excluded which have “where it must no ” refer to
the Jewish land, or which ﬁnd the abomination during
or after the siege of Jerusalem by the Romans. The
latter views are plainly shut out by the fact that it
would then be impossible to ﬂee the land. All views are
likewise shut out which have the abomination refer to
a person, Antiochus redivivus, an impersonation of the
Antichrist, for, according to Matthew, this abominap
tion is neuter, 1'3 inﬁe’v, “the thing spoken,” i.e., by God
through the prophet; We, “the thing standing.” In
Mark the participle inﬁnite: is not masculine singular
but a neuter as it is in Matthew and a plural in a
constnwtio ad sensum (B.-D. 134, 2), the abomination
being conceived as being composed of many parts, of
all the polluting blood.
The abomination of desolation occurred in the
Temple prior to the siege under Titus, when the Zealots, who held the Temple with arms, admitted the
Idumeans, and as a result the Temple was deluged with
the blood of 8,500 victims. Read Josephus, Wars 4, 5,
1-2; also 4, 6, 3 the last sentences: “These men, there-

fore, trampled upon all the laws of men and laughed
at the laws of God; and for the oracles of the prophets,
they ridiculed them as the tricks of jugglers. . . . For
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there was a-certain oracle of those men that the city
should then be taken and the Sanctuary burnt, byright
of war, when a sedition should invade the Jews, and
their own hands should pollute the" Temple of God.”

Whatever may be said of this “oracle” to which Josephus refers, the pollution of the Temple which he
describes tallies with the abomination of which Jesus
speaks.

Because the Jews themselves in conjunction with
the Idumeans made their Temple an abomination, special insight is required, and Jesus thus inserts parenthetically: “he that reads (Daniel’s statement about
the abomination of desolation), let him understand!”
At the time of the ﬁrst fulﬁllment of Daniel’s prophecy
an idol altar was erected on the altar of burnt offerings, I Maccabees 1 :57, 62. At the time of this second
and ﬁnal fulﬁllment the desecration will be worse, it
will be perpetrated, not by a pagan, but by the Jews
themselves; not by pagan sacriﬁces, but by the blood
of Jews themselves fouling the whole place “Where it
must not.” So while Mark omits the name Daniel, by
retaining Daniel's word “the abomination of desolation” he has Jesus refer to Dan. 11 :31 and 12:11. Jesus
bids every reader of Daniel note well and understand
that “the abomination of desolation" shall occur in a
new and a more terrible way. The idea‘ that the parenthesis is an insertion into Jesus' words by Mark is in
conﬂict with Matthew who has the same parenthesis.
“Those in Judea” are all the Christians in the land,
including, of course, also those in Jerusalem. They are
to ﬂee to the mountains, but not to those of Judea
itself 'where they could not be safe during the war;

these mountains are outside of Judea, beyond the Jordan, in Perea. The Christians followed this bidding of
Jeans. Eusebius 3, 5 reports that the congregation in
Jerusalem, following a revelation received by reliable
men before the war, migrated to Pella in Perea. As
far as one can judge, this must have been doneat the
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very time when bloody factions'1n the city were making an abomination of the Temple.

15)

Jesus named the latest moment for ﬂight;

hence the haste that he enjoins for all who wait that

long. This is due to the brief time left in which ﬂight
is yet possible and to the mounting dangers. The examples which Jesus gives are drastic and concrete. The
housetop was a, favorite place for retirement. He who
happens to be there, let him rush down the outside
steps and get away. Let him by no means come down
and go into the house to remove something out of it to
take with him on his ﬂight—even such a delay may
prove fatal. Moreover, he may be stopped, robbed,
turned back, and fail to escape.
16) A second example. A man who is out in the
ﬁeld (static sis, the same as Matthew’s e’v, R. 593) and
working only in a tunic is not to turn back to the city,
sis Ts (Swims, like an adverb: “to the rear,” literally, “to
the things in the rear,” back to the city where he left
his robe, to bring that and to take it along. Life is
more than many robes.
17) But woe to them that are with child and to
them suckling in those days. Pray, however, that it
may not occur during winter, for those days shall be
tribulation such as there occurred not the like from
the beginning of the creation which God created until now, and never shall be. And unless the Lord had
shortened the days, no ﬂesh would he saved; but
because of the elect whom he elected for himself he
did shorten the days.

Jesus’ heart melts at the thought of the hardships
that such a ﬂight from the doomed city and country
will bring upon the pregnant and suckling women, the
former being burdened with unborn babes, the latter
with babes in arms. “Woe” to them amid all the hurry

and the dangers of the road! 'Ev ympz has is idiomatic
for pregnancy.

Mark 18 :18-‘20
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18) Jesus thinks also of other things such as the
cold and the wet of the Palestinian winter and the
possibility that the ﬂight would come during that season, the genitive xeqiém expressing time within. The
present imperative means to keep on praying, and Eva.
introduces the object clause which states the contents
of the prayer. All things are in God’s hands. He can
hasten or delay the day of judgment for the Jewish
nation. In the durative imperative “keep praying”
there is the veiled promise that God will answer such
praying.
19) The reason (yelp) for all these biddings is the
terrible state of the nation when the Roman war will
be about to begin. The word of Jesus which identiﬁes
those days with awn, Bedraengm's: “for those days
shall be tribulation,” and which declares that the like
has never been and never shall be, is literally true—
read the detailed account of Josephus in his Wars. No
nation had ever piled up a guilt like that of the Jews
who had been chosen of God, were inﬁnitely blessed,
and yet cruciﬁed God’s Son, trampled upon all his
further grace; no judgment had ever been or can ever
be so severe. In the entire history of the world no
judgment can compare with this that wiped out the
Jews as a nation. The addition of mania—q to era is
redundancy, R. 731, which the R. V. imitates: “such
as . . . the like”; 7'79 is used for 17v, which is attracted to
the genitive by its genitive antecedent. The subjunctive in the main clause, 01'! p3) yc'wrrat, is simply futuristic
and very similar to the future indicative.
20) The intensity and the severity of the ample
will be so great that any prolongation would cost the
lives of everybody in the nation. The conditional sentence is one of past unreality and is perfectly regular
also in having I“? as the negative of the protasis and of;
in the apodosis. The Greek idiom construes the of: with
the verb, “all ﬂesh” being the subject; we reverse this
in English so that or” is construed with was and means
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“no ﬂesh.” The negation is absolute. We see the force
of the two passive verbs Eono'ﬂwo'c in the verbal onopéc
which means “docked.”
“The days” are those of the fanatical Jewish rebellion which merged into the actual war and continued
for something like four or ﬁve years, from 66 to beyond
the year 70. “The days” were “docked” at that, and the
history of this brief period furnishes the strongest
evidence that if the Jewish fanatical craze had continued at this time it would have ended in Jewish selfannihilation. The agent back of the passive verbs is,
of course, God in whose hand is the entire course. of
every judgment. The verb e040,, means “saved” from
physical death. This shortening was not due to the
wicked Jews whose day of reckoning had come. God
saw nothing to cause him to withdraw his hand before
extinction was reached.
He looked at “the elect (on at Munro: see Matt. 22:
14) whom he-elected for himself,” at their interests,
and for their sakes docked these days. The elect are
those whom God elected from the entire human race
to enter heaven and to be with him forever. That act
took place in eternity and thus involved God’s foreknowledge. The verb ééeAe’g-‘aro is middle: he freely and
graciously chose these persons for himself as his own.
The Scriptures reveal who they are: all who persevere
in faith to the end. God knew them already in eternity.
The Scriptures also reveal why these are the elect,
and why they were elected by God, these and none
others. This is not due to an absolute decision of God
which issued an arbitrary, absolute decree; nor to
some unrevealed mystery in God before which we can
only how. This is due to God’s grace in Christ and to
his whole gracious plan of salvation. The elect are
elect because God’s grace succeeded in bringing them
to faith and to heaven; the nonelect are what they are
because they obdurately and to the very end rejected
this saving grace of God. God wanted to include all

Mark 13:20, 21
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men among the elect; many absolutely refuse to be
included. Since the whole course of the world and
every man’s complete life were present to God in
eternity, he made his election already then.
This act of God’s in shortening the days of Jcrusa-

lem’s destruction for the sake of the elect is misunderstood when this is taken to refer only to the elect who
lived at that time. It is then conceived as enabling
them to go through those days, which had been short—
ened suﬂ‘iciently, without losing their faith. But the
elect never passed through the horrors that occurred
prior to the siege and during the siege. The believers
escaped betimes. Moreover, many elect were at that
time scattered about elsewhere in the Roman empire,
far from the horrors that were occurring in Judea.
There is also no restriction in “the elect whom he
elected for himself” as if only those living at that time
were referred to. The very ﬁrSt clause states that the
effect of the shortening was to enable some of the Jews

to remain alive.
All this shows that “because of the elect” refers not
only to the elect in general but likewise to their spiritual interests. By the hand of God the Jews were then

kept from extinction, and they are still kept as a
strange phenomenon in the world. They never amalgamate with other nations and races and are thus a
sign for the elect of all ages. The Jews today, scattered
all over the world, without a land, government, or any
other tie such as other nations have, persisting as outcasts from their own country, are miraculously marked
for all time by a divine attestation for all the elect,
whose enlightened eyes are to see what God has thus
placed before them.
21) And then if anyone shall say to you, Lo,
here the Christ! or, Lo, there! do not helieVe. For
there shall arise false Christa and false prophets and
shall furnish signs and'wonders with a View to keep
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leading astray, if possible, the elect. But do you on
your part see to it! Lo, I have told you all things in
advance.

Jesus repeats the warning given in v. 5 and v. 9 but
now restricts it to the period that is marked by the
disintegration of the Jewish nation. “Then” refers to

this particular time. The condition of expectancy, c'dv
with the subjunctive, implies that Jesus expects such
cries to reach the disciples. As former Jews and present believers in Jesus as the Christ they would be
especially susceptible to the deception involved, for
had Jesus not promised them his glorious return, and
might he not be returning at this very time? The old
love for their nation would also play its part: Jesus
would be delivering the Jews and making them conquerors of the world. "Lo, here the Christ! or, L0,
there l” already reveals the uncertainty. But the peremptory aorist subjunctive (always the subjunctive,
not the imperative, in aorist prohibitions) stops any
trust in these cries about “the Christ.” When they were
in dire need the Jews would long for “the Christ,” for
one who would grant them their notion of deliverance.
22) Since ydp explains how the call that Christ is
here or is there comes to be uttered, we are still in the
time that is marked by “then” in v. 21; and the supposition that Jesus is now speaking in general of the
great world era is untenable. During the period of
Jewish calamity itself false Christs and false prophets
shall arise and shall even furnish signs and prodigies
(7:30am, things that astound) in order to deceive the
people. Deut. 13:1-3. The assertion is made that the
history of the dowufall of Jerusalem furnishes no evidence for the fulﬁllment of this prophecy. But the
accounts of Josephus are quite to the contrary although
.even he could. hardly have recorded all that occurred.
Read Wars, 2, 13, 4: “These were such men as deceived
and deluded the people under pretense of divine inspiration . . . and these prevailed with the multitude to

Mark 13:22
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act like madmen and went before them into the wilderness as pretending that God would there show them
the signals (signs) of liberty.” The next paragraph
(6) tells of the Egyptian who “pretended to be a
prophet also,” starting “from the wilderness” with
30,000 men, ending in a miserable defeat on the Mount
of Olives. Wars, 6, 5, 2: “A false prophet was the occasion of these people’s destruction, who had made a
public proclamation in the city that very day that
‘God commanded them to get up upon the Temple, and
that there they should receive miraculous signs for
their deliverance.’ Now there was then a great number

of false prophets suborned by the tyrants to impose on
the people, who denounced this to them, that they
should wait for deliverance from God." Compare Matt.
24:26 on the wilderness or desert. It is true that Josephus mentions no false Christs in so many words, but
the line between prophet and Christ ﬂuctuated among
the Jews, and at a critical time like this, if ever, the
hope of a Messiah to deliver them must have been
strong when these prophets arose.
11,93; 1-6 with the present inﬁnitive means “with a
view to,” R. 1075, and denotes purpose (result), B.-D.
402, 4. Mark has this construction only here. The
object of these false Christs and false prophets would
be “to deceive," and to do that with a continuous de—
ception (present inﬁnitive) ; compare vaiv in v. 5 and
6 with dmvaEv. We have «has in the verb because of
the object “the elect” (on which see v. 20) ; the intent
will be to deceive them “away from” the faith that
makes them the elect. “If possible” implies that this
damnable purpose shall fail. It is impossible to make
the elect believe in any of these false prophets or false
Christs and to run after them “here” or “there.” The
impossibility is objective. Even the great signs and
prodigies oﬁ'ered (315001)!!!) by these deceivers to substantiate their claims, however many others they may
deceive, shall fail in the case of the elect.
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We have no intimation that these signs and wonders are actual miracles that were wrought by diabolical powers; they were rather the contrary, for the

works of false Christs and false prophets will be only

pretense. Those who credit them with real miracles
overlook II Thess. 2 :9 where even the great Antichrist
is credited only with “all power and signs and lying
wonders,” false, pseudo, sham miracles. Almighty God
alone works true miracles. Satan’s whole purpose is
attained when, by means of a “lying” wonder, he
makes men think that they see a genuine miracle. The
tendency to ascribe too much power to Satan and his
demons is still altogether too prevalent and is liable to
do much harm. If the elect could be actually and
permanently deceived they would not, of course, be the
elect. What prevents their fatal deception is not a
mysterious decree of God that protects them alone but
the eﬁ'ective power of his grace, the effectiveness of

which is foreknown by God in their case. This also
explains their title in Scripture, oi Marat, they whom
God chose as his own from eternity, they who were
already then present to God as saved eﬁectively and
forever by his grace in Word and Sacrament.
23) Jesus uses BMW-e for the third time (see v. 5
and v. 9), “see to it,” but the emphasis now rests on
twig, “you on your part,” no matter what others may
think or do. With open eyes they are to recognize the
deception at once; ﬁAc’mv is to nullify «Aava'w and will
always do so. Would that Christians always kept their
eyes Open! Jesus makes it so easy for them. The grace
that saves the elect is operative right here, and Jesus
even calls special attention to it by the exclamation
“10.” He has told in advance all these things that might
otherwise prove dangerous to the disciples. Theperfeet “I have told you beforehand or in advance” is
stated from the standpoint of the event when these
deceptions begin to operate. The believers are then to
tell themselves: “He has .told us in advance,” and

Mark 13:21,
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already the fact that he prophesied and forewarned
most truly is to keep them undeceived and safe.
24) Jesus answered the disciples (v. 3) most
exactly regarding both the Temple and the end. He
ﬁrst offers a general sketch (v. 5-13), a world survey
which brings us to the end; he next sketches the overthrow of the Jewish nation (v. 14-23); and now, in
the third place, Jesus sketches his actual Parousia at
the end of the world (v. 24-37).
New in those days, after that tribulation, the sun
shall be made dark, and the moon shall not give her
brightness, and the stars shall be falling out of the
heaven, and the powers in the heavens shall be
shaken. And then shall they see the Son of man
coming in clouds with great power and glory. And
then he shall send the angels and shall gather up
together his elect from the four winds, from the end
of the earth to the end of heaven.

’AMd is not always the strong adversative “but";
it is here copulative and introduces the new statements
about the end of the world. See R. 1186, etc. Much
useless effort has been spent on the phrase “after that
tribulation” by putting peculiar emphasis upon it alone,
especially in Matthew’s version, “immediately after
the tribulation of those-days." Why not read the entire
paragraph? This presents the actual Parousia just as
.it shall occur. Why look only at the OMIIHS in Jerusalem
(v. 19) and disregard that described in v. 9, etc.? The
former is very limited, but think of the latter. In
determining what “in those days” and “after that
tribulation” mean, why shut the [eyes to v. 10 which

states that the gospel shall be proclaimed to all the
nations, which will occur long after the demolition of

the Jewish nation, and the end of the world will not
come until then? The discourse is entirely plain. When
the last days arrive, the tribulations of all the preceding days are concluded, and then shall occur what
Jesus now describes. No interval shall separate the
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events and lengthen the time any farther. All shall
happen in quick succession.

25) The whole siderial world shall collapse. All
these mu’ present what happens at the same time. This
is made plain by the last: “the powers in the heavens
shall be shaken,” i.e., dislocated. ' All that holds the
heavenly bodies in their orbits and enables sun, moon,
and stars to light the earth, shall give way. Thus the
sun’s light will be extinguished, the moon’s radiance
will disappear in the same instant, and the stars will
come tumbling from their places. Let no man try to
imagine this cataclysm! It is utterly beyond human
conception. Since there are so many stars, the periphrastic future anmu «imam: is used, which brings
out the duration of this successive falling.
26) “And then,” here and in v. 27, denotes merely
succession, but almost instantaneous succession. Mark's

account is simpler than Matthew’s and says only that
“they shall see the Son of man coming,” etc. The
subject of (“Par-rat. is understood, it is all the living in-

habitants of the earth. The world will be plunged into
impenetrable darkness, and then, coming out of heaven,
the Son of man (see 2:10) will appear in superearthly
brilliancy and glory. He shall come as is promised in

Acts 1 :9, 11; “in clouds,” as stated in Dan. 7:13. The
clouds are God’s chariot, Ps. 104:3; Isa. 19 :1, the symbol of his heavenly majesty for men. Me'ra'. indicates
accompaniment: “in company with great power and
glory.” This “power” is Christ’s omnipotence, which
is manifested already in what is done to the heavenly
bodies; and his “glory” is the sum of all his divine
attributes shining forth for men (Titus 2:13; I Cor.
1:4, revelation; II Thess. 1:7; I Pet. 1:7; 4:13). At
one time the Son of man appeared on earth in lowliness
even as he now sat on the Mount of Olives and later
allowed himself to be cruciﬁed; but at the 'end his

omnipotence and all his glory will be displayed to all
the'world.

Mark 18:27

27)
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“And then” means immediately. The angels

are always represented as the mighty servants through

whom Jesus exerts his will at the end of the world. The
angels who came with Jesus in his glory he will send,
and through them “he will gather up together," e‘m’, up,
in one place, at Jesus’ right hand (Matt. 25:33), 013v,
all together in one host, all the elect (see v. 20). The
resurrection of the dead is, of course, implied, for
only a few of the elect will be living at the last day.
Nothing is added about the nonelect; the disciples are
not greatly interested in them, and they are thus often

not referred to.
The Biblical conception of the earth’s form is that
it has four quarters, the four directions from which
the winds blow, hence “from the four Winds,” which
was found also by Deissmann in the papyri as well as
in Zech. 11:6 (R. 599). This is still the common conception: north, south, east, west. Our scientiﬁc conceptions of the form of the earth are no advance on
that of the Bible. The apposition “from the end of
earth to the end of heaven” only emphasizes the preceding phrase by naming every remote part (dxpov, the
extreme point) of the earth and under heaven.
Some call these phrases poetical, but they are altogether realistic regarding the winds that blow over
the earth and regarding the far extent of the earth
under the canopy of heaven. The trouble is with our
idea of the earth as a globe, the one hemisphere being
opposite to and hidden from the other. Hence we might
ask how both hemispheres shall at the same time see
the Son of man in the clouds, hear the angel trumpet
(Matthew), and yield up the dead. Or how all the
millions that have lived on earth shall ﬁnd room to
.stand, and how long it will take till the last name is
reached for the purpose of judgment. The answer to
all these questions is the fact that after the events
recorded in v. 25 none of these present limitations of
ours will exist.
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Now from the ﬁg tree learn the parable.

When now her branch becomes tender and makes
the leaves grow out, you realize that the summer is

near. So also you, when you see these things taking
place, realize that it is near, at the doors. Amen, I
say to you, thatIn no wise shall this generation pass

away until these things all shall occur. The heaven
and the earth shall pass away, but my words shall

in no wise pass away. .
We now enter the admonitory section; we ﬁrst have

the objective facts (v. 24-27) and then the application
to the disciples. Although the prophecy unrolled a
picture of dread, it is, nevertheless, bright with hope
for the elect. So Jesus bids the disciples learn from
the ﬁg tree “the parable," the one now offered, the
aorist idem to indicate actual learning. When its
branch becomes soft with swelling sap and then goes
on producing leaves, the disciples realize that summer,

beautiful summer, is at hand, and that makes them
glad. The aorist ye'vqrat is punctiliar, the softness is
attained; but e'xqbén is durative (present active subjunctive), the branch is in process of growing leaves. The
incorrect éx¢uﬁ would be the second passive aorist subjunctive, R. 232. Note also the present ymrmcre—the
realization grows; the aorist would say that it is complete, R. 827.
29), When we interpret the parable we should
note that at {yids has the emphasis. The matter of the

ﬁg tree is observed by all men, but that it pictures
what Jesus here states even the disciples need to be
told: “Realize” what these things mean! The form is
the present imperative: “go on realizing,” whereas in
v. 28 this form is the present indicative. The aorist
Isms refers to actual seeing, and the present participle

ywépem to the procession of signs described above. But
we have no reason to stress mire (Matthew mivm rain.)
to mean that the disciples would not come to the realization of what the signs signify until they had actually

Mark 13:29, so
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seen all of them returning in many repetitions throughout the centuries. They need to see a false Christ, 2.
false prophet, a war, and persecution only once to see

them all and thus to be impressed by what “these
things” really signify. It ought also to be plain that
v. 24, 25 are not included because these events constitute the end. '
In £7715; 3am earl 06pm the subject is not expressed.
It seems best to supply no subject at all, certainly not
“he” (the Son of man) as is done in the R. V., on the
ground that “at the doors” refers to a person about to
enter a building. The general context is sufﬁcient. The

Greek needs nothing, .but the English requires “it”
(A. V.) in the general sense of the end. The meaning
of Jesus is that every sign advertises the end as being
“near.” From the days of the apostles to our own time
these advertisements read to the same effect. Just
when the end will arrive no man knows. We are always
to be ready for its coming since all the signs have
already occurred again and again. “At the doors” is in
apposition to “near” and states just how near: ready
to step in at any moment.
30) With great solemnity, and using his wellknown seal for verity ("amen”) and authority (“I say
to you”)—see 4:2Hesus declares that “this genera-

tion" shall not pass away» ‘funtil these things all shall
occur.” The statement that ymci and especially 1', yam‘z
a517, refers only to the contemporary generation, those
living at the time when Jesus spoke, needs to be examined carefully. A look at the use of (101° in the Old

Testament and at its regular translation by mm; in the
LXX when the sense is evil reveals that “generation”
means a kind. of men, the evil kind that reproduces and
succeeds itself in many physical generations. Look at
Ps. 12 :7: “Thou shalt preserve them from this generation forever”; 78:8, the fathers (many physical generations of them) ; 14:5, “the generation of the righteous”; 24:6; 73:15; 112 :2; Deut. 32:5, 20; Prov. 30:
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11-14; Isaiah often; Jer. 7:29; etc. From these passages turn to the New Testament and note the Gospels
and Acts 2:40; Phil. 2:15; Heb. 3:10. The evil found

in the kind of men referred to is sometimes indicated
by a modiﬁer as it is in Matt. 16 :4; 17:17; Mark 8:38;
etc., but the context often does this.
In the present connection the meaning of “generation” is plain, for already in v. 7 “the end” was mentioned, and in v. 24-27 the end itself was fully described. The contention that nim 1m'm‘a must be identi-

cal with the mﬁm in v. 29 claims too much because it
overlooks the verbs. In v. 29 the disciples shall see
“these things,” evidently not all of them throughout
the ages to the very end; but in v. 30 “these things all
shall occur” (ye'vm'at, aorist, occur completely) before
this generation passes away—the succession of signs
through the ages While this kind of men continues and
their tribe has not ceased.
It is an unsatisfactory interpretation that refers
“this generation" to the human race or even only to
the Christians. But those who are on the right track
and think of a moral class of men that continues to the
very end, nevertheless are mistaken when they include
all the wicked in “this generation.” Why such a solemn
assurance with “amen, I say to you,” for a thing that is
so obvious that a race of unbelievers and persecutors
shall persist through the ages? Does Jesus not show
them at his Parousia beating their breasts in dismay
(the passage in Matt. 24 :30) ?
“This generation” is the type of Jews that Jesus
contended with during this last Tuesday, 12 227-40. He

foretells the destruction of their nation (13:14, etc.),
and one might easily conclude that that would end the
generation of JeWs that is like these Sadducees and
these Pharisees. But no; we are solemnly assured (and

for this the assurance is in place) that this type of
Jew‘s‘will continue to the very Farousia. It has not

“passed away" to' this very day; The voice of Jewish

Mark 13 :31
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rejection of Jesus as the Christ is as loud and as
vicious as ever: He is not the Messiah, not the Son of
God! Here, therefore, is Jesus’ own answer to those
who expect a ﬁnal national conversion of the Jews
either with or without a millennium.
31) The statement that “the heaven and the earth
shall pass away, but my words shall in no wise pass
away” is made rather trivial when it is regarded as an
assurance of the fact that the contemporaneous gen-

eration of Jews will not have disappeared before all
things foretold by Jesus shall have reached an end.
Who would think of saying that the Jews then living
would not continue to live fer thirty or forty years
more if, indeed, the end of the world was to come within that time? The statement becomes an entirely different matter when the prophecy it utters is correctly
understood. Verse 30 is only one of Jesus’ words. He
uses the unrestricted plural “my words,” which include
all of them. Not one of them shall pass away. We
regard 01'! mi with the future indicative or, as here, with
the subjunctive as the strongest negation; see the same

complete negation in v. 30. The physical heaven and
earth, Jesus says, despite all their seeming durability
“shall pass away” (the predictive and certain future
tense).
The question as to whether this means annihilation,
sinking back into nothingness, or transformation to a
different form of existence cannot be answered by

wapeMIiaowaL in this passage or by the indeterminate
wording of many others. The most decisive passage is
Rom. 8 :19—23 together with I Cor. 7 :31 (only the oxﬁpa
of the world shall pass away) and Rev. 21:1-5 (the
divine heaven and the earth shall be united). So the
physical heaven and the physical earth shall change
completely; when they are changed at the Parousia,

We shall not'recognize them. But the words of Jesus
will never undergo even the slightest change in meaning or in form—the modernisti'c speaking of “outworn
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categories of though ” or “thought forms” to the contary notwithstanding. The subjunctive wapémmm is
simply futuristic and an aorist to indicate one act, that
of passing away, no more to count or to be recognized.
32)

Now concerning that day and hour no one

knows, neither the angels in heaven nor the Son,
save the Father. See to it, he wakeful and be praying; for you'do not know when the season is.
Jesus has in a way told the disciples when the end
and his Parousia would came, namely by pointing them
to the signs. But this is after all not speciﬁc. Jesus
now tells them that the Father alone knows the exact

date. We should note that ﬁpe’pa, “day,” is here understood in the narrow sense, i.e., the precise day and
date, and (3pc in the wider sense, i.e., the general period
of time into which the “day” falls. We do not refer
“hour” to the hour of a speciﬁc day.
The fact that the angels, though they are in heaven,
do not know the date and period is no special surprise
to. us, but the fact that “the Son” should not know day
and hour does cause surprise. The term “the Son” is
placed alongside of “the Father.” But whereas Jesus
thus names himself according to his divine person and
nature, what he predicates of himself is something that
pertains to his human nature. The Scriptures show
that Jesus may be named according to either nature,
and yet that something that belongs to the opposite
nature may constitute the predicate. Analogous to the
expression used here is Acts 3:15: “you killed the
Prince of life”; also I Cor. 2:8, “cruciﬁed the Lord of
glory." In their essential oneness the three persons
know all things, but in his humiliation the second per-

son did not use his divine attributes save as he needed
them in his mediatorial work. So the divine omniscience was used by Jesus only in this restricted way.

That is why here on Mt. Olivet (v. 3) he does not know
the date of the end. How the incarnate Son could during his humiliation thus restrict himself in the use of
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the divine attributes is one of the mysteries of his
person; the fact is beyond dispute.

Many have tried to know more concerning the end
and its exact date than Jesus knew in his humiliation.
That date has been often set, and yet when it- arrived,
the world went on, and no end came. Compare Matt.
24:44.

33) Mark preserved a portion of the great discourse which Matthew omitted. Luke has still another
portion that is not used by either Matthew or Mark.

The general thought is alike in all, especially the call
to watch. The explanation of the differences is the fact
that Jesus spoke at greater length than is recorded by
any one evangelist, and that each evangelist made his
selection from the abundance of what Jesus said. The
idea that Mark himself composed v. 33-37 from scattered sayings of Jesus is untenable. Why should any—
one compile sayings for the conclusion of this great
discourse when the rich and full conclusion spoken by
Jesus himself was available, any part or all of which
might be placed in the Gospel record? The theory of a
compilation by Mark leaves unexplained how Matthew
and how Luke wrote their conclusions to this discourse.
It is too tenuous a thread to hang this compilation
theory on the slight resemblance between v. 34 and
Matt. 25 :14; and between v. 35 and Matt. 24 :42.
Note that ,Bxémn, “see to i ,” is repeated for the
fourth time (v. 5, 9, 23). How the disciples are to see
to what Jesus is revealing to them is made plain by the
next two present imperatives: “be wakeful and praying.” These two imperatives are.like an explanatory
apposition to min-rs. Having several times called out,
“See to it,” Jesus now states just what he means. The
disciples are to keep their eyes open constantly to
observe what is happening and how it agrees with
what Jesus foretold. Constant praying is to be combined with this alertness. The contents of these prayers
will naturally be appeals to God to keep the disciples
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true in faith and ready for Christ’s coming. The
reason for this conduct of the disciples is the fact that
they do not know “when the season is,” 6 Katpés, that
special, ﬁtting period selected for Christ’s coming.
Katpés is more than just “time,” it is a smaller section
of time that is marked by what is to occur in it, hence
this word is generally translated “season.” The uncertainty of the time of the Lord’s coming is to keep
us wide awake, to call on God, and thus to be ever
ready.
34) Like a man gone abroad, having left his
house, also having given to his slaves the authority,
to each his work, commanded also the doorkeeper
to watch.

The sentence is incomplete, as is without a following oﬁms or an equivalent. Some call this anantapodoton, R. 1203 calls it aposiopesis—something is missing.
But when it is read in its connection, the sense is plain.
The whole situation which Jesus has been describing is
like a man gone abroad, etc. This man pictures Jesus.
In Matt. 25:14 we have the participle droSmqu, “in the
act of going abroad”; here the picture is diﬁerent, for
the adjective éwés'qpoc describes the man as already
having “gone abroad.” This describes Jesus as having
left earth and having ascended to heaven. The aorist
participle and the main verb state what this man did
before he left home to go abroad; the minor actions are
expressed by the two participles, and the major action
by the ﬁnite verb. This feature is lost in the A. V.,
which translates with three ﬁnite verbs, but. is preserved in the R. V. The application which Jesus himself makes shows that the tertixum comparatiomis lies
in this command to the doorkeeper to watch. That is
why this is expressed by a ﬁnite verb whereas the other
actions are indicated by participles.
The idea is that a man travelling afar (cinemas)
has, of course, left his house, having turned it over to
his slaves. Since before leaving he gave the authority
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(the article denotes the special authority involved) to
his slaves, mi 8015: means: “also

(not and) having

given.” “To each his work” depends on “having given”
and not on “he commanded”; it indicates what is
meant by “the authority.” The latter includes all the
slaves and is then split up individually, “to each his
work.” The point of the illustration is blurred when we
construe: “he commanded to each his work and to the
doorkeeper to watch.” The application rests on the
doorkeeper alone and not on .the tasks of the other
slaves. To insert these causes confusion. All that the
participial clauses intend to convey is the idea that
this man has arranged his household so that he could
leave for an indeﬁnite time. All this was a matter of
course. But one thing he did in particular, he left

strict orders for the doorkeeper to be constantly on the
watch; flu is subﬁnal and states what he commanded

(R. 993), and ymopﬁ is the durative present. The fact
that Jesus on ascending to heaven‘ arranged the household of his church so as to leave to each believer his
special task is quite the natural thing—no man would
leave without doing that. But this command to watch
for his return is a special feature, the very one that
Jesus is emphasizing right along, and it is therefore
embodied in the illustration.
35) Be watching therefore, for you do not know
when the lord of the house is coming, whether at
evening, or at midnight, or at cockcrowing, or in the
morning; lest having come suddenly, he ﬁnd you.
sleeping. Moreover, what I say to you, I say to all,

be watching!

‘

We see at once that Jesus has the application turn
only on the doorkeeper and the command to him to
watch. While other slaves who have other tasks appear
in the illustration, and one might attach applications
also to them, Jesus wants us all to be like this doorkeeper, on the watch. The imperative ypqyopezq»: is properly the present tense, for the watching is to be contin—
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uous. Some complete the an clause (v. 34) by attaching this command to it: so I command you, “Be watching therefore.” But this connection is found only in the
thought and not in the construction of the clauses.
With aim otscm Jesus repeats v. 33, but the object
clause is now different. In v. 33 the reference is general, only to the mp6: or “season”; it is now speciﬁc:
the disciples do not know the time of the night in
which the lord of the house will return. In his exposition of the illustration Jesus retains its language and
even adds to the illustrative features. Thus he speaks
of “the lord of the house" instead of naming himself;
of this lord’s coming instead of his own return from
heaven. Most interesting of all are the four designations of time, two adverbs: “at evening” and “in the
morning,” and between them two genitives of time
within: “at midnight," “at cockcrow." Some texts have
an accusative in place of the ﬁrst genitive, which expresses extent of time: “through midnight”; but the
sense as well as the symmetry of the terms (two adverbs and two genitives placed chiastically) are against
the accusative. The question of the arrival of this lord
is not made one of the date, nor even of the time of day,
but of the time of night. And he does not state which
night but which watch of the night (from 6—9 the
ﬁrst watch; 9—12 the second; 12—3 the third; 3—6
the fourth). Jesus purposely places the arrival at some
time during a night in order to illustrate that the Son
of man will come at an hour when we think not, Matt.
24:44. By naming the night watches Mark is more
speciﬁc than is Matt. 24 :42.
36) Jesus continues the ﬁgurative language; He
still speaks of the lord of the house, i.e., himself. He
still retains the imagery of the nighttime, when a care-

less doorkeeper would be inclined to sleep. The applicatory feature is in the literal iipﬁc, ﬁnd you sleeping.
Come suddenly means unexpectedly, the sleeping doorkeeper is not ready to receive his master. The reality
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would be that we cease watching for Jesus, grow dull
and unresponsive spiritually, and thus call forth the
wrath of the Lord instead of his good pleasure. Woe
to those who sleep thus when the Lord of glory suddenly appears!
37) As he sits on the Mount of Olives Jesus has

the Twelve as his auditors. What he tells them about
watching and being constantly ready is not intended
for them alone but for all his followers. This shuts
out the interpretation of v. 34 that the common Christians are to devote themselves to their several tasks in
the church, and that the watching is to be done only by

the leaders and pastors of the church. This interpretation still appeals to some, but the bidding: “Be
watching!” is directed to every one of us.
Modernism ﬁnds difﬁculty in interpreting this chapter. For one thing, the rationalistic view is repeated
that all that Jesus says in this discourse is to take place
during the lifetime of the Twelve—and yet did Peter
not die in the year 64, six years before Jerusalem fell
(Zahn, Introduction; II, 160)? All that is mentioned
in this chapter did not, as a matter of fact, take place
during the lifetime of the Twelve. Modernism thus
resorts to the assertion that “many disciples today
(i.e., the modernists who call themselves thus) gravely

doubt whether it will ever be fulﬁlled in the literal
sense.” So the whole is made ﬁgurative—but they do
not seem to know what the ﬁgure is. At this point the
favorite modernistic expedient is applied: Jesus used
“the thought forms” of his day; he was “necessarily

limited” by them, being a child of his age. These are
outwom “thought patterns,” obsolete “categories of
thought.” Hence the modernists feel free to recast the
entire chapter into such thought forms as suit them.
But we thus get ﬁgures that are still undetermined;
realities back of these ﬁgures that are still undeﬁned.
The modernistic interpretation is not satisfactory; it
has no deﬁnable answer.

CHAPTER XIV
The second half of Mark’s Gospel begins at 8:27.
This half is divided into two sections: one which records the announcements and the approach to the
Passion and the Resurrection (8:27—13:37) ; the
other which records the actual history of the Passion
and the Resurrection (chapter 14 to the end). We
shall, of course, divide between the Passion and the
Resurrection even if the subparts thus made are of
very unequal length, the former embracing two long
chapters (14 and 15), the latter only the last and
shortest chapter (16) . The record of the Passion can be
divided into two portions: the suffering under the
Sanhedrin (chapter 14) ; the suifering and the death
under Pilate (chapter 15).
1) Now after twa days was the Passover and
Festival of Unleavened Bread. And the high priests
and the scribes were seeking how, having arrested
him with craft, they might kill him, for they were
saying, Not during the festival lest perhaps there be
a tumult of the people.
Both Mark and Luke have only a general interest
in reporting the time and the action of the Sanhedrin.
Matthew connects the resolution of the Sanhedrin not
to arrest and to kill Jesus during the festival with the
prediction of Jesus that in two days he would be
handed over to be cruciﬁed. It is still Tuesday, and
after two days would be Thursday, the day on which
Jesus was betrayed. There should be no question that

11‘: mic-x41. here refers, not to the entire week of celebration, but to the actual Passover Feast, the eating of
the Passover lamb on the evening of the 14th of Nisan
(Thursday). Mark adds the other name for this feast,
7a Egupa, an idiomatic neuter plural which denominates
.(596)
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the feast from the absence of leaven in the Jewish
houses during this week. Exod. 12:1-20.
It was on Tuesday, most likely in the evening, after
the events recorded in 12 :27-40 that the Sanhedrin met
in order to plot the death of Jesus. This body is most
frequently named according to two of its three classes
of members, of Whom there were seventy-one in all,
either, as is done here, “the high priests and the
scribes" or “the high priests and the elders”; see the
remarks on 8:31 and on the scribes in 7 :3; 7:1. Mat-

thew says that the meeting took place in the am; of
Caiaphas, the high priest, not in the usual meeting
place but in the private hall of Caiaphas, this was done
because the deliberations were to be kept secret. Mark
uses descriptive imperfects to indicate what the Sanhedrin did. The resolution to kill Jesus had been
passed. It is now renewed (Matthew’s aorist) and
advances to a discussion of the ways and means for its
execution. The thing is to be done 6v 86kg», “in connection with craft,” not in an open and straightforward

way. Although Mark does not report the treacherous
oﬂ’er of Judas until v. 10, it is possible that he had
already started negotiations. The fact that a body like
this Sanhedrin, judicial and sacred at the same time,
was capable of the action here reported casts a ﬂood of
light on the moral and spiritual condition of the nation
and of these its leaders.
2) With the descriptive 21qu Mark continues to
paint the scene by indicating how one after another

went on to say: “Not during (éy) the festival !” They
add the reason: “lest perhaps there be a tumult of the
people.” During the week of the celebration and even
days before it Jerusalem was ﬁlled with pilgrims from
far and near. They had acclaimed Jesus on Sunday
and had shown great admiration for him all along. The
Sanhedrin feared the consequences should it even arrest Jesus, to say nothing of killing him. When Matthew and Mark write “a tumult of the people,” we
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should think of what this means among Orientals who
ﬂy easily into the most violent rage, especially when
they are congregated in great mobs.

Mirror: may be

followed by either the subjunctive or the future indicative as is done here. The sense is the same, and arm
does not here express greater certainty than the subjunctive, R. 988.
3) And he being in Bethany, in the house of
Simon, the leper, he reclining at table, there came a

woman having an alabaster vial of perfume of genuine nard, very costly; and having broken the alabaster vial, poured it down on his head.
Both Matthew and Mark condense the ﬁrst part of
this story considerably. We are thankful to John 12 :1,
etc., for adding so much to these brief records. Neither
Matthew’s nor Mark’s genitive absolute provides the
date for the anointing. Mark says only, “he being in
Bethany.” All efforts to specify a date by a reference
to this expression are unsatisfactory, the more so when
a combination is made with the “two days” mentioned
in v. 1. John gives us the exact date. Jesus had arrived
in Bethany after leaving Jericho “six days before the
Passover,” on the 8th of Nisan, the Friday before Palm
Sunday. It was too late to make him a supper then, for
the Sabbath began with dusk. Jesus rested at Bethany
during the Sabbath, and when the Sabbath was over at
dusk, the feast in honor of Jesus was held; see the
complete details in the author’s commentary on John.
Mark refers to the supper only with his second genitive
absolute, “he reclining at table.”
We know nothing further in regard to “Simon, the

leper"; but it is fair to conclude that he offered his
house because it was probably more roomy than that
of Martha and Mary, that he was himself present, and
that he was called “the leper" because of the disease
from which Jesus had healed him. Fancy has played
with these persons by making Martha the wife of
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Simon and romancing with regard to the other persons
in similar ways.
Neither Matthew nor Mark takes time to describe
the occasion, namely a grand supper in honor of Jesus,
Lazarus being present among the guests (some 15 in
all), and Martha and Mary helping with the work.
The omission of Mary’s name can hardly be due to
brevity of writing, especially when we consider v. 9.
Peter, whose narration Mark repeats, with his own
eyes saw Mary do her great deed, and Mark must have
withheld her name because, when he wrote, she was
still alive and to publish her name might entail evil
consequences for her from Jewish haters of Jesus.
The container of the perfume is called 11‘) Mﬁawpov,
“a thing of alabaster,” i.e., a vessel or vial made of this
semitransparent stone which was so arranged and
sealed up that the neck of the vial had to be broken to
get at the contents, and all of the contents (a pound,
John 12 :3) had to be used at the same time. Mﬁpov is a

general term for this volatile “perfume.” The translation “ointment” gives a wrong impression, and “oil"
does likewise. This pﬁpov left no oily stain but evaporated rapidly with the loveliest odor like our costly
perfumes; John states that the whole house was ﬁlled
with the delightful odor. The genitive is that of the
content, R.’499, and is further deﬁned by wipSov, “nard,”
the plant which furnishes the essence for the perfume;
the ﬁnest nard is grown in India.
This nard is called mama}, an adjective that has
been much discussed, the meaning of which is not
settled. It is derived from manic (warm) and means
“genuine,” “pure,” over against adulterated preparations which contain inferior substances, M.-M. as well
as Zahn. Hence it does not mean “liquid” or “drink.able,” for it has no connection with m’mv, “to drink.”
The word “spikenar ” used in our versions comes
from spica nardus, the Indian nard which is named
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after its wheatlike tips or spikes; yet mmy’ does not
mean spicatus, “spiked.” The spikenard that is listed
by botanists is a variety of the valerian family, whose
roots furnish a fragrant essence.
All the evangelists remark about the value of the
perfume. Matthew says ﬂapﬁnpov, “exceeding precious”;
Mark mam-mic, and John «ohm-mos, “very costly or
precious.” Judas mentions the actual value. The question is asked as to how Mary came to have so precious
a perfume at hand on this occasion. The assumption

that it remained over from her former voluptuous life
viliﬁes Mary by the spurious identiﬁcation of her with
the harlot mentioned in Luke 7 :37. The suggestion
that the perfume remained over from the burial of
Lazarus is untenable because of its great value. In lieu
of a positive answer we prefer to think that Mary
provided this precious essence long in advance for an
occasion of this kind by freely spending her money
for the honor of Jesus.
Mark alone states that Mary broke the alabaster
vessel. This was done by snapping off the slender
neck, which also involved that the vessel could not be
sealed again, and that all of its contents had to be used

at one time. Kare'xav is the common Attic aorist (R.
342) and with the genitive means “she poured down
upon his head” (R. 607) , the genitive being due to xami

in the verb (R. 512). Matthew and Mark record only
the anointing of the head; John supplements this by
saying that the feet were anointed. The precious ﬂuid
was so abundant that Mary even wiped the feet with
her hair. See the fuller explanation in the commentary
on John.
4) But there were some expressing indignation
toward themselves, To what purpose has this waste
of the perfume been made? For it was possible that
this perfume be sold for over three hundred denarii
and be given to the poor. And they began scolding her.
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John aids us in making the scene clear. Judas, who
carried the funds for Jesus and the disciples and stole
from them, started this indignation and carried some
of the other disciples with him, these not taking time
to think for themselves. Judas uncorks the vial of his
poison, and the vile odor begins to spread. In the
basest of moves a man often has supporters and abettors, especially if he is able to hide his evil intent
behind a plausible plea. We regard dyavmoiwcs as
modifying rwe’s, and its construction with 11-sz éamozis
makes the participle mean that these persons expressed
their indignation toward themselves even as this ex—

pression now follows in so many words.
Judas might have found various objections to
Mary’s act and its acceptance by Jesus: it ill became a
man of simple manners; anointing the feet as well as
the head was a piece of extravagance and effeminacy
that was offensive to Jewish custom; such luxury did
not comport with the life of a prophet; had not Jesus
himself said that they that wear soft clothing are in
king’s houses, and they might use costly perfumes but
not a man who was practically without a home?
It is characteristic that Judas views the matter
from the ﬁnancial side; he sees only the dmékuz, the
terrible waste or loss, all this valuable perfume being
gone. Judas at the same time takes credit for speaking

out as he does—right here in public—right before
Jesus himself in whose honor this feast had been
made—he speaks up at once and not long afterward.
What a brave, high-principled man he was! No won.der “some” were blind enough to follow his lead. The
phrase (is n’ denotes purpose, R. 739. In the perfect
yc’yom the waste which Mary made when she poured
out the perfume is viewed as continuing.
5) The imperfect 1386mm is difﬁcult for the English and the German mind. In verbs of propriety, obligation, possibility (this being the case here), or neces-
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sity the Greek does not start from the idea of what is
existing in the present but from the past and states

what the real possibility, etc., then was, and by comparing that with the present facts the reader notes

that the possibility, etc., is not met, R. 886. At one
time the possibility of selling this perfume was in
existence (ﬁStiva-ro, imperfect), now it no longer exists.

The two aorist inﬁnitives wpaaﬂvat and soaﬁm, by suggestion, and by that only, refer to past acts, the aorists
otherwise present single complete acts, R. 886. Judas
has also ﬁgured out the minimum price that might
have been secured for this perfume: at least 300 denarii with a Syvdptov being valued at 16c, making over
$48. The price is stated in the genitive, and this case
is not due to Erratum).

“And be given to the poor" hides the thieving motive of Judas behind the suggestion of generous charity
for the poor. Think of it, Judas speaks up for the
poor! But note that he condemns not only Mary but
Jesus himself. Judas implies that Jesus is robbing the
poor; that he is lavishing upon himself what rightfully
belongs to charity; that for his own gloriﬁcation he
allows a waste that is utterly wrong; that his example

is harmful to others—and that Judas is the man who
knows what is right, proper, charitable and is not
afraid to come out With it! This is the traitorous touch
in the action of Judas. Such of the other disciples as
supported him most likely wanted to criticize only
Mary and thought how good helping the poor would be.
Mark alone preserved Kai éveppwsm aim), “and they
began scolding her.” ‘The verb is very strong and really
means, “they began snorting at her”; “murmured” in
our versions is far too weak. .
6) But Jesus said, Let her be! Why are you
distressing her? An excellent work did she work on'
me. For always the poor you have with you, and
whenever you desire you are able to treat them Well,
but me you have not always.
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Those who were on the couch nearest to Judas
engaged in the shameful action described above, and
Jesus promptly perceived it and interfered. It is remarkable that he completely ignores the covert attacks
made upon himself as being one who was allowing such
waste in his own honor. He shelters only Mary: “Let
her be!” the peremptory aorist imperative, literally,

“Why are you furnishing burdens for her ‘3” The impli-

cation in the question is that these critics can in no
respect justify their action. As proof Jesus renders his
own verdict on Mary's deed: “An excellent work did
she work on me !” It was xaAo’v in every respect. Jesus
understood that it took a mighty resolution on Mary’s
part to do a deed like this, which, as mere anointing,
might meet the sharpest objection, but which, as an
anointing of Jesus’ body for his burial, would be utterly beyond the minds of these men and would invite the
more intense criticism. With xaAc‘w zpyov Jesus accepts
her whole work, and any attack on it must reckon with
him and not with her alone. Mary herself is silent and
offers no defense. We learn from her that it is not
always necessary to defend ourselves—our good actions
speak for themselves, and the only thing essential is
that Jesus approves them.
7) Jesus next scotches the plea regarding the

poor. He does it by placing the two facts side by side:
the disciples always have the poor with them (“in company with yourselves”), but Jesus they have not always in this way, i.e., as he is now visibly and tangibly
in their company. The latter is really an understatement, especially when it is considered in connection

with Mary’s act and its purpose. The disciples would
have Jesus with them for only a few more days. Yes,
“not always” have they him! As regards the poor
Jesus adds that the disciples—thieving, traitorous Judas included—can do them good at any time they, may

desire; there will be endless opportunities. He has no
parallel clause regarding himself. But the implication
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is that the disciples will have very few further opportunities for doing anything especial for him. Yet Jesus
is not thinking of this fact but of Mary’s deed. This
very evening was the only possible time to show Jesus
the honor she had in mind.
8) Jesus now declares just what Mary intended
to do and actually did. What she could she did. She
undertook in advance to anoint my body for the
burial. Amen, I say to you, wherever the gospel shall
be preached in the whole world, also what this one
did shall he uttered for a memorial of her.
Mark alone reports 3 oncy, amigos, and zxm is used
in the sense of having ability, B.-P. '520; Stellhorn,
erterbuch. But the aorist does not refer to general
ability, which would be expressed by the imperfect clxe,
but to what she was able to do at the time of her
opportunity; we supply wet-Float: “what she could do.”
Jesus is not applying to Mary the general proposition
of doing what one can do. So we should also not apply
this word of Jesus by urging everyone to do what he
can in the work of the church. The aorists go far
beyond that: when the one opportunity came to Mary,
she not only was ready, saw and embraced it, but went
to the limit of her ability in meeting that opportunity,
in fact, would have done more if it had been possible.
And Jesus now states directly and in so many plain.
words just why Mary lavished all this perfume upon
him. He says that she anointed “my body," for Mary
had in mind the entire sacred body when she anointed.
its head and its feet with such profusion. Jesus says:
“She undertook in advance to anoint my body for the
burial.” The words mean exactly what they say. “The
burial” with its article speaks of it as being close at
hand, and the burial, of course, involves the corresponding death. In wpoe'MBe pups’aac the main verb is used
adverbially (R. 551), and the chief thought is ex-

pressed by the inﬁnitive: “she hath anointed afore--
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hand” (R. V.). But did Mary actually and consciously
anoint Jesus for his burial?
Some speak only of a general providence and say
that her act was not done consciously. Some let Jesus
“lend” this signiﬁcance to Mary’s act. In plain words,
Jesus is like a lawyer who makes his client’s intention
seem to be what that client did not intend. Some speak
of a foreboding, an indistinct premonition, on which

Mary acted by a sort of feminine instinct. Only a few
let the three accounts speak for themselves: “she undertook in advance to anoint my body for the burial
(entombment)”; Matthew, “she did it for my entomb-

ment”; John, “she kept it for the day of my entomb- .
ment.”
Jesus had again and again announced his death by
violence, by cruciﬁxion at the hands of the Gentiles.
What if the disciples failed to grasp just what Jesus
meant? Why should not one heart at least realize that
Jesus meant exactly what he said? The character of
this woman is such that it ought not to surprise us so
much that, where dull-witted men failed, she saw that
Jesus was now going straight to his. death—by cruci-

ﬁxion as he had said. Thus her mind leaped to the
conclusion that, when the tragedy now broke, it would
be utterly impossible to reach Jesus and to anoint his
dead body for its burial. That is why she acted now
and unhesitatingly embraced the opportunity which
she had hoped would come and for which she was
prepared. We may add that only with the understanding that Mary knew that she was now anointing the
body of Jesus for its burial is the tremendous praise
accorded her act by Jesus himself justiﬁed.
9) Jesus attaches his seal of verity (“amen”) and
of authority (“I say to you”), see 3:28, to this praise.
This praise refers to the world-wide spread of the gos—
pel proclamation (13:10; Matt. 24:14) and by means
of the prophetic future passive MA'qMa’c-mr most posi-
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tively assures us that “also what this one did shall be
uttered," i.e., “in the whole world,” and this utterance,
this telling of what she did this night at Bethany, shall
be “for a memorial of her,” ever keeping her memory
alive; minis is the objective genitiVe. The prophecy of
Jesus has been fulﬁlled literally. The sweet odor of
her perfume has literally ﬁlled the world.
10)

And Judas lscariot, the one of the Twelve,

went to the high priests in order that he might de-

liver him to them. And they, when they heard it,
were glad and gave orders to give silver to him. And
he began to seek how he might in a timely way
deliver him.
After the anointing by Mary, Mark relates the
traitor act of Judas because the two form a glaring
contrast. The simple m’ used by Mark does not bring
out the relation and connection of these two events, it
does nothing more than to place them side by side.
Matthew

(26:14)

connects the two with “then”:

“then,” after the rebuke in connection with the anointing, when his attack on Mary and on Jesus revealed
how traitorous his heart was, “then" he went ahead
with his damnable deed.

The betrayal was the plan of Judas himself. Although no one can say precisely when Judas went to
the high priests with his offer, everything points to as
early a moment as possible after the supper in Bethany
on Saturday evening. It is possible that he went that
very night aftet the company dispersed. To no less
important persons does he go than to “the high priests”

themselves, to Caiaphas and his relatives in the Sanhedrin. The purpose (Iva) is to hand Jesus over (1m.-

pach) to these his bloodthirsty enemies. Mark’s account
is brief; Matthew states the proposition of Judas out-

right: “What are you willing to give (pay), and I
myself will deliver him to you?” This cold-blooded,
mercenary proposal does not burn the traitor’s lips.

Mark 14:10, 11
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The naming of the traitor whenever he is introduced as such (Matt. 26:14; Luke 22:3; John 6:71) is
always tragic: “the one of the Twelve,” cl: is to be
construed as a pronoun, hence the article which makes
it attributive, R. 675; one of this sacred number, one
who had been raised so high by Jesus, one who was

destined for one of the twelve apostolic thrones in
heaven (Matt. 19 :28)——and now one who not only lost
all this grace and glory but reversed it to the absolute
opposite: a tool of Satan (Luke 22 :3), sold for thirty
pieces of silver to the whole world’s execration, the one
traitor in the whole world beyond whom none can go.
His full name is also added: “Judas Iskariot,” IshKerioth, “man of Keriot ,” a town in Judea (Josh.
15:25). He is thus distinguished from the other Judas
among the Twelve as well as from all the others of the
Twelve, he alone hailing from Judea while the rest
came from Galilee. But the place of his origin has
nothing to do with his crime.
11) We construe the participle as modifying oz:
“they, when they heard.” These leaders of the Sanhe—
drin were overjoyed by the proposal of Judas. At a
time when they feared that the whole nation was being
carried away by Jesus one of his most intimate followers is ready to sell him for a price. This was an opportunity that was almost too good to believe, one that no
man would have dared to predict. They had des1red to
arrest Jesus “with craft,” and the actual “craf " is
- here oifered to them. Mark’s account is even briefer
than Matthew's. The question Judas asked was simply:
“What will you pay me?" If the price is right, he is
ready to earn it in his own person by handing Jesus
over to them. We ﬁnd no trace of a haggling about the
price; the bargain is struck promptly.
Mark’s account is very terse: “they gave orders to

pay him silver,” and the aorists mean that the orders
were executed right there, the silver was weighed out
to Judas right on the spot (see the comments on Mat-
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thew). Matthew alone mentions the sum, thirty pieces
of silver (compare Zech. 11:12, 13), 30 shekels, 60
drachmas or denarii, about $10. Judas took no chances,
he had to have the money paid down. The priests also
ran no risks because they had the power to arrest this
man at any time.
Judas left with the blood money heavy in his bag.
He also carried the money of Jesus and the Twelve,
which must at this time have been more in amount
than usual. After Jesus. was delivered to the high
priests, Judas most likely reckoned on retaining also
this sum for himself. The amount received by Judas
has been called too small, being only the price paid in
penalty for accidentally killing a slave (Exod. 21 :32),
and hence the amount has been questioned. But we
should not let the enormity of the crime as we now see
it disturb our minds in regard to the facts as they are
recorded. Besides, amounts of money are always relative in men’s minds; in the case of some men a small
sum takes on great proportions. Because our criminals
are out for large sums is not reason to question the
amount Judas took. But think of these high priests
and of what this criminality meant in regard to their
moral character! Yet how often the higher and holier
a man seemed, the baser was his real moral character.
Too many authorities have paid Judas money as these
high priests did.
Judas now sought to carry out his part of the
bargain. The imperfect égrim is inchoative: “he began
to seek.” Matthew has the noun etxacpia, “ﬁtting season,” opportunity, while Mark writes the adverb ebm’pws,
“in a ﬁtting or opportune way." The treachery was to
be carried out treacherously. In these verses the texts
vary between wapaSq'i and qrapaSoz (R. 309), but both
forms are subjunctives.
12) And on the ﬁrst day of the Festival of
Unleavened Bread, when they sacriﬁce the Passover,
his disciples say to him, Where wilt thou that we,
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having gone, prepare in order that thou eat the
Passover? And he commissions two of his disciples
and says to them: Go into the city, and there will
meet you a man hearing an earthen vessel of water.

Follow him, and wherever he enters say to the
houselord, The Teacher says, Where is my guestroom, where I may eat the Passover in company with
my disciples? And he will show you a large upper
room, spread with couches ready; and there make
ready for us.
After the interlude, v. 3-11, Mark takes us from
Tuesday evening to Thursday. Not a word is said by
any of the evangelists regarding the events that took
place on Wednesday. In 13:1 Jesus left the Temple for
good. We are certain that he did not return to it the
next day (Wednesday). We can only surmise where he
spent this day; he probably spent it in Bethany. Matthew’s account is briefer than that of either Mark or
Luke, yet it has intimate details in the message of
Jesus which the other two writers have not preserved.

Little time need be spent on 11‘! wda'xa. and on 77 wpérq
763v (1:15am. The former originally designated the celebration of the afternoon and the evening of the 14th of
Nisan (the eating of the paschal lamb) and naturally

came to be used by both Jewish and Greek writers also
for the entire week of the celebration that followed.
Thus “to sacriﬁce the Passover” and “to eat the Passover” refer to the sacriﬁcing and the eating of the
Passover lamb. Ta arm, a neuter plural like the names
of other festivals, “the Festival of the Things Unleavened,” soon came to include also the day on which the
paschal lamb was slain, the 14th of Nisan; there were
thus altogether eight days of yeastless baking and
eating of bread. “The ﬁrst day of the Festival of

Unleavened Bread” is thus beyond question the 14th
of Nisan, which this year came on a Thursday. We
state only the summary ﬁndings; the question has been
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settled so often that the arguments for the 13th of
Nisan should no longer be advanced. The imperfect
zouov refers to the custom of sacriﬁcing the paschal
lamb on this “ﬁrst" day, which is most certainly desig- nated as the 14th of Nisan. The 31': clause is alSo
helpful for Gentile Christian readers.
Like Matthew, Mark states that the disciples generally were concerned about the place where Jesus
intended to celebrate the Passover that night. They
have no suggestion of their owu and depend wholly on

him. They assume that the task of making ready belongs to them, it would not be the work of Jesus; hence
we have irolpéwm, the subjunctive after 0am, . an
aorist for actually making ready like #7219 for actually
eating. They speak only of Jesus and his eating because
he is their Master, and they would naturally eat with
him even also as a number that was sufficient to consume an entire lamb was required at the feast. ’Ama06mg implies that this paschal feast will not be held in
Bethany but in Jerusalem.
13) Jesus issues speciﬁc directions at once. The
disciples did not, of course, think that twelve men
would be required for this task. Mark tells us that
Jesus delegated two, and Luke names Peter and John
even as Jewish Sources tell us that no more than two
were allowed in the Temple on the afternoon when the
lamb was killed. Therefore “go into the ci ” is quite
clear. In all three synoptic accounts Jesus withholds
the name of the man in whose house he intends to
celebrate the Passover, and this, of course, means that
Peter and John alone will know who the man is and
where in the city his house is located, and that they
will know this only after they have found the man’s
houSe as directed by Jesus. Peter and John most likely '
did not return to Bethany, where Jesus and the ten
remained, until toward evening when Jesus proceeded
to the .place which‘he alone besides Peter and John
knew. Peter and John may also not have returned at
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all but may have met Jesus and the others at the house
in the evening.
We know of only one answer to the question as to
why Jesus kept the man’s name and the location of his
house secret: the traitor was not to know, not even to

be able to ﬁnd out. He was kept hopelessly guessing as
to where the place might be. Jesus would celebrate this
Passover in perfect security, right in the city itself,
and that at night, whereas ever since his entry on
Sunday he had left the city every night. All this does
not at all give reason to believe that the Passover was
celebrated in the house of Mary, the mother of Mark,
and that this house was the general rendezvous of
Jesus when he was in Jerusalem, the a'vopwn'os being
Mary’s husband and Mark’s father (v. 51, 52 are taken
to refer to Mark). Zahn has a wonderful Kombinationsgabe, but in this instance he goes too far. If Jesus
frequented only this one house in the city, Judas could
have known the place. Jesus must have had many
devoted friends in Jerusalem, so many that even Judas
could not guess which house Jesus intended to use.
We note the same foreknowledge that was evident
in 11:2, 3. A certain man will meet (R. 873) Peter
and John, whom they will at once recognize because of
his carrying an earthen jar of water (genitive of contents, R. 499) . They are to say nothing to him on
meeting him but are only to follow him (the aorist
means to his destination). One cannot agree with the
view that Jesus had talked matters over with this man
and had engaged the room required in advance; that
Jesus privately told Peter and John the man’s name;

that the Twelve knew who was meant without having
to be told; and that the evangelists (but it was Jesus!)
withheld his name as they, did that of Mary in v. 3-9
lest Jewish fanatics single out the man for persecution
at the time the Gospels were written.
14) The man who was thus met would be only a
servant in the house even as he comes carrying water.
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It is not this servant but the “houselord” himself whom
Peter and John are to address (ti-mire, see B.-D. 81).
The message which Jesus sends him makes clear, not
only that he is one of Jesus’ disciples, but also that he
is quite advanced in the faith. He will at once lmow
who 6 animus, “the Teacher,” is when Peter and John
speak to him. Matthew adds the detail that Jesus
informed the man: “My special time is near," i.e., the
time of the Passion; and this, too, the man understood
at once, which says a good deal. Also that Jesus will
celebrate the Passover with him, and Mark adds the
inquiry about the KaréAvpa or guestroom where this can
be done. The possessive “my guestroom” is to be understood in the sense of the room for me. On farm: with
the subjunctive see R. 1045 and his other references;
it is most likely an indirect question with the deliberative subjunctive although the clause may also be volitive.
15) Jesus foretells exactly what the houselord will
do in answer to this request: he will show them an
exceedingly choice room, a large dw'aycov (the same as

tivciyawv and imqu'Sov), built on top of the house and thus
removed from all intrusion through the rooms and the
inner court on the ground ﬂoor. These upper rooms
were used for retirement and quiet. In this case theroom was large and thus ample for the purpose of
Jesus. The perfect participle £01meva (see the verb
in 11:8) means literally, “having been strewn,” but
not in the sense of gepﬂastert (Luther) but as having
couches for dining arranged in it, 31'0qu (adverb),
“ready,” all in order for a dining company. “There,”
Jesus says, “make ready for us.” The fact that the
room has been prepared has nothing to do with any
previous arrangements that Jesus had made. The room
was, as it seems, regularly used for dining a number of
people, hence the dining couches and the tables were
in readiness.
16) And the disciples went out and came to the
city and found even as he said to them; and they
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made ready the Passover. Peter and John attended
to the lamb and its roasting, provided the bread and
other necessaries, and had everything ready for the
celebration in the evening.
17) And when evening came, he comes with
the Twelve. And while they are reclining and eating
Jesus said, Amen, I say to you, that one of you shall
deliver me up, one eating with me.
It is Thursday evening. But this is the beginning
of the Jewish Friday, for the Jews began a new day
with the appearance of the ﬁrst star in the sky. The

genitive absolute with the aorist ‘ycvolu'vqs means that
evening had fully come. Jesus arrives quietly with the
Twelve and proceeds at once to the upper room. He, of
course, attracted no one’s attention in the crowded city
where all were intent on celebrating the Passover with
their friends.
18) Mark places us directly into the beautiful and
secluded upper room with the Passover meal in full
progress, Jesus and the Twelve participating in it. The
second participle “while eating” refers to a special part
of the Passover. This solemn meal followed a ﬁxed
order: 1) the ﬁrst cup with its blessing; 2) the bitter
herbs to recall the bitter life in Egypt; 3) the unleavened bread, the chasoret, the roasted lamb, and the
chagiga, (other sacriﬁcial meat); 4) the housefather
dips the bitter herbs into the chasaret with a benediction, then eats, and the others follow; 5) the second
cup is mixed (wine with water), a son asks, and the
father explains the feast; 6) the ﬁrst part of the hallel
is sung, Ps. 113, 114, and the second cup is drunk with
a prayer of praise; 7) the father washes his hands,
takes two cakes of bread, breaks one and lays it on the
unbroken one, blesses the bread out of the earth, wraps
a broken piece of bread with herbs, dips it into the
chasoret, eats it and a piece of the chagiga. and a piece
of the lamb; 8) all join in eating, and it is to this point
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of the feast that Matthew and/Mark refer with “while
engaged in eating.” At no/previous point could the
exposure of Judas have been made without spoiling the
ceremony. 9) The conclusion was reached when the
father ate the last morsel of the lamb, after which no
one ate. Then came the third cup; 10) the second part
of the hallel, Ps. 115-118; the fourth cup, sometimes a
ﬁfth; then the ﬁnal part of the hallel, Ps. 120-137.
Thisis the rabbinical description.
Neither Matthew nor Mark records the emotions of
Jesus, but see John 13:21. The entire proceeding of

Jesus is marvelous. He does hot expose Judas but
reveals the act of Judas and then states its effect upon
Judas himself; and this is done soas to bring the most
powerful pressure to bear upon Judas to repudiate his

act even now and in repentance to fall at the feet of
Jesus and receive pardon. In fact, Jesus proceeds in
this way with Judas until the last,
tmeeting in Gethsemane.

Under the pressure of this treatment Judas

proceeds boldly ‘to expose himself.5 So all that Jesus
does at ﬁrst is to assert with all solemnity and power:
“Amen, I say to you (see 3:28), that one of you shall
deliver me up, one eating with me i" The statement
must have exploded among the disciples like a bomb-

shell. It merely asserted a fact, but with the indeﬁnite
“one of you” (ix, partitive) it put every man present

under the shadow of guilt And this was the intention
of Jesus. The addition “one engaged in eating with
me” (present, durative, characterizing participle),
placed emphatically at the end,"'is much more than an
apposition to at: £6 tpév which repeats that Jesus is

referring to one present at the table. This is an allusion to the traitor Ahitophel, the Old Testament type
of the traitor Judas, who was marked by this feature
that he was the trusted table companion of his master.
19) They began to be grieved and to say to
him one by one, Surely it' is not. I?
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The announcement of Jesus was intended to shock
the guilty soul of Judas out of its guilt; and Jesus used
the effect produced upon the eleven guiltless disciples
by his words as an added force to reach the will of
Judas. Judas had to tell himself that Jesus must know
all about his traitorous act. Judas had to feel that
when all the others asked: “Is it 1?” they were sure
that Jesus knew which one it was. Judas heard all the
innocent ask with dismay: “Is it I?" and it must have
struck his heart, black with guilt, that he could not ask
this in honesty and innocence. “They began to be
grieved” is the ﬁrst reaction, and prompted by it is the
next, the question each asks about himself. The grammars seem to be too hard on (is xa9' :19. We doubt
whether this is the indeclinable use of «I: (as R. 282
thinks), and whether the ﬁrst d; is an accusative and
the second a nominative (as R. 460 thinks). While xafa.’
is an adverb (R. 450), “one by one" belongs together,
the whole is a nominative and an explanatory apposition ‘of the plural subject “they” in the verb ﬁpéam.
They asked in quick succession: Mﬁn £qu can; Matthew adds Kﬁpu. The interrogative word pain implies
that the questioner thinks that only a negative answer
can be possible, which we are, however, able to reproduce only in a cumbersome way: “Surely it is not I?"
A degree of uncertainty is mixed with each man’s

assurance. Each man knows of nothing like an act so
terrible in himself; but each man knows that what
Jesus says must be fact; and each man knows how

weak he is and how, ignorantly or in some other way,
he might do something to hurt Jesus. We may also
note from Matthew that while the eleven say “Lord,”
Judas ﬁnally says, “Surely it is not I, rabbi ?”
20) But he said to them: One of the Twelve, he
dipping with me into the bowl! Because the Son of
man goes away even as it has been written concern-

ing him; but woe to that man through whom the
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Son of man is being delivered up! It were excellent
for him if that man had not been born.
Jesus does not answer the anxious and excited
questions. Judas had not joined the chorus (Matthew).
He had certame been struck. He was thinking fast—what did Jesus really know? Was he working only on
suspicion? What was Jesus after? So Jesus not only
continues, he heightens the tension by answering with

a signiﬁcant description of the traitor.
Mark writes only the two nominatives: “One of the
Twelve, he dipping with me into the bowl.” The two go
together and mean the same thing: one of those most
intimately connected with me. But by meaning this
they mean still more. We should not regard dipping
into the bowl as a mark of identiﬁcation, as if at that
moment Judas and Jesus were both dipping pieces of
bread into the bowl, for both Matthew’s aorist 6 éppdipas
and Mark’s present tense 6 inﬂaméiuvos are timeless
tenses. Nor is Mark (and Matthew) reproducing John
13 :23—26; these verses in John follow what Mark says,
for John supplements by telling how he and Peter were
ﬁrst shown that the traitor was Judas.
The point in so emphasizing the fact that the
traitor was one of the Twelve, who thus ate from the

same bowl as Jesus, is the resemblance of Judas to
Ahitophel, the man who ate at David’s table and then
turned traitor to David. He is the prototype of Judas;
Judas is the second Ahitophel. It ought to be noted
that this type is all that we have in the Old Testament
concerning Judas—we lack even a single prophecy. II
Sam. 16:15-17, 23; Ps. 41 :9 (John 13 :18) ; Ps. 55 :12-14.
Jesus says “into the bowl” (Mark tic, Matthew c'v,
both are to be understood in the same sense, R. 525),

and ,m’ 3,106, “in company with me.” We put too little
into these expressions when we fail to note that this
was the Passover of Jesus (v. 12, “where wilt thou
. . . in order that thou eat the Passover), that the
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Twelve were here at his invitation, not he at theirs,
that this was Jesus’ bowl, and to be allowed to dip into
it with Jesus supreme honor indeed. Thus Jesus brings
out the thought as to how despicable, how utterly lowdown the act of Judas is. All this, which was spoken
before the whole company, had to strike the conscience
of Judas with double force. He who could resist impacts such as this was beyond hope.
21) But let no man think that Jesus is at the
mercy of some vile wretch; no, “the Son of man (i.e.,
the incarnate Son of God, God’s great Messiah, who is
man and yet more than man, see 2 :10) goes away even
as it has been written concerning him.” His course,
even to this tragic end, was recorded in Scripture and
is on record there (this being the force of the perfect

yc'ypamm). It is all divinely planned and will surely be
carried out as Jesus now declares. He is not appealing
for anything like sympathy for himself, the sympathy
and the commiseration should go to the traitor. Jesus

is indicating to the Twelve, including Judas, why he
does not interfere and make this dastardly betrayal
impossible. Jesus is in absolute harmony with what
“has been written”; in order to have all that perfectly
fulﬁlled he became “the Son of man."
The connective 511, “because,” does not introduce
an explanation as some think (which would be done by
yap) but a reason. The traitor is another Ahitophel
who is dipping into the bowl with Jesus because Jesus
goes away as it is written. The connection cannot be:
because, though Jesus goes away, and woe is on the
traitor, it would be good if he had never been born.
The three clauses are coordinate, the ﬁrst two are subordinate. Nor does the ﬁnal conditional sentence (“My
ma.) state anything that could be considered a cause.
Note how [.Lc'v and 8e’ balance the two clauses.
Since his own course is ﬁxed in Scripture, Jesus
turns to the awful condition and fate of the traitor.
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He cries “woe to that man” and designates him as one
who is distant from himself (“that man”) . This is‘not
a woe of indignation like the woes in Matt. 23:13, etc.,
but a woe of deepest grief and pain. Yet this woe, like
all others and like its opposite “blessed,” is the verdict

upon the traitor. All that causes wretchedness and
agony in time and in eternity for the traitor is in this
“woe.” When Jesus says “is being betrayed,” the present tense lets Judas know that Jesus knows just how
far Judas has already gone. Aui speaks of Judas only
as being an instrument; there is another (Satan) who
works “through” the traitor.

Though it is without a connecting ydp, an explanation, we may even say, the reason follows why Jesus

pronounces his woe upon the traitor: “Excellent were
it for him if that man had not been born,” i.e., if he
had had no life at all rather than a life that has such a
deed and such an end. It thus makes no diﬁerence

whether we regard of»: Eycwﬁﬁn as “not to have been
conceived,” or as “not to have been born” after being
conceived. The sense remains: nonexistence is prefer.able to this betrayal.
R. 886 regards xaAtv ﬁv m’ﬂ’ly- (Matt. 26:24) as an—
other Greek idiom in which the past is not met by the
present (like ﬁﬁéuaro in v. 5). But do we not have a
mixed condition of unreality, the protasis expressing
past unreality: “if he had not been born,” and the
apodosis present unreality: “it would be excellent”?
The fact that the negative 01’) (instead of mi) appears
in such a protasis is quite exceptional, and neither R.
1161 nor B.—D. 428, 2 have anything more to remark.
'The fact that 5.: should be missing in the apodosis is of
no moment (R. 1014) , yet its absence harmonizes with

the decisive force of at. Insert John 13:23-26 at this
point and continue with Matt. 26 :25. Mark records the
story of the exposure only up to this point.
22)

And while they were eating, having taken

bread, after having blessed it, he broke it and gave
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it to them and said, Take it! This is my body. And
having taken a cup, after having blessed it, he gave
it to them, and they all drank out of it. And he said
to them, This is my blood of the testament, that
being poured out for many.
Note the genitive absolute sown-my «way which is
repeated from v. 18. Both genitives refer to the eighth
part of the Passover ceremonial which is described in
detail in v. 18. We see that this must be the case, for
the ninth part took but a moment, it merely stopped
further eating; and the tenth part was the singing and
the drinking of the last cup. We shall be safe in as-

suming that the institution of the Lord’s Supper came
at the close of the SOmewhat extended period of freely
eating the Passover food. No one was to be stinted. So
about the time the housefather would have gone on to
number nine, the eating of the last morsel of the lamb,
which thus stopped all further eating, Jesus proceeded
to something that was entirely new. This new act is
also an eating and a drinking, but only of. bread and
wine; it also has its thanksgivings, 'but these refer
directly to Christ’s sacriﬁcial body and blood and their

saving effect. From the ﬁrst words onward this was
plain to the disciples.
Jesus ﬁrst took bread, the participle M34»: indicating that this was only a preliminary act. Note that
this participle is an aorist, and that throughout the
account all participles and main verbs that describe
the acts of Jesus are aorists, all historical, stating so
many facts. The entire account is so simple and lucid
in its wording that even a grammar the size of Robert—
son's ﬁnds only one point to note, the presence and the

meaning of MI). The R. V. is. somewhat inaccurate
when in its margin it translates dp'ros‘ with “loaf.” No
“loaves" in our sense of the word could be baked of
unleavened dough. This 5pm was a thin sheet of unleavened bread, pieces of which were broken off for
eating. The author saw these thin sheets of bread
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baked on a hot plate in Syria. The woman stacked
these up and gave us one that was still hot, which we
broke and ate in the ancient way—how else could we
have eaten it properly?
The second act is also preliminary, hence again
only a participle is used, shay-rims, “after having blessed
it.” No “and” connects the two participles as it does in
Matthew, yet the sequence is the same, ﬁrst taking,

then blessing. Luke and Paul use a’rxapwnjaas, “having
given thanks.” The two participles are to be understood in the same sense, for both Matthew and Mark
use the second when they come to speak of the cup.
None of the four accounts of the Supper has preserved the words of blessing and thanksgiving that
were spoken by Jesus over the bread and the wine. We
shall not judge amiss when we say that these words
referred to the bread (and then to the wine) that was
in Jesus’ hands and to the heavenly gift that the respective element was to convey. Thus this blessing
enlightened the disciples and prepared them for the
proper reception of the bread and what it conveyed (of
the wine likewise) ; for they were to receive both intelligently and not wonder what Jesus was trying to
convey to them. All we can say about these words is
that, once spoken by Jesus, they remain efﬁcacious for
all time wherever the Sacrament is celebrated. Because
of their very nature they could not be eﬂicaciously

repeated, and that seems to be the reason the power
that guided the holy writers had them omit these
words of blessing from their records.
The acts of breaking and of giving go together and
are to be understood in the sense of distributing. The
bread and the wine were not merely set out on the
table for each disciple to help himself, Jesus himself
gave them. No symbolism is to be attached to the
breaking, for “a bone of him shall not be broken,” John
19:36. The bread was broken merely in order to be
eaten. “Bread is an inanimate thing: how can breaking
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it be like the putting of a human being to death?
Breaking bread is the very symbol of quietness and
peace, who would dream of it as an appropriate symbol
of the most cruel and ignominious death? Bread is the
representative food, and used in metaphor is the symbol of spiritual and supernatural food. The breaking
of bread is the means-of giving it as food and as a
symbol, the symbol of giving and taking a higher food.
No one would dream of the breaking of bread as the
symbol of killing a human body; and if so extraordinary a symbolic use of it were made, it would require
the most explicit statement on the part of the person
so using it, that such was his intent; and when he had
made it, the world would be amazed at so lame a
ﬁgure.” Krauth, Conservative Refmwtion, 723. One
who has seen this bread will understand why it was
never cut but always broken for eating. In regard to
the wine we have no counterpart to the breaking of
the bread, which shows that the breaking was only
incidental for the purpose of distribution.
No man can say just how Jesus “gave to them.”
Nor is the point vital; just so each received. When we

now adopt a mode of distribution we cannot say that
any mode will do, for various modes that are used at
present indicate wrong views of the very nature of the
Sacrament. Our mode must in every way harmonize
with the essentials of the Sacrament and also with the
spirit of its original institution. As Jesus gave he
said: Adpm, an aorist imperative to indicate the one
brief action. Matthew adds (then, “eat,” which to
Mark is implied in Act/Jere.
And the disciples now hear what Jesus really gives
them: Toﬁré £011 76 aépé [1.09, “this is my body.” Luke
adds to the word body “being given for you” in sacriﬁce, on the cross; and Paul adds to the word body
“which is for you," i.e., in sacriﬁce. We should note
that 101710 is neuter and hence cannot, grammatically or
in thought, refer to aproe, which is masculine. The
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English “this” and. “bread” obscure this distinction in
gender, yet no student can deny or ignore it. “This’?

means “this bread which I have now consecrated by
blessing and thanksgiving”; or more tersely, “this that
I now give to you,” hoe quad vos sumere jubeo. “It is
no longer mere bread of the oven but bread of ﬂesh, or
bread of body, that is bread which is sacramentally one

with Christ’s body.” Luther.
Much has been written on écm', which is merely the
copula that connects the subject and the predicate.

Jesus spoke in Aramaic and used no copula in that
language, for he needed none; but this does not remove
or in the least alter the inspired am! in the Greek records. It cannot mean “represents” as Zwingli contended.
“My body” means exactly what the words say: “in
truth and reality my body.” The modiﬁers added by
Luke and by Paul substantiate this most strongly.
Luke’s :‘mep iuui'w 866mm: must refer to the real body, for
no symbol of the body, no bread, was this day being
given for our redemption upon the cross. It is the
rationalizing question as to how the Lord could give
his disciples his true and real body by means of bread
that has caused the troubleabout these so exceedingly
simple words.
Some assume a transsubstantiation of the bread
into body so that Jesus does not give bread at all but
only his body. Others deny that he gives his body; they
say that this is impossible, he gives only bread as the
symbol of his body. We refuse to answer the question
as to the hm because the Lord has withheld the
answer. We could probably not understand the real'
answer because the giving of Christ’s body in the
Sacrament is a divine act of omnipotence and grace
and is beyond all mortal comprehension.
The Lord declares the fact: “This'is my body," and
we take him at his word; we would not dare to reply:
“No, this is not thy body.” He alone knows the mystery
of this giving; we do not. Any rationalizing objection,

Mark 14:22, 28
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that this involves a gross, carnal, Capernaitic eating
of the raw ﬂesh is untenable; the ﬁrst disciples, who
had the body of Christ’s humiliation before their very
eyes when Christ's bodily hand gave them, in a super—
natural way, the gift of his sacriﬁcial body never
dreamed of such an eating. “My body” does not mean
“a piece of my body”; the body is never divided.
Matthew and Mark are quite brief in their reports

of the institution. Both omit what Luke and Paul add,
that the Sacrament is again and again to be repeated
by the disciples. But it would certainly be wrong to
play the other accounts against Matthew and Mark on
this point or to assume that these two evangelists
intended to cancel this command of Christ’s. The four
records are four historical testimonies, and any point
in any record that is not found in the rest is only so
much valuable addition. In the case of Matthew'and
Mark the permanency lies in the very nature of the
Sacrament, for not the Twelve alone but all disciples
were to be partakers of Christ’s body and blood for
the assurance of their salvation.
23) Matthew and Mark tell about the consecration of the cup exactly as they tell about the consecration of the bread whereas Luke and Paul abbreviate
by writing “likewise.” We prefer the reading mrépwv,
without the article, which a number of good texts have,

also Luke and Paul. Whether different cups were used
for the four or ﬁve times of drinking during the Passover, or whether only one cup was used, which was
reﬁlled as needed, is not certain and quite immaterial.
The point is that Jesus instituted the Sacrament with
the use of one cup, that he bade all the disciples drink
out of this one cup (Matthew), and that “they all did
drink out of it” (Mark). Any change in what Jesus
did, which has back of it the idea that he would not do
the same today for sanitary or similar reasons, casts
a reﬂection upon Jesus which is too gun to be al, lowed when he is giving us his sacriﬁcial blood to
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drink. “Cup” may mean the empty vessel, the ﬁlled
vessel, or only the contents of the vessel as the context

decides. “Having taken the cup” means the vessel with
its contents; “having given thanks” refers only to the
contents of the vessel. “He gave it to them” means the
vessel with its contents; but they drank is 0.15105 means
the contents of the vessel. Team, however, refers to
the consecrated contents alone.
The cup contained wine mingled with water, on
which all are agreed save those who for special reasons
seek to get rid of wine at all costs. When Matthew
(26:29) reports Jesus as saying “this fruit of the
vine,” i.e., that which the Passover cup contained, he
himself shuts out any and all other products of the
vine save actual wine and blocks all modern efforts to
bring in unfermented grape juice, raisin tea, or diluted
grape syrup. The expression “fruit of the vine” is
taken from the Hebrew phe'ri hagiphen, a choice liturgical formula for wine. The matter is of utmost importance and lies beyond our power to alter. To alter
another’s testament is to invalidate that document.
Hence the use of any other liquid than actual wine
made from grapes—this alone was “wine” in Christ’s
day, this alone was used in the Passover—renders the
Sacrament invalid so that it ceases to be the Sacrament. Christ’s testament stands only as he made it, not
as men today may alter it.
According to Matthew, Jesus commands “all” the
eleven disciples to drink of the cup; and Mark states
that “all” of them did drink of it. To ﬁnd this “all" in
connection with the cup alone indicates that it is necessary that all who ate must also drink in order properly
to receive the Sacrament. The contents of the cup is
thus to be drunk so that all will receive a portion and
none be left without a portion. These tWo miwes in
Matthew and in Mark plainly contradict the Roman
Catholic practice of giving only the bread and with—
holding- the cup from the laity. The Roman exegesis
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is cunning. Jesus did not attach “all" to the bread
because it was understood that all Christians were to
receive the bread. But he had to attach “all” to the
cup since he referred to all those present, the apostles
and then their successors in the priestly ofﬁce: “all the
clergy only." In other words, “all” means “not all,”

“only some”—the opposite of what Jesus said and of
what Mark reports.
24) In the word spoken by Jesus we have 70510
exactly as in connection with the bread: “this”-—the
consecrated wine; “this”—that I bid you drink. So
also an! is the copula and no more. And 73 1115115 p.01:
exactly matches 76 «spot p.012; and all that shows the
reality of the latter likewise shows the reality of the
former. “Body” and “blood” are each given separately,
for in the sacriﬁce the blood ﬂows out and is separated
from the body.

Jesus ﬁrst adds the genitive r5; Swain): and then the
phrase with the neuter article, 7?: {map “My éxxuvdpcvov
(on this article which is repeated from r5 alpa, see
R. 776). Observe also the force of the article in the
predicates 1'5 a'u'ipa’. you and 1'3 clad. you, R. 768. This
means that the subject and the predicate are identical
and interchangeable, and the addition with a second
article is like an apposition and a climax. These grammatical points are valuable for showing exactly what
Jesus says.

Monographs have been written on the term swam,
“testament,” in connection with the Hebrew barith,
“covenant." We see how the translators of our versions
waver, the A. V. using “testament” in our passage, the
R. V. “covenant" with “testament” in the margin. 0n
the subject compare C.-K. 1062. We offer the gist of
the matter. The Old Testament dealt with the promises

God made to his chosen people. God placed himself in
“covenant” relation to them. The heart of this relation,
like the promises and the gifts of God to Israel, is
wholly one-sided. It is always God’s covenant, not
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--Israel’s; and it is never a mutual agreements-This
covenant, indeed, obligates Israel, and Israel assumes
these obligations, but the covenant emanates entirely
from God. The LXX translates bvith, “covenant,”

with Smay'xrl, “testament,” since this term has the
strongest one-sided connotation. A will and testament
emanates only from the testator. Christ, however,
brought the fulﬁllment of the Old Testament promises.
The result of this was that God’s people now have the
inheritance and are God’s heirs, joint heirs of Christ,
Rom. 8 :17. It is thus that in the New Testament b‘rith
becomes swam, “will and testament” by which God
bequeathes to us the blessings that Christ has brought.
Both the old b‘rith or covenant and the new testament of Christ’s fulﬁllment were connected with blood.
The former could be sealed with 'the blood of animal
sacriﬁce: “Behold the blood of the covenant, which the
Lord hath made with you concerning all these words,"
Exod. 24 :4-8. This blood typiﬁed and promised the
blood of Christ, God’s own Son, to seal “the new testament" by which we inherit all that this blood has
purchased and won for us. The old covenant could be
written in animal blood because it consisted of promise; the new testament could be written only in the
blood of the Son of God becauSe it conveys the complete fulﬁllment of the promise, the actual purchase of
our redemption.
The word “blood” is not a reference merely to
“death” because a speciﬁc death, namely a sacriﬁcial
death, is involved. No other type of death could establish the “testament.” Hence Christ adds the crowning
modiﬁcation with 76, "that (blood) in the act of being
poured out for the many.” Jesus means that this pouring out of his sacriﬁcial blood has already begun. And
he has, indeed, now truly entered upon his sacriﬁce. So
“body” and “blood" appear separately in the Sacrament, the two, nevertheless, always appear together.
There is no_ sacriﬁcial body without sacriﬁcial blood,

Mark 14:24, 25
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and vice versa. The Scriptures never speak of the
gloriﬁed body or the gloriﬁed blood of the Sacrament.
The miracle in the Sacrament is not that Christ makes
us partakers of his gloriﬁed body and blood but of the
body-and the blood that constituted his sacriﬁce on the
cross in. his humiliation. The Sacrament draws on
Calvary, not on heaven and glory.
Matthew has mp2 “My, “concerning or in regard
to many," with the idea that the pouring out of the
blood was for their beneﬁt, i.e., “unto remission of
sins.” Mark is terse and compresses all this into the
phrase :‘nrép ”Me-"w, “for or in behalf of many.” While
im’p really means “over,” in a large number of cases
the resultant idea is that of substitution, “instead of.”

These acts could not be “for,” “in behalf of,” “for the
beneﬁt of,” unless they were “instead of." The story of
the papyri is overwhelming on this point, and once it
is understood, no modernistic objection will stand. See
R. 630, etc., and his The Minister and his Greek New
Testament, the entire chapter on inn'p. “Many” must
here mean all men, for all of whom the blood was being
shed, not merely the believers in Whom this blood
would prove efﬁcacious. The word “many” is used to
bring out distinctly that not only the eleven who were
now receiving the Supper are referred to but an endless number.
25) Amen, I say to you, that I will no more
drink of the fruit of the vine until in that day when
I shall be drinking it new in the kingdom of God.
And when they had sung the hymn they went out
to the Mount of Olives.
The Sacrament is completed. It was also made the
conclusion of the Passover save for the singing of the
hymn, v. 26. Luke tells us that already at the beginning
of the Passover Jesus spoke as he now does at the end.

The importance of the statement is indicated by the
formula with which it begins: “amen," the seal of -
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truth, and “I say to you,” the seal of authority, see
3 :28. With verity and authority Jesus declares that he
will die that very day (Friday), for he will not eat
another Passover meal, yea, will not drink another cup
of wine. But to this sad announcement he adds another
that is most glorious, that the day is coming when he
will be drinking wine, wonderful and new, in the
kingdom. The aorist m’m is the volitive subjunctive,
punctiliar because the negation is ﬁnal; on" .1115, the strong
negative with the subjunctives and future indicatives,

is doubled by oz'mc’n. But «(m is the present subjunctive
after any, durative, for “in that day” the drinking will
be repeated. There will not be another cup for Jesus
such as he had drunk at this Passover but only the sour
wine to moisten his parched lips on the cross just
before he died. The only cup left for him was the cup
of suffering.
Various efforts are made to eliminate wine from the
account. Because the word elm does not appear, the
presence of wine is at least gravely questioned, which
means practically denied.

The fact that Mark uses

“fruit of the vine,” pheri hagiphen, the lovely liturgical term for wine, Matthew even specifying “this fruit
of the vine," the one regularly used in the Passover
and thus used by the Lord also for his Supper, seems
to make no impression on those who would eliminate
the wine, for they assert that grape juice ﬁts this
expression better than wine although such a thing as
grape juice was in April an impossibility in the Holy

Land in Christ’s time. It ‘ could be had only when
grapes were freshly pressed out, before the juice
started to ferment in an hour or two.
Not only does Jesus die today, but as a result of his
dying all the Jewish Passovers have served their
purpose and are really at an end. That is why Jesus
instituted the Sacrament of the new testament; this is
to be used by his disciples until “that day” when Jesus
will drink the fruit of the vine “new" in the heavenly,

Marlo 14:25-27
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glorious kingdom of his Father. On this heavenly feast
compare Matt. 8 :11; Luke 22:30 ; Rev. 19 :9. Him,
“shall be drinking,” for that feast shall never end; also
mvév, “new” as compared with what is old, not vc'ov,
“new” as never having existed before.
All descriptions of heaven are necessarily ﬁgurative, so also is this drinking the wine at the heavenly
feast. Yet from Luke 22 :16 we gather that the heavenly feast will be a heavenly fulﬁllment of the Passover
plus the Lord’s Supper. All that is promised in the
latter as also in the former regarding our union and
communion with Christ will then be brought to its
eternal climax. “In the kingdom of God” has been used
to ﬁnd chiliasm in this statement of Jesus’, and this
affords opportunity to revive the old chiliastic dream
of Papias concerning “the fruit of the vine” in heaven
which grows endlessly in enormous clusters on the
most astounding vine that ever existed.
26) The hymn that was sung was the second part
of the hallel, Ps. 115-118, possibly also the ﬁnal part,
Ps. 120-137; see v. 18. Then they went out to the
Mount of Olives, namely to the Garden of Gethsemane.
27) And Jesus says to them: All you shall be
trapped, for it has been written, I will smite the
shepherd, and scattered wide shall be the sheep.
But after I have been raised up I will go before you
into Galilee.
Jesus makes this disclosure on the way out to
Gethsemane. We see that all that he needs to know
concerning his Passion is most clearly known to him.
All of the eleven, not one excepted, axavﬁamoyiaedoc, shall
be caught as in a trap. The idea underlying this verb
is that of a crooked stick to which the bait is afﬁxed
and by which the trap is sprung. So this night the trap
will catch all the disciples. They will be trapped by
what will happen to Jesus; it will upset them completely. 0n retaining the native meaning of this verb
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see M..M..576; also 6:34. The translation “ye shall be
offended” is both incorrect and misleading. Thedisciples took no offense because of Jesus, of anything
that he was or did this night. They took no offense at

all. They were simply caught (trapped) and overwhelmed by what happened to Jesus, namely his sudden arrest and trial.
"On states the reason by pointing to what “has been
written,’1—Zech. 13 :7: because of what God will do this
night. Jesus uses only two statements from the proph-

ecy and himself translates these from the Hebrew.
Whatever other fulﬁllment Zechariah’s prophecy may
have, Jesus uses this prophecy with reference to his

own death and with reference to its effect upon his
disciples. “I will smite the shepherd,” etc., means that
Yahweh will give Jesus into death. The disciples cannot be spared this ordeal. “And scattered wide will be
the sheep” states exactly what being caught in a trap
means: the disciples will be so upset in every way that
they will leave Jesus and, like shepherdless sheep, be
scattered in all directions; note the force of Sui in the
verb.
28) But though this sad and terrible thing is
about to happen, it means much that Jesus himself
informs the disciples of it in advance. For this advance
warning contemplates bringing these scattered sheep
together again. This is exactly what Jesus promises
with the strong adversative M which places the
promise over against the calamity. The accusative
with the inﬁnitive, éycpoﬁml-ps, is made a substantive by
means of the neuter 70' and is then the object of pea-é.
Jesus will be raised from the dead by Yahweh who
gave him over into death. Jesus had repeatedly an-

nounced his resurrection to his disciples and stated
deﬁnitely that it would occur on the third day after his
death. But Jesus now adds in consolation and blessed
assurance that after he has been raised from the dead
and gloriﬁed he will precede the disciples into Galilee.

- Mark 14:29, 80
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In other words, in Galilee where he had gathered most
of that ﬂock he will appear to them as the great Shepherd that leads his ﬂock. The fact that this means a
signal and exceptional meeting we see from the constant references to this gathering in Galilee, 16:7;
Matt. 28:10, 16. The only direct mention we have of
it is in I Cor. 15:6, to which we add Matt. 28:16, etc.
29) But Peter said to him, If also all shall be
trapped, nevertheless not I! And‘ Jesus says to him,
Amen, I say to thee, that than today, this night,
before a cock crows twice, wilt deny me thrice. But

he went on talking exceedingly, If I must die with
thee in no way will I deny thee! And in like manner
also all began to say.
Jesus warned Peter twice, ﬁrst in the upper room,
John 13:36, etc., and Luke 22 :23, etc.; secondly on the

way out to Gethsemane, Matthew and Mark. See the
author’s commentary on John 13:36 on the entire
question. Peter was not checked by the warning he
received in the upper room. 0n the contrary, he is
more sure of himself than ever. He openly contradicts
Jesus—not all will be trapped, Peter will be the exception. Peter openly compares himself with the other
disciples to his own great advantage; note the emphatic £703: “nevertheless at least not 1!” He will now
get his second warning, but he will disregard this just
as he did the ﬁrst. E2 Kai, “if also,” is not the same as
mi <6, “even if” or “and if.” The former treats the
protasis “as a matter of indiiference. If there is a
conﬂict, it makes no real difﬁculty. There is sometimes
a tone of contempt in ei m’. The matter is belittled,”
R. 1026. So it here counts for nothing as far as Peter
is concerned that all are to be trapped, he is dead sure
of himself as being the exception.
_
30) Peter is warned once more in the most impressive way with “amen,” etc., (see 3:28). Jesus no
longer combines him with the others but singles him
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out and tells him outright about the outrageous acts
that he alone will perform to his fearful disgrace.
Peter will give his own grand words the lie by doing
the exact opposite of what he said. He will even deny
Jesus, utterly disown him, and that on no less than

three separate occasions, today, yea, this very night.
Peter will do this, not by implication, but with the
same loud voice which he is now using and in public
before even more witnesses than hear him now. The
verb dwapvc'o’uzl. means “to say no” and thus “to deny"
and to disown. The aorist subjunctive is volitive: “wilt
(not shalt) deny me.” This word of Jesus’ is sometimes misunderstood because of the translation “shalt
deny me.” Moulton says: “It could not therefore be
Peter’s fault if Jesus commanded him,” R. 873. Even
the predictive idea is too weak, for Peter made his
denials deliberately.
The crowing of the cock is not some casual crowing
of some individual cock. Two crowings were distinguished as marks of time, one near midnight, the other
just before dawn. They helped to divide the night into
the midnight or silent period, the period before the
dawn, and the period after the dawn. Pliny calls the
fourth watch (from 3 to 6) secu'rdum gallicanum. In
the present warning Jesus refers to both crowings:
“before a. cock crows twice,” i.e., before the day dawns.
Luke and John refer only to the crowing before dawn.
The phrase is, however, not a mere expression of
time but refers to the actual crowing of the cocks that
night. And the word of Jesus is spoken with a special
purpose in mind. It does more than merely to foretell
how soon Peter will fall, it already prepares the help
to raise Peter from his fall. Peter will actually hear
the crowing when it begins. That will bring Jesus’
words to his mind. This together with a look from
Jesus’ eyes (Luke 22 :61) will cause the penitent tears
to ﬂow. The effort to discredit the evangelists by advancing the claim that no chickens were kept in a city

Mark 14:31, 82
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like Jerusalem, and that thus no cocks crowed within
range of Peter’s ears, has long ago been met by ample
evidence to the contrary.
31) Already in the upper room Peter had declared
his readiness to die with Jesus. He can, of course, now
do no less. He now uses the condition of expectancy,
which pictures the situation vividly so as to involve
.Jesus’ death and Peter’s dying with him (o-Jy in the
verb has the associative idea R. 529). Peter again ﬂatly contradicts Jesus: “thou wilt deny me thrice”—“in
no way will I deny thee”; the future is volitive,-and of:
F7} is its strongest form of negation: “in no way.” Carried away by Peter’s mighty assertions and promises,
the other ten spoke in the same way. Note the imperfect tenses alum“, “he went on talking exceedingly,” and
EAcyov, “they went on to speak in the same way.” Peter’s
words are given, hence we have ms, the statement

that he uttered them; the words of the ten are not
given, hence we have Mycw, which includes both the
utterance and the substance of the thought. Jesus
remains silent, for his object has already been attained:
he has paved the way for Peter’s repentance.
32) And they come to a place of which the
name is Gethsemane. And he says to his disciples,
Sit down here until I pray. And he takes along
Peter and James and John with himself and began
to be greatly upset and worried. And he says to
them, Exceeding sad is my soul unto death. Remain
here and be watching!
There are various opinions about “Gethsemane.”
“This Hebrew word most likely means “oil press.” Some
-call it a Meierez', a regular farm, and speak about buildings on the place. They base this on the word xwpc’ov
and on the strange young man mentioned in v. 51—
rather slender evidence. The hints found in the Gospels give us no further information than that it was a
considerable grove of olive trees, a secluded place, that
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had nothing further on it than what was needed to
take care of olives, probably a building for tools
(locked at night) and an olive press. Jesus used the
place because it was so quiet and secluded. The place
that is now shown to tourists as Gethsemane lies, in
the writer’s opinion when he visited the place, too near

the road and too close to the bottom of Olivet. Titus
cut down all the trees, and though olive trees become
very old, the present trees shown to tourists are of far
later growth besides being on the wrong site. A stone
wall most likely encircled Gethsemane—the whole
countryis full of stone. A short distance inside the entrance Jesus tells his disciples to sit down while he goes
on a bit farther to pray. The force of"(we is “until,” R.
976; and the aorist «pomigwpm means “to make a deﬁnite prayer and to ﬁnish it," not merely “to engage in
prayer."
33) Jesus does a strange thing: he takes three of
the disciples along with him as he goes farther into the
grove of olives, the same three that had been selected
in a similar way on other occasions (5:37; Matt. 17:
1). Peter, James, and John are to be the witnesses of
his agony. As he walks with them beyond earshot of
the others, his strong agitation becomes visible to them
even before he speaks. Mark uses two strong verbs:
“he began to be completely upset and worried.” The

quearo indicates that this condition set in, and the two
inﬁnitives picture its duration. The ﬁrst 31:94:11,36th is
very strong, “to be completely upset by distress” ;Mat—
thew’s account is milder: “to be grieved, distressed
with sorrow.” Both evangelists have dd'qpovciv, “to be
away from one’s 85m.- or home," metaphorically, mir
12st unheimlich, “tolbe ﬁlled with uneasiness and dread."
In this pitiful condition the three disciples see Jesus as
they walk on with him. His power seems to be entirely
gone; he is crushed and beaten down with only one
resource left: prayer to his Father.

Mark 14:34, 35
34)
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The distress is so great that it breaks forth in

words from Jesus' lips. The predicate nept'Amros, “ex-

ceeding sad,” is put forward for the sake of emphasis,
mpi intensiﬁes the adjective. Jesus says how sad he is:
“until death,” up to the point of death itself, and we
shall soon see that this phrase conveyed the actuality;

Jesus was now on the very edge of death. It is his

y'nlxv; which animates his body that is in such deep
distress just as distress also takes hold of our “soul.”
But we should not think that the rapid approach of
physical suffering and death brought on this agony

in Jesus' soul.

,

Jesus orders the three disciples to stay where they
are. The constative aorist imperative plet'va'rc goes well
with the durative present imperative 7p1r/opei1’e, R. 856.
Their nearness and their watching are to be a slight
comfort to Jesus in his distress of soul. Alas, even this
little comfort was denied him, for the three slept. But
the battle that Jesus ﬁghts in this hour he must of
necessity ﬁght alone. He alone must now will “to lay
down his life” (John 10:17, 18), “to give his life as a
ransom for many” (Matt. 20:28), to be made sin and
a curse for us (II Cor. 5:21; Gal. 3:13). The imagination faints before the images thus rising up before it.

Who. can conceive all this abominable sin, all this
damnable curse! The holy Son of God is to plunge into
it all now—the great and awful 'moment is almost
present in the approach of Judas. Shall Jesus go on,
or, as his pure and holy nature recoils from the unspeakable ordeal—is there yet a way out?
35) And having gone forward a little, he began
to fall upon the earth and began praying that, if it is
possible, the hour pass away from him; and he went
on to say, Abba, Father, all things possible to thee.
Remove this cup from me! Yet not what I myself
will, but what thou! And he comes and ﬁnds them
sleeping and says to Peter, Simon, art thou sleeping?
Thou didst not have strength to watch for one hour?
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Be watching and be praying‘ lest you enter into
temptation. The spirit eager, but the ﬂesh weak.
The agony of Jesus is revealed in his attitude.
Luke says that he went about a stone’s throw from the
disciples and kneeled down, Mark says that he even
fell down, and Matthew that he fell on his countenance,
lying on the ground like a worm (Ps. 22:6). From a
kneeling position he must have sunk down prone upon
the ground. Never had the disciples seen him thus.
The two imperfects Ema-rev and 1rpom1l5xero present a
realistic description, one that most likely came directly
from Peter, R. 883. The Iva clause is like an inﬁnitive
(R. 993) and states the substance of what Jesus was
praying; a part of the actual words spoken follow.
The prayer of Jesus is conditional from the start:
“if it is possible.” When he was using this condition
Jesus reckoned with the impossibility. The condition is
one of reality and assumes that, if such a possibility

existed, the Father-would use it. Back of the brief
condition there lies the thought: “if it is possible to

redeem the world without passing through this hour of
suﬁering and death,” then let this hour pass by. “The
hour" is often mentioned in the Gospels in statements
that the enemies of Jesus cannot harm him because his
hour has not yet come. It is the hour set by God for
the Passion and the resurrection of his Son, the hour
in which God would remove all hindrances and let the
hatred of the foes of Jesus have its full sway. This
hour was now fully come—a few moments, and it
would be here. “To pass away from him” means that
this hour of suffering, etc., pass out of his life, i.e.,
that no such hour occur for him.
36) On the imperfect Raye see 4:11; it bids us
dwell on the words that are thus introduced. It is hard
to understand how R. 29 can say that Jesus may have

used both 'Apﬁa a “nip as Paul does in Born. 8 :15 and,
we add, in Gal. 4:6. Jesus spoke Aramaic and said

Mark 1!; :86
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only “Abba.” But it is groundless to attribute to Mark
the putting into Jesus’ mouth a word he did not use. In
the earliest days the Greek-speaking Christians combined the Aramaic “Abba” with its Greek translation,
and “Abba Father” was used quite freely in prayers to
God. That is how Paul came to use it in his .two letters,
and how Mark came to translate the address in his
Gospel. He simply conveys to his readers the equivalent
which they knew for the Aramaic that Jesus used. In
an apposition to a vocative the nominative form was
retained and thus also the article, R. 461.
In «iv-r0. Bayard can, “all things possible to thee,” the

previous conditional clause is broadened and is used as
the reason for Jesus’ request. Yet this reason should
not be read abstractly, as if evil were also possible to
God. The range of possibilities open to God is limited—‘
to state it in a human way—by his nature and his
attributes. Hdwa. is vast, indeed, but it includes only all
that God’s love, holiness, and righteousness see as possible. We are always inclined to a rationalism that
draws silly and ridiculous conclusions and must be
ordered out of court for this very reason.
It is thus that the prayer is justiﬁed: “Remove this
cup from me!” We see that it is offered only with the
proviso that such removal may be one of the possibilities open to God. The word “this cup” is, of course,
ﬁgurative for its contents, but it at the same time

implies that these contents are suffering and death,
bitter, burning, unspeakably terrible. But Jesus adds
the strong am; however it may be regarding the
possibilities involved, one thing remains for Jesus:
“not what I myself will, but what thou" (wilt). All,
from the beginning to the end in the life and the acts
of Jesus, was the execution of the Father’s will, i.e.,

the will of his love («twin-q) and righteousness concern.
ing the world. All that that will appointed for Jesus,
no matter what its severity, Jesus will do. The sentence
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is incomplete; it names only the object (rt is used for
the relative, R. 737) and lets us supply the verb: “let
that be done."
Jesus submits completely to his Father; even a
supposition to the contrary. is wholly foreign to his
soul. The true humanity of Jesus becomes evident in
this prayer; it had to because all his obedience to his
Father’s will, all his Passion, were by way of his
human nature. Heb. 5:7 makes this still stronger by
telling us that these words of prayer were uttered with

“strong crying (Kpavyr‘ls zaxupas) and tears” and were
thus also audible to the three disciples. It is the human
will of Jesus that speaks.
The agony suffered in Gethsemane will always bear
an element of mystery for us because of the mystery
involved in the union of Christ’s two natures. For one
thing, we have no conception of what sin, curse, wrath,
death meant for the holy human nature of Jesus. Being
sinless, he should not die; and yet, being sinless and
holy, he willed to die for our sin. The death of Jesus
was far different from that of the courageous martyrs;
they died because Jesus’ death had removed their sin
and guilt, the sting of their death was gone because of
Christ’s death, but Jesus died under the sin and curse,
the sting of death penetrated him with all its damnable power. The world's sin had, indeed, been assumed
by Jesus during his whole life, but here in Gethsemane
the ﬁnal moment of that assumption had come: with the
coming of Judas and his band Jesus now actually entered upon the death that would expiate the world’s sin.
37) Intense were the prayer and the agony though
the words recorded are few. Jesus returns to the three
disciples whom he had hidden to keep awake with him.
Any comfort that he might derive from an intelligent
word or two from them is denied him. Even to this
extent be had to tread the wine press alone. Their
nearness is no support whatever, for they were nod-

ding in sleep. The psychology is true: sorrow often

Mark 1#.‘37,' 38
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has this dulling effect. Jesus addresses Peter alone,
but his words apply to all three disciples. Mark calls
him “Peter," but Jesus says “Simon"—he wasnow not
showing himself as a rock. Jesus is right in singling
out Simon—this mighty man who would stand true
when all the rest failed, who would give up life itself
for Jesus and die with him! “Art thou sleeping?” is
full of pained reproach. What, sleeping in this his
Lord’s critical hour! “Thou didst not have strength to

watch for one hour?" Note the aorist on’m Zaxucm—he
did not have so much strength when a little while ago
he boasted of strength enough to die.

The aorist

ypwopﬁa’at means “to ﬁnish watching,” and “one hour"
names the extent of time (accusative) during which
Jesus wanted the three disciples to watch with him
this night.
38-) Jesus rouses them out of sleep with his call:
"Be watching and be praying!” Their great need is to

be awake and to be able to use their senses and to call
on God to keep and to protect them in the trial that is
now to come upon them. But the call proved in vain.

Since the In mi clause depends on both imperatives it
cannot be subﬁnal and state the substance of their
prayers but must be ﬁnal and state the purpose of their
watching and praying: “lest you enter into temptation," the aorist (imam connoting a damaging actual

entrance. Hapaapéc means a trial or test and thus“temptation.” With [16' and Sé the two members of the
next sentence are neatly balanced, but the English is
helpless in trying to reproduce this balance. “The spirit-

eager, but the ﬂesh wea " reveals the situation exactly.
All true disciples are no longer simple but decidedly
complex personalities. Regeneration has produced “the‘
spirit" in them, the new divine life; we may call it
faith. This spirit is open to God and to Christ and thus
full of readiness to respond to their promises and
directions. Every Christian constantly has this experience in his life.
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0n the other hand, he still has in himself 1‘, adpf,
“the ﬂesh," which, when it is thus placed in opposition
to 11‘» «refund, “the spirit,” means not the body or aﬁpa. or

any part of the substance of which the body is composed but the old, sinful nature that is still found in
our being after conversion. The terms are ethical, not
physical. This ﬂesh opposes the spirit (Gal. 5:17), in
fact, would like to oust the spirit and regain complete
control of the personality. When Jesus says that the
ﬂesh is Manic, “wea ,” “sick,” he speaks of it from the
standpoint of the spirit by thinking of how both spirit
and ﬂesh act in temptation. The spirit is eager enough
to endure and to overcome the temptation, but the ﬂesh
in us is weak, utterly helpless in temptation, a drag and
a terrible handicap to the spirit in us. By calling on
the disciples to watch and to pray Jesus seeks to rouse
their spirit into full activity. By sleeping and by giving way to sleep-producing sorrow of heart they are
yielding to the ﬂesh. So the word of Jesus warns them
about this ﬂesh; and the test of their trial is almost at
hand.
.
The idea that Jesus refers this statement about
spirit and ﬂesh also to himself in his agony is unwarranted. No duality such as spirit and ﬂesh ever existed
in Jesus; no trace of sin ever appeared in him. His
agony was not due to sinful ﬂesh as were the sleeping
and the lack of prayer in the disciples. It was the pure
and holy human nature that shrank wholly, however
without sin, from the ordeal, not of death as death, but
of death as a curse for the world’s sin. It is a misconception to put Jesus on the level of Peter and his
companions.
39) And having gone away again, he went on
praying, saying the same thing. And having come
again, he found them sleeping, for their eyes were
weighed down, and they knew not what they should
answer him.

Marla 14:39-41
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Jesus turns from the sleeping disciples to his
Father who alone is his support in this hour. But this
going back and forth pictures the pitiful condition of
Jesus. One runs to and fro like that when his distress
is too great to be controlled. It was useless to go to
the disciples, and Jesus knew it, and yet in his distress
unto death he does it. We have the ingressive aorist
wpoo‘mifafo, “he began to pray,” or the mere descriptive
“he was praying,” and tiwa'w indicates action that is
simultaneous with that of the verb but as an aorist
participle refers to the one prayer that has already
been made. But n‘w aim‘w M701! does not mean “the same
words,” and Matthew, who records the words, shows a

difference as far as the words are concerned. The Myosrefers to the sense or thought: “saying the same thing.”
This suﬂices for Mark; he omits the wording.
40) The Lord’s words were in vain when he came
again to the disciples on his ﬁrst return. On his second
return the disciples were more weighed down with
sleep than ever. They could not hold their eyes open
while Jesus spoke to them. In fact, they were unable
to answer Jesus intelligently; 58mm second past perfect, is always used as an imperfect and here describes
the condition, and the indirect question with -u’ is
deliberative—when it came to what they should answer
Jesus about their condition they had no excuse to
make. Jesus is thus again left alone in his agony without the least support from these his three closest
friends. It has been denied that this sleeping and insensibility are possible under the circumstances portrayed. But this is good psychology, for one of the
pronounced effects of great depression and strain is an
inner dullness of mind and the physical reaction of
sleep when the soul yields to its burden and no longer
rallies against it as Jesus tried to rally his disciples
to watching and praying.
41) And he comes the third time and says to
them: Go on sleeping for the rest and take your
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ease! It is enough. The hour has come. 1.0, the Son
of man is being betrayed into the hands of the sinners. Be rising, let us be going! He that betrays me
has come near.

Mark’s accountis brief and implies only that Jesus
prayed a third time. It seems strange that some commentators avoid the question as to how Luke 22:43, 44
is to be combined with Matthew’s and Mark’s accounts.
In connection with which of the three prayers did
Jesus sweat blood and have an angel strengthen his
body that was already so near to dissolution? We are
satisﬁed with John Bugenhagen’s Passion History
which places the supreme agony and the angel’s
strengthening last. Then the agony ceased, and Jesus
speaks to his disciples in a different tone.
He now tells these sleepers to go on sleeping and
resting. In 75 Aomdv we have simply an adverb (R.
487) which, like others when the adjectival idea encroaches, keeps the article (R. 294). Because this is an
adverb, the words cannot be an exclamation: “You are
still («:6 Aormiv does not mean still) sleeping!” or a
question: “Are you still sleeping?” Both imperatives
are permissive (R. 948) and, of course, durative: “Go
ahead and sleep for the rest of the time and take your
easel”
For sentimental reasons interpreters deny that
there is a touch of irony in these words. We are told
that the solemnity of the occasion forbids irony, and
even the grammarian R. 948 votes that way. Butthe
deepest sorrow of heart, when it is combined with full
mental clearness, is not averse to irony. The situation
is such that all readers feel the irony almost automatically, and then, thinking of the solemnity, the interpreters start to remove it in some way. But this attempt misconceives both Jesus and the true nature and
purpose of irony. 0 these dreadful sleepers! They
slept throughout their Lord’s agony! Now that agony

Mark 14:41, 42
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is past. Very well, let them now go ahead and sleep
and rest for the few moments that are still left.
The idea is not that Jesus lets them sleep on without disturbance. The fact that he does the contrary
helps to prove the claim that his command to sleep and
rest are meant ironically. Jesus makes two mighty
announcements that ought to drive all trace of sleep
from any disciple’s eyes. The perfective force of the
compound am’xa has been shown from the papyri. We
translate: suﬁ‘icit, “it is enough," i.e., your sleeping;
you will now wake up without any question. 'Aqréxa thus

introduces the announcement: “the hour has come," in
which we have to use the perfect tense whereas the
Greek is satisﬁed with the simple aorist to indicate an
event that has occurred, R. 842, etc. “The hour” is the
same as that mentioned in v. 35, that appointed by the
Father for the suffering and the death of Jesus ; compare
Luke 22:53, “your hour and the power of darkness.”
We read so many times that the hour has not yet
come for the enemies to lay hands on Jesus, but now
the word rings out: “The hour came!" it is actually
here. What hour is referred to is placed beyond question by the exclamation “lo" and the statement it
ushers in: “the Son of man is being delivered (or betrayed, handed over) into the hands of the sinners !"
On this Messianic title see 2:10: he who is man and
yet more than man. The present tense napaﬁlsorat indicates what is now transpiring, and the agent back of
the passive is Judas. Matthew omits the articles: “into
sinners’ hands" and stresses the quality of the nouns:
into a power of men who are opposed to God. Mark
uses articles with both words and points to the speciﬁc
hands (power) of these speciﬁc sinners who are set
against God. So this is what is happening—the
traitor’s host is already visible through the trees.

42)

We see no reason for placing an interval

between the call to sleep on and the announcement of
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the hour. So we also decline to set an interval between
this announcement and the call to go to meet the
traitor. We need time only for the men to come out of
their sleep and to utter some surprised words to the
strong, courageous, victorious Jesus now standing before them. These are masterful, bold commands: “Be
rising (present, imperative), let us be going!” (present hortative subjunctive); they are like our, “Up,
let us be off I”
When R. 430 says that this combination of verbs is
paratactic in origin and hypotactic in logical sequence
and thus lends life and movement (R. 428) he means
that verbs such as this were from the start used side
by side, and yet the ﬁrst verb is only subordinate to
the second: dyamcv, “let us be going,” carries the main
thought. These two imperatives and the following “10”
reveal the excitement of the tragic moment. Even these
heavy-lidded sleepers could now begin to see by the
approaching lights and the noise that something fearful was about to happen. The perfect tense 7777"“: “has
come near,” has the usual connotation and is now here,
namely 6 mpaﬁu'dozis In, “he that is engaged in betraying
me,” the substantivized present participle characterizing Judas by his present action.
43) And immediately, he still speaking, there
appears Judas, one of the Twelve, and in company
with him a multitude with swords and clubs from
the high priests and the scribes and the elders.
The eleven must have stared wide-eyed at the crowd
before the entrance of Gethsemane. The only hint that
Matthew and Mark give as to its composition is the
mention of the weapons, pdxmpat, “short swords,” the
regular weapons of the Roman legionaries, and am,
“clubs,” the regular weapons of the inpc’m, “underlings” or Temple police. John adds the fact that they
carried also torches and lanterns and reports the details
regarding the heavy detachment sent out with Judas.

Mark 14:43, 44
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The Levitical police were under their a'rpa'nfydc or
“general,” the Roman cohort, not the entire 600 stationed at Antonia but about 200 were under their
chiliarch or chief commander. The Sanhedrin had sent
this entire force. Their own men had failed them on a
previous occasion (John 7:45, etc.), and so they now
took no chances. Because of the obvious danger (Jerusalem was full of festival pilgrims) the Sanhedrists
had no trouble in persuading the chiliarch to accompany the expedition and to take with him a force of
legionaries that was sufﬁcient to cope with any eventualities that might arise when they were bringing

Jesus to the city as a prisoner. Yet nowhere do we
meet the slightest intimation that Pilate knew of the
chiliarch’s action or had ordered it; all intimations
are to the contrary. See the author’s commentary on
John 18:1, etc.
All four evangelists make Judas the leader of this
multitude, and the synoptists call him “one of the
Twelve” in this connection. The fact that this detail
intends to recall v. 10 and 20 is obvious. But objection
is raised to this third repetition ; yet we ﬁnd no canon
in literature or in ethics which forbids a writer to
express his horror more than once by use of the same
expression. If “one of the Twelve” is tragic in v. 10
and v. 20 it has a right to be even more so in v. 43, for
the traitor’s act is now actually being carried out.
Mark has the full designation for the Sanhedrin and
uses all three terms: “the high priests and the scribes
and the elders,” see 8:31; two terms were usually
considered enough, and a certain importance is intended when all three are written out.
44) Now he betraying him had given them a
signal, saying, Whomever I shall kiss, he it is. Ar-

rest him and lead him away safely. And after having come, immediately on having come to him, he
says, Rabbi, and kissed him thoroughly. And they
threw their hands upon him‘and arrested him.
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About 200 Roman soldiers and certainly at least as
many Temple police together with a nondescript
rabble that ran along to see the excitement block the
entrance to Gethsemane. Jesus meets this crowd, his
disciples are ranged behind him. He is perfect master
of the situation, and all that occurs does so only With
his consent. Things seem to be playing into Judas’
hands, but this only seems so.
The traitor had given (Susana, past perfect without
augment) the leaders a signal (M.-M. 617) by which
they could know without fail whom to seize and hold
under arrest. “Whomever I shall kiss (ciuMEv is used in
this intensive sense, the aorist subjunctive to indicate
the one act), he it is.” Judas is the author of this
“signal.” A devilish reﬁnement distinguishes it. The
symbol of most intimate affection and love, the kiss, is
made the signal for marking the traitor’s victim for
the army of his captors. When Judas adds: “Arrest
him and lead him away safely,” i.e., so that he will not
escape or be rescued, we should remember that Judas
wants to earn his money. He hasbeen paid and must

now deliver Jesus, not merely to these troops, but to
the Sanhedrin itself.
45) We have we to indicate the arrival at the
entrance in front of the multitude and wpwdau'w to indicate Judas’ stepping out from the multitude and up to
Jesus to give the sign agreed upon. Mark reports only
the address “rabbi” from the lips of Judas; Matthew

has preserved: Xazpe, ﬁapﬁi, “Greetings, rabbi !" Judas
acts as though he is overjoyed at ﬁnding Jesus here.

Although he heads this hostile‘multitude he pretends
that he is a dear disciple. Although Mark does not
draw attention to the fact, Judas says only “rabbi”
just as he did in Matt. 26:25 whereas in v. 23 all the

others had said Képw, “Lord.” Jesus had ceased to be
anything but an ordinary rabbi to Judas.
Without waiting for a response from Jesus, Judas

“Ream «tray, threw his arms around him and kissed

Mark 14:45
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him not once as the simplex of the verb denotes (v. 44)
but'ShOwered him with kisses, the addition of «410'. intensifying the verb; er kuesste ihn ab. Why R. 606
thinks that the preposition lost its force in this case he
does not state. He cannot baSe his opinion on the way
in which the verb is used, and the linguistic authorities

do not support him. C.-K., too, has abkuessen. This
intensive act was evidently engaged in so that the
captors would be sure to see it, it was prolonged so as
not to leave them in doubt as to the identity of their
victim. This, Judas intended to say, see, this is the
man you want! This hypocrisy at the same time tries
to convey to Jesus the idea that Judas’ heart, which is
so glad to see Jesus, is breaking because of what is now
to happen to him. Another motive for all this kissing
is suggested, namely to close the mouth of Jesus as
long as possible and thus to disarm him at this critical
moment. He is not to display his strange power before
this mob and thus to prevent his arrest.
Mark omits the reply of Jesus which is stated in
Matt. 26 :50. He does not hurl the traitor from him or
use his omnipotent power to blast him then and there.
Jesus submits to this traitorous kissing—it is his
Father’s and his own will to accept all the indignities,
shame, suffering, agony that men will heap upon him
even unto death. In the traitor’s address “rabbi" there
lies a hint as to how his mind must have worked when
he thought that he was really deceiving Jesus up to
this moment. Such things are possible in the case of
evil minds, for their very hypocrisy and falseness make
them reason fallaciously, especially when it comes to
judging the character and the actions of the holy Jesus.
Before a move is made to arrest Jesus what John
18 :4-9 records takes place: Jesus himself delivers himSelf into the hands of his captors. The betrayal and
the signal of Judas were worth nothing; Jesus points
himself out, prevents any molestation of the eleven,
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and actually gives himself up. His Passion was wholly
voluntary.

46)

It is thus that the chiliarch and possibly also

the strategos of the Temple police order men forward
to take Jesus prisoner. John says they bound him; yet
they never touched a more willing prisoner.
47) Now there comes Peter’s rashness that, but
for Jesus’ immediate intervention, might have caused
a calamity indeed. But a certain one of those standing by, having drawn the sword, struck the slave of
the high priest and slashed off his ear.

Luke 22:38 tells us that two ancpat, Roman short
swords, were in the hands of the disciples, and we are
not surprised to learn that Peter had one of them.
When the move is made to take Jesus prisoner, out

ﬂashes Peter’s sword. Luke 22 :49 tells us that about
at the same moment the other disciples asked whether
they should smite with the sword—er Peter. He delivers his blow at the ﬁrst man before him, the slave of
the high priest, intending to split his head open; but
the man evidently dodged, and the sword sheared oﬁ
his right ear, being stopped by the heavy armor on
the shoulder.
We must reckon with the excitement of the moment. Then we should not overlook what Mark omits,

the tumbling over of the entire armed force at one
word of Jesus, which must have made the disciples and
Peter feel that, though they were armed with only two
swords, they might rout this entire opposing host. Had
Peter not protested his readiness to lay down his life
for Jesus; and had not the others, stimulated by Peter,
done the same? So Peter is now redeeming his word.
Jesus is to see that he meant it. But Peter and the
disciples act as though Jesus were not laying down his
life by his own deliberate act and at the same time
commanding his captors to let his disciples go free.
Was this not a command also to them to go their way

Mark 14:47, 48
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and to let Jesus submit to arrest? Peter acts as though
Jesus meant none of the things he said. His love does
not listen and obey, it assumes to dictate and to rule.
It is rather remarkable that none of the synoptists
mentions the name of Peter or that of Malchus in connection with this incident; it is John who mentions
both, and by naming Malchus he shows how well he
was acquainted with the high priest’s family. The
usual explanation is that the synoptists withheld the
names just as they withheld Mary’s name in v. 3, etc.,
in consideration of the Sanhedrin’s power, which was
still great when the synoptists wrote, and of Jewish
hatred in general, which might still try to injure them.
But Peter was a public character because he was an
apostle, and he died in the year 64, certainly before
Luke wrote. And who would persecute Malchus, the high
priest’s slave? We do not read that he was converted.
This man, “the slave of the high priest,” as the
article indicates, is in a class by himself. He is not one

of the 'l’mpérat or police force, he belongs to Caiaphas
himself. He must have been a trusted and important
member of the high priest’s household who had been
sent with this expedition as the high priest’s personal
representative to see and to report everything to his
master. That explains why he is out in front under
Peter’s sword. The aorist inﬁrm is from d¢up£m and
means “to take off from,” and dm’ov has lost its diminutive force. Mark says nothing about how Jesus undid
Peter’s act and healed the ear of Malchus.

48)

And Jesus answered and said unto them,

As upon a robber did you come out to seize me? Day
by day I was with you in the Temple teaching, and
you did not arrest me; but in order that the Scriptures may be fulﬁlled. And having left him, all ﬂed.
All the synoptists record the protest of Jesus
against his arrest and against the manner in which it
was made. Matthew says that he spoke “in that hour,”
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i.e., right there at the time and not later on. Luke adds
that high priests, commanders of the Temple, and elders were present. We may assume that the high priests

and the elders followed the host because they were
exceedingly anxious to ﬁnd out whether the effort to
arrest Jesus would succeed. We should bear in mind
that these were present when Mark writes that Jesus

“answered" them. ’Amxpzﬂa’s is often used in a wide
sense, not merely regarding an answer to a question,
but regarding a response to a situation that requires
some statement. The words of the captive, whose
hands are bound with a rope, who is apparently utterly
helpless, are calm and measured without a trace of
excitement; but they are keen and cutting for these
leaders who now gloat over their capture.
Jesus asks them just what they have done—as
against a robber, from whom the most violent resistance had to be expected, they went out with a great
expedition, armed “with short swords and clubs” as if
expecting a regular battle—and all this, Jesus asks, “to
seize me”? The whole thing is actually ridiculous.
49) Why, “from day to day” (Kurd is distributive)
I was face to face (upés) with you, engaged in public
teaching (durative present participle Soﬁafaxuv) , and you
never made a move to arrest me. ,And now all this
violent demonstration, this host of legionaries and of
Temple police! Jesus, the harmless Teacher, is not
responsible for this arrest and for such an arrest; he
has given no cause whatever for this procedure. They,
the vicious haters, the treacherous plotters, the fearﬁlled leaders have perpetrated this action. If there
were any real cause for arresting Jesus, why had they
failed to act with dignity when they had the easiest
opportunity day after day? Jesus had not hidden from

the authorities—he had no cause to hide. He had none
now, nor had he hidden; on the contrary, he had

handed himself over to them the moment they said
they wanted him. A man whom they permitted to'sit

Mark 14:49-51
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and teach publicly and frequently in the Temple they
now come to arrest with a largegroup. This protest
of Jesus’ is, of course, useless; and yet no proper protest is useless although men may disregard it, for it
registers the truth, and the truth stands forever.
Nor are these men to think that with their superior
cunning in hiring a traitor and with their crush of
arms they have really captured Jesus. Not a bit of it.
They could and would have captured nothing. “But in
order that the Scriptures may be fulﬁlled” is a case of
ellipsis, breviloquence, as R. 1203 calls it, or brachylogy. After “but” supply “this came to pass" (see
Matthew) ; and the aorist «quwﬂéiow expresses the

actuality of the completed act. These are the real forces
at work in what is taking place this night: God is
carrying out his prophetic plans, therefore Jesus is
voluntarily putting himself into his captors' hands.
That and that alone is the reason this group is scoring
such a great victory against a single humble and defenseless man! But let these victors think of the part
they are playing in God’s plan as recorded in the
Scriptures.
50) Verse 27 is now fulﬁlled. As Jesus was led
away, the eleven disciples ﬂed, even Petér, the hero.
Although Wm: is a participle and thus intends to
state the minor action, which is subordinate to €¢uyov, it
nevertheless conveys the sadder touch. They all had to
leave him, think of it, leave him in order to ﬂee! And.
so entirely alone he was led away to-his death.
51) And a-certain young man started to follow
him, having cast around him a linen cloth on his
naked body. And they start to arrest him, but he,
having abandoned the linen cloth, ﬂed naked.
Mark alone has recorded this little incident. On
this fact the argument is based for determining who
this unnamed waviaxos‘ (about 20 years old) is. This

little episode is inserted here as having something of
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personal interest to the writer. Why would he be so
interested as to record this little incident? We are told
that this was due to the fact that this unnamed young
man was Mark himself. And once this conclusion is
reached, many further embellishments follow until an
interesting “news story” is built up. Zahn, for instance,
says that in an obscure corner the painter Mark works
in his own signature—yet this is no obscure corner
but a rather prominent place!
Jesus is thought to have celebrated the Passover in
the house of Mark’s parents. Mark is thought to have
been present at this Passover and at the Lord’s Supper. After Jesus and the disciples went to Gethsemane,
Mark retired. Soon Judas and his army came to the
house, looking for Jesus who had already left. Mark
grew suspicious, threw a sindon, a linen sheet, around
his naked body (Es-i yupvoﬁ, SC. 661mm: since yupvoﬁ With-

out the article cannot be the substantivized adjective),
and followed the crowd out to Gethsemane.
This story is an attempt to supply the name that
the evangelist wanted omitted. With the exception of
the young man and his linen sheet the story contains
no established fact. As we have already pointed out in
the account of the Lord’s Supper, we object to the
presence of Mark or of anyone else besides the Twelve
and Jesus at the Passover and the Lord’s Supper. If
Mark had been present and had heard all that Jesus

said he would certainly not have gone to bed. 'If Judas
and his army had then routed him out of bed, he would
certainly have thrown his outer robe around him and
not merely a sheet in order to follow all those men.
The improbabilities begin with the assumption that
Mark’s parents had a house in Jerusalem at this time,
and that, if they had, Jesus selected it for the celebration on this night. The tendency to guess has produced
other results: this was Saul or James the just or the
apostleJohn. The sheet has led some to think of a

Mark 14:51, 52
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young man who was roused out of sleep in the house in
the garden or in a house close by.
The strange thing is that an eﬁort should be made
to arrest him (xparoﬁaw, present, start to do so, the
following aorist reporting the outcome). The persons
who proceeded to do this were the soldiers or the
Temple police. They had let the eleven go without
attempting anything. Various people must have tagged on behind the armed forces as they left the city

and as they were going back. Why, then, should this
young man be selected for capture? Having a sheet
around him did not mark him as being a disciple of
Jesus. So little is it necessary for Mark himself to have
been this young man in order to know about this incident that all he needed was Peter’s account since Peter
and John did not ﬂee far but kept quite close to the
mob and thus witnessed this affair with the young man.
No one knows who this young man was. Mark
withheld his name, and we shall have to be content.
This incident is not meaningless, for it shows the
temper of these captors of Jesus. Note the point of
contrast: in v. 50 the eleven ﬂee unmolested since Jesus
had given orders that they be let go; but in v. 51, with
apparently no provocation whatever, the attempt is
made to arrest this young man who began to follow
Jesus. All we can safely surmise is that the young
man betrayed his interest in Jesus by this following
and thus showed himself as a disciple and thereby
provoked the effort to eﬁect his arrest. This places the
fact that at the command of Jesus the eleven were
allowed to ﬂee into the greatest contrast.
52) Catching at him when he started to run, the
men got hold only of the loose sheet around him. This
let go, and he escaped (the aorist Z¢uy¢ is often used in
this sense). The sheet is thus mentioned, not to explain
about his being roused out of bed, but about his being

able to escape. I am afraid that 'yvuvds', like 34:2 yum,
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means “nak ,” quite naked, and not “clad only with a
xm’m or tunic”; for the effort to prove that a person so
clothed is called “naked” has not been successful. We
should not be inﬂuenced by our ideas of propriety in
these matters since at that time other ideas prevailed
in the Orient. Even in the case of this young man
v. 27 was fulﬁlled.
53) And they led Jesus away to the high priest.
And there come together with him all the high
priests and the elders and the scribes.

Mark, like Matthew, omits the preliminary judicial
examination before Annas, John 18 :19, and takes us at
once to the Sanhedrin and the main trial. Mark says
“to the high priest,” Matthew names him, “Caiaphas.”
When the news came that they were really bringing
Jesus in as a prisoner, Caiaphas knew that no delay
was advisable or even safe. Messengers flew through
the dark streets to summon at least a legal quorum for
a session of the Sanhedrin. This body was ready for
action after Annas had detained Jesus for a while.
According to Mark the Sanhedrists ﬁle in together with
Jesus when the trial is to begin. The session must have
been held in the same hall that is mentioned in v. 1;
the episode of Peter’s denial shows that the Sanhedrin
could not have met in the open inner court of the palace
but must have met in a hall in the building proper.
Mark again (v. 43) mentions all three groups that
composed the Sanhedrin. The order in which the
groups are listed varies, compare 8 :31; 14 :43; and our
passage, and see 8 :31 for the explanation of the groups.

The legal restrictions which forbade trials at night
were summarily set aside in the case of Jesus. Modern
Jews exert all possible effort to discredit the evidence
of the evangelists on this vital point and declare outright that this trial never took place. But the evidence
of the four Gospels, Acts, etc., forms a bulwark that it
isimpossible for modern Jewish bold assertion to over-
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throw. The leaders who deliberately plotted to murder
Jesus were not the men to balk at a technicality of
legal procedure when they ﬁnally held their victim in
their grasp.
54) And Peter followed him from afar until
inside in the court of the high priest, and he was
sitting together with the underlines and warming
hiniself near- the light.
This is a parenthetical statement which is inserted
here in preparation for v. 66, etc. All the disciples ﬂed
when Jesus was made a prisoner in Gethsemane. But
two, Peter and John, recovered sufﬁciently to follow
Jesus from a distance and kept themselves out of sight.
Love drew them, fear held them at a distance. Mark

uses the aorist ﬁKvotidqo'cv which states the fact and
follows this with the periphrastic imperfect 13v avyxaaﬁpaos Kai atppmwimos which describes Peter as he sat

among the men and warmed himself. How Peter, who
was following Jesus from afar, could ﬁnally get “till
inside in the courtyard of the high pries ” is not explained by Mark who is content with the simple fact.
It was John, who was known to the high priest’s family
and thus had no trouble getting in, who spoke to the
woman doorkeeper and thus helped Peter to get in. The
entrance was through a passageway which had a doorkeeper at the street end of it. After Jesus had been led
in, the Roman soldiers marched off to their barracks,
and a sufﬁcient number of the Temple police went into
the court to be at the call of their superiors.
These are called inrqpt'fat, originally under-rowers in
a galley and then in general any menials who are under
a superior, here “underlings” in the sense of the
Temple police who were composed of Levites; “servants" in the A. V. is colorless, and “ofﬁcers” in the
R. V. is incorrect since it denotes too high a position.
Peter hypocritically pretended to be one of these common fellows as he sat among them and warmed himself
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(direct middle, R. 807) at or near (R. 625 on wpés) the
light, i.e., that made by the charcoal ﬁre (John 18 :18).
Matthew tells us that Peter was waiting to see what
the outcome with regard to Jesus would be—just as if
Jesus had not told him most exactly what this would
be. We always invent good reasons for doing what we
ought not to do. The entire proceeding of Peter was
wrong when he entered and then acted a part; and
when in John 18:16 John relates his part in enabling
Peter to come in he does it as confessing his own

wrong in the matter. John speaks about Peter’s standing by the ﬁre, Mark of his sitting; both are, no doubt,
true, he stood when he could not sit. The imperfects
(iv with the two participles) intimate that something
deﬁnite is presently to follow.
55) Mark proceeds with the essentials of the
night trial of Jesus before the Sanhedrin. Now the
high priests and the whole Sanhedrin were seeking
witness against Jesus for putting him to death; and
they were not ﬁnding it. For many were witnessing
falsely against him, and their witnessings were not
the same.
“The high priests” are the leaders of the supreme
Jewish court: Caiaphas, its president, Annas, his
father-in-law, and others of the relationship; and n‘:
aws’spwv (from 28”, “seat”) is the body as such. The
body proper is not only present at this night trial, it is
present in full force with very few absentees; note
“all” in v. 53 and “the whole Sanhedrin” in the present
statement. It is rather unwarranted for Edersheim
and others to assert that this was not an assembly of
the Sanhedrin as such but of only a few of its violent
members. All the evangelists record the opposite. The
imperfect ECﬁ-row states that they kept seeking false
witness, and the following imperfects through to v. 59
continue this description of vain eifort. All these imperfects hold the reader in suspense as to what the
outcome will be, which then starts with the aorist
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éw-qpérqu in v. 60 and goes on with due in v. 62. The
tenses are carefully chosen and add much to the sense.
When the Sanhedrin was in judicial session it sat
on a raised platform in a semicircle with the prisoner
under guard facing the judges from the ﬂoor. Like
Matthew, Mark strikes the center of the whole illegal
action of this court when he pictures those at its head
as “seeking false witness against Jesus for putting him
to death” (sis 76 with the aorist inﬁnitive denotes purpose and the aorist actual death). The enormity of the
action against Jesus appears when we recall that, ﬁrst
of all, the Jewish law required an indictment and then
only on the strength of that indictment the arrest. The
trial then began with that indictment and with the
testimony on which the indictment had been issued.
But here there was a prisoner against whom no indictment had been found, and no witnesses had been heard
in order to arrive at an indictment. He had been arrested in an illegal and a most highhanded way, and as
he faces his judges for trial, no crime has been charged
against him. And so, unindicted, illegally arrested, he
stands at this illegal hour before this illegally convened
court.
The situation is legally frightful. Any number of
the judges should have risen up and protested against
such outrageous proceedings. It casts a black moral
pall on all Judaism that such a session of the Sanhe—
drin should have been possible. This is why Jews today
make the utmost effort to manipulate the sources so as
to remove this stigma. But the Sanhedrin had already

drawn far more than a mere legal indictment; without
witnesses, indictment, or anything else it had decreed
its victim’s death (v. 1). Those who could decree that
death would certainly not be squeamish about the
means (“craft” in v. 1). Yet it is an old observation
that the most villainous judges still cling to a show of
legal formalities. So the Sanhedrin here acts as if it is.
conducting a real trial, and it brings in witnesses as if
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an indictment had been duly lodged, and proceeds as if
an actual crime were to be established by proof thatis
suﬁicient for a verdict of no less than death. But the
whole farce goes to pieces: “they were not ﬁnding it,”
this perjured witness, no matter how they sought it.
56) They, no doubt, thought that it would be easy
to pile up testimonyagainst Jesus. And, in fact, we are
shown “many witnessing falsely against Jesus.” Man
after man is brought in, but the witnessings of no
two, to say nothing of three, were lam, “the same,”
“equal,” in proper accord, so as to support something
fatal against Jesus. He lived and taught openly, thousands saw and heard him even this very week, and now
nothing criminal can be proved against him-even by
perjured witnesses. Many of the {nnppém probably volunteered testimony to curry favor with these leaders
or on promise of good pay—remember the money given
to Judas. But it was all in vain. Not so was Jesus to
be rushed to his death. The imperfects leave the situation in the air.
57) And some, having stood up, went on testifying falsely against him, saying, We ourselves did
hear him saying, I myself will destroy this Sanctuary
built with hands, and after three days I will build
another without hands. And not even so was their
witness the same.
Matthew tells us that these were two witnesses.
Mark keeps the imperfect tenses when telling of them
and still leaves everything in suspense. We may well
imagine collusion between the two since they go back
so far in what they say they heard. They, of course,
testiﬁed singly, one stepping into the hall after the
other.
58) Mark’s version of their testimony is a little
fuller than Matthew’s by preserving especially the
verbal adjectives “made with hands” and “not made
with hands," the former being added by a second
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article and thus made emphatic (R. 776) as a special
point in the testimony. The two claim to quote what
Jesus said about three years ago when he ﬁrst cleansed
the Temple, John 2:19. Note the two decidedly emphatic pronouns ’lP‘i‘ and £76, which we try to reproduce by “we ourselves” and “I myself.”
A glance shows that Jesus never said what these
witnesses allege; they garble his words badly with
malicious intent. He never said, “I will destroy this
Sanctuary.” He spoke of the Jews’ destroying their
own Sanctuary; see the author’s commentary on John
2:19. He never spoke the two verbal adjectives. But,
of course, the falseness would not have saved Jesus—
who was willing to testify to the truth of what he said ?
Note that mi: is the central building in the Temple
area which contains the Holy of Holies and the Holy
Place; the Zepév (usually translated “Temple”) is the
entire Temple complex with its courts as well as its
structures. The phrase with 8d denotes an interval,
here of time: “through three days," although Sui does
not mean “after,” R. 581.
59) What saved Jesus was the fact that “even
so," with these two witnesses testifying as indicated,
their witness was not ion, “the same," “equal” the one
to the other. The version of the one witness disagreed
with the version of the other. Just how they disagreed
is not recorded; but when two testify that they personally heard the accused say a certain thing they dare
not differ in any vital point in what they claim to have
heard. Even with collusion it was a mighty difﬁcult
thing to have two witnesses testify so that at least
legally their testimony against Jesus would stand.
60) And the high priest, having stood up in the
midst, inquired of Jesus, saying, Dost thou not answer a thing? What are these witnessing against
thee? But he continued silent and did not answer a

thing.
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Here was the great Sanhedrin which ﬁnally had
Jesus in its power, and all its efforts to fasten something criminal upon him proved abortive. The situation as it is painted by the imperfects from v. 55
onward had actually grown desperate. Although the
Sanhedrin had resolved that Jesus must die and die
quickly, it seemed as if for lack of indictment and
proper testimony the case would have to be adjourned.
It is Caiaphas who leaps up and saves the situation.
And we therefore have the aorist hrqpémae, “he inquired.” Gravely sitting cross-legged on their platform,
the Sanhedrists watched the futile proceedings. From
his place as chairman Caiaphas now springs up “in the
midst” and, thus confronting Jesus, puts on his actor’s
stunt. He is so outraged and indignant at what the
two witnesses have just testiﬁed about the Sanctuary
that he cannot wait for the ﬁnding on the competency
of this testimony. He acts as if it were a closed matter;
he would sweep all the rest off their feet to make the
same assumption. Regular legal procedure has led to
nothing. Caiaphas will try something else.
He turns on Jesus, and his display of passion is
such that the grammarians ask whether the d clause
is a direct and thus separate question or indirect and a
part of the ﬁrst question (R. 738) . Such incriminating
testimony, and not a word of reply from thee? Note
the measured use of m': and oﬁﬁc'v in the ﬁrst question:
Oi»: dwexpivn otSe'v; and again in V. 61: ml. of»: darexpt'vwro
oﬁ8év (R. 1158) ; the use of 01'; may also indicate indignation in the question (R. 917), at least in both cases
oase’v is decidedly emphatic: “not a thing !” The object
of Caiaphas is transparent: he would rush Jesus into
some explanation that may be twisted into corroboration of the perverted testimony of the last two witnesses. He thus snatched the right to pass on the
legitimacy of that testimony from the Sanhedrin. His
dramatics turn all eyes on Jesus.
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61) Calmly, undisturbed in any way, Jesus looks
on Caiaphas with clear eyes. The silence grows more
and more intense. Jesus stands, looks at the hypocrite,
and utters never a word. ’an’m, “he continued silent,”
is a dramatic, descriptive imperfect. And it gradually
dawns on the Sanhedrin that this signiﬁcant silence is
the actual answer of Jesus to the hollow questions of
the excited high priest—an answer that is more full of
meaning and more crushing than any words could have
been. That answer went home. The evangelists aIWays
use as few words as possible; but Mark repeats by
adding: “and he did not answer a thing,” and thus
emphasizes and brings to his readers’ attention the full
weight of this silence. Even Caiaphas does not take it
as a silent admission of guilt on Jesus’ part. He would
lose out completely before the Sanhedrists if he did.
What did this silence actually say? Opinions differ
as men are able to visualize the scene. These points
are certain. The Sanhedrin had not as yet admitted
the false and conﬂicting testimony as being competent.
Until that was the case any reply on the part of Jesus
would be disorderly just as were the interference and
the show of acting on Caiaphas’ part. To testimony of
this kind, however Caiaphas might play it up, the only
competent reply on the part of Jesus was—absolute
silence. Innocence and dignity could make no other
reply. This was then a loud silence that actually spoke
volumes. As it grew and grew in the ears of all those
present it fairly shouted that the whole proceeding
plus this last act of Caiaphas’ were absolutely illegal—
and no more upsetting conviction could be borne in
upon this travesty of a just court. We need add no more.
That this was, indeed, the signiﬁcance of Jesus’
silence is shown by the sudden abandonment of the
testimony of the last two witnesses and by the new
turn to which Caiaphas resorts. Again the high
priest went on to inquire of him and says to him,
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Thou, art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?
“Again” means that Caiaphas made a new start. The

aorist impémae used in v. 60 brought the preceding line
of imperfects to an issue and an end. With that aorist

there went the second used in v. 61, dweltpt'varo. Now the
imperfect éwpém introduces the new effort which is
promptly brought to an end by the aorist Jr: occurring
in v. 62.

Caiaphas, feeling the full force of Jesus’ silence,
aims to counteract the effect of that silence. He acts
with instant promptness. The one and real matter on
account of which the Sanhedrists wanted Jesus out of
the way was not some individual act of his or some
one word that caused offense but his great claim that
he was the promised Messiah, the Son of God, “of the
Blesse ,” i.e., the Blessed in the supreme sense, Kai"
ééoxﬁv, a standard Hebrew designation for God. The
odd feature is that Mark, who is writing for Gentile
Christians, should preserve this Hebrew term and not
Matthew, who is writing- for Hebrew Christians; but
Mark loves to preserve Hebrew expressions, cf., 5:41
and 7:11.
Caiaphas sees how ﬂimsy all the testimony of the

many witnesses was, how futile also the last two efforts
at testimony; there was no hope in that direction. So
he boldly and in the most dramatic way presents the
main and real issue full and square. We cannot agree
with those who think that Caiaphas still has in mind
the testimony of the last two witnesses and is making
the deduction that, if Jesus claims he will replace the
Sanctuary, he must claim to be “the Christ,” yea, to be
“the Son of the Blessed” with omnipotent power. By
no such round-about deduction does Caiaphas come to
this question. Unscrupulous type of man that he is, he
leaps directly and by no devious route at the main
issue. We see him doing the very same'thing in John
11:49, 50. The testimony of the two witnesses. even if
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it is accepted by the Sanhedrin, which was not yet the
case, could hardly lead to what Caiaphas really wanted.
So he makes his bold new stroke.
Mark omits the adjuration by which Caiaphas as
the head of the Sanhedrin put Jesus under oath before
this high court; he is content with the question that
Jesus is to answer under oath. 2:5 is emphatic, which
we try to reproduce by doubling: “Thou, art thou,”
etc. Back of this term which is used by Caiaphas: 6
via: «"1 «Rom-mu, there lies the whole history of Jesus.
There is the Baptist’s word: “This is the Son of God,”
John 1:34; Nathanael’s word: “Thou art the Son of
God,” John 1:49; the Jewish realization that Jesus
said, “God is his Father, making himself equal with
God," John 5:18; “I and my Father are one,” and the
effort to stone Jesus “because that thou, being a man,
makest thyself God,” John 10:30, 33. Throughout his
teaching Jesus had spoken of his Father and his Sender in the most unmistakable way, cf., John 5:19-47;
8 :16-19, 53, 58.

The supreme objection to Jesus on the part of all
the Jewish leaders was his claim to be “the Son of
God.” With this went his claim that he was “the
Christ,” the promised Messiah. Jesus avoided this title
because of its political and nationalistic implications in
the minds of the Jews, but this never implied that he
repudiated the title, John 4:25, 26. In the mind of
Jesus the two were a unit: he, the Son of God, was the
Messiah. No less a person could be the Messiah. All
his miracles (John 10 :37-39) and his speaking as no
man ever spoke (John 7:46) attested his Sonship and
Messiahship.
The claim that Caiaphas did not understand “the
Son of the Blessed” metaphysically in the sense of
deity is refuted by the story~ of the Gospels in which
this is the very point on which the issue with the
Jewish leaders turns (John 5 :18; 10:30, 33; and other
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passages in plenty). If Jesus were to claim sonship in
some other sense, this would in no way be objectionable or criminal to Jewish minds. Modernism claims
that “the Son of God” meant nothing more than “Messia ” to the Jewish mind, i.e., that “the Son of God”
was nothing but a current “Jewish category of thought”
for “the Messiah,” a form of expression, and thus never

meant anything like deity—this matter of deity being
only a later Christian notion that was not derived from
Jesus at all. By means of this “thought formula” the
modernists would eliminate the deity of Jesus from the
sacred pages. But the simple Gospel facts answer this
modernistic claim. Caiaphas himself calls it open blasphemy when Jesus declares himself to be “the Christ,
the Son of the Blessed.” If the Son of the Blessed were
only a thought formula for the Christ,- blasphemy
would be shut out; Caiaphas could have called Jesus
only a fanatic or a lying pretender.
But where in the Gospels do the modernists ﬁnd
that the Jews currently called the Messiah the Son of
God; or where did those who came to Jesus for help
denominate him the Son of God? Absolutely nowhere.
They call him “the son of David” as in 10:48 and in
Matt. 21:9 when the enthusiasm was at its highest;
compare Matt. 9:27; 12:23; 15:22; 20:30, 31. Only
the demons use the expression “the Son of God,” Mark
3 :11; 5:7; and other instances. The modernistic claim
that the Jews used “the Son of God” as a current
expression for “the Messiah” is a dogmatical assertion
without one particle of evidence to support it.
62) But Jesus said, I am! And you shall see the
Son of man sitting at the right of the power and
coming with the clouds of the heaven.
Jesus breaks his silence. By his silence he branded
as false the lies of suborned witnesses. But now, when
the demand is made that he tell the truth, namely the
great truth concerning his ofﬁce (“Christ”) and his
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person (“the'Son of the Blessed”), silence would be a
wrong answer, and therefore Jesus speaks. Matthew
gives his answer as: 21‘: elvras, “thou didst say”; Mark as
Trya'l aha. Jesus either said both: “Thy declaration is
true, I am indeed the Christ,” etc.; or Mark states the
sense of Matthew’s word, namely that Jesus accepted
the high priest’s oath and afﬁrmed the question asked.
The assertion is often made that Jesus never called
himself “the Son of God"—as if, being that, he would
have to afﬁrm it constantly in so many words. But at

this supreme time of his life, on demand of the highest
judicial and religious authority of the Jews, Jesus
swears that he is no less.
But it is not enough to stop with this sworn aﬂirmation. Caiaphas and the Sanhedrin will, of course,
reject that. They will consider it the most criminal
blasphemy, but they themselves shall with their own
eyes see that what Jesus swears concerning himself is
true. Some jump to the conclusion that Jesus here
speaks of his Parousia and says that at the end of the
world these Sanhedrists, too, shall see him enthroned
in power and glory. But this view is obviated by dr'
apu, “from now on,” which Matt. 26 :64 has preserved.
From now on, namely from the death of Jesus on,
which the Sanhedrin is bound to eﬂect and which will
usher Jesus into glory, these Sanhedrists, too, shall see
his gloriﬁcation; all/€096 is futuristic and prophetic. In
the miracles that occurred at the time of his death they
shall begin to see, in his resurrection likewise, and thus
onward in every manifestation of his power, including
especially also the destruction of Jerusalem and the
Jewish nation. But 5:11:00: refers to neither physical
nor spiritual seeing but to experimental perception. 'It
is like the seeing that is mentioned in John 1:51 but
without the faith that is there indicated.
Jesus calls himself “the Son of man” (see 2:10) be-

cause his glorious enth‘ronement refers to his human
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nature, this as being joined to the divine. It is his
great self-chosen Messianic title which always points
to both of his natures: he who is man and yet more
than man. “The right of the power" names the power
instead of the all-powerful God himself ; yet the genitive is not possessive: the right hand that belongs to
the power; but appositional: the right hand that is the
power. With (’1: the Greek looks to God “from” whom
the right hand extends; and he uses the idiomatic
plural for “the right (hand)” as if this right were
composed of parts.
To sit at the right hand of power is to exercise the
power of this hand; and this invariably refers to the
human nature of Jesus. This is the nature that was
gloriﬁed at the resurrection and ascended visibly into
heaven. That nature appeared before the Sanhedrin in
deepest humiliation, and this body could not conceive
that all this lowliness would in a little while give way
to divine glory. Without indicating this, Jesus uses
Ps. 110, the very psalm with which he had silenced the
Pharisees on Tuesday, 12:35, etc. Some displays of
divine power the humble Jesus had made during his
ministry (the last, John 18 :4-6; Luke 22:51) ; but
these would be nothing compared with the everlasting
operation of his power by his human nature in glory.
“And coming with the clouds of the heaven” together with “the Son of man” are a reference to Dan.
7 :13, whence also this title is derived by Jesus. “The
clouds” do not refer only to the majesty and greatness
of Jesus. As they do in the original passage in Daniel
and then also in Matt. 24:30 and Rev. 1:7, the clouds
symbolize the divine judgment. The Sanhedrists shall
soon have their obdurate shell pierced, they shall see
Jesus ruling in divine power and majesty and thus
coming to judgment in divine glory. Event after event
shall drive this conviction home to their wicked hearts,
no matter how strongly they resist.
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This helps to answer the question which is often
asked as to why Jesus added this word regarding his
rule and judgment. He is not threatening these human
judges of his by his divine judgment (I Pet. 2:23).
On the other hand, this is not a declaration of grace
and forgiveness. Jesus adds this statement in order to
impress upon his judges the consciousness as to just
whom they are about to condemn unto death. He is
deﬁning for them who “the Christ, the Son of the
Blessed,” is: he whom they themselves will come to see
in his divine power, rule, and majesty. At this supreme
moment and before this supreme court of his nation
Jesus must under oath make a full and complete and
not merely an abbreviated statement of the full realities concerning his oﬁice and his person.
We note incidentally that in giving an answer to
the Sanhedrin (as well as in taking an oath) Jesus
submits to this human governmental authority although
he was no less a person than the Son of God. He
submits as a man. He does this even though this
governmental agency is abusing its authority and its
power in the most ﬂagrant way. No word or act of
Jesus’ can be cited in support of rebellion against
unjust and tyrannical government ; his example is
entirely to the contrary.
63, 64) But the high priest, having rent his
tunics, says: What further need have we of witnesses? You heard the blasphemy. What appears
to you? And they all condemned him to be guilty
of death.
Caiaphas ﬁnally has exactly what he wants, and he
makes the most of it. His dramatics are hypocritical
and histrionic and are intended to sweep the whole
Sanhedrin along past all the legal requirements of
trials to the one goal, on which he knows all are set,
the condemning of Jesus unto death. Some think that
Caiaphas was sincere or at least partly sincere in
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being shocked at what he supposed was actually blasphemy. But a Sadducee who deliberately plotted the
judicial murder of Jesus was past any shocks in regard
to God or regarding how men spoke of God. So instead
of submitting the sworn statement of Jesus to the
court for its judicial decision, as the law required,
Caiaphas himself makes that decision. In great excitement he shouts as one who can hardly believe his ears,
“He blasphemed!” (Matthew), and then, suiting the
action to the word, he in the Jewish fashion rent his
xmsm or tunics, Matthew says the ipérm, outer robes,
in symbolism of outraged feeling. The inner or the
outer garments and sometimes both, as seems to have
been the case here, were gripped at the neck by both
hands and were with a jerk torn in a rent about the
width of a man’s hand down over the chest and exposing it so that all could see that something terrible had
happened.
'
The assertion that the high priest dared not rend
his garments is due to a superﬁcial reading of the
Scriptures; Lev. 10:6 and 21:10 forbid this only in
connection with the dead; and in I Macc. 11:71 we
read of a high priest’s rending his clothes. This custom was followed by Greeks, Romans, and barbarians
as well as by Jews. The latter were expected to rend
their garments on hearing blasphemy, all except the
witnesses. We should not suppose that the high priest
wore his ofﬁcial robes and rent these; the Romans kept
these robes locked up and passed them out only at the
time of the three great festivals, and the high priest
wore these robes only on those three occasions. Painters have disregarded this in depicting the Passion
scenes. As far as Caiaphas is concerned, the blasphemy is beyond question, and it is of such an awful kind
that it suits his purpose exactly, for the penalty of
death was attached to this crime, Lev. 24 :16, and death
was what Caiaphas wanted for Jesus, summary death.
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With one sweep he brushes aside the long proceedings in trying to secure false testimony: “What further need have we of witnesses? You heard the blas-

phemy l” an aorist whereas the English would have the
perfect to indicate something that has just happened,
R. 842, etc. Matthew has the accusative, Mark the
genitive of the thing heard; the latter can be used

where the sense is referred to though this is not
stressed, R. 506 (bottom), etc. With his quick turn

Caiaphas gets rid of all the ineffectual testimony and
inadvertently exposes the hollowness of his previous
demand that Jesus make reply to these witnesses. As

far as Caiaphas was concerned, Jesus had condemned
himself; the whole case is settled here and now.
So he demands a verdict from the Sanhedrin on the

instant: Ti {My Mmat; not, as it is in Matthew: “What
do you think?” but, Was liegt fuer each zu tags? we
may say: “What is evident to you?” which is in substance, of course, the same as Matthew’s version. We
see incidentally that both translate the Aramaic used
by Caiaphas independently. According to Jewish legal
procedure in capital cases the verdict could be passed
only at a second session of the court that was convened
on another day and never on the same day. Then the
verdict had to be taken in a ﬁxed, formal way: two
scribes recorded the votes which had to be written out,
the one scribe tabulating the votes for acquittal, the
other those reading guilty.
All these legal safeguards, which had been established in the interest of justice, were summarily overthrown. Yet not a single voice was raised in question,
to say nothing of protest. The hatred of Jesus, which
focused in the passionate demand of Caiaphas, carries
away every judge present. “They all” without a single
exception by a viva. voce vote. then and there condemned “him to be guilty of death.” No reﬂection, no
careful consideration is needed—all that had, of course,
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been attended to when the plot for the judicial murder
of Jesus had been deﬁnitely laid. Mark has recorded
the verdict in indirect discourse (accusative with the
inﬁnitive), Matthew in direct discourse.
65) What follows is an outrage that is so beastly
and brutal as to be almost incredible. And some
began to spit on him and to cover his countenance
and to hit him with ﬁsts and to say, Prophecy! And
the underlings received him with blows in the face.
The Sanhedrists, the supreme judges of the nation
in whom all the dignity and the honor of the nation
should be vested, show their real inner nature; they
are rowdies of the worst sort. The proud Sadducees,
the aristocrats of the Sanhedrin and the nation, display
what they really are: low-down rabble of the coarsest
type. After they have shouted their illegal verdict and
have deﬁnitely repudiated any reverence for God and
his laws they lose even common human decency. They
leap to their feet and crowd around the lone bound
prisoner. We now get to see what is in the hearts of
these men who pretend to try Jesus.
Mark writes that “some” mocked Jesus, i.e., not all.
But it would be a mistake to think that some were
better than others. No one present objected, hence all

gave consent. All did not abuse Jesus because they
were too many (when all were present, the court numbered 71; some, it seems, were absent this night) to
get at Jesus. Mark writes ﬁpsam, “they began,” and
then follows this with four durative inﬁnitives. What
began thus continued on and on. “To spit on him”
means into his face (Matthew), and this is the climax
of personal insult. By this they show what they think
of “the Son of the Blessed” who is about to sit at the
right hand of power and to come with the clouds of the
heaven. They cannot act vile enough toward him.
And now comes the most cowardly brutality: some-

body conceived the brilliant idea of mocking the proph-

Mark 14:65, 66
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etic claims of Jesus. They threw a cloth over his head
so that he could not see, and then ﬁsbblow after ﬁstblow rained on his holy face until these brutes tired of
their Satanic fun. And all the while they yelled:
“Prophesy l" and Matthew adds: “Who it is that struck
thee?” but not as some interpret Matthew: “Prophesy
what shall happen to this and that man that struck
thee." The whole exhibition is that of savages. Ribald
laughter, no doubt, accompanied this supposed joke on
this Christ and on the idea of his being a prophet.

_

The Sanhedrists ﬁnally tired of their abuse of

Jesus, and the high priest turned him over to the
im'qu'ﬂu, “the underlings” or police Temple guard, in

whose keeping Jesus was to remain until he was again
required by the authorities. These fellows received
Jesus “with ﬁsticuifs” (surname always has this sense
in the New Testament and does not mean blows with

rods, R. V. margin). They followed the noble example
of their superiors. The condition of Jesus after this
ordeal is easier to imagine than to describe. Isa. 50 :6
was literally fulﬁlled and also Jesus’ own prophecy
about being spit upon, 10 :34 and Luke 18:32.
66) Mark now completes the story of Peter.
And Peter being slow in the courtyard, there comes
one of the maids of the high priest, and after seeing
Peter warming himself, having looked on him, says,
Thou, too, wast in company with the Nazarene,
Jesus! But he denied, saying, Neither do I know
nor understand what thou art saying!
Peter was sitting in the courtyard as unobtrusively
and as naturally as possible, warming himself at the
charcoal ﬁre along with the z‘m-qpc’m or Temple police.
He imagined that no one would pay any attention to
him. But he was sadly mistaken. From John's Gospel
we learn that it was the very maid who had let Peter
in that exposed him. The synoptists indicate that she
left her post at the entry, left it in charge of another
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maid, and came over to Peter and ﬁxed her eyes upon
him and then declared who he really was. Mark loves
descriptive participles (R. 118) and here combines
two: “after seeing, etc., having looked on him.” This
must have occurred some time after she admitted
Peter at John’s request.
67) What made her do this? Was she afraid that
she had admitted the wrong man, and did she take this
means of making herself safe? If that was the case,
what about John whom she knew much better? The
mu’ (thou “too”) in the question shows that this maid
arrived at the conclusion that Peter must be a disciple
of Jesus (pa-é, “in company with,” means as much)
from the way in which John intervened to have her
admit Peter. Yet she made no outcry about John. Was
she merely teasing Peter, trying to make him uncomfortable when she noted that he was attempting to
hide his identity? Her words do not sound like banter.
She most likely wanted to make herself important. She
wanted these men to know that she knew something
that they did not know. They were all talking about
Jesus and what had just taken place and yet did not
know that right in their own midst there sat one of
Jesus’ own disciples. All, no doubt, cocked their ears
at her words and looked searchingly at Peter. Matthew
writes “Jesus of Galilee,” and Mark has its equivalent
“the Nazarene, Jesus”; he was so frequently named
after the town in which he had lived so long.
68) The suddenness of this exposure, its publicity
before the crowd about the ﬁre, the feeling that he was
in danger, upset Peter completely and ﬁlled him with
panic. He saw no way out except to lie his way out:
“he denied” (in front of them all, Matthew). The devil
loves to pounce upon the foolhardy and to sweep the
boasters 01f their feet. The words of the denial may
have been more extended than any of the four evangelists indicates. “I do neither know nor understand

Mark 14:68
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what thou art saying !” is certainly the correct construction, and not ﬁrst an assertion: “I neither know
nor understand!” and then a question: “thou, what
'sayest thou?” (see the R. V. margin). None of the
other evangelists has a question. The last thing Peter
would have done was to ask this maid a question, one
that would lead her to explain more fully what she
meant.

It took only a menial maid to fell the chief of the
Twelve. Gone were all his high and heroic protestations to Jesus; gone all the spurious courage from his

heart and from the hand that had drawn the sword in
Gethsemane. Here stands the arrant coward, unable
to confess his heavenly Lord, cringing in lying denial.
Some think that Peter was frightened without real
cause, that he misjudged the situation and could have
confessed without danger. But whether with or without adequate cause, fright operates nevertheless. Surely,
he would have been arrested forthwith, taken before
Annas, and held at least for a time; and if his slashing
01f Malchus’ ear should have been reported, serious
punishment might have been the result.
And he went out into the forecourt, and the cock
crew.
The story of the second denial begins at this point,
not, as the division into verses might lead us to think,
with v. 69. Peter waited long enough to have attention
safely withdrawn from him and then quietly made for
the frpoalihwv, “forecourt” R. 620; “vestibule" M.-M.;
WAEIW, “entryway,” Matthew. This was the long covered
passage which led out from the courtyard through the
front side of the building to the street. Peter was in
ﬂight; it was his intention to get away unobserved.
But this very move precipitates a second and severer
denial. And right at this point “the cock crew." That
marks the time of night (see v. 30 on this point), it
was approximately three o'clock. Mark thus records
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the fulﬁllment of the prophecy made in v. 30, “before
the cock crow twice"—this was the ﬁrst crowing. It is
always brief and more faint than the loud, continued
crowing just before dawn. In his excitement Peter
never heard it at all.
69) And the maid, having seen him, began
again to say to those standing by, This fellow is one
of them! And he denied again.
This must have been the same maid that made the
ﬁrst exposure. Luke Writes Eupos, masculine, “another
man” saw him. But there is no contradictionzwhen one
keeps the situation in mind. Peter had been exposed,
and the matter was talked about. More than one maid
would be on duty in the entry, especially on a night
like this. Peter encounters two maids and a man, all
three of whom are certain that he is a disciple of Jesus.
Matthew indicates the second maid by dM'q. There were
also others in the entryway. Peter, who is now challenged by three persons, ﬁnds himself in a more desperate situation than he was before. These three do
not address Peter at all. They make no move to open
the portal toward the street. They simply regard Peter
and say to each other: “This fellow (derogatory clue)
is of them,” e'x is used in the partitive sense. It seems
that very little was said, but it was signiﬁcant enough,
and it frightened Peter more than ever.

70) And he again proceeded to deny.
Mark is very brief, Matthew mentions that Peter
made oath to his denial. Yet Mark writes the imperfect ﬁpvci'ro: “proceeded to deny,” which describes that
he denied at some length. And this was the Peter who
had made the great confession recorded in 8:24 (Matt.
16:16) and John 6:68, 69!
And after a little those standing by were saying
to Peter, 01’ a truth, thou art one of them, for thou
art a Galilean! But he began to curse and to swear,

Mark 14 :70, 71
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I do not know this man whom you are mentioning.
And immediately for the second time a cock crew.
Peter promptly gave up tryingto get out through
the passageway. Twice he had been positively recognized and challenged. We can imagine the uneasiness
and the fear with which he returned to the courtyard
and tried to eiface himself in the crowd. Luke makes
the interval “about an hour.” And the most decisive
effort is now made to identify Peter as a disciple of
Jesus. Mark and Matthew mention only the fact that
those standing by, who had evidently again been discussing Peter, came up and confronted him. Luke designates one man as the spokesman, and John adds that
he was a relative of Malchus, whose ear Peter had cut
011’. Here was danger indeed.
With great positiveness the charge is made: “Of a
truth,” in spite of all thy previous denials, “thou art
of them,” in is again partitive. So Peter had not succeeded in allaying suspicion regarding himself, he had
only strengthened it. In fact, his accusers have observed him closely and have detected by his peculiar
brogue (Wu, Matthew) that he is a Galilean. They
bring this forward as evidence (ydp), for all of the
disciples of Jesus hailed from Galilee with the exception of Judas, the traitor, who came from Judea. John
adds the detail that the relative of Malchus was able
to add more to this personal point and circumstantial
evidence: he is almost sure that he saw Peter in Gethsemane.

71) 4 Again, as he did in v. 66, Mark writes ﬁp£aro=
he began and kept the thing up. He went on to anathematize and to swear, i.e., to call down all manner of
evil on himself if he, indeed, knew this man, and he did

this with high and holy oaths to God to have him
witness that he, indeed, did not know this man. We
see from Peter’s frantic action that he is ready to
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resort to almost anything to save himself from discovery. Peter was no longer a man of even ordinary
manhood, he was a grovelling coward who was too

pitiful to look upon. As far as he is concerned, Jesus is
only “this man whom you are mentioning” (3v Ae’ym).
It is almost unbelievable. Somehow Peter was even
now not arrested on suspicion and held for judicial investigation. Was this due to the fact that no oﬁ'icer
was at hand to give the order, all of them being on duty
inside the hall where Jesus was being tried? But “immediately” after his curses and oaths “for the second
time a cock crew,” starting the crowing before the dense

morning dawn began to lighten (see v. 30).
72) Nobody paid the slightest attention to this
crowing—save one man.

And Peter remembered

the utterances, how Jesus said to him, Before a cock
crows twice, thrice shalt thou deny me. And having
fallen to it, he began to weep.

Jesus had spoken that word about the cock’s crowing because he foresaw Peter’s situation at this moment and intended that Peter should now recall that
word to his great beneﬁt. That cock’s crowing thus
released the tension of fear, recalled Jesus’ love and
warning, and thus opened the door to genuine repentance. Luke adds that at this moment Jesus turned and
looked at Peter, and that this helped to bring about his
repentance. Both the cook’s crowing and the Savior’s
look moved Peter to the same end. All was timed by
divine providence so as to effect this gracious result.
It is debated as to how Jesus could look upon Peter
at this moment. The best answer is that he was being
led by the Temple police from the hall of trial through
the courtyard to a place of safekeeping until he should
again be wanted. With his face contused and black
and blue from the blows he had received, with spittle
still deﬁling his countenance, Jesus looked upon poor
Peter. No wonder that look went home. In the New

Mark 14:72
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Testament, R. 509, dvaquﬁaxw is always followed by
the accusative.
It seems that Peter had no diﬁiculty whatever in
getting out of the courtyard. Some jump to the conclusion that he would have had no difficulty at any

time. But the maid kept the door locked, and Peter did
not risk it to make a demand for exit. It was the
transfer of Jesus that changed the situation.

The

crowd of the I‘m-”paw, Temple police, that had been kept
waiting in the courtyard until this time were ordered
out, and so Peter, too, could leave without difficulty; in
fact, if he had tried to stay he would have been ordered
out. What became of John?
All the synoptists report the repentance of Peter
with exceeding brevity, and all of them mention his
weeping. Matthew and Luke do so with the aorist
Emauae, which states the fact that he wept audibly, but
Mark does so with the imperfect and thus descriptive
Emacs, which describes Peter as shedding tears. To this
verb Matthew and Luke add the adverb ”pas, “bitterly,” which refers to the bitter contrition which
caused the sobbing.

Mark adds the aorist participle ism/Baker, on the
meaning of which the linguists are divided ever since
ancient days. Some supply n‘w voiv or the like: “having
thrown his mind thereon,” R. V.: “when he thought
thereon." But this would require the present participle
for he must have thought thereon during his weeping.
R. 861 calls the aorist participle coincident with the
imperfect verb, but it is so only with the ﬁrst point of
its linear action. But we need no such reﬁnement,
Robertson is wrestling with the difficulty and says
nothing about the meaning of émﬁaaév. Against this

interpretation is also the statement that Peter “remembered the utterance,” which already contains the
thought that he put his mind on this word of Jesus.
Codex D reads dpfa’ms; but if this were the sense of
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émBan, Mark would have written are’pm mu’cw. We
cannot translate “he began to weep,” or “he fell to
weeping,” or, embellishing still more, “he joined in
the cock’s crowing by his weeping.”
The one for the meaning of this participle which is
used by Mark lies in the adverb “bitterly,” which is
used by Matthew and Luke, for Mark wants to say
just about what they say, C.-K. 189. The verb means
to rush or plungeahead, and it needs no addition when
it is used in this sense. Peter having fallen to it with
vehemence, went on weeping, or, as R. 885 prefers,
began to weep, inchoative imperfect. Contrition includes the realization that we have sinned and the
consequent genuine sorrow for our sin.
The story of Peter has two important sides: Jesus
prophesies, and the fulﬁllment, which is strenuously
denied at ﬁrst, follows to the very letter; secondly, the
foremost of the apostles falls most terribly and is yet
restored after true repentance. For all time this calls

sinners to the pardon that Jesus bought for them.

CHAPTER XV
The second half of the Passion history begins at
this point: from now on Jesus is in the hands of the
Gentiles.
1) And immediately in the morning, having
passed a resolution, the high priests together with

the elders and the scribes and the whole Sanhedrin,
after having bound Jesus, carried him away and
delivered him up to Pilate.

We have already stated the Jewish law regarding
capital crimes. To pass the ‘ver'dict of death required
a'second session of the Shnhedrin after an interval of
at least a day; moreover, night sessions were illegal.
But the Sanhedrin, once having hold of Jesus, was
determined to rush him to death because it feared the
uprising of the people in case of delay. So the illegality of the night session was simply disregarded. But
the formality of holding a second session was found
feasible even though in this case'it was illegal as conﬁrming an illegal night session; yet it ilent at least a
show of legality by being a second session.
Mark is-at pains to inform us that the entire Sanhedrin was present at this meeting. vHe’mentions the
three. groups and follows this with Kai: “and thus the
whole Sanhedrin.” It was no ”mere party or faction in
theSanhedrin that brought Jesus to death. Though it
was a plenary session, all the 71 judges did'not need
to be present, and a few, like Joseph of Arimathaea
and Nicodemus, seem to have been absent.
On the three groups see 8 :31 and note how they are
mentioned in 14:53 atthe-night trial of Jesus. In the
present-instance, however, we have semething that is
entirely exceptidnal, namely the ﬁrst group and then
pad with one article which combines. the next two
'(679)
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groups into one (R. 787). The commentators usually
disregard this point, but it evidently intends to single
out the high priests as being the leaders in the present
proceeding and to designate the elders and the scribes
as the followers. This meeting was held ”put, early in
the morning, before the pilgrims were astir.

It should be clear by this time that a'vuﬁoﬁMov wouiv
(Matthew Mapdyew) does not mean “to hold a consultation” or “to take counsel.” The expression means “to
pass a resolution,” and the resolution that had to be
passed in this second session was the formal conﬁrmation of the death verdict that had been pronounced at
the night session. Matthew is plain on this point:
“they passed a resolution against Jesus to put him to
death.” In all formality they took the ﬁnal vote on the
death penalty for Jesus. The next step followed as a
matter of course: the Sanhedrin had to take Jesus to
Pilate. B.-P. 1248 deﬁnes 0141.3015va Aapﬂa’mw (Bﬁdm
érorpaizw, or watch) as consilium capers, einen Beschluss
fassen; R. 109. ,Luke 22:66-71 gives us some of the
details by stating how Jesus was re-examined, how he
reaffirmed that he was the Son of God, and how this
was declared to be enough.
It is not necessary to suppose that the Sanhedrin
counseled about or voted on taking Jesus to the Roman
governor. The moment the ﬁnal vote on the death of
Jesus had been taken, the matter about going to Pilate
was settled. The case was like any other that called
for capital punishment. The Sanhedrin might decree
death, but the Roman government had reserved the
right to conﬁrm and to execute that decree or to refuse
its conﬁrmation and execution.
Another view, that has found favor for some
reason, is that the Sanhedrin "held a consultation” as
to how to present the case to Pilate, what crime was to
be charged against Jesus, and what evidence was to be
produced. But, as has already been shown, the expres-

Mark 15:1, 2
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sion used by Matthew as well as by Mark does not have
this meaning. Mark's and indicates that the high
priests managed the whole affair after death had been
voted. Moreover, it was not their intention to lay the
whole case before Pilate but simply to go to him with
the demand that he conﬁrm the Sanhedrin’s death
verdict and carry it out.
So they bound Jesus like a dangerous criminal and

"carried him away and delivered him up to Pila .”
Mark, like Matthew, uses two ﬁnite verbs to describe
the action: away from themselves, over to Pilate, Jesus

is taken. The prophecy made in 10 :33 is literally fulﬁlled: “they shall condemn him to death and shall
deliver him to the Gentiles.” The entire second half of
the Passion history is thus marked: from now on Jesus
is in the hands of the Gentiles.
2) Matthew inserts the story about the remorse
and the end of Judas at this point, but Mark continues with the account of Jesus before Pilate. And

Pilate inquired of him, Thou, art thou the king of
the Jews? And he answering says, Thou art saying it.

Mark writes with great brevity as he relates this
incident from Pilate’s examination of the prisoner who
had been turned over to him for the execution of the
death penalty. Instead of simply obliging the Jews
and ordering their verdict to be carried out, Pilate,
with due regard for Roman justice, proceeds to try the
case himself by insisting on receiving the charges and
receives a regular tirade of charges. We add John
18 :20-37 and especially v. 37, John’s fuller account of
Mark’s brief summary. In order to understand why
Pilate asked about Jesus’ being a king we add Luke
23:2, the series of charges against Jesus, the last of
which was that he pretended to be “Christ, a king.” So
Pilate took Jesus into the praatorium (the residence of
the praetor) and examined him privately by taking upthe central charge in which all the rest were involved.
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The question shows how little Jesusappeared like

a king to Pilate; he was, of course, thinking of a
political king. Yet Jesus afﬁrms that he is a king;

“Thou art saying it!” The difference between at #99:
and in" aims, “thou art saying it,’f and,“thou didst say
it” (English: “hast just said it”), is rather slight, R.
915. Either is the regular way of aﬂirming the contents of a question. From John we learn that Jesus
told Pilate exactly what kind of a king he was, (namely,
a spiritual and not a political king, and Pilate was
fully convinced of the latter.
3) A second incident is sketched brieﬂy. And
the high priests went on to accuse him of many
things. And Pilate again inquired of him, saying,
Dost thou answer nothing? See, of how many things
they are accusing thee! But Jesus no longer answered anything so that Pilate was wondering.
This is the second great silence of Jesus; the ﬁrst is
recorded in 14:61; the third in John 19:9. It is to be
placed just where Matthew and Mark have it, after
Pilate’s examination of Jesus and his declaration to
the Sanhedrin that he was guiltless. Then a ﬂood of
vicious accusations of all kinds bursts from the high
priests, from these especially, although Matthew mentions the whole Sanhedrin. Jesus had been brought out
of the praetorium in order again. to face his accusers.
Pilate is, of course, once more seated on his elevated
judge’s seat outside of the praetorium—the Romans
loved to dispense justice publicly, under the open sky.
The imperfect is iterative, R. 884, and the verb is
construed with the genitive of the person and with
the accusative of the thing.
4) After the shouting of angry accusations had
subsided, after all eyes were‘Iturn‘ed on Jesus, he simply looked at the governor who was seated on his
judge’s seat, and, since everyf-ear was straining to

hear, the silence'became only“ more intense. It is

Mark 1'5 :4, 5
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Pilate who at last utters the astonished question:
“Dost thou answer nothing?” which is followed by the
equally astonished exclamation: “See, of how many
things they are accusing thee l” The mica is in an indirect question (R. 292) and is exclamatory (R. 917),
and Z8: is the imperative and not the interjection as the

accent shows. Yet the situation should not confuse us.
It may appear like fair and strict justice to see that the
accused is permitted by Pilate to face his accusers and
to speak freely in his own defense. But Pilate has
himself just pronounced Jesus guiltless after due examination of the charges that were preferred. Does
that verdict of the governor not stand?
But if Pilate is uncertain after hearing all this
added testimony, it is his business to examine farther
into the case just as he had made an examination at
ﬁrst. The silence of Jesus speaks eloquently against
Pilate. Why does Pilate try to shift his responsibility
upon Jesus with his‘question and exclamation? It is
the duty of his Roman judge to silence all these angry
accusations, or, if he cares to do so, to examine into
any one or more of them. It is due to his cowardice
that he does not forthwith enforce his verdict of innocence and use his legionaries, if necessary, to disperse
this Sanhedrin and its following but allows that verdict still to be questioned and turns the task of upholding it over to the prisoner Jesus. Secondly, the silence
of Jesus is directed against the Jews and expresses his
contempt for their accusations; they are not worth a
single word. Note the emphasis in the two negatives
of»: and ol’Isév.

5) There is also an emphasis in otxén oase’v. Mark
makes it emphatic that Jesus answered absolutely
nothing. First there is the silence that Pilate broke
with his word toJesus; then the silence that followed
Pilate’s words. It certainly spoke volumes. It certainly
went home to Pilate’s mind. This was, indeed, no .ordi-
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nary prisoner. Not for one moment did Pilate deem
Jesus guilty because he was silent. He felt the very
opposite —— and more, the astounding patience of Jesus,

his willingness to suffer'unjustly, and the majesty of
his person in following the course he did. “So that
Pilate was wondering" expresses the result (1301': with

the inﬁnitive) achieved in Pilate's mind. It has been
well said that Pilate was touched by something akin to
what we feel when we see in him the Lamb of God
that opened not his mouth.
6) The vacillation of Pilate which ﬁnally brought
Jesus to the cross culminated in Pilate’s scheme to
induce the Jews to choose Jesus instead of Barabbas.
Now festival by festival he used to release to them
one prisoner, whom they would beg of him.

Km: is distributive (R. 608), hence éoprﬁv needs no
article; yet “festival by festival” refers only to the
annual Passover festival (John 18:39). The renderings found in our versions do not seem to understand
this distributive sense of the preposition. The two
imperfect tenses denote customary actions: it was

Pilate’s custom to release and the people’s custom to
beg of him. Ae’ reads as if this remark about the
custom is parenthetical, intended to explain what follows. No one now knows how far back this custom
extended; but it seems certain that it had been established before the Romans came into power and was

continued by them as being so well established as to
be considered a necessity (Luke 23:17). The people
were allowed to have the one prisoner whom they
asked for.
7) Now there was the one called Barahbas,
having been bound together with the insurrectionists, who had done murder in the insurrection.
Ae’ again introduces a preliminary statement. The
name “Barabbas” is recorded only for the purpose of
identifying the man whom the Jews preferred to Jesus.

Mark 15:7, 8
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The evangelists do not play on its composition: “son
of Abba,” with “Abba” denoting some prominent
rabbi and thus forming a kind of parallel to Jesus’ title
“Son of God.” The textual evidence that this man was
called “Jesus Barabbas” is so inferior as not to call for
discussion. Yet some would retain “Jesus” on the plea
that no scribe would have inserted it, and that it must,
therefore, be original. But the very reverse seems to
be true. Those who love to allegorize and play with
words and names seem to have inserted “Jesus” in
order to obtain: “Jesus, the Son of God,” and “Jesus
Barabbas (the son of Abba) .” We discard these fancies
and the unconvincing evidence adduced for them.
Matthew says only that Barabbas was a “notorious”
prisoner (Ewiomtos, “mark aﬁpa, placed on him”) ; Mark
tells us what made him notorious: he was one of a
number of insurrectionists who had committed murder
in the insurrection; Barabbas was thus now in fetters
(the perfect Sesqu'vos with its present connotation).
All the tenses used in v. 6-10 are interesting, especially
the three past perfects which refer to antecedent
action, R. 905; aims: is merely explanatory (R. 727)
and not causal. The cause of the insurrection and any
further details are unknown. The article 1-5 mica does
not mean “the well-known insurrection” but refers
back to the insurrectionists and the insurrection in
which they had been involved. John supplements by
calling Barabbas a robber.
8) And the multitude, having gone up, began
to ask for themselves as he was used to do for them.
But Pilate answered them, saying, Are you willing
that I release to you the king of the Jews? For he
was aware that because of envy the high priests had
delivered him up.
This is not a new multitude, as some suppose, that
had come from the Temple courts to ask Pilate to
observe the old custom of releasing a Jewish prisoner.
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About everything in the entire situation is against the
introduction of a second multitude. No, this is the
multitude that had already gathered before Pilate’s
tribunal, the common people as distinguished from the
Sanhedrists. The move that Pilate observe the custom
comes from them. Pilate was available just now, and
when someone thought of it, the request was made of
him.

The texts vary between dmﬁis, “having gone up,”
and amﬁmiaas, “having shouted out.” We prefer the

former in the sense that a delegation went up to Pilate
as he sat on his judge’s seat and preferred the request,
ﬁpéaro airshow indicates a certain amount of formality.
'The middle airciaoac, “to ask for oneself," is used in
business transactions, C.-K. 92; R. 805. In the present
instance the established custom placed Pilate under
obligation, and the middle is in place for this reason.
It is sometimes assumed that according to Matthew’s account it was Pilate who thought of this custom and took the initiative in the matter because he
thought that he might thus release Jesus through the
inﬂuence of the people and played the people against
the Sanhedrists. But Matthew does not touch this
point at all; he states only what Pilate did after the
people had made their request.

_

Mark writes that Pilate answered “them,”'1.e., “the

multitude,” and this'1s correct; but Matthew indicates
that he did this by placing the choice of the prisoner
to be released before the Sanhedrists, these “having
accordingly been brought together.” Yet both evangelists describe at length that the choice was not to be
made by the Sanhedrists as such but by the entire
assembly of the Jews that was present before Pilate’s
judgment seat. According to Luke 23:16 Pilate had
juSt made the oﬂ’er to the Sanhedrin to chastise Jesus
and to let him go. The request of the people opened a
new way to Pilate to release Jesus with Jewish con-
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sent, and he embraced it with avidity. The nomination
of theyrisoners, one of whom was to be pardoned,
seems to have rested with the governor. Whether more

than We were ever nominated is not known. On this
occasion at least Pilate nominated only two in order
to make the selection certain in advance. He takes the
worst criminal he has in prison» at that time, this
notorious Barabbas, and as the only alternate Jesus,
‘g‘the king of the Jews.” He is certain that the Jews
cannot possibly unite on Barabbas.
Mark abbreviates when he writes: “Are you willing
that I release to you the king of the Jews?" He does
more: he indicates that Pilate wanted to release Jesus
and none other. He calls Jesus “the king of the Jews”
even as the Sanhedrists had made his claim of kingship

a charge against Jesus. Even to the last, the inscription on the cross, Pilate repeats “the king of the Jews.”
He was anything but a king in Pilate’s eyes, and thus
a tone of mockery against the Sanhedrists runs through
Pilate’s use of this title for Jesus. It seemed ridiculous
to him that the Sanhedrists could fear this man as a
pretender to kingship and make such pretension a
capital charge. Pilate knew that the Jews would have
liked nothing better than to have a national king, one
who was mighty enough to cast off the Roman yoke.
Well, Pilate was more than willing to have them take
and keep Jesus as their king, one who would certainly
be innocuous as far as Rome was concerned. Note the
asyndeton in gaffe maﬁa»; the verbs are paratactic
grammatically but hypotactic in logical sequence (R.
430, With the sample 951616 review) ; and archive) is the

deliberative aorist subjunctive
sample 06m: drama) .

(R. 878, with the

10) Mark, like Matthew, states openly the reason
why Pilate was ready to use any means for releasing
Jesus. “He was aware” (zytmaxc, durative imperfect)
that the-motive of the Sanhedrists in delivering Jesus
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up to him was nothing but “envy.” The people were
ﬂocking to Jesus, and this made the Sanhedrin envious.
We see that Pilate placed reliance on the people and
felt certain that they would vote for Jesus in spite of
the Sanhedrin.» In this, as in many other things in
connection with this trial, Pilate, was sadly mistaken.
It is signiﬁcant that “the high priests” are mentioned
as being- ﬁlled with envy. They were the real leaders
of the Sanhedrin and they were the ones who intended
to retain their control at all hazard.
11) But the high priests stirred up the multitude in order that he release the rather Barahbas
unto them.

Mark uses the stronger term “they stirred up the
multitude,” incited them; Matthew writes only “persuaded the multitudes.” Mark again also writes only
“the high priests” whereas Matthew mentions also the
elders. Mark wants us to understand, both here and
in v. 10, that the high priests dominated the situation
and controlled the rest of the Sanhedrists as well as
the populace. They got busy at once and sent their
men through the crowd to stir it up to ask for the

release of Barahbas. The fact that their own innlpc'fm
consented was understood. But they seem to have had
no difficulty with the crowd that had come to see what
was doing at the praetorium. Just how they succeeded
is not stated. It has been suggested that the Sanhedrists pointed out that Pilate was protecting Jesus,
and that the Jewish opposition to Pilate was thus
turned also against Jesus. These and similar arguments may have been used. But the thing that weighed
most heavily was the fact that the high priests wanted
Barabbas. The crowd yielded to their authority. The
Iva clause expresses purpose, and ”EM”, “rather,” refers to Jesus as one who was not to be released.
12) Now Pilate again answering said to them,
What, then, shall I do with him whom you call the
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king of the Jews? But they yelled again, Crucify
him!

Mark shortens the narrative. A sufficient interval
was allowed in order to permit the assembled crowd to
determine its choice. Then Pilate demanded to know
whom they wanted released and received the unanimous reply: “Barabbas!" He heard it with a shock of
disillusionment. His scheme to free Jesus in this way
has failed utterly. He had badly underestimated the
inﬂuence and the power of the Sanhedrin; he had
counted on others acting with some moral consideration when he himself was incapable of simple justice.
He had placed Jesus beside a murderer—the man
whom he himself had pronounced innocent beside the
man whose bloody guilt was beyond a doubt. The
ﬂagrant injustice to Jesus is glaring—he is treated as
a condemned criminal, placed beside another of the
same kind, and the people are to make a choice between the two. The man who could do that had no
right to complain when he found others doing
the same
sort of thing.
The pitiahleness of Pilate now comes to view. Ow
implies that Barabbas had been chosen, and that the
new question (mim) rests on that choice: “What, then,
shall I do ?" etc. All along Pilate did not act the judge,
did not determine the case, render the verdict, and
enforce it by his legionaries, if necessary. No; he
wanted the accusing Sanhedrists to offer him a verdict,
yea, the verdict that nothing in the world could induce
them to offer. All they did was to hold out against him
ﬁrmly to the end. All that Pilate did was to yield to
them more and more until he surrendered completely.
Pilate is utterly helpless. After Barabbas has been
chosen for release, Jesus is left on Pilate’s hands, and
he is compelled to do something with him. Pilate, the
governor and ruler of the whole country, actually asks
these Jews what he is to do with Jesus! So he himself
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does. not know what to do! So he is not at all sure of
himself! Does he want these Jews to tell him to release
Jesus also? Is the whole business to be reduced to a
farce by releasing both men? Hot-rice: is the aorist deliberative subjunctive, and verbs of doing good or ill
are followed by the accusative of the person, R. 484.
The antecedent is incorporated in 3v, both are in the
accusative, R. 720, and 5v is predicative.
Matthew has Pilate call Jesus “Christ” while Mark
writes: “whom you call the king of the Jews." Pilate
used both titles, but in his appeal he puts theminto
the mouth of the Jews and does not himself assert
that these titles belong to Jesus. His purpose is to
touch a favorable sentiment toward Jesus among the
Jews. They surely do not want the Gentile Pilate to
decree the death of one who has received these high
titles among their own people. But instead of touching
a favorable feeling he touches the very opposite. “The
king- of the Jews” only enrages the Sanhedrists. In
spite of the way in which Pilate now introduces the
title these Jewish leaders will have none of it. That
was the very thing that they had charged against
Jesus: that he made himself a king; and for‘themselves that was the very thing they would not tolerate,
that he should be a king over them in any sense.
13) If Pilate does not know what to do with
Jesus, these Jews know. 'And they tell him promptly
in no uncertain terms, with one simple and terrible
word: Emipmv m’miv (Matthew has the third person:
Emupuoﬁm), “Crucify him!" Matthew writes that “a ”
said this, Mark that “they yelled” (more descriptive),
the Sanhedrists probably beginning, and the rest joining in; This ominous word was ﬁrst uttered here, compare Jesus’ own prophecy in Matt. 20:19 and 26:2.
The question is asked as to how these Jews, whose
death penalty was stoning, came to demand cruciﬁxion
for Jesus. The fact that Barabbas was to have been
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cruciﬁed, and that Jesus was now to take his place,
seems a doubtful answer. More satisfactory is the
fact that the Jews had turned Jesus completely over to
Pilate to be executed by him. The Romans had deprived them of the right of inﬂicting the death penalty,
so they held Pilate to its inﬂiction, and that would be
by cruciﬁxion alone.
14) But Pilate went on to say to them, Why,
what evil did he do? But they yelled exceedingly,
Crucify him! But Pilate, wishing to do enough for
the multitude, released to them Barabbaa and delivered up Jesus, after having acourged him, to be
cruciﬁed.
After the preceding aorists the imperfect 1M7:
marks that what Pilate now says was something that
was quite ineffectual: he went on to say this, but it

amounted to nothing. The yd,» in the question is little
more than an intensive particle, R. 1149; it is like the
German den/n in questions, B.-D. 452, 1. Here we have
thespectacle of the supreme judge trying to convince
theaccusers by argument of the innocence of the accused! For Pilate’s question: “Why, what evil did he
do?” intends to tell the Sanhedrists that Jesus has
done no xuév, “good-for-nothingness," and that they
are unable to prove anything of the kind against him.
But when the judge lowers himself to become a mere
attorney, not he but the accusers will act the judge
and dictate the verdict.
Pilate received the answer he deserved, no counterargument, no accusations of any Kaxdv, but. the most
frantic yells: “Crucify him !” The mob spirit was”
beginning to rise, which is a terrible thing especially
in the East. The more they yelled, the more agitated
the scene became. One Word from Pilate could even
now have gained centrol—‘a-Shar'p military order to
the chiliarch of the cohort of 600 legionaries to clear
the place of Jews in short order and to protect Jesus
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from molestation. But Pilate was long past such a
courageous course of action. His very vacillation invited this Jewish insistence that he bow to their will.
In that loud yelling and its incipient threatening tone
we see where the mastery lay. Insert Matt. 27 :24, 26
at this point.
15) Mark summarizes when he states that Pilate
desired to do enough for the multitude; 11‘) Exam‘w muzv
rm, satisfacere alicuz’, “to satisfy someone,” literally,
“to do the sufficient thing,” B.-P. 583. His surrender
was complete. Pilate is no longer dispensing justice,
he is only placating the mob by an act of acknowledged
injustice. All the synoptists report that Pilate released
Barabbas to the Jews and delivered up Jesus to be

cruciﬁed; Zva waupwaﬁ is equal to an inﬁnitive. Matthew
and Mark insert the detail that Pilate scourged Jesus,
but both use the aorist participle so that the order of
the acts is: 1) the release of Barabbas, 2) the scourging of Jesus, 3) the order to crucify.

But this compactness merely summarizes, merely
states three facts in the order in which they occurred,
but this 'does not entitle us to make them interdependent. We see this in v. 16-20, the mockery, which both
Mark and Matthew narrate by itself. The mockery did
not, however, occur after Jesus was ordered to be
cruciﬁed—it would then have been utterly senseless.
The scourging and the mockery are of one piece, and it
is John who furnishes us the key to both. All the proof
that has been accumulated to show that scourging
regularly preceded cruciﬁxion is beside the mark. The
aorist participle way/awn: precedes the aorist .verb
“pawns; Jesus was not ordered to be cruciﬁed until
some time after the scourging. As John shows, Pilate’s
object in scourging (and in mocking) Jesus was not
to crucify him but to save him from the cross.
When Pilate failed in his scheme with Barabbas he
did not yet give up. From Luke 23 :16 we learn that in
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the beginning Pilate had offered the compromise to
scourge Jesus and to let him go. He now reverts to

this idea and has Jesus scourged. It is' quite unwarranted to read two scourgings into the records. Mark
and Matthew have only the one word (ﬁpayeMéaas, “having scourged” him, the Latin flagellum; John has the
regular Greek term Maort‘yol-W.
Stripped of clothes, the body was bent forward

across a low pillar, the back stretched and exposed to
the blows. In order to hold the body in position the
victim’s hands must have been tied to rings in the ﬂoor
or at the base of the pillar in front and his feet to
rings behind. We cannot agree that the hands were
tied behind the back, for this would place them across
the small of the back where many of the blows were to
fall and would shield the ribs where the whipends were
to lacerate the ﬂesh. The Romans did not use rods as

did the Jews, each rod making only one stripe and
cutting only the back; they used short-handled whips,
each of which had several leather lashes, ugly, acornshaped pieces of lead or lumps of bone that were fastened to the end of each short lash. The blows were
laid on full force, the officer often shouting: Adde

virgas! (Livy 26, 16), or: Firme! (Suetonius, Caligula
26) to get more vigor. Two whips were applied, one

from each side. The effect was horrible. The skin and
the ﬂesh were gashed to the very bone in every direc-

tion, and deep, bloody holes were torn where the armed
ends of the lashes struck. See Josephus, Wars 6, 6, 3;
Eusebius, 4, 15.

The scourging of Jesus must have taken place outside of the praetorium, right before the eyes of Pilate
and of all the assembled Jews; for both Mark and
Matthew report that for the purpose of the mockery,
which, according to John, at once followed the scourging and really formed its completion, the soldiers took
Jesus into the praetorium, into the am, or courtyard
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where the whole cohort had room. To the scourging
we may attribute the unexpectedness of Jesus’ death
and also his breaking down under the weight of the
cross. The object of Pilate in scourging and mocking
Jesus was to show these Jews what this insigniﬁcant
man really was about whom they were making such a
violent demonstration—a joke of a king; let them look
for themselves. Crucify him? Act as if this harmless,
helpless dreamer amounted to so much? The very idea
was ridiculous. But this attempt of Pilate’s to have the
Jews content themselves without the actual death of Jesus also failed (John 19:1—7), and Matthew and Mark
thus add at once that Pilate ordered his cruciﬁxion.
16) Now the soldiers led him away within the
courtyard, which is the pmtorium, and they call
together the whole cohort.
Following the scourging and completing what that
intended to accomplish there came the mockery; see
John’s ‘account. This answers the question as to how

an act such as this mockery of Jesus could be staged
at all.
No commentator attempts to show that mockery
accompanied scourging‘ as a customary procedure; this
was never the case. The mockery of Jesus is so exceptional that nothing resembling it has ever been found.
Those who think that Jesus was scourged as being a
person who had already been condemned to the cross
imagine that the mockery was staged merely to ﬁll in
the time until the cross and the other paraphernalia
for the execution were made ready. But even so, why
ﬁll in the time with this peculiar type of mockery? If
Jesus was scourged only in preparation for cruciﬁxion,
this mockery remains unexplained. Those who note
that Jesus had not yet been condemned to the cross
generally note the mockery as the play of the soldiers

who guarded Jesus. It is said that Pilate gave his tacit
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consent and paid no attention to the uproar in the
pratorium. These explanations are unsatisfactory.
' “‘The‘soldiers led him away within the courtyard”
can mean only one thing: these soldiers, who had Jesus
in hand, were most certainly under Pilate’s orders in
all that they did with him, and so they now take Jesus
inside the praatorium on an order from Pilate. They
could not and did not move this prisoner about on their
own initiative. The scourging took place outside, in
front of the praatorium, in view of Pilate as he sat on
his judgment seat, and before all the assembled Jews.
John 19:4 shows that Pilate himself must have gone
inside when the soldiers were ordered to bring Jesus
in-after the scourging; for Pilate comes out againafter
the mockery, and Jesus was dressed as a mock king.
All this has but one meaning: Jesus was scourged and
then mocked on Pilate’s own order.
This was Pilate’s stageplay with Jesus in order to
save his life from the cross, if possible. He argued:
Who would insist on crucifying such a pitiful travesty
of a king? Mark states what he means by the aim; or
courtyard: “which is the praetorium,” the inside open
area which was surrounded by the buildings of the
palace, into which a covered passageway led (compare

the ash; mentioned in 14:54). The relative 5 is attracted
into the neuter by the predicate substantive, especially
when it presents the main idea, R. 712; only here in
the New Testament is 3w used as a preposition.
Upon Pilate's order the whole cohort was assembled in the courtyard. A wezpa, manipulus, is the tenth
part of'a legion, 600 men, with auxiliary troops running the number to 1,000, so that the commander was

called a chiliarch. Such a cohort was the force 'which
Pilate had with him here at Jerusalem as the garrison

of Antonia.- The idea is not that the cohort was assembled to a man butthat, when all 'of it was called, as
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many as were not otherwise engaged did come. The

courtyard was thus thronged with legionaries. Pilate’s
orders were to show the Jews what sort of a king their
Jesus was.
17) And they put on him purple, and, having
plaited a thorny crown, they placed it about him.
And they began greeting him, Hail, king of the
Jews! And they kept hitting his head with a reed
and kept spitting on him and, having bent the knees,
kept making oheisance to him.
This is Mark’s description of the mockery. The
soldiers dress Jesus as a king by putting on him a
purple robe and a crown. Mark knows about the scepter (v. 19) but makes no special mention of it here.
The word 1rop¢>llpa refers to a “purple dye” and is used
also with reference to a cloak of that color. Matthew
writes “a scarlet cloak," John merely a Quincy, an outer
robe. Regarding the color Mark and John say that it
was purple, Matthew says that it was scarlet. But the
color was not pronounced, the sagum or paludamentum
was old and discarded, so worn, soiled, and faded as to
be of doubtful color: “a red-colored cloak such as common soldiers wore,” M.-M. 529. Jesus was naked when
the soldiers took him into the courtyard of the przetorium; his clothes lay in a little heap on the outside
where he had been stripped for the scourging. When
the purple cloak was thrown around him—imagine how
the rough, soiled cloth made the bloody wounds of his
back shoot with agonizing pain! This ugly scarlet
cloak was to serve as the royal purple mantle that was
worn by kings on state occasions and was thus intended
to present Jesus as a king who was in full state attire.
0n grand occasions a king is distinguished by
wearing a crown; so a crown e’é ﬁxavoav, “out of thorn
twigs,” Mark has only the adjective dxévowov, “of
acantha wood” (twigs), “thorny,” was placed on
Jesus’ head. Thorny twigs were plaited into a rough
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wreath (hardly a cap) and, bristling with sharp
points, were made to encircle the head of Jesus («apt
in the verb). A crown would, of course, suggest a king.
The problem of how to improvise a mock crown probably solved itself by the use of some thorny bush that
grew right there in the courtyard; no one knows what
sort of a plant it was. The purpose was thus fully met:
to make this king ridiculous and to do it in a cruel
way. Everybody would recognize the circlet as a
crown, and what a bloody crown it was! Trickles of
blood disﬁgured the contused face of Jesus, not with
the artistic elegance of so many of our great painters,
but with the stark hideousness of brutal reality (see
Tissot’s paintings l).
18) The king is dressed for his part. There follows the mock acclaim with its further brutalities. All
the verbs used express duration—the thing went on
and on. All of the many soldiers had to get a chance
at Jesus, and that took some time. The Jews stood outside and heard the gales of laughter and the ribald
shouting as the mockery proceeded. The soldiers began
to greet Jesus in the way in which kings are greeted:

Xaipe, Baa-1A6! 703v 'Iousaiwv! Read R. 465 on this vocative.
Xm’pew is used in all kinds of greetings, and the imperative would naturally be durative in wishing gladness
and good fortune. The cutting sarcasm of this acclaim
was intended to humiliate the soul of Jesus to the
lowest depth.
Note again that the title “king of the Jews” reappears. It is generally supposed that the soldier just
picked up this title fromwhat those who served as
guards of Jesus heard at the trial, and that on the
basis of these hints they built up the whole mockery
of Jesus as a fake king. But it is Pilate who throughout, even to the writing on the cross, harps on this
title; and it is his word to the soldiers themselves that
directs them as to the way in which they are to proceed
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with Jesus. But think of it—Jesus was actually not
only the King of his nation but the very King of kings,
God’s own Son! The mind staggers before the scene
here depicted.
- 19) The reed of which Mark speaks ’is the scepter
that the soldiers placed into Jesus’ hands in order to
complete the picture of the king. When the soldiers
ﬁled past to make their acclaim they snatched this
reed out of Jesus’ hands and used it to strike him over
the head. The fact that the thorns were driven more
deeply into the head, and that the blows themselves
were exceedingly painful, was only incidental. The
real point in this continuous striking of the king’s
head with the king’s own scepter (the symbol of his
power) was to demonstrate to this king that his power
and his authority were less than nothing—any man
could take the reed and knock this king on the head
with it, and what could' he do? John 19:3 adds that
theyalso gave him ‘blows with their hand, slapped him
soundly right and left.
Jesus" foretold that he would be spit upon (10 :34),
and this prophecy was fulﬁlled already at the Jewish
trial (14:16).' It is now fulﬁlled 'in a manner that is

still worse and more protracted. This spitting into the
face 'of Jesus is the most disgusting insulthuman
beings can offer. It was intended to show what these
pagan soldiers really thought of Jesus: he was a king
who was ﬁt only to be spit upon. As his power was
less than nothing, so also were his honor and his maj-

esty; even the viIest-in'sult he could not ward off. All
this shows what it meant when the soldier‘s bend their

knees before Jesus a'ndmake obeisance to him. These
protestations were so many added insults—blows and

'spittle and then obeisance. Mockery could not go farther. Note the imperfect tenses, all express continuation. How long the mockery lasted-is not indicated; but
only that it did last quite a while. We ‘can imagine
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what the condition of Jesus was when Pilate at last
stepped in with an order to cease and, as John reports
in full, took Jesus out with him, dressed thus as the
King of the Jews by these pagans, and presented him
to the Sanhedrists and the Jewish crowd before the
praetorium—we know with what result.
20) And when they ﬁnished mocking him they
took 05 from him the purple and put on him his
clothes. And they lead him out in order that they
might crucify him.
It was after this vain, spectacular eﬂ’ort of Pilate’s
to save Jesus from death that he was ﬁnally remanded

to the cross. Mark has already stated this fact at the
end of- v. 15. So he now adds that when the soldiers
were through with their mockery they led Jesus away
in order that they might crucify him. Although only
the soldiers are mentioned as doing all these things, it
is evident that they acted in everything only on their
orders from Pilate. The aorist éve’amsav stresses the
completion: “when they ﬁnished mocking him”; R.
840 shows that we should use the past perfect “had
mocked” in such connections.
The fact that Jesus was naked during the mockery,
save for the red cloak, appears from what is now
stated. That robe was removed when they were in
front of the praetorium, and his own clothes, which had
been left lying there since their removal for the scourging, were again put on Jesus for the journey to the
cross. The plural 1-4}. Mm ma refers to both his tunic
and his outer robe. Verbs of clothing are followed by
two accusatives, one of the person and the other of the
clothes, R. 483. “They lead him out” does not mean
“out of- the praatorium” but away from'it to the place
of cruciﬁxion outside of the city.
21) And they impress one passing by, Simon, a
Cyrenian, coming from the country, the father of
Alexander and Rufus, in order that he carry his
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cross. And they bring him to Golgotha Place, which
is, when translated, Skull’s Place.
Immediately after the sentence had been pronounced Jesus was led to the place of execution. There
was no law that would require a delay. Such a law did
not exist in the provinces. The imperial laWs on this
point applied only to Roman citizens. The procession
formed, Jesus bore his cross, and Matthew’s éfepxépgvot
brings us to the gate of the city, where the present

incident occurs as they were going out. The condemned were generally led through the most populous
streets, and the place of execution would be near a
highway, where many people would congregate. The
traditional m’a dolorosa, which is now shown in Jerusalem as being the street over which Jesus passed, is
of late construction. The city was completely destroyed
several times, even many of its levels were changed;
for in places declivities were ﬁlled with debris, which
raised the present sites as much as 60 or even 80 feet.
Both Mark and Matthew imply that Jesus bore his
cross, and that for some reason another man had to be
provided to relieve him of the burden; Luke writes in
the same way. We are certainly right in thinking that
Jesus broke down under the load, broke down so completely that even his executioners, the soldiers, saw
that no kicks, blows, and cursings of theirs could make
him stagger on. The effect of all the frightful abuse
that had been heaped upon Jesus since his arrest,
through the night and the morning, became apparent.
The cross was no light burden. Much has been
written on its shape, as to whether it was an X or a
T or had a crossbeam 1', and whether the beams were
fastened together from the start. All the evidence
points to the latter form even as the church has every—
where accepted it; but it is often pictured as being
entirely too high. Jesus bore his cross and not merely
the crossbeam or patibulum, John 19:17. By literally
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bearing his cross Jesus lends a powerful effect to his
ﬁgurative words about our bearing our cross after
him, Matt. 10 :;38 16 2.4
Mark has the most to say in regard to Simon. He
was a “Cyrenian,” one who hailed from Cyrene but
was now a resident in Jerusalem, one of the many
Cyrenians dwelling there (Acts 2:10). The exceptional
feature is the fact that Simon is identiﬁed by a reference to his sons; Mark speaks of them as if they
were well known to his ﬁrst readers. It is quite unfair
to argue that we have no more reason for identifying
Rufus with the person who is mentioned in Rom. 16 :13
than for identifying Alexander with the man by that
name who is mentioned in Acts 19 :33 or the other who
is mentioned in I Tim. 1:20. Rufus could be the one
who is mentioned in Rom. 16:13 because this person
was godly; not so Alexander because the one who is
mentioned in Acts is a Jew, and the one who is referred

to in Timothy is an apostate Christian. Mark would
never have designated Simon by naming him as being
the father of such a son. It has been generally agreed
that both sons held positions in the later church that
were prominent enough to have them named when their
father was to be identiﬁed. It has likewise been assumed
that Simon’s strange contact with Jesus led to his conversion and thus to the prominence of his sons in the
church. The idea that he was already a believer and was
pointed out as such to the soldiers by the Jews in order
to be forced to carry the cross has nothing to commend it.
The phrase em' dypoﬁ, without the article (R. 791),
does not mean that Simon had gone out to his ﬁeld in
order to work there. It is time to drop this idea and
the hypotheses that are built on Simon’s working on
this Friday, namely that it could not have been the
sacred 15th of Nisan, etc. It was not yet nine o’clock
in the morning, which was no hour to be returning

from work in the ﬁeld. Simon was just caming in mm
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Lamie for the Temple service that was held near this
hour. No one knows what had taken him out of the
city. It is possible that, like many other Jews, he lived

a distance outside the walls and came into the city
quite regularly.
The soldiers simply took this Jew and forced him
to carry Jesus’ cross. They pounced on the ﬁrst man
that came along, perhaps caught Simon right at the
city gate where escape was impossible. No Roman
soldier would demean himself by carrying a cross for
a criminal. No Jew would willingly touch the cross
because he regarded it as accursed. So the soldiers
caught Simon and probably thought it a good joke on
this unsuspecting Jew that he had to carry another
Jew’s cross. The verb dwapcﬁm is from dwapos‘, the
Persian postal courier, and from the Persian entered
into both Aramaic and Greek. The courier was authorized to requisition animals and anything else he might
need to expedite him on his trip. Thus the verb came

to mean “to press into service" exactly as Simon is
here impressed. Note Iva as a mere substitute for the
inﬁnitive, R. 993.
22) It was thus that they bring Jesus Eat I‘oAyooa
rd-rrov, “to Golgotha Place,” the place for cruciﬁxion.
Mark translates this Aramaic name by using the neuter relative 5 in the usual way: Kpaviou 762m, “Cranium

Place” or “Skull’s Place,” and by making I‘okyoﬂi a
genitive like Kpavtou that is dependent on 761709. The
name refers to the shape of the hill; it was like the
cranium or rounded top of a skull and most certainly
has nothing to do with skulls that were lying around
on the place of execution—why just skulls and no other
bones ?- The bodies of the executed were buried in pits.
The site of Golgotha is not altogether certain, but
it has long been certain that the site that is now shown
in Jerusalem in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher is

spurious in toto. Far more acceptable is the skull-like

Mark '15 :28
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hill outside the walls which is now occupied by a
Mohammedan cemetery, .a hill that rises above .the
recently discovered “Garden Tomb” (also called “Gordon’s Tomb” from its discoverer). The author viewed
this tomb and found many marks to indicate that the
adjacent hill was the place, of cruciﬁxion and the
garden beneath it and away from the hill the place
of the entombment.
23) And they tried to give him wine having
been made like myrrh; bathe did not take it.
Mark and Matthew repOrt only the offer of doped
wine which Jesus refused of the actual cruciﬁxion proceedings. The imperfect 318011;: is, of course, conative,

R. 885: “they tried to give," which implies that they
did not succeed; Matthew’s 179:)“ has the same force:
they tried repeatedly to force this drink on Jesus, but
he kept refusing (Matthew) and so refused decisively
(Mark, the aorist) . There is no need to regard this as
a clash between Matthew and Mark, one stating that
Jesus objected to the bitter taste, the other that he
objected to the myrrh and its stupefying effect. It was

the myrrh that was so bitter, and the bitterness betrayed what eﬁect would follow. When Matthew Writes
“mixed with xoxwi, gall,” he does not mention the substance that was used but designates the wine only as
being something bitter. Mark indicates that the actual
substance was myrrh. The verb apupvigw (not in M.-M.)
means “to be like myrrh,” and the passive “to be made
like myrrh.” Myrrh was added to wine to give it a
stupefying effect. This offer of doped wine was not an
act‘ of mercy on the part of the executioners; it was
done in order to make their labor of crucifyingeasier.
A man who had been heavily doped with this drink
would be easy to handle.
After tasting the stuff (Matthew) Jesus refused to
drink it, nor could he be persuaded to drink it; He
intended to go through the ﬁnal ordeal with‘a mind
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that was perfectly clear; he also intended to endure
everything without avoiding a single agony. After
even a moderate drink of this wine Jesus could not
have spoken as he did on the cross and thus made his
death what it was.
24) And they crucify him. And they apportion
his garments, casting lot on them, who should take
what.

Among the astounding features of the Scriptures
are the records of the supreme events—one word only
to describe the scourging of God's Son, one only for the
cruciﬁxion, one only for the resurrection. Events so
tremendous, words so restrained! Who guided all these
writers to write in such an astonishing manner? This
is one of the plain marks of divine inspiration in the
very product itself. Matthew uses only a participle as
if the cruciﬁxion were the minor act that was subsidiary to the apportioning of the clothes. Luke has a
simple aorist to express the fact, John likewise. Mark
alone has mavpofmv aimiv, the vivid, descriptive present
tense. The intention of all the evangelists is evidently
not to describe the awful act of cruciﬁxion. The fact,
not the details, is to ﬁll the reader’s mind.
From the great mass of evidence that has been
collected we gather that, ﬁrst of all, the cross was
planted ﬁrmly in the ground. The crosses were only
on very exceptional occasions high. That on which
Jesus was cruciﬁed raised his feet no more than a yard
above the ground, for the short stalk of hyssop was
sufficient to reach Jesus’ mouth. A block or heavy peg
was fastened to the beam, and the victim sat straddled
on this. The victim himself either climbed up, being
boosted perhaps by the executioners, or they lifted him
up to the seat and fastened his body, arms, and legs
with ropes. The great nails (of which the ancient
writers speak especially in connection with cruciﬁxions) were then driven through the hands and the feet.

Mark 15 :24, 25
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A hundred years ago about everybody was certain
that the feet of Jesus were not nailed to the cross—in
spite of Luke 24:39: “Behold my hands and my feet!”
Exhaustive investigation has convinced all who have
seen the evidence that the feet were also nailed, and
each foot with a separate nail. The central seat or peg
kept the body from settling to one side after the ropes
were removed. None of the old writers mentions a
loincloth. The agony of cruciﬁxion needs no description; we mention only the hot sun, the raging thirst,
the slowness of death which was sometimes delayed
for four days. It was a great relief for the malefactor

to learn that he was to die that very day.
John describes the division of Jesus’ garments in
detail (19:23, 24). Mark, like Matthew, states only
that the customary division was made and again uses
the vivid present tense and states that it was done “by
casting lot on them." Mark adds the double indirect

interrogative “who should take wha ,” which is used
in the Greek but not in the English. It is not stated
how the lot was cast. A common way was to place lots
in a helmet and to shake them until one ﬂew out;
another way was to reach into the helmet and to draw
out a lot. If the former method was used, one man
would be designated, and the ﬁrst lot that ﬂew out
would be his, the lot being marked for one of the four
portions that had been arranged; John tells us that
there were four. In the case of the valuable tunic of
Jesus three lots would be blank, and the other would be
marked to win. The clothes of the victim were the perquisites of the executioners, the victim being treated as
one who was already dead. It was nothing exceptional
to gamble for the clothes of Jesus. The soldiers who
cruciﬁed the malefactors probably did the same thing.
25) Now it was the third hour, and they cruciﬁed him.
It is only his fondness for coordination that leads
Mark towrite m! where we should write a‘ temporal
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conjunction such as “when." Accordingly no stress is
to be placed on the repetition of the verb “they cruci-

ﬁed him” as if the awful fact were to be emphasized.
When Mark writes that Jesus was cruciﬁed at the
third hour, at about nine o’clock in the morning, the
other synoptists agree with him, John. also; for Matthew and Luke show that, when the darkness fell at
noon, Jesus had been hanging on the cross for some
time. It is certain that the synoptists use the Jewish
mode of counting the hours by beginning at six in the
morning and continuing until six in the evening, which
would make “the third hour” our nine o’clock.
There is a diﬂ'lculty with regard to John 19 :14
which states that Pilate pronounced sentence on Jesus
at “about the sixth hour.” I_f John uses the Jewish
method of counting, this would be noon; if he uses
the Roman method, it would be our six in the morning.
Both views fail to agree with the time that was necessary for the recorded events. Yet the reading in John
as well as in Mark is assured. The problem is wider
as regards John; there is difﬁculty with other passages
in which he names the hour. This problem has never
been solved. It is no solution to say that John contradicts or that he corrects Mark. That is an evasion and
gets us into other difﬁculties. We leave the problem as
it is; see the fuller discussion in connection with John
19:14. It is certain that Jesus was cruciﬁed at nine
o’clock our time and was thus sentenced by Pilate at
about eight our time.
26) And there was the superscription of his
indictment written above, The King of the Jews.
This was put up at the time when Jesus was cruciﬁed and was placed above his head as Matthew states.
This disposes of the idea that it was fastened to the
cross already at the praatorium. It is possible that the
inscription was an afterthought on the part of:Pilate,
and that he sent it to the centurion on Golgotha with

Mark 15:26, 27
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a messenger; but it is more probable that the inscription was delivered to the centurion at once, not for
display on the way out, but to be aﬂixed at the place
of execution.
_
The genitive rag ain'as at’rroii is objective and states
what was written in the superscription, the charge or
“indictment" against Jesus on which he was condemned. The crime of Jesus was, then, the charge that
he was “the king of the Jews.” From the start Pilate
selected this charge as being the central one made by
the Jews and examined Jesus regarding it and found
him innocent of any nationalistic pretensions. Throughout the trial before Pilate, Jesus ﬁgures as “the king of
the Jews” whom the Jews disown most violently and
ﬁnally declare that they have no king but Caesar. They
thus forced Pilate to condemn Jesus as “the king of
the Jews.” To the very last they had hurled the charge
at Pilate: “King! King!” which he knew was false,
and which he knew they knew was false. So Pilate now
has his revenge on these Jews. They shall have Jesus
on the cross, but only as a king, only as their king.
Let all the world read: “The King of the Jews.”
By adding nothing further Pilate really proclaims
the innocence of Jesus right here on the cross. Pilate
sets it down as a simple fact that Jesus is, indeed, the
king of the Jews, and Jesus had fully explained what
kind of a king he is. ‘So this accusation was at the
same time a vindication. The superscription was written in three languages, which explains the slight variations in the wording. When the Jews demanded that
Pilate change the words to make them read that Jesus
said that he was the king of the Jews, Pilate, exasperated enough as he was, ﬂatly refused.

27)

And with him they crucify two robbers,

one at the right and one at his left.

Mark has said nothing about the robbers beforethis time, so this statement about the cruciﬁxion of
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these two comes as a surprise. Yet we see at once how
necessary it is that we hear about these robbers. Note
that they are directly connected with Jesus. They are
cruciﬁed “with him,” yea, so directly “with him” that
one is nailed at the right of Jesus and the other at his
left, which thus places Jesus between the two. The
Greek idiom e'x views the two sides, right and left, as
projecting “out from” Jesus; and the plurals for right
and left view them as being composed of parts.
Since he was cruciﬁed between robbers Jesus was
certainly numbered with the transgressors, Isa. 53 :12.
This is Pilate’s estimate of this king of the Jews. We
are not told how he came to order these robbers to be
cruciﬁed together with Jesus, yet we see that it was
done in order to insult the Jews and to degrade their
king even in his very cruciﬁxion. The two robbers
were to cast shame on Jesus and thus on the Jews. We
need not waste time in asking why one robber was
placed on one side and the second on the other side;
this was done automatically. Since there was one important victim who was distinguished by even a super-'
scription, the two unimportant victims would be placed
so that the other would hold the central place. Those
paintings are certainly wrong which depict the malefactors as being only tied to the crosses; they were
nailed as Jesus was.
29) We omit v. 28 as being without sufﬁcient
textual support. And those passing by kept blaspheming him, shaking their heads and saying, Ha,
thou that destroyest the Sanctuary and huildest it in
three days, save thyself by coming down from the
cross! In the same way also the high priests, mocking him to each other together with the scribes, kept
saying, Others he did save; himself he cannot save!
The Christ, the King of Israel, let him come down
now from the cross that we may see and believe!
And those having been cruciﬁed with him were reproaching him.

Mark 15 :29, 30
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We learn who “those passing by”- were when we
listen to what they say. These are Jews from the city,
for they repeat the very thing that was said in the
night session of the Sanhedrin by the last two false
witnesses about destroying the Sanctuary, etc. (14:5759). People who came from a distance could not have
used words such as these in blaspheming Jesus, these
could have been said only by people who were from the
city, who had heard some of the details of the night
trial before the Sanhedrin.
Mark and Matthew say that these people “were
blaspheming"—note the imperfect tenses in these

verses, all picture the mockery under the cross. To
blaspheme means to speak against God or anything
pertaining to God in anger or in derision. God was
here mocked in his own Son. The shaking of their
heads has been regarded as a gesture of indignation or
of malignant joy or of derision and mockery or of all
theSe together. But this is putting rather much into a

simple gesture. To shake the head means to say no.
Each situation modiﬁes this no, but the negative in the
gesture remains. So these people shake their heads to
express their negation and complete disapproval of
the statements which they attribute to Jesus.
30) We ﬁnd aid only here in the New Testament.
Since macaw is the second person, 6 mmva "A. is the
vocative: “thou that destroyest,” etc. These people
draw a deduction when they are uttering their blasphemous cries. If Jesus can do a thing that is so
tremendous as to replace the great Sanctuary (Holy
and Holy of Holies) in three days he ought to be able
to save himself from his present predicament. But it
is evident that he cannot do this. So he was the one
that talked so big and is now able to do nothing at all
even for himself! When the verb precedes the aorist
participle, the two are.nearly always coincident as
they are here: “save thyself by coming down.”
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This mockery was the worse for the grave misunderstanding of the real words of Jesus on which it
rested (John 2:19). What Jesus had said was that by
their rejection of God’s Messiah, God’s true Sanctuary
among his people, the Jews should just go on in their
course and thus destroy their own Sanctuary, this
symbol of the Messiah, which could, of course, not
remain when the Messiah was rejected by the Jews.
Then, Jesus said, he would raise up the Sanctuary, the
true one, himself, from the death in the tomb, that
death by which the Jews would destroy their own
Sanctuary, yea, their own entire nation. That time was

now here. These mockers attended to it that what
Jesus had prophesied concerning the Sanctuary three
years ago ‘should now not be forgotten at the start of
the actual fulﬁllment. Articulated participles often
appear in address (R. 1107) and need no added an? in
the Greek. ‘They seem almost like nouns: “the destroyer,” “the builder,” for the tense is quite timeless.
31) In this .third great mockery to which Jesus
was submitted also the members of the Sanhedrin as
such were represented; and amine indicates that they
descended to the same low level as the rabble. Matthew
names all three groups of the Sanhedrin, Mark only
two, but both Matthew and Mark make the high

priests the leaders in this mockery. It is a mistake to
think that only a few of the Sanhedrists, the most
rabid among them, persisted to the end whereas the
rest attended to duties in the Temple and the like. No,
so fascinated were they that as many as possible re-

mained, the great bulk of their body at least. Even
here in public these 'men throw their dignity to the
winds, forget who they, are, and, like the common herd,
give way to their ba‘sest passions. What they are
capable of in this respect 14:65 has fully shown. They
cannot now spit on Jesus: and strike him, but they
certainly stab him with their cowardly and insulting
tongues. Note that they mock Jesus “to each other."

Mark 15:81, 82
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They make their mockery the more nasty by addressing it, not to Jesus, but to each other by speaking of
Jesus in the third person. Mad, “together with,” puts
the scribes in the second place and makes the high
priests the leaders in this fearful mockery.
Their chief contribution to the mockery is: “Others
he did save, himself he cannot save !" A deduction is
again involved, namely that if he saved others, rescued
and delivered them and put them into a safe state (all
this is included in magsw), he ought to be able to do at
least as much for himself. More follows, namely the
reverse argument: since he cannot save himself he

really never did save others. We should not be misled
to regard “others he saved" as an admission that Jesus
did save others; it is the opposite, a sneering protasis
to the apodosis about himself, a denial that he really
ever saved others. All his miracles in helping others
are derided—they must be spurious since he cannot
help himself.
32) The fact that this interpretation is correct is
evident from the second slander. Here again the high
priests seem to admit that Jesus is “the Christ, the
King of Israe ”; but they give Jesus these titles only
in mockery. They mean the opposite, that he cannot be
the Christ and King. A deduction is again involved.
If he were, indeed, the Christ, etc., he would certainly
come down from the cross even as these mockers demand. “Let him come down l” they shout at each other;
the aorist is perfective, and Ka‘rd aids the perfective
idea, R. 856.
“In order that we may see and believe” implies a
promise that they would indeed believe, the aorist to
express actual believing. No object is needed since the
context supplies the thought that they would believe
Jesus to be the Christ and the King of Israel. They
naturally'use “Israel” when speaking of themselves,
the religious name of honor for their people; Pilate
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used the ordinary name “Jews,” which was used since
the Exile and was derived from the tribe of Judah and
the Kingdom of Judah, the members of which were
almost the only ones to return from the Exile; “Jews”
thus indicated national descent. The implication is
that, if they could see, they would believe. This shows
their conception of what faith in the Messiah would
be. This viliﬁcation is really senseless. They ask Jesus
to come down from the cross in order to demonstrate
his Christhood and divine Kingship when their reasoning would require that Jesus should never have placed
himself in their power to let them bring him to the cross.

It is noteworthy that the derision uttered beneath
the cross turns on the power of Jesus: his power to
replace the Sanctuary and his power to step down from
the cross; again his power to save others and thus to
save also himself. That power is mocked as being
nothing but sham and pretense because Jesus does not
use it as they dictate its use to him. The truth that
Jesus does and will use his power in his own far more
glorious way is hidden from them. These mockers
know only power and that used, ﬁrst of all, in selfinterest. 0f grace and mercy that care only for others
at the complete expense of self they know nothing. So
their mockery recoils only upon themselves.

To all this mockery there is added another, that of
the two robbers who were cruciﬁed with Jesus. Mark
continues with the imperfect: “they continued to reproach him.” Matthew adds “with the same thing.”
Both Mark-and Matthew use the plural, and do that in
such a way that the grammatical explanation to the
eﬁect that this is only a plural of the category, so that
one robber would suﬁice for this class of mockers, is
without warrant. While both at ﬁrst joined in reproaching Jesus, before very long one of these robbers
came to repentance, of which Luke has made the record. He also informs us that the Roman soldiers joined

Mark 15 :33
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in reviling Jesus. The chorus was thus rather unanimous. There is no discrepancy between Luke and the
rest regarding the malefactors. A complete turn to
repentance, considering all that had transpired on
Golgotha, is even psychologically perfectly in line. But
aside from any explanations that one may venture,
the facts as they are recorded by the evangelists are
beyond dispute.
33)

And the sixth hour having come, a dark-

ness came on the whole earth till the ninth hour.

The ﬁrst great sign in connection with the cruciﬁxion of Jesus is this strange darkness that éyémo,
“occurred,” from the sixth Jewish hour, our noon, until
the ninth, our three o’clock. This darkness descended
when the sun was at its zenith and was shining with
maximum power and lasted three full hours into the
afternoon. All astronomical science denies that this
was a natural eclipse of the sun. This cannot take
place when the moon is about full. Skirmishing
through all the ancient records also produces no tangible result. We are left with only one conclusion: this
“darkness” was wholly miraculous exactly as were the
’ following signs. God darkened the sun’s light by
means of his own just as he shook the earth and split
the rocks.
The fact that this darkness covered “the whole
eart ” (71', cannot here mean only “land” or “country”)
or “all the earth” (Matthew) ought to be disputed no
longer. When the light of the sun is shut off, the day
half of the globe is made dark. Yet many contend that

£4! Ekqv-riyv 'yﬁv refers only to “the whole Jewish land” oreven only to Jerusalem and to its vicinity; they under--

stand 727 in the sense of “region.” But why should
Mark then add “the whole” and Matthew “all”? Those
who refer to “the whole earth” often spoil their correct.
understanding by saying that this is only “a popular
way” of writing; since the darkness extended over a
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large territory, the evangelists wrote “over the whole
eart ” when they really did not mean that.
Luke writes rot ﬁMou mamas, “the sun failing,”
and thus states that the cause of the strange darkness
lay in the sun itself and not in clouds or vapors that
interfered with the rays of the sun. When the sun
itself “fails,” the entire day side of the globe will be
in darkness. Some think that the darkness set in
gradually, then grew deeper up to a certain Point, and
slowly receded after that. The evangelists offer no
support for this view. We are not told why the darkness lasted just three hours, and it is in vain to ask.
Various explanations have been offered for this darkness. One is that nature suffered together with Jesus;
another that the sun could not endure to look upon Jesus’
suﬁering—yet it looked upon the ﬁrst three hours of
it as well as upon the death; nor can the sun be personiﬁed as being an intelligent person. Closer to a
correct understanding is the explanation that this
darkening of the sun was a moral reaction against the
murder of Jesus. It was more. This darkness signiﬁed
judgment. It was not a mere reaction of the natural
sun but a sign that was wrought in the sun by God.
Darkness and judgment go together, Joel 2:1, 2, 31; 3:
14, 15; Isa. 5 :30; 13 :9, etc. ; and other passages dealing
with the judgment, including Matt. 24 :29; Mark 13 :24,
etc.; Luke 21 :25.

34) And at the ninth hour Jesus shouted with a
great voice, Eloi, Eloi, larna sabaehthani? which is
when translated, My God, my God, for what didst
thou forsake me? And some of those standing by,
when they heard, were saying, Lo, he is calling
Elijah! But one having run, when he had ﬁlled a
sponge with sour wine, after having placed it around
a reed, began to give him to drink, saying, Let us see
whether Elijah is coming to take him down!

Mark 15:34
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The judgment that was symbolized by the miraculous darkness was not one that was to be executed at
some future time, perhaps at the end of the world, but
one that took place during the very darkness itself, in
the person of the dying Savior himself. The darkness
and the agonized cry of Jesus belong together. “At the
ninth hour” is just before the darkness ended. At this
climax of the sign of judgment “Jesus shouted with a
great voice.” It is the agony he is enduring, has endured for these three hours, that makes his cry so loud
and so strong. He is very near to death; these last
three hours and their fearful darkness complete his
expiatory suffering. Both Matthew and Mark have
preserved the original words, the former with the
Hebrew “Eli, Eli,” the latter with the Aramaic “Eloi,
Eloi,” and both with the Aramaic “lama sabachthani ?”
The Jews understood the Hebrew “Eli,” which Jesus
actually uttered, though they themselves spoke Aramaic.
The words of this cry are quoted from Ps. 22:1
although neither evangelist mentions this fact. That
this is a purely prophetic psalm the author has shown
in The Old Testament Eisemwh Selections, 428, etc.
David is not describing himself as a type so that Jesus.
would be the antitype; David is prophetically describing the suﬁering and dying Messiah. Even the skepticDavid Strauss saw that Ps. 22 furnishes “camplete in
advance” (prophetically) what occurred on Golgotha.
The omniscient Spirit of prophecy alone could have
placed at the head of this psalm that supreme cry of'
agony which was uttered on the cross. For it is not.
because David wrote this line that the cruciﬁed Jesus
made it his own cry but because Jesus would cry out
thus on the cross that David wrote it as a prophet. The
older ideas that Jesus spoke aloud the entire psalm,
perhaps also the following psalms, or that he spoke
aloud only the ﬁrst line and went through the rest
silently are without foundation and destroy the force
of the actual cry.
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The idea that his physical agonies or his inner
mental distress pressed out this cry is certainly insufﬁcient since men have often suffered both and have yet
felt deep inner comfort in the fact that God was with
them. Nor can the forsaking of which Jesus complains
be reduced to mean only an abandonment to the wicked
power of his enemies, for this would mean that Jesus
had so low an idea of God and of fellowship with him
that he felt his nearness to God only in fortunate days
and lost that feeling when his enemies seemed to triumph over him. Again it is unwarranted to think that
this cry came only from his human nature as if his
human nature had been unclothed of the divine and left
to stand alone in these three hours of agony in the
darkness. Such Nestorianism misunderstands the
agony on the cross. Jesus does not lament because the
divine nature or its divine powers have left him but
because another person (“thou”) has left him.
Some have supposed that when Jesus uttered this
cry he virtually tasted of death, and that this is what
he meant by being forsaken of God. But Jesus died,
actually died later, and was not forsaken of God in his
actual death, for he commended his soul into his
Father’s hands. And no virtual dying can exceed the
actual dying. Again it is true enough that the death of
the sinless Son of man must have been inﬁnitely more
bitter than the death of any sinful man can possibly
be. But again we must reply that this does not explain
the forsaking, for if God does not forsake the repentant sinner in the hour of death, how could he forsake
his sinless Son who needed no repentance when death

came to him?

.

We should note the difference between Gethsemane
and Golgotha. In the garden Jesus has a God who
hears and strengthens him; on the cross this God has
turned wholly away from him. During those three
black hours Jesus was made sin for us (II Cor. 5 :21),
was made a curse for us (Gal. 3:13), and Godthus

Mark 15:84
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turned completely away from him. In the garden Jesus
wrestled with himself and brought himself to do the
Father’s will; on the cross he wrestled with God and
simply endured. He cries to God with his dying powers
and now no longer sees in him the Father, for a wall
of separation has risen between the Father and the
Son, namely the world’s sin and curse that are now
lying upon the Son. Jesus thirsts for God, but God
has removed himself. It is not the Son that has left
the Father, but the Father the Son. The Son cries for
God, and God makes no reply to him.
No man can really know what it meant for God to
forsake or abandon Jesus during those three awful
hours. The nearest we can hope to come toward penetrating this mystery is to think of Jesus as being covered with the whole world’s sin and curse; and when
God saw Jesus thus he turned away from him. The
Son of God bore our sin and its curse in his human
nature, but only as this was united with and supported
by the divine nature. That is why Jesus cried “my
God” and not “my Father.” But the possessive “my"
is important. Even though God turned from him and
left him, he cries to him and holds to him as his God.
The divine perfection of Jesus appears as the Lamb
without blemish though made sin and a curse in the
hour of his sacriﬁce. R. 261 shows that 6 @eo's is vocative.
Some overlook 61's 1i in the question, which is
matched by ivan’ in Matthew. The translation “w ”
fails to distinguish between these interrogatory words
and sum’ which is also rendered “why.” Jesus asks:
“For what purpose didst thou forsake me?” Jesus
knows on what account and for What reason God forsook him (Sm-rt), namely because of our sin. The fact
that was hidden from Jesus during this fearful ordeal
was the object God had in view in thus forsaking him

because of sin. What purpose did this forsaking, whicll
was so dreadful in the suﬁering of Jesus, serve as
regards the redemption that was now almost accom-
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plished? We need not be surprised to hear from Jesus
himself that this purpose was hidden from him, for in
his humiliation other things, too, were kept from him
(18:32). All that we can say is that only thus, by
Jesus’ being actually forsaken, could the full price of
our redemption be paid. Though Jesus did not know he
still submitted and obeyed. Though he saw only God,
and that God far from him, he did not waver. That,
too, was needed for our redemption.
To be forsaken of God undoubtedly means to taste
his wrath. The polemics that are directed against this

deduction are ill-advised. Jesus endured the full penalty for our sins when God turned from him for these
three hours on the cross. In those hours the penalty
was paid to the uttermost farthing ; and when that was
done, God again turned to Jesus in the capacity of his
Father. Commentators sometimes combine the forsaking with the death, yet the two are quite distinct.
The forsaking had passed when the death set in. When
Jesus died he placed his soul into the hands of his
Father and was thus certainly not forsaken. But while
they are distinct, the forsaking and the death occurred
side by side. The death was the penalty for the sins of
the world, and thus there had to come this forsaking of
the dying Savior in connection with it. When this had
been endured, Jesus could cry, “It is ﬁnished!” and
then yield his soul into his Father’s hands as a ransom
for many.
35) The loud, agonizing cry of Jesus was heard
for some distance. “Some of those standing by, when
they heard,” made answer. Their answer is rank
mockery. These must have been the Jews who had
mocked Jesus before. The soldiers cannot be referred

to, far even if they understood the words, what did
these pagans know about, Elijah? 'The darkness had
lasted so long that the impression it had made had
gradually worn oﬁ. These wicked mockers distort the
ﬁrst'two words of Jesus and disregard the rest. They
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understood well enough that “Eli, Eli” really meant
“my God, my God,” for the Hebrew for Elijah is
Elijahu or Elijah, LXX, ’HNoi or ’mias. Yet the malicious minds of these Jews made a joke of this cry of
Jesus’ and went on to say: “Lo, he is calling Elijah!”
The point in this silly joke was the Jewish belief
that Elijah would not only precede the Messiah and
introduce him to the Jews but would also live again
beside the Messiah and attest him as such. So the
mockery was this: “Now that this fellow is about at
his end he is frantically calling for Elijah to rescue
him and to proclaim him as the Messiah E” This was the
reply that men made to the Savior in the terrible hour
when he drank the bitter cup of agony for the sin and
the guilt of the world. This, too, he had to endure as
part of his suffering.
36) Both Mark and Matthew abbreviate at this

point. We insert John 19:28, 29, the word of Jesus:
“I thirst.” It was the untold agony that lent the great
force to the cry: “My God," etc. But the darkness now
gave way to the full light of the sun, and the agony of
his being forsaken of God was ended. Jesus feels himself sinking and knows that his death is at hand. He
intends not to'sink slowly into unconsciousness but to
die with a loud shout of triumph. It is for this reason
that Jesus asks for a drink to moisten his parched lips
and thus to speak the last words with a loud and
triumphant voice.
Mark and Matthew report only that Jesus received
the last drink. The “one” (Tic as substantive, “somebody,” R. 742) who ran to answer Jesus’ request must
have been a soldier, for the soldiers alone had the sour
wine (dies) for the very purpose of moistening the
threats of the cruciﬁed, whose tortures included the
most raging thirst. We need not trouble ourselves
about the question as to whether this wine helped to
prolong life; for, if it did, the very object of cruciﬁxion
was the most prolonged torture. The centurion very
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likely gave a sign of assent, and thus one of the soldiers
ran for the wine.
The subsidiary actions are expressed by aorist participles, and their relation to each other is interesting:
“having run (ﬁrst), when he had ﬁlled (third), after
having placed it around (second) .” We should incline
to use ﬁnite verbs in English. The soldier took a reed,
ﬁxed a sponge to one end of it, wet this with the wine,
and held it up to Jesus’ lips, who sucked some of the
wine from the sponge. John tells us that the reed was
a stalk of the hyssop plant which grows stems that are
about 18 inches long. This indicates the height of the
cross—a reed that was so short was sufﬁcient to reach
the mouth of Jesus. The imperfect érénL‘cv pictures the
action of giving Jesus a drink.
While this was in progress, the rest (oi Aomt, Matthew) kept up their mockery about Elijah. These must
have been the Jews. Carried away by their shouting,
the soldier who was giving Jesus to drink, as Mark
reports, joined in the cry. 'Aqu (Matthew has the
singular does, which makes no difference in the sense)
is to be construed with the volitive subjunctive 18mm
and is much like a particle. Hence we ought not to
translate: “Let be, let us see," etc., (our versions), as
if these Jews wanted to keep the soldier from giving
Jesus to drink. We simply translate, “Let us see,” or,
“We shall see,” R. 430; B.-D. 364, 2; B.-P. 199. The
mockery lies in the intimation that Elijah will perhaps
actually come; and it is especially empty in the mouth
of a pagan soldier. 1:va is the aorist inﬁnitive from
Kaompe'm, “to take down.”

37) Now Jesus, having let out a great voice,
expired. All the synoptists speak of the mighty shout
with which Jesus died. He rallied all his powers for
the last two words and spoke them as a victor whose
triumph is won. Luke and John report what these

last words were.
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All the evangelists use choice words in reporting
Jesus’ death. None is content to say only that “he
died.” Matthew and John mention the fact that he
gave up his maipa, Mark and Luke use éxm’o, “to expire,” meaning that he breathed out his spirit. Luke
tells us 'that be commended his “spirit” into his

Father's hands. None of the writers refer to the W,
the immaterial part which animates the body and.
which is often equivalent to the physical life. When
Jesus “breathed out” his spirit, more is meant than
that his physical body became lifeless and devoid of the
W; his n'vsﬁpa. left, the immaterial part which is, in—
deed, one with the M but is more, namely the seat of
the 63/63 or personality which is open to all the heavenly
world and the divine Spirit. “Soul” and “spirit” are
far more alike in English than they are in the Greek. We
see this at once when we note that the Greek derives
its adjective gllvxmis, “carnal,” from W whereas we
have no derivative from “soul” to express the fact that
our immaterial part is moved by the lower passions
that arise from its connection with the body.
Yet the exalted expressions used by the evangelists
should not lead us to think that Jesus’ death differed
from our own. The separation of soul and spirit from
the body was the same in him as it is in us. Nor was
the logos separated from the human nature of Jesus
when he died. Body, soul, and spirit constituted the
human nature of Jesus just as they do ours, but in.
him the logos was the £qu or personality. The death of
Jesus in no way aifected the union of the logos with.
the human nature, for this nature alone has the ability
to die. God’s Son died according to his human natureand according to that alone, his divine nature partici—
pated in the act. Compare Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 400, etc.

The msﬁpa of Jesus was breathed out of his body,
and in this way Jesus died. It is unwarranted to refer
to John 10:17, 18 to prove that Jesus died, not from.
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physical causes, but by a mere volition of his will. That
passage deals with the entire action of Jesus in giving
himself into death for us. He laid down his life when,
as he said in advance, he voluntarily entered his Passion, the end of which would be the death by cruciﬁxion. It was the physical suffering that killed Jesus, the
Scriptures assign no other cause. Yet we conceive of
his death as being one of peace and joy, a triumphant
return to his Father after the hard and bitter work of
redeeming the world.
Certain older medical authorities have held that the
death of Jesus was induced by a rupture of the walls
of his heart so that we might satisfy our sentimental
feelings by saying that Jesus “died of a broken heart.”
Our latest and best authorities inform us that this is
quite impossible. A lesion such as that could result only
from a degeneration of the heart, and this occurs only
in older persons in whom disease has left its effects.
This includes also the tentative suggestion that some
artery perhaps burst and thus caused death.
Where did the mﬁpa of Jesus go after his death?
Into his Father’s hands (Luke 23:46), into Paradise
with the malefactor (Luke 23:43), into the glory that
the Son had from eternity (John 17:5). These expressions refer to heaven, the eternal abode of God and of
his angels and his saints. Some interpreters let the
spirit of Jesus enter sheol or hades, a fabled place of
the dead that is intermediate between heaven and hell.
This sheol is comparable to the idea of certain theolo~
gians that the soul of Jesus went down to hell to suffer
the tortures of the damned and thus to buy us free.
These views regarding Jesus also darken the Christian
hope that at death our spirits, too, enter heaven and
no hades realm of the dead.
38) And the curtain of the Sanctuary was rent
in two from above to below.
Jesus is dead, his lips are silent; God now speaks in

a language of his own. Mark records only the miracle
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regarding the curtain in the Sanctuary. The Karam'rwpa.
rm": mm? is the inner curtain or veil that hung between

the Holy and the Holy of Holies. In the Sanctuary of
the Herodian Temple a second curtain hung in front of
the Holy Place. This, too, was at times called mmwe’mr.
pa, and the plural is used as a designation for both
curtains. But the regular term for this outer curtain
was Raul-Illa, and the other term was used only occasionally. Yet this has led some to think that Mark

(and Matthew) refer to the outer curtain ; but this is
without good reason. If the outer curtain were refer—
red to, the writers would have used the distinctive
term for that curtain and not the term that was standard as a designation for the inner one.
The inner curtain is described in Exod. 26:31; 36 :35; II Chron. 3:14. Josephus, Wars, 5, 5, 4 has the.
following: “This house, as it was divided into two
parts, the inner part was lower than the appearance
of the outer and had golden doors of 55 cubits altitude
and 16 in breadth. But before these doors there was a
veil of equal largeness with the doors. It was a Babylonian curtain; embroidered with blue, and ﬁne linen,
and scarlet, and purple, and of a contexture that was.
truly wonderful. Nor was this mixture of colors with-out its mystical interpretation but was a kind of image:
of the universe. For by the scarlet there seemed to
be enigmatically signiﬁed ﬁre, by the ﬁne .ﬂax the
earth, by the blue the air, and by the purple the sea ;.
two of them having their colors the foundation of this
resemblance; but the ﬁne ﬂax and the purple have:their own origin from that foundation, the earth pro-ducing the one, the sea the other. This curtain had also
embroidered upon it all that was mystical in the
heavens, excepting that of the (twelve) signs (of the
zodiac) representing living creatures.” The thickness
of the curtain corresponded with its size, and its
strength was according.
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All at once this mighty curtain “was rent in two,”
and that “from above to below” as if an unseen hand
had severed it by starting at the top. The two pieces
fell apart and thus exposed the Holy of Holies. Consternation must have struck those who saw the sight.
Jesus died at three o’clock, thus the curtain must have
been rent at the time when the priests were busy with
the evening sacriﬁce. Many eyes thus saw what happened. Perhaps the sound of the rending attracted
general attention. We have not the least reason to
think that only one or two priests, who were busy for
the moment in the Holy Place, saw the rent curtain or
discovered that it had been rent.
The rending was miraculous as were the other
signs. We have no intimation that it was caused by the
earthquake because the curtain was stretched so tight
that, when the earth shook, it split in two. Then it
would, indeed, not have split from the top down to the
very bottom but would have been torn in several directions. The idea that it was fastened to a great beam
at the top and that this beam broke in two and thus
tore the curtain, is an unprovable supposition.
The sign feature of this torn curtain is easily recognized. Only once a year the high priest alone dared
to pass inside this curtain, on the great Day of Atonement, to bear blood for the cleansing of the nation. In
Herod’s Sanctuary the Holy of Holies was empty, for
the ark of the covenant that had stood there in Solomon’s Temple had been destroyed. When the curtain
was rent, God proclaimed that the ministration of the
Jewish high priest was at an end. What this high
priest and his annual function typiﬁed was at an end
because the divine High Priest, Jesus, had now come
and had entered into the Holy of Holies of heaven itself
with his own all-atoning blood. Heb. 9:3—15; Heb. 6:
19, etc.; 10 :19, etc. When chiliasts say that the Jewish

Sanctuary“ and its services will be restored in the
millennium they would restore what God abrogated
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with the rending of this curtain and thus put themselves in contradiction to God in this most vital matter.
39) Now when the centurion standing by over
against him saw that he expired thus, he said, Truly,

this man was God’s Son!
Mark generally gives the details and also records
the emotions, but in this instance it is Matthew who
does both, not Mark. He contents himself with a mention of the centurion, Matthew adds a reference to the
other guards who felt and spoke as the centurion did.
Mark states only that they saw Jesus “expire thus”;
Matthew explains that this referred to the earthquake

and everything else that had occurred. He also adds
that the centurion and his soldiers were ﬁlled with
exceeding fear. We learn incidentally that no less an
ofﬁcer than a centurion commanded the detail that
cruciﬁed Jesus. We cannot determine how many so]diers were ordered out for this execution; some think
of only twelve, four for each man cruciﬁed, yet an
additional guard may well have gone along for the
sake of safety.
All of these heathen men are aﬁected alike, all of
them express themselves in the same way. The nature
of their fright and the thought that inspired it are
brought out by their exclamation: “Truly, this was
God’s Son !” Their fear was religious awe. This centurion and his soldiers knew how Jesus was brought

to the cross. He had seen the conduct of Jesus throughout his ordeal. He had witnessed the mockery of the
Jews, in which even his soldiers had joined, and the
word about Jesus being God’s Son had been part of
that mockery. Then came the death with the loud cry
“Father,” and immediately after it the earthquake and
the rending rocks. Taking it all together with this
climax, we see how the centurion came to exclaim
as he did.
This Gentile, who is called Longinus in tradition,
comes to faith beneath the dead Savior’s cross. His
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confession is a strong one with its M21069, “truly.” This
adverb is set over against the Jewish unbelief and
mockery. Whatever the Jews may say, the centurion
sees that the truth is the divine Sonship of Jesus. Gui-ms
is purely dei'ctic (R. 697) and not in the least derogatory. R. 781 thinks that the context alone decides
whether uh‘ze @5013 means “the or a Son of God,” since the
articles are absent in‘ the Greek. But this view is not

correct as regards the articles, for even “the Son of
God” might be read as referring to one of several Sons.
We regard @eoi vase (Matthew) and via.- @eoﬁ (Mark) as
equivalent to a proper name, Gottessohn, with the articles being absent for this reason.
The centurion did not borrow this name from his
pagan mythology and refer to the human offspring of
some pagan god; he obtained this name from the Jews
and used it as they understood it. Yet he says: “This
man was God’s Son,” using iv, for this divine Son was
man and was now dead. Luke reports that the centurion said: “This one was righteous," shame, and thus
pronounced a verdict upon Jesus, which was the. opposite of the Jewish verdict. We conclude that this oﬂicer
said both “righteous and God’s Son,” for the two go
together. Legend reports that this centurion became a
believer, and there is evidence that the legionaries that
were at this time stationed in Jerusalem were Gauls
or Germans.
Rationalistic and modernistic exegesis does not regard the centurion’s confession as an admission of the
deity of Jesus, for rationalism and modernism deny
this deity. All argumentation from this source will
thus be dogmatic in the extreme. So we know how to
understand the dictum that “Son of God” is only another term for the human Jewish Messiah, and that
the centurion could have meant no more. We can see
the object when the question is raised as to what this
pagan centurion could possibly know about real deity,
especially in a manvthat died before his 'very eyes; and
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when the answer is then drawn from pagan mythologies. Did the evangelists know the emptiness of this
ofﬁcer’s confession and nevertheless record it when it

really meant nothing for true believers? Did they not
know that their record would be understood as referring to the deity of Jesus whereas the centurion had
either a Jewish or a pagan notion? Surely, the evangelists would not have tricked their readers.
40, 41) Moreover, there were also women beholding from afar, among whom also Mary the
Magdalene and Mary, the mother of James the little
and of Joses, and Salome, who, when he was in

Galilee, used to follow him and to minister to him,
and many others that came up with him to Jerusalem.
All these friends of Jesus were Witnessing his
death. Mark and Matthew mention only the women,
but beside them Luke places oi ymmi 4614;, “those
known to him,” his acquaintances, a masculine term
that thus refers to men. From John we know that he

was the only one of the Eleven present. The women
were, indeed, dear friends of Jesus, for they had been
accustomed to follow him in Galilee and to minister
unto him (this is the force of the two imperfect tenses)

of their substance, Luke 8:3. The hardships of Jesus
in his arduous work had moved them to relieve him in
such ways as they could. They had followed him on his
last journey to Jerusalem; Mark mentions “many
others” who had likewise come up with him to Jerusalem. They had come with him (015v in the verb plus
all-1'93) not merely to attend the Passover festival. Now

in this terrible tragedy their love had conquered all
fear; here they stood with bleeding hearts, watching
their Lord and Master die.
They viewed it all “from afar,” of necessity. The
soldiers kept a free space about the crosses, and the
wicked Sanhedrists crowded up as far as they dared,
and the mob of people came to see the aewpfa or spectacle
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(Luke 23:48). It was not fear that caused these acquaintances and women to stand some distance from
the cross but the situation in which they found themselves. We know that during a lull in the disturbance
near the cross, when the Sanhedrists had grown weary
of mocking, Jesus’ mother and John and two other
women went up to the cross itself and were not hindered by the soldiers.
Mark, like Matthew, names three of these women.
As Peter was the leader among the Twelve, the men, so

“Mary the Magdalene” was the foremost among the
women. The Mary who was the mother of James and
Joses was the wife of Cleopas and a sister of the
mother of Jesus. These two women were with Jesus’
mother and John beneath the cross. Mary’s son James
is distinguished from others of this name by being
called “the little.” The third woman is Salome, who is
by Matthew called the mother of the sons of Zebedee
(James and John), whose husband it seems was dead
at this time. The name is enough; it needs no addition
to identify her.
42) And evening having already come, since it
was Preparation Day, which is pro-Sabbath day, Joseph having come, he from Arimathaea, prominent, a
counsellor, who also himself was awaiting the kingdom of God, having dared, went in to Pilate and
asked for himself the body of Jesus.
As wonderful as are the signs that occurred in
connection with Jesus’ death, so wonderful is the burial
of his body. It is laid away in the most astounding
manner. There is fulﬁlled Isa. 53:9: “And he made
his grave . . . with the rich in his death.” Jesus was
dead—what was to become of his body? His friends,
the women and John, were utterly helpless and unprepared. It seemed as though the sacred body would be
dragged away by the soldiers and thrown into a pit
with the bodies of the two malefactors. What else could
be done? God took care of his Son’s body in death.

Mark 15 :42, 48
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With supias in the genitive absolute we supply «tapas,
“a late hour having arrived.” The expression may be
used to designate both evenings, the ﬁrst from three to
.six, and the second from six to nine. The ﬁrst is referred to here. And this mention of time goes together
with another. This was Friday, hence napaaxem}, “Prepa—
ration Day,” which Mark translates for his Gentile
Christian readers as “pro-Sabbath day,” the day before
the Sabbath began which is called “Preparation” because everything that was needed for the Sabbath had
to be prepared on this day, beginning with dinner in
the evening after sunset. So the time left between the
death and the burial was short.
43) It was now that help suddenly appeared.
Joseph of Arimathzea came and took full charge of the
proper disposal of the body. The exam (Matthew ﬂaky)
does not mean that he came in from the country at just
this time and thus arrived at Golgotha, or that he
arrived from the city just now. He must have been
among the spectators, and when Jesus was dead, he

came forward to take charge of his body. Joseph is
named from his home town Arimathaea in order to
distinguish him from other Josephs; and this town is
Rama, which was originally a part of Samaria but a
part that had been transferred to Judea, which made
the town “a city of the Jews,” Luke 23 :51.
We regard etaxripm and Baum: as separate terms,
each being in apposition with “Joseph.” It will not do
to have this adjective modify the noun, for in the
Greek the entire emphasis would then be on the adjective, which is evidently not intended; there is to be an
equal emphasis on both terms; hence we translate,

“prominent, a counsellor.” The idea in cﬁaxﬁlwv refers
'to both wealth and standing; Baum, “counsellor,”
means Sanhedrist, a member of the great Jewish court,
but Luke adds that he was opposed to the action of this.
'body regarding Jesus. We do not know how he showedhis opposition. John adds that for fear of the Jews
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Joseph had kept his faith in Jesus hidden until this
time. The Jews had oﬁicially threatened to expel any
man from the synagogue who confessed Jesus, and this
meant cutting the man off from all connection with the
Jewish religion and ostracizing him from his nation.
Mark has the relative clause: “who also was waiting for the kingdom of God,” on which see 1:15 and
note that the kingdom means the reign and rule of the
promised Messiah in power and grace. Mark intends
to designate Joseph as being one of the spiritually
minded Israelites like Simeon, Zacharias, Anna, Elisa. beth, etc. The periphrastic imperfect 17v «peascxépmc
stresses the continuousness of Joseph’s waiting and
expectation. We venture to say that he expected Jesus
to step forth at any moment as the great King of Israel
with earthly majesty and power to usher in the great
Messianic era. Some imperfection of' this nature held
his faith in check so that he just kept waiting instead
of boldly confessing. But now that Jesus is dead, that
all Joseph’s hopes and expectations in Jesus had apparently crashed, this timid man comes forward boldly,
casts all his fears to the winds, and takes charge of the
sacred body. Great and inﬂuential as he was, when he
stepped forth on Golgotha, that meant that he spoke
to the centurion about his wanting the body and his
going to Pilate to secure its possession. The centurion
gladly consented to wait. At the request of the Jews
the bones of the malefactors had already been broken
and the spear thrust into Jesus’ side.
Joseph hurried from Golgotha to the praetorium
and dared to go right in to make his request of the
governor. But we should not suppose that by entering
a Gentile abode Joseph broke with the entire Jewish

religion. All he did was to incur ceremonial pollution
for the day. The Sanhedrists had avoided this when
they came to Pilate with Jesus in the morning and

remained outside of the preterium, but they were thus
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careful because they wanted to be able to eat the
Chagiga in the afternoon. Joseph was not concerned
about eating this sacriﬁcial meal, he intended to bury
Jesus and would be ceremonially unclean anyway by
handling Jesus’ dead body. Note the middle voice in

Wan-o which is used in business transactions. The
middle is in place because the Romans quite generally

allowed the relatives and friends of men who had been
executed to bury their bodies if they so desired. This
was the basis of Joseph’s request.
44) Now Pilate wondered whether he was already dead, and having called to him the centurion,
inquired whether he died a while back. And having
learned it from the centurion, he presented the
corpse to Joseph.
Pilate was surprised to hear that Jesus was already
dead. The perfect u’avqxe has a strong present connotation: “has died" and “is now dead,” the English requires the past tense “was dead” or the past perfect
“had died.” Death by cruciﬁxion was extremely slow,
being sometimes delayed for four days. Pilate could
thus hardly believe Joseph when he said that death had
already set in in the case of Jesus. He is dealing with
a Jew, even a Sanhedrist, and thus makes ofﬁcially
sure. The view that Joseph was a friend of Pilate’s is
shut out by Pilate’s action in demanding a report from
the centurion. This ofﬁcer in charge at Golgotha reports at the praetorium. The question addressed to him

is now stated in the aorist with mam (some read 2781;),
which is used also for indicating recent events:

“whether he died a while back.” The centurion probably accompanied Joseph, waited outside, and was
called by Pilate.

45)

The body is called an) mdipa, something that

has fallen, thus “the corpse." Matthew writes: “He.

commanded that it be duly given,” macaw; Mark:
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“He presented the corpse to Joseph.” Some think that
this was a special favor and that Pilate might have
asked for money; but Matthew’s verb shuts out that
idea just as Mark’s Wan-m does in v. 43. Cases in
which money was demanded were rare. Pilate had the
power of granting the request, it is true, but his
granting was a regular procedure and nothing more.
46) And having bought linen cloth, after having taken him down, he wound him in the linen cloth
and placed him in a tomb, which had been hewn out
of a rock cliﬂ’, and rolled a stone before the door of
the tomb.

Joseph is the actor throughout. This means that he
took full charge, the others who helped let him take the
lead. That, too, seems to be the reason the synoptists.
say nothing about Nicodemus. Joseph must have been
a masterful man. On his way back to Golgotha from
the praetorium he bought the awsa’w or linen cloth in
which to bury the body. Why only the linen, why not.
also the spices that were necessary for a decent Jewish
burial? We have the answer in Nicodemus; he bought
no less than a hundred pounds of spices. This cannot
have been accidental, the two men must have met,
understood what each was doing, and thus divided the
purchase.
“Having taken him down” (Kaaatps'w, the technical
term for removal after cruciﬁxion, Field, Notes, 44)
reports only the fact and not the manner. Joseph, of
course, had help. There were at least three men counting John, besides a number of women. It is possible
that the soldiers too helped at the direction of the
centurion. The body was perhaps lowered from the
cross after the nails had been drawn out of it. Means.
to reach the crosspiece must have been at hand, they
were the same as those that had been used in crucify-ing Jesus. This view seems to agree best with meaty.
The synoptists tell "us that Joseph wrapped the:
body in msu'w, ﬁne linen cloth that had just been pur—
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chased and was thus ﬁne and clean. For the purpose
of wrapping (M0) the linen was cut into long strips,
and these were passed around and around the limbs
and the body. John makes this plain and also narrates
how aromatic spices were sprinkled between the wrappings. Only the head was left free in order to be
covered with a special cloth after the body was in the
tomb. The bloodstains must have been removed before
this was done. The sour wine of the soldiers was perhaps used for this purpose with the centurion’s permission. No anointing of the body was possible on
Golgotha; Mary of Bethany had attended to that in

advance (14:8).
But where could the body of Jesus be taken now
that a tomb so suddenly became a vital necessity? It is
Joseph who meets this need. He himself -had one that
was entirely new (Matthew), that had been hewn out

of the solid rock of a cliffside (1) we'rpa as distinguished
from 6 we’rpos, a detached rock boulder). Luke and John
tell us that no one had as yet been buried in this tomb.
John adds the detail that this tomb of Joseph’s was
near Golgotha, which made it especially convenient
since the friends of Jesus were pressed for time; for
the Sabbath began with the setting of the sun. The
body could hardly be carried away to some spot that
was at some distance. This ﬁne new tomb of his Joseph
offered for the body of Jesus. There he placed it
(26mm) for its sacred rest.
This tomb, where no decay or odor of death had as
yet entered, was a ﬁtting place for the body of Jesus,
which no corruption or decomposition dared to touch
(Acts 2:27). Here his holy body could have sweet rest,
all its dreadful, painful work done. Yet Jesus was not

intended for a tomb. He needed one only on our
account, and only until the third day. Luther writes:
“As he has no grave for the reason that he will not
remain in death and the grave; so we, too, are to be
raised up from the grave at the—last day through his
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resurrection and are to live with him in eternity.” And
we can do this because by his death he had conquered
sin and death and was now bringing life and immortality to light.
Quite recently, in a quiet spot just outside of the
walls of the present Jerusalem, at the foot of a skullshaped hill (Golgotha as it certainly seems to be) the
so-called “Garden Tomb” (also called Gordon’s Tomb
from its discoverer) has been discovered, which corresponds most remarkably in every detail to the data
that are furnished for Joseph’s tomb by the Gospels.
It is an ample chamber, hewn out of the solid cliff, the
face of which is smooth and perpendicular. The ﬂoor
is not sunken, and it does not need to be. It is a rich
man’s tomb, for it has a vestibule, and in the main
chamber along the three sides there are only three

places for bodies, the center being left unused. It is a
new tomb, for only one place for a body is ﬁnished, the
other two are not entirely completed. The place toward
the cliff has the ﬂoor hewn out a little in the outline of
a human body. The three places for bodies along the
sides of the three walls are cut out boxlike, the bottom
being level with the ﬂoor. At the foot-end of the ﬁnished place for a body and likewise at the head-end,
between this and the foot-end of the next place for a
body, the stone is left thick enough to afford a seat,
“one at the head, and the other at the feet, where the
body of Jesus had lain” (John 20:12) ; and the angel
on the latter would even be “sitting on the right side”
(16 :5) as one enters the vestibule. These heavier rock
sections across the foot-end and on the left of the headend (the left as the body would lie) are still intact
while the thinner wall along the side of the body has
mostly broken down. When the author viewed this
tomb he was deeply impressed and compelled to say,
“If this is not the actual tomb in which Jesus was laid
it duplicates it in every respect.” Still other striking
features agree. So many fake sites are shown in the
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Holy Land that the view of a site like this leaves an
indelible impression.
The great stone that was rolled before the door of
the tomb was a ﬂat, upright slab that was circular like

an immense grindstone. This moved in a groove that
was next to the cliﬁ and was wheeled back to the left
to expose the opening and forward to close it. The
groove slanted upward from the door so that, when
the stone was wheeled to the left, it had to be blocked

to remain there. The bottom of the slant was directly
in front of the door, where the stone would come to
rest on a level place. After the body was duly placed
in the tomb, the circular slab closed the entrance as
indicated. This stone was not a “boulder.” It is never
called rc’rpos' but always Macs, and one can scarcely
imagine how a rough boulder could do anything but
block a rectangular door. No three men, even with the
help of a few women, could move a boulder that would
be big enough to close even a low door—that in Gordon's Tomb is of a good height.
47) Now Mary the Magdalene and Mary of
Joses were viewing where he was laid.
These two Marys have been mentioned in v. 40.
Luke tells us that the women who had come out of
Galilee with Jesus also followed to the tomb and saw

how the body was laid in its place in the tomb. The
reason Mark mentioned only these two is indicated by
Matthew. When Joseph and the others left, these two
remained and sat near the closed tomb until the shadows fell. The second Mary is named with reference to

only one of her sons ('Iwa-F], genitive) just as she is
named after the other in 16 :1.

CHAPTER XVI
After the two parts (chapters 14 and 15) 'that
present the Passion and the death there follows the last
minor section of the Gospel, that regarding the resur-

rection. In each of_ the four Gospels this last section
regarding the resurrection constitutes the glory part.
Yet this tale is told in the same sober way as is the
account of the cruciﬁxion and the death. The great
facts that occurred are reported to us in the briefest
and the most dispassionate way. Our faith is to rest
’ on these facts, that is all. One of the decisive tests of
the Christian faith is belief in these facts which declare that Jesus rose from the dead. All who alter

these facts and in some way or other deny his resurrection can no longer claim the Christian name, for

Christianity stands and falls with the resurrection of
the Savior.
The four accounts differ in detail, no witness reports
all the facts. This affords the critics an opportunity to
play one witness against another in order to discredit
all of them or to discredit any desired part of their
testimony. The Christian student has only one duty,
namely, properly to combine all the testimony and thus
to reconstruct the entire story. The statement that
this can never be done is unwarranted.
1) And the Sabbath having passed, Mary the
Magdalene and Mary of James and Salome bought
spices in order that, having gone, they might anoint
him.
The reference to the Sabbath’s having passed contains an implication: the women intended to do a piece
of work, namely to ﬁnish the burial of the body. They
could not do all that they desired on Friday, for the
time remaining until sunset and the beginning of the
(786)
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Sabbath was far too short for this. They had used
only the linen and the powdered spices that Joseph and
Nicodemus had brought. In order to do more they
had to wait until this day, on which no work could be
done, was past.
Matthew mentions only two women; Mark has
three, the same ones that were named in 15 :40; Luke
adds Joanna, the wife of Chuza,'one of Herod’s stewards (Luke 8:3) and refers also to others who are not
named. The names of only the most prominent are
preserved. We do not know how many women there
were, we know only that none of the men went with
them. The second Mary is named with reference to
both of her sons in 15 :40, with reference to the second
in 15:47, and now with reference to the ﬁrst.
The spices were bought on Saturday after sunset,
when the Sabbath was past and the bazars opened for
a few hours. It was impossible to go out to the tomb
so late, so everything was prepared in order to go as
early as possible the next morning. The dpépam that
were bought by the women were liquids because they
wanted to anoint the body with them. Nicodemus had
brought no less than a hundred pounds of dry, powdered spices which were strewn between the wrappings. But the body itself had not been treated with
perfume-like essences before being wrapped with linen
strips. Mary of Bethany had anticipated this contingency and had anointed the body of Jesus beforehand
(14:8). The women are now anxious to make good this
deﬁciency. To anoint the body for its burial in this
way was part of the honor bestowed upon it by loving
friends like all the other provisions for the burial. The
. essences bought for this purpose were quite costly as‘
were the ﬁne linen and the powdered spices. Note that
this is the last we hear of these aromata. The women
took them out to the tomb on Sunday morning but
found no need for them. Thank'God, they were not
needed! What became of these useless spices? They
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are lost among the great things which the evangelists
report, which are so great that costly essences ﬁnd no
further place in the records.
2) And very early on the ﬁrst with reference
to the Sabbath they come to the tomb, the sun
having risen.
The translation “on the ﬁrst day of the wee ”
merely changes the Greek into our English idiom, for
a'dﬁﬁara does not mean “week.” The Jews had no names
for the days of the week, so they designated them with
reference to the Sabbath; thus ,u’a (supply ﬁpe'pa) 76v
cappd-mv is “the ﬁrst (day) with reference to the Sabbath,” i.e., following it. Moreover, as they used neuter
plurals for the festivals, so they also quite frequently
do for the Sabbath, a’a’ﬂﬂam. meaning one Sabbath. The
evangelists agree regarding the earliness. Luke writes
“at early dawn”; Matthew “as it began to dawn";
John “when it was yet dark”; Mark, May 'u'pw , “very
early” or “very much in the morning.” The women
started just before dawn, while it was yet dark, but,
as Mark adds, when they came to the tomb, the sun
had just risen.
Why did they go so early when they had the entire
day before them? For the best of reasons even also as
all the evangelists record this point. Jesus 'had been
dead since Friday. In that climate dead bodies start to
decompose very quickly, wherefore also the dead are
buried the same day that they die, or, if it is too late
on that day, then on the next. All haste was necessary
in the minds of these women, every hour counted if

they wanted to ﬁnd Jesus’ body in a condition still to
be handled. That even under these conditions they
were determined to anoint it with costly essence speaks
volumes for their love and devotion just as does their
going alone without a. single disciple, without even
John. Mark omits the account of the earthquake and
of the fact that the stone was rolled away from the
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door of the tomb. In this section (v. 1-8) as well as in
what follows he is exceedingly brief.
3) And they were saying to each other, Who
will roll for us the stone from the door of the tomb?
And having looked up, they behold that the stone
has been rolled back, for it was very great.
The anxiety about the stone’s closing the entrance
to the tomb seems not to have occurred to the women
until they approached the tomb. This is a ﬁne psychological point which has been noted less by the commentators than by the preachers who have depicted
the details of the story. The minds of the women are
so taken up with their loving purpose that this obstacle
does not occur to them until this late moment. It is a
ﬁne touch also in the narrative of Mark, who alone
preserves and brings out clearly this feature. The
imperfect é’Acyov describes but intimates that something
is to follow regarding this stone. We regard dwavao’a
as volitive and not as merely futuristic; the sense is:
“Who will do us this service?” It is pedantic to stress
a and to overlook émi in the verb. Note R. 596 regarding the indifference of the scribes as to which preposition they use. We should not think that the stone had
been rolled into the door and was now to be rolled
out of the door.
This )u’aos (not m’rpoc) has been described fully in
15:46. What the women meant was that the stone
should be rolled, like the ﬂat wheel that it was, far
enough up in‘ the groove to expose the door of the
tomb. In speaking to each other of this stone as they
do they imply that they themselves may not be able to
move it far enough. Whom will they get to help them?
They fear further delay. They perhaps blame themselves for not having thought of the stone before and
thus having insisted that some of the men come with
them.
The observation is correct that the women seem to
know nothing about the Roman guard that had been
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stationed at the tomb. They do not ask each other
whether the captain of this guard will permit them to
come near, yea, to enter the tomb. But this is at it
should be in the narrative: the women did not know
that such a guard'had been stationed there. This was
an arrangement between the Sanhedrists and Pilate,

which became known to the friends of Jesus afterward
and not at this time.
4) Matthew tells us that an angel rolled the stone
away and sat on it. It was not rolled aside in its groove
in the regular way so as to be rolled back again to shut
the entrance. No, it was hurled out of its groove by
some tremendous power, thrown ﬂat upon the ground
in front of the tomb, thus making a seat for' the angel
who waited until the women drew near and then went
inside the tomb. This stone was not again to be rolled
in front of the entrance. It had been laid ﬂat so that
the tomb should stand wide open for all men to see that
it was emptied of the body of Jesus, the bodiless wrappings lying undisturbed and ﬂat just as- they had been
wrapped, mute but mighty evidence of the resurrection, John 20 :5-10.
When the women looked up they saw the stone in
this condition; note the change of prepositions, not am;
in the verb as in v. 3 but évé; not “away from" in the
regular way, in the groove, but “back,” rolled violently from the clii’fside. To have all this understood properly Mark explains (ydp) that the stone in question was

“very great.” Poorer tombs had small openings and
needed smaller stones to close them; but this rich
man’s tomb had an opening that was of full height
and needed a stone of proportionate size for its closing.
Gordon’s Tomb, described in 15:46, agrees perfectly
with all that the evangelists say about the stone and
the door.
The opening of the tomb by the angel has been
misunderstood by some interpreters. When the angel
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opened the tomb, Jesus had already risen. None of the
evangelists describes the resurrection proper; it had
no witnesses, it was wholly miraculous. Jesus left the
tomb silently. His dead body was suddenly quickened
(I Pet. 3:18), ﬁlled with life, and in the same instant
passed out of its funeral wrappings and out through
the walls of the sealed and guarded tomb invisible to
the eyes of men. Then, when the tomb was empty, the
angel came and opened the tomb to show that it was
indeed empty. At this coming of the angel and the
earthquake he caused the Roman guard fell prostrate
and, recovering somewhat, ﬂed. Those paintings which

portray the glorious Savior coming out of the opened

'door of the tomb while the guard falls in dismay at the
sight of him are not in accord with the facts of the
case. Silently, invisibly, wondrously, gloriously the
living body passed through the rock.
This mode of being is described well in Concordia
Triglotto, 1004, 100: “The incomprehensible, spiritual
mode, according to which he neither occupies nor vacates space, but penetrates all creatures, wherever he
pleases; as, to make an imperfect comparison, my

sight penetrates and is in air, light, or water, and does
not occupy or vacate space; as a sound or tone penetrates and is in air or water or board or wall, and
also does not occupy or vacate space; likewise, as light
and heat penetrate and are in air, water, glass, crystal,
and the like; and much more of the like. This mode he
used when he rose from the closed sepulcher, and
passed through the closed door, and in the bread and
wine in the Holy Supper.”
This is now a different tomb and requires a differ-

ent watchman, not keepers of the dead but an inhabitant from the realms of light and life. The servant
appears ﬁrst, the Master will presently be seen. A new
era has begun, heaven and earth are now joined, for
Christ, our Savior, has risen. The wall of separation
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has fallen; God is reconciled to men; the sacriﬁce of
the Son has been accepted by the Father. This is the
supreme Easter truth.

5) At this place Mark, who more than the others
records the emotions, might have reported what the
women felt when they saw the tomb open, the mighty
stone ﬂat on the ground, and no one near. To write, as
some do, of a feeling of relief and joy in the women
on ﬁnding the difﬁculty of removing the stone removed
is to think of these women as being wholly unable to

put two and two together. This idea contradicts John
20:1, 2. The women are aghast at sight of the tomb
and the stone. Violent hands must have invaded and
ravished the tomb. This alone could explain the fact'
that the stone had simply been wrested from its entrance and now lay ﬂat on the ground. With this
dreadful conviction Mary Magdalene, not waiting to
look into the tomb, runs back to the city to summon
help, namely some of the men. As regards the other
women Mark narrates: And having gone into the
tomb, they saw a young man sitting at the right,
having had thrown around him a white robe. And
they were dumbfounded.
Mark and Matthew speak only of “the angel”; Luke
and John tell us that there were two angels, John adds,
when he tells of Mary Magdalene’s return, that one
sat at the head and one at the feet. This is no discrepancy. The two evangelists who speak of “the angel”
intend merely to designate this one as the speaker.
Fearing the worst, the women went into the tomb, i.e.,
into its vestibule; compare the description in 15:46.
Luke writes as though they ﬁrst looked for the body of
Jesus and, not ﬁnding it, saw the two angels. This

means that the angels were at ﬁrst invisible, which
fact thus allowed the women to see that the body of
Jesus was really gone. Then the angels became visible
in order to speak to the women and to announce the
resurrection.
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The fact that the angel sat on the right is due to the
construction of the tomb. The vestibule was on the left
side of the chamber that was intended for the bodies.
We have described Gordon’s Tomb (15:46) with its
two places where an angel could sit; both would place
them to the right of the entering women. It is idle,
then, to raise the question whether “at the righ ”
means at the right of the women or at the right of the
place where the body had been placed, and then to
decide in favor of the latter for sentimental and allegorical reasons because the right is the place of honor
and because in Luke 1:11 the angel stood at the right

of the altar. The plural év 10E; 866L039 is merely idiomatic
R. 408.
The angel is described as a variance, 3 youth or
young man. Though the angels are sexless they always
appear as youths when they are sent to men. Though
they are without bodies they appear in bodily form
when they are sent to earth. God condescends to men
by the sending of his heavenly messengers. Angels
always speak the language of those to whom they are
to convey a message. Here, as elsewhere, the clothing
of the angel is described. Mark says only: “having had
thrown around him a white robe,” but he uses o‘rohf, a
magniﬁcent festal robe, Prachtgewaml, Talar, such as
is worn by priests and noble personages. Luke writes
“dazzling apparel” ; the white ﬂashed and shone in
superearthly light. White beﬁts the purity and the
holiness of heaven.
Here in the tomb, the abode of death, the messengers of heaven, the home of life and light eternal,
appear. What has become of mold and decay? Death
is swallowed up in victory. Resurrection and life have
abolished death. These shining angels in the open tomb
preach a mighty sermon by their very presence. Here
Mark at last registers the emotion of the women:
“They were dumbfounded,” the aorist records the fact.
Their feeling is easier to imagine than to put into
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words. Where they had expected to ﬁnd the dead body,
hoping that it had not yet advanced too far in decomposing, they stumble upon angels from heaven. No
wonder they were completely overwhelmed.
6) But he says to them: Stop being dumbfounded! You are seeking Jesus, the Nazarene, the
one that has been cruciﬁed. He arose; he is not here.
See, the place where they did lay him! But he going, say to his disciples and to Peter, He is goingbefore you into Galilee; there you shall see him as
he said to you.

M}; exoappezaoe or, as Matthew words it, M?) (#0361700:
bride, is, indeed, a most precious word from the angel’s
lips, for behind it there is all the grace that the risen
Savior has brought us. The women who sought the
body of the cruciﬁed Jesus actually had no cause to
fear the herald of his resurrection as had the Roman
soldiers. In negative commands the present imperative
means to stop an action already begun, R. 851, etc.; so
we here have, “stop being dumbfounded.” This is no
empty command, for the full explanation is at once
added as to why there is no reason for fear and amazement. In the ﬁrst place, the angel informs the women
that he knows all about their coming to the tomb: they
are seeking the dead body of Jesus whom the angel
calls “the Nazarene,” the native of Nazareth as he was
commonly designated, and then adds “the one that has
been cruciﬁed” with its present connotation that they
were expecting to ﬁnd him in the tomb as such. Such
a dead body they cannot ﬁnd here.
Why not? “He arose; he is not here.” In these few
simple words all the blessed news is at once poured out.
He whom they had left here still and cold is gone, for
“he arose,” 7575.0917- The aorist passive may be intransitive: “he arose,” without the passive idea “he was
raised” (R. 817), although in some connections the
passive idea is the one preferred. This is one of the
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queer uncertainties in the Greek. As a matter of fact,
the resurrection is at times ascribed to God: “raised up
from the dead by the glory of the Father,” Rom. 6:4;

8:11; Matt. 16:21; 17 :23; 26:32; again it is ascribed
to Jesus himself, 9:31; Luke 18:33, even-6mm. Both
are true even as all the opera ad extra. aunt commum.
The Greek uses the aorist (“he did rise”) to express an
act that has just happened whereas the English prefers
the perfect (“he has risen”), R. 842. The resurrection
of Jesus’ body was at the same time its gloriﬁcation;
the women were soon to know this (Matt. 28:9).
“He is not here" is conclusive proof. But this absence of the body must be taken together with the next
word: “See, the place where they laid him l” They are
to see, not only that the place is empty, but at the same
time that all the linen wrappings are in place. They
are undisturbed, yet the body has gone out of them in
a miraculous manner, and the headcloth is laid by itself
just as Peter and John saw all this a little later, this
being the clearest kind of evidence for Jesus’ resurrec-

tion, John 20:5, etc. Here was actual, ocular proof.
Nebe is right when he says that these women, however
much they yet lacked, understood the resurrection better than many modern theologians who refuse to believe in the bodily resurrection in spite of the words

“he is not here” but imagine that today only Jesus’
spirit continues in blessing. The absence of Jesus’ dead
body, this empty tomb, and the necessity for accounting
for what became of the dead body, are today the great
stumblingblock for all who deny the resurrection of
that dead body. They can resort only to explanations
that are contrary to the Scriptures. One ventured to

assert that the body was resolved into gas. The more
wary manipulate the issue and dodge the real point.
They agree only in this that the dead body could not
have returned to life and been gloriﬁed.
7) If Jesus had remained dead, neither these
women nor any of the disciples would have had any-
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thing further to do after the burial had been completed
in the way which the women desired. But now that
Jesus is risen, the most blessed task awaits these women, a task that is also to ﬁll the lives of all the disciples.
Mark abbreviates the message given to the disciples.
Matthew says that they, the women, are to tell the
disciples that Jesus is risen. Mark implies this in the
angel’s order to go and to declare that he is going
before them in Galilee; ei'mm is the second aorist imperative and is peremptory as such. The angel is not
making a request but issuing an order; {min/ere is regularly added to a second imperative without a connective.
It is asked why the Eleven were informed in this
way, through the women; why angels did not appear
to them, or perhaps Jesus himself. Gerhard has enu-p
merated ﬁve reasons: God chooses the weak; overwhelmed most by their sorrow, they are to be ﬁrst in
joy; the presence of the women at the tomb silences the
Jewish falsehood that the disciples stole the body; as
death came by woman, so salvation and life are to be
announced by her; God wanted to reward woman’s
active love. But why wander so far aﬁeld? The women
alone went to the tomb on Sunday morning, the wom-‘
en, none of the men, not even John. Thus they were
honored by being made the messengers to the men. If
the Eleven had also gone out, the story would have
been diﬁerent. The love of these women receives its
ﬁtting reward.
“And to Peter,” which is preserved by Mark alone
and is taken from Peter’s own lips by .him, deserves
special attention. Few attentive readers of what has
preceded in this Gospel concerning Peter will agree
that Peter is here singled out because he is the ﬁrst and
foremost of the Eleven. If that were the intention of
Mark’s record and of the angel’s words, the order
should be reversed: “say to Peter and to the disciples.”
Peter is mentioned last as though his being a disciple
is not deﬁnite.
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1 Some have thought that he is mentioned because
the Lord intended to appear to him especially (Luke
24:34; I Cor. 15:5); but it is hard to see that the
message given to Peter diﬂ’ered in any way from that
delivered to the other disciples, and the angel himself

states that message. No; Peter is singled out because
he denied his Lord on the night of the betrayal. “And
Peter” wants him to know that he is still included in
the circle of the disciples by Jesus. The word includes
absolution for Peter. This has been denied because the
absolution is only implied; but the Scriptures are full
of such blessed implications. Absolutions are also repeated, that of Peter was. John 21:16, etc., is more
than a personal absolution, it is a public reinstatement
of Peter into his apostolic oﬁice. The claim that “and
Peter” could have been understood in the opposite way
by Peter, namely as a threat to him, is unwarranted
after Luke 22 :61.
We may regard 57!. as recitativum (R. V.) or as
meaning “that” (A. V.) ; the matter cannot be determined. The angel’s message is a promise: “He is going
before you into Galilee; there you shall see him even as
he said to you.” It is a fruitless endeavor to have spas,
6pm, and the second person in 55116096 refer only to the
disciples and to Peter to the exclusion of the women.
The one reason for the use of these pronouns and the
second person plural is that the women are most decidedly to be included. What reason could there be for
excluding them—they who alone went to the tomb?
The angel almost quotes Jesus’ own promise from

14:28. From Matt. 28:10 we know that when Jesus
met these women on their Way back he himself repeated this promise about a meeting in Galilee. We see
throughout that something special pertains to this seeing of Jesus in Galilee. That already makes it plain
that this special meeting does not exclude the earlier
appearances in Jerusalem and at Emmaus.
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Jesus intended to meet all his believers up in
Galilee as one great body. He had never before assembled them in this way. Paul regards this meeting as
one of the great proofs of the resurrection of Jesus:

“After that he was seen of above ﬁve hundred brethren
at once; of whom the greater part remain unto this

present (are still alive when Paul wrote), but some are
fallen asleep,” I Cor. 15:6. This settles the supposition
that Jesus at ﬁrst intended to meet only the disciples
in Galilee but afterward allowed his yearning heart
and the weakness of the disciples to move him to
appear at once. Jesus does not plan faultily, nor does
he vacillate. All the meetings of individuals and of
small groups in Jerusalem were preparations for the
grand meeting with his entire ﬂock in Galilee, where,
far from the hostile Jews in their own homeland, he
would bind all his believers together and give them the
great Commission, Matt. 28 :16, 18-20; Mark 16:15-18.
8) And having gone out, they ﬂed from the
tomb, for trembling and amazement held them, and
they said nothing to anyone, for they were afraid.
Mark describes only the reaction upon the women

and stops with that. He says only that they went out
whereas Matthew says that they went out “quickly.”
When Mark says that “they ﬂed from the tomb,” this
describes the same action that is expressed by Matthew’s “they ran.” When some interpreter adds “as if
they were escaping from some terrible danger” and
attaches this thought to Mark and not to Matthew, the
scene is misunderstood. Matthew reveals what made
the women run: “fear and great joy," he puts the fear
ﬁrst. Mark agrees: “for trembling and amazement
was holding them.” Mark mentions the dominant reaction, the trembling and quivering of their bodies
because of the tremendous excitement, and the human,
really a state of mind when the subject passes beyond
self-control. We should not imagine that the “great
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joy” to which Matthew refers is absent in Mark; it is
included in this “ecstasy,” this feeling of utter amazement which swept their minds away. The fear is easily
explained by the contact with the angels. The natural
reaction in all such contacts is the fear of poor mortal
man. But the ecstatic amazement is produced by all

that the women saw and heard in the tomb, and EKG-macs
is certainly the proper term.

When Mark writes that because of their fear they
said nothing to anyone, this is taken in an absolute
sense by not a few commentators, but it is in contradiction with Matt. 28:8: “they ran to bring his disciples word”; and with Luke 24 :9: “and told all these
things unto the eleven and to all the rest.” We are also
told that these women never executed the angel’s command and told the story of what happened only at a
much later time. This misunderstanding of Mark’s
words becomes evident when we recall Matt. 28 :9, 10.
These women met and saw the risen Jesus himself who
gave them the same commission that he gave the disciples.
A moment’s thought clears up all contradictions.
These women did not rush in and blurt out what they
had seen and heard. In the ﬁrst place, the supposition
that the Eleven were sitting together somewhere should

be discarded. When Mary Magdalene hurried back to
get help she was able to locate only two men, Peter
and John. Now these two had left at Mary Magda—
lene’s call. When the women returned they failed to

ﬁnd any of the Eleven until they had hunted them up.
Luke should be understood in this way. And Mark
covers this delay: not a word did these women say to
anyone because they were held by fear and awe at
what they had witnessed. The news was too great,
ﬁlled with too much awe, to be blurted out generally.
They told it to those whom the angel and the Lord had
designated as soon as these could be reached.
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What sense would there be for Mark to introduces
contradiction on a point which was so certain that a
contradiction would at once he recognized? Besides
the passages adduced see Luke 24 :22, etc. It is hard to
believe that Mark intended his readers to understand
that the women disobeyed the angel’s orders and never
executed them. Many feel this and resort to the hypothesis that Mark’s own record stopped with v. 8, and
that v. 9-20 were added later by another writer and
thus draw the further hypothetical conclusion that
Mark intended to add the account of how the women
told the disciples and delivered their message. But‘
what about Matthew? He, too, fails to report that the
women did as the angel and as Jesus ordered them. If
Mark stopped writing with v. 8, conjecture is wide
open as to what he would have written if he had continued. Mark’s account is like Matthew’s; neither
thinks it necessary to tell how the women delivered
their message.
9) It is an old opinion that'Mark left his Gospel
unﬁnished, and that some later writer added what is
called “the conclusion.” Zahn has supported this hypothesis with all his learning and— ability and naturally
has had a great following; some important scholars
have, however, always held the opposite conviction,
namely that Mark wrote the entire chapter as it now
appears in our Bibles. Zahn’s work on this textual
point certainly has great value: it reveals that in spite
of all his efforts his contention has not been proven.
Zahn is carried away by his enthusiasm for his hypothesis; hence he does not see the logic of some of the
data that he presents and becomes rather one-sided in
estimating the features of the text itself (v. 9-20) . The
entire subject cannot well be treated here, but the
decisive points can and must be. For one thing, the
student must know whether this closing section is
inspired or not. ' If it is like the spurious section in
John 8 :1-11, he will discard it just as he discards that
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section; if it is like the last chapter of John’s Gospel,
which was written with John’s consent though by
others, the serious student will proceed with this conclusion and regard the section as genuine. But if Mark
himself wrote these last verses, it will be a great relief

to know that fact.
We are pointed to two kinds of evidence: the
textual and the. internal, both of which, we are assured,
prove that Mark stopped writing with v. 8. We have
no objection whatever to accepting this conclusion. If
the last twelve verses are spurious they must be discarded as not being inspired, and we shall be satisﬁed
with a text that ends at v. 8. But we decline to accept
this conclusion unless we are able to accept also the
proofs on which it rests. The internal proofs for theview that Mark could not have written these last verses
are tested in detail in the exposition of these verses.
The textual proofs we may examine here.
Any good New Testament Greek text will supply a
complete survey of the textual situation (e.g., Novum
Testamentum Greece, Alexander Souter) which it is
not necessary to reprint here. We may say at once that
the textual evidence for the so-called “short conclusion” (one consisting of only two verses) is so inferior
as to rule out the idea that Mark wrote these verses.
The hypothesis that Mark wrote a conclusion to his
Gospel that is entirely lost to us is without support. So
the issue, textually, lies between the texts that have
nothing after v. 8 and those that have the verses that
are listed as 9 to 20. The chief of the former'are the
Vatican and the Sinaitic, but of the latter the uncials
A, C, and D. If this means anything it meansthat the

textual evidence. for. the genuineness of v. 9-20 preponderates somewhat. All texts of lesser importance
as well as all versions and evidences from ancient

church writers are secondary and are in this case
divided somewhat like the great uncials.
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From this showing of the texts, etc., as they stand
the conclusion is by no means evident that Mark stopped writing with verse eight and left his Gospel unﬁnished. So the advance is made from the texts as all
authorities list them to an argument as to the signiﬁ-

cance of the two groups of texts and as to the possibilities and probabilities involved. Let it be noted that we
are now dealing with argument pure and simple and

with nothing more important. It generally veers into
the question of internal evidence, but this and the

textual evidence ought to be kept strictly apart. The
point then turns out to be this: Which is the easier to
conceive: a) that Mark left his Gospel unﬁnished and
allowed it to be published in its unﬁnished form so
that others later on invented an ending for it; or b)
that Mark did ﬁnish his Gospel by writing v. 9-20, but
that many copies later on omitted these verses?
Which is the easier to conceive? The correct answer
is that both alternatives are about equally hard to
conceive. Additional argument is therefore introduced
to lend additional weight to the former conception and
to detract weight from the latter. But this looks like
special pleading, and this argument is purely hypothetical. How does Zahn know that Mark stopped
writing at verse eight because he intended to add considerably more to his book, and that he yielded to the
pleas of his friends to publish this unﬁnished book
withdut further delay? But even if he had intended to
write much more, his friends would have urged him to
hurry that writing, or would have urged him to write
a shorter conclusion so as to publish the book without
delay. It is inconceivable that friends should have
urged publication of a text that had nothing beyond
v. 8, and still more inconceivable that Mark should
have consented.
The hypothesis that Mark intended to write much
more is unsatisfactory. The other Gospels speak to the
contrary, especially Matthew whom Mark resembles
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most. Matthew’s resurrection section has only twenty
verses, exactly as many as Mark has. It is surprising

to hear that Mark stopped writing at v. 8 and then to
let “months and years" pass while his friends began to
copy and to circulate what he had left unﬁnished. This
is simply not conceivable. And how long would it have
taken for Mark to go on with say two more chaptersif he had desired that much additional? A couple of
hours! And he put this off for “months and years”?
Mark could not have added more than that much at the
outside without totally unbalancing his book—and we
note that he keeps a very close and tidy proportion.
We are willing to conceive what we can, but we are
forced to draw the line at unsatisfactory hypotheses.
Let us note in addition that if your book or mine had
been published surreptitiously in an unﬁnished form,
you and I would certainly at once republish it in a
completed form. This more than answers the critical
hypothesis, it turns that hypothesis against itself. If
friends did publish the incomplete book, it may well be
possible that Mark promptly published it completely
with its twelve additional verses.
The hypothesis of a Mark that closes with 16:8 is
supported by the critical canon that, where two mutually exclusive longer texts are opposed to a shorter
text from which their origin can be explained, the
shorter reading is to be preferred, especially if it has
good witnesses. One is surprised to ﬁnd this appeal to
a critical canon which applies to incidental readings
such as single words, phrases, other short expressions,
at most the addition of some sentence in the text. But
it is another matter whether a question like this, that
involves twelve entire verses, and these the proper conclusion of a whole book which would otherwise be
markedly incomplete, can be settled by means of this
critical canon.
Among the arguments and hypotheses is that of
Mark’s sudden death which compelled him to stop at
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16 :8; his friends then felt it their duty to publish the
book without additions. No; granting the death, all
books of such a. nature are published with a note concerning the author’s death in explanation of the unﬁnished product which he left behind. In ordinary cases,
especially if the part lacking be small, a competent
friend adds what is still necessary in the spirit and the
form of the author. But as regards Mark, tradition
reports that he lived for some years after writing his
Gospel in Rome, that he labored in Egypt and was the
ﬁrst to found churches in Alexandria, Eusebius, 2, 16;
Zahn, Introduction, H, 431 and 448.
The hypothesis that an accident happened to Mark’s
original manuscript which deleted its concluding verses
before publication was made, is untenable. 'Mark was
there to supply whatever had been destroyed; there
were others, too, for that matter, who had heard what
he wrote before the publication. Even Zahn denies that
the author of v. 9-20 is Aristion as might be concluded
from an Armenian Evangelistarium of the year 989;
he, it seems, merely made v. 14-18 a part of his collection of narratives and traditions. This Aristion may
or may not be the personal disciple of Jesus who was
the teacher of Papias.
The situation textually is then this: three sets of
texts: one set that has no concluding section; one that
has two concluding verses; one that has a concluding
section of twelve verses. Which of these three is it
most conceivable that Mark actually wrote? We answer, the last of the three. We have fully stated why
we ﬁnd it inconceivable that Mark left his Gospel un-

ﬁnished and have omitted the discussion of minor
points such as the expressions and quotations of the
fathers, etc. But when we accept the completed Gospel
as coming from the hand of Mark we, too, are left with
the question: “How did these three texts originate? In
particular, how came these texts that stop with v. 8?”
The fact is that nobody knows. Hence only hypotheti-
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cal answers can be given. But let it be noted well: as
between the answer that Mark stopped writing at v. 8
and the other that he wrote on to v. 20, it is beyond
question the latter that seems most conceivable. In
other words, it is untenable to have Mark stop at v. 8

and allow publication; but it is not untenable that
after he completed his Gospel, in some way that is now
wholly unknown to us abbreviated copies should have
been published. As far as the situation regarding the
texts is concerned, this is the correct ﬁnding.
Turning now to the internal evidence, the question
is this: “Do these last verses betray the fact that Mark
did not write them, or are their language and their

character such as show that Mark could not have written them?” We unhesitatingly answer in the negative.
Already the general admission of the critics is signiﬁcant that the conclusion of the Gospel shows careful
consideration and harmonizes well with its beginning,
especially in this that the apostles are ordered to go
and preach the gospel in all the world, and that they
indeed did this. But this is rather strong evidence for
Mark’s composition of this so ﬁtting conclusion. The
better the conclusion ﬁts, the more likely it is that it
stems from Mark; the reverse cannot be held. The rest
of the internal evidence we treat in the exposition of
the verses themselves.
Now, after having risen early on the ﬁrst with
reference to the Sabbath, he appeared ﬁrst to Mary
Magdalene, from whom he had cast out .seven demons. She having gone, made report to those that
had been with him as they were mourning and weeping. And they, when they heard that he was living
and had been beheld by her, disbelieved.
.
The statement that this merely chronicles the appearance of Jesus and does not narrate it is unwarranted. This is a brief narration. It has a number of
narrative features in spite of its brevity: the expulsion
of the seven demons, the description of the disciples,
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the two participles “as they were mourning and weeping,” and the entire last verse. It is unwarranted to
say that because of their brevity Mark could not have
written these three verses. It lies with the writer at
what length he wishes to record an event. Mark uses
similar and even greater brevity elsewhere. Attention
may be drawn to 1:12, 13, also to 1:14, 15; it would
seem strange to admit that Mark could write these two
short narratives (even they are not chronicles) but not
16 :9-11. The fact that at a far later time John (20 :1118) told the story of Mary Magdalene at greater length
is no reason to claim that Mark could not have written
this brief account. The claim that these verses about
Mary Magdalene are drawn from John’s account and
were thus written by a later writer has little basis in
fact. The wording is diiferent. Where in John’s account
is «pony, where the expulsion of the demons, where the
mourning and weeping, and where the 51-1. clause?
Mark uses civaa'rds whereas in the angel’s word re-

corded in v. 6 he used the other verb ﬁ‘ye’pa'r]. No point
has been made of this difference by the critics. Jesus
himself arose from the dead. Both verbs are used
repeatedly to designate this act, the latter sometimes
in the passive sense: “he was raised,” i.e., by God. In
the preceding narrative the time of the resurrection is
not stated except by implication; Mark now states the
time in so many words. We see that he intends that
his readers shall know the exact time, for as regards
Mary this temporal modiﬁer would not have been
needed with dvacr-rtis. Mark connects with Ss’. While it is
true that he loves ml, yet note 13 :9-14: 1, ﬁve consecutive sections that are not connected with mu’.

Much has been made of #po'rry a’aﬂﬂa’mv, which differs
from the standard form with nu; (used by Mark himself in v. 2). But what law requires that a writer dare
not alter his expressions? See how Mark varies the
identiﬁcation of the second Mary in 15:40, in 15:47,
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and again in 16:1. But in this case it has been noted
that Mark uses mad-m to match the following adverb
.am‘mv: on this ﬁrst day after the Sabbath Jesus appeared ﬁrst to Mary Magdalene. The uneasiness about

the singular cappdrou is unnecessary, for either the
singular or the plural would be proper, both mean “the
ﬁrst of the Sabbath” in the sense “the ﬁrst with reference to the Sabbath,” i.e., Sunday. 'E¢dw, is the proper
word: Jesus “appeared” to Mary; Mark has the same
verb in 14:64 in its other sense. It is one of Mark’s
peculiarities that he omits the subject “Jesus” as he
does in the present instance.

It is a question whether 17965701! is to be taken in an
absolute sense or relative to the following appearances
that are recorded by Mark. If it is absolute, then Jesus
appeared to Mary ﬁrst and in the next few moments to
the other women as they were hurrying back from the
tomb (Matt. 28:9). If it is relative, then we may
reverse the order of these appearances.
Much has been made of the addition “from whom
he had cast out seven devils.” Mark has already mentioned this Mary three times in quick succession (15:
40, 47; 16:1) and always in the same way. It is assumed that he ought to do so again this fourth time.
But this addition, we are told, betrays another hand,
one that quotes from Luke 8 :2. Luke, like John, wrote
after Mark, hence these concluding verses are not written by Mark. But this is drawing conclusions without
warrant. There is an evident reason why this relative
clause should be added to this ﬁnal mention of Mary
Magdalene. Jesus appeared to her separately because
he had cast out seven devils from her and thus brought
her on the course that made her the foremost of all the
women disciples. In a similar way Jesus appeared also
to Peter alone (Luke 24:34; I Cor. 15:5). It is expecting a good deal to ask us to believe that an unknown
hand chronicled John 20 :1-18 and yet dipped back into
Luke 8 :2 for this individual clause.
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Moreover, the critics overlook the change of verb;
Luke says that the- seven demons “had gone out"
(pointing to the beneﬁt to Mary) ; Mark that “he had
thrown them out” (pointing to the great Benefactor).
To- say that this clause speaks of Mary as a person
who is being introduced here for the ﬁrst time is pointless, for this charge could be advanced against any
other writer as well as against Mark. It is Mark himself who writes this clause, it is like Luke’s drawing
from the apostolic tradition which Mark had received
directly from Peter; and each writer worded the clause
to ﬁt his particular connection.
10) It is again jumping to conclusions to claim
that Mark wants us to understand that only Mary
Magdalene made a report to the disciples and not the
other women. See v. 8 on the latter. Luke 24:10 combines Mary Magdalene with the other women in making
the report. This summarizes the matter of the report
but puts Mark’s meaning beyond dispute for those who
let one evangelist explain the other. 3... W. P., pronounces c’xdvq (= illa) good Greek although it is not
used elsewhere by Mark (but compare John 19 :35) in
just the way in which it is used here. No argument can
be based on the uncompounded aropcuﬁezaa, “having gone,"
which Mark uses only in a variant reading in 9:30 although he has it twice in the following verses (12 and
15) ~;' it is nothing but the common verb for going.
But 1039 Im' aim? ympc'vow is noteworthy, not because
this designation of the disciples argues against Mark’s
being the writer, but because it argues to the contrary

because of its resemblance to at nap’ «trot, a similar
circumlocution. The aorist participle expresses merely
the past fact that “they were” in the company. of
(pa-é) Jesus; we should use the past perfect in English: “to those who had'been with him.” But the addition-of two decidedly graphic participles speaks plainly
of Mark’s acknowledged love of details and emotional

touches in his narratiVes.‘- He alone tells us that the
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disciples were “mourning and weeping,” durative present tenses. All their hopes were crushed by the death
of Jesus. Yet Mark writes as though by this time the
Eleven were gathered together again whereas before,
as we have every reason to assume, they had been

scattered.
11) The statement about the unbelief of the disciples agrees with the other evangelists’. The fact that
Mark uses the verb dma-reiv only in this connection is no
stranger than for Luke to use it only in the same connection in 24:11, 41. The point in the use of certain
words is not whether the writer has used them else-

where but whether they ﬁt what he wants to say. This
is true also regarding was, which is certainly the
correct term for beholding the gloriﬁed body of the
Savior whether Mark’s short Gospel uses this word
elsewhere or not. The Greek retains the direct discourse as it was originally heard by the disciples: “that
he is living and was beheld by her”; the English requires the change to the past and the past perfect after
a past tense of hearing: “that he was living and had
been seen by her.”
12) A climax has been observed in the three appearances recorded by Mark: ﬁrst to one person, next
to two, then to the Eleven. This must, however, be
carried a step farther: ﬁnally to the ﬁve hundred (v.
15-18). Now after these things he was manifested in
another form to two of them while walking, they
going into the country. And they having come away,
reported to the rest; neither them did they believe.
It ought to be granted by the most critical that this
brief account is not a summary that is drawn from
Luke 24:13-35, the beautiful narrative of the two disciples that went to Emmaus as Jesus went with them
and did not reveal himself until he broke the bread at
table. The reason this is unlikely is the ﬁnal statement
which seems to clash with Luke 24:34. A later writer
would have avoided this but not so Mark who wrote
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before Luke. Mord. rain is an entirely innocent phrase
although it appears only here in Mark. Thus far we
have been told about events that occurred in the moming, we are now taken to the evening, hence “after
these things.” The Eleven already had more than
enough, but still more awaits them. We have the
partitive use of in: in as aimﬁv, “two of them,” one of
them being Clopas (Luke 24:18). The descriptive
touch “while walking,” to which is added appositionally “while going into the country,” is after the man-

ner of Mark, at: dypév recalling dis" aypoﬁ, “from the
country,” in 15 :21 and the phrases with the plural in
5:14; 6:36, 56. The verb “he was manifested” is just
as exact as is “he appeared” in v. 9; both aorists
declare the fact.
“In a diﬁerent form” has no connection with Phil.
2:7, nor with the form of Jesus during his earthly
sojourn. The pop¢ﬁ is the form that corresponds to the
being, the opposite of a mask or mere outward change
of clothes. The form in which Jesus walked with these
two disciples was one that they did not recognize as
being Jesus’ whereas the form in which he appeared to
Mary Magdalene (and to the other women in Matt.
28 :9) was one that was recognized immediately as
being Jesus’. Mark says nothing about the moment of

recognition in Emmaus, he speaks only of the walking
and going there and of Jesus’ form during this time.
This is not a contradiction With Luke 24 :16, 81, where
we are told that the eyes of the two disciples were at
ﬁrst held and then at last opened. Mark writes about
the strange thing about Jesus, Luke about the strange
thing about the two disciples. In order to walk with
the disciples as Jesus did he must have appeared like
one of them. But even so they might have guessed who
he really was, especially when he spoke as Luke 24 :25,
etc., states. The holding of their eyes prevented that.
The usual interpretation of the phrase “in a different
form”: in one that was different from his former ordi-
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nary appearance, that was transformed in a gloriﬁed
body, does not satisfy. If this were the meaning, the
phrase should appear in v. 9, for all the manifestations
of the risen Savior were made in a bodily form that
differed from his old, ordinary form. We may add,
however, that Jesus did not always appear in the same
gloriﬁed form during the forty-day period. The records read as if there were differences in his gloriﬁed

Midni13) ’Amaéms refers to :29 dypdv, they came away
from the country, i.e., from Emmaus, back to “the
rest,” the Eleven and other believers. When Mark
reports that they did not believe even these witnesses
he does not seem to agree with Luke 24:34, where the
disciples greet the two who came from Emmaus by
saying: “The Lord did truly arise!” But note what
Luke himself writes in v. 41 after Jesus actually appeared to all the disciples and after he had showed
them his hands and his feet: “while they were still
disbelieving from joy.” This is the disbelief which
Mark records as greeting the report of the Emmaus
disciples. We therefore do not need the solution which
points to Matt. 28 :17 and would have us regard Mark
as saying that only some doubted. Mark says more.
Others think that an interval must be placed between
Mark’s statement and Luke’s in 24:34, that there was
at ﬁrst disbelief and then faith. The real faith did not
came until after Luke 24 :43.
14) And afterward he was manifested to the
Eleven themselves while reclining at table, and he
uphraided their unbelief and heart stiﬁness because
they did not believe them that did behold him as
having arisen.
Luke recites this incident at greater length (24:36,
etc.) ; but Mark’s brief account is altogether independent of Luke’s. Note the unity of thought from v. 9
onward: every witness sent to the Eleven and the rest
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is met with unbelief ; “they disbelieved,” v. 11; “they
did not believe,” v. 13. Jesus himself now faces these
disbelievers and scores them for the condition of their
hearts. This strong statement regarding the unbelief
of the disciples is like the statements about their
earlier unbelief recorded in Luke 9 :45 and 18 :34 (compare Mark 9 :32). Only Mark tells us that the disciples
were dining; it was the late saucy or dinner, hence also
Luke 24:41-43 where we are told that Jesus ate before
them in order to overcome every trace of unbelief.
This unbelief is not something that is merely intellectual as unbelievers and others often believe. When
Jesus appeared (e'¢av¢p¢60y as in v. 12, Mark often
repeats the same term) and upbraided the disciples, it
was not merely their disbelief that he scored but also
their aqupoxap'o‘ia, “hardness of heart” or rather “heart
stiifness” that refuses to bend and yield to the proper
evidence, refuses to believe in spite of such evidence.
The root of all unbelief lies in this heart stiffness. The
intellect and its skeptical arguments are only the slave
of this hardened heart, Why hearts thus harden themselves against the clearest and completest evidence of
truth is and will ever remain a mystery. But the guilt
of such hearts is beyond question. Whereas they should
believe they refuse to believe; what they ought not to
trust they persist in trusting. The guilt is expressed in
ém’Sm, “he upbraided”; this word shows with what
severity Jesus treated the unbelieving disciples.
”on is best regarded as stating the reason for the
upbraiding and not the contents of the upbraiding. It
is_ “that they did not believe" the proper witnesses
whose testimony merited the fullest belief. In 7ch

ampe'm: we have the same verb gods, that was used
in v. 11. It makes clear the requirement of every real
witness, that he must have seen and beheld with his
own eyes what he testiﬁes. This was the case with all
who testiﬁed to the Eleven, etc. They had “viewed"
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Jesus, nad seen him fully and completely, had talkedwith him, and some had even touched him (Matt. 28:9).
Jesus is here designated as Weppévoc, the perfect
participle referring to a present state, the result of a
past act; Jesus is “the one having risen” and ever remaining such. The question is again whether we should
regard this :passive form like the passive form that
occurs in v. 6 which is practically active in meaning:
“he having risen” or as actually being passive: “he
having been raised up.” The dictionaries and the
grammars uphold the former intransitive sense. The
disciples, of course, deserved the severe blame that was
administered to them by Jesus. And yet in the providence of God their slowness to believe is of great value
to us today. They were not a credulous set as the
opponents of Christ’s resurrection assert. They were
hardheaded as well as hardhearted about the matter.
And yet in the end they all believed, believed with a
world-conquering faith. If only one had disbelieved
with ﬁnal disbelief, disbelievers today might justify
themselves by reference to him; but now the witnesses
are absolutely unanimous against them.
15) The verses that follow are placed in the same
paragraph with v. 14 by the editors who print the text
in paragraphs and are treated accordingly by the commentators. Jesus then spoke these words, the only ones
that Mark has preserved from the lips of the risen
Savior, in the closed room where he found the disciples
dining. But permit us to question this paragraphing
and this comment. These words of Jesus sound much
like those that are recorded in Matt. 28 :18-20, which
were spoken in Galilee (Matt. 28:16). They contain the
same Great Commission and similar great promises.
If we begin a new paragraph at v. 15 we have the very
matter in Mark which so many otherwise miss, namely
the meeting in Galilee which is made so important by

14:28; Matt. 28:10; and Mark 16:7. It was on a
mountain'in=Galilee that Jesus met all his disciples by
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appointment, about 500 in all (I Cor. 15:6). Here
under the open sky, with the grand panorama of the
whole country before him, Jesus spoke Matt. 28:18-20
and, we feel convinced, also Mark 16:15-18. He may
have said much more, for even these two sections are
all too brief.
This is, of course, most convincing for ascribing the
authorship of this entire conclusion to Mark and not to
a later unknown writer. It spoils the argument by
which the conclusion is torn into bits and leaves in it
only one real narrative, namely v. 14-18. But v. 14
most clearly stands by itself, and its subject is unbelief,
nothing but hardhearted unbelief. Why it should be
placed into the same paragraph with v. 15-18 is not
apparent. The connective mt does not compel that; it
binds no more closely than does 8e’. But 82’ would not be
in place here, for Mark is not narrating a fourth appearance of Jesus (note the three 8c’ preceding). he is
passing on to the climax, the Great Commission and
Promise of the risen Savior. Mark feels he does not
need to state that this involves his appearance in Galilee, especially since the emphasis is to be on what Jesus
said and not on his appearance as such.
And he said to them: Having gone into all the
world, herald the gospel to the whole creation! He
that believed and was baptized shall be saved; but
he that disbelieved shall be condemned. Moreover,
these signs shall follow them that believed: in my
name they shall cast out demons; they shall speak
with new tongues; they shall take up serpents; and
if they shall drink anything deadly, it shall in no
wise hurt them; on the sick they shall place hands,
and they shall be well.
The old observation is correct that we here have the
great missionary Mayne, Charm that corresponds with
Matt. 28:16-20. A further step is in order, namely that
these words, too, were spoken on the mountain in Gali-
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lee. The going into all the world is subsidiary, hence it
is expressed by the participle; but it is unwarranted to
make an issue of etc 76v mic/m 31mm as being against
Mark’s authorship (compare n‘w xéapov am in 8:36).
The verb mpzicmw takes us back to the very beginning
of Mark’s Gospel, to 1:4 (compare the notes on the
verb there) ; 78 ahyyémv likewise takes us back to the
very caption of the Gospel (1:1, where the term is
discussed). The aorist imperative is peremptory, the
command also stands for all time. “To the whole creation” is the correct translation because the Greek has
the article; not “to every creature,” which would require the absence of the article. Note how the presence
or the absence of the article changes the sense also in
English. K'n'ms is, of course, not taken in the absolute

sense but is like Matthew’s amiwa 1'3. 50m, “all the nations,” meaning the whole creature world of men.
The important point is the universality of grace
which is expressed so mightily in this command of
Jesus’: no human being is shut out from the gospel by
Jesus; absolutely all are to hear this gospel with the
one divine purpose that they all are to believe, for
mpﬁamv and meﬁav are ever correlatives; no preaching
except to lead to believing, and no believing except by
the preaching. Note that “the whole creation" cannot
mean only the generation of men then living. The
expression reaches to the end of time. If it is asked
how the apostles could herald the gospel that far, the

answer is that they did this through the New Testament and through the voice of every man who preaches
and teaches that New Testament. How ﬁtting that this
glorious command should have been uttered by Jesus
on a mountaintop!
16) The command is at once sealed by a promise.
"‘He that believed and was baptized shall be saved.”
The connection is evident because believing is the one
purpose of preaching. The two participles are substantivized and describe the person that shall be saved.
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Both are aorists. This is natural in the case of Bamwoets
because the act of baptizing is just one and a very
brief one at that. We may regard the aorist mentions in
the same way, as referring to the one momentary act
of coming to faith. Both acts would precede the future
act amorjaerac, and the meaning would be that the moment one comes to faith and baptism salvation would
be his. See 1 :15 on qrmeﬁav as the trust and conﬁdence
of the heart that rest on the gospel. The aorist participle has something deﬁnite about it: to come to faith
positively; such faith, of course, lasts. This, too, may
lie in the aorist if we view it as being constative, as
embracing the entire course of believing.

In “Stew there lie the ideas of rescue and deliverance
from the mortal danger of death and judgment (destruction, dnéma) and the placing into a state of blessed
security (life eternal), C.-K. 1031, etc. The verb and
its cognate terms form one of the greatest, most distinctive, and wonderful concepts of the Scriptures. The
passive always connotes the “Savior,” either Christ or
God. Christianity is the one religion which does not
demand that the sinner save himself but that he permit the Son of God to save him and keep him safe. We
may regard the future tense as punctiliar, as expressing one act: “shall be saved,” but decisively saved with
a salvation once for. all.
Faith and baptism are combined here as the means
of obtaining salvation. For one thing, faith and baptism always go together; the moment a man believes
he will want and will have baptism. By believing he
clings to the gospel, and part of that gospel is baptism.
But believing is subjective, the act of baptism is objec:
tive. They go together in this way. Baptism cannot,
therefore, be a mere sign or symbol that bestows nothing. If it were no more it could not be so vitally con—
nected with salvation.- Baptism bestows, and the believing baptized person accepts and receives this great

mph from the Savior. For anyone who comes to
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faith baptism is the great means of grace, i.e., the
channel by which forgiveness, life, and salvation are
bestowed upon him. As he believes the Word, so he
will demand all that the Word promises in baptism and
thus the baptismal act itself. He who claims to believe
but refuses and rejects baptism most surely deceives
himself about believing; his could be only a highly
pathological faith.
Jesus properly adds the other side since many to
whom the gospel is proclaimed will refuse to believe in
it: “but he that disbelieves shall be condemned.” The
tenses are the same as they were in the preceding
statement: “he that comes to disbelieve at that very
moment shall have the verdict of condemnation pronounced upon him by Christ, the Judge of all men.”
This involves the fact that the person hears the gospel
preached, for only then can he answer it with disbelief.

And darw'nfoag has the same deﬁnite and positive sense '
as the preceding «ion-dam, “disbelieve once for all.”
Nothing is said about those who never hear the gospel
and thus never get to believe or to disbelieve; the
Scriptures leave their fate in God’s hands, and it is in

vain for us to speculate. Only the general statement is
given, hence nothing is said of a believer who afterward falls into disbelief or of a disbeliever who ﬁnally
comes to faith. But both cases are clear as to their fate.
In the negative statement nothing is said about
being baptized simply because nothing needs to be said.
If a disbeliever does receive baptism, it will not save
him because by his disbelief he refuses to accept the
salvation that is offered him in the sacrament. But by
dis'believing the gospel he disbelieves also the baptism
which is a part of it, hence be will refuse to be baptized and will disown a previously received baptism.
To disbelieve the gospel is thus in itself decisive for
condemnation. Yet the omission of baptism in this
statement leaves open another possibility, namely that
one comes to faith, desires baptism, but is overtaken
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by death before he is able to receive the sacrament.
This caseis plain: not the lack of baptism but its rejection is fatal. This man is saved by the Word alone.
Cases such as this will naturally be very rare.
Fastidious ears do not like the translation “shall
be damned," but it is as correct and true as the other,
“he shall be condemned.” The softest name does not
alter hell in the least. When R., W. P., 405 writes that
“so serious a sacramental doctrine would need stronger
support anyhow than this disputed portion of Mark,"
we reply that it has this support in all the passages of
the New Testament regarding baptism, and secondly
that this portion of Mark is not made doubtful by the
dispute of so many but is as genuine as the great part
that only a few critics dispute. Finally, although Mark

does not record the institution of baptism as also Luke
and John fail to do he implies its institution in the
words he quotes from Jesus.
17) The miraculous signs promised to the dis-ciples are not new. Matthew relates the assurance of
Jesus’ constant presence, Mark the wonderful eﬂ’ects
of this presence. When the apostles were ordained,
the miraculous signs were promised to them, 3:15;
Matt. 10:1; Mark’s present list is only a little fuller.
These signs “followed them" on their preliminary
preaching tour as the seventy themselves reported in
Luke 10 :17.
Jesus calls these miracles Witt, “signs,” and uses
the ethical term for them, which is far higher than
“wonders" or “power works.” For a sign points be-.
yond itself to something that is far higher, of which,
it is a speciﬁc indication. Compare 8:11. These signs
were thus credentials for the apostles and their gospel
message, seals that proved their message genuine and
exhibited the fact that the living and risen Jesus was
present with them and working through them.
The phrase “in my name” is explained in 9:37. It

has often been understood to mean “on my authority”
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whereas it really means “in connection with my revelation” or “the revelation of me.” Compare 1:23 on
'demoniacs; the Acts furnish some examples of the
work of the apostles. To speak in tongues, whether
the well-attested adjective “new” is added or not, is
the speaking in “other tongues” as this is described
at length in Acts 2. The question as to what these
“tongues” really were is treated fully in the commentary on First Corinthians 12:10 as well as chapter 14.
We add only this: there were not two kinds of speaking in tongues; Acts 2 is decisive regarding the point

that the tongues were foreign languages that had never
been learned by the speakers but were perfectly understood by those who spoke these languages.
Many strange theories have been advanced regarding these tongues, and they have borne vicious fruit:
men fell into ecstatic conditions and uttered crazy gibberish, and thousands believed that this was a renewal
of the gift of speaking with tongues. The last craze
started in California, swept to Norway, then took on
considerable dimensions in Germany, where it ceased
when prominent exponents of it ﬁnally confessed that
evil spirits had moved them. Theories on religious
subjects are not always innocuous and harmless.

18)

“Shall take up serpents” recalls Luke 10:19,

treading on serpents and scorpions. We have one example of escaping death from a serpent’s bite in Acts
28:3, etc. Some would translate atpcw “remove” or
“destroy” (Luther, vertreiben) ; but, while this is possible, it does'not seem warranted since snakes may be
driven out without the exercise of miraculous power.
Rationalism thinks of snake charming and the like,
which sounds rather absurd. The mu’ wants us to combine these two miracles: protection from poisonous

serpents and from poisonous drink. We have no example of the latter in the New Testament. But tradition reports that the apostle John drank poison without harm, likewise Justus Barsabas (Eusebius, 3, 39).
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Some have thought that the reference is to the death
penalty, the culprit being condemned to drink poison;
but who can say? Many, like Bruce, think that what
is said about Venomous serpents and poisonous drink

takes us “into the twilight of apocrypha] story.” But
is this judgment fair? Is it really a small thing, something fanciful and apocryphal, to escape sudden death
by venom or poisonous drink? Is healing the sick like
Peter’s mother-in-law from a fever so much greater as
a sign, so much less apocryphal than to escape mortal
dangers? The exegete should always keep his balance.
To prefer the charge of being apocryphal against
this section of Mark’s Gospel is ineffective because it
could be launched only against the serpents and the
drink. The demons, tongues, and sick appear too often
and at too great length to be included in such a charge.
Must all these verses from nine to twenty come from
a late writer because of these two points? The contrary seems reasonable, namely that no man would
have added a word about serpents or poisonous drink
if he had undertaken to write a conclusion to Mark’s
Gospel; only the original writer, Mark himself, dared
to add items that are not preserved elsewhere. Mark
had received them from Peter, and ﬁnding fault with
them is not good. To think of strange secular sources
from which these two items in the list might be drawn
is just as ineﬁective. We have no compilation here, the
text, v. 17, 18, stands undisputed, the support for the
ﬁve items is the same. Therewith let us be content.
Healing the sick or weak (made weak by sickness,

ippw‘l’ot) is a well-known miraculous gift, examples of
which occur in the Acts. Echo's Eéoumv resembles the
expression found in 5 :23, the idiom Exew with an adverb
being translated “to be”: “shall be well.” We may
note that neither in this full list nm in any other passage that promises miraculous signs is the power of
raising the dead included, and yet we have two ex-
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amples of this miracle in the Acts and one in Eusebius
3, 39.
The fear of R., W. P., 405, that we may draw unwarranted conclusions for doctrine and practice from
these words in Mark is not met by his conviction that
these twelve verses are not genuine, for demons,
tongues, and sick are found in unquestioned passages.
We have heard of the abuse of tongues, of all kinds of
faith and prayer healing of the sick in recent times,
but only little of serpents or deadly potions. The latter
need not worry us but only the former when it is said
that to attest its ge'nuineness today Christianity must

produce healings, and some would say tongues. Such
false deductions are shut out by a far more important
consideration than the spuriousness of two items in
Mark’s conclusion. The miraculous gifts were seals
that were appended to the gospel preaching in the
early days only.
They followed those that came to faith (mmniouo’t,
v. 17, aorist), and even then not promiscuously and
like a common thing but in given cases as the Spirit
saw ﬁt. When sufﬁcient attestations were provided,
these miraculous gifts ceased; for those recorded in

Scripture were suﬂicient and stand today as signs and
credentials for us, just as if they had been wrought
before our eyes. To call for an endless line of signs
declares only that the original signs were not enough.
But the Lord does not discredit himself and his promised signs in such a foolish way.
19) So, then, the Lord Jesus, after he spoke to
them was received up into the heaven and sat down
at the right of God. And they, having gone out,
heralded everywhere, the Lord working with them
and conﬁrming the Word through the signs that
kept following after.
These two verses constitute the real conclusion of
Mark’s Gospel and not, as is generally assumed, the
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entire section v. 9-20. Note the connectives "Ev oﬁv and
8e’ which balance what is said about the Lord’s exaltation with what is said about the disciples’ work. The
phrase “after he spoke to them” refers to all the communications that were delivered during the forty-day
period, which includes even the words that are recorded in Acts 1:4-8; the only other alternative would
be to think only of the words that were spoken immediately before the ascension from Mt. Olivet. It is
unwarranted to regard what Mark says as taking place
in the room where the disciples were dining (v. 14),
which would have Jesus ascend from this dining-room
on the Sunday evening of his resurrection.
Mark indicates the time of the ascension only in the
most general way. He intends to say that Jesus re~
mained until he had ﬁnished communicating all that he
thought necessary for his disciples. Note Mﬁmu, utterance as opposed to silence, and the aorist to indicate
that this utterance was not progressing but was fully
ﬁnished. Luke alone reports the time of the ascension
exactly, forty days after the resurrection (Acts 1 :3),
and also the place, Olivet or the Mount of Olives near
Jerusalem (Luke 24:50).

Mark states only the fact of the ascension, Luke
gives us the description in both his Gospel and the
Acts. “He was received up into the heaven” states exactly what took place. The passive makes God the
agent in this act; Luke speaks in the same way. The
bodily form of Jesus rose visibly toward heaven and
was presently enveloped in a cloud. During the forty
days the disciples had often seen Jesus leave by disappearing suddenly. He had never left in this way as
he was now ascending into heaven. They now knew
that he would not appear to them again as he had appeared during the forty days; they had seen him in
bodily form here on earth for the last time.
Much attention has been given to the addition:
“and sat down at the right of God.” We are told that
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this is passing from the ﬁeld of history to that of theology. Again that this is not the language of Mark
and his time but the language of a later church era.

But the simple fact is that Mark keeps to history. It is
just as much a historical fact that Jesus sat down at
God’s right as it is that he was received up into the
heaven; both verbs are historical aorists. Instead of
ﬁnding late church language in these words and thus
attributing them to some other writer the language
actually goes back to Ps. 110 and is used again and
again prior to Mark’s writing and also about the same
time, cf., Rom. 8:34; Eph. 1:20; Col. 3:1; Heb. 1:3;

8:1; 10:12; 12:2; I Pet. 3:22; Rev. 3:21.
Nor was this merely “a cherished belief” of the
early church; it was far more, a belief and a confession
that were based on fact, a fact that had been prophesied
and was then fulﬁlled. Though no one says so, the trouble
regarding these words is the fact that, while the disciples saw that Jesus was taken up to heaven, they did
not see that he sat down at God’s right. That’s why
the former is called history and the latter theology.
But the canon is unwarranted that only what impinges
on the senses in this narrow world is history. Divine
revelation was necessary to know the fact of the sessio
ad dextra, and this was vouchsafed to Peter (Mark’s
source) as well as to the other apostles.
The Greek idiom in Ex vieWs the side as extending

out from God, and the idiomatic plural 8:64.41 views the
right as consisting of parts. It is the human nature
that ascended and sat at God’s right; the divine nature
needed to do neither. In Mark’s words we have the
heavenly exaltation of Jesus. To speak of God's right
is, of course, anthropomorphitic, for as a spirit he has
no right or left, nor do the Scriptures ever mention
God’s left. The right hand of God is his omnipotent
majesty, compare the passages cited above. To sit at
his right is to exercise that majestic omnipotence most
fully. Jesus had exercised it in a limited way here on
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earth in his miracles. He now rules as the Almighty
King and Lord forever. And he now does this in his
human nature which alone was capable of such exaltation, and was capable of it only as being joined to the
divine nature, for omnipotence, majesty, and all divine
attributes were the property of the Son from all eternity.
20) ’Exeivot refers to the apostles. Mark closes with
a grand summary and thus says nothing about the selection of Matthias to ﬁll the place of Judas. The apostles “went out” is explained by “everywhere,” out into
the whole creation, out to all nations. They “heralded,”
preached and proclaimed publicly “the Word,” “the
gospe ” (v. 15; see 1 :1). In Matthew, Jesus promises
to be with them, Mark says that he manifested his
presence by “working with them,” by making the gospel effective wherever they heralded it. Note the durative force of auyepyoﬁvros, likewise of the next present
participle ,BeBaLoiv-ros. Conﬁrming the Word was done
in addition to working with the disciples. In 6 Myos
the substance or thought is indicated of which the
spoken utterance consists. To conﬁrm or establish it
means to prove its truth and reality. For this the signs
mentioned in v. 17, 18 had been promised, and this
promise was now redeemed, wide the Acts. Ami states
that the signs were the medium for the conﬁrmation.
When attention is drawn to the fact that several
words appear here that are not otherwise found in
Mark, in fact, not even in the other Gospels (mep'yehi,
ﬂsﬁatoﬁv, Ewaonuaeiv, and «av-raxoi only once in Luke),

this cannot be advanced as proof against the author-

ship of Mark. All the words are simple, the very ones
that are proper for the thought, and no law exists that
in a small book like Mark’s every word has to be used
at least twice in order to be used at all. Many hapaxlegomena occur throughout the New Testament, and
all that is done is to note this interesting fact; the
passages in which they occur are not considered to be
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of doubtful authorship. Let us treat Mark in the same
fair way.

In the last two verses we twice ﬁnd 6 Képwg, “the
Lord,” and nowhere else in this Gospel. Here if anywhere in this Gospel the title “Lord” is in place, in
fact, eminently in place. Note this title coming involuntarily to the lips of Mary Magdalene in John 20 :18;
see the same thing in Luke 24 :34. In the ascensio and
sessio and in the working with and the conﬁrmation
by signs the divine and mighty Lordship is made clear
in the most glorious way. Instead of casting doubt on
the authorship of these verses by giving them a liturgical character, Mark deserves praise for reserving this
great title for the end. of his Gospel. When Mark
wrote, the title was in common use, and he might have
employed it throughout his Gospel. But he did not do
this; by using it twice in a marked way at the very end
he merges his Gospel into the faith, confession, and
worship of the church as it existed in his day. The
“amen” at the end is a late addition in the manuscripts
and is like the headings of the Gospels and the other
books.
Soli Deo Gloria

